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PREFACE

There arc many signs that the departure of the old-

fashioned English Elementary Algebra is at hand, not the

least of them being the aj^pearance of numerous com-

petitors for the heirship. That I should have entered

into a suit where there are already so many litigants is

partly due to recent changes in the University system of

Scotland, which cannot be discussed here, and partly to a

long-standing promise to my publishers to provide an

introduction to my larger text-book, which is suitable only

for the highest classes in schools, and which contains too

little of practical application, and not enough of graphical

illustration for the purposes of a technical college.

It is somewhat surprising to me to find myself in the

role of a reformer of the methods of elementary in-

struction

—

non ita nutritus. I began to teach in the old-

fashioned way, and have been driven, simply by the stress

of experience, until I find myself more or less at one in

most of their positions with the reforming party of mathe-

matical teachers, whether academic or (I suppose I must

say) technical. The experience in question, extending

now over more than twenty years, has been gained in

laboratory work, in examining schoolboys and entrants

to the universities, and (until 1893) in teaching the junior

mathematical class in a Scottish University, which, like
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the pass work in an English University, was essentially the

work of a schoolmaster. I have therefore had a better

opportunity than most of learning exactly where the old

methods were defective.

The English text-books of Algebra in vogue during the

latter part of this century have tended to degenerate into

a mere farrago of rules and artifices, directed to the solu-

tion of examination puzzles of a somewhat stereotyped

character having little visible relation to one another and

still less bearing on practice. If general principles ap-

peared at all, they were usually huddled apologetically

into a chapter of "Miscellaneous Theorems,"—an arrange-

ment which Ave might parallel by building a man of muscle

and tendons, etc., and putting all his bones into his coat-

tail pocket. It has been often and loudly complained

that Algebra thus taught will not bear the superstructure

of a university course, and is totally useless in practice.

My own experience has convinced me that both complaints

are in great measure just.

The present attempt to remedy these evils is a com-

promise, destined, I hope, to be superseded presently by

something better. Nothing but a compromise is at present

practicable, because mitura non agit per saltum.

In the first place, I have kept the fundamental prin-

ciples of the subject well to the front from the very begin-

ning ; I may instance the treatment of the derivation of

equations in Chapter VI., a subject usually dealt with as if

it were a separate science. At the same time I have not

forgotten, what every mathematical (and other) teacher

should have perpetually in mind, that a general proposi-

tion is a property of no value to one that has not mastered

the particulars. The utmost rigour of accurate logical

deduction has therefore been less my aim than a gradual
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development of algebraic ideas. Sometimes I have con-

tented myself with stating a general proposition, and then

proceeded to apply it, referring elsewhere for the demon-

stration
;
quite as often I have led up to the general prin-

ciple by means of a series of suggestive examples, and

finally stated it with or without formal demonstration

;

but in all cases the clarifying principle has been insisted

upon. A mathematical truth is not made part of the

mental furniture of a pupil merely by furnishing him with

an irrefragable demonstration; it is not until he has tried it

in particular cases, and seen not only where it succeeds,

but where it fails to apply, that it becomes a sword loose

in the scabbard and ready for emergencies. The rigorous

demonstration is but the last polish given to the blade.

It is better now and then to lead a learner to feel the need

of a weapon before we place it in his hands. Accordingly,

it will be noticed that towards the end of some of the

Exercises in this book little problems are given which

more or less anticipate the succeeding book-work.

I have gone as far as I dared, in the face of existing

examination programmes, in cutting out book-work which

has nothing to do "vvith elementary theory or with practice.

In particular, I have excluded the treatment of subjects

that depend on the theory of limits and convergency.

The premature introduction of such subjects with loose

and even misleading or false demonstrations has been one

of the most glaring defects of our elementary mathematical

text-books. In this respect it is scarcely too much to say

that many of them are half a century behind the age.

Not only is teaching of this kind a waste of time, but it is

an absolute obstruction to further progress. How deplor-

able the results are is well known to every examiner and

university teacher.
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In arranging the Exercises I have acted on a similar

principle of keeping out as far as possible questions that

have no theoretical or practical interest. Many of the

Exercises were constructed expressly to illustrate theo-

retical points ; and there will be found a larger infusion

than usual of problems that occur in practice, and of pieces

of work that the student will meet with later on in the

Applications of Algebra, to Geometry and Physics. At

the same time I have borne in mind that we are expected to

wisely tell what hour o' th' clay

The clock doth strike by Algebra,

and to exhibit other little accomplishments of the kind at

the call of the ever-present examiner. My chief object in

this matter has been variety ; if any one using the book

finds defect in quantity, there is a superabundance of

sources from which he can supplement.

A prominent feature of the present book is the con-

stant use of graphical illustration ; it is introduced in a

simple form very early ; and altogether about fifty pages

are devoted to it exclusively. This proportion may startle

some ; but will not astonish those who are familiar with

the tendency of the best modern teaching. The graphic

method furnishes the most valuable antidote to the tend-

ency of school algebra to degenerate into puzzle-solving

and legerdemain. By the constant exercise of graph-

tracing the beginner acquires through his fingers three

fundamental mathematical notions, viz. the Idea of a Con-

tinuously Varying Function, the Conception of a Limit,

and the Method of Successive Approximation. These

notions he will find to be more valuable in the higher

mathematics and in applications to practice than all the

rest of his algebraic accomplishments put together. In

order to get the full educative benefit of graph-tracing, it
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will not be sufficient merely to read the relative para-

graphs. The teacher must trace the graphs before his

pupils ; and also cause them to work the curves out in-

dependently. To facilitate this kind of work, I strongly

recommend that a blackboard, permanently ruled into

small squares, like a sheet of plotting paper, should be

part of the furniture of every mathematical class-room.

A word regarding the first steps in teaching Algebra.

I hold, in common, I believe, with most teachers of Mathe-

matics who have deeply considered their business, that

the teaching of Algebra—that is, of the science of arith-

metical operations— should commence with the teaching of

Arithmetic itself. For example, the beginner should not

be allowed simply to learn that 3 and 5 together make up

8, and to write mechanically the scheme

3

5

Ans, 8

and the like ; but ought as well to be made to write

3-1-5 = 8, or even -f- 3 -f 5 = -f 8. It should also be

pointed out to him that 3 + 5 = 8 = 5 + 3; that 3 + (3 - 2)

= 3 + 3 - 2 ; and so on. The laws herein involved need

not be named to him at first by their long forbidding

names ; but they should be illustrated by means of con-

crete instances, and especially by geometric figures. After

a course of this kind, extended over the earlier years of his

arithmetical training, the learner should be made to state

the solutions of the little problems which he works as

concatenations of numerical operands and operating sym-

bols. The next stage is to learn to generalise a problem

by substituting letters or hypothetical operands for the

actual numbers of earlier essays. Then, and not till then.
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should a book expressly dealing with Algebra be put into

the pupil's hands. In brief, tlie best Beginner's Algebra

is a good book on arithmetic in the hands of a good teacher.

It remains to acknowledge my obligations. As I have

already hinted, my debt to the traditional text-book is

greater than I could have wished. Of the books recently

in extensive use the excellent little work by the Master of

Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, is almost the only one

that treats the subject from what I consider to be the

proper point of view. I have not consciously borrowed

from that book, but I have profited from it as every one

must that carefully studies a conscientious piece of work

by another. For proof-reading and valuable criticism, I

am indebted to my assistant, Mr. Charles Tweedie, and to

Messrs. J. Alison, J. B. Clark, D. B. Mair, and J. A. Mac-

donald, friends and former pupils. To Mr. Archibald

Milne, one of my students, who undertook the laborious

work of checking the Answers to the Exercises, I am much

indebted for the celerity and phenomenal accuracy with

which he performed this task.

To the Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examination

Board, and to the Cambridge Local Examinations Syndi-

cate, I owe acknowledgment for liberty kindly accorded

me to take exercises from their examination papers, of

which I have taken considerable advantage.

Hints for improvement and corrections of errors, of

which not a few must remain after all our care, will be

gratefully received ; and I take this oj^portunity of again

thanking the many friends, some of whom I have never

yet had the pleasure to meet face to face, that have given

me assistance of this kind in improving my larger work.

G. CHRYSTAL.
April 1898.
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CHAPTER I

GENERALISED ARITHMETIC

§ 1. Newton, who was one of the greatest masters of Algebra,

called his work on that subject Arithmetica Universalis,

which may be freely translated Generalised Arithmetic. From
the point of view of this chapter no better name for Algebra

could have been found. In every arithmetical calculation

there is a part which is special to the particular concrete

subject to which it is applied. But there is also a general, or

in Newton's phrase, universal part. In the first place, there

are certain operations performed, viz. addition, subtraction,

multiplication, or division, the laws of which are altogether

independent of the particular case contemplated ; and, again,

it is possible to consider the particular concrete case as merely

an example of a general concrete case in which the actual

quantities are not definitely specified.

Consider, for example, the following simple problem. A
grocer has five cases, each containing a dozen eggs, and a broken

case containing only seven ; how many eggs has he altogether.

If a child were asked to arrange the calculation on his slate, he

would probably put down something like this

—

12

_5
60
7

Answer 67 eggs.

Tlie first step towards an algebraical view of this simple

matter is to distinguish the operations performed by appropriate
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signs ( X and + ), to introduce an abbreviation for the copula,

or statement of equality, ( = ), and write

12 X 5 + 7 = 67.

We thus recognise better tlian before that there are in the calcula-

tion certain operations with certain operands (12, 5, 7), the

general nature of which is unaffected by the fact that we are

counting eggs and not, say, chickens.

Again, we may generalise our little problem in another direc-

tion. Instead of considering five cases, each containing twelve

eggs, we may consider any number of cases, say a, each contain-

ing any number, say 6, of eggs, and the number in the broken

case may be taken to be any number c ; then, if d be the whole

number of eggs, we have, by precisely the same use of the

operations as in the particular case

—

hx a + c = d.

We have now obtained a " general formula," or a so-called

" algebraic formula," for solving all problems of the same con-

crete type as the one originally proposed. We pass back to the

solution of any particular problem by substituting the appro-

priate values of a, b, and c in b x a + c, and carrying out the

arithmetical operations indicated.

Ultimately the first of these generalisations, which consists in

regarding Arithmetic as the science of a set of operations con-

ducted under certain rules, is the more important in modern
Algebra ; but for a beginner the latter generalisation, which

consists merely in replacing the operands, or numbers operated

with, by letters which may stand for any number, is perhaps

more important ; because it is a useful mental exercise in itself,

and because it leads by degrees inevitably to the other general-

isation. It is, in fact, obvious that we cannot use generalised

operands without using symbols of operation ; and the construc-

tion of algebraic formulae for the solution of special problems

tends to bring the general nature of the arithmetical operations

into prominence. Practice in this kind of exercise should be

begun very early. Every arithmetical problem, almost every

step in arithmetical theory, and every application of Geometry
to the mensuration of figures will furnish an opportunity. A
few examples are appended to the present chapter.

§ 2. The fundamental operations of Arithmetic, sometimes
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called the " Four Sjiecies," are addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion, and division, and the operands for the present may be

taken to be the integral numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., together with

123
any fractions, such as 7-^, which can be formed by means of a

oo~t

finite number of digits.^ Hereafter it will be seen that the

operations and the operands of Algebra may be defined in a

perfectly abstract manner ; but in the meantime the learner is

to attach to the operations the meanings to which he has been

accustomed in arithmetic ; and he may think of the operands

as denoting concrete quantities of any kind with which he

happens to be familiar, e.g. lengths of lines, sums of money,

volumes or weights of matter, etc.

§ 3. The symbol for addition is always + ; and for subtrac-

tion —

.

For multiplication the symbol x is used. When no ambiguity

is to be feared, the x is generally omitted, and the multiplicand

and multiplier merely written in close succession ; thus ab

means ax b ; and 3a means 3 x a. When both multiplicand

and multiidier are numbers, this second notation is sometimes

ambiguous: thus, 12 means 10-1-2, and not 1x2; and 2|^

means 2 -f |^, and not 2 x f. In such cases a dot placed as low

as possible between the multiplicand and multiplier is used,

thus, 1.2 means 1x2; 2.| meaiis 2 x |. In using the dot

notation care must be taken to avoid confusion with the decimal

point, which is placed higher : thus, 1.2 means 1x2, but 1*2

2 . .

means 1 -f — . As in arithmetic, we speak of axb either as
10

^

" a multiplied by h " or as " the product of a and b, or of b into

a." The multiplicand a and the multiplier b are often spoken

of as the " factors " of the product.

Division is indicated by the symbol -^, viz. «-f-6 means "a
divided by 6," or " the quotient of a by fc," a and b being spoken

of as the dividend and divisor exactly as in arithmetic. Alter-

native notations are -, ajb, a : b. The symbols / (solidus notation)

and : (ratio notation) are equivalent to -^, with an excep-

* Any such aritlimetical numher is spoken of as Commensurable or

Rational (in tlie arithmetical sense). An example of an iucommeusurable
number is a iion-termiiiatiug, non-repeating decimal, e.<y. tlie ratio of the
circumference of a circle to its diameter, usually denoted by ir.
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tion to be stated presently ; and the former of these two,

owincj to the readiness with which it can be either written or

printed, is now coming much into use. The fractional notation

- has certain advantages, but it is difficult to print and takes up
b

more room than the others. We shall have occasion to remark

later on that the fractional notation is not in all cases exactly

equivalent to -^ or to / ; it has in some cases the effect of a

bracket, e.g. is not the same thing as a-^h + c or ajb + c,

h + c

but is really equivalent to a-^{b + c) or aj{b + c).

The fact that when the dividend and divisor are integral

numbers, as in |^, the fractional and divisional notation are not

distinguishable is of no consequence, because in Algebra, when-

ever we regard ^ not as a whole, but with respect to 3 and 4

separately, we regard it as a quotient, and, on the other hand,

when ^ is regarded as a whole, i.e. as an operand, it has the

same abstract properties whether we consider it as " three-

fourths " or as three divided by four : e.g. from either point of

view I X 4 = 3 ; and this may be regarded as the fundamental

or defining property of ^.

It may be mentioned here that 1 -fa, or I /a, or -, where a is

any quantity whatever, is often spoken of as the Reciprocal of a.

§ 4. Whatever concrete or other meaning the learner may
have hitherto attached to addition and subtraction, he will

see that the two operations are mutually Inverse in the sense

that, if we first add any quantity and then subtract the same,

or first subtract any quantity and then add the same, the result

is the same as if we had not operated at all ; that is to say

—

rt-f-6 — 5 = a, a — b + b = a.

Multiplication and division are inverse to each other in

exactly the same sense, viz. we have

axb-^b = a, a-7-b xb = a.

Rightly considered, the above remark leads us to see that

when addition and multiplication are fully defined by concrete

interpretation or otherwise, the nature and laws of their inverses,

subtraction and division, are determined (see A. Ch. I.).*

* In references A. signifies my larger work on Algebra.
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§ 5. In addition to the four species it is usual, even in

arithmetic, to introduce another pair of mutually inverse opera-

tions, viz. Involution (Raising to a Power), and Evolution

(Radication or Root Extraction). In the first instance, at least,

these new operations are not independent of those already

enumerated. Involution is in fact repeated multiplication

:

thus 3, 3 X 3, 3 X 3 X 3, 3 X 3 X 3 X 3, . . . are represented by

3^, 3-, 3^, 3-^, . . . and are described as three to the first power,

three to the second power or three square, three to the third

power or three cube, three to the fourth power, . . . and in

general ax ax ax . . . {n factors), n being of course an arith-

metical integer, is contracted into «**. This operation is called

Involution or Raising to the nth Power ;
«" is called the nth

power of «, a to the ?;tli power, or briefly a to the ?ith. Also a is

called the Base of the Power ; and n the Index or Exponent

of the Power. Hereafter we shall extend this notation to cases

where n is not integral, or indeed a mere arithmetical quantity

at all ; but it must be observed that, according to our present

definition, a" has no meaning unless n be an integer in the

ordinarv arithmetical sense.

The quantity whose nth. power is a is called the nth root of

a, and is denoted by J^/a, a being called the Radicand and n the

Order of the Root ; and the operation of deriving ^a from a is

called Evolution, Root Extraction, or Radication ;
special cases

are the second root or square root, written ^a ; the third root or

cube root, written ^a. If a = h^\ h being any ordinary arith-

metical quantity, it is at once obvious that h satisfies the defini-

tion of ]l/h'\ It also follows from the definition that the ?ith

power of J^a is a. From these remarks the mutual inverseness

of Evolution and Involution, regarded as arithmetical operations,

follows at once.

It is imj)ortant to notice that, if we confine ourselves to mere

arithmetical values of the radicand, and to mere arithmetical

values of the root, there can only be one value of an ?ith root

;

and that, according to the nature of the radicand, there are two

distinct senses in which the root can be said to exist. Consider,

for simplicity, the case of the square root. If the radicand be

the square of any commensurable number, say the square of 6,

the square root is of course &, and is commensurable ; and if the

square root be commensurable, the radicand must be the square
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of a commensurable number. If, on the other hand, the radicand

be not the square of any commensurable number, then the

square root must be incommensurable, and does not exist in the

same simple sense as before. It will readily be seen, however,

by considering a table of numbers and their squares, that we
can determine a commensurable number whose square shall differ

from any given number by as little as we please. We thus de-

termine a commensurable approximation to the square root of

any required degree of accuracy ; and it is clear, from the nature

of the process, that successive approximations will differ less and

less from each other, and, therefore, approach more and more
nearly to one particular value. In this sense there exists always

one and only one arithmetical value of the square root of every

arithmetical number which is not itself the square of a com-

mensurable number.

The same order of ideas applies exactly in the case of an

nth root.

§ 6. In algebra, just as in arithmetic, it frequently happens

that the result of a series of operations becomes itself an operand.

It thus becomes necessary, especially in algebra, where the

operations are symbolised, to have some means of indicating that

the result of several operations is to be taken as a whole, and

regarded as a single 0]3erand preceding or following a particular

symbol of operation.

This is effected by inclosing the complex operand between a

pair of Brackets or parenthesis-marks,
( ), { }, or

[ ], or by draw-

ing over it a line or "vinculum,"
~~~

',

|

, or
|.

For example, if we have to represent the subtraction from 8 of

the result of subtracting 2 from 4, we write 8 - (4 - 2) ; and
not 8 — 4 — 2, which would mean quite a different thing, viz.

the result of first subtracting 4 from 8, and from that result

subtracting 2.

When there are complex operands within complex operands,

we have to use brackets within brackets ; and in such cases it is

usual to vary the forms of the pairs of parenthesis-marks for

greater clearness ; thus, instead of writing a — {h — {c — d)), it is

usual, although not absolutely necessary, to write a - {b — (c — d)]^

a — (h — {c — d]), a — {h — c — d), or a— b — \c — d. It should be

mentioned, however, that in mathematical work which is to

be printed, the use of the vinculum should as far as possible be

avoided, because it cannot be printed by means of a single type
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of the ordinary construction, and consequently is both trouble-

some to the printer and costly to the author and publisher.

In accordance witli the usual convention of writing in all

European languages, a chain of algebraical operations is read,

as it is written, from left to right. There is a tacit understand-

ing, so long as the same symbol of ojjeration or its inverse is rejjeated,

that all that precedes the operating symbol is to be regarded as

a single (complex) operand. By this convention we are saved

considerable complication in the use of brackets. Thus, for

example, a-\-h — c - d +f really means [{(ci -\- b) — c} — d] -f-/, and

axb-^c-^dxf means [{{a x b) -i- c] -^ d] x f. If, however, there

is passage from addition and subtraction, on the one hand, to

multiplication or division on the other, or vice versa., then the

bracket cannot be omitted without affecting the meaning of the

chain. Thus, for example, a — bxc means, when written with

full symbolism, a — {b x c), and must not be confused with

{a -b) X c. For instance, 13-2x5 = 3; but (13 - 2) x 5 = 55.

When division is indicated by the use of the horizontal line,

this line also performs the part of a vinculum or bracket ; thus

r—— is equivalent to -n-

—

-, i.e. to a -^ (6 + c) or aj{b 4- c), the

bracket being suppressible without ambiguity in the first notation,

but evidently not in the other two.

A similar remark applies to the solidus in so far as multi-

plications and divisions, unbroken by intervening additions or

subtractions, is concerned. Thus ajb x c-^d means a-^(b x c-^d),

and not a-^b x c-^d. Tlie solidus has, in short, the effect of a

bracket upon an immediately following chain of multiplications

and divisions. On the other hand, a^b + c means a-^b + c, and

not a -r (6 -I- c).

It should be noticed that the radical symbol ^ does not act

as a bracket, like /: thus ^4 x 2 means
( ^4)2, i.e. 2x2, and

not ;^(4 X 2), i.e. J8 ; and, again, ,^4/2 means 2/2, and not

^(4/2), a J2.
The use of brackets is one of the fundamental parts of the

algebraic art, and it should be carefully studied by means of

gradually generalised examples taken from the arithmetical

exercises of the beginner ; it is also of primary theoretical

importance, as we shall see, when we lay down the Law of

Association. Some of the exercises on this chapter are framed for

the purpose of testing the student's grasp of the bracket notation.
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Classification of Operations and Functions

§ 7. For the purposes of Algebra tlie fundamental operations

just enumerated are classified as follows :—Addition, Subtraction,

and Multiplication, including, of course, Involution, which is

simply repeated multiplication, are called the Integral Opera-

tions. Division is called the Fractional Operation.

Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division, taken to-

gether, are called the Rational Operations, and in contra-

distinction Radication or Evolution is called the Irrational

Operation.

The operations of Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication,

Division, and Radication, taken together, are called the Alge-

braic Operations.

It will be observed that in tlie above definitions no mention

is made of the operands at all, and that the definitions are

quite distinct from those of the corresponding terms in

Arithmetic. Thus, for example, w^e call the extraction of the

square root in Algebra an irrational operation, quite irrespective

of the fact that the result may be arithmetically rational {i.e.

commensurable), or arithmetically irrational {i.e. incommensur-

able), according to circumstances.

§ 8. Any concatenation of operands and operating symbols

which has an intelligible meaning according to the fundamental

definitions or interpretatituis of these operands and operating

symbols, we call a Function of the operands in question, or of

any number of them that may be selected for special notice.

Thus, for example, 3 x 2 -[- 6 is said to be a function of 3, 2,

and 6 ; we may also say that it is a function of 3 and 2, or a

function of 6, etc.; again, ah^ + Jc may be spoken of as a

function of a, 6, c ; a function of a and h ; a function of a and c
;

and so on, as may be convenient.

The operands which for the moment are selected for notice

are commonly spoken of as the Variables, and any other operands

involved in the function are called in contradistinction

Constants.

The word Expression is often used in the same sense as the

word function, and is at times convenient. " Function " enters

more conveniently into composition, e.cj. we can say " function of

a," whereas if we use ".exi^ression," we must say "expression
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involving a." Moreover, " function " is the word generally used

in all parts of mathematics.

It will be observed that we define a function at present

synthetically, i.e. with reference to the operations or steps in its

construction or synthesis ; and it is understood that the number
of such operations is finite. As the student proceeds, he will

find that the notion of a function is gradually extended.

AVhenever it is necessary for clearness to do so, we may more
fully describe the kind of function which can be constructed by

means of a finite number of the algebraic operations as a

Synthetic Algebraic Function. Synthetic indicates that the

function is to be constructed directly by steps or operations
;

Algebraic means, of course, that the operations are to be merely

one or more of the five algebraic operations above enumerated.

In the meantime, we may call any function, which is not an

algebraic function, a Transcendental Function.

. § 9. Parallel to the classification of the five fundamental

operations given in § 7, there is a classification of Synthetic

Algebraic Functions.

An algebraic function which, so far as any selected set of

operands is concerned, is constructed by means of a finite number
of integral operations, is called an Integral Algebraic Function,

or simply an Integral Function of the selected set of operands.

If an algebraic function involves division with respect to

any one of a selected set of oj^erands, it is said to be a Fractional

Function of these operands.

Integral and fractional functions are classed together as

Rational Functions, so that a function is rational with respect

to any set of operands when it involves every one of these only

by way of addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division. If,

on the contrary, root extraction with respect to any of the

selected operands is involved, th^ function is called an Irrational

Function of these operands.

As examples of these distinctions wc may give the following :

—

3-^2 + 6-^(5 + 4) is an integral function of 3 and 6; a fractional

function of 2 ; a fractional function of 2, 5, and 4 ; a fractional

function of 4 ; a rational function of any or of all of its operands.

(«+ \/l>)l{c + s/d) is a rational function of a and r, or of a, \/b, \ d
;

an integral function of a, or of \/h, or of both ; a fractional function of

c, or of s/d, or of both ; an irrational function of b, or of d, or of both
;

and so on. h + g./' + .r' is an integral function of .> ; an integral function

of ^ or of 2 ; but a fractional function of 2 or of 4, etc.
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Witli respect to the meanings of the terms Integral, Frac-

tional, Rational, and Irrational in Algebra, there are two
points that must be constantly borne in mind. First, that the

distinctions are a mere question of form, i.e. of the occurrence

or non-occurrence of certain operations, and have nothing to do

with the values of operands or with resulting values ; second,

that the terms are relative to a set of chosen operands or

" variables " expressed or understood. If this be borne in mind,

there will be no danger of confusion with the essentially distinct

use of these words in relation to arithmetical quantity. As an

instance of the distinction between the two usages, 4/2 is in

the algebraic sense a fractional function of 4 and 2 ; but as to

its value (viz. 2) it is arithmetically integral ; again, ^9 is

an irrational function of 9, but its value is rational in the

arithmetic sense of the word. This double use of the same

terminology is one of the difficulties in the way of the beginner

in Algebra ; and he must be warned once for all to pay close

attention to the definitions and usage of algebraic terminology

if he desires to acquire any but the loosest notions of the

fundamental principles of the subject, and anything beyond the

feeblest power of applying them independently. The ]3resent

instance of the danger of confusion is merely one among many.

§ 10. Besides the predicative symbol = meaning "is equal

to," its negative, 4= , meaning " is not equal to," is also used

in Algebra. Also the symbols >, <, *>, <t:, meaning "is

greater than," " is less than," " is not greater than," " is not

less than," resj)ectively, frequently occur. The last four symbols

may at first be taken to have the ordinary arithmetical sense
;

but we shall hereafter assign to them an extended " algebraic

sense " in connection with the use of purely negative quantity.

EXERCISES I.

1. Evaluate 6«-3& + 2c -a- when rt,= 22, & = 3, c = 5, .t= 1.

2. Evaluate 6a - 2[h - 4(3c - 2x) + 3 [a - (4c + x)) ] when a = 22, i = 63,

c = 5, x=l.
3. Evaluate 6a;^- 5x*"^ + 10,j3- 3 when ic = l ; when x~2 ; and when

a; = 1/3.

Evaluate the following functions when « = 4, & = 3, c= 12, d — h,

working to three places of decimals when the result is not com-
mensurable.
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4. 3a-+-:r—ri' 6. 20a+\-h-.
a' - 0^ a'-

(a + 6) -f (a - h) c^ i a+b
.

a-b\

c

9. -v' -. +——-. > - • 10.
{a-b c+d J a {a - b) + {c+d) a

11.
a

c + d' 12. al{b + cl{c-d)}.
+

13. a2^,2^ 14 (^a-b)\ 15. [a-Pflia^y.

16. a^'. 17. ("^y. 18. («7a2^)2.

19. ^J^J^l 20. 100V(« + Z')/c-^.
(c-rt)

21. sj{~^^- 22. V(« + Z')/(c-c^).

23. >y{(rt + J)/(c-fO}. 24. \/(2aZ^^). 25. Vl^^^"}

EXERCISES II.

1. Represent symbolically the operation of reducing £3 6s. 8d. to

pence.

2. Represent symbolically the operation of reducing a pounds, b

shillings, and c pence to pence.

3. Write down an expression for the number whose units digit is a;,

whose tens digit is y, and whose hundreds digit is z.

4. Write down the 7ith odd integer after 7.

5. Write down five consecutive odd integers of Avhich 2n + 1 {n being
a positive integer) is the middle one.

6. A collector calls at 5 houses in street A, at 6 in street B, and
at 8 in street C. In each house there are three flats. In street A he
gets £a, £b, £c from the respective flats, and the corresponding sums
for streets B and C are £«', £b', £c', and £a", £b", £c" respectively.

Find an expression for the whole sum collected ; and evaluate it when
a= 3, b= 2, c=l ; a' = i, b' = S,c'^l; a"= 5, b"= 3, c"= 2.

7. Find an expression for the number of jience in a half-crowns, b

florins, c shillings, and d sixpences.

8. in a till there are a five pound notes, b pound notes, c five

shilling pieces, d half-crowns, e shillings. Taking £1 as unit, write

down an expression for the value of the contents of the till.

9. A man walked from home a distance of 6 miles at the rate of a
miles an hour ; he rested 20 minutes and returned at the rate of 3 miles

an hour. How long was he out ?

10. Write down symbolical expressions for the simple interest, and
for the amount at simple interest of a given ]irinci]ial sum at a given

rate per cent of interest per annum for a given nuni]>er of years.

11. Write down an expression for the present value (at a given rate
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per cent per annum of simple interest) of a given sum due a given
number of months hence.

12. The price of tlie p per cents is P, of the q per cents Q. A man
sells out £A of^ per cent stock and with the price buys q per cent
stock. Neglecting brokerage, find an expression for his gain or loss

of income.

13. A grocer mixes a lbs. of tea worth a shillings per lb. with h lbs.

at jS shillings per lb., and sells the mixture at ^(a + /3) shillings per lb.

How much does he gain or lose by selling c lbs. of the mixture ?

14. A man held a certain office for 30 years. He began with a

salary of £P, and every 10 years he got an increase of £Q. Find a

formula for his average salary during the 30 years.

15. If I mix a oz. of a p per cent solution of a salt with h oz. of a g-

per cent solution, what percentage of salt does the mixture contain ?

Work out the result when a= 3'5, jj = 5, & = 4"3, q=ll.
16. A is a 2^ per cent solution of pyrogallol ; B a g* per cent solution

of sodium sulphite ; C an r per cent solution of sodium carbonate. In
a mixture of a oz. of A, h oz. of B, and c oz. of C, how many oz. are

there of pyrogallol, sodium sulphite, and sodium carbonate respectively

;

and what percentage of each of the three does the mixture contain ?

17. A grocer lays out a sum of mone}' in buying a lbs. of tea at p
shillings per lb., h lbs. of tea at q shillings per lb., and c lbs. at r

shillings per lb. He mixes the three quantities and sells the mixture
at s shillings ])er lb. Find a formula for the gain or loss per cent on
his original outlay.

18. A certain vessel, which can never be entirely emptied, p per

cent of its contents always remaining behind, is full oi a, q per cent

solution of salt in water. The vessel is emptied as far as possible,

filled up Avith water, shaken, and then emptied as far as possible.

This is done three times. Find what percentage of salt there is in the
remaining liquid.

19. Find an expression for the amount of a given principal sum
for a given number of years at a given rate per cent of compound interest

payable annually.

20. If the radix of a scale of notation be r, and the digits of a

number be po, ^h, . . . , Pn from the units onwards, find an expression

for the number.
21. Express by a formula the decimal fraction whose digits are

2h, p-2, Ps, P4-

22. If 36,754 represent an integer in the scale whose radix is 8,

find the representation of the same in the scale of 10.

23. Reduce •3234, which represents a radix fraction in the scale of

5, to a decimal fraction.

24. From a vessel filled with spirit and containing a gallons, b

gallons are removed, and the vessel filled up with water. Find an
expression for the amount of spirit left after this has been done ?i

times.

/



CHAPTER II

FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF ALGEBRA LAWS OF COMMUTATION
AND ASSOCIATION FOR ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

§ 11. It will be advisable for our present purposes that the

learner should attach some convenient concrete meaniugs to

addition and subtraction. In the first instance, we shall use

the notion of credit and debit ; later we shall employ a more
important but perhaps less familiar illustration.

We shall suppose that + a means a pounds to be paid by
some debtor to a merchant A, and that - h means 6 j)o^^^^s to

be paid by A to some creditor of his. It will facilitate matters

if we suppose that A collects his debts and pays his creditors

through an agent B, who may be supposed to have a certain

amount of spare cash of his own, in case it may happen on his

rounds that he may either have more to pay out than to collect,

or that he may, in the first instance, have to pay out some
money before the money he has to collect for A has come in to

cover his outlay.

The chain of additions and subtractions +a-\-h - c-\- d — c -f
will then represent £a collected, £b collected, £c paid out, £d
collected, etc., in a particular order on a certain round.

+ h + a-ird - c - e -f will evidently, so far as A is concerned,

represent the same final result ; it might indeed represent

simply a different way of arranging B's round of business

calls. There is, in fact, from our present point of view, no
reason why any or all of the creditors should not be visited

first, B in the meantime paying out of his own cash, and
then we should have fur the symbolic representation of B's

round — c — e-f+a-\-h-\-d.

"We are thus led to see that in a chain of additions and
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subtractions the order of the oi^erations is indifferent^ ijrovided each

ajperand carry ivith it the ojjerating symbol + or — originally

attached to it.

Such a chain of operations is often called an Algebraic Sum,
and the law just stated is spoken of as the Law of Commuta-
tion for Addition and Subtraction.

It may be here explained that when an algebraical sum
begins with an addition it is usual, for shortness, to omit

the corresponding + ; thus, instead of +1 + 4 — 3, we write

1+4-3.
It will be immediately perceived that, although in what

precedes we have not gone beyond the limits of common sense,

we have already transcended the boundaries of Arithmetic as

ordinarily understood ; for, although +1 + 4-3 is at every

step a perfectly intelligible arithmetical sequence, +1-3 + 4,

which from the ]3oint of view above explained is the same

thing, directs that 3 shall be subtracted from 1, and —3 + 1+4,
according to the ordinary arithmetical notions, has no mean-

ing at all. To this point we shall return hereafter ; all that

we need note at present is that the notion of debit and

credit has led us to a generalisation of the operation of

subtraction.

§ 12. Since two separate debts of c£l each, both supposed

good, are from the merchant's point of view the same thing as

a single debt of <£2, we may associate +1 + 1 into +(+1 + 1),

the bracket indicating that the two separate debts are regarded

as one, and the + before the bracket meaning " payable to A,"

as before. We have therefore

+ 1 + 1= +(+l + l)= +2;

and in like manner

+ 1 + 1 + 1= +(+1+1 + 1)=: +3
;

and so on.

These results might, in fact, be regarded as the definitions of

+ 2 and + 3 from the algebraic point of view. It is, however,

more important to note that we have here the simplest case of

the Law of Association for addition, viz. a chain of additions

associated into a single addition by means of a bracket may be

dissociated into the comjjonent additions by merely removing the

bracket; and conversely.
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The familiar process of adding two integral numbers is a

case of the law of association, ejj. we have

+ 2 + 3= +(+1 + 1) + (+1 + 1 + 1),

by the definitions of + 2 and + 3
;

= +1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1,

= +(+1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1),

by the law of association ; = + 5 by the definition of + 5.

§ 13. The process of association may be carried further.

Let us suppose that A's agent B in a day's round collects £«,

pays out £6, and also pays out £c. Associating the whole of

the day's business together, the result from A's j^oint of view is

-\-{a — h — c). If we look at it from the point of view of B's

cash, he owes to A .£«, and A owes to him £,h and £c—that is

to say, from B's point of view A owes him — a + 6 + c, therefore,

if we look at the whole result of the day's transaction again

from A's point of view, the result is —{ — a -{-}) + c\ the —

before the bracket meaning " due by A," as before. Combining
the two results just arrived at with the original way of looking

at each debit and credit separately, we have the following

equalities :

—

+ a — h — c= +( + «-& — c);

+ a — & — c= — (-ft+i + c).

The last two equations exhibit fully the Law of Associa-

tion for Addition and Subtraction which we may state as

follows :

—

An algebraic sum associated into a single operation by means of

a bracket may be dissociated into component additions and sub-

tractions by removing the bracket, leaving all the signs + or — un-

changed if the bracket is preceded by + , reversing each sign if the

bracket is preceded by — ; and conversely.

§ 14. Since every operand may arise by association as an
algebraic sum, we may have complication of the process of

association for addition and subtraction to any extent. In this

way we have to consider such functions as a — {])-{- [d — {e —

f - g)]\ for example, where there occur brackets within l)rackets.

In reducing such functions to a simple algebraic sum by
dissociation, we may remove the brackets in any order that may
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be convenient, tlie most usual perliaps being to begin with the

outermost and proceed, in order to the innermost. Thus

—

=^a-b-d + {e-f-g)
= a-h-d-\-e -f- g
= a-h-d + e-f+g.

But we might also proceed thus

—

a-[h+{d-{e-f^g)}]
= a-[b+{d-ie-f+g)\]
= a-[b+{d-e+f-g]]
^a-[b + d-e+f-g]
= a-b-d + e -f+ g.

Or, again, we might suppose all the brackets removed at

once ; and consider the effect on the sign of each operand.

Thus, for example, / stands within four brackets ; three of

these are preceded by — ; hence the sign of / originally + is

thrice reversed ; and is therefore finally - : and so on.

§ 15. By means of the laws of commutation and association,

we can deduce an important Rule for Evaluating an Algebraic

sum. Thus, for example

—

a-b+d+e-f+g
= a + d-\-e + g -b — /,

= +{(a + d + e + g)-{b+f)},
= - W+f)-{(^ + d + e + g)}.

Hence we see that the reduced value of an algebraic sum is

obtained by adding all the addejids and all the subtrahends

se2)aratelij, taking the arithmetical difference of these two sums, and

-prefixing + or — according as the sum of the addends or the sum

of the subtrahends is the greater. We here suppose that the

operands are mere arithmetical quantities.

Example
^

6 + 3-7-9 + 10-11,
= +19-27,
= -(27-19),
= -8.

This rule for reducing an algebraic sum might equally have

been deduced from our debit and credit illustration. For at

the end of his day the agent B adds together the sums collected
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for his principal A, and also tlie sums paid out on behalf of A,

takes the difference, and credits or debits A tlierewith acconl-

ing as the whole sum collected was greater or less than the

whole sum paid out.

§ 16. If we consider any two quantities which differ by cc, say

a and a + X, we have
-\- (a + x) — a= +x,

+ a — {a + x)= —X.

If now we make x smaller and smaller, a + x becomes more
and more nearly a ; and therefore if, as is usual in aritlimetic,

we denote a quantity which is smaller than any assignable quaiitity

by 0, we have
+ a-a= +0 ;

+ a - a= - 0.

These two equations may be taken as the definition of as

an operand in Algebra (so far as it is admissible in that capacity).

We see at once that has the special property possessed by no

other operand, that

+ = - 0.

This agrees perfectly w4th arithmetical notions ; for we have

h + = b = b-0 ;

and this again is consistent with our algebraical notion of the

mutually inverse character of addition and subtraction ; for if

4- stand for + a — a, we have b + = b + a — a = b (see § 4).

§ 17. If we reduce the number of oj^erations in a bracket to

one, and formally apply the Law of Association for addition

and subtraction, we get the following special results :

—

+ ( + «)=+«, + ( - a) = - a,

-
( + a) = - a, - ( - a) = + a,

which have a twofold interest.

In the first place, they lead us to the idea of the cumulation

of operative symbols with the law that the concurrence of two like

symbols, i.e. + ( + a) or — ( — a), gives the direct symbol, viz. in

each case +a, wliile the concurrence of two unlike symbols, i.e.

-
( + a) or + ( - a), gives the inverse symbol, viz. in each case

- a.

We are thus led to break up the process of dissociation into

2
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two parts, viz. the removal of the bracket and the determination

of the sign. Thus we may first write

- ( - a + & 4- c) = -
( - ft) - ( + 6) - ( + c)

;

then apply the " law of signs," which gives

-
(
- ft) = + ft, -( + &)=-&, - ( + c) = - c.

The cmuiilation of the signs + and - thus suggested may be
carried to any extent by repeated appUcations of the four fundamental
cases, +{ + a)= +a, +{-a)= -a, -{ + a)= -a, -(-«)=+«. Thus
we have

+«=+( + «)= +( + ( + a))=+( + (- (-ft)));

-a=+{-a)=+i-{ + a))=+{-{-{-a)));

and so on ; the rule for reduction to a single operation being obviously
that the reduced sign is + , if there be no - or an even number of -

signs in the sequence ; and - , if there be an odd number of - signs

in the sequence.

§ 18. The Law of Association for an algebraic sum, in

particular the four special cases + ( + ft) = + «, + (
- ft) = — a,

—
( + a) = — ft, —( — «)=+ ft, leads us to another important

idea, viz. the notion of Algebraic Quantity as distinguished

from what may be called mere Arithmetical Quantity.^

In the first instance, the operands ft, &, . . . were mere

numbers {e.g. numbers of pounds in our debit and credit illus-

tration) ; but in the expressions + ( + ft) and + (
— a) the operand

as regards the first + is not ft, but + ft in the one case and — a

in the other. Such an operand, consisting of an arithmetical

quantity with either + or — attached, we call an Algebraic

Quantity, positive or negative according as the sign is + or

— . Keturning to our concrete illustration, we see that this

amounts to dealing by way of addition and subtraction not with

simple sums of money, but with such sums labelled as debits

or as credits, thus + 2 means £2 due to A, — 3 means £,Z due

by A. In this kind of addition the efi'ect of - is to turn a

debit into a credit, and vice versa.

§ 19. Just as we derive the positive integers from + 1 by
associating +1 + 1 into +2, +1 + 1 + 1 into + 3, etc., and

complete the series of positive quantity by inserting any re-

quired number of positive fractions between and +1, +1

* Sometimes called Scalar Quantity or Absolute Quantity. The
scalar or absolute value of an algebraic quantity a is often denoted by

|
a

| ;

thus
I

- 3 1 means 3. The absolute value of the ditference between two
algebraic quantities a and b is often denoted hy a'\ib, thus \a-b\ — a^b.
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and + 2, + 2 and + 3, etc., so from - 1 we derive an infinite

series of negative integers, — 2, — 3, etc., and we can complete

the series of negative quantity by inserting any required

number of negative fractions between and - 1, — 1 and - 2,

- 2 and — 3, etc.

Strictly speaking, positive and negative quantities are not

comparable as to magnitude, seeing that they are heterogeneous.

Thus, for example, we cannot in the ordinary sense of the

words say that " £o due to A " is either greater or less than
" £3 owed by A."

It is usual, however, to establish a conventional test of in-

equality between positive and negative quantities by laying down
that the algebraic quantity a is greater or less than the algebraic

quantity b according as the reduced value of a — h is positive or

negative.

Applied to positive algebraic quantities merely this agrees

with the ordinary arithmetical notion of inequality.

If a be any positive quantity, say + a, b any negative

quantity, say — /? (here a and (3 are absolute quantities), then

a — b= -\-a - (- (3)= +a + /?, and obviously has a positive

reduced value. Hence any positive algebraic quantity, how-

ever small absolutely, is greater than any negative algebraic

quantity.

Ex. +2> -3, since (4-2)-(-3)=+2 + 3=+5.

If a be any negative quantity, say — a, b any negative

quantity, say -
f3,

then a -b= — a + /3, the reduced value of

which is positive if fS > a, negative if ^ < a. Hence one

negative quantity is greater or less than a second according as

the first is absolutely less or greater than the second.

Ex. - 2 > - 3, since (-2)-(-3)=-2 + 3= + l.

- 3 < - 1, since (-3)-(-l)=-3 + l=-2.

If, therefore, we use oo to mean a quantity greater than any

assignable quantity, then we may symbolise the whole series of

algebraic quantity by

-00 ... -2... -1... ±0... +1...+2... +00,

the order of ascending magnitude being from left to right.

Owing to its exceptional property, — = + 0, may l)e

regarded as belonging to both the negative and the positive parts

of the series, being the only quantity they have in common.
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Steps on a Line, Co-ordinates

§ 20. There is another concrete representation of algebraic

quantity which, although less familiar than the notion of debit

and credit, is very important, because it makes its appearance in

almost every application of mathematics.

Let X'X be an unlimited straight line ; and let us dis-

tinguish the directions X' to X, i.e. left to right, and X to X , i.e.

right to bft, by calling them jpositive and negative respectively.

Any limited portion of the straight line, say AB, whose ends

are named in the order in which the letters are written, is called a

Right (or Positive) Step or a Left (or Negative) Step, accord-

ing as B is right or left of A. Thus in Fig. 1 AB is a right

step ; and A'B' is a left step. We agree that two step?, wherever

situated on the line X'X, are to be regarded as equal when their

A B B' A'J ' ->—
^ ODDI I

D O

Fig. 1.

lengths and also their directions are the same. By the com-

position of two steps, AB and CD, is understood the operation

of placing them without change of direction so that B coincides

with C ; the resulting step AD is called the resultant of AB
and CD. By drawing the corresponding figures, or indeed in-

tuitively, the learner will see at once the truth of the following

statements :

—

I. Hie resultant of two, and therefore of any number of steps, is

independent of the order in which they are compounded. For ex-

ample, the resultant of AB and CD is the same as the resultant

of CD and AB.
II. The resultant of two right steps is a right step whose length

is the sum of the lengths of the components.

III. Tlie resultant of a right step and a left step, or vice versa,

is a step whose length is the difference of the lengths of the com-

ptonentSy and which is a right step or a left step according as the

right component is greater or less than the left component.

IV. And, generally, the resultant of any number of steps is a

step whose length is the difference betiveen the sum of the lengths of

the right components and the sum of the lengths of the left com-
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'ponents, and which is rvjht or left according an the former or the

latter sum is the greater.

We now see that the composition of steps on a line is exactly

analoj^'ous to algebraic addition and subtraction. I. is the

law of commutation ; II., III., IV. are different cases of the law

of association. In particular, IV. corresponds to the rule for

reducing an algebraic sum. "We may therefore specify a right

step whose length is a units by + «, a left step of the same length

by —a. The statements I., II., III. then become

^a + b = +h + a,

+ rt-6= - h + ((,

etc.

''1

+ a + & == +(« + &), II
;

+ a-b = +(a-6), {.j. .

= - (6 - a), / '''• '

And furthermore, if we agree that + in general is to mean " set

down a step " (whether right or left) in its proper direction
;

and — to mean " set down the step reversed," then we see that

we may operate with + and - on steps as well as on absolute

lengths. Thus the four fundamental cases of the law of

association

+ ( + a) = +a, +(-a) = -a,
-

( + a) == -a, -
(
- a) = + a,

have their equivalents in the following statements regarding the

right and left steps AB and BA :

—

+ AB = AB, + BA = BA,
-AB = BA -BA = AB.

Corresponding to + « — a = 0, we have AB + BA = 0.

§ 21. If on the unlimited line X'X we fix a reference-point

0, usually called the Origin, then we may represent positive

and negative algebraic quantities by steps from : right for

positive and left for negative quantities. In this representation

to every algebraic quantity there will correspond one and only

one point on the line X'OX, the point corresponding to 0.

The series of algebraic (real) quantity

-00, . . ., -2, . . ., -1, . . ., 0, . . ., -M, . . ., -f-2, . . ., -f 00

will therefore be represented by an infinite succession of points
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arranged from left to right on the unlimited straight line X'OX.

Here the notions of increase and decrease are associated with

progress to the right and progress to the left respectively.

The right or left step from the origin to any point P, or

the corresponding algebraic quantity, is often called the Co-

ordinate of the point P with respect to the origin 0.

Starting Avith this definition the learner will readily establish a

series of propositions, such as the following :—If the co-ordinates of

A and B be x^^ and o-o, then the step AB is in all cases represented by
the algebraic quantity x^-x-^ ; the co-ordinate of the middle point of

AB is ^{xi + Xo), and so on.

EXERCISES III.

1. An agent has debts of £3 and £5 to collect, and a debt of £6
to pay for his employer. If he has £2 of his own cash with him,

write down algebraic sums to represent all the different ways in which
he can arrange his business round. All the payments to be made in

cash.

Simplify the following by removing the brackets and removing
mutually destructive operations :—

2. (l + 2-3)-(l-2 + 3)-f(l-2-3).
3. (3-5 + 8)-(3 + 5 + 8-9-f3)-(64-7-8).
4. j9-(3-6)}- (9 + (3-6)}+(5-3).
5. [9 - {8 - (6 -f 5)} ]j-^+ {8 - (6 - 5)} ].

6. 1-[1-{1-(1-1-M)}].
7. [x+ {x-{x-2)}']-[x- {x-{x + 2)}].

8. [a + {b + {c + d)}] + [a+ {b + {c - d)}} + [a+ {b - {c-d)]'} +
[a-{b-{c-d)}].

9. [{(6-f 8)-(6-5)} - {(6-i-8)-f(6-5)}]-f [{(6-8)-(6 + 5)}-
{(6-8)-(6-5)}].

10. {{a + b + c)-{a-b-c)} - {{a- b + c)- (a + b + c)}.

11. a-b-[a + b- {a-b + {a + h-a-b)]].
12. +(-( + (-(+ . . . 1)))), w pairs of brackets.

13. a -{a -{a -{a- . . . ))), ?i pairs of brackets.

14. Find whether 3 - (5 - 6) or 6 - (5 - 2) is the greater.

15. Find whether 3- {8 -(10 -9)} or 6- {8-f(10-9)} is the

greater.

16. Represent by means of steps on a straight line the algebraic

sum 4-3-2 + 5-7.
17. Illustrate graphically the algebraic identity H-2-3= -3-f-2.

18. The co-ordinates of A and B are (
- 1) and ( -f 3), and of C and D

(
- 3) and

( + 5). Find the distance between the middle points of AB
and CD.



CHAPTER III

fundamental laws of algebra

The Laws of Commutation and Association for Multi-

plication AND Division—Laws of Indices

§ 22. The reader who has been rationally taught the funda-

mental principles of Arithmetic is already aware that in a chain

of multiplications and divisions, unbroken by additions or sub-

tractions, the order in which these operations are performed is

indifferent.

Thus, for example

—

x3x2x6= X3x6x2=x6x2x3, etc.

xl6-r2x8= xl6x8-^2= x8-^2xl6
= -=-2 X 8 X 16, etc.

vJ-vl-^l-l-l vJL-^-JLvl-i-l fife'^2'^4 • 3 •"5'~2
•
3'^4-"5~ ''^•'

and, in general

—

= X c X a-^d-^b,

= -i-h X ax c-^d, etc.

It will be observed that we have here a law formally identical

with the Law of Commutation already stated for an algebraic

sum : it is called the Law of Commutation for Multiplica-

tion and Division, and may be verbally stated as follows :

—

In any chain of tnultvplications and divisions the order of the

constituents is indifferent, provided the proffer sign he attached to

each operand and move with it.

Just as in an algebraic sum, when the first operation is the

direct one, in this case multiplication, the sign is usually

omitted : thus w^e write axh-=rc instead of xa xb-=rc.

§ 23. Both from the principles and from the practice of
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Arithmetic the learner is familiar with the following truths :

—

To multiply by 8, i.e. by 4 x 2, is the same as to multiply first

by 4 and then multiply the product by 2, i.e. in symbols

—

X(x4x2)=x4x2 . . (1).

Again to multiply by 4, i.e. by 8^2, is the same as first to

multiply by 8 and then divide by 2 ; that is

—

x(x8-^2)=x8^2 . . (2).

Also to divide by 8, i.e. by 4 x 2, is the same as to divide

by 4 and then divide by 2 ; that is

—

^(x4x2)= ^4-f-2 . . (3).

Finally, to divide by 4, i.e. by 8 -f 2, is the same as to

divide by 8 and then multiply by 2 ; that is

—

-^(x8-=-2)=-^8x2 . . (4).

For simplicity we have chosen integers for operands ; but it

will be recognised as an arithmetical truth that the same results

hold when the operands are fractions.

The equivalences (1), (2), (3), (4) are examples of the Law of

Association for multiplication and division, which may be stated

thus :

—

A chain of multi'plications and divisions associated into a single

operand hy means of a bracket may he dissociated into the con-

stituent operations by removi7ig the bracket, leaving all the signs

unchanged if the bracket is preceded by x , reversing each sign if the

bracket is preceded by -^

.

Or, in symbols

—

X {x a^b-^cxd)= X a-^b-^cx d . (5);

-^{xa-^b-^cxd)=-^axbxc-^d . (6).

§ 24. As in the case of the Law of Association for addition

and subtraction, we may resolve the process of dissociation for

multiplication and division into two parts— the removal of

the bracket and the determination of the signs. Thus (5) and

(6) could be written

x(xa-^6-^cxf?)=x(xa)x(-^&)x(^c)x(xf?);
-^ ( X a -^ 6 -^ c X d) = ^ ( X a) -f ( -f 6) -^ ( -^ c) -f- ( X cQ :

with the following Law of Signs :

—

X ( X rt) = X a, X ( -^ ft) = -^ a,

-7- { X a) = -7- a, ~{-^a)= X a:
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that is to say, the concurrence of like signs gives the direct

sign ( X ), the concurrence of unlike signs the inverse sign ( -i- ).

This dissection of the Law of Association is of less importance

in the present case ; because there is in ordinary algebra, at least

as yet, no important development of multiplicative and divisive

quantity as there is of additive and subtractive quantity, which

gave us the notion of so-called algebraic quantity.

§ 25. In the association of multiplications and divisions we
may have brackets within brackets, which may be resolved

successively or simultaneously, exactly as in the case of additions

and subtractions (see § 14). There is, however, for the beginner

an element of iperplexity in the variety of notations for multi-

plication and division.

Ex. 1.

3 X [4-^ {3^(6 x8)j]
= 3 x4-^ {3-^(6x8)},
= 3 X 4 ^ 3 X (6 X 8),

= 3x4-^3x6x8.
Ex. 2.

3 -r 4/6-^8/3x2
= 3 ^ 4 ^ 6 X 8 X (3 X 2),

= 3-1-4-^6x8x3x2.
Ex. 3.

^ = 3--4-(6-8)x(3x2),

3x2
= 3-f4-f-6x8x3x2.

The bracketing effect of the " solidus " and of the " fraction

line" should be observed in Examples 2 and 3. When it is

desired to suspend this bracketing effect, a thicker fraction line

is sometimes used. Thus while

3^4* /6-^8\

3x2
= 3-^4-^6x8x3x2.

4 3-4
is sometimes written for the sake of emphasis ; but this

6-H8 6^8
3x2 3x2

is unuecessary.
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3

6
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Finally, from the definition of multiplication and division as

mutually inverse operations

—

3-^4x5-^5 = 3^4,

which establishes our result, since 3-^4 and | are the same
thing.

In like manner, we could deduce in general the following

results :

—

a X 111 a

b xm h
' (1)

(2)

(3)

axd

Take, for example, the second part of (4)

—

( -
j

-7- {-j\ = (a -=-&)-=- (c -r (^), by the meaning of the symbols
;

= « -^ 6 -=- c X fZ, by the law of association
;

= axd-^6-rC, by the law of commutation
;

= {axd)-=r(bx c\ by the law of association
;

axd
= T , by the meaning of the symbols.

Since the process we are engaged in is an analysis of the

operations of arithmetic, whose laws we take for granted, into a

few simple laws which are to be the laws of Algebra, it would

not be logically consistent, from our present point of view, to

regard the above deduction of certain rules of operation with

arithmetical fractions from the laws of commutation and associa-

tion as a demonstration of these rules. It is none the less

interesting and important to see that these rules, in appearance

so distinct, are really consequences of two very simple general

principles.

It is, however, very important to note that, since (1), (2), (3),

and (4) are deducible from the fundamental laws of Algebra,

they will hold, not merely for arithmetical operands, but for
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any algebraic operands whatsoever, simple or complex. Thus,
for example

—

ft X (- 1) a .^ -a a

and

= -, I.e.

6x(-l) V ' -b }}

{x-l){x-\-2) x-l
{x + 3)(a: + 2) x + 3

are cases of (1) ; and

x-l ^x+^ _x-\ a-2_(.x-l)(rc-2)

a: + 3'a;-2~a: + 3 x + 2~ {x + 3)(a; + 2)

is a case of (4).

EXERCISES IV.

Simplify each of the following as much as you can :

—

1. 3x7-^3x4^7.
^

2. 3^ {5^3 X (2^3)}.
3. {6^(2x3)}-^{6x(2-=-3)}. 4. {Za)^{Ah)xh-^a.

5. la . 3a . 4a . Qa~ {6a . 12a}. 6. ^ x f/J x J.

8 3v2 3v2 2v•a-Xfr .1X5 __^X

11.

4 -^ ? Q <t ^ 5 ,„
Ax 4' Ax 4* 6 w 4/ 6

3^8 3 ^ S
3a . 3& 3c /2a . 25 . 2c

2d.2e. 2// 3^ . 3e . 3/
*

^^
{x + l){x-2) jS{x + 2)\ .

/6(cc-2)

{x~l){x + 2) \2{x + l)J ' \4{x-l)

Monomial Integral Functions—Laws of Indices for
Integral Exponents

§ 28. Technical Use of the Word Term.—The word term
is often used in Algebra in a technical sense, which it will be

convenient here to define. A function, or 'part of a function of

any operands which involves only multiplication and division, and
not addition and subtraction, is called a term. Thus 3x4,
axh-^c, arffi Sa^ are called terms. On the other hand, a^ + b'^,

ab — c'^ja are not in themselves terms ; but + a^ and + 6^ are the

terms of a^ _]_ 52 . g^j^^i _j_ ^^j ^j^^i _ ^2^^^ ^]^g terms of ab — c-ja. A
function which consists of a single term is called a Monomial

;

a function which is the algebraic sum of two terms a Binomial

;

and so on.
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§ 29. In dealing with rational terms (rational monomial
functions), such as

(3(1^) X (2a)3 ^ {ahcf x (a2)3 x ( _
j

(1),

it is found convenient to arrange so that all the multiplications

or divisions by merely numerical ojDerands shall be brought to-

gether and, usually, condensed into a single number ; and, in

like manner, all the multiplications and divisions by the same

letter brought together and replaced by a multiplication or

division ])y a single power of that letter.

Thus we shall presently show that the monomial (1) can be

reduced to 24(1^"^ -^h'' -^c^ or 2-ia^^/h~c\

This reduction is greatly facilitated by the establishment of

rules

—

1. For expressing the product of any powers of one and

the same base, or the quotient of two powers of one and the

same base, by means of a single power of that base.

2. For expressing any power of a power of one base as a

single power of that base.

3. For expressing a power of the product of any bases, or a

power of the quotient of two bases, as a product or quotient of

single powers of those bases.

These rules, commonly spoken of as the Laws of Indices,

are as follows :

—

I. (a) a"^ X rt^^ X rt2' X . . .=a"^+^^+i'+ • * '

{/3) a"' -^ a'' = «'»-«, if m > 7i

;

= 1 4- a^* ~ "^, if m < n.

11. (a«*)" = a'««

III. (a) (a X 6 X c X . . .)'« = iO"- xh'*^xc'^x. . .

;

or, in words

—

I. (a) TJie jirodud of any iiowers of one and the same base is a ijower

of that base v:hose irule.c is the sum of the indices of the given j^owers.

(f3)
The quotient of two different 2)owers of the same base is a

'power of the base ivhich is tlie absolute difference of the two powers^

or unity divided by the same^ according as the index of the dividend

is greater or less than the index of the divisor.
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II. The nth power of the mth power of a base is the lanth power

of that base.

III. (a) The mth power of a product of bases is the product of

the mth poivers of those bases.

(fS) The mth power of the quotient of two bases is the quotient

of the mth powers of those bases.*

The proof of these laws depends merely on the definition of

an integral power, viz. that

a^ = axaxa'X. . . m factors,

and on the laws of association and commutation for multiplica-

tion and division.

To prove I. (a), let us consider first a special case, say

a^ X a^ X a^. By the definitions of a^, a^, a^ we have

a^ xa^ xa^ = (axa)x(axaxa)x{ax a),

by the law of association

—

==axaxaxaxaxaxa,
where there are 2 + 3 + 2 factors ; hence, finally, by the defini-

tion of a power

—

The general proof may be stated thus

—

a'^xa^xai^x. . .

by the definitions of a'"-, etc.

—

= {ax ax . . . m factors)

x(ax ax . . . n factors)

x{ax ax . . . p factors)

/N • • •
J

by the law of association

—

= axax . .

xaxax...v_^^^_^^^^_
factors ;xax ax . . '

Pn • • •

by the definition of a power

—

__ £jm+?i+2>+ . • '^

* The beginner may be cautioned against the freqiient error of confusing

these laws with one another ; thus, for example, of putting (a^)2= a^+2, a

confusion of I. (a) with H.
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To prove I. (/3), consider first a particular case, say a^-^a^.

We have

a^ -r a-.

by tlie definitions of a^ and a^—
= (axax ax ax a)-^{axa) i

by the law of association

—

= a X a X a X a X a-^a-^a ',

by the law of commutation

—

= a X ax ax a-^ax a-^a
;

by the mutual inverseness of multiplication and division

—

= ax ax a X {5 — 2 factors)

;

bv the definition of an index

—

In general, by definition of a power

—

a"^-7-a"' = {ax a X . . . m factors)

-^{ax ax . . . 7i factors)

;

by law of association

—

= ax a X . . . m factors

-^ « -^ a -r . . . n divisions.

If now m>n, we have, by law of commutation

—

a'" -^a'^ = a X a X . . . m — n factors

X a-^a X a-^ax . . . n pairs
;

by the mutual inverseness of multi23lication and division

—

= a X a X . . . m — n factors
;

by the definition of a power

—

If TYKUj there are more divisions than multiplications, and

we have
(jin -^a^i = a-^a X a-^ax . . . m pairs

-^ rt -f- rt . . . n — m divisions

= \-^a-^a . . . n - m divisions
;

by the law of association

—

= 1 -^ ((t X a X . . . 11 -m factors)
j
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by the definition of a power

—

= 1 -^a«-»».

To prove II., consider the special case (a^)^ Since (a^)^ by
the definition of a power means a^ x a^, we have

(a3)2 = a^ X a^,

= (a X a X a) X (a X « X a)
;

by law of association

—

= ax axa . . . 3x2 factors
;

by definition of a power

—

In general

—

by definition of a power

—

= a"* X a'" X . . . n factors
;

by definition of a power

—

= (a X rt X . . . m factors) \

x{a X ax . . . m factors) > n rows

;

X . . . j

by law of association

—

= a X a X . . . mn factors ;

by definition of a power

—

As the reader has probably now grasped the simple principles

involved, we give the general proof of III. (a) and III. (^) at

once.

We have, by the definition of a power

—

{axbxc . . .)"* = (axhx ex . . .))

X {a xb X c X . . .) >m rows ;

X . . . j

by the laws of association and commutation

—

= {ax ax . . . m factors)

X (6 X 6 X . . . m factors)

X (c X c X . . . ??«. factors)

•X • • • ^
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where we have in effect turned the columns of tlie first scheme
into rows in the second. Hence, fiucilly, by the definition of a

power

—

{axbxcx . . .)"» = a"^ x Z/'" x c'" x . . .

Again, by the definition of a power

—

(a -^ 6)'" = {a-^b)x{a-r-h) X . . . m pairs
;

by the huv of association

—

= a-^h X a-^hx . . . m pairs
;

by the law of commutation

—

= a X rt X . . . m factors

-i- 6 -r i -^ . . . m divisions
;

by the law of association

—

= {a X ax . . . m factors) -^-Qjxhx . . . m factors)
;

by the definition of a power

—

§ 30. Let us now return to the monomial

—

(3a9) X i2af ^ {ahcf x {tC-f x (~ V.

Using the laws of indices, we have

by IIL (a), {2af = 2^a^ = Sa^
;

by IIL (a), {abcf = a%h^]

by II, (a2)3 = a6.

by IIL (ft (^y = (a - hf =a4 -f- h\

Hence

(3a9) X {2cif^{ahcf x {a^f x f^Y

= (3 X a9) X (8 X a3)-j-(a3 xPx c^) x a^ x {a^-^¥)
;

by the law of association

—

= 3 X a^ X 8 X a^ -^ cr -^h^-^c^x a^ xa^~h^
\

by the law of commutation

—

= 3 X 8 X a^ X a^ X a<5 X a* -r a^ -^ 6^ -^- 6-^ ^ c^ ;

by the law of association

—

= 24 X (a^ xa^x of' x a^)-^a^~{h'^ x ¥) ^ c^ ;

3
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by tlie laws of indices (I. (a))

—

= 24 X a'^2 -r a^ -^ }? -^c^
;

by th.e law of association

—

= 24x(a22-Ia3)-h(67xc3);

and finally, since, by I. (/?), a^^ -^ a^ = a^^ ~ ^ = a^^,

The above calculation has been written at considerable length in

order to show clearly how it depends on fundamental principles. This

model should be followed by the beginner in every piece of work that

is new to him and whenever he has fallen into doubt or perplexity.

After the fundamental principles have become perfectly familiar, much
of the work can be safely carried out mentally and the written

calculation much shortened ; but the learner should never fall into

the bad habit of quoting formulae or rules whose connection with
fundamental principles lie does not perfectly understand ; by so doing

he will strain his memory and retard his ultimate progress.

Notion and Laws of Degree

§ 31. It follows from the last paragraph that every integral

monomial function of the operands a, 6, c, . . . can be reduced

to the standard form

Aa%hy . . .
,

where A is a factor not depending on a, 6, c, ... , and a, ^, y,

. . . are positive integers.

The index of any operand or letter when an integral monomial

is reduced to its standard form is called the Degree of the

Monomial with respect to that Letter.

By the degree of an integral monomial with respect to

any set of named letters is meant the sum of the indices

of those letters when it is reduced to the standard form.

In other words, the degree in any set of named letters is the

number of times that the w^hole of these letters occur as factors.

If no letters are specially mentioned, it is understood that

all the letters appearing are to be taken into account in reckon-

ing the degree.

Thus, for example, the degree of Za%\^ in « is 3 ; in &, 2 ; in c, 5
;

in a and h, 3 + 2= 5, in a, h, and c, 3 + 2 + 5 = 10.

The letters which for the time being are taken into account
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in reckoning,' the de<^ree are often called the Variable Letters
or the Variables. In contradistinction, the reniainin<^f letter!^,

including the numerical factor, are spoken of as the Constant
Letters or the Constants. These definitions seem at first sight

to involve a strain on the meaning of the words "variable" and
" constant," but the convenience of the phraseology will be

appreciated later on.

When it is necessary throughout a calculation of any length

to distinguish the variables from the constants, the former are

usually denoted by letters near the end of the alphabet—x, y, z,

u, V, u\ etc. ; and the latter by letters near the beginning

—

a, h, c,

dj e, etc.

When a monomial is thus for any purpose looked at as a

function of constants on the one hand and variables on the

other, the product of all the variables is spoken of as the

variable part and the rest is called the coefficient. Thus, a, h, c

being constants, and x, i/, z variables in the monomial Sab^cx^yh\

we call x^yh^ the variable part, and Sah'^c the coefficient.

The beginner must not forget that the above distinctions, like

other matters of algebraic form, depend on an arbitrary classifica-

tion of the operands which may be made in one way for one

purpose and in another way for another.

§ 32. Since the multiplication of two powers of the same
base is effected by adding the indices, and division of one power
by another by subtracting the indices, we have immediately the

two following Laws of Degree.

The degree of the product of two integral monomials in any given

set of letters is the sum of the degrees of the two factors in those

letters.

If the quotient of one integral monomial hy another he integral,

the degree of the quotient in any given set of letters is the difference

between the degrees of the divisor and dividend in those lettei'S.

Ex. The degree of lahx^y^z' in x, y, z is 9, and the degree of

Sab-x^y^z in x, y, z is 6 ; the degree of the product, viz. Qa%^x^y~:^ in

ir, 2/, 2 is 15 = 9 + 6 ; the quotient, viz. ( ^ J
xyz, is integral so far as

x, y, z is concerned, and its degree in these letters is 3 = 9-6.

The theory of degree is of great importance in Algebra ; in

fact, degree will be found in many respects to play the same

part in Algebra as absolute magnitude does in Arithmetic.
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EXERCISES V.

Simplify the following monomials by reducing tliem to the standard

form :

—

A.a%^ . . . /k^l^ . . .,

and finally to a single number in cases where the operands are all

numerical.

1. 58 X 15^ X (2- X 31^-^52)3/(5 X 60 X S^f.

57 X 77353
^' 7^x57703'

3. (32V/ {(32)2} 2^.
4_ [53 X (23)2 X 62]3/[5'^ X 32 X 212J2_

5. {ab\^){hc'^a^)\ca%'^f. 6. {Sayzf{Qbczxf/{Qaxy)\dbcyzf.

\Tlhd^h^6hV) \ {ahcfihcdf^

8. (a)2(a2)3(^3)4(^4)5^ 9, (|^2)3(|^3)2^

10. IM-Yf- 11- (• • • (((«)')')' •••)".

12. {^a'hy'^z^) x {^V^cz^y?) x {^c'axh/).

/ a%c y/ h'^ca V/ c^ab y
\h\ayz) \c^abzxj \a?bcxy

J

{x'^yzY{y'^zxy^{z'^xyy*'

13.

14.
/ yzV fzx\^ f xyV^

15. Show that f "^ ) ( —̂ ) ( ~;7i ) »
where Z, m, n are unequal

positive integers, cannot be an integral function of x, y, z. What is its

value when x— y— z.

16. Exhibit 360 x 21 x 150 as a product of powers of primes.

17. Reduce (252)2(365)^(121)3/(144)3(108)2(110)3 to a product and
quotient formula in which the operands are powers of primes.

18. Show that every integer which is a perfect square must be the

product of factors, each of which is an even power of a prime.

19. Show that every composite number must have a factor which
does not exceed its square root.

20. In how many ways can a'^h^ci, where a, &, c are primes and
a, jS, 7 positive integers, be decomposed into a pair of factors ; and in

how many ways into a pair of factors which are prime to each other ?

21. Find the largest number, not exceeding 731, which has only 2

or 5 or both as prime factors.

22. If A be a coefficient independent of x, y, z, find the multiplier of

lowest degree in x, y, z which will render Ax^ifz^ a complete square as

regards x, y, z. Is the problem determinate ?

23. Find the monomial of highest degree in x, y, z, such that the

quotients formed by dividing Zx'^ifz^, Qx^z:^, and Sx'^yh'^ by it are all

integral. Is the problem determinate ?
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-"(f)'(f)™(?)"K^y(i)'"(i.
show that (.vV~^)'+"«+'»= (a-^7/«»^»)^

25. If a*, ?/, z be all positive integers, and x= y^, 2/=^*, z=x^, show
that .r= //= c= l.

26. What are the degrees of 12 and 14 above in x, y, and z

separately, and in x, y, and c ?

27. Find the monomial of lowest degree in .r, y, and z whose
quotients by Zx'^y^-J', Qxi/z'^, and ^xhf-z^ are all integral. Is this

problem determinate ?

28. An integral monomial function of .r, ?/, and z is of the 3r(l, 2nd,

and 1st degrees in these variables respectively ; and the numerical

value of the function is \ when x—\, y= 2, z=S. Find the monomial.

29. The product of two integral monomial functions of a; and y is

8x*y^, and their quotient is 2x^y'^. Find them.



CHAPTER IV

FUNDAilENTAL LAWS OF ALGEBRA

The Law of Distribution

§ 33. The primitive meaning of multiplication is repeated

addition. Thus 8 x 3 is a contraction for 8 + 8 + 8.

In our discussion of the laws of commutation and association

for multiplication and division we considered only the case

where the operands are absolute, i.e. merely arithmetical

quantities. The further points that arise when the operands

are algebraical quantities—that is to say, absolute quantities with

the signs + or — attached—are most conveniently considered

in connection with the Law of Distribution, which is the last of

the three fundamental laws of algebraical operation.

Reverting to 8x3, let us write the product more fully as

( + 8) X ( + 3), and notice that we may also write 8 + 8 + 8 more fully

in the form + 8 + 8 + 8, or if we choose +8x1 + 8x1+8x1.
Remembering that + 3 is a contraction for + 1 + 1 + 1, we may
therefore write the equation 8x3 = 8 + 8 + 8 in the forms

—

( + 8)x( + 3)= +( + 8) + ( + 8) + ( + 8)

= +8 + 8 + 8=+24 (1);

or ( + 8) x(+l + l + l) =+8x1 + 8x1+8x1 (2).

"We thus look upon multiplication by a positive multiplier

as a contraction for repeated addition. In like manner, it is

natural to regard multiplication by a negative multiplier as a

contraction for rej^eated subtraction. Taking this view, we have

—

(+8)x(-3)=-(+8)-(+8)-( + 8),

= -8-8-8= -24 (3);

or (+8)( -1-1-1) =-8x1-8x1-8x1 (4).
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Also (-8)x( + 3)= +(-8) + (-8) + (-8),
= -8-8-8= -24 (5);

or (-8)( +1 + 1 + 1) =-8x1-8x1-8x1 (6).

(-8)x(-3)= _(-8)-(-8)-(-8),
= +8 + 8 + 8=+ 24 (7);

or (-8)( -1-1-1) =+8x1 + 8x1+8x1 (8).

§ 34. Consider now the case where the multiplier is an

algebraic sum, say +8-5. To multiply + 8 by +8-5 may,

according to our present view, be taken to mean : add + 8 eight

times and subtract + 8 five times—that is to say, using multipli-

cation by positive and negative multipliers as before to denote

repeated additions and subtractions respectively, we have

—

( + 8)x( + 8-5)=+8x8-8x5 (9).

In like manner

(-8)x( + 8-5)=-8x8 + 8x5 (10).

The equations (1), (3), (5), and (7) suggest the laws for the

sign of the product of two algebraic quantities, viz. the iwoduct

is ijositive if the factors have the same signs, negative if they have

opposite signs.

The equations (2), (4), (6), (8), (9), and (10) suggest the follow-

ing rule for multiplying any algebraic quantity by an algebraic

sum. Write doivn all the partial ptroducts formed by multiplying

the multiplicand by each term of the multiplier, and determine the

sign of each partial product by the law of signs just given. Or, in

general symbols

—

( + A)( + a - 5 - c + f/) = +Aa-Ab-Ac + Ad',

( - A)( + a - & - f + fZ) = -Aa + Ab + Ac-Ad (1 1).

This process we call Distributing the Multiplier.

The order of ideas which we are now following suggests that

the multiplicand may also be distributed. For Ave have, by the

meanings attached to positive and negative multijDliers

—

( + 7-5)x( + 3)= +(+7-5) + ( + 7-5) + ( + 7-5),
= +7-5 + 7-5 + 7-5,
= +7 + 7 + 7-5-5-5,

by the laws of association and commutation for algebraic sums.

Hence, finally, by the primitive signification of multiplication

—

(+7- 5) x( + 3) =+7x3-5x3 (12).
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In like manner

—

(+7- 5) x(- 3)=-7x3 + 5x3 (13).

Hence to muUi^jly an algebraic sum by an algebraic quantity

write down all the partial products obtained by miiltijjlyiiig each

term of the multiplicand by the multiplier, and determine the sign

of each partial product by the laiv for the sign of the p)roduct of two

algebraic quantities. Or, in general symbols

—

( + A - B + C - D)( + a) = + Aa - Ba + Ca - Da
;

( + A-B + C-D)(-a)= -Aa + Ba-Ca + Da (14).

§ 35. Consider finally the product of two algebraic sums,

say ( + A - B + C) X ( + a - 6). We may, in the first instance,

consider + A — B + C as associated into a single operand

+ ( + A — B + C). If we distribute the multiplier, we have

{+( + A-B + C)}( + a-5)= +( + A-B + C)a

-( + A-B + C)?>.

Since we may also distribute the multiplicand, we have,

reading ( + A-BH-C)a as ( + A - B + C)( + a),

( + A - B + C)« = + Art - Ba + Qa.

Also ( + A-B + C)?)= +A6-Bft + C&;
and -

( + A - B + C)6 = - A6 + B6 - C6.

Hence, finally

—

( +A-B + C)( + a-&)= +Aa-B« + Ca-A6 + B6-C6 (15).

This last result suggests the Law of Distribution in its full

form, viz. to multiply one algebraic sum by another write down
the algebraic sum of all the partial products obtained by multiplying

each term of the multiplicand by each term of the multiplier, deter-

mining the sign of each piartial product by the laiv that the product

of two terms having the same sign is to have the sign + , a7id the

product of two terms having opposite signs the sign —
.

The law of distribution might also be stated in symbols for

the particular case (15) thus

—

(4.A-B + C)( + a-6) = ( + A)( + a) + (-B)( + a)

-f( + C)( + a) + ( + A)(-6) + (-B)(-Z.) + ( + C)(-6),

with the following laws of sign :

—

( + A)( + a) = + Aa, (
- A)( - a) = + Art,

( + A)(-rt)= -Art, (-A)( + a)= -Art.

This form of statement has the advantage of separating the
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operation of " distribution " properly so called from the *' law

of signs."

It will be observed tbat in the product of an algebraic sum
of m terms into an algebraic sum of n terms there are mn i)artial

products, if they are all written down directly in accordance

with the law, without any collection of like or suppression of

mutually destructive terms. This rule will sometimes enable the

beginner to correct a mistake in his calculations.

§ 36. It will be seen that the law of distribution for

multiplication has been suggested to ns by the consideration of

arithmetical operations with integral numbers. A little thought

will convince the learner that the law holds whether the operands

be integral or fractional. Thus, for example, the arithmetical

truth of the following equations

—

(|--|)x(|-^) = (J-|)x|-(f-|)xi
5v^5 .3w5 5 vx 1 I 3 Nv 1— 4 ^ a 5-^8 4 "^ 2

'^"
5 -^ 2">

as arithmetical statements will be readily seen ; and they are

simply particular applications of the law of distribution. We
therefore lay down this law as one of the fundamental principles

of Algebra in the assurance that it agrees with the fundamental

principles of ordinary arithmetic ; beyond this, all we have to

consider is merely the mutual consistency or non-contradiction

of the various laAvs we adopt and of the consequences that

follow therefrom. On this latter point the learner will gradually

acquire conviction as he proceeds with the study of the subject

and of its applications.

In the meantime we remark that, as in the case of the other

laws, and in Algebra generally, we shall not confine the operands

to be arithmetical or even algebraic quantities in a reduced

form, the operands may be complex functions of other quantities.

Thus—
/x— I X \ / x+l\

'2~ x-\) ^ \x'+l).x +
'x-\\ / »'+l\ / ^ \ /a^+l^

,;M^y ^ U- + 1/
~ U-iy ^ W-+1,

where x is not specifically assigned, is a particular case of the

law of distrilnition.

§ 37. Law of Distribution for Division.— The law of

distribution has a limited application to division.
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In the first place, we may point out that the laws of signs

for the division of algebraic quantities follow from the corre-

sponding laws for multiplication. For example, since

+ (a-^h)x{-b)= -
{
(a -I- 6) X 6 } , by law of signs for multiplica-

tion,

= — a, by the mutual inverseness of multiplica-

tion and division,

it follows, if h be any finite quantity differing from 0, that

+ {a-^h)x{-h)^{-h) = {-a)^{-h).

Hence, suppressing the mutually destructive operations

X (
- &) -^ (

- &) on the left, and interchanging the two sides of

the equation, we get

^ {-a)^{-h)=-{-(a^b).

In like manner we establish all the four cases

—

( + «)-( + ^)= +{0^-^^), ( + a)^(_6)= -(a-&),
{-a)^{ + h)= -{a^h), {-a)^(-h)= +{a^h) (1).

Again, by the law of distribution for multiplication, if A
be any finite quantity or operand differing from 0, we have

(a-=-A-6-^A-fc-^A-^-^A)x( + A)
= + {{a-^A) X A} - {(6^ A) x A} + {(c^ A) x A}

-{{d^A)xA}
= +a-h + c-d. (2).

If now we divide both sides of (2) by -|-A, and suppress the

mutually destructive operations x ( + A) -^ ( -}- A) on the left, we
get, after interchanging the two sides of the equation

—

{ + a-h + c-d)^{ + A)
= +(a-^A)-(6^A) + (c-^A)-((^^A) (3).

And we could in the same way deduce that

( + a-h + c-d)^(~A)
= _(a^A) + (6-^A)-(c^A)-}-((Z-^A) (4).

Equations (3) and (4) are evidently particular cases of the

following general law.

To divide an algebraic sum by any algebraic quantity write

down all the imrtial quotients obtained by dividing each term of the

dividend by the divisor^ attachi7ig the sign + if the term and the

divisor have like signs, the sign — if they have opi^osite signs.
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We may express this result briefly by saying tliat the

dividend may be distributed. The same is not true of the

divisor, at least not as a general rule of algebraic oiieration
;

and it is only with such rules that we are now concerned. To
establish this it is suliicient to advance a single arithmetical

exception. If the divisor could be distributed, then we should

have 3-^(2 + l) = 3-^2 + 3-^l; in other words, 1 = 4
J,

which is

false.

§ 38. Distributive Properties of 0.—If a be any finite

quantity, and b any finite quantity or 0, then we have, by the

laws already established

—

( + rt - a) X 6 = + (ab) - {ab)
;

that is to say

—

Oxb = (1);

and, in particular

—

0x0 = (2).

Again, if b be any finite quantity, excluding 0, we also have

( + rt - a) -^ 6 = + (a -^ 6) - (rt -^ ft)

;

in other words

—

-^ & = (3).

The equations (1), (2), and (3) may be called the distributive

properties of zero.

§ 39. Excepted Operands.—In laying down the laws of

Algebra we have assumed throughout that all operands are

finite definite quantities. Otherwise the operands so far may
have any finite value in the series of real quantity, except only

that may not be a divisor. It may be of interest to satisfy

the reader that the admission of division by as a general

algebraic operation would lead to contradiction. Let us

suppose that a is any finite quantity whatever ; then, if division

by is to be admissible as an algebraic operation, a-i-O must
have some finite value, 6 say. We should then have

a^0 = 5 (1).

Again, we should deduce from (1) that

a-f-0x0 = 6x0 (2).

If is to be admitted as an ordinary operand, rt-^0 x is, by
the mutual relation of multiplication and division, simply a.

On the other hand, b x 0, since b is finite, is 0. Hence (2)
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asserts that « = 0, which contradicts our hyj)othesis that a is

any finite quantity whatever.

It is a very common beginner's mistake to suppose that 0^0
is an admissible algebraic operation, and that its value is 1.

No such operation can be admitted as we have seen ; but it is

perhaps well that it sliould be seen that, even were it to be

admitted, it could not be asserted that the result is 1 in all

cases. This will be seen from the consideration of the three

quotients, x^-i-x, 2x-^x, x-^x^. If it were the case that 0-^0 is

admissible and equivalent to 1 in all cases, it would follow

that as x is made smaller and smaller each of these quotients

should approach more and more nearly to 1 ; whereas it is

obvious that the first becomes more and more nearly ; the

second is 2 ; and the third becomes greater and greater, and
can be made to exceed any given quantity whatever.

§ 40. As we have now discussed all the fundamental laws

of Algebra, it will be convenient to give a synoptic table of

them for convenience of reference.

For the sake of brevity we have condensed the statements

by the use of double signs. Thus, instead of writing all

the difi'erent cases + ( + a + b) = + { + a) + { + h\ +( + «-&) =
+ ( + a) + ( - &), etc., we have written ±{±a±b)= ±{±a)±(±h),
the understanding being that the signs are to be taken from

corresjjonding places on both sides.

SYNOPTIC TABLE OF THE LAWS OF ALGEBRA

Definitions connecting the Direct and Inverse

Operations

Addition and subtraction

—

+ a — h + h= + rt,

+ a + h-b= + a.

Multij^lication and division

—

X a-^b xb= X rt,

X axb-^b— X a.

For addition and subtrac-

tion

—

Law of Association

For multiplication and divi-

sion

—

±{±a±b)= ±{±a)±{±b),

witli the following law of signs :

—

The concurrence of like signs gives the direct sign
;
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Tlie concurrence of unlike signs tlie inverse sign.

Thus—

+ ( + «)=+«, +(-«)=- «,

-(-«)=+«, - ( + a) = - a.

45

X ( X <0 = X rt, X ( -^ rt) =
H- ( -^ «) = X ((, -f- ( X a) =

-7-rt,

Law of Commutation

For addition and subtrac-

tion

—

± a ±h~ ±h ± a,

For multiplication and divi-

sion-

'^a'^b^'^h'^a.

the oj^erand always carrying its own sign of operation with it.

i^' + O

+

+ a- a,

+ h-0:
-0.

Properties of and 1

1

X 1 -=-1.

Law op Distribution

For multiplication

—

( ± rt + 6) X ( ± c ± d) = + ( ± a) X ( ± c) + ( + «) X ( ± fO

+ {±h)x{ + c) + {±h)x{±d),

with the following law of signs :

—

If a partial product has constituents with like signs, it must
have the sign -f ;

If the constituents have unlike signs, it must have the

sign -.

Thus—

+ ( + a) X ( + c) = + « X c, + ( + rt) X ( - (•) = -axe,
+ ( - o) X (

- 6-) = + a X c, + (
- «) X ( + c) = —axe.

Projyerty of

0x6 = 5x0 = 0.

For division

—

( ± a ± 6) -^ ( + c) = + ( ± «) ^ ( ± c) + ( ± 6) -^ ( + c),

with the following law of signs :

—

If the dividend and divisor of a partial quotient have like

signs, the partial quotient must have the sign + ;
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If they liave unlike signs, tlie partial quotient must have the

sign -.

Thus—

+ { + a)^{ + c)= -\-a-~c, + ( + «) -^ ( - c) = -a~c,
+ (-a)^{-c)= +a~c, + ( - a) -^ ( + c) = -a-^c.

N.B.—The divisor cannot be distributed.

Properhj of

0^6 = 0.

Kestrictions on the Operands

In apjDlying the general laws every algebraic operand is

suj^posed to be finite, and division by is excluded.

Although the laws of integral indices are derived and not

fundamental principles, it will be convenient to repeat them
here for reference.

Laws of Indices

L

(a) a"^a"aP. . . =ftm+n+p+. . .

(fi) a^jct'^ = cC^-'>\ if m>n
;

= l/a*^~"\ if m<w.

IL

IIL

(a) {ahc . . .y^ = a'>H'>''c'*\ . .

§ 41. Meaning of the Sign = , Identical and Conditional

Equations.—The reader should here mark the exact significa-

tion of the sign = as hitherto used. It means " is transform-

able into by applying the laws of Algebra and the definitions of

the symbols or functions involved, without any assumption

regarding the operands involved."

Any " equation " which is true in this sense is called an
" Identical Equation," or an " Identity "

; and must, in the first
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instance at least, be carefully distinguished from an equation

the one side of which can be transformed into the other by

means of the laws of Algebra only ichen the operands involved have

particular values or satisfy some particular condition.

For example, (x + l){x- l) = ar^- 1, and 3x2 + 2x2 = 5x2 are iden-

tities ; but 2x-3 = x+l, and x + y= x- + y- arc conditional equations.

Some writers constantly use the sign = for *he former kind

of equation, and the sign = for the latter. There is much to

be said for this practice, and teachers will find it useful with

beginners. We have, however, for a variety of reasons,"**" adhered,

in general, to the old usage ; and have only introduced the

sign = occasionally in order to emphasise the distinction in

cases where confusion might be feared.

Elementary Applications of the Laws of Algebra, more
PARTICULARLY OF THE LaW OF DISTRIBUTION

§ 42. It will tend to clearness in what follows if w'e dwell

for a little on certain ways of classifying monomial rational

functions more briefly called terms. As we have already

mentioned, the operands in any algebraical calculation are

usually divided into two classes—constants (including almost

always any numerical operands) and variables. When nothing

is said to the contrary, all the operands which are indicated by
letters are to be taken as variables, unless some are indicated

by initial letters of the alphabet, and others by final letters, in

which case the latter are to be taken as variables.

Two terms that have the same variable part are spoken of as

like terms, e.g. 2a-b and 6a-b are like terms ; so also are lahjc

and ^abj'c ; and again, ab^mjjz and a-bxyjz, x, y, z being vari-

ables according to the understanding mentioned above.

§ 43. When the variable part of one term can be derived

from the variable part of another by interchanging one or more
pairs of the variables the terms are said to be of the same type.

For example. 3yz/x, 6zx/y, 7xy/z are all of the same iype ; for

the variable part of the second can be derived from the first by
interchanging x and y ; and the variable part of the third from

* Chief among them is the view wliich will be found to pervade tlii.s

book, that all algebraic equality (which is not a}iproximate) is, at bottom,
identity. The same is true of arithmetic equality. Algebra is, in short,

*'The Calculus of Identity."
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the variable part of the first by interchanging % and %. When
any one term of a particular type is given, the variable parts of

all the others of the same type can at once be written down.

The following are examples of terms of given types (for

shortness we have written only the variable parts, omitting the

coefficients) :

—

I. Variables cc, y.

Type 'J?

» ^^y
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We speak of call the products of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd . . .

degrees that can be formed with a given set of variables, say

X, 2/, », as the unary, binary, ternary, . . . products of these

variables. For example, all the ternary products of x, y, z are

x^, y^j z^ ; 7j\ yz^, z^x, zx\ xhj, xy^ ; xyz. It will be noticed

that they fall into three distinct types, viz. type x^, type yh,

type xyz.

When we have enumerated all the different ternary pro-

ducts of X, y, s, we can write down all the different integral

terms of the 3rd degree which can be constructed by means

of these variables, viz. using letters to denote the constant parts

or coefficients, these terms are the following ten :—ax^, by^, cz^ ;

dy^z, eyz'^, fz^x, gzx^j hx'^y, ixy^
;
jxyz ; and so in general.

§ 45. By using the law of distribution read backwards, e.g.

ah — ac = a{h — c), which may be called the process of Collection,

we can condense into one term all the terms in an algebraic

sum which have the same variable part.

Ex. 1. Bx-{ex-27j) + 2x + Zi/-z
= Zx- 6x + 2y + 2x + Sy - z, (assoc. law),

= Sx- 6x + 2x + 2y + S}/-z, (comm. law),

:= (3 - 6 + 2)a; + (2 + 3)y - z, (dist. law),

= {-l)x + 5y-z, (assoc. law),

= - X + 5y - z, (dist. law).

Ex. 2. {x'''-Sx+l){x + l)

+ x^-Zx + \y (dist. law and prop, of 1),

+ x^- Zx + 1, (laws of indices),

=ic3 + (-3 + l)a;2 + (l-3)a;+l, (dist. law),

= x?- 2d'? - 2x + 1, (assoc. law).

In transforming and reducing integral functions and functions

which reduce to an algebraic sum of rational terms, it is con-

venient and usual to arrange side by side terms which are of

the same type, and also in the case of integral terms to group

together those of the same degree. The functions so arranged

may be said to be in Standard Form.

Ex. 3. (a2 + Zy2 + c2)(« + & + c)

(dist. law, comm. law, and ind. law),

= a3 + ?,3 + (.3 ^ h-c +W + c-a + CO? + 0^1 + ab\

(comm. law).

Ex 4. {x + y + l){x + y)
= x^ + yx + x + xy + y^ + y, (dist. law),

= x^ + 2xy + y" + X + y, (comm. law, dist. law).
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Sigma-notation.—In cases, sucli as Example 3, ivhere terms

of the same type having the same coefficient occur, it is usual to

employ a contraction for the sum of the terms of a particular

type, thus we write ^a^ in place of a^ -\-h^ + c^ \ and Sft^c or

Sa^ft or 2a&2 (any term of the type may follow the 2) in place

of ly^c + hc~ + c^a + ca'^ + a% + air'. Since all the terms of a par-

ticular type are known, this can lead to no confusion, provided

the variables concerned are clearly understood. If there be any

doubt about this last point, the variables should be subscribed

to the 2 ; thus Sa^ = a^ + 6^ + c^, but ^a^ = a^ + 6^ ; usually,
abc ab

however, it is clear from the context what the variables are.

With this Sigma-notation we should write the result of Example 3

—

((j2 + j2 + c2)(a + b + c) = 2a3 + Sa2&
;

or 2a22a = 2a3 + 2a2&.
abc abc abc abc

And the result of 4

or (2iB + 1 )2a;= 2a;2 + 2xy + 2a:.

xy xy xy xy

Ex. 5. {3(33 + y-l)x-{Sx + 3y- S)y} /{x - y).

Since 3x+3y-S = d{x + y-l), (dist. law),

{S{x + y-l)x-{3x + Sy-3yj}/{x-y)
= {S{x + y-l)x-3{x + y-l)y]/{x-y),
= 3{x + y-l){x- y)/{x - y), (dist. law),

= 3{x + y-\), (def. ofxand-^),
= 3x + 3y-3, (dist. law).

Ex. 6. Reduce
x-1 x + \

{x + l){x + 2) {x + 2)[x + 3)

x-l x + 2

(:x-l){x+\)^{x + l){x + 3)

to the quotient of two integral fuuctions of x.

Since

{x-\)

{x+l){x + 2)

= {x-l)-~ {{x+ l){x + 2)] x{x + 3)-^{x + 3),

(def. of X and-r-),

= {{x-l){x + 3)]-^{{x + l){x + 2){x + 3)],

(conim. law and assoc. law),

{x-\){x-\-3)

{x + l){x + 2){x + 3)
'

and, in like manner

—

ct' + l _ (a; + l)(a; + l)

{x + 2){^x + 3)~{x+ l)(a; + 2){x + 3)'
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we have
x-1 x + 1 (x-l)(x+ S) (x + l){x-{-l)

{x + l){x + 2) {x + 2){x + 3) {x + l){x + 2){x + 3) {x + l){x + 2){x + 3)

_ {x-l)ix + S)-{x + l){x + l)

{x+l){xi-2){x + 3)

(dist. law for -i- ),

_ (x^ - x + 3x -S)-{x^ + x + x + l)

ix+l)(x-]-2){x + 3)

((list, law),

-4

In like manner

—

'{x + l){x + 2){x + 3y
(assoc. comm. dist. laws).

x-2 _ x + 2 _{x-2)(x + 3) + (x-l)ix + 2)

{x-l){x + l)' ix+ l){x + 3) {x-l){x + l){x + 3)

_ {ay^ - 2x + 3.r - 6) + {x^ -x + 2.r - 2)

{x-l){x + l){x + 3)

2a;2 + 2.K-8

(x-l)(a;+l)(x' + 3)*

Using F to denote the given function, we therefore have

Y= {- il{x + l){x+ 2){x + 3)} / {{2x'^ + 2x- 8)/{x-l){x + l){x + 3)}

.

If we now apply the law of association for multiplication and division

we get

F=-4H-(x + l)^Ci- + 2)H-(^ + 3)^(2.>;2 + 2jc-8)
X (.« - 1) X (a; + 1) X {x + 3).

Commutating and removing the mutually destructive operations

-^(a; + l) and x(.t' + l), etc., we deduce
F = - 4(a; - 1)/(2.«-'^+ 2x- S){x + 2).

Since
(2./,-2 + 2.t;-8)(.>J4-2)

= 2x'3 + 2a;--8a;

+ 4a;2 + 4x'-16,
= 2,/-"^ + 6./2 - Ax - 1 6, (dist. law),

and -4(.';-l)= -ix + i, (dist. law), we have finally

2x^ + i5x- - 4x - IQ

§ 46. We now give three sets of exercises, the object of which

is to accustom the beginner to the direct application of the laws

of Algebra. In view of their purpose he must in working them
avoid all use of derived principles, even if he happen to be par-

tially acquainted with such ; he must not speak of " cancelling
"

this or that, of " cross multiplying," or the like ; he must not

use any of the rules for the multiplication or addition of

fractions, or any mechanical rule or process whatsoever. For

every step a reference to a definition, or to one of the funda-
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mental laws as given in § 41, or to one of the laws of indices

must be assigned.

"When, in Exercises VI., VII., VIII., IX. a function is set

down to be transformed by the laws of Algebra, the understanding

is, that if an integral result be attainable, it is to be arranged in

standard form so that terms of like degree and of like type are

placed together. When initial and final letters of the alphabet

both occur in the same function, it is to be understood that the

latter are the variables, and the former, together with mere

numbers, are constants, and the coefficients are to be constructed

accordingly, brackets being used for this j)urpose where necessary.

If the final result is not integral, it should be arranged as a sum of

fractional terms grouped according to type ; or else as a rational

fraction of the simplest possible kind—that is to say, as the

quotient of two integral functions, each of which is of the lowest

possible degree. Both these operations are usually indicated by

the word " simplify," which, however, scarcely conveys a definite

meaning to the mind of a novice, and is unfortunately used in

many difi'erent and partly contradictory senses.

Neatness, facility, and above all, accuracy in using the various

signs should be carefully studied in writing out the working of

each exercise. For example, care must be taken not to write

a-^h + c when a-^{h + c) is meant. One of the most important

educational uses of elementary Algebra, next to the logical

training it ought to give, is that it cultivates neatness and fore-

thought in arranging details—in short, the power of organisation

on a small scale. Like many other sciences, Algebra consists

largely in skilfully fitting together a number of very simple

considerations about very simple matters ; and the difficulty

that untrained minds find in it arises simply from deficiency in

the capacity for taking pains.

The beginner should also be careful to give clear explana-

tions in good English wherever such are required. The ideal

of a piece of good algebraic work is not a page of symbols

without a word of the Queen's English anywhere, but a piece

of consecutive reasoning, partly in symbolic shorthand no doubt,

but still so written that it could, if need were, be wholly

translated into non-symbolic language.

After the beginner feels that he has thoroughly mastered the

application, both direct and inverse, of the algebraic laws, and

has attained sufficient neatness and accuracy of working, he
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should not waste his time by the vain repetition of familiar

exercises, but go on and try some that are more difficult or

less familiar, or proceed with the book work.

EXERCISES VI.

Transform the following into standard forms :

—

1. {-af. 2. (-«)*"+!.

5. ( - -'cci-bt/h^) X (
- ib'^cz'^x') X {^c^axhf). 6. [-{-(- af] ''f.

7. [(-5f{-(-2)3}*^(-6m
8. (-. . .(-(-(-«TO-^ . .

.)'"•

9. 3a + 2&-3a + 2c--a-4&. 10. ^x- lx- + ^x-lx^.
11. {a + h) + {a-h). 12. {a + h)-{a-h).
13. (6-c) + (c-a) + (a-5).

14. 3(a-6)- {2(a- J) -(« + &)}.

15. (a + & + c)-(a + & + c)-(a-6 + c).

16. [x + 2ij- Zz) - {dx + Ay) -{y + z- 2x),

17. {x - (2x - Sy)\ + {x- {2x + Sy)} - {x - (By -2x)}.

18. {x^-xy + y^) + {y"^ -yz + z^) + {z^ -zx + x^).

19. {a^-x + l) + {x^-x^+l)+{x^ + 2{:x'^ + x) + l}.

20. a-[b- {a-{b- x)} ]. 21. a -[2a- {3a - (4a

-

x)] ].

22. ^{a-h{a-i£a-2b])}.
23. («i - «2) + («<> - ^3) + ('^''3 - ^^^4) + • • • + (^n-i - ««)•

24. 1(3 -2) + 2(3-1) + 3(1 -2).

25. a{b -c) + b{c -d) + c{d -e) + d{e - a).

27. {{a + b)x + (a - b)y} - {{a - b)x - {a + b)y} .

28. a[l-6!l-c(l-f^rT^)}]-
29. {aj-ct2) + 2{a2~a3) + 3{a^-a^)+. . . +(?«-- l)(a„_i -a„).

30. 2[x-y-2{x-S{y-2x)-y}l
31. a(36 - 26) + b{Sa - 2a) + (2a - 3a)(2& - 3&).

32. a{a + b-c) + b{-a + b^-c) + c{a-b + c).

33. a;2(a;2-a;+l) + a^(a:3_a;2 + ^+l)_(2ar*_3aj3 + 4;;c2_a; + i).

34. {yz + ZX- xy)x + (ca? + xy- yz)y + (ccy + yz- zx)z.

35. (a;-6)(a; + 8). 36. ( -cc- 6)(a; + 8).

37. {x-l){x+^). 38. (ia; + l)(a;-^).

39. {^x^ + ix^ + ^x + l){x-l). 40. (ax + l)(&a: + l).

41. (ax - &)(ca; - d). 42. (x/a + l)(y/6 + l).

43. |(« + l)(a; - 1) - U^x + 3)(a; - 1 ) - i(a;2 -ix + 4).

44. (.r-y + 22;-icy)-(2x?/-2/ + 2;t;)-2(x-l)(?/-l).

45. Show that, if 03= 1 ori«= 5, then a;-- 60; + 5= 0.

46. Show that, if x= -a or x= -a^ then x' + {a + a^)x + a^~0.
Find by inspection values of x that will make the following

equations identities :

—

47. (a;-l)(a;-2) = 0. 48. (3a;- 3)(ic + 4) = 0.

49. (2x- + 4)(a; + 2) = 0. 60. a;(a; - 1 ) + 2a;(a; - 1 ) = 0.
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51. Find by inspection values of x and y which will render the

following pair of equations identities :

—

xja^ + y11)^= 2, xla + ylb = a + b.

52. The variables being x, y, z, write down all the terms of the
following types :—1°, x^y ; 2°, x^yh ;

3°, xyjz.

53. The variables being x, y, z, u, write down all the terms of the
following types :—1°, x'^y ;

2°, x^y ;
3°, xy/z ;

4°, x'^y/z ;
5°, x^y^/z"^.

54. Write down all the ternary products of the four letters

x, y, z, u.
_

55. Write down general forms (indicating coefficients by distinct

letters) for integral functions of x, y, z, u, 1° Avhich contain all

the terms of the second degree in the variables, 2° which contain all

terms of the type x^y^

56. Write down an integral function of x and ?/ which contains all

possible terms whose degree does not exceed the third.

57. Find a general form for an integral function of x, y, z which
contains all terms of degree not exceeding the second, and which does
not alter in value when any pair of the variables are interchanged.

58. The variable part of a rational monomial function is x^y/z"^
;

if its value be - 3 when x= -1, y=: -2, z= -3, find its value when
x = l,y= d,z^-5.

59. A rational function of x, y, z is the sum of all terms of the
tyj^e Ayz/x. If its value be - 1 when x= y= z— l, find its value when
x=y = z= 2.

60. An integral function of x, y, z contains only the terms of the type
xy, and is unaltered in value by the interchange of any jiair of the
variables. If the value of the function be 10 when x=l, y= 2, z= 3,

find the function.

61. If the value of Ayz/x + 'Bzxly + Cxy/z, where A, B, C are

coefficients independent of x, y, z, be unaltered in value when y and z

are interchanged, show that B = C.

EXERCISES VII.

Transform the following into standard forms :

—

1. {-%x'^-ix + l){-^x'^), 2. {Sx'^-Sx + l){x-l).
3. {'Sx'^-Sx + l){x + l). 4. (ia^-fa;2 + fa;-l)(2a;-f).
5. i(2a;'-+6.K + 4)(2a^ + i). 6. {x-i)(x-i){x + i).

7. {x^ + xhj + xy'^ + y^){x-y). 8. {{a - b)x'^ + {b - c)x + (c - d)} {x + 1).

10. {x + a){x + b) + {x + a){x -b) + {x- a)(x+ b) + (x- a){x - b).

11. {x'^-3xy + y'^){x'^ + xy + y-). 12. {x^ + y'^){x'^ -y'^).

13. {{a + b)x^-{a + b)y'^]{x^ + y'^). 14. {?,x'^-y''-){Zx^ + y'^).

15. (x'" + a")(a;"-a"). 16. {x'^-lf. 17. {x'^-ljxi^f.

18. (2«a;2 + 2«-ia; + l)(x + 2). 19. {Zx" + 2x'''-'^ + l){x-\).

20. (ic2"-a;'» + l)(a;" + l). 21. {xi'+'i + xP-\-l){xP-9 -xp + 1).

22. \xP-<^ + xP-^ + xP-'=){xP+'' + 33^'+* + xP^").

23. [x + \/{xy) + y){x - \/ixy) + y).
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24. {x+s/S-l){x-^/3-l) = 0.

25. Express {{x - 1)^ + B{x - 1)"^ + 2{x - 1) + 1] (Sx + 2) in the form
A{.v-iy+B{x-lf + C{x-iy^ + 'D{x-l) + 'E, where A, B, C, D, E are

numerical coefficients.

26. Show that c can be determined so that

x^ + 3x + c={x + l){x + 2).

27. Find A so that {x + 1 ){x- + Ax + l)=xr^ + 1.

28. Determine the numerical coefficients A, B, C, so that

(a;2 + X + 2)(.rj2 - 2x' + 1) - (Ax"^ + Bx + G)=xf* -a^ + x + 1.

29. Show that {ll\/x + Sl\/x-l){l/\/x + S/\/x + l) is a rational

function oi' x.

30. Show that a numerical value of a can be found such that

(x+ \/x + l){x + a\/x + 1) is a rational integral function of x.

EXERCISES VIII.

Transform the following into standard forms :

—

1. {3-f(i--|)}/M-i(i-^)[.

a-b - a'^c b'C - b'-a c^a-c^b , i x?+\ , -.A ,

4. |_-^-(.,--l)|(^ + l).

2

a b c

1 c
5. -Aa-c + h) = l-a+b a+b
6. xyzu{llx + l/u + IJz - l/xT/z) - u {(1 + y){l + c) + (1 + z){l + x)

+ {l+x){l + y)) +2u{x + y + z + ^).

7. {a{x + y)- b{x + y) + Sx + 3?/} /{x + y).

8. (2.» + 2)-(a;-l)3/(2.v-2).

9. {x - l)/(a^ - 2) = (.x^^ + x- 2)/(a;2 - 4).

10. , TT-^.-^^—i ?•
1+1/c/j^ ar^ + 1

- (^oa-)^(^0(I-o•
13. li x= {d- b)/{a - c), then ax + h^cx + d.

16. I'm " "^^- ^^
9? — 'U J \ iC"f"7//V C^/

17, (a - b)l{a + d) + {h- c)/{a + d) + {c + d)l{a + d).

/_x_ J_\[_^ 1 \

\« + 6 a-bj\a-b a + bj'

19. («/& + &/a)2(a/6 - &/a)2 - a'^/b^ - b^/a* + 2.

20. 1 + l/(a; - 1 ) - a;7(a;2 - a;) + {3x + S)/{x + 1 ).

a; + ira;-l x + lf{x-lf x+lf {x-lf \\"]
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22. Express xj{y - 2) + yj{z -x)+ zj{x -y) sis a single fraction whose
denominator is {y - z){z - x)ix - y).

X 11

23. X 24. CB-
"^

X 11

X X- "^

X 11

X -• X- '

x-1 x-y

§ 47. Separate Determination of the Coefficient of a
Term of given Variable Part.—As soon as the learner has

thoroughly mastered the direct application of the laws, he

should begin to practise dissecting the distribution of a product

into the determination of the coefficients of all the separate

terms that can possibly occur in the distributed product.

Consider for example (x^ — a;+ l)(cc + 2). Here we can have

a term -which does not contain the variable (so-called absolute

term), and terms whose variable parts are x, a;^, x^. Let us fix

our attention on a;^. Remembering that each term in the dis-

tributed product arises by multiplying a term from one of the

brackets by a term from the other, we see that the terms in the

distributed product which have cc^ for variable part are cc^ x 2

and — a: X x, that is, 2a;2 and — cc^, the sum of which is x'^
;

hence the coefficient of x^ is -1- 1. Again, the terms whose

variable part is x are obviously +\ xx and — sc x 2, the sum of

which is — X ; hence the coefficient of x is — 1 ; and so on.

In this way the work of distributing a product can, after a

little practice, be done in most cases mentally ; and the method

has many other advantages which will be appreciated more and

more as we go on.

Use of Standard Identities

§ 48. Ease and rapidity of algebraic calculation are much
increased by the judicious use of Standard Identities. We
proceed to establish a few of these by the direct application of

the fundamental laws, reserving a more careful study of the

methods of construction for a later chapter.

By the law of distribution combined with the first law of

indices we have

(a + h){a -h) = a- + ha-ah- h\

Hence, since, by the law of commutation, ha = a6, we have

(a + 6)(a-6) = a2-62 (1).
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Since (a + &)" stands for (a + h)(a + h\ we have, by distributing

—

Hence, collecting like terms

—

{a + hf = a^ + 2ab + h^ (2).

In like manner

—

(«-6)2 = a2-2a6 + 62 (3).

Tlie identity (2) may readily be generalised. Consider, say,

four variables, a, h, c, d, then

{a-\-h + c + (T)- = {a + h + c + d)(a + h + c + d),

= la + b + c + d)a

+ (ft + 6 + f + (l)b

+ (ft + ?) + c + d)c

+ {a + b + c + d)d (a),

wbere for clearness in what follows the multiplier alone has

been distributed. Since each partial product in the final

result of the distribution consists of two factors (viz. one from

each bracket), the only possible variable parts are a^, 6^^ c^, d^^

i.e. the squares of all the variables ; and a6, ac, ad, be, bd, cd, i.e.

all the products of pairs of the variables. Looking at the

column of products (a), we see at once that a^ can only occur

once, viz. from the distribution of the first line ; and the same
is true of b'^, c^, d'^. Again, each of the products will occur

twice and no more, e.g. ab will come once from the line in

which a is multiplier, and once from the line in which 6 is

multiplier.

Hence we have

(a + & + c + tZ)2 = a2 + Z>2 + c2 + (^2 + 2o6 + 2«c

+ lad + 2bc + 2bd + 2c(7,

or = 2rt2 + 22rt& (4).

This result obviously holds for any number of letters,

provided the sigmas be properly interpreted. "VYe may state

it in words as follows :

—

The square of an algebraic sum is the

algebraic sum of the sqiiarcs of its terms and of twice all the

products of its terms taken in pairs.

By direct distribution we have

(rt2 + ab + 62)(a _ h)

= a^ + a% + ab'^

- a% - ab"- - b-.
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Hence, collecting

—

{cfi + ah 4- 62)(a - 6) = aS - &3 (5).

In the same way

—

Since, by the laws of indices, {a->r'bf = (cL-{-h)\a + h), w^e

have, using (2)

—

(a + If = («- + 2a& + 62)(a + 6),

= a^ + 2a26 + a^^

+ a26 + 2a62 + 63.

Hence, collecting

—

{a + hf = a^ + 3ft26 + Zalf- + h^ (7).

Again—
{a-hf^{a-h)\a-h\

= a^-2a% + ah^

Hence, collecting

—

(a-6)3 = a3-3ft26 + 3a&2_63 (g).

We leave the direct deduction of the following, all of them
important identities, as exercises for the learner :

—

(a±hf + ^ah = {a + hf (9),

(a2 + ab + ir-Xci^ - ah + h'^) = a^ + ^262 + j4 (iq),

(a2+ j2ah + h^Xa^- J2ah + h'^) = a'^ + h^ (11),

(a + 6 + c)3 = 2a3 + 32a% + 6rt6c (1 2),

(a + 6 + c)(a2 -[- ?>2 _|. ^2 _ 5^ _ (OQ^ _ ^j^

= 2a3-3a6c (13),

(a + b-\-cX-a + h + c){a-h + c){a+b- c)

= 22o262_2a4 (14),

(b - c){c - a){a -h)= - a\b - c) - b\c - a) - c\a - h),

= a(b^ - c2) + &(c2 - a2) + c(ft2 _ J2)^

= — 6c(6 — c) — c«(c — a) — a6(rt — b),

= bc^ — 62c + crt.2 _ c2a + ab^ — a^i (1 5),

{x + a)(x + 6) = a;2 + (a + &)a; + a6 (1 6),

(x + a)(ic + b){x + c) = x^ + 2aa;2 ^ 2a6a: + ahc (1 7).

Several of these identities will be discussed from different

points of view later on ; and an extensive reference table of

Standard Identities will be found in Chap. XI.

§ 49. Principle of Substitution.—The use of the law of

association enables us to deduce from any of the above

standard identities an infinity of others.
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Consider for example {a — ?>)-. By the law of association

this may be written [a-\-{ — h)]'^. Since there is no restriction

upon the operands in an algebraic identity (except that they

must be finite and in some cases not 0), we may replace the h

in identity (2) by - 6 throughout ; it then becomes

{a + {-h)Y = a^ + 2a{-h) + {-hf.

Since, by the law of distribution, 2rt(-^)= — 2(ih, and

(
- Uf = + 6-, we have, replacing + ( - 6) by — 6 on the left

—

It thus appears that the identity (3) is really a particular

case of (2).

Again {3a -2h)^ may be written {{Za) + ( - 2h)}-. Hence,

from (2) we have {3a - 21)- = (3a)^ + 2{Sa)( - 2h) + ( - 2h)^
;

whence, since, by the laws of indices and by the law of distri-

bution {Sap = SV = 9a2, 2(3a)( -2h)= -2x3x2ab= - I2ab,

{ - 2hp = 2^62 = 462, ^e have

(3a - 26)2 ^ 9ft2 _ 1 2ah + 4^2 {/S).

It will be observed that in the identity {(3) we have lost all

trace of the original identity (2). We can deduce {/3) from (2) ;

but not (or at least not so readily) (2) from (/3). Here we see

clearly the advantage of having a simple standard formula, and
deducing others from it.

Since the method now explained consists in suhstituting for

the operands in a standard formula other more or less complex
operands, it is sometimes called the Principle of Substitution.
The principle, however, is nothing but an assertion of the per-

fect generality of algebraic operands ; in practice it confers

upon algebraic formulas the quality of a Chinese box, within

which we find another box, within that another, and so on.

The derived formulae do not, however, necessarily become less

capacious like the successive boxes ; they may, in fact, become
more capacious, i.e. more general, as the first of the following

examples will show ;

—

"(a + & + c)3={« + (& + c)}3,

= a^ + Za\h + c) + Za{h + cf + {h + cf, by § 48 (7)

;

= a^ + Sn^{b + c) + Za{h'^ + 2bc + c^) ^-{1? + 3b-c + 3bc~ + <r«),

by § 48 (2) and (7).
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Hence, distributing, dissociating, and collecting together terms of like

type, we have finally

{a + h + cf= a^ + l^ + c^ + Sh'-c + ^bc^ + ScV + Sca^ + Ba'^b + ZaV^ + Qahc (7),

which is identity (12) of § 48.

Ex. 2. If we substitute - c for c in the result of last example

—

{a + 1-0)^= a^ + b^-c^-dPc + Zhc^ + Sc^a - Bca^ + Ba% + Sab"^ - 6abc (5).

Ex. 3. By the law of association

—

{a + b + c){-a + b + c){a - 6 + c){a + & - c)

= [{iP + c) + a]\{b + c)-a\\{a-{b-c)]{a + {b-c)]l
= [(6 + c)2-a2][«2_(6_c)2], by §48(1),
= [(52 + 2&C + c^) - a2][a2 _ (^2 _ 2?,c + c2)], by § 48 (2) and (3),

= \2bc + {-a^ + b'' + c^)\2bc -{-a?^b'' + c')l
= (2bcf-{-a'^^b'' + c^f, by §48(1),
= 4&2c2 - (a-i + b^ + c^- 2a%'^ - 2a?c^ + 2b-c'^),

by laws of indices and § 48 (4).

Finally, dissociating and collecting terms of the same type

—

= 226V-2a4.
This identity is of great importance in connection with the mensura-
tion of triangles.

§ 50. Factorisation by Means of Standard Identities.

—

The reader should observe that every algebraical identity can be

read either forwards or backwards; it states, in short,what logicians

call a convertible proposition. Thus {a + b){a — b) = a^ — b^ may
equally be read a^ -b^ = {a + h)(a — b). In the latter form the

identity enables us to express a^ - h^ as the product of two

integral functions of the variables a and 6, or, as it is expressed,

to resolve a^ — 6^ into integral factors, or more briefly, to factorise

a^ — h^. Every one of the seventeen identities of § 48, there-

fore, contains a factorisation theorem, and from these many
others may be obtained by the principle of substitution. We
shall return to the systematic discussion of this subject in a

later chapter ; meantime, a few examples may be given.

Ex.1. «2_J2_2&_l=a2_(j2 + 2& + l),

= a2-(& + l)^
= {a + {b + l)}{a-ib + l)}, by §48(1),
= (a + b + l){a-b-l).

Ex. 2. a'^-b^^ {a^f - {b'^f, by laws of indices,

= {a^ + b''){a^-b'^), by §48(1),
= (a2 + Jf-)[a + b){a - b), by § 48 (1).

Ex.3. a^ + b^ = {a'^f + {b'^f, by laws of indices,

= {(«') +m {{a-"? - («-)(&^-) + (&^)'-'}
, by § 48 (6),

= (a2 + &-)(«'* -a-&2 + 2,4),
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Arithmetical calculations can often be sliortenetl by means of
algebraical transformations, such as factorisation, etc.

Ex. 4. To calculate

{(37655)2 -(37649)=} ^24.
We have

{376552- 376492} ^24,
= (37655 + 37649)(37655 - 37649) ^24,
= 75304x6^24,
= 75304^4,
= 18826.

EXERCISES IX.

1. Show tliat, U x= a + h, then ax + h^= bx + a\
2. Show that, if x= a-b, or x= a + b, then x^ - 2ax + a'^-b^= 0.

3. Show that, if a;= 1 + \/2, or aj= 1 - \/2, then a;2 - 2u; - 1 = 0.

4. Show that {x^ + y^){z^ + u^) = {xz - yuf + {xu + yzf.

Distril)ute and arrange the following :

—

5. {xy-\){xhf + xy + \) + {xy+l){xhf-xy+\).
6. {ab + cd){ad + bc){ac + bd).

7. {a + b){a -b) + {b + c){b -c) + {c + d){c - d).

8. {x-y + z-u){x-y-z + it).

9. Show by using brackets that (2a + 2& - c)(2a + 26 + c)

= i[a + bf-c\
10. {{b + cf-a''] + {{c + af-}fi] + {{a + hf-c']={a + b + cf.

11. Distribute (vC-2/)(x' + 2/)(a;2 + ?/2), and deduce the distribution of

{x-y- z){x + y + z){x^ + y + z |2).

12. Prove that a^-P={a-b){a?-\-ab + b-) ; and hence show that
{a - bf - (rt3 _ J3) = _ Zab{a - h).

13. lix + y + z = 0, show that a;' + 3^ + c^-3x?/3=0.

Find independently the coefficient of

—

14. 0? in {a-3 + {x-\ f\ {x - 1 ).

15. ar* in (ar* + x-3-ar^ + a;-l)(a;2 + l).

16. x^\n{7s^-x + l){x-\){x + 2).

17. 7/2 in {{b- c)x + {c-a)y + {a- b)z} {ax + by + cz] .

18. yz/x in {ax + by + cz){xla + y/b + zlc){l/x + l/y + Ijz).

Distribute and arrange the following in standard forms by means of
the standard identities of § 48 :

—

19. (a^ + 7/2-22)(ic2-7/2 + s2). 20. (x + 2y~z)\
21. lx + y-z)K ^22. {x + y-z)'^{x + y + z).

23. {ax + by + cz) {a^X' + bhf- + c^^ - bajz - cazx - dbxy).

24. {\Ja+\Jb-\-\/c){- 's/a + \/b + \Jc){'>^a-\/b-\-\Jc){sJa+sJb
- Vc).

25. {b + c){c + a){a + b){b - c){c - a){a - b).

26. {x--y){x^ + z){x--u). 27. {x - \){x - 2){x - Z){x - A).

28. {x-\){x-2){x-Z){x-\-\){x + 2){x-\-Z).
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29. {b-c){a-{b + c)} +{c-a){h-ic + a)} +{a-h){c-{a + b)}.

30. {a^{b -c) + h\c -a) + c\a - b)] (a + 6 + c).

31. {a(&2 - c2) + &(c2 - a?) + c{a? - b^)
]
{a" + 6^ + c2).

Factorise

—

32. x--a'^ + 2ab-b'^. 33. cc^ + 2^2032 + «!- &4^

34. a^6_2aj5 + a;*. 35. ct^ + 16.

36. a;^ + 7/^ + l-2a^V-2a;^-22/^
37. bc^ + b'^c-ca^-c'^a + ab'^-a-b. 38. a:^ _ (^j _ z,)a;2 _ ^g,^

39. a;6 - (^2 + 52+ ^2)^4 + (^2^2 + ^^^2 + a2&2)aj2 _ a%h\
40. Show, by properly arranging and bracketing the terms in pairs,

that a^{b -c) + b~(c -a) + c^{a - b) contains & - c as a factor.



CHAPTER V

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF FUNCTIONS OF A SINGLE

VARIABLE

§ 51. Hitherto we have dwelt chiefly on the formal con-

struction of functions by means of the operations + , -
, x , -^

,

^ ; in practice, however, we are very often mainly concerned

with the numerical values which a function assumes when
different numerical values are given to its variable or variables.

Indeed, the values of a function may be accessible to us only

through experiment or observation, and may not be wholly, or

may be only roughly, constructible by means of assigned

algebraic operations. It is therefore essential to have means

for representing all the different values that a function can

assume when dilferent values are given to its variables ; in other

words, means for studying its variation. We shall confine our-

selves to the simplest and most important case, viz. Functions

of a Single Variable.

One way of studying the variation of a function of a single

variable is to form a numerical table of the function, by giving

to its variable a succession of difterent (usually equi-different)

values and calculating and tabulating opposite to these the corre-

sponding values of the function. Barlow's table of squares, cubes,

square roots, cube roots, and reciprocals, for example, gives the
o

values of the functions x^, x^, Jx, kJx, l/x for x=l, 2, 3,

. . ., up to 10,000. Such tables are bulky (Barlow's table

occupies 200 pages) ; they do not suggest at a glance the lead-

ing features of the variation of a function ; and, moreover, have

only been constructed for a few of the more important func-

tions. It is important to have a method of representing a
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function wliicli will suggest the leading characteristics of its

variation at a glance, and which can be made less or more

accurate according to the requirements of practice. The Graphic

Method, which we now proceed to explain and illustrate, fulfils

these conditions perfectly ; it has of late years come so exten-

sively into all kinds of practical uses that it may be said to

have popularised the notion of a function.

§ 52. Specification of Points in a Plane.—Let X'OX,

Y'OY (called the axes of x and y) be two straight lines fixed for

reference in a plane (see Fig. 2, p. 67) ; and let their positive

directions be fixed as indicated by the arrows. We shall invari-

ably suppose the angle between them to be a right angle, but

this is not essential, and for special purposes other angles are

occasionally chosen. The intersection Owe call the origin; and the

four regions XOY, YOX', X'OY', Y'OX are spoken of as the first,

second, third, fourth quadrants. Consider any point P in the

plane, and draw through P parallels to Y'OY and X'OX, meeting

X'OX and Y'OY in M and N respectively. We call M and N
the 'projections of P on the axes of x and y respectively. It is

obvious that when P is given, M and N are uniquely deter-

mined ; and when M and N are given, P is uniquely determined.

Now, if we take as origin of co-ordinates on X'OX and Y'OY,

we have seen that we can uniquely specify the positions of M
and N by means of two algebraic quantities, x and y repre-

senting right or left steps from on X'OX, and upward or

downward steps from on Y'OY, according to the latent signs

of X and y respectively. Since x and y together specify the

projections M and N, they also specify P uniquely ; we
therefore speak of x and y or (a;, y) as the co-ordinates of P."^

X is commonly called the abscissa, and y the ordinate of P.

It will be observed that the signs of the co-ordinates determine

the quadrant in which P lies. For example (-1-1, -t- 2) is a

point in the first quadrant, whose distances from the axes of

y and x are 1 and 2 units respectively
;

( — 1, — 2) is a point in

the third quadrant, whose distances from the axes are the same

as before.

Unless the contrary is implied, the scale units for x and y
are taken to be the same ; for many graj)hical purposes, however,

* Since there are other ways of specifying a point by means of

co-ordinates, the above is sometimes, for distinction, called the Cartesian

System, after Descartes, the founder of Analytical Geometry.
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it is convenient to take the scale unit for y larger or smaller

than the scale unit for x. Tliis, it will readily be seen, amounts

to uniformly stretching or contracting the paper on which the

diagram is drawn in a direction parallel to the axis of y.

The operation of marking in the diagram just descril)ed

any point whose co-ordinates are given is called plotting tlie

point.

§ 53. Graphical representation is much facilitated by the use

of paper ruled twice over by two sets of equidistant parallel

straight lines, the one set being perpendicular to the other.

Every tenth line is ruled a little thicker, and every fiftieth or

every hundredth a little thicker still. The axes of co-ordinates

are taken parallel to the ruled lines, and by means of them

distances of any given number of units, tenths, and hundredths

can be set off at once by merely counting the divisions on the

paper itself. Such paper is sold at most shops that furnish

drawing materials ; but if it is not immediately available, it

can be replaced by ordinary paper conjoined with the use of a

scale, set square, and dividing compass.

EXERCISES X.

1. riot the points whose co-ordinates are ( + li, -3), ( + 1, 0),

(-1, 0), (0, -f), (0, 0), (-2, +3).
2. Plot the locus of all the points which have the abscissa - 3.

3. Plot the locus of all the points which have the ordinate ( + 5).

§ 54. The Graph of a Function.—Let us now consider any

function of x, say cc^, and denote the value of the function,

corresponding to the value x of the variable, by y, so that

y = x^. If we assign any particular algebraic value to a-, say

x= +"8, and calculate (or find in a table ready calculated for

us) the value of y, we get y= + "512. We now plot in our co-

ordinate diagram (Fig. 2, p. 67) a point P whose co-ordinates are

(-1- '8, -I- •512). To every point, M, which we like to choose on

the X-axis there is a corresponding positive or negative value of

Xy and for every such value of cc a corresponding algebraic value

of y. In the present case y is positive when x is positive, and

negative when x is negative. To every point on the a;-axis there

corresponds a point P. The points P will therefore constitute a

continuous curve, which we call the Grai)h of the Function x^.
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In practice we cannot of course plot all the infinity of points

on the graph. In constructing the actual curve, marked x^ in

Fig. 2, before the reader, the following table of values was used :

—

x= + -100, + -200, + -300, etc. ... - -100, - "200, - '300, etc.

y= + -001, + -008, + -027, etc. ... - '001, - -008, - '027, etc.

The corresponding points were plotted, and then a curve was

drawn through them with a free hand. In this way we obtain

of course merely an approximation to the graph, quite sufficient,

however, to give the leading features of the variation of the

function. If a more accurate representation be required, all we
have to do is to choose the values of x closer together ; the points

on the graph then lie closer, and the free hand curve will

deviate less from the actual graph.

§ 55. Looking at the completed graph of y = x^ we see at

once that as x varies continuously from — go through to + co

y varies continuously from — oo through to + oo ; that y
continually increases as x increases, very rapidly for large values

of aj, very slowly for very small values of x. No value of y
occurs twice ; and the function becomes and changes sign as

X passes through 0.

For the comparison and contrast, we have also drawn in

figure 2 the graphs oi y = x and y = x^y the former of which is a

straight line.

In most respects, except that the variation is uniform, the

function y = x resembles y = x^.

On the other hand, y = x'^ presents distinct features. As
X varies from - oo to 0, i/ varies from + go to 0, continually

decreasing, rapidly for numerically large values of x, slowly for

small values ; as x varies from to + oo , ?/ varies from

to + 00 , repeating the same values as before in the opposite

order. In the j^resent case, therefore, each value of the function

occurs twice. The function vanishes, i.e. passes through the

value 0, without changing its sign ; it has a minimum value,

viz. ; and it has no negative values.

The reader should extend the diagram of figure 2 by
adding the graphs oi y = xf^, y = x^, etc. He will then be able to

compare the characters of the powers of x regarded as continuously

varying functions. The graphs of the even powers all resemble

the graph oi y = x^ ', and the graphs of the odd powers the graph

oi y = x^ In particular, he will notice that the larger ?i the
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more slowly does »;" increase for small values of a;, but the more

rapidly for large values.

As another illustration, we have also given in figure 2 the

graph oiy = x — x^. This function presents several new features
;

it has a minimum value— "385, and a maximum value + "385
;

each value of y lying between— -385 and + -385 occurs three

times over as x varies from — oo to + oo ; in particular, the

function vanishes three times, viz. when x= — 1, when x = 0,

and when a;= + 1.

§ 56. Calculation of the Value of the Function "by Means
of the Graph.—When the graph of a function is given, we can

find the numerical value of the function for any given value of

its variable. All we have to do is to take OM on the cc-axis

such that the number of abscissa-scale-units in OM is the given

numerical value of cc, M being right or left of according as the

given algebraic value of x is positive or negative ; draw through

M a parallel to the y-a.xis, to meet the graph in P ; find the

number of ordinate-scale-units in MP, and attach the sign

-}- or — according as P is above or below the a;-axis, and

the result is the required algebraic value of the function. If

the parallel meets the graph in more than one point, there are

more values than one of the function corresponding to the given

value of x.

The accuracy of this determination depends of course on the

magnitudes of the scale units of x and y, and on the accuracy

with which the graph itself has been drawn. If considerable

accuracy is required, large scale units must be chosen for x and

y, and the points by which the graph is originally plotted must

be close together.

§ 57. Inverse Use of the Graph—Inverse Functions.

—

Not only does the graph, say of ^ = cc^, enable us to determine y
when X is given, it also enables us to determine x when y is given,

viz. we lay down a point N on the 7/-axis whose co-ordinate is y ;

draw through N a parallel to the x-axis to meet the graph in

P, then the cc-co-ordinate of the projection of P on the a-axis,

i.e. + NP, is the algebraic value of x. We thus solve the

'problem of determining the value of the variable of a function when

the value of the function is given.

The result just obtained may be looked at in another way.

If we confine ourselves to the real value of the cube root of y,
Q

which we shall here denote by a/ y, the equation
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y = x^ (1).

is equivalent in meaning to the equation

x=l/y (2).

It follows, therefore, that the problem we have just been solving

in this paragraph is to determine the value of the function ,Jy
when the algebraic value of its variable y is given.

It thus appears that the graph originally drawn for y = a^

may be regarded as the graph of two functions, viz. of oy^ when

X is regarded as variable, and of ^^y when y is regarded as

variable."^ Two functions connected in this way by the same

graph are said to be inverse to each other.

It should be noticed that the graph of figure 2 is the

graph of a;= ^y. If it be desired to obtain tlie graph of

y= ^/x, we must turn the diagram round and over, so that

X'OX comes into the position formerly occupied by Y'OY, and

vice versa; and then rename the axes in the usual way.

§ 58. The reader will readily understand that the graphs of

y^ax, y^ax^j y = ax^ can be obtained from the graphs of y = x,

y = x'^, y = x^ by simply increasing (or decreasing) the ordinates

of the latter in the proportion a : 1. For example, the graph of

y = Zx is obtained from that oi y = x simply by trebling every

ordinate of the latter. In particular, it results from this con-

sideration, by the simplest properties of similar figures, that the

graph oi y = ax, where a is an algebraic constant, is always a

straight line passing through the origin. Let now h be any

constant algebraic quantity, and add h to each of the ordinates

of the graph oi y = ax, the result on the figure is the same as if

we moved the straight line which constitutes the graph parallel

to itself through a distance parallel to the y-axis of |6| ordinate-

scale-units, upwards or downwards according as b is positive or

negative ; the result as regards the equation is that y is now
determined by

y = ax + h (3).

"We have thus established the important theorem that thegrafh

of an integral function of the first degree is a straight line.

* For distinction's sake, when values are given to x and vahies calcu-

lated or deduced for y, x is called the " indej^endent variahle or argument "

and y the dejiendent variahle. Thus above in the one case we take x as

iiidejjendent xariablCf in the other y as indejjendent variahle.
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On account of the property just mentioned the function

ax + h is usually called a linear integral function ; or, when there

is no danger of confusion with the linear fractional function

{ax + b)/{cx + d), a linear function simply.

EXERCISES XI.

Trace the graphs of the following functions :

—

1. y=-x. 2. y=-Sx. 3. y= 0.

4. y= S. 5. 7/=-4. 6. y=x + l.

7. y=-x + l. 8. y= x~l. 9. v=-x-'[.
10. y = dx-2. 11. y=-2x + S. 12. y=-2x + 2.

13. y=x + a.^. 14. y =x^-2x + l. 15. y= {x - l){x - 2).

16. y= -X--X-1. 17. ?/ = l-.-f^. 18. y= llx.

19. y= \lx\ 20. y=:l/.i^. 21. y= l/{x-l).
22. y = l/{x + l). 23. y= xl{x-2). 24. 2/= ('^•- 1 )/(>«- 2).

25. ?/ = (.r-l)/(.r-2)''.

26. Find graphically approxiraations to the values of x for which
a;- - 4.r + 2 luis the value zero.

27. Find graphically approximations to the values of x for which
the functions x-u? and x- have equal values.



CHAPTER VI

SIMPLE EQUATIONS

§ 59. Attention has already been called to the difference between

an identity, i.e. an equation the one side of which can be trans-

formed into the other by merely applying the laws of Algebra

and the definitions of the symbols and functions involved, such,

for example, as x~ -{x-\-\){x- \) = l, o:^xx = x^, and a con-

ditional equation, where such transformation is possible only

when the variable or variables involved have certain values.

"We now propose to study the latter class of equations

more closely. The following are examples of conditional

equations :

—

3x + 6 = ^x + 8
;

x'^ + 3x + 2 = ;

X -\- 7j- — X" + y ;

xl{x-1) + xl{x-^)=l;
2^=4.

For the present, we confine ourselves to the case where there

is only one variable, or, as it is often called in the present con-

nection, unknown CLUantity, x, say. Further, we shall limit

our discussion in this chapter to integral equations, i.e.

equations in which both sides are integral functions of x. By
the degree of an integral equation in one variable x is meant

the index of the highest power of x that occurs on either side

of the equation. Ultimately in this chapter we shall narrow

our view to the case of integral equations of the first degree,

commonly called Simple Equations.^

* Inti'gral eqxiations of the first degree in one or more variables are also

often called linear equations.
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§ 60. It will contribute to clearness if we study the genesis

and solution of a conditional equation in a simple concrete

instance. Consider the following problem :—A man had a

certain number of shillings in his purse. He found that, if he

were to give each of six beggars a certain sum, he would have

five shillings left, but that if he were to give each of three

beggars the same sum he would have fourteen shillings left.

What sum did he propose to give to each beggar ?

Let X denote the number of shillings which he proposed to

give to each beggar ; then on the first supposition the number
of shillings in his purse is 63; + 5 ; on the second supposition

the number is Sa; + 1 4 ; we must therefore have

6:c+5 = 3:';+14 (1).

By the equation (1) taken in the abstract we mean that if

X be replaced by a certain number (in this case the number of

shillings proposed to be given to each beggar), then the left-

hand side of (1) can be transformed into the right by means
of the laws of Arithmetic, which are of course included in the

laws of Algebra. In short, we mean that, if x have a certain

numerical value, (1) will be an identity. Our object, therefore,

is to find the value of x ichich will render (1) an identity ; this we
call solving the ec[uation. The particular value of x thus found

we call the solution of the ecLuation (or, in the case of equations

in a single variable, the root of the equation).

Although we do not as yet know the value (or values) of x

which makes (1) an identity, we may proceed to transform

the equation on the hypothesis that x has such a value. To
emphasise the fact that we make this hypothesis, we use in

what follows the distinctive sign of identity, viz. =

.

^'^"^^
6:/;-t-5 = 3:/j + 14 (2),

we have
{6x + 5) - {3x + 5) = (3a; +14)- (3.'>: + 5) (3).

Hence, by the laws of Algebra and the definition of the numerical

symbols, we have .,
o.'j = y \^/*

From (4) «-e have 3,^^ 3 ^9^3 (5).

whence, by the laws of Algebra and the definition of the symbol

'''^^g'^' x^3 (6).
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It follows that any value of x that malces (2) an identity

must be 3, or some number reducible to 3. In other words,

if (2) have any solution, the solution is x = 3. But the steps

taken are all reversible—that is to say, (5) follows from (G),

(4) from (5), (3) from (4), and (2) from (3). Hence cc = 3 actually

makes (2) an identity. This might also be seen hj substitut-

ing 3 for X in (2), and showing that 6x3 + 5 = 3x3 + 14, which

is sometimes described as verifying the solution. We conclude,

therefore, that the simple equation (2) has one and only one

root, viz. x = 3; and, as regards the problem considered, that

the sum which the man proposed to give to each beggar was

three shillings and no other.

§ 61. A study of the example of last paragraph leads us to

the following conclusions regarding a conditional equation in

general :

—

(1) Every conditional equation is a hypothetical identity; and

the process of solving it consists in finding a set of values for the

variable or variables, in terms of given or constant quantities,* such

as mill mal'e the equation an actual identity.

This value or set of values is said to satisfy the equation.

(2) In every transformation of the equation we suppose the

variable or variables to have values such that the equation is cm

identity. Evei'y such transformation is therefore merely an cqyplica-

tion of one or more of the laws of Algebra.

(3) In each step of the process of solution we deduce from a

previous equation (A) another (B), which has all the solution or

solutions of (A).

An equation (B) which has all the solutions that (A) has is

said to be a derivative of (A).

If all the solutions of (B) are also solutions of (A), the deriva-

tion is said to be reversible ; and the two equations, which then

have exactly the same solutions, are said to be equivalent.

All the derivations in § 60 are reversible, and each of the

equations (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) is equivalent to every other.

Derivations, however, are not necessarily reversible. For ex-

ample, from ^_^^^ ^^^

* A very common beginnei-'s mistake is to assifni as a solution a value

of the variable whicli depends on the variable itself or on other variables,

e.g. if the value (3a: + 9)/6 be substituted for x on the left-hand side of

equation (1) above, the equation will become an identity, but a;= {3a; + 9)/6

is not " a solution of the conditional equation."
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we derive (x - 2){x - 1) = (8)

;

for (8) is satisfied by every value of x tbat satisfies (7). The
converse, however, is not true, for cc = 2 is a solution of (8), but

not of (7). Hence (7) and (8) are not equivalent.

This may be seen from another point of view. In attempting to

pass from (8) to (7) we should naturally divide both sides of (8) by
x-2. It must, however, be remembered that in operating on (8),

we suppose x to have one or other of the values that render (8) an
actual identity, i.e. x must be either 1 or 2. "When rc=l, a3-2=t=0 ;

and there is no diflHculty ; but when x = 2, cc-2= ; and we should
have to perform the inadmissible operation of dividing by (see § 39).

It thus appears that the irreversibility of the derivation is closely con-

nected with the illegitimacy of division by 0.

§ 62. The following theorem regarding the vanishing of a
product is so useful in the theory of conditional equations that

it deserves explicit statement. If P and Q he functions of x, and

for any value of x, P x Q = 0, and for this value of x, P he finite

both ways, i.e. finite and not zero, then for this value of x must

Q = ; and vice versa, if Q he finite both ways, then must P = 0.

The proof is immediate ; for since we have P x Q = and

P 4= 0, it follows, by the laws of Algebra, that P x Q/P = 0/P,

that is, Q = 0.

From this it follows that the solutions of the equation PQ = 0,

if we exclude solutions, if any, for which either P or Q is not

finite,'^ are values of x which satisfy either P = or Q = 0, or both

F = and Q=^ 0.

By means of this principle the solution of many equations

can be obtained by inspection, which is the best method of

solution when it is applicable. For example, the equation

x^ — 3.r = may be written x{x — 3) = 0, hence its solutions are

the solutions of x — and x — 3 = 0, i.e. x = and o: = 3.

Again, x'^ - 3x + 2 = can be written (x - 2){x - 1) = 0, from

wdiich it is obvious that it has the solutions x='2, and x=l.

§ 63. We now give two theorems of fundamental importance

in the derivation of equations.

l.IfF and Q be functions o/x and R a constant, or any function

of X ivhich remains finite for all values of x in question, the

equations P _ O /'Q'l

* The reason for this exception will be better understood by study-

ing the cases where P=l/(.r-2), q = {x - \){x ~ 2f, and P= l/(.'C-2),

(^ — {x - \)[x - 2\ both with reference to a;= 2.
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"'^^ P±R = Q±R (10)

are equivalent.

For, if for any value of x P = Q, then hy the laws of

Algebra P±R = Q±R—that is to say, any value of x which

makes (9) an identity makes (10) an identity. Conversely, if

for any value of x P±R = Q±R, then for that value of x

P ± R + R = Q + R + R, that is, P = Q. Hence every value of

X that makes (10) an identity also makes (9) an identity.

Cor. 1. Any term or fo^rt on one side of an equation ^preceded

hy the signs 4- or — may, witliout affecting the equivalence^ he

transferred to the other side, 'provided tlie sign he reversed.

For example, from o? - Zx = 2x-\-l we deduce, by subtracting 2x
from both sides, the equivalent equation x'^ - Zx - 2x=\. Again,

from 2/.K + l/(.c-l) = 3/.x;-2/(a:-l), by adding 2/(iK-l) to both sides,

we deduce 2/a- + l/(a; - 1 ) + 21{x - 1 ) = Zjx.

Cor. 2. From any equation we can deduce cm equivalent

equation hy reversing the sign of every term on hoth sides of the

equation.

For this is tantamount to subtracting the sum of the right and

left hand sides of the equation from both sides, and then inter-

changing the two sides of the equation.

Cor. 3. Every equation can he reduced to an equivalent

standard .form P = 0. To effect this we have merely to sub-

tract from both sides the right-hand side of the given equation.

For example, from Zx^ -2x— o:-l we deduce, by subtracting x-\
from both sides, Zx^ - Zx + 1 = 0.

II. If P and Q he functions of x, then all the solutions of

P-Q (11)

satisfy

RP = RQ (12)

where R is a constant or any function of x ivhich remains finite for

all values of x which are solutions o/ P = Q ; hut the two equations

are not in general equivalent unless "R he a constant (i.e. inde-

pendent of x) differing from zero.

Proof. If, for any value of a:, P = Q, then for that value of

X, R being finite, we have RP = RQ—that is^ every solution of

(11) is a solution of (12).

Next consider the equation RP = RQ. This is equivalent

by our first theorem to RP - RQ = —that is, to R(P - Q) = 0.
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If R be a constant differing from 0, any value of x wliicli gives

R(P-Q) = gives P-Q = 0/R = 0, whence P-Q—that is,

every solution of (12) is a solution of (11).

If, however, R be a function of x, then, in general, by § 62,

the solutions of R(P — Q) = will be the solutions of R = and

of P - Q = —that is to say, of R = and P = Q. In other

words, (12) has, in addition to the solutions of (11), the solu-

tions of the equation R = 0,

As an example of an irreversible derivation we may give x-Z — 1,

from which we derive {x - 2){x -^) — {x- 2), the latter is satisfied by
the solution of the former, viz. o:= A, but it has in addition the
solution X — 2.

Again, if we were to multiply both sides of {x - 2)(a: - 3) = {x - 2),

which has the solutions x— 2 and 3^= 4, by l/(ic-2) we should deduce
the equation cc-3 = l, which has only the solution x—i. This is

therefore not an admissible derivation at all, tlie reason being that

the multipUer l/(a3-2) does not remain finite when x— 2, which is one
of the solutions of the original equation.*

Cor. If the coefficients of any integral equation are fractional,

cither in the arithmetical or in the algebraic sense, ive can derive an
eqidvalent equation in which the coefficients are all integral in the

arithmetical or in the algebraic sense.

To this end we have merely to multiply both sides of the

equation by the product of the denominators of the fractional

coefficients, or by some simj)ler number or integral function of

the coefficients which is exactly divisible by all the denomina-

tors. This is a reversible derivation, since these coefficients are

constant.

Ex. 1. From Jx-- + i,>^ + J = we derive, by multiplying by 6x4x3,
the equivalent equation 12.«- + 18a'+24 = 0. Since 12 is the L.C.M.
of 6, 4, 3, we could attain the same end more simply by multiply-

ing by 12. The resulting equivalent equation would then be
2.^2 + 3.^ + 4 = 0.

Ex. 2. From
X" X 1 -

+— + .-^^—0=
P-Q. P + Q P"-r

we deduce, by multiplying by p^ - (f
—

(^ + q)x^ + (i?
- q)x + 1 = 0.

§ 64. Returning to the point from which we started we may
now give the general theory of the simple equation. Since

both sides are integral functions of x and no higher power of x

* One of tlie^commonest of beginners' blunders is to lose solutions of

an equation by rejecting factors wliicli contain the variables.
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than the first is admissible, we can by proper transformations

reduce every such equation to the form

ax + h = cj:-\-d (1 3),

where «, 6, c, d are constants.

From (13) we derive the equivalent equation

(a - c)x + (6 - d) = 0,

or, say,

A:/j + B = (14),

where A and B are constants.

We may therefore regard (14) as the standard form to ichich

every simple equation can he brought.

For the present we shall sui^pose A 4= 0, merely remarking

that in general the equation x a; + B = evidently does not

admit of a finite solution.

From (14) we derive the equivalent equation

A.v:= -B (16);

and from tliis, since A # 0, the equivalent

x= -B/A (16).

It follows that the solution of (14) ts x= —B/A, and that there

is no other solution.

Two simple equations

Aa; + B=0 (17),

A'x + B'-O (18),

have not in general a common solution. The condition that they

have such a solution is AB' — A'B = 0.

For the only solution of (17) is a;= —B/A, and the only

solution of (18) is a;= - B'/A'. The necessary and suflicient

condition that the two have a common solution is therefore

— B/A = - B'/A', which, sinceA 4= 0, A' + 0, is obviously equiva-

lent to AB' - A'B = 0.

§ 65. Graphical Solution.—Since, as we have seen, the

graph of the linear function Ax + B is a straight line, to effect

the solution of the equation Ax + B = 0, i.e. to find the value

of X for which y = 0, we have merely to measure the abscissa of

the point where the graph of i/ = Ax + B meets the x-axis, and
attach the proper sign to the resulting number of abscissa-

scale-units.

If we take the simple equation in the form ax -{-h^cx + d.
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then we must trace the graj^hs ol y-^ = ax + h and y,^ = cx + d, and

find the value of x for which y-^ and 1/2 are equal ; in other

words, find the abscissa of the point of intersection of the two

graplis.

§ 66. As regards the Practical Algebraic Solution of simple

equations, all that need be said is that the equation should be

reduced as rapidly as possible to the standard form Aa: + B = 0,

or, if preferred, to the form Ax = B, the solutions of which are

evident. In the course of the reduction every advantage afi"orded

by the special form of the equation should be taken to remove

redundant parts before distributing or otherwise reducing the

same : useless and confusing work will thus be avoided. It may
also be pointed out that many equations which at first sight

seem to be of higher degree than the first prove, after reduction,

to be merely simple equations. Also, an equation which pro-

fesses to be a conditional equation may turn out on reduction to

be an identity ; it is then satisfied by any finite value of x. Again

it may happen that the x disappears entirely, and the equation

reduces to the form c = 0, where c is some constant ; in this case

the inference is that the equation cannot be satisfied by any

finite value of x. The following examples will illustrate these

remarks :

—

Ex.1. (a;-6)/6 + 2(a;-3)/3 = a.'-l/3.

By the law of distribiitiou we may arrange the equation thus

—

a;/6-l + 2^.-/3-2 = ^--l/3.

We derive an equivalent equation by adding to both sides - a; + 1 + 2 ;

viz.— x/e + 2xj3 - a,— 1 + 2 - 1/3 ;

that is to say

—

(i + 1 - l)-^= f J

that is— -j«= f;
whence, multiplying both sides by - 6, we get finally

a;=-16.

We may verify that this is the correct solution by substituting in the

original equation. The result is

(-16-6)/6 + 2(-16-3)/3=-16-l/3;
that is— - 11/3 - 38/3 = - 49/3,

which is a numerical identity as it ought to be.

In solving this equation we might have begun by clearing the

coefficients of fractions. This is obviously effected by multiplying

both sides by 6, which will not affect the eqiuvalence. We thus get

x-6 + 4:{x-3) = 6x- 2,

that is— a;-6 + 4x-12 = Ga;-2,

or 5x-\S = Qx-2.
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If we now add - 6a' + 18 to both sides, we get

-a;= 16,

whence, nniltiplj'iug both sides by - 1, wo get x= -IG.
Ex. 2.

3[{x - 5) - 2 {{x -d)-6{x-l)}]= 2[x-6-3 {x -3-e{x- 1)} ].

Here, by proceeding cautiously, we can effect some economy of calcula-

tion. Keinoving the square bracket on both sides, we see that the

e([uation may be written

3(.^- -5)-6{x-3-6{x-l)}=2{x-Q)-Q{x-3- e{x -1)}.

If we add to both sides 6 {x - 3 - 6(x -1)}, which is a reversible opera-

tion, neither adding to nor subtracting from the solutions of the given
equation, we get

S{x-5) = 2(x-6);
that is— 3.« - 15 = 2x - 12,

whence, adding -2x + 15 to both sides, we have

x = 3.

Ex. 3. {x -lf + {x -2f-x^= x{x - 5)(.« - 4 ).

Distributing the powers and products we see that the equation may
be written

x^ - Sx'^ + dx -1+x^- 6x'^ + 12x -8-a^= x^- 9x- + ?.0cn

that is— x^ - 9.f2 +

1

5x - 9 = x^ -9x- + 20x;
whence, adding -x^ + Qx"^ -20x + 9 to both sides

—

Therefore a; =-9/5.
Ex. 4. {x-l)^ + {x-2f + {B-2xf=0.
We observe that {x - 1) + {x - 2) + (3 - 2a;)= 0.

Now it follows from the identity 2X=^- 3XYZ = 2X(2X2- 2XY)
;

that, if SX= 0, then SX=^-3XYZ= 0; in other words, 2X-'=3XYZ.
In the present case we have, therefore

—

(x-lf + ix- 2)3 + (3 - 2j:)^=S(x - l){x - 2)(3 - 2x).

Hence the given equation is neither more nor less than

Z{x-l){x-2){S-2x) = Q.

Now this last becomes an identity when, and only when, a; -1 = 0, or

a;- 2 = 0, or 3 - 2a'= —that is to say, when a;= l, or a:= 2, or a;= 3/2
;

these, therefore, are the required solutions.

§ 67. If an integral equation of higher degree than the first

contains only a single power of x, say a;", it can be brought by

the methods above explained and illustrated into the equivalent

form x^ = A. The solution then depends merely on the extrac-

tion of the nth root of A. In the particular case where the

equation is quadratic, that is, only x^ occurs, the equation can be

reduced to the equivalent form x^ -H a^ = 0, or x- — ofi = 0, where
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a is a real quantity. It is obvious, since the square of every

real number (whether positive or negative) is positive, that x^ + a^

= lias no real solution. On the other hand, x'^ — a^ = is

equivalent to (x — a){.c + a) = 0, and has obviously the two

solutions x = a and x — — a, and no other finite solution.

Ex. (.^ - 1 )2 + (ic + 1 )^= 6 is equivalent to

that is, to 2x^ -4 = 0,

that is, to a;2_2 = o,

which may be written a^-{\/2)'^= 0,

or {x-\j2){x + \/2) = 0.

Hence the solutions are x—\/2, x= - \J2.

EXERCISES XII.

Solve the following eciuations :

—

1. 4a;-4 = 0. 2. 6.j;-lS = 0.

3. 3x- + 3 = 0. 4. 3x + 7 = 0.

5. aj+ 5 = 2a3+ 6. 6. ^x + t> = 2x + &x.

7. 3a;-3+6(a;-l)-5(l-.r)=:0. 8. 6(4- 3a;) + 6(3x-~4) = 0.

9. 4(l-a;)-6(x + l) + 3(^-3) = 0. 10. 3[4-5{6 -7(8 -a;)}] = 0.

11. 3-[a;+{a;-3(a;-4)}] = 5 + [a:- {a; - 3(a; - 4)} ].

12. a.V6 + a;/3 = l. 13. x + lx= \. 14. lx + i^^x + ^x=\l.
15. {x - 2)/2 + {x- ZyS + {x + 2)/2 + (a; + 3)/3 = 0.

16. (5aj-l)/7 + (9x--5)/ll = (9a;-7)/5.

17. ^{x + l) + Ux+ ^) +U^x + 5) = x-l.
18. 3(a; - i)

- 5{x - i) = S{x - 1) - 6{x - J).

19. f(2a; - 3) + |(3a,- - 4) = l{3x - 2) + ^{4x - 3).

20. {x + 1 )2 + (a,- + 4)2= (x + 2)2 + {x + 5)2.

21. (a.- + l)(a- + 5) = (a' + 2)2.

22. (6 - a-)(l + 2a') + 3a-(5 + a') = (a; + 1)2 - a-.

23. (2a; - 2)(1 + 2x) + i{x - l){x + 2) + |(a; - l){x + 2)
— 5 i (a;2 + a; — 2) — a; + 1 !

.

24. {x + l){x - 1) + 2(a; + 2){x + 3) = 3(a; + 1)2.

25. {x-l){x-i) = {x + l){x+k).
26. x{x + ^){x + l)+x= x{x+^){x + ^).

27. (^-l){a^ + 3 +^}=G^' + l){(-« +l)+^}-
28. -3843;+ -5(3; -1-03) = 3 -68.

29. •016(2a;-l)+-032(2a;-3) = 2a;-2.

30. (a; - 3 •5)/2 -5 + (a; - 2 •3)/3 '5 + (a; - 1 •3)/l '5 = 0.

Find X to three decimal places from

—

31. 3 •6S(x- - -03) + 1 •34(10x- - 1 '52) = 13-314.

32. (a; - 1 •23)(a; + 2 •31)(a; + 3
-21) =a'(a; + 2

-145)2.

Find X to six decimal places from

—

33. 6'3127x--l •56832a"= (.K-l)/-06834.

34. 3 •689543(a; - 6 -31489) = 2-15632a; - 10-687321.
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Solve the following by inspection :

—

35. 3x--l = 0. 36. i{x-lf-x'= 0.

37. (x-3)2 + 5(a;-3) = 0. 38. (x- l)2= (a;- l)(2a; + 3).

39. (.«2 - 2x + 1 )2 - (a; - 1 )2(x' - 3)2= 0.

40. (2a;-l)2 = (3.B-l)2. 41. :x;2(x-- 1)2= 4G/;
- 1)=.

42. a-(a;2-l) = 3.«2-3.

43. 32(.« + l)2(a; + 2)--8(x-3)2(x + l)2= 0.

44. x-{x-l) = S.«-S. 45. 2x'-(a;-l) = 5(ic-l).

46. (.« - 1)(2.« - 5) + (•>; - l)(x - 3) = (1 - .r){2x - 4).

47. Point out the fallac}'^ in the following paradox :—Letir= 1 ; then

a^=x, whence x"^- 1 =x- 1. If we divitle both sides of this last equa-

tion by.t;-l, wegetx + l^l—that is, since a;=l, 2 = 1.

Remark on the solution of the following equations :

—

48. {x-l)(x-S) = (x-2y-.

49. Six - i)
- 5{x -i) = 6{x - J) - 8(x - i).

50. {x + lf + {x + 4i)^= {x + 2)''+ {x + 3)\

Solve the following :

—

51. (x-l){x-d) + {x + l){x + S) = 15.

52. ix + l){x-Z){x + 5) + {x-l){x-S){x + 5) = ix'^.

53. {x - l){x - 2){x - 7) = (x - l)(5x + 14).

54. Construct an integral equation whose roots are +3 and - 5.

55. Construct an integral equation whose coefficients are integral

numbers which lias the roots - 1, -%, - ^.

56. Construct an equation whose roots are 3 + \/o and 3 - \/5.

57. Construct an equation whose roots are - 2, 1 + ^/2, 1 - ^/2,

3 + y2, 3 - V2.

§ 68. The solution of equations in which the coefficients are

not actual numbers but letters standing for such numbers, or for

quantities in general supposed to be given, involves no new
principle. The calculations required in reducing the equations

to the standard form and in expressing the solution obtained in

its simplest form demand, however, a firm grasp of the laws of

Algebra, and some familiarity with the elementary standard

formula) of § 48. This kind of work, although somewhat difficult

for the beginner, is an invaluable exercise at the present stage.

In all cases he should verify his solution by showing that it

renders the given equation an identity. Every equation thus

furnishes two exercises. The verification is not infrequently

more troublesome than the process of solution : at other times

it is immediate ; and in such cases the solution can usually be

guessed without going through the process of solution. To
guess a solution and append the verification is sufficient, provided

we can be sure that there is only one solution—as, for example,

is always the case when the ecjuation is linear.

6
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Ex. 1. {x - a)/p + {x - a)lq= '[/2^^ - 1/q^.

Noticing that l/i)^ - l/f^{l/p)'^ - {l/qf={l/p + l/q){l/2} - l/q), we ^ee,

by the law of distribution, that our equation may be written

(l/p f 1 /q){x -a) = {l/p + l/q){llp - 1/q).

If we suppose that 1/p + l/g + O,* then we may divide both sides by
l/p + l/q without altering the equivalence of the equation. The
result is

x-a= llp- 1/q,

whence, if we add a to both sides, we get x— a + l/p- 1/q, which is the
sokition.

Ex.2. {x + a)/{a + hf-{x-a)/{a-hf= 2a/{(i?-lr).

We can integralise the coefficients of this equation, Avithout affect-

ing its equivalence, by multiplying both sides by the factor

(a + If{a - 6)2—that is, {a? - h'^f. We thus get

{a - hf{x + a)-{a + bf{x -a) = 2a{a' - b^).

Distributing {x + a) and {x - a) and collecting, we get

{{a - hf - (a + bf] x + a{{a- bf + (a + bf] = 1a{a^ - S^).

Now
[a - bf - (a + hf= a" - 2ab + b^--a^- 2ab ~b-=- iab

;

(a -bf + {a + bf= a^ - 2ab + b^ + a^ + 2ab + &-

=

2a^ + 2b^

The equation to be solved is therefore equivalent to

- Aabx + a {2a2 + 2b'} = 2a{a? - b'^),

that is to say

—

- Aabx + 2ft3 + 2a62= 2^3 _ 2ab^,

whence, adding - 2a^ - 2ab'^ to both sides

—

- 4:abx= - iab^.

Finally— x=(- iab'^)/{ - iab) = b,

the correctness of which may be readily verified.

Ex. 3. ^{x - af - ^{x - a){x -b) = 0.

abc abc

Writing the equation in full and expanding the squares and pro-

ducts, we get

x^ - 2ax + ar + x^- 2bx + b^ + x^- 2cx + ^
- x^ + (& + c)x -be-^ + (c 4- a)x - c« - o;^ + (a + b)x -ab= 0,

that is

—

a^ + b'^ + c^-bc- ca-ab — 0.

The eqitation has therefore, in general, no finite solution. If a, b, c be

such that a^ + b'^ + c^- be- ca-ab= (}, then the original equation is an
identity and may be regarded as being satisfied by any finite value of

X whatever.

Ex. 4. {b-c){x-a) + {c-a){x-b)+{a-b){x-c) = 0.

It will be found that this equation is an identity and is therefore

satisfied by any finite value of x whatever.

* If l/p + 1/q = then the equation is an identity.
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EXERCISES XIII.

1. i>{x - 2a) + ^{.v + 3a) + J(.«
- 6a) = 0.

,,(._.),j(.,_|),i(..|)=o.
3. ax + b= bx + a. 4. b{x + a) = a{x + h).

6. a-{x-p)^-b\x + q)^= 0. 6. ax + a= xla + l/a.

7. b{x + a) + a(x + b) = a{a + 2b) + b{a + b).

8. {x - a)(x -b) = {x-a- b)^.

9. a\x-a)-b%x-b) = (a-b)^.

10. {a + x){a -b) + {a- x){a + b) = 2a- - 2b\
11. (x - a){x + a)^= (x + a){x - a)^.

12. {x - a)/{p -a) + {x- b)/{p -b) = 2.

13. a{x -b)- b{x -a) + c{x -a-b) = {a- b){a + b + c)+c\
14. x/a - {1 - bx/{a - b)} /a= x/{a + b).

15. {px + q)l{p + q) = {tnx + n)l{m + n) + [mx - n)l{m - n).

16. {x + a)/{2a + b) + {x + b)/{a + 2b) = 2.

17. Uax + 6-)/(a2 + &-) + ^ax - b')l{a'^ - b"^) = 1.

18. {x - a) {{:x -b) + {x + b)] = {x + b) {{x -«) + (« + a)}

.

19. {(a2 - 62)^ - 1} 2 + {2ate - 1
} ^= {(«2 + 52)^, + 1 >. 2_

20. {x + 6)(a; + c) + {x + c){x + a) + {x + a){x + b)

= (x - b){x -c) + {x - c){x -a) + (x- a){x -b) + {a + b + c)^.

21. {x + b + c){x + b-c) + {x + c + a){x + c-a)
+ {x + a + b){x-\-a-b) = 0.

22. {b - c){x - af + (c - a){x - bf + {a- b){x - c)3= 0.

23. -^{x - a) {{x - a)2 -{x- b){x - c)} = 0.
abc

24. Determine h so that the two equations hx + a = bx + Ji; ax + h
= ?ix + b may be consistent. What peculiarity arises when a = bl

25. If a, b, c be all finite both ways, and if the three equations
ax + b- c = 0, bx + c-a = 0, cx + a-b = be all consistent, then must
a= b = c.

26. {x - a){x + a) + (aj + 2a){x - 2a) - {x + Za){x - 3a) = 40a2.

27. {x - a){x - b) + {x + a){x -\-b) = a'^ + b'^ + x\
28. (^^ - J2)/(a2 _ J2) _ (^2 + 52)/(^2 + J2) ^ 2&7(«4 - b%
29. (6^ - c-){x - af + (c^ - a^){x - bf + (fr - &-'^)(a; - c)^^= 0.



CHAPTEE VII

SOLUTION OF TROBLEMS BY MEAXS OF SIMPLE EQUATIONS

§ 69. An example of a problem leading to a simple equation has

already been given. The solution of such problems is an ex-

cellent training for the beginner in mathematics, because it

cultivates that faculty of dissecting things into their essential

elements, which is one of the most valuable parts of a mathe-

matician's power, and one of the most important practical

results of a proper mathematical training.

In every problem which can be treated mathematically there

are certain quantities that are directly given, or are supposed to

be directly given, which we call the constants of the problem; and

others that are not directly given, but are to be determined which

we call the unknown quantities or variables. The premises

by means of which we determine the variables are so many con-

ditions ; and the number of independent conditions must in

general be equal to the number of variables if the problem is to

be determinate— that is to say, have a limited number of

solutions. In particular, if there be but one variable to deter-

mine, one condition will in general be sufficient.

In any problem before him the beginner should, as a first

step, make perfectly clear to himself what are the given

quantities on which the solution depends, and next choose

an appropriate variable (or variables). The variable may
be a magnitude whose determination is asked for ; but very

often it is more convenient to choose some other ; and,

when that other is determined, to calculate therefrom the

magnitude or magnitudes required. The next step is to select

the determining condition or conditions, and to state them as
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a conditional equation (or as conditional equations) connecting

the constants with tlie variable or variables. Next, the analytical

equation or equations must be solved ; and finally, the solutions

obtained must be examined, and, if necessary, tested in order to

ascertain whether it or they satisfy the conditions of the con-

crete probleu]. It must be remembered that the abstract

jH-oblem represented by the conditional equations is usually more

general than the concrete problem from which it originated.

It may happen, therefore, that only some, or that none of the

analytical solutions are admissible in the concrete problem.

Ex. 1. An integer of two digits, the sum of -which is 10, exceeds the

integer represented by the same digits in reversed order by 18. Find
the integer.

Let the tens digit be x ; then the other digit will be 10-a; ; and
tlie integer in question may be represented by 10x' + (10 -a:). The
integer which has the same digits reversed may be represented by
10(10 --.r) + .r. The condition of the problem is therefore represented

by the equation

{10a: + (10-a;)} - {10(10 -a:) + a} =18.

If the problem has any solution it will be furnished by this equa-

tion ; but unless the value of c: given by the equation be a positive

integer less than 10, the problem will have no solution.

We get lOo; + 10 - a: - 10(10 -o:)-x= 18;

whence 8aj + 10- 100 + 10x=18

;

whence 18aj= 108,

which gives x= 6, a suitable solution. Since 10-6 = 4, the integer

required is 64. In fact, we have 64 - 46 = 18.

If the given difference in the present problem had been 19 instead

of 18, the resulting equation would have been

{10a; + (10 -a;)} - {10(10 - a;) + a;} =19,

the solution of which is a:= 6x'^, which being fractional is unsuitable.

"We conclude that no integer can be found satisfying the altered con-
ditions.

Ex. 2. At what time between four and five o'clock are the hour and
minute hands of a clock oppositely directed in the same straight line ?

Let X be the number of minutes x^ast four. AVlien the minute hand
is at XII. the hour hand is at IIII. ; and, since the minute hand travels

60 minute divisions while the hour hand travels 5, i.e. twelve times as

fast, it follows that during the time that the minute hand has travelled

over a; minute divisions from XII., the hour hand has travelled over
a:'/12 minute divisions from IIII. The distances of the minute and
hour hand from XII. at the instant su])posed are x and 20 + .r/12

minute divi.sions respectively. "VVe have therefore, by the conditions
of the problem—

a;-(20+a;/12) = 30.
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This gives lla!/12 = 50,

whence a:= 600/1 1 = 543^ min.,

obviously a suitable solution.

Ex. 3. A man leaves £569,000 to his wife, children, and a distant

relation ; the wife to receive a certain sum, his children half as much,
and the distant relation the residue. The wife paid no legacy duty

;

the children paid 1 per cent, and the distant relation 10 per cent.

It was then found that the distant relation had as much as the wife

and children together. How much was left to the wife, children, and
distant relation respectively ?

Let X be the legacy to the wife, then the legacy to the children

may be represented by \x^ and that to the relation by 569,000 -x-\x
= 569,000 -fA', the unit, be it observed, being £1 throughout.

After paying 1 per cent of legacy duty the children had 99/100

of their legacy left, and after paying 10 per cent the relation had only

9/10 of his. By the condition of the problem we have therefore

QQ Q
a; + ^^o(ia^) = ^(569,000-fa;);

whence

that is

—

|?.4>< 669,000;

whence
1 SO

«^=^9X 569,000,

= 180,000.

This is evidently an admissible solution, and we see that the respective

legacies were £180,000, £90,000, and £299,000.
Ex. 4. Two couriers, A and B, who travel at the rate of a and h

miles per hour respectively, start along the same road. If B have a
start of h hom's, at what distance from the starting-point will A over-

take B ?

Instead of taking the distance from the starting-point as variable,

it will be convenient to take the number of hours that A travels before

overtaking B. Let us denote this by x ; then A has travelled a dis-

tance of ax miles, and B, who has been travelling li hours longer, has
travelled hi^x + li) miles. By our conditions these distances are equal.

Hence
ax— hix^rti)

From this equation we deduce immediately x= libjia - b). This is

an admissible solution, provided cob ; the distance from the starting-

point is xa, that is, if we substitute the value of x just found,
ahbj{a - b).

Ex. 5. A grocer buys ji lbs. of tea at r shillings per lb., and ^ lbs.

at r' shillings per lb. He first sells the same quantity of each at cost
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price, and then mixes what remains and sells the mixture at the

average of the two cost jaices, viz. -^(r-t-r'j shillings per lb. If the

whole amount of money drawn from selling separately be the same as

that drawn by selling the mixture, find how much he gained or lost by
the transaction.

Let X be the number of lbs. of each tea sold before mixing ; the

corresponding amount of money drawn is xr + xr' shillings.

The number of lbs. of the mixture is j5-a;+;>' -a;=7>+2/-2./' ; the

amount drawn for this is {p +^/ - 2x)(^r f r')/2 shillings. The condition

of the 2>ioblcm is therefore expressed by

xr + xr'= {p +p' - 2x){r + r')/2,

that is

—

x{r + r') = {p +p' - 2x){r + r')/2.

If we multiply both sides of this equation by 2/(r + ?•'), we derive the

equivalent equation

2x=p+p' -2x

;

whence
4x =p + p'

;

hence a'= i(j^'+^>')> obviously an admissible solution, provided i{p+p')
be less than the smaller of 2^ and^/.

The whole amount of money drawn from sales is 2{xr + xr')

= 2{r + r')x= h{p +])'){'}' + f') shillings, since a-= :|(;7+y). Hence the

algebraic excess of the sale over the cost price in shillings is

hip +!>'){'>' + f') - P^ -p'r'

— aP* + hP'^'' + hp'r+ hp''^' -P'"' -p'^'i
= - \pr + \pr' + \p'r - hp'r\
= hp{r'-r)-l2^'{7-'-r),
= Up-p'){r'-r);

this will be gain if p>p' and r'>r, or if p<:2)' and r'<r, otherwise

loss—that is to say, the grocer will lose unless he bought less of the

higher-priced tea.

EXERCISES XIV.

1. Find a number which, when multiplied by 5, exceeds 18 by as

much as the number itself falls short of 18.

2. Divide 64 into two parts, such that the half of one part shall

exceed the other part by 8.

3. I subtract 10 from a certain number, halve the result, and add
twice the original number. If the final result be 85, what was the
original number ?

4. Find a number such that the sum of its third and fourth parts

exceeds its sixth part by 150.

5. Find two consecutive integers such that the fourth and eleventh

parts of the less together exceed by 1 the sum of the fifth and ninth
parts of the greater.

6. In 10 years A will be twice as old as B was 10 years ago. A
is 9 years older than 13. Find their ages now.

7. The united ages of a man and his wife at the present day amount
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to 120 years. Thirty years ago when they were married, the man's
age was double the wife's. What are their ages now ?

8. A man said to his son,
'

' Seven years ago I was seven times as old

as you Avere, and three years hence I shall be three times as old as you.

"

Find their ages.

9. A sum of £500 is to be divided among three men, so that the

share of the lirst shall be double that of the second, and the share of

the third equal to the sum of the shares of the first and second. Find
the share of the third.

10. A man left half his estate to his wife, one-ninth to each of his

four children, and the residue, amounting to £360, to a charitable

institution. "What was the value of his estate ?

11. A sum of £8 was paid in half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences.

There were 140 coins altogether, and twice as many half-crowns as

shillings. How many coins of eacli kind were used ?

12. A collection, amounting to £3 : 17 : 6, is made up of shillings,

florius, and half-crowns ; the number of florins is one more than half

the number of shillings, and the number of half-crowns is two less

than the number of florins. Find how many coins there are of each

kind.

13. A man finds that during four weeks his average expenditure on

a week-day is six shillings and threepence more than his average

expenditure on a Sunday. If he spends altogether £12 : 15s. in the

four weeks, find his average expenditure on a week-day.

14. On a certain day 186 single and 216 return tickets are taken

out between two stations on a railway, the total receipts from these

amounting to £37 : 12s. If the return ticket cost Is. more than the

single ticket, find tlie cost of the single ticket.

15. A factory hand is paid 4s. 6d. per day, but is fined Is. for every

working day that he is absent from work. After 30 working days he

received £5 : 2s. How many days was he absent from Avork ?

16. A tradesman buA'S a certain number of yards of cloth at 7d. per

yard, and sells 8 yards of it at 9d. more per yard, and the rest at Is.

more per yard than he originally paid for it. With the money thus

obtained he buys 40 yards at the same cost price as before. How
many yards did he originally buy ?

17. The receipts of a railway company are apportioned as follows :

—

49 per cent for Avorking expenses, 10 per cent for the reserved fund, a

guaranteed dividend of 5 per cent on one-fifth of the capital, and the

remainder, £40,000, for division amongst the holders of the rest of the

stock, being a dividend at the rate of 4 per cent per annum. Find

the capital and the receipts.

18. If the cost of 7 lbs. of coffee be equal to that of 5 lbs. of tea,

and if 6 lbs. more of coffee than of tea can be bought for £1 : 15s.,

Avliat is the price per lb. of tea ?

19. A bag contains sixpences, shillings, and half-crowns—102 coins

altogether. If the sums of money rej)resented by the different coins

be the same, find the number of each.

20. The length of a rectangle is thrice its breadth. If each side be

increased by 1 foot, its area is increased by 65 square feet. Find its

dimensions.
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21. The lengtli of a rectangle is a times its hreadth. If the length

be increased by b feet, and the breadth diminished by c feet, the area

is unchanged. Find the breadth.

22. A man bought a certain number of pounds of apples at a pence
per lb., and 3 pounds more of pears at h pence })er lb. He expended
altogether 3s. 6d. How many })ounds of apples did he buy ?

23. A market-woman first sells half her eggs and 7 eggs more, then
half of the remainder and 7 eggs more, and finally half of the remainder
and 7 eggs more ; all her eggs were then sold. How many had she to

begin with ?

24. A and B begin to play with £5 each. A loses the first stake
;

he also loses tlie second, which is half of what he has left, and tlien

lie gains 4s. He has now a quarter of what B has. What was the

amount of his first stake ?

25. A gentleman who met a beggar every morning promised to give

him every time they met as much money as he possessed, on condition

that he should beg from no one else during the day. The beggar
observed the condition of the agreement, but every day spent Is. 4d.

The arrangement began on Monday morning, and on Friday morning
the beggar had nothing left. What sum had he to start with, and
how much did the gentleman give him altogether ?

26. A and B played three games. They started with certain sums
of money, B having £12 more than A. In each of the three games
each player staked half the money in his possession at the beginning
of that game. A won in the first two games, and lost in the third.

Finally, B was left with £21. How much had each at first ?

27. If a man's net income, after paying 6d. per pound of income
tax, be £500, what will it be when income tax is 6|d., and what
would it have been had there been no income tax ?

28. A merchant has two qualities of tea—one at 2s. per lb., the other
at 3s. per lb. ; in what proportion must he mix them so as to sell at

2s. 6d. per lb. and gain a profit of 10 per cent ?

29. A man wishes to invest £250,000 partly at 4 per cent and
partly at 3i per cent, so that the resulting income shall be £9000. How
much was invested at each rate ?

30. A man desires to invest £1000 partly at 5 per cent, partly at 3

per cent, so that the return on his whole capital shall be at the average
rate of 4^ per cent. What sum was invested at each rate ?

31. At what rate per cent above cost must a tradesman mark his

goods so that he may make a profit of 5 per cent after allowing a
reduction of 10 per cent on the marked price ?

32. In an examination 11 out of every 13 candidates who entered
passed ; but of the failures 18 were due to candidates leaving without
giving in a paper. Had 9 of these stayed and succeeded in passing,

then 10 out of every 11 candidates entered would have passed. How
many candidates were there ?

33. A debtor is just able to pay his creditors 5s. in the pound ; but
if his assets had been five times as gi-eat and his del)ts two-thirds of

what they really were, he would have had in his favour a balance of

£140. How much did he owe ?

34. A merchant buys a articles for £1 each and sells h of them at a
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gain of 5 per cent. At what price must he sell the rest of them so that

he may gain 7 per cent on the whole transaction ?

35. Tlie expenses of a tram-car company are fixed, and when it only
sells threepenny tickets for the whole journey it loses 10 per cent. It

then divides the route into two parts, selling twopenny tickets for

each part, thereby gaining 4 per cent and selling 3300 more tickets

every week. How many persons used the cars weekly under the old

system ?

36. A owes B £100 due at the beginning of the year ; B owes A
£110 : 4s. due at the end of the year. Find at what time or times

during the year A and B may be held to be quits, allowing interest

and true discount at 10 per cent simjile interest.

37. A cistern can be filled by one jjipe in two hours, emptied by a

second in one hour, and by another in an hour and a half. If all these

pipes are open together and the cistern starts full, how long will it be

before it is empty ?

38. A miner contracted to hew a certain quantity of coal, intending

to do it all himself. After working for 14 days he found that two-

thirds of the work remained to be done. He then took a partner, and
together they finished the job in 10 days. How long would it have
taken each of them to do it alone ?

39. Tw^o men started at a distance of 30 miles from each other to

walk towards each other on a road ; the one walks at the rate of 3^
and tlie other at the rate of 3| miles per hour. Find where, and how
long after the start they meet.

40. A and B start a yards apart. The length of A's stride is to the

length of B's as i is to c ; and A takes d steps while B takes e ; if they

run towards each other, where Avill they meet ?

41. A clock which gains 2 minutes per day was set right at 9 A.M.

on Sunday morning. Find the true time when this clock indicates 12

noon on Saturday following.

42. One traveller walking 5 miles an hour starts from A to walk to

B, another Avalking 3 miles an hour starts sinmltaneously to walk from

B to A. When the first traveller has got half-way the two are still 5

miles apart. How far is it from A to B ?

43. A boat's crew row up stream in h hours ; and down in k hours.

If their speed in dead water be I miles per hour, find the velocity of the

stream.

44. Windsor is 32 miles from London by river. By rowing half-

way and walking half-way I can go from Windsor to London in 6

hours, from London to Windsor in 8 hours. Find the speed of the

Thames, given that my rate of walking is 4 miles an hour.

45. Two cyclists run round a closed course whose length is 500

yards. The one goes m miles an hour, and the other m' miles an hour

(w>m') ; if the latter have a start of 10 yards, find how long it will be

before the first is seen to pass the second for the first time, and how
long before he is seen to pass for the second time.

46. At what hour between 2 and 3 o'clock are the hands of a

clock perpendicular ?

47. A man could walk from A to B and back in a certain time at

the rate of 3^ miles per hour ; if he walk there at 3 miles per hour and
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back at 4 miles per hour he would take 5 minutes longer ; find the dis-

tance from A to B.

48. It was observed that the interval betAveen two successive coin-

cidences of the hour and minute hand of a clock was 67 minutes true

time ; find tlie error of the clock,

49. The co-ordinates of two points A and B on a line are Xj and x^.

C and D divide A and B internally and externally in the same ratio,

and the co-ordinate of the middle point between C and D is a ; find

the co-ordinates of C and D.

50. From a regiment of soldiers a solid square is formed leaving

c^+pc men over, where c and jj are positive integers. It is found that

in order to form a square with c more men in the side would recjuire

pc more men than there are in the regiment. Find the number of men
in the regiment.

51. When a solid body is weighed in water its real weight is

diminished by the weight of the water which it displaces, i.e. by the

weight of a quantity of water equal in volume to itself. A jaece of an

alloy of gold and silver weighsW grammes m vacuo and iv grammes in

water. Assuming that the two metals alloy without change of volume,

calculate the proportion (by volume) of gold and silver in the alloy,

given that the ratio of the weight of a piece of gold to the weight of

the same volume of water is p, and that the corresponding ratio for

silver is a.

52. A man's business pays every year p per cent on the capital

invested in it. He invests a certain sum, and at the end of each year

Avithdraws £a to meet his private expenses. At the end of ?i years he
finds that his capital has increased g'-fold ; find the sum originally

invested.

Show that if he invests £100 a/p, his capital will remain stationary,

and that, if he cannot invest so much as this, he will sooner or later

become bankrupt. [It may be found necessary to use the identity

X»-l = (X-lXX"-^-fX"-2+ . . . +X-fl).]



CHAPTER VIII

LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH TWO OR MORE VARIABLES

§ 70. In many respects the theory of equations with more than

one variable is the same as the theory of equations with only one

variable ; there are, however, some important new points which

must be carefully studied. We begin as before with a special

problem :—To find two algebraic quantities such that three times

the one together with twice the other is 5. If we denote the

two quantities by x and y, the single condition of the problem

is represented by the equation

3x+2?/=5 (1).

If now X and y were actually replaced by a pair of quantities

satisfying the condition of the problem, the equation (l) would

become a numerical identity. Assuming x and y to have such

values, and writing for emphasis

3x + 22j = 5 (2),

we have, by the laws of Algebra

—

22/ = 5 -3a: (3);

and

2/
= (5-3x)/2 (4).

It appears from (4), since the steps are all reversible, that, if

we give to x any algebraical value whatever, then a correspond-

ing value of y is determined, which together with the assumed

value of X w^ill render (2) an identity ; we have, in fact, a being

any assumed value of x whatever

—

3a + 2(5-3a)/2 = 5 (5).

The equation (1) has therefore an infinity of solutions ; for a
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may be any quantity in the series - qo
, . . ,, — 1, . . . 0, . . .,

+ 1, . . . + X ."^ In the following table we give a few of

these solutions chosen at random :

—

x=-l, -0-20, -0-10, 0-0, +0-010, +1, +2-0
y=+i, +2-80, +2-65, +2-5, +2*485, +1, -0-5

"We are thus led to define the solution of a conditional equation

involving two variables x and y as a yair of corres'pondiiuj values of

X and y in terms oftJie constants or given quantities such that when

these values are substituted for x and y resiiectirely in the conditional

equation it becomes an actual identity; and a corresponding

definition is naturally suggested for an equation involving any

number of variables.

The peculiarity just established for the equation (1) evidently

belongs to any linear equation involving two variables ; for

directly we attribute to x any constant value the equation becomes

a linear equation to determine y, and such an equation has, as we
have seen, one and onlv one solution.

Every linear equation involving both x and y has thei'cfore a

onefold infinity of solutions.

§ 71. If we bear in mind that two variables x and y are now^

in question, and that "a solution " means a value of x and a

corresponding value of y, we see that the two theorems regarding

the derivation of equations already established (§63) for one

variable will apply to equations involving two variables (and,

indeed, to equations involving any number of variables). The
demonstrations will be exactly the same, provided we remember
that the letters P, Q, R now stand for functions of x and ?/,

instead of functions of o: merelvas before : and all the corollaries

will hold in like manner.

Ex. 1. The equations

Sx + 2y= 6x+l, (6)

-Bx + 2y-1^0,
-12x + 8y-4.^0,

are all equivalent—that is to say, a solution that satisfies any one of

them will satisfy any otlier ; and this is true of every one of the one-

fold infinity of solutions which each possesses.

* It is usual to say in such a case that a may Lave any one of a one-fold

iufiuity of values.
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Ex. 2. The equation

{x-y){Zx + 2y) = {x-y){Qx+l) (7)

is a derivative of (6) above, but is not equivalent to (6). The multi-
plier, by means of which we have derived it from (6), viz. x-y, is

not constant ; and as a matter of fact (7) possesses in addition to the
one-fold intinity of solutions of (6) also the one-fold infinity of solutions

belonging to x-y— 0.

§ 72. Since no term of higher degree in x and y than the

first can occur on either side, the most general conceivable form

of an integral equation of the first degree in x and y is

Ax + B?/ + C = A'x + B'y + C (8),

where A, B, C, A', B', C stand for constants, i.e. quantities

independent of x and y.

By subtracting A'x + B'y + C from both sides, we can always

reduce (8) to the form

(A - A'> -f (B - B')y + {C- C) = 0,

or say

—

ax + hy + c = (9),

where a, h, c are constants.

IVe may therefore regard (9) as the general standard form for

an integral equation of the first degree in x and y, or say, for

shortness, a linear equation in x and y.

If y actually occur in the equation—that is to say, if 6 4= 0,

we may, by subtracting ax + c from both sides and dividing by

b, reduce (9) to the equivalent form

or say

—

y=zmx + n (10),

where m and n are constants.

This last result is important, among other reasons because it

shows that the linear equation in tioo variables involves in reality

only two independent constants.

§ 73. As the conception of the one-fold infinity of solutions

belonging to a given linear equation may present some difficulty

to a beginner, it will be well at this stage to look at this matter

from the graphical point of view.

Confining ourselves for the present to the case where y is not

absent from the equation, we have seen that it can be reduced
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to the form (10). It has been shown that the graph of any linear

function mx-{-n is a straight line. That is to say, if wc assign

to X any particular algebraic value, a, and calculate the corre-

sponding algebraic value of y, say /?, and plot the point whose

co-ordinates are («, j3), then all such points lie on a certain

fixed straight line, whose position depends on the constants r/i

and n. In other words, to every one of the one-fold infinity of

solutiojis of the linear equation there corresponds a definite point on

a certain fixed straight line^ the co-ordinates of this point being the x

and the y respectively of that solution.

"We have excluded the case of the general equation (9) in

which 6 = 0. In this case the equation reduces to ax + c = 0.

Supposing rt^O, this gives x= —c/a; in other words, :c has a

definite value, and y may have any value whatsoever. The
corresponding graph is obviously a straight line parallel to the

^-axis. Combining this with our previous result, we now see

that any linear equation in which one at least of the two variables

X and y occurs may he regarded as rejjresented graphically by a

straight line^ in the sense that every point whose co-ordinates con-

stitute a solution of the equation is a point on the straight line.

We have thus incidentally established one of the fundamental

theorems of co-ordinate geometry ; and we may now speak of

the graph of a linear equation, just as we speak of the graph of

a function.

It is very easy to plot in a co-ordinate diagram the graph of any
given linear equation, say (1). AVe have merely to tind any two
solutions whatever, plot the corresponding points, and join them with
a ruler. It is usually most convenient to select the two solutions for

which ?/ = 0, anda;= respectively. These give the points where the
line meets the axes of x and y respectivel}'. For example, in the case

of (1), when y= 0, we get 3a;= 5, i.e. cc= 5/3; and, in like manner,
when »= 0, y= 5/2 ; so that (-f 5/3, 0), (0, +5/2) are points on the
line. We lay off +5/3 on the a-'-axis right of 0, +5/2 on the //-axis

upwards from 0, and the straight line joining the two resulting points
is the graph of Zx + 2y— 5.

§ 74. Diopliantine Solutions.— It is interesting to notice

that the indeterminateness of the solution of a linear equation may
often be removed by imposing a restriction * upon the nature of

* The reader should notice the clKTerenee between the uses of the

words condition and restriction here adopted. To require a point to lie

on the circumference of a given circle is a condition on the point ; to

retjuire it to lie within the given circle is merely a restrictiun.
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the solution. The most common case arises when we require

the values of x and y belonging to the solution to be both

arithmetically integral, in special cases integral and j)ositive

;

such solutions may be called Diophantine Solutions."^ For
example, if we take the equation ?>x-\-1y = 5, and require that

the X and ij of the solution be both positive integers, it is easy

to see that there is only one such solution, viz. rc= 1, ^=1 ; for,

if we write the equation in the equivalent form 2i/ = 5 — 3.^, we
see instantly that no integral value of x greater than 1 will

render %j positive ; also a; = gives y = 5/2, which is not integral.

Hence x=l, which gives y—1, is the only solution of the

required species which exists.

Ex. 1. I have in my purse only florins and half-crowns ; in how
many ways can I pay a bill amounting to £1 : 9s. ?

Let X be the number of florins and y the number of half-crowns
used ; then by the condition of the problem 2x + fy= 29, or

4x + 6y= 58 (11).

Now (11) may be written in the equivalent form

4:X= 5S-5y (12).

By hypothesis x is integral ; therefore the left of (12) is exactly
divisible by 2 ; so also must the right be, which is hypothetically
ideutical with the left. But 58 is exactly divisible by 2 ; hence, since

5 is prime to 2, y must be an even integer ; also by hypothesis it is

positive. Now try y= 0, y = 2, y= 4:, y= 6, y= S, y-lO {y=12, etc.,

are obviously inadmissible, since x must be positive), and we lind at
once that a;= 12, y = 2 ; x= 7, y= Q ; and x= 2, y = 10 are the only
possible solutions. The debt can therefore be paid in three ways only.

Ex. 2. Find general formulae for the Diophantine solutions of the
equation (11 ) of last example. If we put the equation in the form (12),
and divide by 4, we get

a;=58/4-57//4.

Separating out the greatest possible integral multiples of 4, i.e.

putting 58 = 14x4 + 2 and 5?/= (4 + l)y, we may write

x=U-y + {2-y)/4: (1.3).

Since x must be an integer positive or negative, (2 - y)/^ nmst be
some integer, t say. Hence 2 - y= 4:t. It follows that y=2-U ; and
on substituting this value of ^ in (13) we get 3?= 14 - (2- it)+t = 12 + 5t.

Hence the required general formulre for x and y are cc = 12 + 5t,

y— 2-U. Here t may have any integral value positive or negative
;

the corresjionding values of x and y are all integral solutions of (11),

* After the Alexandrine mathematician Dio2)hautos, iu whose works
many problems of the kind are solved.
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but not all positive intofjral solutions. If we desire to obtain solutions
of the latter kind, it is clear that t cannot be greater than or less than
- 2. The aduiissil)le values are, in fact, t = 0, t= -1, t= -2, and these
give the i)ositive integral solutions (12, 2), (7, 6), (2, 10), already
obtained in Example 1 by simpler considerations.

EXERCISES XV.

1. Find that solution of 6x -3y = 2 for which >j= - 3.

2. Find the solutions of {x- 2i/){3x + y-l) = for which a;=0, 1,

-1, respectively, and plot them.
3. Find that solution of x + Q// -1=0 for which y= 2x.

4. Find that solution of 3./' + 2// = 3.0 + 2 for which //= -x.
5. Write down a general form for a linear equation in x and y which

has the solution x= -2, y= +B.
6. What is the general form for all linear equations in x and y

which have the solution a;= 0, y= ?

7. If the two linear equations ax + by + c= 0, a'x + h'y + c' = be
equivalent, show that a'— '?a, b'= Fb, c'= Fc, where P is some
constant.

Draw the graphs of the following equations :—

•

8. 2x-5y= 10. 9. Sx + 6y=12. 10. Sx + y= 0.

11. 3x-y^0. 12. X- 1 = 0. 13. ?/-3 = 0.

14. a;2-l = 0. 15. x^-xy^O. 16. x^- y" + 3{x-y) = 0.

Find all the positive integral solutions of

—

17. Sx + 2y= 2i. 18. 6x + 7y^l2S.
19. 7.^; + 13^=111. 20. 13A- + I7y= 141.

21. In how many ways can two fractions be found whose denom-
inators are 3 and 5, and whose sum is 2^ ?

22. The agent of a charity went out to pay allowances to its pen-
sioners and to collect subscriptions. Each allowance was 8s. ; and
each subscription 6s. At the end of the day he was left with 10s.

belonging to the charity, but had lost his note of the number of

subscriptions collected and the number of allowances paid. Show
that he can recover these numbers provided the former did not exceed 6.

23. Find the general integral solution of the equation 6x- 8y = l0,

and determine how many positive integi'al solutions it has for which
the values of y lie between 10 and 20.

24. A and B have in their purses 10 florins and 10 half-crowns
respectively ; fmd in how many ways they can liquidate a debt of

lis. which A owes B.

25. Find general formulae to represent all the integral solutions of

the equation 4x- 5y = 22.

26. Find the positive integral solution of 13x' + 15^= 189 for which
the value of y is largest.

27. Show that 2x + 6y= 13 has no Diophantine solutions.
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Systems of two or more Equations

§ 75. Consider the problem to find two algebraic quantities

such that the sum of thrice the first and twice the second is 5,

and the excess of twice the first over thrice the second is 1.

We have now two conditions ; and we should expect a

determinate solution in accordance with the general princij)le

that n conditions are required to determine n variables. If x

and y denote the two quantities required, the two conditions

of the problem are expressed by the system of conditional

equations

3x+2y = 5,\ ,

2x-3y=lj ^ ^'

The algebraic problem is to determine a pair (or it may be

pairs) of numerical values of x and y which render (14) actual

numerical identities. Supposing x and y to have such values,

we see by principles already familiar that (14) are equivalent to

y^{2x-l)ls}
^'^>

Now, if y = {2x — l)/3, as supposed, then Zx+2y = 2x

+ 2(2a; - l)/3 ; and it follows from (15) that

y^{2x-l)ISl
^^^>

If we multiply both sides of the first of these equations by the

non-evanescent constant 3, and subtract 15 from both sides, we
derive

13a:- 17^0,
^

y^{2x-l)l3i
^''^'

whence

0)^17/13, \
y^{2x-l)l3j

^^^>

If we now substitute the value of x assigned by the first equa-

tion of (18) in the second, we derive

a;= 17/13, y^l/lS (19).

If, therefore, the system (14) have any solution, it must be the

solution a; = 1 7/1 3, ^ = 7/13, and no other. But the steps are all

reversible, so that (14) can be derived from (19) ; hence

a;= 17/13, ^= 7/13 actually makes (14) a pair of identities. In
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otlier words, a: =17/13 and 7/ = 7/1 3 is the unique solution of

the system (14). In verilicatioii, we find

3x 17/13 + 2 X 7/1 3 = (51 + 14)/13 = 65/13 = 5,

2 X 17/13 -3 X 7/13 = (34 -21)/13 = 13/13=1.

§ 76. Careful consideration of the foregoing special example

leads us to two new ideas.

In the first place, we have the notion of a solution of a

system of equations—that is to say, a set of values of the variables

in terms of constants or given quantities which render each of the

equations of the system an identity.

Again, we have used a principle for the transformation of

systems which deserves formal statement, viz. In working with

a system of conditional equations we may, without affecting the

equivalence of the system (i.e. without adding to or subtracting

from the totality of its finite solutions), transform any one of its

equations by using any other as if it loere an identity.

This is, of course, an immediate consequence of our notion of

the nature of a solution of the system and the fact that we
work with the system on the supposition that the variables

have a set of values wdiicli constitute a solution, so that the

equations are treated as if they were actual identities. This

principle, which we shall call Inter-equational Transformation,
can be used in various ways to simplify systems of equations

with a view to solution.

Ex. 1. Solve the system

a;-?/ + f(2a; + ?/) = 3 (20),

2x + ?/=2 (21).

By (21) we have 2x + 7/=2; hence (20) may be written x-y-\-^x2
= 3, whence x-y — Q or y=^x. The system is therefore equivalent to

y = x (22),

2x + y= 2 (23).

By means of (22) we reduce (23) to 2>x= 2. It now appears that the
solution is a;= 2/3, y= 2/S.

Ex. 2. a;2-/ + 3.r + 2/= 10 (24),

x + y= 3 (25).

Since by (25) x + y=S it follows that x^-y^ + Sx + y={x + y){x-y)
+ 3x+ y=3{x -y) + Zx + y. Hence (24) may be written

6x-2y= 10 (26).

It follows that, so far as finite solutions are concerned, the system

(24), (25) is e(]uivalent to the system (25), (26), wliicli is a linear

system and can be readily solved.
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§ 77. Tlie method of solution employed in § 75 may be

described as tlie elimination of ^ from one of the equations of

the system by substitution from the other equation ; it is

applicable to the discussion of the general linear system in two

variables, as we shall now show.

The most general conceivable linear system may be reduced

to the form

ax + hy + c-^0,\ ,^^.

a'x + h'y + c=0j *^ '''

We shall suppose that y occurs in at least one of the equations,

say in the second, so that h' 4= 0. (If y occurred in neither

equation, y would be subject to no condition ; and the solution

would be indeterminate, at least in so far as y is concerned.)

Since h' 4= 0, the system is equivalent to

ax + hy + c = 0,

y

Using the second equation to modify the first, we derive the

equivalent system

-ia'x + c')lb'}
^^^^•

ax — b{ax + c)/h' + c — 0, 'i . .

0/67 ^^^•y = — (ax + c

Since 6' =4=0, (29) is equivalent to

{ab' - a'b)x + b'c - be =0, )

y^-{a'x + c')lb'j
^"^^^

If now ab' — a'b 4^ 0, (30) is equivalent to

X = {be - b'c)/(ab'^- a'b),
\

y=— (ax + c')lb' J
^ ^'

Since

a (be — b'c)J{ab' — a'b) + c

= {a'bc — a'b'c + ab'c — a'bc')j{ab' — a'b),

= — b'(ca' — c'a)l{ab' — a'b),

we get from (31), by substituting in the second equation the

value of X given by the first

—

X = (bc^ - b'c)l(ab'^ - a'b), \
y = (ca — c'a)/{ab' — a'b) j

^ ''

As the steps are all reversible, we conclude that if ab' — a'b 4= 0,

then the general linear system (27) has one and only one solution,

viz. (32).
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If we represent the function ah' -a'h by the scheme

a'

^

^6-,

where the line sloping downwards from left to ri^jht is a direction to

form a product and attach the sign +, and a line sloping upwards
from left to right a direction to form a product and attach the sign -

,

then we may represent the commoTi denominators and the numerators

of X and y respectively in the solution (32) by the following scheme :

—

a'^ ^^h'^ ^^c'^ ^^a\

the formation of wliich from the coefficients of the system (27) is

obvious. This scheme is often used as a mcmoria tcchvica for writing

down the solution of a given linear system at sight. For instance,

taking (14), we have

Hence the common denominator is ( + 3)( - 3) - ( + 2)( + 2) = - 13 ; the

numerator of x is ( + 2)( - 1) - (
- 5)( - 3) = - 17 ; the numerator of

2/ is (
- 5)( + 2) - ( + 3)( - 1) = - 7. Therefore a; = - 17/ - 13 = 17/13,

2/= -7/- 13 = 7/13.

§ 78. The solution of a linear system may be arranged in an

elegant manner by employing the following general principle of

equivalence, which is often useful in dealing with systems of

equations :

—

If 1, m, r, m' he four finite constants^ such that Ini' - I'm 4= and

P and Q he functions of any variahles x, y, etc., then the system

P = 0, Q = (33),

is equivalent to the system

l? + mQ = 0, rP + m'Q = (34).

To prove this we remark, in the first place, that it is obvious,

since /, m, l\ m' are all finite, that any values of .r, ?/, etc., which

render (33) identities will also render (34) identities.

Again, since

m'{l? + mQ) - m{l'? + m'Q) = {hn - l'm)V,

and
1(1'? -f 7)i'Q) - I' (IV + 7»Q) = {hn - l'm)Q,
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it follows tliat any values of a;, ij, etc., wliicli render (34) identities

also render

(Im' - l'm)V = 0, {hii - l'm)Q = (35)

identities. But, if Im - rm4= 0, these necessitate that

P = 0, Q = 0.

Hence every solution of (33) is a solution of (34), and every

solution of (34) is a solution of (33) ; in other words, the two

systems are equivalent.

In practice, the four constants are chosen so that the derived

system (34) shall in some respect be simpler than (33).'^ Thus

in the case of the general linear system (27), we choose I— +h',

m = —h, I' = - «', m = + rt ; the object being to derive two new
equations, of which one does not contain y, and the other does

not contain x. In fact, the new system equivalent to (27) is,

provided ah' — ah 4= —
h'(ax + hy + c)- h{ax + h'y + c) = 0,\

— a {ax + hy -{-c) + a(a'x + h'y -j- c) = 0, /

that is to say

—

(ah' — ah)x + h'c — he = 0, \ ,_ .<

(ah' — a'h)y + c'a — ca =0 J ^ ^^

from which, provided always ah' — ah 4= 0, we derive the same

result and the same general conclusions as before.

This process is sometimes described as solution by Cross

Multiplication ; it is usually preferable when the coefficients

in the equation are literal, and especially where the equations

are symmetrical, as in Example 2 below. This leads us to

remark that the expression for y given in (32) is derivable

from the expression for x, by interchanging the letters a and h,

and at the same time a and h'.

Ex. 1. If we treat the system (14) by cross multiplication, we
derive

3(3x+2?/) + 2(2a;-3?/) = 3x5 + 2xl, \
2(3^ + 2?/)-3(2a;-3?/) = 2x 5-3x1 ; j

that is

—

13cc= 17,

r3y= 7;

whence a- = 17/13, y= 7llS, as before.

* It should also be noticed that one of the four may be zero, e.g. if we
piit I' = 1, m' = 0, we get the theorem that P^O and Q = is equivalent to

IF + wiQ = 0, P^ provided m + 0.
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Ex. 2. x/{a + \) + y/{h + \) = l,

xl{a + fi) + y/{h + fM) = l.

If we multiidy first by !/(& + /*), and by l/(& + X), and subtract ; and
then by l/(rt+/i), and by l/{a + \), and subtract, we get the e(iuivalent

system
{l/(ri + X)(6 + /i)-l/(a + /i)(& + \)}a;= l/(& + /i)-l/(6 + X),

{!/(« + \){b + /x)- I /{a + fi){b + \)\y=ll{a + \)- l/(a + /x).

Since
1 1 _{a + fJi.)(h + \)-{a + \){b + /M)

{a + \){b + fi) {a + fx){b + \)~ (a + X)(a + fi){b + \){b + ix)

'

_a\ + bfi- hX-afj.~
etc.

'

_{a- h)\ - (a - h)/x
~~

etc.
'

{a-b){\-,x)

~{a + \){a + /x){b + \){b + fx)'

and

J 1 _ {b + \)-{b + ^)

b + fi b + \~ {b + \){b + fj.)

'

\ — fi

=
{b + X){b + fj.)'

1 1 _ z^-x .

a + \ a + fM {a + \){a + u)

'

the last pair of equations (provided none of the quantities a - &, X - /x,

a + \, (t + /ji, b + \, or b + iM vanish) are equivalent to

x= {a + \){a + ix)f{a-b),

y={b + \){b + Mb-a),
which is the solution of the given system.

It should be noticed here tliat the value of y is obtainable from the

value of X by interchanging simultaneously a and b and X and fx. That
this must be so is evident a jyrioi'i from the fact that this interchange,

along with the interchange of x and y, does not alter the given system,

the result being in fact to produce the system

yKb + \) + x/{a + \) = l,

yl{b + fx) + xl{a + fi) = l,

in which the terms in a: and y are merely commutated. Hence any
consequence derived regarding x, y, a, b, X, jx, will also hold regarding

y, X, b, a, fi, X.

§ 79. If a system of linear equations in two variables x and

y contain more than two equations, it is obvious that in general

there will be no solution which satisfies all the equations of the

system or, as it is commonly put, a system of more than tivo

equations in two variables x and y is in general incondstent.

This is merely a particular case of the general principle that
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vre cannot in general determine two variables so as to satisfy

more than two independent conditions. In the particular case

of a linear system, say

—

ax + hy-\-c = 0, ''

ax + b'y + c =0,
ax + b"y + c"^0, \ (37),

a x + y + c =0,
etc.

a definite proof may be given as follows. Take any two

of the equations of the system, say the two first. We may
sujipose that ah' - a'b ^ 0, since we are at present only consider-

ing systems in general. Then these two equations have

a definite common solution, viz. x = {he — h'c)l(ah' — a'h),

y = (ca — ca)l{cih' — a'h) ; but this solution will not in general

satisfy the third or any other equation of the system, for the

simple reason that a particular solution will not satisfy any

equation taken at random.

In order that the third equation of the above written system

may be consistent with the two first, we must have

a"(be — b'c)/(ab' — ah) + h"(ca' — ca)J(ah' — a'b) + c" = 0,

which, since ah' - a'h 4= 0, is equivalent to

a'{bc' - h'c) + b"{ca' - ca) + c"{ab' - a'b) = (38).

Tliis is the necessary and sufficient condition in general that a
system of three linear equations he consistent. If there are more
than three equations in the system^ then there is a corresponding

condition for each additional equation; so that, if there are n
equations, there are n— 2 independent conditions of consistency.

The left-hand side of the equation (38), which often occurs in the
applications of Algebra, may be recovered by means of the onemoria
technica—

the construction and interpretation of which will be understood from
§77.

Ex. 1. Are the three equations Sec + 2?/= 5, 2x-St/= l, x + y-2—
consistent ?
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The common solution of the first two is .-)•= 17/13, 7/ = 7/13. Now,
when ./• and // have these values, x + y -2 = 17/13 + 7/13 - 2 = 24/1 3 - 2

= -2/13#0. The only common solution of the first two equations

does not satisfy the third, so that there is no common solution.

Ex. 2. Determine the value of the constant c in order that

Bx + 2i/=5, 2x-Si/= l, {l+c)x + {l -c)i/=l may be a consistent

system.

The common solution of the two first equations is a-= 17/13,

?/= 7/13; and this must satisfy the third. Hence c must be such

that
(l+c)17/13 + (l-c)7/13 = l.

This last is a simple equation to determine c. Solving it we get

c=- 11/10.

Or we may quote the condition (38), which gives

(l + c){( + 2)(-l)-(-5)(-3)}+(l-c){(-5)( + 2)-( + 3)(-l)}

+ (-l){( + 3)(-3)-( + 2)( + 2)}=0,
that is

—

-17(l+c)-7(l-c) + 13 = 0,

from which we get c= - 11/10, as before.

§ 80. Graphical Solution of a Linear System.—Since to

every linear equation in x and y coiTesponds a straight line such

that the values of x and y belonging to any solution of the

equation are the co-ordinates of a point on the line, it follows

that the common solution of two given linear equations in

X and y is simply the values of x and y, which are the co-or-

dinates of the common point of the two straight lines which are

the graphs of the two equations. To obtain the solution of a

system graphically all that is necessary is to plot the straight

lines represented by the two equations ; measure the x and y
co-ordinates of their intersection and attach the proper algebraic

signs.

Since two straight lines in a plane have in all cases a single

finite intersection, unless they are coincident or parallel, we see

that the case, excepted in the analytical theory of § 77, where

ab' - a'h = 0, must correspond to the cases now excepted, where

the two graphs are coincident or parallel. In tlie former of

these cases there are an infinity of points common, every point

on either graph being also a point on the other. Algebraically

this means that every solution of either equation is a solution

of the other—that is to say, tlie two equations of the system are

not independent but equivalent. In the latter of the two ex-

cepted cases there is no finite point of intersection. Algebraically
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this means that for finite values of x and y the two equations are

inconsistent.

Ex. 1. The system a; - 2y + 1 = 0, Zx - 6?/ + 3 = has a one-fold infinity

of solutions, the two equations being equivalent.

Ex. 2. The system oj - 2?/ + 1 = 0, 35rj - 6^ + 1 = has no finite solu-

tion, its two equations being inconsistent for finite values of x and y,

as may be seen more clearly by writing the system in the equivalent

form x-1y= -\, x-2if= -IjS, the two equations of which are

obviously contradictory for finite values of x and y.

EXERCISES XVI.

Solve the following systems :

—

1. Sx-2y= 9, 2x-Sy=l. 2. 6x + y= 2S, 2x + 3y= 21.

3. Ux - Uy + 1 = 0, 16x + y- 17 = 0.

4. 13a; -M5v/- 280 = 0, 12a; -6^ =^60.

5. 101a; -f 100^7=1607, x + y=16.
6. 7a; + 101?/= 777, 67a; 4- 47?/= 999.

7. ix-y-4:= 5x-2y= l.

3. TL(lla; + 13?/) = 7V(12^' + 72/) = l.

9. x/2 + y/S = 2, xlS + y/2 = 2^. 10. xf2-y= l, x-y/2 = ^.

11. x/15-yll2 = h, xl5-yll0 = i. 12. Sx-2y = 0, y= Sx.

13. i(a;-l)=i(?/-l), Ma^-l) + i(2/-l) = V-.
14. (3a; + ?/)/32 = (lla;-5?/)/22, 5y + l = 8x.

15. lx-i{y-2)-k{x-S) = 0, x~i{y-l)-Ux-2)= 0.

16. (6a; + 3?/)/4- (3?/ -2a;)/6 = 7i- (a; + ?/)/3, Sx+Uy=6l.
17. (a; + ?/+l)/3-|-(2.K + 3i/-|-l)/10 = a!,

(3a; + 2?/ + 1)/11 -f (a; - ?/ + 1)/3 = ?/.

18. (a3 + ?/)/4 + (3a; + 7/)/10 = a^, (3a.'-?/)/ll + (3?/-a;)/10 = 5.

19. (5x + 7?/)/(9a; + 33) = 13/21, (lla; + 27)/(7.r + 5?/) = 19/ll.

20. (a; + ?/-2)/(a;-?/) = l7, (a; + ?/-2)/(a;-f?/) = 17/19.

21. •la;-f •21?/+-32 = 0, •01a'+ 'Ol^z-f 3 = 0.

22. •Sx + l-2y= 2, •Qx-S-2y= 3'5, work out the values of x and y
to three places of decimals.

23. -300613; + 1-6034?/ -3-6008 = 0,
- -0136a; + 2 -6165?/ + 2 -5361 = 0,

work to five places of decimals.

24. (a; -3)(?/- 4) = »?/- 84, 6x-6y + 27 = 0.

25. (a;-10)(?/-12) = (a;-5)(y-6),
{X - 10)2 + (^y

_ 12)2^ (3, _ 5^2 + (y _ 6)2^

EXERCISES XVII.

1. 3x/a - 2ylb = 9, 2x/a - Zy/h = 1.

2. Qx/a^ + y/h''-= 2Z, 2xla''~ + -3y/h''-=21,

3. x/{a + b) + y/{a -b) = l, x/{a + J))- y/{a - 0) = 1.

^. ax + hy= ax-by= 0. 5. x/a + y/b= c, xjh + ?//« = d.

6. ax+ by=bx-ay= a^ + b'^. 7. ax + by= ab, x + y= a + b.

8. (a^ + ?/)/(« + ?') + (a; - ?/)/(a - &) = 2, ax + by= or + fe^.

9. a^x + b"y= a%^, a*x + b^y= a^h^.
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10. a"^ + i"2/= 2a"Z^", ^/"x + a" ?/= a^n ^ jsn^

11. ax= by + ^{a- + b-), {a-b)x={a + b)!/.

12. 2{x - a)/a = 2(?/ - b)/b= {x + y)l{a + h).

13. ax + by = c^, ajij) + y)- b/{a + x) = 0.

14. x/{a + b) + yl{a-b) = 2, b{llx + l/y) = a{ljy -1/x).

15. {l + 7n)x + {l-77i)y= 2{P + 7n% {l-in)x + {l + m)y= 2{l--m-).

16. x/{p -a) + i//{p -b) = x/{q -a) + y/iq - J) = 1

.

17. x/a^ + ylb"-= 2{x + y)l{a? + h'^) = 2{a + b).

18. £c/(c + a-b) + y/{c + b- a)=x/{c -a) + yj{c -h) = l.

19. ax/{a^--'K) + by/{b^-\) = l/a + lJb, xla + y/b = l.

20. {p-q)xl{p + q) + {p + q)yl{p-q) = 2{2>~ + q')l{lP-q-), x + y= 2.

21. {a + b){xla + yfb) + (a - 6)(a;/a - ?//6) = a + b,

{a - b){x/a + y/b) - (a + 6)(.r/a - ?//&) =:a-b.
22. a3:/(«2 - c2) + byjij? - c^) = 1 = a2^V(a2 _ c^) + 62^/(62 _ gS)^

EXERCISES XVIII.

Discuss graphically tlie solution of the following systems pointing

out any peculiarities :

—

1. x + y= \, x-y= l. 2. x + y= l, -x-y= l.

3. 2x + By= 6, dx-2y= 12. 4. x--y-^0, 3x' + 2?/= 5.

5. x^-y^= 0, {x-y){2x-Sy) + 12{x-y) = 0.

6. 3x + Ay-l = 0, 18x + 2iy-6 = 0.

7. Construct a linear equation in x and y which has the solutions

x= 0, y = 0, and x— -
1, y= 3.

8. Construct a linear equation in x and y which has the solutions

x= 2, y= 5, and x= 9, y= - 3.

9. Given that one of the equations of a system is 6x- 4y + 8 = 0,

and that its solution is x= 2, y= b, find the other equation. Is this

problem determinate ?

10. Show that the system ax + by-\- c— ^, bx-ay + d= always has
a finite determinate solution, unless a — and b= 0.

11. For what value of X is the solution of the system
{S+\)x + {2 + \)y + A = 0, {5-\)x + {A-\)y+6 = not finite and deter-

minate ? Discuss the exceptional case graphically.

12. If I, m, as well as a, b, and c, be constants, show that the S3'stem

aa: + by + c— 0, a'x + b'y + c' = 0, l{ax + by + c) + m{a'x + b'y + c') = is

consistent.

13. Is the system 2x-iy + 5 = 0, Sx + Ay-6 = 0, x-y + S = con-

sistent or inconsistent ?

14. Determine k so that the system Zx-y= 5, x + 2y— 7, x- oy — k
may be consistent.

15. Find the value of p in order that ix-6y + l = 0, 3x + iy -1 = 0,

px-5y + 2 = may have a common solution.

16. Find the condition that ax-{ by + c= 0, a-x+b"y + c~= 0,

a^x + bf^y + (^= may be consistent. What are the common solutions ?

17. Find the value of X so that the system xj{a + \) + yl{b + X)

= xl{a-\-2\) + yj{b + 2\) = xl{a + Z\)+yl{b + Z\) = \ may be consistent.

18. Show that the system {ax + by)/la'^ + b'^) = {bx + cy)/ib'^ + c^)

= {cx + ay)/{c^ + a-) = l will not be consistent unless ^a% = 2'Zb^c~.

19. Discuss the solution of the system ax + by= 0, a'x + b'y= —
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first, when ab' - a'b ^ ; second, wlien ah' - a'b — 0, and illustrate

grapliically.

Linear Systems with more than Two Variables

§ 81. We have seen that, by using appropriate theorems re-

garding the equivalence of systems, the theory of systems of linear

equations involving two varialjles can he made to dej)end on

the theory of linear equations involving only one variable. In

like manner, the theory of linear systems with three variables

(«, y, z) can be made to depend on the corresponding theory for

systems of two variables, and on the theory of equations with

only one variable, and so on. It will be sufficient to sketch

the theory for three variables.

We remark, in the first place, that a single equation of this

nature, say

ax + hy + cz + d=0 (39),

has a twofold infinity of solutions. We may give to y and z any
definite values we please, and then (39) becomes a linear equation

for X which has only one solution. But y may have any one of a

one- fold infinity of values, and z any one of a one-fold infinity

of values, and any valvie of y may be cou23led with any value

of z. Thus there arise, as it were, infinity times infinity different

pairs of values of y and z, and with each of these goes a definite

value of X to make up a solution of (39).

Next suppose we have a system of two linear equations in

Xj y, z, say (39) along with—
ax + h'lj + c'z-^d' = (40).

We have now to consider the sets of values of x, y, z that

render both (39) and (40) identities. If we assign to z any
definite A^alue, (39) and (40) will, by the principles already

established, in general furnish a definite pair of values for

X and y, and these wnth the assumed definite value of z make
up a solution of the system of two equations. Such a system

has therefore, in general, a onefold infinity of solutions.

Next consider a system of three linear equations in x, y, z,

say (39), (40), and (41)—

a"x + h"y + c"z + d" = (41).

By cross multiplication, or by substitution for z, it is easy to
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derive from the given system an equivalent system of the form*

ax-\-hij + c:: -{-d = 0, \

px-Vqy + r = i\ [• (42),

px + (iy + r==0 ]

two of -whose equations do not contains, li pci — yq^O^ the

two last of (42) will give unique definite values for x and y ;

and when these are substituted in the first, it gives a correspond-

ing definite value of z. We thus, save in certain sjMcial cases,

arrive at a unique solution for any system of three linear equations

in three variables. In practice we may use any theorem of equiv-

alence to simplify the system before proceeding to its final

solution. The following examples wilJ help to give definiteness

to the foregoing remarks:

—

Ex. 1. Solve the system
dx-2y + z=l,
x + y-2z= 2,

2x + Zy + iz= o.

If we multiply both sides of the first equation by 2, and both sides of

the second by 1, and add ; and again multiply both sides of the

second by 2, and both sides of the last by 1, and add, we derive

the equivalent system
z= l-Sx + 2i/,

7x-Sy= ^,

Ax + 5y= 7.

If we solve the last two of these three as a system in x and y, we get

x= 41/47, y^S3/i7.

Finally, we substitute these values of x and y in the first of the

three equations and obtain z— - 10/47. The solution is therefore

£c=:41/47, 2/= 33/47, 2= - 10/47.

Ex. 2. Solve the svstem

lx + a{x + y + z)=2), ly + b{x + y {-z) = q, lz + c{x + y + z)= r.

By addition from all three equations, we get

llx + Sa . 2a;= 1,p.

Hence, assuming that ^ + 2^=1:^0, 1,x= 1pl{l + 1,a). Using this residt

in the first of the three equations, we get

lx + a:Ep/{l + 'Za)=p,

* The following simple theorem of equivalence, which the reader may
easily prove, is here involved. If P, Q, R be functions of x, y, z, tlie

system P= 0, Q= 0, R= is equivalent to P= 0, ^P + 7«Q = 0, 1'P + vi'R= 0,

where I, m, I', m' are finite constants and 111 4= 0, i)i' + 0.
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whence

/x y z"

we get the corresponding vakies of y and z by interchanging i a h c

\P <1 r^

simultaneously, viz.

—

y= q/l-hi:2)/l{l + '^a),

z^rll-c1.pll{l + ^a).

Ex, 3. Show that the one- fold infinity of solutions of the system

ax + 'by-\-cz= 0,

a'x + h'y + c'z= Q,

is represented by

x— {bc'-b'c)p, y= {ca' -c'a)p, z= {ah' - a'b)p,

where p is a new variable.
*

"VVe shall suppose one at least of the three be' - b'c, ca' - c'a, ab' - a'b

to be different from zero. This will certainly be the case if the two
equations are independent. Let say be' -b'c^^Q, then the given

system is equivalent to

- c'{ax + ly + cz) + c{a'x + b'y + c'z) = 0,

b'{ax + by + cz) - bla'x + b'y + c'z) = ;

that is, to

{ca' - c'a)x - {be' - b'c)y= 0,

{ab'-a'b)x-{bc'-b'c)z= 0.

Since be' - b'c + 0, we can always choose a new variable p so that

X— {be' - b'c)p. This assumption reduces the last two equations to

{ca' - c'a){bc' - b'c)p - {be' - b'c)y= 0,

{ab' - a'b){be' - b'e)p - {be' - b'c)z - 0.

Since be' - b'c 4= 0, these are equivalent to

{ca' -c'a)p-y— ^,

{ab' - a'b)p -z— O;

that is to say, we have

x={bc' -b'c)p, y— {ca'-e'cc)p, z — {ab'-a'b)p.

It is easy to verify ct posteriori that these values do, in fact, satisfy

the two equations ; and they are sufficiently general, so long as the

two equations are independent, since p is susceptible of a one-fold

infinity of values, and the formulse for x, y, z therefore give a one- fold

infinity of solutions. These last two remarks afford indeed a proof

of the theorem, although they give no clue to its discovery.

EXERCISES XIX.

1. Zx + y-1z=-^, ^x + y + z= h, x + 2y + z= Q.

2. ^x-iy+Qz= -12, x + 2y-^z= \, 2x-^y + %z= -5.
^

—

,
.---'-' .1 — I. - .. . "

* This result is often useful in practice.
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3. y + z= B, z + x= 2,x + y= l.

4. 4x + Zy-z= 2x + Ai/ + z= x + y + z= l.

6. Sx - 6/j + iz= 2x + '5i/
- 6z= 4x + 5y + 6z= l.

6. 3x-5y-t3z= 4, ^x-S) = S{y-2) = 2{z-6).
7. x + l{y + z) = 17, y + i{z + x) = n, z + i{x + y) = U.
8. }{x + y-2z) = ^{2x + Sy + z) = U^x-y + 2z) = '[.

9. k-^-iy + iz^U, ix-iy + iz= ix + ^y + iiZ= {^.

10. {x-3)/i = {y-2)l-6 = {z-l)/-8, x + Zy-2z= l.

11. Discuss the system x+9y + 6z= l6, 2x + Sy + 2z= 7,

3,f + 6//4-4;:;= 13.

12. Find the positive integral solutions of the system 3a; - 5?/ + 72= 14,

2x-7y + 6z= Q : also the general formulae which give all the integral

solutions of the system positive or negative.

13. 4iX-6y = iy -Qz= 4z-6y= a.

14. 2x + 15y + Bz= 0, x + y + z= 0, ax + by= c.

15. -x + y + z=x-y + z = x + y-z= a.

16. Sx= 2«, 2{x - a)la + 3 = 0, 2(a; - a)/«- = 1.

xyz abc

17. lx + nn/ + nz= 'Zmn, 'Zx= 'Zl, 71{m-n)x= 0.

18. x/a= ylb = zlc, Xb\^x*= 3a^b^c\

^g y +z-x^ z+x-y^ x + y-z ^^^^
b+c c+a a+b

20. Find the condition that bx + ay= cz, cy + bz=ax, az+ cx=hy
have a solution different from a*= 0, y— 0, z — 0.

21. Show that the equations {x - a)/1= {y- b)jm = (z- 6)1%, (x - a')ll'

= iy- b')lm'= (s - c')ln' will be consistent provided 'L{a - a'){mn' - m'n)
= 0.

Systems of Higher Order whose Solution depends on

Linear Equations

§ 82. The solution of systems of integral equations of higher

degree than the first can often be made to depend on the

solution of linear systems by taking certain functions of the

original variables as variables instead of the original variables

themselves. This will be sufficiently understood from the

following special examples :

—

Ex. 1. 4x2 + 2/2=61, 7x'^-2t/= lS.

If we treat x^ and y^ as the variables, multiply the first equa-

tion by 2 and add the second, we derive the equivalent system 15a^'"

= 135, y-= Ql-4x~. These give x'^= 9, r = 25, or (a'- 3)(,r + 3) = 0,

{y-^){y + ^) = ^ ', from which we infer the four solutions :

—

a;=+3, y=i+5; .a-=+3, ?/=-5;
x= -3, y=+5; x=-3, y=-o.

Ex. 2. a/{a + x) + b/(b + y) = l

ay{a + x) + by(J} + y) = a + b.
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Here we shall treat l/(« + £c) and 1/(1) + y) as variables. If we first

multiply the first equation by b and subtract, and then multiply the

first equation by a and subtract, we get the equivalent system

a{a-b)/{a + x) = a, h{h-a)l{b + 2j) = b.

If we suppose « + 0, 5 4=0, and disregard any solutions for which

a + x= 0, or b + y= 0, the last system is equivalent to

a~b= a+.x, b-a = b + y,

from which we get x— -b, y= -a.

Ex. 3. 2x-5y + Sz= 0,

x + 3y + 2z= 0,

x^ + y^^ + z^^l.

Introducing the auxiliary variable p, we have, by the method of § 81,

Ex. 3.

a;=-19p, y=-p, z= llp.

If we substitute these values in the third equation, we get

483p2= l.

Hence p= ± \/(V483) ; and we get two solutions of the system, viz.

—

a'=-19V(l/483), 2/=-\/(l/483), ^= llV(l/483) ;

a;= 19V(l/483), 2/=V(l/483), ^= - llV(l/483).

§ 83. If an integral system of, say, two equations in two

variables can be thrown into the form

P . Q . R . . . . = 0, P'. Q'. R.' . . . = 0,

where P, Q, R, . . . , P', Q', R', . . . are linear functions of a? and

y, then it can be completely solved by means of linear systems.

For it is obvious, by the principle of § 62, that its solutions are

the solutions of the systems

P = 0, P' = ; P = 0, Q' - ; P = 0, R' = ; . . .

Q^O, P' = 0; Q = 0, Q' = 0; Q = 0, R' - ; . . .

all of which are linear.

Ex. 1. {x - y){x + 7/ - 1) = 0, {x- 2%J){x + 3?/ - 2) = 0.

The given system is equivalent to the assemblage of the following

systems :

—

jc - ?/= 0, a; - 2?/=
a;-2/= 0, r» + 3?/-2 =

a; + ?/-l = 0, cc-2?/=
a; + 2/-l = 0, x-\-2>y-2= ^.

The system has therefore the four solutions

(0, 0). a, \\ (§ A), (i,
\).
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Ex. 2. {x - y){x + ?/ - 1 ) = 0, {x- y){x + 3ij-2) = 0.

This system is equivalent to

x-y = 0, x-y —
x-y= 0, £f + 3?/-2 =

x + y-l=0, x-y=
a; + ?/-l = 0, x + 3y-2 = 0.

The first of these systems is indeterminate, viz. it admits of all the
one-fold infinity of sohitions belonging to x-y= 0. Tlie other three

are determinate, and give the solutions (i, ^), (i, ^), (^, ^) respectively.

There is a noteworthy peculiarity in this case, viz. iliat the system is

in part determinate and in part indeterminate—a possibility which the

beginner should bear in mind, as he may meet with cases of the kind
in practice.

EXERCISES XX.

1. 2.r-3/?/= 3, 8.f + 15/?/-f6 = 0.

2. 'S/x-l/y=i, l/x-2/y + 2 = 0.

3. {x + y)l{a -b) + {x- 7/)l{a + h) = \, {x-y)l{a-h)
+ {x + y)l{a + b) = l.

4. llx + m/y=l, {l + 37n)lx + a-m)ly= 2.

5. {2x + Zy-{-z){x + y + z) = 0,2x + dy= 0, ix + y-6z= l.

6. {3x-^y + 5){x + 7y-2) = 0, {2x + y-3){9x-y) = 0.

7. {3x-4y + 2){x-5y) = 0, {x- 6y+l){2x-3y+l) = 0.

8. 3.^2 + 4r= 111, 5x- - 6^- = 71.

9. 26^-2 -y2= 95, 18.c'- + 3?/2=219.

10. {x + y)'^-4{x-y)'^= 0, 3x + 2y-l=0.
11. a/ix + a) + h/(y + b) = b/{x + a) + a/iy + b) = l.

12. (a2 + X2)/a;2_(^-^ + X2)/?/2=l, (^2 - X2)/.,;'2 _ (^,2 _ x2)/,,2^ 1^

13. Tabulate all the solutions of x' + y'^ + z'^= 3, 3x^ + 5y'^ + z^=9,

3



CHAPTEE IX

PROBLEMS DEPENDING ON SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS

§ 84. After what lias been said in Chapter VII., there is

nothing new in principle in the treatment of problems which

depend on more than one variable. Such problems, being more

complicated, require closer thought to enable the calculator to

fix clearly in his mind an appropriate set of variables, and to

dissect the independent conditions out of the statement of the

problem. The number of these conditions must in general be

the same as the number of variables to be determined ; but it

happens in special cases that a problem which is under-

conditioned may become determinate, owing to certain restric-

tions on the nature of the variables, such, for example, as that

they must be positive integers. Of this class of problem one or

two examples have already occurred, and others will be given

below. It is important to take care that the conditions selected

are really indejjendent. It will not do, for example, first to

select two couditions and then another which is a logical

consequence of the two first. A logical error of this kind

would be reflected in the resulting conditional equations, which

would be interdependent in the sense that any solution whatever

common to the two first would also be a solution of the third.

Regarding the choice of variables, it may be remarked that

it may be necessary to introduce into the solution of a problem

variables the values of which are not required in the statement

of the result aimed at ; and, as in the case of one variable, the

simplicity of the algebraic work may often be greatly increased

by an adroit choice of variables. It may at the same time be

added, in order to counteract a fetish worship of mere symbols

not uncommon with beginners, that choice of variables, or
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indeed any device symbolical or other, can by no means change
the essential character of a jtroblem—cannot, for example, make
a problem determinate which is indeterminate, or cause a

problem which has two solutions to have one, or effect any
other logical revolution. The symbolical statement of the

solution of a problem can no more alter the nature of a

problem than language can alter an idea which it professes to

express.

Ex. 1. The rents of three farms were £275, £775, and £1325
respectively. The whole rent of each was raised by the same amount,
and then it was found that the rent per acre Avas the same for all

tlirce. Given that the acreages of the first and second were 1 50 and
350 respectively, find the rise of rent and the acreage of the third.

Let the rise of rent be £x, and the acreage of the third farm be y ;

then, by the conditions of the problem, we must have

(275 + aO/150 = (775 + a.')/350 = (1325 + x)ly.

From these equations we have in the first place

350(275+.^) = 150(775 + a;),

whence 200.i-= 150 x 775-350 x 275 = 20,000
;

hence £C=100. If we now use this value of ./;, we get from the
original system

375/150 = 1425/?/.

Since ?/= is not in question, this last is equivalent to ?/=1425
X 150/375 = 570.

Hence the rise of rent was £100, and the third farm contained
570 acres.

Ex. 2. The numerator and denominator of a certain proper fraction
exceed the numerator aud denominator of another respectively by
unity. The difference between the two fractions is 1/36 and their
sum is 55/36 ; find the numerators and denominators of these fractions.

Let the numerator and denominator of the second fraction be
X and y, then the two fractions are (a; + l)/(?/ + l) and xjy, where x<y.
We have {x + l)/(?/ + 1) - xjy = y{x + l)ly{y + 1) - x(y + \)ly{y + 1)

= {y{x+\) - x{y + \)\ ly{y + \)= {y - x)ly{y +1), which is positive, since
y>x. We may therefore state the conditions of the problem thus :

—

(a; + l)/(7/ + l)-a-/7/= l/36,

(x + l)/(2/ + l) + a;/y= 55/36.

Instead of solving this system as it stands, we replace it by the
following equivalent system obtained by addition and subtraction :

—

2(a; + l)/(7/+l) = 56,36, 2.r/7/= 54/36.

Since solutions involving y + l =0 or y= arc obviously out of the
question, we may replace the last pair by
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9{x + l) = 7{y + l), ix=Sy;
that is— 9x-7y + 2 = 0, ix-Sy=0,

the unique sohition of which is readily found to be « = 6, y= 8.

The two fractions required are therefore 7/9 and 6/8.

Ex. 3. Construct a homogeneous integral function of x and y of the

second degree which shall vanish when x= y ; have the value 1 when
a;= 4, y — S ; and the value 2 when x= S, y= 4:.

The kind of integral function meant is one in which each term is

of the second degree in x and y ; it will therefore be of the form
Ax^ + Bxy + Cy'^, where A, B, C are constant, and must be determined
so that the function may sati.^fy the conditions imposed. A, B, C are

therefore the variables or unknown quantities of the present problem.

The first condition gives At/^ + B?/^ + 0^/2= 0, i.e. {A + 'B + C)y'^=0,

whatever y may be. This necessitates that

A + B + C = 0.

The other two conditions give

16A4l2B + 9C = l,

9A + 12B + 16C= 2.

From the last two, by subtraction, we derive

7A-7C=-1;
multijDiying both sides of the first equation by 12 and subtracting

from the second, Ave get

4A-3C = 1.

From the last two equations, multiplying by 3 and by 7 and
subtracting, and again multiplying by 4 and by 7 and subtracting,

we get A = 10/7, C = ll/7, and the first equation immediately gives

B=-21/7.
The function required is therefore ^{lOx^ - 21xy + lly-).

Ex. 4. A testator leaves to his eldest son £a and the mth part of

the residue of his estate, and to his second son £b and the nth part of

what remains after fulfilling the previous provisions of his will. It is

found, when the estate is divided, that the two sons have equal
shares. What did each get, and what was the value of the whole
estate ?

Let the value of the whole estate be £x, and the share of each son £y.
After £a has been set apart for the eldest son, the residue is £{x - a)

;

hence, by the first condition

—

y=a + {x-a)/m.

After setting apart £y for the eldest son, and the definite legacy

of £b for the youngest, the residue is x-y-h ; hence by the second
condition

—

y = h + {x-y- h)}n.

These two equations are equivalent to

X - my= {1 — m)a, x - {n + l)y= {1 ~ n)b.

From these equations, by subtraction—

•

{n-m + l)y= {n-l)h~{m-l)a.
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If we multiply the first by n + 1, and the second by in and
subtract, wo get

{ii-m + l)x= m{n- l)b- (n + l){m- l)a.

Hence the share of each son was J(?i -l)b - {m - l)a]l{n - m + 1) ; and the

whole value of the estate was {m{n - l)b - {n + l){vi - l)a] /{n-m + 1).

Ex. 5. The numerator and denominator of a certain proper fraction

each consist of the same two digits written in dilferent order. If the

value of the fraction be 4/7, find the numerator and denominator.

So far as the conditions are concerned tlie problem is obviously

iudeterniiuate, the only condition properly so called being that the

value of the fraction shall be 4/7.

Let the digits be x and y, then we may represent the numerator
and denominator by lOoj + y and lOy + x. The single condition is then

represented by the equation

{10x + ij)l{10y + x) = i/7.

Since lOy + x+ 0, this is equivalent to

7(10a; + ?/) = 4(10?/ + a;),

which leads to

66x= SSy,

or y= 2x.

Now, by the nature of our problem, x and y are both restricted to

be positive and integral and > 9. Hence the only admissible values of x
are 1, 2, 3, 4, and the corresponding values of y are 2, 4, 6, 8.

There are therefore four fractions which satisfy the conditions of the

problem, viz. 12/21, 24/42, 36/63, 48/84.

EXERCISES XXI.

1. A bill of £7 : 15s. was paid with florins and half-crowns. There
were 70 coins altogether. How many were there of each ?

2. A said to B, " Give me £100 and I shall have as much money as

you ; " B replied, "Give me £100 and I shall have double as much as

you." How much had each ?

3. A and B owe £1200 and £2550 respectively. A said to B, " If

you would lend me the eighth part of your money, I could pay my
debts ; " and B replied, " If you would lend me the sixth part of your
money, I could pay mine." How much money had each ?

4. Find an integer of two digits which is seven times the sum of

its digits and twenty-one times their difference, the tens digit being

the greater.

5. A certain fraction is equal to 2/3, and its denominator exceeds its

numerator l)y 21. Find the numerator and denominator.

6. An integer of two digits is multiplied by 4, and the product is

less by 3 than the number formed by inverting its digits ; if it be

multij»lied by 5, the tens digit in the ])roduct is greater by 1, and the

units digit less by 2 than the units digit in the original number ; find

the number.
7. A man can walk a certain distance in four hours ; if he were to
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increase his rate by one-fifteenth he could walk one mile more in that

time. What is his rate ?

8. A has twice as many pennies as shillings ; B, who has Sd. more
than A, has twice as many shillings as pennies ; together they have
one penny more than they have shillings. How much has each ?

9. If the numerator of a certain fraction be doubled and its

denominator increased by 7, it becomes h ; if the denominator be

doubled and the numerator increased by 7, it becomes unity. Find
the numerator and denominator of this fraction.

10. A certain number of two digits exceeds the number obtained

by reversing the digits by 9 ; also the sum of the two numbers is 77.

Find them.
11. If 3 be added to both numerator and denominator of a certain

fraction, it is increased to 8/7 of its original value ; but if 3 be

subtracted from both numerator and denominator, it is reduced to

16/21 of its original value. Required the numerator and denominator
of the fraction.

12. A certain number of three digits exceeds the sum of its digits

by 180. If reversed, it exceeds the same sum by 378. But if divided

by the sum of its digits, the quotient is 14 and the remainder 11.

Find the number.
13. Divide 100 into three parts such that, if the second be divided

by the first the quotient is 2, and the remainder 1, and, if the third

be divided by the second, the quotient is 2, and the remainder 6.

14. Divide the number 123 into four parts such that, if the first be

increased by 7, the second diminished by 6, the third multiplied by
5, and the fourtli divided by 4, the results may be all equal.

15. If the joint fortunes of three heiresses. A, B, and C, talcen in

pairs be given, say of B and C £a, of C and A £h, of A and B £c,

find the fortune of each. What conditions must the numbers a, b, c

satisfy in order that the concrete problem may be possible ?

16. A said to B, "I am now twice as old as you were Avhen I was
your age ; and if you and I both live till you are my j)resent age, I

shall be 100." Find the ages of A and B.

17. If 3 cows and 8 horses cost £245, and 5 cows and 7 horses cost

£250, how much do 2 cows and 3 horses cost ?

18. If the length and breadth of a rectangle be increased and
diminished respectively by 5 feet, its area is diminished by 45 square
feet ; and if the length and breadth be each increased by 19 feet, the
length is then ^f of the breadth. Find the dimensions of the
rectangle.

19. Two persons, A and B, agree to pay a bill of £10, each to

contribute half his money and A to pay Avhat is left. It is found
that A is left with £2 to pay ; and he ends by having as much money
as B had originally. How much had each ?

20. A cyclist after riding a certain distance has to stop for half an
hour to repair his machine, after which he completes the whole
joiirney of 30 miles at half speed in 5 hours. If the breakdown had
occurred 10 miles farther on, he would have done the journey in 4

hours ; find Avhere the breakdown occurred and his original speed.

21. Two vessels A and B contain mixtures of spirit and water. A
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mixture of one part from A and three parts from B is found to contain

30% of s])irit ; and a mixture of two parts from A and three parts

from B 27% of spirit. Required the percentages of spirit in A and B
respectively.

22. A man had two creditors, his debt to the one beinpf donble his

debt to the other. After paying his larger creditor 4 shillings in the

pound and the other creditor in full, he had £10 left. If he had
divided all his estate fairly between them, each -would have got 10

shillings in the pound. ^Vhat was the value of his estate, and how
much did he owe each of his creditors ?

23. In a mile race A can beat B by 50 yards and C by 80 ; by

how much can B beat C ?

24. A sum of money amounted in a certain number of years to £.a

at t% simple interest. Lent for m years longer aty%, it amounted lo

£b. What was the sum ?

25. Find a linear integral function of x v^rhich shall have the values

3 and 10, when x has the values 4 and 5 respectively.

26. Find a linear integral function of x whose value is doubled

when X is doubled, and which has the value 2 when x= 2.

27. Find a linear integral function of x and y which lias tlie values

3, 9, 11, corresponding to the values (1, 5), (1, - 4), and (
- 1, - 3) of

X and y respectively.

28. Construct a homogeneous symmetric function of x and y of the

second degree, which shall vanish when x— l, y= % and have the

value 1, when ;t'= 4, y= 2.

29. Construct a quadratic integral function of x, whose values

shall be 3, 4, 5, when the values of x are 1, 2, 3 respectively.

30. Construct a quadratic integral function of x Avhich has the

values 0, 1, 2 when x is equal to 1, 2, 4 respectively.

31. If y be an integral function of x of the second degree, and

its values be 3, 5, 7, when x=\, 2, 3 respectively, find its value when
a:= 4.

32. Show that, when two solutions of a linear equation in x and y
are given, all its solutions are known.

33. Construct a linear equation in x and y which has the solutions

a;= 2, ?/= -3
; a: = 3, 7/= 5.

34. Show that, if (:»'i, y\){x.-^, V^{x^, 2/3)be three solutions of the same

linear equation in x and ?/, then a''i(2/2-Z/3) + ^'2(2/3-2/1) + ^3(2/1 -V^ — ^-

35. A man invested his money ]»artly in the 3 per cents at 80, and

partly in the 4 per cents at 90, and his income was £85. If the 3 ])er

cents had been at 90, and the 4 per cents at par, his income would

have been £76. Find the whole sum invested.

36. A cistern is supplied by two pijies A and B, and emptied by a

pipe C. If the cistern be empty, and all the pipes open, the cistern will

be filled in 10 minutes ; if A and C only be opened, in 30 minutes
;

and, if B and C only be opened, in 45 minutes. A supplies 10 gallons

more per minute than B. How many gallons does the cistern hold ?

37. A and B start to walk 2 n)iles. A gives l'> a start of a mile,

overtakes him in 20 minutes, and finishes the whole distance in 10

minutes more. Find the speed of A and B.

38. Two passengers have together 600 lbs. of luggage, and are charged
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3s. 4d. and lis. 8d. respectively for excess above tlie Aveiglit allowed.

If tlie luggage had all belonged to one of them, he would have been

charged £1. How much free luggage is allowed to each passenger ?

39. A and B run two mile-races. In the first A gives B a start of

20 yards and beats him by 45y\ seconds ; in the second he gives B a

start of 30 seconds and beats him by 88 yards. Required the number
of seconds in which A and B can each run a mile.

40. A German tourist said, "I have travelled in Germany, in

France, and in England, and spent 8325 thalers, viz. 1520 thalers in

Germany, 7540 francs in France, and 820 pounds in England." Having
been asked the value of the pound and of the franc in German money,
he answered, " £5 is equivalent to 4 tli. more than 108 fr." How much
at this rate are the franc and the pound worth in thalers ?

41. 37 lbs. of tin loses 5 lbs. when weighed in water. In like

manner, 23 lbs. of lead loses 2 lbs. in water. An alloy of lead and
tin weighing 120 lbs. loses 14 lbs in water. Required the quantities

of lead and of tin in the alloy.

42. Find all the pairs of unequal positive integers which are such

that the difference of their squares is equal to three times the

difference of the numbers themselves.

43. Show that it is impossible to find two unequal positive integral

numbers, neither of which is zero, such that the difference of their

squares is equal to the difference of the numbers themselves.

44. Find two consecutive even integers twice the product of which
shall exceed the sum of the squares of two consecutive odd integers by
166.

45. Show that it is impossible to find two consecutive odd integers

the sum of whose squares is the sum of the squares of two consecutive

even integers.

46. A landlord had three farms, originally rented at £7;, £5', £r
respectively, the number of acres in the first two were a and h respec-

tively ; and it was discovered after adding the same sum to the rent

of each of the three farms that the rent per acre was the same for

each farm. Find the rise of rent and the number of acres in the third

farm.

47. How many days will it take three workmen. A, B, C, to finish

a job Avhicli B and C together could do in a days, C and A together in

h days, A and B together in c days ?

48. Three couriers start for a certain destination ; the second rides

a miles an hour faster than the first, and starts h hours later ; tlie

third rides h miles an hour faster than the first, and starts k hours
later. They all arrive at the same time. Find the distance and the
sj^eed of the first courier.

49. Three couriers start for a certain destination, the second h hours
after the first, the third k hours after the first. The second and third

ride a and h miles an hour respectively ; and all three arrive together.

Required the distance and the speed of the first courier.

50. It is known that the distances, x and y, of the object and image
for a certain optical system are connected by the equation A.xy + Vtx

+ C2/-f D = 0, where A, B, C, D are constants. If when x=l, 3 5

inches, y is 2, 4, 6 inches resjiectively, calculate y when x= 7.
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51. AR and CD are two straifflit lines of lonf:jlli n and h perpen-
dicular to AC ; DB and CA meet in 0, and AD and liC in K. Find
the distance between A and C in order that OE may be eciual to
2ab/{a + h).

52. ABCD is a rectangle in which AB = rt, BC = />. is a point in

BA produced such that OA = c-. OPQ meets AD in P, and BC in (.).

If OPQ bisect the area of the rectangle, calculate AP and BQ.
53. The figure being as before, find AP so that area GAP= area QCR,

R being the point Avhere OPQ meets CD.
54. In the same figure as before, find AP so that OP = RQ.
55. Two circles of radii x and y touch each other and are each

inscribed in a semicircle of radius r. Show that x and ?/ are connected
by the equation Aa'-i/- + 4 r{x + y)xy + r-

[
(,r + yf - 9>xy] = 6. Hence deter-

mine X and y : (1) when y= mx, m being given
; (2) when x + y= a is

given.



CHAPTER X

MULTIPLICATION OF STEPS COMPOSITION OF CIRCUITS

MENSURATION

§85. There is a geometrical interpretation of the multiplica-

tion of algebraic quantities which is interesting theoretically,

and which contains as a particular case the fundamental

principles of the application of Algebra to the mensuration of

plane figures.

Let X'OX, Y'OY (Fig. 3) be two fixed lines at right angles

to each other in a given plane ; and, as in § 52, fix their posi-

tive directions as X' to X, and Y' to Y respectively. "We shall

represent the multiplicand and multiplier in any algebraic

product as steps parallel to X'OX and Y'OY respectively.

The small letters used will denote the absolute lengths of the

steps ; and the signs + ot — attached will indicate the

directions of the steps as in § 20. Consider now a magnetic

pole P, fixed at any considerable distance from 0, in the j)lane

XOY say (but that is immaterial). Consider also any plane

electric circuit in the plane XOY, whose linear dimensions and

whose distance from are very small compared with the

distance of P from 0. Then it is a well-known fact, whicli

can be illustrated by simple experiments, that the action of the

circuit on P depends (so long as P is fixed) merely on the area

of the circuit, the strength of the current and the direction,

counter- or cum-clock, in which the current circulates round

the area. For simplicity, we shall suppose that the strength of

the current is always the same, say unity ; and, to suit our

present purposes, that the circuit is always a rectangle whose

sides are parallel to X'OX and Y'OY respectively. A circuit
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with a unit current flowing round it counter-clockwise we call

a positive circuit : a circuit with a unit current flowing round

it cum-clockwise a negative circuit. It is immediately obvious

that, as regards their action on P, such circuits follow the laws

of algebraic addition and subtraction, e.g. the order in which we
eet them down is a matter of indifterence (Law of Commutation)

;

we may replace any number of positive and negative circuits by

'i

-> .D'

(5)t
Cr---

(I)

A-

B

Ar

(4)

(3)

<

-.D
I

^B

(2)

B D- 'c

O Multiplicand

Fig. 3.

a single circuit whose area and sign are determined by the law

for reducing an algebraic sum (Law of Association). A positive

and a negative circuit of equal area annul each other's action

(
4- a — a = 0), and so on.

Further, let us agree that the absolute product of two

absolute lengths, a and 6, is to mean the rectangle containe<l by

these two lengths, and + ah and - ah a positive and a negative

circuit respectively, whose areas are each the rectangle contained

by a and h.

Finally, let us interpret the algebraic product ( + a) x ( + J)

X
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as a direction to construct a rectangular circuit as follows :—Draw
a positive step AB parallel to X'OX ; tlirougli B tlie end of this

step a positive step BC parallel to Y'OY ; complete the circuit

(I) by drawing the remaining two sides of the rectangle, the

direction of the unit current being determined by the order of

the points ABCD. It will be seen that we have constructed a

positive circuit, the area of which is the area of the rectangle

contained by the lines a and b, which may therefore be denoted

by + ah. It will now be evident that the algebraical equation

( + a) X ( + &) = + ah

is merely the symbolic statement of the result of the above

geometrical construction, provided we read = as meaning " is

magnetically equivalent to."

In the same way ( + «) x ( - 6) directs us to construct the

circuit (2) ; and the equation

( + a) X (
- 5) = -ab

formally states the obvious fact that (2) is a negative circuit

whose area is the rectangle contained by the lines a and b.

The equations ( - a) x ( + 6) = - ab, {-a)x{-b) = + ab

are interpreted in the same way by means of the circuits (3)

and (4).

The Law of Commutation in the particular case

{ + a)x{-h) = {-b)x{ + a)

corresponds to the fact that the circuits (2) and (5), in which

A'B' = BC, and B'C = AB, are magnetically equivalent ; which

is obvious, since both are negative circuits and their areas are

equal.

§ 86. It is easy to satisfy oneself that the Law of

Distribution has its counterpart in the above geometrical

interpretation. Consider, for example, the particular case

{ + a-b)x{-c)= -ac + bc (1),

and the corresponding diagram (Fig. 4), in which AB = a, BC = b,

There are two cases according as a is absolutely greater

or less thaji b. In the first case (Fig. 4 (I)), the left-hand side

is a direction to construct the negative circuit ACFE, by first

stepping + a parallel to OX and then - 6 ; so that the result

is the same as if we had taken the positive step AC, then to
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step - r, that is CF, parallel to OY. The eqiiatic)n (1) asserts

that the magnetic eU'ect of the negative circuit ACFE (Fig, 4 (I))

is the sum of the elfects of the negative and positive circuits

ABDE and BCFD, which is obvious.

In the second case (Fig. 4 (II)) the order of ideas is the same,

only the positive circuit BCFD preponderates, and the resulting

circuit ACFE is positive.

The other cases of the law of distribution may be similarly

interpreted.

Y
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same way, and the law of distribution for division may also be

interpreted without difficulty.

§ 88. We now see that the fundamental laws of Algebra, in

so far as they apply to algebraic sums of single algebraic

quantities and to products or quotients of pairs of such

quantities, have their counterpart in the laws of the composition

of steps and of the construction and composition of circuits.

Hence every algebraic identity involving operations of the kind

described can be interpreted as a theorem regarding the com-

position of steps or the equivalence of circuits.

§ 89. If we avoid the occurrence of finally negative steps

and of finally negative areas, we may neglect all considerations

regarding the geometrical meaning of the sign of an area, and

then all the circuits may be taken as rectangles merely. The
application of the law of distribution then gives us simply

propositions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 of the Second

Book of Euclid, or their more succinct modern equivalents.

For example

—

A{a + b + c+ . . .) = Aa + A5 + Ac+ . . . (1)

(a + i)2 = (rt + h)a + {a + h)h (2)

{a + b)^ = a^+2ah + h^- (3)

{a + h){a-b) = a^--b^ (4)

will be seen to be the equivalents of propositions 1, 2,

4, and 5, if it be remembered that a^ means a x a, which we
interpret as the rectangle contained by two lines, each of which

is a, i.e. the square on the line a.

It is easy by the interpretation of algebraic identities to

obtain theorems regarding the rectangles contained by the

segments of a straight line, the proof of which by ordinary

geometrical methods would be complicated ; and it is useful to

note that, conversely, every such geometrical theorem may be

established by verifying a particular algebraic identity.

Ex. Let A, B, C, D be four points in any order on a straight line.

Take A as origin ; and let x, y, z be the co-ordinates of B, C, D
with reference to A, see § 21. From the obvious identity

x{y -z) + y{z -x)+ z{x -?/)=:

we deduce

AB.DC + AC.BD + AD.CE=0;
that is to say, the algebraic sum of the three rectangles contained by

the steps AB, DC ; AC, BD and AD, CB is zero, the sign of each
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rectangle to be taken as + or - according as the steps which contain
it are like or oppositely directed. Thus, for example, if A, B, C, D
stand in order from left to right, we have

-A1^>.CD + AC. BD-AD.BC = 0;
or AC.BD =AB.CD + AD.BC,

wherein AC, etc., now denote absolute lengths, and AC. BD, etc.,

absolute areas.

§ 90. The fundamental tlieoreni in the mensuration of

plane areas is the proposition that the area of any parallelogram

is equal to the area of a rectangle contained by its base and
its altitude ; or the proposition, immediately derivable therefrom,

that the area of a triangle is equal to half the area of the rect-

angle contained by its base and its altitude. If, therefore, a

denote the base and h the altitude of a triangle, the symbolic

exjjression for its area is ^ah.

From this last result it is easy to deduce that a symbolic

expression for the area of a trapezium is ^{a + b)h, where a

and b denote its parallel sides, and h denotes the distance

between these sides. This formula is often used in the approxi-

mate mensuration of plane figures.

Ex.—Show that the area of a regular hexagon is three times the
rectangle contained by the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed
circles.

Consider any two parallel sides and the parallel diagonal. This
diagonal obviously divides the hexagon into two equal trapezia whose
parallel sides are R and 2R, R being the radius of the circumscribed
circle. Also the distance between the parallel sides of the trapezium
is the radius of the inscribed circle. Hence the area of the hexagon is

2 X ^(R + 2R)r= 3R?', which proves the theorem.

§ 91. The fundamental theorem regarding the relations

connecting the sides of plane rectilinear figures is the Pytha-

gorean proposition regarding the squares on the sides of a right-

angled triangle. If, following the general usage, we denote the

sides of the triangle ABC opposite the angles A, B, C by a, b, c

respectively, then the symbolical expression of the Pythagorean

relation for a triangle ivhich is right angled at C is

c2 = a'^ + b'^ (1).

If the angle C be not a right angle, then ive have

c'^ = a^ + b''-±2bx (2),

where x denotes the projectioji of the side a on the side b, and the
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upper or lower sign is to be taken according as the angle C is obtuse

or acute,.

It is interesting to show that (2) is an algebraic consequence

of the Pythagorean proposition. Take, for example, the case

where C is acute. Let D be the projection of B on AC, so that

CD = X, AD = b - X, and let j; denote the perpendicular BD. By
the Pythagorean proposition, a^=2j2^^.2^ from which it follows

that p^ = a^ — x^. Hence, again, using the Pythagorean pro-

position, we have

c'^=2f- + {b-x)\
= a^ — x^ + b^ + x'^ — 2bx,

= a^ + b^- 2bx.

It is easy to deduce from the theorem (2) the following,

which contains as particular cases Euclid II. 9 and 10, the

theorem of Apollonius regarding the squares on the sides and

on the median of a triangle, and other well-known propositions.

Let A B 6e three ijoints in a straight line such that m . OA = n . OB
;

and let a, b denote the distances of from A and B respectively
;

a;, y, z the distances of any point P from A, B, and respectively

;

then

mx^ ± ny'^ = nufi + nb- + (m + 7i)z%

the upper or the lower sign to be taken according as does or does

not lie between A and B.

To j)rove this, let us take the case where is between A and

B ; let D be the projection of P on AB, which we shall suppose

to lie between O and B. Let u denote OD. Then we have, by
the theorem (2) above

—

X^ = ft2 + 2;2 + 2au,

y^ = IP- j^ z^ — 2bu.

If we multiply both sides of the first equation by m, and both

sides of the second by n, and add, we deduce

mx^ + ny^ = mcv^ -f nb'^ + (ni + n)z^ -f- 2mau — ^nbu.

Since ma = nb, we thus get

mx^ + ny'^ = ma'^ -f- nb'^ + (m -f n)^^.

When D lies between A and the proof is the same, only that

the sign of u is changed throughout.

§ 92. It will be observed that in the immediately preceding

paragraphs we have used the letters a, i», a', y, etc., merely as
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names for linear segments. "We have not saitl, for example,

"let a be the number of units of length in the line BC." The
introduction of the notion of measuring lines or areas by means
of units is no necessary part of the application of Algebra to

the composition of rectangular areas ; the essential point is that

the fundamental principles of this part of geometry are identical

with certain cases of the fundamental laws of Algebra."^

"We may, however, introduce the notion of units if we choose.

Take, for example, the expression for the area of a triangle.

Let the base be a times the unit of length, which we shall denote

by I, and the altitude h times the unit of length. The
expression for the area is now ^{al)(hl) ; this may be transformed

into ^ahl'^j which may be interpreted to mean that the area of

the triangle is ^ah times the square on the unit of length. If

now we take the square on the unit of length as our unit of area,

and A be the number of units of area in the area of the triangle,

we have A^^ _ Lahl^, whence A = ^ah—a result outwardly the

same as before where A, a, h are now abstract numbers, and the

formula has the meaning usually attached to it in rules for

mensuration. It must not be forgotten, however, that this

formula is not correct in this abstract sense unless all the lengths

are measured in terms of a common unit, and the unit of area

be taken to be the square on the unit of length. The conditions

just mentioned are fulfilled in any rational system of space units
;

but unfortunately our British system is as yet partly irrational

;

hence certain difficulties in calculation with which beginners are

sufficiently familiar.

EXERCISES XXII.

1. If a denotes the number of feet in the base of a triangle and h
the number of inches in its altitude, in terms of what unit of area does

^ah express the area of the triangle ?

2. The lengths of the parallel sides of a trapezium are 6 feet and
8 feet respectively, and the distance between the parallel sides is 4 feet

;

find its area.

3. Find an expression for the area of a triangle the co-ordinates of

whose vertices are (a'i?/i), [x^y^), (^sZ/s)-

4. If the square on one side of a right-angled triangle is ^ of the
square on the hypotenuse, that side is \ of the other side.

5. Deduce from the theorem c^= a' + h'^± 2bx that the sum ofany two
sides of a triangle is greater than the third, and their ditierence less.

* See Henrici, Art. ''Geometry," Encyclo_pcedia Britaimica, 9th ed.

vol. X. p. 270.

9
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6. If a, b, c denote the sides of a right-angled triangle, c being the
hypotenuse, ]} the perpendicular from the right angle on the hypotenuse,
X and y the projections of a and b respectively on c, and A the area,

express each of a, b, c, p, x, ?/, A in terms of any other two.

7. Express the area of a triangle as a function of its sides.

8. ABC is a triangle right angled at C ; and ABDE the square
described externally on AB. If CD = a:, CE = ?/, shoAv that x^-if
= 0" -b""

',
x'^a? + {a,\bf ;

y'^= b'' + {a + bf.
9. If in a right-angled triangle one of the sides containing the right

angle is 28, and the radius of the inscribed circle is 10, calculate the
other sides.

10. Show that the triangle whose sides are \/6, \/2 + \, \J2-1 is

right angled, and find its area and the length of the perpendicular
from the right angle on the hypotenuse.

11. Eind an expression for the area of a regular octagon whose side

is a.

12. The co-ordinates of A and B are (ccj), {x^ ; and C and D divide
AB externally and internally in same ratio. If the distance CD= a, find

the co-ordinates of C and D.
13. The co-ordinates of two points P and Q are ( - 2), ( - 3) respect-

ively. Find the distance between the two points which divide PQ
externally and internally in the ratio 2 : 3.

14. The step between the points which divide the line joining {x-^,

{X2) externally and internally in the ratio 6 : a is \2abl{a^ - b^)} {x^ - Xi).

15. Find a point P in AB such that AV"-BT"= c\
16. The distance between two points A and B on a straight line is

10. If the position ratios of two points with respect to A and B be 3/5
and - 4/3, calculate the distance between them. *

17. The hexagon ABCDEF is symmetrical about the diagonal AD,
and AB = 3\/5, BC= V17, CD = V^O, BE= 12, CE= 4. Calculate the
area of the hexagon.

18. If C and C^ be the internal and external points of ''medial
section " of the line AB, so that AB . BC = AC2, and AB . BCi = ACj^
showthat CCi2= 5AB2.

19. CD is a diameter of a circle ; AB and EF chords parallel to CD
and each equal to half CD. Calculate the area ABDFEC.

20. C is a point in AB, so that AB. BC^AC^. Show that AB^
-fBC2= 3AC2.

21. P and Q are two points in the line AB (both internal) ; if be
the middle point of AB and R the middle point of PQ, show that
AP2ooBQ-= 2AB.OR-2PQ.OR.

22. If P and Q divide AB internally and externally respectively

so that AQ :BQ = AP2:BP-, and if AB= a, AV= x, show that PQ
= x{a - x)/{2x - a).

23. If a point P divide the distance between A and B so that
AP--BP^= c-, find the co-ordinate of P in terms of c and the co-

ordinates Xj and X2 of A and B respectively.

* By the position ratio of a point P on a straight line L \\ith respect

to two fixed points, AB on L, is meant the algebraic value of the ratio

of the co-ordinates of P (§ 21) with respect to A and B respectively.
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24. If A, B, C be any three points on a line and P any finite point
whatever, then

AB. CF"+ BCTAF- + CT. BP- = - AH". BC". CA.
25. ABCDE are five points in order on a line forming fonr segments

such that any intermediate segment is half the sura of the two adjacent.
Show

(i) AB2 - CD-= 2BC . AB - 2BC . CD
;

(ii) 9BC.CD-AB.DE = SPQ-, P and Q being the middle points
of BC and CD.

26. A, B, Aj, Bi, P are points in order on a straight line. If a;^

= AP- - BP"-, xf=A^F' - BiP-, show that x^/AB - cc^VAiBj = AA^ + BBj.
27. The radii of two circles are 205 and 85 inches respectively, and

the distance between their centres is 200 inches ; find the length of

their common chord,

28. A, B, C, D are four points on a line, C being the middle point
of BD. If Bj, Cj, Di are the middle points of AB, AC, AD respectively,

show that ADi-= ABi2 + 2ACi. BC.
29. If OACBD be five points in order on a straight line and C, D,

be harmonically conjugate with respect to A, B, show that
20A . OB + 20C . CD = OA . CD + OB . OC + OB . OD + OC . OA.
30. ABC is an equilateral triangle ; ACDE a square described

externally on AC. BD meets the perpendicular from A on BC in L.
Calculate the distance AL, BC being 5 inches.

31. In a triangle whose sides are 17 and 18 and whose base is 19,

find the altitude and median corresponding to the base.

32. ABC is a ti'iangle, BE is perpendicular to AC and D bisects

BC. Show that 4AD2= 4AE . AC + BC^.

33. ABCD is a square whose vertices are the middle points of the

alternate sides of a regular octagon ; if a be the side of the octagon and
b the side of the square, show that a^= 2{h-af.

34. Show that the area of the triangle whose sides are 3a, \/{2a'^

+ 2lr - C-), \/{2a^ + 2c^ - b~) is three times the area of the triangle whose
sides are a, b,'c.

35. If a and b be the lengths of the parallel sides of a trapezium,

and each of its non-parallel sides be of length c, show that its area is

^{a + b)s/{{2c + a-b){2c-a + b)}.

36. If a, b, c, d be the lengths of the diagonals and of the two
parallel sides of a trapezium, show that its area is

i\J {{a + b + c + d){- a + b + c + d){a -b + c + d){a + b-c-d)}.
37. ABC is a triangle, D the foot of the perpendicular from A on

BC, the middle point of BC, and P a point in CB produced such
that 2AP2= AB- + AC-, show that OP"- + OB--= CP. CD - BP. BD.

38. If a, /3, 7 be the lengths of the medians of a triangle, show that

its area is ^\/{2Za-^- -Za-^).

39. E and F are the feet of the perpendiculars from B and C on the

opposite sides of the triangle ABC, and L and ^I the projections of

E and F on BC ; show that L]^l= {2a%b* + c^) + {b-c'^-a*ib- + c-)-b'^

40. P, Q, R are taken in the sides of a triangle (internally) so that

BP/PC = CQ/QA = AR/RB = /); find the area of PQR in terms of the

area of ABC.
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41. The area of the triangle whose vertices are the feet of the
internal bisectors of the angles of the triangle ABC (of area A) is

2abcA/n{a + b).

42. ABC is a triangle whose base BC = « ; Dj is the middle point of
AB, Dg the middle point of D^B, D3 the middle point of DgB, and so

on ; similarly, E^ is the middle point of AC, Ej of E^C, and so on.

Show that DnEn=(2"-l)a/2'»; and that the area of D„E„CB is
(2"+i - l)/22« times the area of ABC.

43. If Aj, A2, . . ., An be a series of points on a straight line, and
such that 2AiO = 0, then, if P be any other point, 2A]P = ?iOP.

If be such that ^0^1^ = 0, and 0' such that Za^A^' = 0, then

SaiOU' = Za^AiA'i.
44. If Aj, Ag, . . ., An are n points on a line, and be such that

SAO = 0, then, if P be any other point on the line, 2AP= ?iOP ; and
SAP2= ?iOP2 + SA02.

45. If the position ratios of P and Q be ±p, and that of R be a, find

the position ratio of R with respect to P and Q.

46. If P and Q be points whose position ratios are + p, and C the
point whose position ratio is - 1, then CP. CQ = CA2.

47. If AB = a, and the algebraic values of the position ratios of
P and Q with respect to A and B be p and a, show that the distance

between P and Q is (cr-p)a/(/)-l)(a-- 1) ; and apply this result to

calculate the distance between the points where the bisectors of the
internal and external vertical angles of a triangle meet the base.

48. Taking the radius of the earth to be 3956 miles and 7r = 3*1416,

calculate the plane area enclosed by the 60th parallel of latitude.

49. If Pn and Q„ be the areas of the regular inscribed and circum-
scribed n-gons for any given circle, then

P2.'= P.Qn, 2/Q2n= 1/P2n + 1/Q«.

50. A circle of 9 feet radius slides so as always to meet two
perpendicular non-intersecting straight lines ; if the distance between
the two extreme points which it can reach on one of the lines be 10
feet, find the least distance betwen the lines.

51. Calculate the volume of the regular octohedron whose vertices

are the centres of the faces of a unit cube.



CHAPTEE XI

ELEMENTARY THEORY OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS

§ 93. We return in the present chapter to the theory of

algebraic identities ; and we propose to discuss more esi^ecially

those methods for constructing such identities which depend

on the consideration of Algebraic Form. The fundamental

notions on which such considerations depend have already been

explained in previous chapters ; and the beginner should revise

paragraphs 31, 32, 42-50 before proceeding with what follows.

§ 94. For our present purposes it is important to state the

law of distribution in a generalised form, which is directly

applicable to the product of any number of algebraic sums.

Consider the product {a — b)(c — d){e +f— g). If we apply the

law of distribution in the form already established for the pro-

duct of two factors, we have in succession

(« - h){c — d){e +/ -g) = {ac - ad -bc + hd)(e +/ - g\
= ace — ade — bee + bde

+ acf-adf-bcf+bdf
— acg + adg + beg — bdg (1).

It will be seen that we first form all the partial products that

can be obtained by taking one and only one term from each of

the two first brackets. Into each of these partial products we
multiply successively each term of the third bracket ; so that

we have finally the algebraic sum of all possible partial pro-

ducts that can be formed by taking in every possible way the

product of three terms, one of which and no more is taken from

each bracket, and determining the sign according to the laws

already established in Chap. IV., for the multiplication of

algebraic quantities. It will be observed that we thus get

2x2x3 terms altogether, for each of the two terms of the
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first bracket may be combined with each of the two terms of

the second ; and each of the 2x2 resulting pairs with each of

the three terms of the third bracket, giving 2x2x3 partial

products altogether. In this enumeration we suppose that each

partial product is set down as it arises ; and that there has

been no collection of like terms or removal of mutually

destructive terms.

The process detailed in the above instance is obviously

applicable to any number of brackets, and leads us to the

following rule :

—

To construct the 'product of any number of factors, each of which

is an algebraic sum, form all possible partial products by taking one

term, and only one, from each factor ; determine the sign by the law

of signs {that is, if there be an odd number of negative terms in the

particd product, take the sign —
; if an even number of such or

none, take the sign -f ) ; set down the cdgebraic sum of all the

pcorticd products thus formed.

Cor. If the number of terms in the factors of the product be

Ij m, n, . . . respiectively, then the number of p)artial products in

the distributed product as formed by the above rule will be

1 X m X n X . . .

§ 95. As an example of the use of the generalised form

of the law of distribution, let us consider (« + bf, that is,

{a + b){a + b){a + b). There are here three factors ; and each term

in these consists of a single letter, a or 6 ; each partial product in

the final distribution will contain three letters, each of which
must be either a or b. The only possible variable parts

for the terms of the final distribution are therefore cfi, a%,

ab% or b^. Now there are 2x2x2 = 8 partiai products in all
;

hence some of the forms a^, a%, ab^, b^ must be repeated more
than once. It remains to find how often each is repeated. To
get a^ we must take a from each bracket ; and this can be done

in one way only ; and the same is obviously true for b^. On
the other hand, cfib can be obtained by taking b from the first

factor, and a from each of the two others, or by taking b from

the second, and a from each of the two others, or by taking b from

the third, and a from each of the two others, altogether in three

different ways ; and the same holds for b^a (or ab% if we put b

for a and cc for b. Hence, since the signs of all the partial

products are + , we must have

{a + &)3 = a3 + 2a^-b + 3ab^ + b^ (2).
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Next consider (b + c)(c + a)[a + b). Here, as in last case, the

variable part of every term in the distributed product will be

of the third degree in a, b, c. The d priori possible forms are

therefore a^, b^, c^ ; b\ bc^, c-a, car, a%, alP- ; abc. Of these,

however, o? evidently cannot occur, because we cannot take a

from each of the three brackets simultaneously ; and the same
applies to b^ and c^, the other two terms of the same type. To
get }rc we must take b from two brackets and c from the other,

which can be done in one way only ; the like obviously is true

of all the other five terms of the same type. We can get abc in

two ways, viz. as bca and as cab, the order of the letters indi-

cating the brackets from which the terms in the partial product

are taken. Hence, finally, we must have, since all the terms

have the same sign

—

(6 + c){c, + a){a + 6) = bH + bc^ + c^a + ca'^ + a% + ab'^ + labc (3).

As a contrast with last example, let us consider (6 — c){c — a){a - b).

The forms of the terms that may occur are the same as before,

viz. b\ bc'^, c^a, ca^, a%, ab^ ; abc. Of the first six w^e can say

as before that each can only occur once. There is, however,

a difference. The term wdiich has the form 6-c occurs as

bc{ — 6) = —b^c, whereas the term which has the form bc^

occurs as ( — c)c{ - 6) = 6c- ; the term in c^a has the sign -
, in

ca- + ; in a% —
, in ab^ + . Finally, the term whose variable

part is abc occurs twice, viz. as bca and as ( — c)( — a)( — b)

= — abc ; and these two partial products destroy each other.

Hence

(6 - c){c - a){a -b)= - bh + bc^ - cki + cci^ - a% + ah'^ (4).

EXERCISES XXIII.

Work out by direct application of the generalised Law of Distribu-
tion the distributed products of the following ; and condense the
results where possible by collecting together terms which have the
same variable part :

—

1. {a + h + c){d-e-f){g-h). 2. {a-h + c){d->re-f){g + h).

3. {a + 2b-c){a-2h + c). 4. {a + 2h-cf.
6. {a + 2h-¥2c + d)\ 6. {a + 2h-2c-d)\
7. {\+x + x^ + x^f. 8. {\-x + x--x^)'.
9. (l+2.T + 3.r2)2. 10. {a + 2h + Zc + Ad){a-2h + Zc-\d).

11. How many terras are there in the distributed product of

(aj + ag+ a3)( ^1 + 6o + tg + h^ic-^^ + Co + Cg + c^ + Cj) ;
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and what is its value when each of the 12 variables, Oj, etc., has
the value 2 ?

§ 96. Since an integral function of any given set of variables,

say r-c, y z, contains no division wdth respect to any of these

variables, it must be simply the algebraic sum of a number of

terms each of which is integral with respect to these variables,

and therefore of the form Ax^y''^z^\ where I, m, n are positive

integers, and A is constant, i.e. independent of the variables

X, y, z. The integral function may of course also contain a

term which is a constant simply ; such a term if present is

spoken of as the Absolute Term. By the degree of the integral

function, as has already been explained, is meant the degree of

its term or terms of highest degree.

If an integral function does not contain any particular

variable at all, it is said to be of degree with respect to that

variable.

The following are examples of integral functions :

—

Ex. 1. S + 2x + dy + x^ + xy + 2y^ is an integral function of x and y
of the second degree ; the most general function of the same descrip-

tion is a + bx + cy + dx~ + exy +fy'^, where a, b, c, d, c, /are symbols
denoting constant coefficients.

Ex. 2. The most general integral function of x, y, z of the second
degree is

a + hx + cy + dz + ex^ +fy'^+ gz^ + Jiyz + izx +jxy (5).

§ 97. Since the product of two or more integral terms is

(see § 32) an integral term whose degree is the sum of the

degrees of the factors, it follows immediately from the generalised

law of distribution that

1. The product of any number of integral functions is an

integral function.

2. The highest terms in the distributed product of a number of

integral functions are the product of the highest terms of the factors ;

and the absolute term the product of the absolute terms.

3. The degree of the product of a number of integralfunctions

is the sum cf the degrees of the factors.

Ex. In the distributed product of {1 + x + y){Z + 2x-\-2,y + x'^ + y'^)

{\+xy) the absolute terra is 2x3x1 = 6, and the terms of highest

degree are {x + y){x' + y')xy= x'^y + x^y~ + x-y^ + xy^. The degree is

1 + 2 + 2 = 5.

An important point to be noticed is that when an integral

function of, say, x, y, z is arranged in the standard form

a + bx + cy + dz + ex^ +fy'^ + gz'^ + hyz + . •)
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the terms are algebraically independent of one another, e.g. the

term cy cannot be transformed, (by the laws of Algebra merely)

either wholly or partly into the term «, or into the term hx, or

into any other term of the function, so long as we suppose cc, ?/, z

unconnected by any relation. The standard form for a given

integral function is therefore unique. It follows that if tico

integral functions are equal in the identical sense (i.e. transformable

into one another by the laws of Algebra ivhen the variables are un-

restricted)^ then their standard forms must be identical term by term.

In other words, if

a + bx + cy + dz + ex^ +fy^ + f/^" + hyz + . . .

= a + b'x + cy + d'z + ex? +f'y'^ + g'z" + h'yz + . . ,,

there being of course a finite number of terms in each function, then

a = a\ b = h\ c = c, d = d', e^e,f=f', g = g, h = h', . . .

§ 98. Even and Odd Functions.— JFhen the change of sign

of any variable in a function produces no alteration in the value of

the function^ it is said to be an even function of that variable ; if

the change of sign of the variable merely changes the sign of the

value of the function, it is said to be an odd function of that

variable.

For example, since 2 + (
- xf + ?/" + (- x^y= 2 + x'^ + y~ + x^y, 2 + x^

+ y'^ + x^y is an even function o{ x. Again, since {
- x)y + {

- x^y"^

-{-x)^= - {xy + x^y"^ - ic^), xy + ar^y^ - y^ is an odd function of o:. On
the other hand, 2 + a;^ + icy + 2/^ is neither an even nor an odd function

oi X.

If an integral function be even as regards any variable, it can

only contain even poivers ^ of that variable, if odd. only odd powers.

For, let the integral function be arranged according to powers

of X, thus

A + B:/; + C.;2-|-D.,-^+ . . . ,

where A, B, C, D depend on constants and, it may be, the

other variables, but not upon x. If the function be even, we
must have

A-Bu: + Cx-2-D.>j3+ . . . =A + Ba: + a:- + Dx3+ . . .

Since the arrangement of the function is unique as regards x,

i.e. no one term can be algebraically transformed into any other

80 long as X is unrestricted, it follows by last paragraph that

we must have - B = B, - D = D, etc. ; that is, 2B = 0, 2D = 0,

* A term that does not contain x at all is reckoned as containing an

even power of x.
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etc., whence B = 0, D = 0, etc. ; in other words, all the terms

which contain odd powers of x must be identically zero.

The reader will readily supply the corresponding proof for

an odd function.

§ 99. As already explained, an integral function is said to

be homogeneous with respect to any set of variables when the

degree of every term of the function with respect to those

variables is the same. It follows immediately from this defini-

tion and from the generalised form of the law of distribution

that

—

The iwodud of a number of homogeneous functions of degrees

1, m, n, . . . respectively is a homogeneous function of degree 1 + m
+n+ ...

This may be called the Law of Homogeneity, it is

exemplified in the identities (1), (2), (.3), and (4) of the present

chapter ; the identity {x + y){x'^ + ip'Yxy = x'^y + x^y^ + x^y^ + xy^ is

another instance.

The reader who has mastered what has been said regarding

the construction of integral terms of given degree will have no

difficulty in constructing homogeneous integral functions of a

given degree the most general of their kind ; all that is neces-

sary is to write down all possible terms of the given degree,

each multiplied by a letter to represent a possible coefficient.

The following are examples of general homogeneous integral func-

tions :

—

Degree.
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involved in exactly the same way. We may give a precise

definition as follows :

—

A function is said to he {ahsoluteli/) symmetric with respect to

any set of variables ivhen the interchange of any ixiir of the set of

variables {which are supposed to be unconnected by any relation) does

not alter the value of tlie function.

Ex. 1. 2x + y + z\s symmetric with respect to y and z.

Ex. 2. yz + zx + xy-^-x + y + z is pyrametric witli respect to x, y, z.

Ex. 3. a/bc + b/ca + cjab and {a + b + c)l{b'c^ + c'^a- + a%'^) are sym-
metric with respect to a, b, c.

If we confine ourselves to integral functions, and bear in

mind the fact that so long as the variables are unconditioned,

no one term in the standard form of an integral function can be

algebraically transformed into any other, we see at once that

—

The necessary and sufficient condition that an integral function

be symmetric is that all the terms of any one type shall have the

same coefficient.

For the interchange of pairs of the variables simply changes

any term of a particular type into another of the same type

(§ 43). For example, if we interchange :/; and y, ax- + bxy + cy^

passes into cx^ + bxy + aij^ ; and, in order that ax^ + bxy + c?/^ = cx^

+ bxy + (ly^, we must have a = c.

The following are some examples of symmetric integral functions

of given degree the most general of their kind :

—

Degree.
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Often there occurs what may be called Collateral Symmetry
with respect to two or more sets of variables. Thus the func-

tion {h + c).c + {e + ci)y + {a + h)z is said to be symmetric with

respect to the sets ( r
j ; because, if we interchange any two

of X, y, z, and at the same time the corresponding two of a, h, c

as determined by the above array, the value of the function is

unaltered, i.e. the new value can be transformed into the old

without supposing a, h, c ; x, y, z to be connected by any rela-

tion whatever. In the same sense ax'^ + hy^ + cz^ + dyz + ezx

+fxy is symmetrical with respect to
(
a, 6, c

\d, e, f/
Although transformation of a function by the laws of Algebra

may bring it into a form in which the symmetry is not immedi-

ately obvious to the eye [e.g. (he + ca + ah)/{a + b+c) = a + {he

— oP)f{a + 6 -t- c)], it is obvious from the nature of the definitions

we have given that no such transformation can in reality either

confer or remove the quality of symmetry. Hence we have

the following important theorem, of which the identities (2)

and (3) above are examples :

—

The sum or product of any number of symmetric functions^ or

the quotient of two suchy is a symmetric function.

§ 101. Cyclic Symmetry.—Anotherkind of symmetry is often

to be observed in algebraic functions, which is connected with the

notion of the Cyclic Permutation of a given set of variables.

Consider three variables x, y, z, attending to the order in which

they are written. If we replace x by the connective one y, y
by z, and z, the last, by the initial one, x, we get y, z, x, which

we call a cyclic permutatiori of x, y, z. In like manner, we
derive z, x, y from y, z, x. We thus have x, y, z -, y, z, x ;

z, X, y which we call the cyclic permutations of x, y, z. No
more can be found, for the same process derives from z, x, y the

original arrangement x, y, z. Perhaps the simplest way to con-

ceive of cyclic permutations is to write the variaV)les in order at

equal intervals round the circumference of a circle. If there be

n of them, we get the cyclic permutations, evidently n in

number, by turning the circle successively through the 1/n^^,

2/n*^, . . . parts of four right angles. Thus in the case of

three variables we have

—
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When the tenuis of a function can he arranged in groups such

thcU each of these groups can be derived from any one of the others

by cyclic permutation of the variables, the function is said to have

cyclic symmetry.

The selected group from which the others are derived may-

be called the typical group ; and the function is obviously

determined when a typical group of its terms is given. The
typical group may, of course, consist of a single term only.

The following are examples of cyclically symmetric func-

tions :

—

Ex. 1. 2ijh + 2z'^x + 2x"y : typical group 2?/%.

Ex. 2. y'^/z + z^/x + x'^/y : typical group y'/z.

Ex. 3. 2x{y' + z^) + 2ij{z^ + x'^) + 2z{x^ + y^): typical group 2.t(?/2 + 22).

Ex. 4. x^{y -z) + y\z -x)-\- z^{x - y) : typical group x\y - z).

It will be readily seen, by considering Example 3, that a

function which has cyclic symmetry may also have absolute sym-

metry ; indeed, it is obvious that every absolutely symmetric

function must be also cyclically symmetric. But the converse

is not true, as will be seen at once by comparing Examples 1

and 3.

As in the case of absolutely symmetric functions, it is

customary and convenient to abbreviate by writing only the

typical group of a cyclically symmetric function preceded by a

symbol of summation, say 2."^ In cases such as Examples 1 and 2,

where confusion might arise between absolutely and cyclically

symmetric functions, a distinct symbol, say S, should be used.

Thus, while 82^^;^ means 'iy-z+'^z^x+'ixhj, 1.2y^z means

2yh + 21/^2 ^ 2z\c -I- 22x2 4- ^xhj + 2x-?/.2

It may be assumed, whenever the typical group consists of

more than one term, that cyclic symmetry is meant. Thus,

for example, when we write '2oy^{y - z) we mean x\y — z)-\-y^

* The n notation may also be iised to abbreviate a product whose

factors are derivahle from each other by cyclic permutations, e.g. 11(6 - c)

means [b - c){c - a){a - h).
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(z-x) + z^{x - y), and not o:~(y -z) + x\z -y) + y\z - o-) + y\x — z)

+ z\x -y) + z\y — x).

We may also Lave Collateral Cyclic Symmetry witli re-

spect to two or more sets of variables. For example,

(b — c)x + (c — a)y + (a — h)z is cyclically symmetrical with re-

(X II z\
]

; the typical group may be taken to be (b — c)x^
a, 6, cj

and we may write the function 2(6 — c)x.

EXERCISES XXIV.

1. "What are the degrees of the following in x, y, z separately, and
in X, y, z together :

—

(a) 3a; + 2x2y + 6a;V + ^; (/3) x^y -\- x^y'^z^ + xyz
;

(7) x\y + z) + y\z + x)+z\x + y)i.

2. "What is the degree of the lowest terms in the distributed pro-

duct of

(2 + 3ic + &y){xy + x^ + y^^x"^ -y^ + xhf),

and what is the degree of the function ?

3. What is the degree of

{\+x + y + a? + y''){l + {x-yf]{\+xy}i.

Is the function homogeneous ? is it symmetrical ? is it an even or an
odd function of :c ?

4. Find the terms of highest degree in (1 +x + y + x'^ + y^){\ +x-y)
{1+xij).

5. Find the terms of the second degree in the functions of examples
(3) and (4).

6. Find the terms of the second degree in {S + 2x-y + a^ + xy + y^)

{•2 + x-2y + xy){l +x + y + x~ + y^).

7. If {a + hx + cx'^)l{a' + b'x + c'x^) be an even function of x, and if

ac' - a'c #= 0, then must b = 0, h' = 0. What possibility is covered by
the excepted case where ac' -a'c= ?

8. Write down the most general function of x, y, z, u of the second
degree which is— (i) rational and integral

;
(ii) rational, integral, and

symmetrical
;

(iii) rational, integral, and homogeneous
;

(iv) rational,

integral, symmetric, and homogeneous.
9. Construct the most general symmetric integral function of x, y,

z of the second degree which is an even function of each of its three

variables.

10. Find the necessary and sufficient condition that (ax + by + cz)

{{b + c)x + {c + a)y + {a + b)z} be symmetric with respect to y and z.

11. Write down the general form of an integi-al function of x and y
which is of the first degree in x and also of the first degree iny {" lineo-

linear function "). What modification is necessary if the function is

to be symmetric ?

12. Give the general form of an integral function of x, y, u, v
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which shall be of the first degree in x and ?/ conjointly ; and also of

the first degree in u and r conjointly.

13. Write down the most general integral function of x and y
which is of the second degree with respect to each of these variables

taken singly. What modifications are necessary to render the function

symmetric ?

14. Write down the most general homogeneous symmetric function

of X, y, z of the fourth degree, which is an even function of x.

15. Write down a monotypic {i.e. containing terms of one type

only) symmetric integral function of x, y, z of the fourth degree, which
is neither even nor odd with respect to any one of tlie variables.

16. How many essentially distinct monotypic symmetric functions

of X, y, z, V. of the fourth degree are there which are 1st, even with

respect to each of the variables ; 2nd, odd ; 3rd, neither even nor odd ?

17. What are the peculiarities in the graph of a function of x cor-

responding to evenness and oddness respectively ?

18. Write in full the cyclically symmetric i'unctions Ix^Tjh, Hix^ - yz),

2(it"2 - yh), 2(a; + y-z). Are any of them absolutely symmetrical ?

Applications of the Principles of Form
Indeterminate Coefficients

§ 102. The laws of homogeneity and symmetry are of the

greatest use in checking and in abbreviating the work of

algebraic transformations. We can often see by means of them
that the presence or absence of a particular term in a result

indicates some error in the calculation which leads to it. For

example, we should immediately conclude that a calculation

which led to (x + y){dy^ + y-) = 'jC^ + o:-y + 2xy" + y^ must be wrong,

first, because the right-hand side is not homogeneous, and
secondly, because it is not symmetrical.

The notion of Algebrtiic Form, which embraces the two laws

just mentioned, leads us to the practical Method of Inde-

terminate Coefficients, which in conjunction with the laws of

degree, homogeneity, and symmetry is one of the most powerful

weapons of the analyst. For the present we shall confine our

explanation of it to the case of integral functions. It will now
be fully understood that an integral function is completely

known when we know the variable parts of each of its terms,

and also the values (as numbers or in terms of quantities

supposed given) of its coefficients. Since the coefficients are quite

inde'pendent of the variables^ it follows that when they are once deter-

mined in any way they are determined once for all. The deter-

niination of the form of the function, and the determination of its
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coefficients, may, in short, be treated as perfectly separate problems.

It may be repeated, for emphasis, that, when we are determining

an integral function in the present sense of the word " determine,"

we have nothing to do with the values numerical or other of its

variables
;

questions of that kind arise only when we make
some special use of the function, e.g. to represent the length of

a bar of iron whose temperature is given, the ordinate of a

curve corresponding to a given abscissa, or the like. The
variables in an integral function on the one hand, and the

values that may be given to them on the other, may with

advantage be compared to the pigeon holes of a desk and the

documents that may be put into them. The algebraist may
construct his function without reference to the arithmetical

uses which it will serve, just as the cabinetmaker may construct

the pigeon holes without thinking of the particular documents

that may come to fill them.

It is this process of separating the determination of the coefficients

from the determination of the form of a function to which the name

^^ method of indeterraincUe coefficients^^ is usually applied. The
name is not very descriptive, but it has the great advantage

of being well established. The actual determination of the

coefficients may be effected in various ways. One of the

commonest is to use conditional equations obtained by asserting

the existence of the identity (whose general existence has been

established by considerations of form) in special cases. The
whole matter will become clear from the following examples :

—

Ex. 1. Since (a + 6)^=(« + &) (a + &)(« + &) is a homogeneous, sym-
metric function of a and h of the third degree, being the product

of three functions, each of which is homogeneous, symmetric, and of

the first degree, it follows that

{a + hf=ka^ + ^a% + Bah'^^M)^ (6).

The form of the standard expression for (a + &)^ has thus been
determined.

It remains to determine the coefficients A and B. The equation

(6) being an identity as regards a and h, A and B must be such that

it is an identity whatever finite values we give to a and h. Let us

suppose in the first place that a= \, h — Q; then we must have
1^= Al^, that is to say, A = l. Next, suppose a = l, 6 = 1 ; then we get,

giving to A the value just determined, 2^=1 + B + B + 1, that is to

say, 2B = 6, whence B = 3. Hence {a + hf=a^ + ^a%-^^ah'^ + l^, in

agreement with two other previous calculations.

The beginner will do well to convince himself by actual trial that

the choice of the particular values of a and h actually has not, as by
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the general theory it ought not to have, any effect on the resniting

values of A and B. This he may do by putting, say, a= 2, b = \i
;

and then a= 5, 6= 6 ; and calculating A and B from the resulting

enuations. He will get the same values for A and B as before ; and
the kind of conviction that thus arises is just as necessary to one who
has read a piece of algebraic theory, as is courage to a soldier who has
studied the art of war.

Ex. 2. {a + b + cf is the product of three homogeneous, symmetric,

integral functions of a, b, c, each of the first degree ; it is therefore a

homogeneous symmetric integral function of a, b, c of the third degree.

Hence, the S's having reference to a, b, c, we have

{a + b + c)^= A2a3 + B^a-b + Qabc.

If we put f= 0, this identity becomes

from which we see by last example that A = l, B = 3.

Finally, putting a=l, /> = 1, c = l, in the original identity, and
remembering that 2a^ has three terms and 2)^-6 six, we get

33= 1. 3 + 3. 6 + C,

which gives C = 6, So that

{a + b + cf=^a^ + ZZa% + %abc.

Ex. 3. If we interchange any two of a, b, c in the function
¥:^{a+ b + c){-a + b + c){a-b + c){a + b -c), we merely change the

jiositions of two of the factors. F is, therefore, a symmetric function

of a, b, c ; and it is obviously homogeneous and of the fourth degree.

Hence we must have

Y=AI.a^ + B2a-"^6 + CSa^Js,

there being no other possible terms.

Again, if we change a into -a, F changes into

Y'={-a + b + c){a -\-b + c){-a-b + c){-a + b - c),

= {a + b + c)(-a + b + c){-{a + b-c)} {-(a-b + c)},

= {a + b + c){-a + b + c){a-b + c){a + 6 - c)= F.

Hence F is an even function of a, and can contain no such term as

Ba^ft. Therefore B = 0.

Hence F= ASa-' + CZa^&s,

Since a^can only arise from the partial product a.{-a).a.a= -a^,
we see at once that A = - 1

.

Finally, putting a — b = c — l in the identity last written, we get
3= - 3 + C. 3 ; whence C = 2 ; and we find

Ex. 4. It is required to investigate whether it is possible so to

determine the coefficients a, b, c that

(a- f i/){ax'^ + bxy + af) = J"' + y^.

"We are here in a diflerent position as regards the existence of the
identity ; we do not know d priori that it exists.

10
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Supposing, however, that it can exist, we see at once by comparing
the coefficients of v? and of y^ on both sides, that, if there be such an
identity, then must a = 1, c= l. Again, comparing the coefficients of

yp-y on both sides, we see that we must have a + & = ; so that
we must have &=-«=-!. If there be an identity of the kind
supposed, it must therefore be

which is, in fact, an identity, as may be readily verified.

EXERCISES XXV.

In the following set of exercises, when a function is set down
without further remark, it is required to distribute all the products
contained in it, and to arrange the resulting terms according to degree
and type.

When letters towards the end of the alphabet occur, they are to be
taken in the first instance as variables, and the coefficients, which are

functions of a, 6, c, etc., are also to be arranged in standard form.
S and IT in all cases have reference to three variables.

1. (a + &-c + c?){a + & + c-£Z).

2. (a + & - c - d)\}} + c-d- a){c + d- a- b){d + a-b-c).
3. {{b + c)x-bij-cz}{x + y + z}.

4. {x + y + z + ic)^ + {x + y - z - 7t)^ + {x - y + z - ^if + {x - y - z + uf.
5. Show that Za- - llnh= h^{b- c)-.

6. Find the sum of the coefficients in the expansion of [x + 3y)
{'ix + y){x + y)\

7. I f s„= arj*+ i/", show that si(SgS7 - Sg-) = Sjq^v ~ h^s-
8. ^{b - c)2=r - 22(6 - c){c - a). 9. 2(ct/ - bzf + {^axf='Zx'^^a'^.

10. {a + b + c){x + y + z) + {-a + b + c){-x+y-\-z) + {a-b + c){x-y
+ 2) + (a + 5 - c){x+ y-z).

11. (a2 - lc)%b -c) + (Z>2 - cafic -a) + (c^ - abf{a - &).

12. {a + b-c)^+{a-h + cf + 6a{a + b- c){a -b + c).

13. {{y + z)/{b-c) + {z + x)/{c-a) + {x + y)/{a-b)){{y-z)/a + {z-x)
/b + ix-7j)/c}.

14. {x + b + c){x^ + ax + b-c) + {x + c + a){x^ + bx + c-a) + (x + a + b)

(x'^ + cx + a - b).

15. (x + af{x^ + &2 _ c2) + (cc + &)2(a'2 + c^ - a^) + {x + cfix^ + a?- b^).

16. Show that {x^y + y'^z + z^x){xy^ + yz'^ + zx^) is a symmetric function
of x, y, z.

17. Show that 2z{x-yf + 2y{z-x)^ + {z + y){x-y){z-x) is sym-
metrical in X, y, z.

18. Show that {{y^ - zx){z^ - xy) - {x^ - yz)'^]lx is a symmetric func-

tion of X, y, z.

19. {'Za)^'Zbc. 20. ^{b + c-a){b-cf.
21. {b-c){x + b + c)^ + {c-a){x+ c + af + {a-b){x + a + b)'^ + {b- c)

(c - a){a - b).

22. ^a{2a~b-c)l{a-b){a-c) = 3. 23. ^{a? + bcf -{l^abf.
24. 'L{{i^-z^)l{y-z)]\ 25. {-Zxf -'Lx^= Zn{:y + z).
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26. 6c(&2 - c2) + m(c2 - a^) + abia"^ - F-) + ^aTl{h - c) = 0.

27. (6-c)(6 + c)3+(c-a)(cH-ay*-i-(a-6)(a + 6)3.

28. 1.x'Zx{x + y - z).

29. 2a(6 - c)2 + 2(6 - c)(62 - c^)=22a2(a2 - Jc)

;

= 22a3 - Qabc.

30. n(.r=-ys). 31. li {a^ + a{h-c)}.

Integral Functions of a Single Variable

§ 103. When there is only one variable, x, say, there is only

one term of any particular degree ; hence the general standard

form for an integral function of a single variable is

^oa;"+|)ja;" ^+ . . . +Pn-i^+Vm

where n is a positive integer denoting the degree of the function,

and Pq, Pj, . . ., 2^;i_], Pn 3.re the coefficients in the usual sense of

the word. The suffixes
q, j, ... ,j_j, ,i

affixed to the letters

are used partly to distinguish the coefficients from each other,

partly to indicate at a glance the term to which the coefficient

belongs ; thev must not be confounded Avith indices.

The theory of integral functions of a single variable has

been largely developed, partly on account of its simplicity

and partly because it serves as a foundation for the theory of

equations.

§ 104. As the distribution and arrangement according to

powers of the variable of the product of two integral functions

of X is an operation of frequent occurrence, it is worth while to

have a succinct and systematic arrangement for the necessary

calculations. This consists merely in arranging both multiplicand

and multiplier in the standard form, i.e. according to descending

(or ascending) powers of a', and placing the partial products corre-

sponding to each term of the multiplier in a separate horizontal

line in such a manner that the coefficients of the various powers

of X fall into vertical lines, so that they can be conveniently

added. The work may be abbreviated by leaving out the

powers of x until the end, and merely calculating with the

coefficients, a modification which is sometimes spoken of as the

method of detached coefficients. These points will be fully

understood from the following examples :

—

Ex. 1. Distribute and arrange the product (or' - 2.c- + 3.C - 1

)

(3x^ -2x- 3). The work may be arranged as follows :

—
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3a^ - 2ar - 3
ja

-2x'^+ ix^-Qx^ + 2x
- S:x^ + 6x^-9x + S

Sx^ - Sar* + lOar^ - 3x^ - Ix + 3 '

or, if we omit the powers of a;, their places being sufficiently kept by
the spaces after the coefficients, the whole calculation may be repre-

sented by
1-2+3-1
3-2-3
3-6+9-3
-2+4-6+2

-3+6-9+3
3-8 + 10-3-7 + 3

Since the highest power of a; iu the product is x^, we can be in

no doubt as to the placing of the powers of x. The product is

3a^ - Sa^" + lO.t-3 - 2>x- - Ix + 3.

Ex. 2. Distribute and arrange the product [n? - 2x + 1) (a?^ - a^ + 2).

The peculiarity here is that all the powers of a^ are not present in

each factor. If we are to use the method of detached coefficients, we
must keep places for the missing powers. This can be done by insert-

ing them with zero coefficients, thus : {:>? + Ox? - 2a; + 1) {p^ - a;- + Oa:+ 2).

The calculation then runs as follows :

—

H- - 2 +

1

1-1+0+2
1+0-2+1
-1+0+2-1

0+0+0+0
2 + 0-4 + 2

1-1-2+5-1-4+2
The product is x^ - x^ - 2ar^ + 5x^ - .//- - 4a' + 2,

In practice, the horizontal line of O's would be omitted, care being
taken to place the first coefficient of the next line in the fourth and
not in the third vertical column of the scheme.

Ex. 3. Distribute and arrange (aa;- + &a; + c)-. AVe may arrange the

calculation of the coefficients thus :

—

a + b + c

a-hb + c

a- + ab+ ac

+ ab+ b- + be

+ ac + be +c^

a- + 2ab + {P + 2«c) + 26c + c^
'

'

Result, aV + 2abx? + {b^ + 2ac)x- + 2bcx + c~.

The only special point here is the use of the bracket in the last line'

of the scheme to isolate the coefficient belonging to x^.

Ex. 4. (a;^ - 2a;-i/ 4 3a:^- - 2/^)(3a;2 - 2a-?/ - 3?/-). Here the coefficients,
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strictly speaking, ar6 4 1, - 2?/, + Sjr, - if, and 3, - 2y, - Sy-, but, since

the powers of// are in definite ])laces, we may omit them until the end
of the calculation is reached. The numerical work is the same as in

Example 1 ; and the result of the distribution is

If the coefficient of only one power of x in the distributed

product be required, as is often the case, we may proceed thus :

—

Ex. 6. Let the product be

(x-s - 5.^" + Aafi - 2x5 + 3^^.4 _ 4.^^ + 2.1-2 _ a- + 1

)

X (3a;'' - 5x<5 + 2x^ + Sx^ - x^ - Sx- - ix - 5)

;

and let it be required to calculate the coefficient of rt*^ in the product.

Omit all the terms above x'^ in both multiplicand and multiplier
;

reverse the order of the terms of the multiplier, writing its absolute

term under the term in a;"* of the multiplicand, and so on ; thus

Sx^-4x^ + 2x--x +1
-5 -Ax -3x-2-if3 + 3x^.

Multiply the pairs of terms that now stand in vertical columns ; and
the result is the term in x'*. In this case the coefficient is

3(-5) + (-4)(-4) + (2)(-3) + (-l)(-l) + 1.3=-l.

In practice Ave need only WTite the coefficients, and arrange the

calculations thus :
—

3- 4+2-1+1
- 5- 4-3-1+3
-15 + 16-6 + l+3=-l.

The methods appropriate to integral functions of x may be

extended to fractional functions which are merely reciprocals of

powers of x, i.e. Ijx, Ijx^, Ijx^. . . . The order of the terms

is then

. . . ax^ + hx'^ + cx + d + e/x +flx^ + g/x^ + . . .

Ex. 6. Distribute and arrange

(./2 + 2a; + 1 + 2/a; + l/a;=)(a; + 2 + l/x).

"Written in full the result of the distribution is

aj3 + 2a;2+ x + 2 + l/x

+ 2a;2 + 4a; + 2 + 4/x + 2/a-2

+ a; + 2 + l/a; + 2/a;2 + l/a;3,

= a^ + 4x2 + 6a; + 6 + 6/a; + 4/a;2+ l/a;3_

It is obvious that we might use detached coefficients, just as if the two

factors were integi-al functions.

§ 105. The Distribution of a Product of Binomial

Factors, each of which is a linear function of x is, for a variety
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of reasons, of peculiar interest. For simplicity, we shall in the

first place suppose tliat the coefficient of x in each factor is unity.

We have then to consider the product

(x -\- a^){x + a^) . . . (x + cin).

First take the special case of three factors

{x + a^)(x + a.^){x + ftg).

It is obvious from the principles already laid down in this

chapter that the distributed product when arranged will be of

the form

Ax^ + B:c2 + Cx + D,

where the coefficients A, B, C, D are independent of x, and

depend on a-^, a^, a^ alone.

It will be seen at once that we can get x^ in only one way,

viz. from the partial product xxxxx. Hence the coefficient of

x^ is simply 1

.

We can get terms in x^ in three ways, viz. : by taking x from

any two brackets and an a from the remaining bracket. The
partial products thus arising are a^xx, xa.-,x, and xxa^, i.e. a^aj^.

a
3'

a^x^ and a^x^. Hence the coefficient of x^ is a^ + a., +
say 2a J.

To get a term in x we must take «'s from two brackets and

an X from one. The corresponding partial products are a^a.^cc,

a^xa^, xa^a.^, i-e. a^a^x, a^a^x, ftg^s^- The coefficient of x is

therefore Sftjrtv,.

Finally, the absolute term is a^a^a^. We have, therefore

—

{x + a^{x + a.-^ix + ftg) = x^ + ^ci-^x'^ + ^a^a.2X + «j«2^35

where the 2's have reference to the a's alone.

This process for calculating one by one the coefficients of x is

obviously general. Eeturning to the general case, viz.

—

{x + a^(x + a.^ . . . {x + ay^j

let us calculate the coefficient of x''^ where r < n. In all the

partial products which yield x^ we must take x from r of the

brackets, and a's from the remaining n — r. Thus, for example,

one partial product of the kind required is a-^a.j . . . an_rXX . . .

(r x's) = aja2 . . . cin-i^^y ^^'^ "^^'g have to form all possible partial

products of the same type. Hence the coefficient of x*" is

simply the sum of all the products of a^, a.„ . . ., a^ that can

be formed by taking n — r of them in every possible way ; this'

we may denote as usual by Sa^a^ • • • ^w-r*
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Tlie absolute term of the distributed product is of course

rt^rt., . . . ((„ : and the highest term is a;". "We may there-

fore represent the general result at which we have arrived by
writing

{x + a^){x-\-a.,) . . . (x + a,i)

= x'^ + ^a^x"'~^ + ^a^at)X^^~^ + . . . \-'Za-^a^ . . . an_iX'''-\-. . .

+ «jrto . • . «,i (7).

By substitution we may derive from this theorem a great

variety of others. We may notice specially the case where we
replace ttp rto, • • •, «n ^7 — ^i?

- ^9> • • •? -^n- Since 2( - 6^)

= - ^h,, 1\ - h,){ - 6,) = 26,62' -( - ^i)(
- ^o)( - y = - 2616,63,

and so on, we have

(x - \){x - 62) ... (^ - 6„)

= x>^ - l"6,.v;»-
-

1 + 26,6^:0" - 2 - l^h^h.j)^:)^ " ^ + . . .

±6,6.3 • • • ^n (8).

where the sign of the last term is + or - according as n is even

or odd.

After what has been said, the apparently more general case

{X^x -{ a^{K^c + CL^ . . . (A,i:<; + «J,

where the coefficients of x are not all unity, presents no diffi-

culty. We have only to notice that along with every x there

now comes an A. Thus, for example, one of the partial pro-

ducts which yields x'''^~'^ instead of being «,«2^'*^~- as formerly is

now a^a^K^A.^ . . . Aj^x^'^^ the coefficient of which contains ?i,

ft's and A's altogether, viz. 2 of the former and ?i - 2 of the

latter.

Hence the generalised formula runs

—

(A,x + a,)(A2X + fto) • • . {Kvf'^ + ihi)

-7- -^Ci'iCt.'^Xio ... A-ff^X'
"*

-r .-ftjrt-, . . . rt;-Ay_j.j • . . A^x

+ «ia2 • • • "» ^^)'

We have said that (9) is apparently more general than (7)

;

it can, however, be readily derived from (7) by substituting o, Aj,

tto/Ao, . . ., ttfi/An for a,, a,* • • •> ^n respectively, in (7) and

multiplying both sides by A,A.^ . . . A^^ ; a fact which the

reader should verify.
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An important special case of (9) arises wlien we put :c= 1,

we thus get

(Aj + ttjXAg + f^ . . . i^i + an)

+ . . . +a^a^ . . . (In (10).

This so-called special case might itself he made to furnish

(7), (8), and (9) as special cases by substituting special values for

Ex. 1. Distribute and arrange (a; -l-l)(a3-l)(a; + 2).

Here 2ai= +1 - 1 + 2= +2
;

2aia2= { + l)(-l) + ( + l)( + 2) + (-l)( + 2),

= -l + 2-2=-l;
«i«2«3= ( + l)(-l)( + 2)=-2 ;

hence {x + 1){x-1){x + 2)= Q(?+2x^-x-1.

Ex. 2. {x+ h-c)[x + c-a){x + a-h).

2^1 = (5 - c) + (c - a) + (a - &) = ;

Sft^ag= (<^ - <^)(f* -h)-\-(h- c){a -h) + [h- c){c - a),

= 'L{-a? + a{h + c)-hc],
= -'Za^ + 2'Zah-^hc,
= - 2a- + 2a&,

a^a^a.^= (b- c){c - a)(a - 6) = -lrc + he" - c^a + cnr^ - a^i + al^.

Therefore {x + b-c){x + c-a){x + a-b),
= a;3 + ( - 2a2 + Sai).« + {bc^- - b-c + ca^ - c^a + ab"^ - a%).

Ex.3. {ax-]-b-c){J)x + c-a)[cx-ira-b).

Here AiA2A3= a&c,

2ajA2A3 = hc{h - c) + ca[c - a) + ab{a - b),

= b\ - bc" + c^a - ccv^ + a~b - ab'^
;

'La^a2A.i= a{c - a){a -b) + b{a - b){b -c) + c(b - c){c - a),

= -Za^ + Ha-ib + c)- 3abc
;

a^a^a^^ {b - c)[c - a){a - b),

= -b^c + bc^ - (?a + ca- - c^b + ab^.

Therefore {ax-\-b-c){bx-\-c-(i){cx + a-b)
= abcy? - {br - h^c + ca^ - c"a + ab^ - a%)x^

+ ( - 2a3 + 'Za-b - Zabc)x

+ {bc^ - b"c + ca^ - era + a6- - a^b).

§ 106. If in the identity (7) above we put a^ = etc, = rtg = . . .

= cin-, each = a, we get an important special case which we shall

now consider.

Each term of the coefficient ^a-^a^ . . . a^ now becomes

aa . . . a (r factors) = a^. The number of separate terms in the

sum ^a^a.2 . . . a,- is the number of different ways in which a

group of r letters can be selected from the n different letters
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a,, «.,» • • •, ffn ; til is number, which is evidently a perfectly

definite positive integer, known when both n and r(n<tr) are

given, we may denote by n^,. ; it is usually spoken of as the

number of r-combinations of n different things. The preceding

suffix denotes the whole number of things and the succeeding

suffix the number selected. Methods for calculating ^,C,. will be

given presently ; in the meantime we assume that it is known.

It is clear, therefore, that, when a^ = a,, — . . .=an = ci, 2a ^ag

... a,, becomes 7jC;.«^. Hence the identity (7) becomes, since

each factor on the left is now x + a, and there are n factors

—

+ .
.". +„Gn«« (11),

a result which is called the Binomial Theorem for a

positive integral index.

Owing to the part they play in the Binomial Theorem, the

positive integral numbers

1? ?i^i) 71^2' «^3' • • •' n^n K'-^)

are often spoken of as the Binomial Coefficients of the nth. order.

Two remarks are at once obvious from the definition above

given of „Cy. First, that n^n = 1 > ^.nd that nG^^ = n. Second,

that n^r = 71^11 -r- This appears from the fact that for every

selection of r things that we make from n we leave a selection

of n-r behind: there are therefore just as many different

selections oi n — r things as there are of r things. From this last

remark it follows that the first of the numbers (12) is equal to

the last ; the second to the last but one ; and so on.

If for a we put — a, +1, —1 successively, we get the

following special cases of the Binomial Theorem

—

(x-a)w = a:»^-„Ci.'>:'i-lrt + „C2a;"-2((2+ . . . +( _ i)r^^C,.r«-^a^

+ . . . +(-l)»a" (13);

(x+l)"=X-^^ + „Cia;«-l+,,C2X«-2+ . . .+nCrOf'-''

+ . . . + 1 (14) ;

+ (-l)'-„C^"-'-+ . . . +(-1)'^ (15).

§ 107. Addition Rule for Calculating the Binomial
Coefficients. From the identity (a: + 1)^+^ = (x + l)(x + 1)", we
have, by what has been established in last paragraph

—

* It is usual to replace the 1 by „Co (in itself a meaningless symbol),

and write the coefficients „Cq, r»Ci, nG^, • • • nC„.

/
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X

+ • • • + n+\^n+ \

+ nC,^^"'"

+ . . . + n^n\

T J^ -\- i)i\y^d, -f . . . ^ n^r — v'^ -r . . •

Hence, by the principle established in § 97, we must have

n+v^2 ^^ rr^i ~r 71^2 >

n+ v-^r — n^r - 1 + n^r >

r^ — f u. O 'n+i^n — n^n-i "T" n^n >

rt — O (16).

These equations are merely expressions of the following simple

rule :

—

The vth Binomial Coefficient of any order is the sum of the

(r — l)th and nth of the preceding order.

Since the coefficients of {x+ 1)^, i.e. a;+ 1, are 1, 1, it follows

by the rule that the coefficients of {x+ Vf are 1, 1 + 1, 1, that

is, 1, 2, 1. Hence, again, the coefficients of {x-\-Vf are 1,

1+2, 2 + 1, 1, that is, 1, 3, 3, 1. Proceeding in this way we
rapidly form the following table :

—

n
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in which each number is formed by adding together the number
immediately above and the number immediately above and to

the left. The table may be used as a memoria technica for

recovering the coefficients when they are wanted ; in using it

for this purpose one starts from the nearest line of coefficients

which one hai)pens to recollect,

Ex. 1. Expand {x - 3)^ iu powers of x.

(x - 3)8= a^ - 8x-'3 + 2%x^Z' - 56.r'33 + TOx-^S'' - h^x^Z^ + 1'ix^Z^ - 8x3' + S^

= a:8 - 24a;' + 252X-6 - 1512ar^ + SeZOx-^ - 13608x3 + 20412x2
-17496X + 6561.

As a test of the correctness of this result we may put x= l ; we
then find 256 = 256, as it should be.

Ex. 2. Find the term in the expansion of (2x - 3)" which contains x^.

The term is 7C3(2x)-'( - 3)3-35(2x)-*( - 3)=^= - 15120x'*.

Ex. 3. Find the coefficient of x^ in (1 +x2 + 3x^)(x - l)^.

(l+x2 + 3x4)(x-l)8= (l+x2 + 3x4)(l-x)8
= (1 + x^ + 3x^)(l-8x + 28x2 -56.x-=' + 70x4 -56X-5+ _ _)_

We now calculate the coefficient of x' iu this product, as suggested
in § 104, Ex. 5. The work is—

1+ 0+ 1+ 0+ 3

-56 + 70-56 + 28- 8

-56+ 0-56+ 0-24= -136.

Ex. 4. (x - y)\x + yf= {x- - iff,

= (x2)6 - 6{x'^f{i/) + 15(x2)4(2/2)2 - 20{x-f{y'^f + 15(x2)2(7/)^ - 6x2(?/2)5

= xi2 - 6x^Y + 1 Sa^Z/* - 20xV + 1 ^^hf - ^-^Y^ + V^"-

Ex.5. Expand (1 +x + x2 + x"^)^.

Since 1 +x + x^ + x2= (l +x) + x2(l + x) = (l + x)(l + x'-), we have
(1+X + X2 + X3)3={(1+X)(1+X2)}3,

= (1+X)3(1+X2)3,
= (1 + 3x + 3x2 + ^^)(i + 3^.2 + 3a^ + ^.6),

We now work out the coefficients for the distribution of this product,

thus

—

1+3+3+ 1

1+0 + 3+ 0+ 3+ 0+ 1

1+3+3+ 1

3+ 9+ 9+ 3

3+ 9+ 9+3
1+3 + 3 + 1

1+3 + 6 + 10 + 12 +12 + 10 + 6 + 3 + 1'
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Hence
(l+x + a;2 + a^)3

= 1 + 3x + 6x'2 + 10a;3 + 12x* + 12x-5 + lOx-^ + Gx^ + Sx^ + a^.

Ex. 6. Expand (1 - 2.r + Sx^ - 5a^ + 7a^ - 9a^f as far as a^.

The simplest process is direct multiplication, if we abbreviate by
means of detached coefficients and avoid useless work, as follows :

—

1-

1-
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or, iu words, the (r + 1)*** binomial coefficient of the v}^ order may
be calculated from the r"* of the same order by multiplying the latter

by n — T and dividing by t + 1.

The proof of this is not difficult, if we reflect that ,^0^ means
the number of ways in which we can select a group of r tilings

from n different things, no account being taken of the order of

the things in the group.

If we take any particular r-group of the n things, and form

(r+ l)-groups by adding to it in succession each of the remain-

ing 71 — r things, we shall construct n - r different groups of the

71 things, each group containing r + 1 things. If we repeat this

operation with every one of the ^^0^ groups of r things, we shall

construct n^r X (^* — *") groups of the 7i things, each group con-

taining ?• + 1 things.

In this way we shall get every possible group of r + I

things ; but each of these groups will occur more than once.

In fact, we can divide a group of r + 1 things into one thing

and a group of r things in r + 1 ways, viz. by selecting out in

turn each of the /• + 1 things. It follows that in the above con-

struction of the (r -t- l)-groups from the ?--groups each (r + l)-group

has been formed and counted r + 1 times. Hence the whole
number of different (r + l)-groups is ^C^ x {n - r) -^ (r -i- 1), which
establishes the equation (17)."^

By means of (17) we can find an Expression for ^C^ as a
Function of n and r.

In the first place, since the number of groups of n things

each consisting of one thing is simply n, we have ^C^ = n
= w/l.

Again, putting r=l in (17), we get ^^C2 = nCi x (n - 1) ^ 2

= n{n- 1)/1.2.

Putting r=2 in (17), we get ^^Cg = ^jCg x (n - 2) -^ 3

= w(w-l)(?i-2)/1.2.3.

Proceeding step by step in this way we get finally

—

n{n-l)(n-2) . . . (n - r + I)

''^'-^l7^. 3 r
(^^^'

which may be reduced to a verbal rule as follows :

—

* The reader shoiild verify the accuracy of the above general reason-
ing by setting down all the 2-combinations of the four letters u, b, c, d,

forming therefrom in the manner above described the 3-combinatious,
and thus satisfying himself that 40^ = ^02 x (4 - 2) -^ 3.
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To get the number of r-comhrnations of n tilings, lorite down as

denominator the product of the first r integers, and over these as

numerator write the product of r successive integers in descending

order beginning with n.

We can now write the Binomial Theorem in Newton's

Form, viz.

—

n , n(n - 1) „ .

{x + ay^ = x'^ + rjx>^-^a + \ ,

x^~V + . . .

n(n - l){n - 2) ^^_,

3 !

+ -^ ^,—

—

-x''^ V +

n/n — 1) . . . (n — r + I)
+ —^ V^-'-ft^ + . . .+a'^ (19),

r '

where 1 !, 2!, 3 !,...,?- ! are used to denote 1, 1.2,

1.2.3, . . .,1.2.3 . . . r respectively.

Ex. 1. To calculate the binomial coeflBicients of the 6th order :

—

gCi = 6; 6Co = 6-^2x5 = 15
;

6C3 = 15^3 x 4 = 20
;

604= 20^4x3 = 15; 605= 15^5x2 = 6; 6^6= 6-^6x1 = 1.

Ex. 2. To calculate 20C7 and 20^13-

We observe in the first place that, by § 106, 20^13 = 20^20-13 = 20^7 >

so that we have only to calculate 20C7. Now

_ 20. 19.18.17.16.15.14
20^'~

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7
'

= 19.17.16.15 = 77520.

§ 108. The following table of Standard Identities will be

fuund useful. Such of the results as have not already been

demonstrated above may be established by the student himself

as an exercise.

{x + a)(x + b) = o:^ + (ci + b)x + ab
;

{x + a)(x + b){x + c) = x^ + (a + b + c)x'^

+ {be + ca + ab)x + abc
;

and generally \\\-)

(x + a~^){x + a^ . . . {x + an) = x*^ + ^a-^x^~'^ + 'Za^a^^~'^ + . .

+ ^a^a^ . . . an_iX + a^a^ . . . an)
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{x ± yf = X- ± '2.xy + y~
;

(x ± yf = x^ ± Zxhj + Zxy- ± if ;

etc.
;

the numerical coefficients being taken from the following Uible

of binomial coefficients :

—

n

1
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(VII.)

(a + h + c + d)^ = a- + b'^ + c^ + cP + 2a6 + 2ac + ^ad

+ 2hc + 2bd + 2cd

;

and generally

(rtj^ + «., + . . . + rtj" = sum of squares of a^, cio, . . ., o

+ twice sum of all partial products two and two.

(^a + h + cf = a^ + ¥ + c3 + 362c + Sbc'^ + Sc^a + 3ca^- + 3a%^

+ 3a&2 + Qahc

= a^ + b^ + c^ + 3bc{b + c) + 3ca(c + a)

+ 3a6(« + b) + 6abc.

{a + b + c){a? + b^ + c'^-bc- ca - ah) = cv' + 6^ + c^ - Zabc. (IX.)

(6 _ c){c - aXa -b)= - a\b -c)- b\c - a) - c\a - b),

= rt(62 - c2) + 6(c2 - a2) + c(rt2 _ ^,2)^

= — bc{b — c) — ca{c — a) — ab(a — b),

= +bc^ — b^c + ca2 — c2ft + ab^ — a25.

(VIII.)

^(X.)

(b + c){c + «)(« + ^ = «^(^ + c) + b\c + a) + c2(a + 6) + 2a6c, ^
= k(6 + c) + ca(c + a) + rt6(a + 6) + 2a6c, HXI.)
= 6c2 + 62c + crt2 + chi + a62 + a% + 2a6c

J

(« + 6 + c)(a2 + 62 + (.2) = 6c(6 + c) + ca{c + a) + a6(a + 6)

+ a^ + 6^ + c^.

(d + 6 + c)(6c + ca + a6) = a^Q) + c) + b\c + a) + c\a + 6) \('XTTT '^

+ 3a6c. p '^

}(XII.)

(6 + c - a){c + a- b){a + b-c) = a\b + c) + b\c + a) \
+ c\a + 6) — a^ - 6"^ — c^ — 2a6c. j

(XIV.)

(a + 6 + c)( - a + 6 + c){a - 6 + c){a + b-c) = 2b\^ + 2c2a2 \,yv ^^

+ 2a262 - a* _ 54 _ ,4^
|l-^^-^

(6 - c) + (c - a) + (a - 6) = ;

a(6 - c) + 6(c - rt) + c(a - 6) = ; K^VI.)

(6 + c)(6 - c) + (c + rt)(c - «) + (a + 6)(a - 6) = 0.

EXERCISES XXVI.

The functions set down without further direction are to be simplified

by distributing and arranging according to powers of a;.

2. (2a^-3a;V+3a;i/-22/3)(a;2-2a;2/ + 2/^).

'

3. \x''l^.-x^ + \\^l1-x + \\

* Important in connection with Hero's formula for the area of a plane

triangle.
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4. (.1-3 + 4x + 1 )(i-3 - Ax + 4)(a;2 + 2a' + 1).

5. Find the coefficient of x^ in {^x^ + 3x^ - 2x* + 8x^ + 5) x {3u^

-^x*-3x^ + 7x + 2).

6. {a'^xr -ax -I ){x'^lar - x/a + 1).

7. Show that a* + {a^ + ab + h^f= {a- + h-) {a? + {a + hf]

.

8. (a- + 1 + 1 lx){x - 1 + l/.r)(a;2 - 1 + Ijx^).

9. (1 +aa:)(l - ax){\ +x/a){l - x/a).

10. {(6 + c-«)a'2 + (c + a-6).-B + (a + 6-c)} {x'^-x + 1}.

11. (a; + a)(a;2 + ax + a^){x - a){x^ -ax + a"^).

12. (a;2 + rta; + a-){x^ -ax + a'^){x^ - aV + «»).

13. K^ - 1 )^(a^^ + a;+ 1)2 + (x + l)'(a;2 - x+ 1 )3} {2a:« - 6a^ + 1}

.

14. Find the coefficient of a*^ in (1 -x + x^f. .

15. (a;2 + a;+l)=^ + (a;2-a- + l)-\

16. ( -'px^ + 5'a; + ry^ip^ - qx + r){j)x^ + qx- r).

17. {{a + ^.x-2 - aJa.-?/ + (« - hyif] {{a - h)x- + abxy + (a + h)\/}

.

18. (l+a;)2(l-a; + a;2-a.-3)2.

19. {l+x + x^ + x^f + il-x + x'^-'S^f.

20. Find the coefficient of x? in the product (x- l)(a;- 2)(a:- 3)

{x- i){x- 5).

21. Find the coefficient of x in {x + h + c- a){x + c + a-h)
{x + a + h- c).

22. Find the coefficient of x? and a-* in (1 - aa? + &a.--)3 + (1 + aa; - hx~)^.

23. Find the coefficient of x? in (u;2 + ax' + 6)3+(a;2 + aa:- 6)^

+ {x- - ax + hf + (a;2 - ax- - hf.

24. Find the coefficient of x"^ in (1 -ax+ bx'^f{\ - hx + ax'^f.

25. Show that x^ - i{x - 1)3 + 6(a3 - 2)^ - 4(a; - 3)^ + (a; - 4)3=0.

26. Show that a; + 21(a;- l)x(aj + l) + 14(aj-2)(a:- l)a;(a: + l)(a; + 2)

+ {x- Z){x - 2){x - l)a:(a:+ l)(a; + 2)(x+ 3) = a:''.

27. Show that {x?-y^+ 6xy{2y + x)}-- {7/ -a^+ 6xy{2x + y)}^=Zexy
(^ -l_ tAfx ?/) ,

28. If A{x!+ 1 )0k - 2) + B(a^ - 2)(a; - 3)= C(a: - 4) + 1 , find A, B, C.

29. Determine L, M, N so that 2a;- + 3x + 2= L(a;- l)(a;-2) + M
(a;-2)(a;-3) + N(a;-8)(a:-l).

30. Find I, m, n so that I{x - b){x - c) + m{x - c)(x - a) + n(x ~ a)

{x - h) =px'^ + qx + r.

31. Determine A, B, C, D so that a^2_ 5a.+ 7 =A + B(a;- 1) + C
(a;-l)2 + D(a?-l)3.

32. Determine numerical values for A, B, C, D so that 2x^-13x'^

+ 26a- - 4= A(a; - l)(a; - 2)(a.- - 5) + B(a; - l)(a; - 2) + C(a: - 1) + D.

33. Express 3a-^ - ix' + 6a; - 3 in the form a + 6(a: - 1 ) + c(a; - 1

)

(» + l) + G?(a;- l)(a: + l){a; + 3), where a, h, c, d are constants.

34. U J\z) = {z-^-\)l{z-\), and z= x- + x + Z, express f{z) as a

function of a- + l.

EXERCISES XXVII.

"Where no other indication is given, the functions set down are to

be expanded and arranged according to powers of a-.

1. {x + 2f. 2. Find tlie coefficient of a.-" in {l-xf.
3. Find the coefficient of x^ in (1 + 2a;)8+ (1 + 2xf.

1

1
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4. Find the coefficient of ic^ in (1 - x)^^.

6. {x-2y^ + {x + 2)^K 6. Find the coefficient of cc4 in (l-a;2)i5.

7. {Sx-2)%Sx + 2)\ 8. (x^-x + lf.

10. {l-xf{l+xf. 11. (x--l)\a^ + x'^+ lf.
12. Find tlie coefficient of x^^ in {x-lf{x^-x + lf{x + lf{x^ + x

13. (ic-l)4(x + l)8.

14. {X + 2/)2(a.'2 _ ^,y + ^2)2(^2 + a,y + ^^2)2(^ _ ,^)2.

15. Find the coefficient of x^ in (a; - l/xf.
16. Find the coefficient of x^ in (a^- 1/a;)^*'.

17. Find the coefficient of x'^ in (1 -a;)8(l +a; + 3a^^).

18. Find the coefficients of x^ and a;^ in (1 - a; + x^f - (1 + x - x^)^.

19. Determine p and (? so that the terms containing x and x^ may-
disappear from the distributed product of (1 +^aj + g'a?^ + a;^)(l+a;)'*.

20. Expand (1 - a^ + a;- - a;^ + x'^)^ as far as a^.

21. Find the coefficient of a?^ in (1 -x + x--x^)^.
22. Find the coefficient of a;^ in ll + 2x + Bx'^y.

23. {x-ynx + yy-{x + ynx-y)\
24. a; {1 + (1 - a:) + (1 - a-)"H (1 - xf + (1 - a;)^} = 1 - (1 - xf.
25. (a; + ?/)'- 2(a;2 + i/2)(.« + 2/)2-(a;2- 2/2)2; ^nd deduce {x^-y^

= •|2(«2 + ^2)2 _ (^2 _ ,^2)2| 2 _ j 6a;27/2(a;2 + 7/2)2.

26. a^ + b^={a + bf-5{a + b)Hb + 5{a + b)a-b'^. Deduce the corre-

sponding equivalents of a^ - b", (x - yf + {y- zf, {x - yf - {y - s)^

27. {x - y){x''-'^ + a^-hj + . . . +a'?/"-2 + i/»»-i).

28. {x + y){x"-'^ -x'"-hj+ . . . - xy"-^ + y"^-^) n odd.

29. {x + y){x'^-'^ - x'^-^y + . . . + xy^-^ - y'^-'^) n even.
30. (a^ - 2/)2(a:" + aj"-^?/ + . . . +a'?/"-^ + 2/")-

31. Show by means of the identity (1 + x)'^+^= {1 + x)"{l + xf that

32. Assign a vahie of n such that (1 + 1/1000)" > 100,000.
33. The excess of the product of any four consecutive odd integers

over 1 is always a multiple of 8.

34. Show that, if n be any integer, 7i^-7i+l is an odd integer.

35. If the sum of the squares of any three consecutive odd integers

be increased by 1, show that the resulting integer is always a multiple
of 12.

36. A number of six significant digits is multiplied by another of

five, give an estimate of the utmost eff"ect on the product by increasing

the last digit in each of the factors by 5.



CHAPTER XII

THE DIVISION TRANSFORMATION

§ 109. The quotient of one integral function of x (dividend) by

another (divisor) is a function of x which would be classified

under the scheme of § 9 as rational. By the mutual relation

of multiplication and division this function has the fundamental

property that if we multiply it by the divisor we reproduce the

dividend. Thus, for example, (xr+l)/{x+l\ or, as it is

a;^ + 1

variously written, (./j- + 1) -^ (^/j + 1), (x^ + 1) : (x+ 1), ——r' has

by definition the property

{{x-^+l)lix+l)}{x+l) = x^-+l.

There are two distinct cases to consider :

—

1. The quotient may be an integral function of x, or trans-

formable into an integral function of x. For example, since

{x - \){x + 1) = a;2 - 1, it follows that {x^ - 1)1 {x + 1) = .t - 1.

In this case the dividend is said to be exactly divisible hj

the divisor. In other words, an integral function, A, of x is said

to be exactly divisible by another integral function, D, of x when
there exists an integral function, Q, of x such that A = QD.

It will be observed that the algebraic notion of exact

divisil)ility depends entirely on the notion of algebraic form, and
has nothing whatever to do with arithmetical or absolute value

either of the variable or of the function itself. Forgetfulness of

this point is a frequent source of confusion and error.

Since the dividend is the product of the quotient and divisor,

if the quotient be integral, it follows by the law of degree, § 97,
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that the degree of the dividend is equal to the sum of the

degrees of the quotient and divisor. Hence

—

When the quotient of two integral functions of x is an integral

functio7i of X, its degree is the excess of the degree of the dividend

over the degree of the divisor. Thus, for example, the degree of

{x^-l)l{x-l) is 2-1 = 1.

, 2. It may he impossible to transform the quotient of two

integral functions of x into an integral function of x ; the quotient

is then said to be fractional, or, if emphasis is required, essentially

fractional.

Clearly this is the case ivhen the degree of the dividend is less

than the degree of the divisor. For, as we have seen, when the

division is exact, the degree of the quotient, which is positive

or zero, is the excess of the degree of the dividend over the

degree of the divisor ; in every case of exact divisibility the

degree of the dividend must therefore be not less than the

degree of the divisor.

The same may happen in other cases ; indeed, it is the excep-

tion and not the rule that the quotient is integral.

A quotient of two integral functions of x in which the degree

of the dividend is less than that of the divisor is called a Proper

Fraction ; a non-integral quotient of two integral functions of

X in which the degree of the dividend is not less than the degree

of the divisor is called an Improper Fraction.

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that an integral

function of x cannot he equal in the identical sense to an essentially

fractio7ial function of x ; for the definition of an essentially

fractional function is simply that it cannot be transformed into

an integral function.

Ex. To show that {j? + l)l{x + V) is essentially fractional.

Since x^ + l^x^x + l) -{x + l) + 2,

we have (x^ + l)l{x + 1 )= {x{x + 1) - (ic + 1) + 2j/(a.' + 1)

=a;-l + 2/(,r;-|-l).

If now {pi? + l)l{x + \) were integral, say =Aa: + B, then we should

have
(A.r + B)-(a^-l)= 2/(a; + l).

But 2/(x + l) is essentially fractional, since the degree in x of its

numerator is and of its denominator 1. We should therefore have
an integral function of x identically equal to an essentially fractional

function, which is impossible.

§ 110. The Division Transformation.—The example of last
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paragraph sboiild be carefully studied, as it illustrates much of

what follows. Among other things it gives a special case of the

following theorem :

—

A quotient of two integral functions of x, in which the degree

of the dividend is not less than the degree of the divisor, can always,

and. that in one way only, he transformed into the sum of an

integral function of x and a proper fraction icho)ic denominatoi' is

the divisor of the given quotient. The integral part of the trans-

formed function is called the Integral Quotient ; its degree is the

excess of the degree of the dividend, over the degree of the divisor.

The numerator of the fractional part of the transformed function is

called tlie Remainder of the given dividend with respect to the given

divisor. The degree of the remainder is therefore less than the degree

of the divisor.

Ex, For the quotient (.r- + l)/(;v4-l) the integral quotient is o:-l

and the remainder is 2, as appears by the work at the end of § 109.

This transformation may be called the Division Transforma-

tion. We shall establish the possibility of the transformation by

carefully discussing a particular case ; and finally, prove that it

can be made in one way only.

Consider the quotient Ag/D^, where

Aq = 8x^ + 8x^ - 20x4 + 40:^;3 _ 50^2 + 30a; - 10,

D^ = 2x* + Sx^ - 4i(;2 + 6x - 8,

the suffixes in A,,, D^, etc., being used partly for distinction,

partly to indicate the degrees of the integral functions which

these letters represent. Multiply the divisor D^ by such a

term as will make its highest term identical with the highest

term of the dividend ; in other words, by the quotient of the

highest term of the dividend by the highest term of the divisor

(that is, multiply D^ by 8x*y2x^ = 4:x'^), and subtract the result

from the dividend A... We have
o

A^ - 8x^ + 8x^ - 20x-^ + 40j;3 - 50.r- + 30x - 1

4x^D^ = 8x^ + 1 2x5 - 1 ex^ + 24x3 - 32x2

A^j - 4.x'^D^ ^ - 4x^ - 4x-^ + 1 6x^ - 1 8x- + 3Ux - To

= A^ say

;

therefore A^ = 4x-D^ + A. (1).

Repeat the same process with the residue A^ in place of Ag,

and we have
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A5 = - 4a;5 _ 4oA + iQr^z - ISx^ + 30a; - 10

- 2xD, = - 4a;5 - G.r^ + 8x^ - 1 2a;- + 1 6a;

- 10

(2).

A5 + 2ajD4-
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degrees of the residues A^, A^, A.^ diminish at each operation by

unity only ; but the student will easily see that the diminution

might happen to be more rapid ; and, in particular, that the

degree of the first residue whose degree falls under that of the

divisor might happen to l)e less than the degree of the divisor

by more tlian unity. But none of these possibilities will affect

the proof in any way, and the process is obviously applicable in

any case whatever where the degree of the dividend is not less

than that of the divisor.

The work may be arranged as follows :

—

8x6 + Sx^- 20x^ + 40^3 - 50:/;- + 30a; - 1

8x« + 12x5 - 16a;-t + 24a;3 - 32a;2

•2x^ + 3x^-ix^+6x-8

4x- - 2a; + 1

- 4x5- 4x4+ 16x=^-18x2+30x-10
- 4x5 _ Qy.4: + 8x^-1 2x2 ^ 1 6j.

2x4+ 8x3- 6x2+14x-10
2x4+ 3a^_ 4^2+ 6x- 8

5x3- 2x:^+ 8x- 2

Or, observing that the term — 10 is not wanted till the last

operation, and therefore need not be taken down from the upper

line until that stage is reached, and observing further that the

method of detached coefficients is clearly applicable here just as

in multiplication, we may arrange the whole thus :—
8+ 8-20 + 40-50 + 30-10
8+12- 16 + 24-32

2 + 3 - 4 + G - 8

4-2+1
- 4- 4 + 16-18 + 30
- 4- 6+ 8-12 + 16

2+ 8- 6+14-10
2+ 3- 4+ 6- 8

5- 2+ 8- 2

Therefore

—

Integral quotient = 4x2 _ 2x + 1
;

Remainder = 5x^ — 2x2 ^ 8x — 2.

The process may be verbally described as follows :

—

Arran/je both dividend and divisor according to descending poivers

of X, filling in missing powers with zero coefficients. Firul the quotient

of the highest term of the dividend by the highest term of the divisor;

the result is the highest term of the " integral quotient.
^^

Multiply the divisor by the teinn thus obtained^ ami subtract the

result from the dividend, taking down only one term to the right
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beyond those affected hy the subtraction ; the result thus obtained will

be less in degree than the dividend by one at least. Divide the

highest term of this result by the highest of the divisor ; the result is

the second term of the " integral quotient."

Multiply the divisor by the neio term just obtained, and subtract,

etc., as before.

The process continues until the result after the last subtraction is

less in degree than the divisor ; this last result is the remainder as

above defined.

§ 111. We shall now show that the division transformation is

unique ; in other words, that the integral quotient and remainder

for a given quotient as above defined are perfectly definite

functions.* If possible, let the quotient A/D be transformable

in two ways into the sum of an integral function and a proper

fraction whose denominator is D ; then we should have

A/D = Q + E/D and A/D = Q' + R'/D, where Q, Q', R, R' are all

integral functions of x, and the degrees of R and R' are each

less than the degree of D. Hence, we must have Q + R/D
= Q' + R'/D. From this last identity we should have Q — Q'

= (R' — R)/D. Now, Q and Q' being both integral functions oix,

Q — Q' is an integral function of x ; also R' — R is an integral

function of x, whose degree is not higher than the degree either

of R or of R' (whichever is the higher). Hence the degree of

R' — R is less than the degree of D ; and (R' - R)/D is essentially

fractional. But an integral function cannot be identically equal

to an essentially fractional function. "We are therefore driven

to the conclusion that Q — Q' = 0, and R' — R = —that is, Q = Q'

and R = R' ; in other words, the two transformations which we
supposed to be different must be the same.

It must be carefully noticed that all that lias been said

supposes that a certain operand x has been chosen as variable.

If the dividend and divisor are functions of more than one

variable, there will, in general, be a different integral quotient

and corresponding remainder with respect to each of the variables

(see Ex. 3, § 112 below).

* It is one of the commonest of logical errors to assume that, because a

particular process has led to a certain result, therefore no other result is

possible. Thus it does not follow from the first part of § 109 that every

method of transforming Ag/D4 into the sura of an integral function and a

proper fraction whose denominator is D^, will lead to the same integral

function and the same proper fraction.
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§ 112. It is now easy to give the necessary and sufficient

criterion that any given integral function of a:, say A, be exactly

divisible by any other given integral function of x, say D.

In the first place, if the degree of A in a; be less than the

degree of D in x, then, us already shown, A cannot be exactly

divisible by D, unless, of course, A be identically zero, i.e.

unless every coefficient of A, including the absolute term,

vanish.

If the degree of A be not less than the degree of D, we can,

always, by the division transformation put A/D into the form

Q + R/D, where Q is integral and the degree of R is less than

that of D. Hence we must have

A/D - Q = R/D.

Hence, if A/D be integral, A/D - Q must be integral, and

R/D must be integral. Now, the degree of R being less than

that of D, R/D cannot be integral, unless R = 0. Conversely, it

is obvious that, if R = 0, then A/D — Q is integral, and therefore

A/D is integral.

Therefore the necessanj and sufficient condition that any integral

function of x he exactly divisible by another, is that the remainder of

the former icith respect to the latter shall vanish identically.

Cor. Since there are n coefficients in a function of the

{n — l)th degree, it follows that, ni general, n conditions must he

satisfied in order that any given integral function of x may he

exactly divisible by a given integral function of x of the nth

degree.

Ex. 1. Transform the quotient

^_abx^ + {a- + b^)x* + (62 + 2ab)x^ + {b^ + 2ab)x^ + (a^ + h-)x + ah
r ^

bx~ + ax + b

The calculation may be arranged as follows :

—

ah + (a2 + h-) + (62 + 2ab) + (^2 + 2ab) + {a- + b") + ah
ab + a? + ab

62 +(62+ ab)^{b^ + 2ab)

b ' + a6 + 62

6^ + 2a6 + (a2 + 62)

b^ + ab+ 62

ab+ a- +ab
ab+ a^ +nb

The remainder vanishes identically ; and we have

Y=a^-\- bx^ + bx + a.

b + a + b

a+b+b+a
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Ex. 2. Find the remainder wlien {x'^ + 5x + 2)^ is divided by
x'^ + 2x + 3.

Denoting x" + 2x + S for the moment by D, we have a;2 + 5x' + 2

= x'^ + 2x + S + 3x-l = 'D + 3x-l.
H6nc6

{x^ + 5x + 2f= (D + 3x-lf=I)^ + SI>\3x-l) + ST){3x-l)'^ + (Bx-l)^
Therefore

{x^ + 5x+ 2fl'D = D^ + 3'D{3x-l) + 3{3x-l)'^ + {3x-l)^/'D.

The proper fractional part of {x^ + 5x+ 2)7D is therefore the same
as the proper fractional part of {3x- 1)VD ; hence the remainder when
{3x-l)'-^, i.e. 27x^-27x'^ + 9x-l, is divided by D is the same as the

remainder when (x"^ + 5x + 2f is divided by D. The calculation for

the former remainder is

27-27+ 9

27 + 54+ 81

-81- 72-1

1 + 2 + 3

27-81

81-162-243
90 + 242.

The remainder required is therefore 90a? + 242.

It will be a good arithmetical exercise for the beginner to verify

this result by calculating out the distribution of {x'^ + 5x + 2)^ and
then dividing by a;^ + 2aj + 3, using detached coefficients throughout.

Ex. 3. Transform the quotient

{a^ +py?y + qxy^ + 2y^)/{x'^ + 3xy + y-),

1st, taking x as variable, 2nd, taking y as variable, and in each case

determine numerical values for p and q, so that the quotient may be

integral.

If we take x as variable, the calculation runs

1+P+ q + 2

1 + 3+ 1

1 + 3 + 1

l + ip-^)
{p-3)+ {q-l) + 2

{p-3) + 3{p-3) + (p-3)

{q-3p+8)+{5-p).

Hence

s^+px^y + qxy'- + 2y^_^,._o\,,, {q - 3p + 8)xt/ + {5 - p)y^

x' + 3xy + y''
-a;+l^ 6)y+

x^ + Sxy + tf

If we take y as variable, we arrange both dividend and divisor

according to descending powers of y. The calculation then runs

2+q+ p+1
2 + 6+ 2

1 + 3 + 1

2 + {q-6)
(q-Q) + {p-2) + l

(g-6) + 3(g-6) + (g>-6)

{p-3q + 16) + {7-q).
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Therefore

In order that the quotient may be intef^ral the remainder must
vanish identically. Taking the fust transformation, this gives

g'-3^ + 8 = 0, 5-^= ; from these we gct^;=5, q = 'l ; so that

If we take tlie seeond transformation, the conditions for the

evanescence of the remainder are j9- 8(7 + 16 = 0, 7-q = 0, which give

p = 5 and q = 7, as before. In so far, therefore, as finding the condi-

tion for the integrality of tlie quotient is concerned, it is indifferent

in the present case wdiether we take x or y as variable. The reader
ought to be able to convince himself a priori that this must
be so,

Ex. 4. Transform O^zi^^ +_3(a; -a)3+J^ â)2 - 3(0. - a) - 2
^

{x - ay + {x-a)^-{x-a)-l

Put ^ for a; - a ; and we have ($•* + Sf + 12 _ 3^ _ 2)/(^3 + 12 _ t _ 1 ).

If we take ^ as variable, the calculation for the transformation of
this tiuotient is

1+3+1-3
1+1-1-1

1+1-1-1
1 + 2

2+2-2-2
2+2-2-2

+ + 0'

Hence (4^ + 3^3+ «_3C-2)/(^3 + t2_t_i) = ^ + 2

Replacing $ by a,* - a, we get

{x - af + Z{x - af + {x- af - S{x -a) -2
{x - of + {x -df-{x-a]-\

=x-a + 2.

EXERCISES XXVIII.

A quotient set down without further direction is to be transformed
into an integral function, or into the sum of an integral function and
a proper fraction.

1. (3x'4-4a;3 + 2a;2-3)/(.>.'-3).

2. {o^-x^-x + l)/{x'- + x + l). S. o^/{x^-x + l).

4. {2x^ + 3x^ - 12a^ + 15a;2 - Ux + 3)/(2x2 - 3a; + 1).

6. (x^ + 6a;2 + 3a; + 2)/(a; - 1 )2.

6. {c(^-2x^ + 2x^-x^-x^ + x^-\-3x-i)l{x'^-2x+l).
7. (1 5.^ + 1 ex^ + Sx^-9x^- 7a'2 + 19a; - 42)/(5a;2 + 2a; - 7).

8. (a;7 + a;^ + a;+l)/(a.'3 + a;2 + a; + l).

9. (2a,'6 - 7ic5 + 1 8ar» - 33ar^ + 32a;2 - 36.c + 16)/(2a;3 _ ^2 + 3^. _ 2).

10. (a,-0-3ar« + 3.c2-l)/(a;2-l)(a;- 1).

11

.

Express (ar* + a:3 + 2a'2 + 3x + 4)/(.c-2 + a; + 1 ) + (a;* - a-^ + 2a:2 - 3a; +4

)
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l{x^-x + l) as the sum of an integral function and a proper fractional

function of x.

12. {x^ + i2(^ + ^x'^ + l)/{x^+^x + 2).

13. {x^ + x^+l)/{x^ + 2x'^ + ^x + 6).

14. {x^^ + x^ + l)l{x^ + x-^ + l).

15. {{x-ay^ + {x-af + l}/{{x-af + {x-a)^ + l}.

16. Find the remainder Avhen tC*- Si/x^ + 2i/^X"- Sy'^x + 7/^ is divided

by cc + 2y, first when x is regarded as the variable, second Avhen y is

regarded as the variable.

17. Find the remainders for {a^ -Bx!^y + 5x^y"-5x^y^ + Sxy'^ - y^)/

[x^ - Bxy + 2/^) when x and y respectively are regarded as the variable.

18. (a;8 - 3025^2 + 8820:c - 5796)/{x - l){x - 2){x - S){x - 4).

19. {aP-4:x'^-x + 12)(a:3 -6x + 4)/(a^2 _ 5^ + q)^

20. (ce^ + &.»2 + 6ic + 1 )/(cc- + aa; + 3).

21. {y^z + yz^ + z^x + zx^ + xy^ + x^y + Bxyz)]{x + 2/), the variable

being x.

22. {x^ + cc^i/ - jc^s; + y'^z - yz^ + xyz)J{x^ + ys).

23. |(a; + 2/ + 2)'+ (a;-2/ + 2)^}/(a; + 2;).

24. {pcc^ - (/? - 5')^:;^ - (9' - ^)^ - >*} /( /O'*'^ + qx + r).

25. {(a^ + a&)x-5 + (a^ + ^2)^ + (2^2 + 3a& - 62)a;3 + (2«2 _ «ft + ^2)^2

+ (a2 + 2«& - &2)a; + {a? - ab)\ /{ax^ + bx + a).

26. Ip^x^-q^sc:^ + {Sps-2q7')x^ + {qs-r^)x^ + rsx + 2s^\ /( ;;a;^ 4- qx^ + raj + s).

27. Determine jj and g' so that 3a;^ + 2ic^ - bx^ +px + q may be exactly

divisible by x^ -x + \.

28. Find 2) and q so that a:'* + 5a;^ + 6a;2 +^x + g may be exactly

divisible by cc^ + 2a; + 1.

29. Find the necessary and sufficient condition or conditions that

:x? + ax^ +^ + x'^ + hx-{-l may be exactly divisible by x'^-x + \.

30. Determine a and h so that {o^ + ax'^ + h)l{Bx^ + Zx-\) may be

integral.

31. What conditions must p and q satisfy in order that x^+px + q
may divide a;^ + a;^ + 2x + 2 exactly ?

32. Determine a and c so that {x^-\-2x^ + cx-\-l)l{x'^ + ax + \) may
be an integral function of x.

33. Determine \ so that (a;-l)2(2a: + X)2- (a;-l)2(a; + X)2 may be

exactly divisible by x^ - 4x^ + 5x-2 ; and write down the quotient.

34. Determine p and q so that a''* + 4a^ + 3a;2+^a; + 9' and a^ + 3a;2

+ 2aj + 1 may have the same remainder when divided by a;2 + 2a; + l.

Binomial Divisor—Kemainder Theorem

§ 113. The case of a binomial divisor of the first degree is of

special importance. Let the divisor be x — a, and the dividend

Then, if we employ the method of detached coefl&cients, the

calculation runs as follows :

—
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Po + Vi + P2 + + Pn-i+2hi 1 -a

Po

{Po'^+Pi)+P2
(j^o« + Pi)-(yo«+;>i)«

iPi)^l+Pl^+P2)+P3

iVo''^ + Ih"-" + P2'^ + Pa)

The integral quotient is, therefore

—

V"~^ + (Pa^ + Pi)^'"'^ + (Po^^ +Pia.+p^)x>^-^ + . . .

The law offormation of the coefficients is evidently as folloios:—
The first is the first coefficient of the dividend ;

The second is ohtaiyied hy midtiplying its jjredecessor by a and
adding the second coefficient of the dividend ;

The third by multiplying the second just obtained by a and adding

the third coefficient of the dividend ; and so on.

It is also obvious that the remainder, ivhich in the piresent case is

of zero degree in x {that is, does not contain x), is obtained from the

last coefficient of the integral quotient by multiphjing that coefficient

hy a and adding the last coefficient of the dividend.

The operations in any numerical instance may be conveniently

arranged as follows :
*

—

Ex. 1. (2ar*-3a;2 + 6A;-4)-^(aj-2).

2+0-3+ 6" 4

+ 4 + 8 + 10 + 32

2 + 4 + 5 + 16 + 28

Integral quotient= 2a;^ + 4a^ + 5a; +16
;

Remainder =28.

The figures in the first line are the coefficients of the dividend.
The first coefficient in the second line is 0,

The first coefficient in the third line results from the addition of the
two above it.

The second figure in the second line is obtained by multiplying the
first coefficient in the third line by 2.

* The student should observe that this arrangement of the calculation

of the remainder is virtually a handy method for calculating the value of

an integral function of x for any particular value of x, for 28 is 2 x 2'*

-3x2^ + 6x2-4, that is to say, the value of 2ar* - Sx^ + 6a; - 4 when
x= 2. This method is often used, and always saves arithmetic when
some of the coefficients are negative and others positive.
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The second figure in the tliird line by adding the two over it.

And so on.

Ex. 2. If the divisor be x + 2, we have only to observe that this is

the same as a; - (
- 2) ; and we see that the proper result will be obtained

by operating throughout as before, using - 2 for our multiplier instead

of +2.
{2x^-dx'^ + 6x-4:)^{x + 2) = {2x'^-3x'^ + 6x-A)^{x-{-2)).

2+0-3+ 6-4
0-4 + 8-10 + 8

2-4 + 5- 4 + 4.

Integral quotient= 2a3^ - 4x^+ 5a:; - 4
j

Remainder = 4.

Ex. 3.

The following example will show the student how to bring the case

of any binomial divisor of the first degree under the case of x-a :
—

3x:^-2x^ + Sx^-2x + S _ Sx^-2x^ + Sa^-2x+ 3

3x + 2
~

3(a; + |)

_ 1 f Sx'^ - 2ix^ + Sx'^ - 2a; + 3\

Transforming now the quotient inside the bracket { } , we have

3-2+ 3-2+3
0—94- J. — 3_4._l- 1 04

3 — 4. 4- X7- — A2. I 185

Integral quotient= Sa^ - Ax^ +^x - ^.
Remainder = V/-.

Whence
Sx^-22^ + 3x'^-2x + S _,f^^_, ,^,,,,,^ ,, , -V/

3cy + 2
i|3a;3-4a;2 +Va;-V +^_y^ I

18 5.

X ~ -itX" -\—s-X — Try + .

^ ^ "^ 3./J + 2.

Hence, for the division originally proposed, we have

—

Integral quotient= x^- ^x"^ + ^-x - ff ;

Remainder = -\^°-.

The process employed in Examples 2 ,and 3 above is clearly

applicable in general, and the student should study it attentively

as an instance of the use of a little transformation in bringing

cases apparently distinct under a common treatment.

§ 114. Reverting to the general result of last section, we see

that the remainder, when written out in full, is

^oa«+^ja«-l + . . .+pn-i(f-+2hi-

Comparing this with the dividend

PqX^ -\- p-^x''-'^ + . . . +Pn-iX+Pn,

we have the following Remainder Theorem :

—
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When an integralfunction ofx is divided hij x — a, (he remainder

is obtained by substituting a for x in the dividend. In other words,

the remainder is the same function of a as the dividend is of x.

§ 115. Partly on account of the great importance of the

Remainder Theorem, and partly as an exercise in general

algebraic reasoning, we shall give an independent proof of the

theorem in a slightly generalised form.

The remairuier, ichen any integral function of x is divided by

ax + b, is the same function of — b/a * as the dividend is of x.

Let us, for shortness, denote the dividend jy^x'^ + j^'yC^^'^

4- ... +Pn-i x+Pn by /(a;): /(c) will then, naturally, denote

the result of substituting c for x in/(x), i.e. fie) will denote

j3oC"+^lC"-l+ ... +Pn-iC+Pn-
Let x{x) denote the integral quotient, and E, the remainder

when f{x) is divided by ax + b. Then x{^) is an integral func-

tion of X (of degree n - 1), and R is a constant (that is, is inde-

pendent of x) ; and we have

f(x)l{ax -\-b) = x(^) + 1^/(«^ + ^))

whence on multiplication by ax -1- 6 we get the identity

f{x) = {ax + b)x{x) + R.

Since this holds for all values of x, we get, putting x= - bja

throughout

—

/(-6/a) = (-6-f%(-6/a)-fR,

where R remains the same as before, since it does not depend

upon a-, and is therefore not affected by giving any particular

value to X.

Since \{ - bja) is finite if - bJa be finite, ( - 6 -f 6)x(
— bja)

= X x( - ^/<*) = ; and we get finally

/(-6/a)=R,

which, if we remember the meaning of /( — 6/«), proves the

Remainder Theorem for the general binomial divisor ax -f- b.

Example 3 of § 11 3 above is in part a special case of this

theorem.

Ex. 1. Determine I and m so that x^ -Zy? + ba? + lx +m shall be

exactly divisible by a^ - 5ic + 6.

x'^-hx + Q = {x-2){x-Z). Now .r-3 is not exactly divisible by
a- - 2 (since the remainder corresponding to this division, viz. 2 - 3 + 0).

* i.e. of the value of x, for which ax + b vanishes.
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Hence it is necessary and sufficient in order that any integral function

may be exactly divisible by (a? - 2)(aj- 3) that it be exactly divisible

by a? - 2 and by a; - 3.

The remainders, when x^ - 3a^ + 5x^ + lx + 7n is divided by a:; - 2 and
by a? - 3, are

2^-3.23 + 5.22 + ^.2 + w= 2? +m + 12,

and 3^-3. 3=^ + 5. 32 + Z.3 +m= 3^ +m + 45

respectively. Hence the necessary and sufficient conditions are 21

+m + 12 = 0, 3^ + 7n + 45 = 0. Solving these as a pair of equations to

determine I and tn, we get the unique solution 1= - 33, «i= 54.

Ex. 2. Show by means of the remainder theorem that

I =a^(& - c) + b\c -a) + c\a -b)^-{b- c){c - a){a - b){a + b + c).

First consider I as an integral function of the variable a. The
remainder, when I is divided by a-b, is found by replacing « by &

throughout I: the result is b^{b- c) + b^{c-b) + c^{b-b), which
obviously vanishes. Hence I is exactly divisible by a - &.

In precisely the same way, I may be shown to be exactly divisible

by b-c, and hj c-a.
Hence, since no one of the three b-c, c-a, a-b is divisible by

any other, I must be exactly divisible by (b - c){c - a){a - b) ; and,

since I is of the fourth degree in each of the variables a, b, c, and
{b - c){c - a){a - b) of the third, the quotient must be of the first degree

in a, b, c ; and obviously also homogeneous.
We have, therefore, the identity

—

a^b -c) + b\c -a) + (?{a -b) = {b- c){c - a){a - b){la + m& + iic),

where I, in, n are numerical constants.

If we compare the terms in a%, bh and c^a on the two sides of this

identity, we see at once, by picking out the corresponding partial

products on the right, that lz=m= n=: -1 : and thus the required

result is established.

Ex. 3. Show that when any integral function f(x) is divided by
(x - a){x - b) the remainder is

[ {/(&) -/(«)} X + Ma) - af{b)] ]/(& - a).

Since the divisor is of the second degree in x, the remainder will be

of the first degree in x; and therefore of the form Ax + B, where

A and B are constants. We may put Aa; + B=A(a:;-a) + rtA +

B

= A(aj - a) + C, where A and C are constants which we have to determine.

We see, therefore, that there must be an identity of the form

f{x) = x{x){^ - «)(»' - ^) +H^ -a) + C,

which must hold for the particular values x= a and x= b. Since x(«)
and x(^) are both finite, we must therefore have

/(«) = C, and/(&) = A(6-a) + C.

Whence C =f{a), and A = {/"(ft) -f{a)] /{b - a).

The remainder is, therefore

—

b- a I j\ I b-a
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EXERCISES XXIX.

1. What is the remainder when Iv? - 2x!* + 3x^ - Ix^ + 5a: - 8 is

divided by a:: + 2 ?

2. Find the integral quotient and remainder when 3ar*-3x'^ + l is

divided by a; + 4.

3. Show that .r'* - 34.r2 + 225 is exactly divisible by x^. 25.

4. Find the remainder for {ia^ - Qx^ + 6a;- - 1 )/(2a; - 1 ).

6. Simplify {x^ + 2.r'- + x- ^){2a? + 1x- + 8a; + 4)/(a; - 1 )(a; + 2.

)

6. Determine X so that 2a:"* - Zu? + Xaj^ - 9x + 1 may be exactly

divisible by ar- 3.

7. For what values of I and m are a;" + (^+ l)a: + (»H-2) and x^

+ {l + \'2)x - 2?n each exactly divisible by a: - 1 ?

8. Determine X and ix so that 3a:^ + Xa:''' + ytuc + 42 may be exactlv

divisible by {x - 2){x - 3).

9. Determine a and h so that x!^ - ay? + hn? + 6a: + 9 may be exactly

divisible by a:-- 1.

10. Simplify (a:" - 2a: + l)/(a: - 1).

11. Divide II(?/ + 2) + xyc by Za:.

12. Show that {2(?/ + cf -3n(^+ 3)}/{Sa:3_ s^.^^} =2.
13. Simplify i^a? - Z'Zhcd)lY.a.

abed

14. Simplify [{{pa + b)x + {pb + c)}^ + {ac-b'){x-p)-]/{ap'^ + 2bp + c\.

15. Show that {{2y -z-x)^-{2z-x - y)^} /{y - z) is symmetrical in

X, y, z.

16. Express a:^ + a:'^ + l as an integral function of a; -2.
17. Show that {x - 1)^=A + B(a; - 2) H- C(a: - 2)(a: - 3) + D(a: - 2)(a: - 3)

{x- 4), provided A, B, C, D have certain numerical values.

18. If Qi = a:- - 3a: + 4 and Q2= x~ - ix + 5, transform x^ into the form
Aa: + B + (Ca: + D)Qi + (Ea; + F)QiQ2, where A, B, C, D, E, F are con-

stants.

19. Transform 3a:'* + 4a::^ + a; + 1 into the form a + b{x + \) + cix"^ - 1)

+ d{x + l)-(x-l)-l-<:(a:-fl )-{x - 1 )
(a; - 2 ) ; and also into the form ao + a^

(a;- l) + a2(a: - l)- + a3(a:- l)^+ a4(a:- !)•*, where a, b, . . . , aQ,a-^, a^,

. . . are constants.

20. Express x" as an integral function of a;- 1 ; and (a;- + 5a:-f-2)^ as

an integral function of y=x-2 and ;:= a:- + 2a: + 3, which shall be

linear in y.

21. Find an integral function of a- of the third degree which shall

vanish when a:=l and x= - 2, and have the value 30 when a: = 3.

22. If A, B, Q, R be integral functions of a:, and A= BQ + R, show
that A is or is not exactly divisible by Q according as R is or is not
exactly divisible by Q.

23. If /(a:) denote an integral function of a-, and /(a) the result of

replacing a: by a in /(a*), show by means of the well-known identity

a:"-a"= (a;-a)(a:"-^-f a;'*-^a-f- , . . -frt"-^), that /(a:) -/(a) is always
exactly divisible by a; - a : and deduce the remainder theorem.

24. Show that l/(l-f a,0 = l -a:-f a:^-^-^- . . . -f ( - a:)" -f ( - a-)'"'"^

(14- a-); and hence show that 1/1*00368 = 1 - -00363= -99632 approxi-

mately, the error being less than '000014.

13



CHAPTER XIII

RESOLUTION OF INTEGRAL FUNCTIONS INTO FACTORS

§ 116. In the wider sense of the word factor any two functions

whose product is a given function may be said to be factors of that

function, e.g. (x^ + 1)1{x - 1) and x— \ are factors of a;^ + 1, since

their product \% x^+\. The factorisation of a function in this

sense is an absolutely indeterminate and meaningless problem."^

Thus, for example, ic^ + 1 in this sense may be factorised into

P and (a:2+ 1)/P, where P is any function whatever.

In the present chapter the problem we discuss is the follow-

ing :

—

Given an integral function of any stated variables, to find

two (or it may he as many as possible) integral functions of these

variables, such that their product is the given function.

For example, x^ -\=(x-\ ){x^ -\-x+l), a;^ — ^ = (cc 4- ^){x - |)

x^ - ay^ = (x + Jay){x — Jay) are factorisations in the sense

defined, provided the variables be x in- the two first cases, and

X and y only in the third. The integrality, be it observed, has

reference to the variables ouly.

On the other hand, x^ - ai/ = (x + J(i.y){x - Jay) is not a

factorisation in our present sense if a be regarded as the variable

or as one of the variables. Again, x'^ -\- xy + y^ = [x + y + J{xy)

}

{x + 1/ - J(xy)] and x^ - l/x^ = (x + l/x)(x - l/x), although true

identities, are not factorisations in the strict sense—the first

because the factors are not rational functions of x and y, the

second because neither the given function nor the factors are

integral.

The problem of factorising an integral function in general is difl&cult

:

* A fact that seems to be occasionally forgotten by examiners and text-

book writers.
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(1), because we cannot in general tell beforehand whether there be
any factors at all, or what are their degiCLS if they do exist. Thus,
for example, a;- +?/- + ] * has no factors ; ar^-y^ + x- y has the factors

x-y and x^ + xy + y^+l only; while x^-a^-Sx + d has the three

linear factors x-1, x+ \/S, x - \/3. (2), because the coelHcients of

the factors, when they do exist, may be complicated functions of the

coefficients of the given function ; they will, in fact, in general not be

expressible by means of a finite number of the operations + , - , x

,

-^
, \/ at all. For example, axr^ + bx* + ca^ + dx^ + ex +f is undoubtedly

resolvable into factors wliich are linear functions of x ; but the co-

efficients of those factors cannot, except in special cases, be expressed

in terms of a, b, c, d, e, f by means of a finite number of the operations

+ >
-

> ^ > -^f \J' We make these remarks, which must be taken on
trust, lest the beginner should suppose that his failure to factorise a

given function by elementary processes necessarily arises from his want
of skill. It may be so, but it may also happen that the problem is

not soluble by elementary means, or that it is insoluble.

Nevertheless, factorisation can be accomplished easily in many
cases by tentative elementary processes ; and, in the case of the

quadratic integral function of a,*, the problem can be solved generally

by such processes.

In as much as factorisation is one of the most powerful

methods for abbreviating algebraic work, a certain amount of

skill in it is indispensable even to a beginner, and must be

acquired by practice. We now proceed to classify the artifices

used, and to furnish numerous examples and exercises.

Use of Standard Identities

§ 117. The use of Standard Identities in factorisation has

already been pointed out in § 50. The reader has now at his

disposal the extended table of § 108.

Ex.1. (a; + l)4 + (a;2-l)2 + (a;-l)-'.

This may be Amtten (.r + l)'* + (.7- + l)%r- l)2 + (a'- 1)-*. Hence,
putting x + 1 for a; and x-\ for y in § 108, vi. we get

{x + \f + {^x'-\f^-{x-\f={{x + \f + {x^V){x-\) + {x-\f}
x{(a; + l)2-(x + l)(ar-l) + (x--in,

= (3a;2 + l)(a;2 + 3)^

Ex. 2. Y= b\^-h^c^^c^a'^-c\L^^a%^-aH^.
If we put a^, V^^ (p- in place of a, i, c in § 108, x. we get

= (6 - c){b + c){c - a){c + a){a - b){a + b).

Ex. 3. a^-1 and a^ + 1.

* See A. vii. § 12.
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If we put 2/= l and n = 5 in § 108, iv. we get

a^-l = {x-l){x^ + a? + x^ + x+l) ;

0:^ + 1 ={x + 1)(k* -a^ + x^-x+1).

Ex.4. F=xyz-yz-zx-xy + x + y + z-l.

- F = 1 - 2a; + Hyz - xyz
^{l-x){l-y){l-z),hj% 108,1.

Hence r= - {l-x){l-2j){l-z) = {x-l){y-l){z-l).

EXERCISES XXX.

Resolve each of the following into as many factors as you can :

—

1. a'^-P-c^ + d- + 2{bc-ad). 2. {x-l)'^-9ix + l)\

3. {ax + byf-{bx-ayf. 4. {x'^+ x + lf-{x'^-x-lf.
5. (l-«i/)2-(a;-2/)2. 6. x"^ - 2px + {p^ - q-).

7. {x+lf + 2p{x+l)-r{p'^-q'').

8. (x^ + 2xy + 1/2) - 4(a;2 _ 2xy + if).

9. ar*-8aj2^16. 10. (2x + 1)2-3(cb- 2)2.

11. (2a;-l)2-(2a;-l)(2a;-4) + (a;-2)2.

12. x^ + (« - h)x - ah.

13. (a; + l)2+2(cc2-l) + (a;-l)2. 14. x^-{a-l)x^ -ah.

15. (x + 2/ + l)2-2(aj-t/-l)2. 16. x^'^ + {a + h)x'^ + ah.

17. (a;-2/)^-(a + 6)(a3-?/) + a&.

18. (a;?/ + cib){xy - ab) - a\xy - b^) - b\xy - a^).

19. ^{xy-abf-{x'^ + y'^-a^-b^f.
20. {2x-\-y-lf + ^2x + y). 21. 2l3? -2lx'^ + 9x-\.
22. a^ - ^x^y"^ + Qx^y^ - ixh/ + )/.

23. aj6 - (a2 + ^2 + c2)a^ + (6V + c^aS + ^262)^^2 _ ^2j2g2,

24. 8»^ + 4(a - 6 + c)x'^ + 2(-bc + ca- ab)x - abc.

25. a^-y^. 26. a;''-?/^.

27. x^ + if. 28. a^ + 9a;2 + 81.

29. :k^ + 2/^ - 2;^ + Sxyz. 30. 3a;^ - .t^ -a^-\.
31. Show that {(z - x)^ - (a; - 1/)^} /{y + z- 2x) is a symmetric function

of a;, 2/, 2.

Factorisation by Grouping Terms

§ 118. If the terms of an integral function can be associated

into groups, each of which has the factor P, then, by the law of

distribution, P is a factor in the function.

Ex. 1. a.'4-2ar5 + 2a--l

= (a;4-l)-(2a^-2a^),
= (aj2-l)(a;2 + l)-2a:(a;2-l),

= {x^-l){x'^+l-2x),
^{x + l){x-\){x-l)\
= {x + l){x-\f.
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Ex. 2. {x + yf + {y-zT'-{z-^Lf-{n + xf
= {{X + yf - (M + xf] + {{y-z)^-{z- uf] ,

= {{x + y)-{u + x)\ {{x + y)-^{u + x)}

+ {{ll-z)-{z-u)}{{y-z) + {z^u)],
= (y- u)(2x + y + u) + {y + u- 2z){y - u),

= {y-u){{2x-^y + u) + {y + u-2z)},
= {y- u){2x + 2y + 2w - 2z).

Ex. 3. F=l3^ + {{m-n)-l{a + b)]x^+ {Iab-{m-n){a + b)}x
+ {m - n)ah.

Since the function is homogeneous and of the first degree in
I, VI, n, it is clear tliat I, in, n can only occur in one of the factora.

If, therefore, \ve arrange the function in the form /P + wiQ + nR, the
three integral functions P, Q, R will have as a common factor the
product of all the factors (if there be any) which do not contain
I, m, n. We have

Y= lx{x'^-{a + h)x + ah] +{m-n){x'^-{a + h)x-[-ah],

= {lx + m-n) [x^ - (a + h)x + ah]

,

= (ix+m- n){x - a){x - b).

EXERCISES XXXI.

Factorise the following as far as you can :

—

1. .f2-122.r+121. 2. 5x'^-{7 + 15a)x + 2la.
3. S{x^-y'^)-5{x-y)\ 4. x^ - 6xy + 6yz - z\
5. o:^-x'^-x + l. 6. x^ + dx'^-x-3.
7. x^ + xhj + xif + 7f. 8. x'3-3:c2 + 9a^-27.
9. x^-xY-xY + y^- 10. 2a:3_i5a,2 + 2a;-15.

11. x^-ax'^+jKC-a]}. 12. {x-l){x-2f-{x-l)^.
13. {x + 2)'^ + {x'^+Sx + 2) + {x^--4). 14. 1 + ax - x"^ - ax^.

15. x^+px'^+px+p-l. 16. .f3-2x-2 + 25aj-50.
17. x'V + 3.i-3?/2 - dxhf - xy*.

18. o^ + a^y-a?y'^-x'^y^ + xy^ + if.

19. {x + z){y-u)-{x + ^L){y-z). 20. u? - if + y{Zx^ - 2xy - y"^).

21. a^ + 3x'3 + 2a'2 + x + l. 22. a^-l-4(a;-l).
23. a{b + cf-b{c + af-{a~h)(?. 24. x^ + x^ + ijr -\)x+p^ -I.
25. a^-irpx'^ + :i(^+px'^ + x+2y.
26. (a;-3)(a; + l)3 + (x--3)(x- + 2)3.

27. (^+ m)x^ + (3Z + 2m - n)x'^ + (2^ - wi - Zn)x - 2{m + n).

28. .r(a; - l)(a; - 2) + A{x - \){x - 2){x -3)-{x- 2){x - 3){x - 4).

29. Ipx^ + {lp + h] + mp)x^ + {l + m){p + q)x'^ + {mp + mq + lq)x + mq.
30. {x + y + zf + {x- y -zf - {^x + y + uf - {x -

y - uf.

Factorisation of ax^-^hx-\-c, when h~ - 'iac is a Positive

Perfect Square

§ 119. We now proceed to consider in detail the factorisa-

tion of a quadratic function of x, say ax- + bx + c, when a, b, c are



b +
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where a = 1 as follows:
—

"We have ax^ -{-hx + c = (a~x^ + ahx + ac)ja

= {(oic)- + h{ax) + ac]/a. We may consider (ax)^ + b{ax) + ac as a

new quadratic function in which the variable is ax = z, say.

We have then nierelv to factorise z^ + bz + ac. li z^ + bz + ac

= {z + X){z + /x), then ax^ + hx + c = (ax + A)(«x + />(.)/«.

Ex. 1. 15x-2-37.r-52= y^3{(15A-)--37(15.r)-15x52}=-rV(15a: + a)

(15x - /3), where a and /3 are positive integers and a </3 (see Ex. 4, § 120).

We liave to find a and /3 so that a - jS= - 37, a/3= 3 x 2^ x 5 x 13. It

is easily found that of the various ways of decomposing 3x2-x5xl3
into two factors the only one that gives a - ^— - 37 is (3 x 5)(2- x 13).

Hence = 15, j3 = 52. Hence

Ytx^ - ZTx - 52 = TV(^5a; + 15)(15.>; - 52),

= (x- + l)(15a;-52).

The decomposition obtained should in all cases be verified by distri-

bution, which can generally be done mentally.

In many cases the factorisation can be obtained without

passing back to the case where a = 1 , by comparing the given

quadratic with

(ax + P){yx + 6) = ayx2 + (a8 + /5y)a; + ^S.

Ex.2. 6a'--19,/- + 15 = (aa; + i3)(7a; + 5). Here a7=+6, /S5=+15.
We may take a and y both positive ; and it is obvious that, when
a and /3 are determined, 7 and 5 are known. We might, apart from
the correctness of the middle term, have any one of the 32 factorisa-

tions {x±\){Qx + Vo), (.>- + 3)(6.7; + 5), (a' + 5)(6x' + 3), {x±\6){%x±l)
;

(2x± 1)(3.T:; + 15), etc. A glance at the middle coeflBcient, - 19, at once
excludes a large number of these, and we find after a few trials

—

ex-^ - 19.r + 15= (2x - 3)(3jc - 5).

Success in this kind of work is a matter of readiness at

mental arithmetic ; those who are not gifted in this way may
fall back on the general process of § 130, which meets all cases.

If the factorisation is not immediately obvious, it is advisable

before wasting time on a possibly impossible problem, to settle

whether the factors really have commensurable coefficients, i.e.

to see whether the discriminant of the quadratic is or is not a

positive perfect square.

Ex.3. Has the quadratic function 3x'--31a; + 9 commensurable
factors ?

A =(-31)- -4x3x9 = 853, which is not a perfect square. Hence
the function cannot be resolved into factors having commensurable
coefficients.
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EXERCISES XXXII.

If the student finds it impossible to factorise any of the following
by inspection he should apply the general method of § 130 :

—

1. X- + 8X + 12. 2. aj2 + 24cc + 143. 3. x^-Ux+18.
4. a:!2-28x + 19o. 5. ic- + 5x-14. 6. x'^-5x-50.
7. a;2_ 71a; _ 2900. 8. x'^ + 78x-S663. 9. ic2_7a._8.

10. 0^ + 90^ + 8. 11. x^+ x + i. 12. x^-^\x + ^^.
13. (x-2 + 6a; + 4)2-16. 14. x*- 10x^+ 9. 15. l-2a-x^ + 2ax.

16. 8x^ + 6xy + y-. 17. 3^-7x- + Ux-8. 18. 2a:2 + x-3.
19. Qx^+ 16xij+10y-. 20. lOa^ + x-O. 21. 7a;2+ 44a;-35.
22. 20x2 -a; -30. 23. 6x2 + 15x + 9. 24. 6.^2 + 59^ + 105.

Digression on Imaginary and Complex Quantity

§ 122. Before proceeding to the factorisation of a quadratic

function in general, it is necessary to discuss briefly a funda-

mental point in the theory of Algebra which now arises for the

first time. The special quadratic function x^ + c can, as has

already been seen, be factorised by means of the identity

x^ — X" = {x — A)(x + A.), provided always that c be a negative

quantity, say c= — d, where d is an absolute arithmetic quantity.

All we have to do is to determine X so that X- = d. This can

be done accurately if d be the square of a commensurable number
(integral or fractional), and to any required degree of approxi-

mation if d is not the square of a commensurable number. In

short, we may Avrite x'^ + c=x^ — {— c)^{x— ^{ — c))(a; + ij{ — c)),

so long as c is a negative quantity.

If, however, c be a positive quantity, we can no doubt write

x^ + c = x" — { — c) ; but the fundamental difficulty arises that

we can no longer find a real quantity A such that X^= — c.

That this is so will be obvious when we reflect that the square

of any quantity in the algebraic series of real quantity

- CO , . . ., - 1, . . ., 0, . . ., + 1, . . ., + cc

is positive.

One way of meeting this difficulty would be simply to note

and declare that the factorisation of x^ + c by means of real

operands is impossible when c is a positive quantity.

§ 123. There is, however, another course open to us.

Although the laws of Algebra were derived from arithmetic, and

we began by limiting the operands of Algebra to be arithmetical

numbers, we have already passed beyond that limitation by

introducing essentially negative quantity, the unit of which may
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be taken to be - 1. Tlie laws of Algebra have been constructed

so that they are consistent with one another when the operands

are either positive or negative quantities, the assemblage of

which we have been in the habit of calling algebraic quantity.

Nothing hinders us from considering whether we might not still

further enlarge the boundaries of Algebra by defining yet

another kind of quantity having a new unit. The only point to

be seen to is that any new kind of quantity must be such that

we can operate with it together with the old kind of quantity

by means of the laws and definitions of Algebra without landing

ourselves in logical contradiction—in brief, without speaking or

writing nonsense.

§ 124. Our immediate want is an algebraic quantity whose

square shall be negative. Let us take the simplest case, and

define a quantity i by the equation i^= — 1. We call i the

Imaginary Unit ; and the understanding regarding it is that it

is to be an algebraic operand ; in other words, it is to be obedient

to all the laws of Algebra. Whether it can be introduced with-

out turning Algebra into nonsense will be seen by, and only by,

operating with it and examining the consequences.

Meantime it is obvious that ^ cannot be any real algebraic

quantity, because it has a property (viz. that its square is

negative) possessed by no such quantity.

§ 125. The introduction of the imaginary unit is sufficient

for our present purpose, viz. it enables us to find a quantity

whose square shall be equal to any given negative quantity

- d, say, where d is any absolute numerical quantity ; for we
can write -d = {-~l)d= +i~{ Jd)- = (i Jd)'^, from which it

appears that i Jd has for its square - d.

§ 126. It should also be noted that the integral powers of i

are alternately real and non-real, or, as we shall say, imaginary,
viz.ti_= i • t2 = - 1 ; -i^ = f2 X -i = (

- 1 )^ = —i-^i'^z=i^xi= —ixi
= -i'= -(-1)= + I ; i^ = i'^xi = i,i^ = - 1, i" = - 1, etc. . . .

§ 127. If we are to operate with i just as with an ordinary

algebraic quantity, we may take all possible positive or negative

multiples of it, e.g. + 2i, + It, + |^, ( - l)i, (
- 1)1, ( - |)i. . . .

We thus arrive at a complete series of Purely Imaginary
Quantity, which we may symbolise by

- coi, . . ., (- l)i, . . ., 0/, . . .,(+!>',. . ., + 00 i :

or, asserting the properties of 1 and 0, as heretofore

—

— 00 i, . . .,
—•?',.

. .,0, . . ., +2, . . ., + cc i.
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It will be observed that this new series of quantity has no

quantity in common with the real series of algebraic quantity

except 0.

Any purely imaginary quantity may therefore be represented

by yi, where y is some real quantity positive or negative ; and
we see that, if x and y be both real and finite both ways, then

x = yi is an impossible equation ; such an equation is possible

when and only when x = and ^ = 0.

§ 128. If we are to treat purely imaginary alongside of

purely real quantity, we shall arrive by addition at quantities

of the form x + yi, which consist of two parts, viz. a purely real

part or multiple (positive or negative) of the real unit 1, and a

purely imaginary part or multiple (positive or negative) of the

imaginary unit i. Such mixed quantities are called Complex
Numbers or Complex Quantities.

It follows readily from § 127 that two complex quantities

cannot be identically equal unless their real parts and their

purely imaginary parts are separately equal. For, if a; + i/i = ^
+ ^^ (^} Vi ^5 1 being by hypothesis all real), we have x — ^ = rji

— yi = (7j — y^i. Now, since x — ^ and if
— y are real, this equation

can only subsist if £c — ^ = and rj — y = ; that is, we must have

x = ^ and y = ->].

§ 129. Into the further consideration of complex quantity we
do not at present enter.* All that it is necessary for the

beginner to do is to familiarise himself with operations involving

the imaginary unit, and to gain by practice the conviction that

its introduction into Algebra leads to no logical inconsequence.

In particular, he should note in the following examples and

exercises particular cases of the general theorem, to be fully

established later in his course, that every series of algebraic

operations with complex operands leads to a complex quantity

as a result, and requires no new kind of unit for its expression.

It may be repeated for emphasis that tJie sources of all

inferences regarding i are: 1st, its fundamental pro'perty i^= — 1
;

2nd, that it oheys all the laws of algebraic operation as previ-

ously established.

Ex. 1. (_3 + 2t)( + 5 + 20 = (-3)( + 5)+(-3)( + 2i) + ( + 2i;)( + 5)

+ ( + 20( + 20= -15-6i + 10i + 4z2= -15+(-6 + 10)i + 4(-l)= -15
+ 4i-4= -19 + 4i.

* See A. Chap. XII.
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Ex. 2. (7-ii)(7 + iz) = 72-(*i)2= 49-(ift2=49-i(-l) = 49 + i
= 197/4.

Ex. 3. (3 + 2t)/(2 + 30 = (3 + 2 0(2 - 30/(2 + 30(2 - 30 = {6 + (4 - 9)i

-6/2} /(22-3n-)= {6-5i-6(-l)}/{22-32(-l)}=(12-50/(4 + 9)

Ex.
^4.

' (2 + / (1+0 - (1 +t) / (2 -0 = (2+ (2-0 / (1 + (2-0
-{l+i){l + i)l{l+i){2-i)={{i-i^-)-{l + 2i + iy(/{2 + i-r'} = >{A + l)

- (1 + 2^ - 1)} / J2 + i+l} =(5 - 20 /(3 + = (5 - 20(3-0/(3 + 0(3-0
= (15 - llt + 2|-2)/(.32-t2) = (l5 - lU'- 2)/(32+ 1) = U - -\li.

Ex. 5. Verify that 5 + 7/ is one of the values of the square root of

-24 + 70/.

This amounts to proving that the square of 5 + 7/ is - 24 + 70t.

Xow (5 + 7/)-= 5- + 2x5x(70 + (70"= 25 + 70/ + 7-/^= 25 + 70/ + 49

(-l) = 25-49 + 70/= -24 + 70/.

EXERCISES XXXIII.

Reduce the following to the form x + yi, where x and ?/ are real

;

any letters used, unless otherwise defined, denote real quantities :

—

1. (6-80(3 + 50. 2. (l + /)3. 3. (2-3/)2(3 + 20.

4. (1-0(2 + 0(3 + 0- 5- {I + if -{I -if 6. {a + bi){c - cli).

7. {a-rbi){c + di){e + fi). 8. (1 + v'3/)'* + (l - V30^
9. (l + 2t + 3/2 + 4/3)2. 10. {l + i + i^- + i^f.

11. (l + mi + ni^){n + li + mi?){m + ni+ lir).

12. Find the real part of ZxSx^, where x= {\ + i) -a{\-i),y= \+ i,

2 = (l+0 + a(l-0.
13. \{a + bi) + {b-ai)]^+{{a-M) + {b + ai)}^

14. {{p + q) + {p-q)i}^+{(j} + q)-{p-q)i}^.
15. {a + bi)/{c + di). 16. {S + i){2 + i)l{3-2i).
17. (2 + 3i)/(l - - (2 - 30/(1 + 0-
18. (3 - 20/(5 + - (3 + 2/)/(5 - 0-

19. (2 + 0/(4 -30 + (2 -0/(4 + 30.
20. (1 + 0(2 - 30(4 - 0/(1 - ^)(3 - 0-
21. (1 - 0(2 - 0(3 - 0/(1 - 30(3 + 50.
22. {(1 + 0- + (1 - if}l{2 + i + v'f.

23. (3 + 40/(2 - - (1 + 30/(3 - 20 + (1 - 0/^4 - 7/).

24. (6 + 40/(4 + + (4 + 0/(6 + 4/) + (3 - 2/)7(2 - 3/)^.

25. {(2 - 3/)/(l + 0} ^ X {(2 - 0/(3 - i)\ 2.

26. {l+i^JSf/{l-i^^f.
27. (a"* - i/) ! 1 /{x + yi) + l/{x- yi)} .

28. Show that ^^i= ± (1 + 0/V2, \/-i=±{l- i)l\/2.

29. x//= +[\/{i(l ± V^)} +tV{4(l + Vi)}].
30. Find real values of x and y to satisfy the equation

(2 - i)x+ (3 - 2i)y + 5 - 1= (1 + 3/)a; + (5 - i)y - 3 + 7 /.

31. Constnict an integral equation whose roots are 3 + / and 3 - /.

32. Construct an integral equation whose roots are 'v/3 + /, \/3 - i,

-\JZ + i, -v3-/.
33. Construct an integral equation whose roots are \-r\j2 + i,

1 - V2 + ^, 1 + V2 - i, 1 - \J2 - i.
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34. Construct an integral equation whose roots are 1 + \/3t,

1-^U, \JZ^i, \J^-i, -\J2> + i, -\/^-i.

Factorisation of ax^ \-hx-\-c in General

§ 130. Let us now consider the general problem of the

factorisation of the quadratic function ax^ -{-hx + c. We suppose

a 4= 0, and for convenience denote the discriminant of the

function, viz. 6- - 4ac, by A. We have

f & c\
ax^ + hx + c — a \ x^ + - x + -n

There are three distinct cases to be considered.

First, Let A be positive. Then A =
(
^A)^, where ^A is a

real quantity ; and we have

"{.+'-^J^lf,t'-±V?) (1).

The factors are real, and will be also rational if A be the

square of a commensurable number.

Second, Let A = 0. Then

ax^ + hx + c = a\x-\- — I =a{x-{- —\ {x + — V (2)

;

\ 2ai I 2aj I 2a

J

that is to say, the factors are identical ; and the function is the

square of a linear integral function of a, viz. it is the square of

Ja{x + h/2a).

Third, Let A be negative. Then we may write A =
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(_!)(_ A) = i^{ J - A)2, where i is the imaginary unit. Hence

\ 2a J I 2rt J
(3),

where ^ - A is a real quantity, since A itself is negative.

The factors in this case are imaginary and unequal.

We have thus shown how to factorise aoy^ + bx + c in every

possible case ; and we can draw the following important

conclusions :

—

The factors are real if the discriminant is positive.

The function is a perfect square as regards x if the discriminant

vanishes.

The factors are imaginary if the discriminant is negative.

The factors are commensurable if the discriminant he the square

of a commensurable number, a, b, c themselves being supposed

commensurable.

Ex. 1. 6x'2 - 19a: + 15 = 6 {x^- - \^x + V }

,

= 6{x-Ux-^),
= (2a; - 3)(3a.- - 5),

a result obtained otherwise in § 121, Example 2.

Ex. 2. 4a.*2 + 12a; + 2. Here a = 4, &=:12, c= 2. Hence A^ft^- 4ac
= 144 - 32 = + 112, which is not a perfect square. The factors are there-

fore real but not rational. We may shorten the work a little by regard-

ing 2a; as the variable instead of x, thus—

4a;2 + 12a; -f 2= (2a;)2 + 6(2x) + 2,

= (2a;)2 + 6(2a;) + 32-32 + 2,

= (2a; + 3 )2 - 7 = (2a; + 3)2 -
(v7 )2,

= {2x + 3 - V7)(2aj + 3 + V7).

Ex. 3. 12a;2-fl2a; + 3. Here A = 144-144 = 0; therefore the

function is a perfect square as regards x. We have, in fact

—

12x2 + 1 2a; -f 3 = 3(2a-)2 -f- 3 . 2(2a') + 3,

= 3{(2x)2 + 2(2a;) + l},

= 3(2a;-fl)2.

Hence 12a-2-f 12a;-t-3= {V3(2a; + 1)}2.

Ex. 4. 9a'2 + 6a--f6. Here A = 36 - 216= -180. Therefore the

factors must be imaginary. We have

—



1.
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§ 132. By using the principle of substitution a giecat

many apparently complicated casus may be bruuglit under the
case of the quadratic function, or under other equally simple
forms. The following are some examples :

—

Ex. 1.

= (iK2 + ?/2 + xy){x^ + y2 - ocy),

= {(..i.M..}((.-l.)%!r},

Here the student should observe that, if resolution into quadratic
factors only is required, it can be effected with real coefficients ; but,

if the resolution be carried to linear factors, complex coefficients have
tobeintroJuced. The complex numbers ( - 1 + /^^3i)/2and( - 1 - jZi)l2,
either of which is the square of the other, and each of which is a cube
root of +1, are often denoted by w and ur. The above identity can
then be written x^ -\-x-y- + y^= {x- wy){x- ijS-)j){x + (j3y){x+ w'^y).

Ex. 2.

x-3 + 2/3= (a; + y){x- -xy + y"^)

x^ + y^= {x'^ + y'^f
- 2.cY

= {x'' + y^?-{sj2xyf

Again,
"^ ^^' + ^^'^^ ^ ^'^^*' - ^2^2/ + 2/')-

ar2+ \/2ary+ 2/2= (^a;+ ^y)V I yy-

= {x + ^il + i)y][:,+^il-i)yy

The similar resolution for x--'^2xy + y'^ will be obtained by changing
the sign of V^. Hence, finally—
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Ex. 4.

= {(^2)3 _ (,^2)3. 1(^2)3 +(^2)3|

= {x^ - y^){x^ + xY' + y^)ix'' + y^){!x^ - jcV+ 2/^)

= (cc + 2/)(aJ - y){x + %)(« - iy){x'^ + ccV + ?/^)(aJ^ - xhf + 1/^),

where the last two factors may be treated as in Example 1.

Ex. 5.

x^-1a? + \0 = {x?f - 1{x?) + 10,

= {s^-2){x^-b), etc.

Ex. 6. The so-called reciprocal biquadratic integral function
AcC* + Ba;^ + Ox" + Ba? + A, in which the first and last, second and next to

last coefficients are equal, may be treated thus

—

Aa;4 + Bx-3 + Ca;2 + Ba; +A = A(a;'' + 1 ) + B(a;2 + 1> + Ccc2,

= A(a;2+ 1)2 + B(a;2+ l)a; + (C - 2A)a:2.

If we now treat this last as h. homogeneous quadratic function of

x'^+l and x, we can resolve it into A{x'^ + l+ax){x'^ + \+^x), where
a and ft are certain functions of A, B, C. Then each of the functions
x^+ ax + 1 and x^ + ^x + 1 can be resolved as ordinary quadratics.

EXERCISES XXXV.

Factorise the following :

—

1. 23x'^ + 2ixy + 25y\ 2. (x* - 7/f + {x^ - y^)\

3. 3a;4-2x-2-16. 4. x^ + x"--l.

5. xY-^xy + 25. 6. 27(a; + lf + 8.

7. {2x + 3f + {3x + 2f. 8. x^'^-xhf.
9. x^+6iy^. 10. {x-l){x-y-z-l) + yz.

11. {x^ + x)'^ + ^x'^ + x)-12. 12. a^ + 3x^ + Sx+l.
13. 2o(^-7x^ + 7x-2. 14. Qx* + S5x^ + 62x'^ + 35x + 6.

15. a:''-3«3 + a;2-3x' + l. 16. x^ + a^y +x^ + xy^ + V^-

17. a;'* - a^^y +x^ - xy^ + Z/"*-
18. x^ -if 19. a;^ + y^.

20. Show that Aa?*+ Ba^ + Ca;- - Ba; + A can be factorised by a

method similar to that given in § 132, Ex. 6.

21. 2a^ + 3a;3-6a;2-3a; + 2. 22. x^-3:(^-2x!^ + 2x'^ + 3x-\.
23. a;5 + 3a;4-2a^-2a;2 + 3a; + l.

24. x^ + x'^y + x^Tf + x'^y^ + xy* + y^.

25. a3^ + a;^ + x3?/2-aj2^3_2;5^_^5^ 26. («- &)6 + 64a3&^

Use of the Remainder Theorem

§ 133. Inasmucli as the remainder theorem is virtually a

test for the existence or non-existence of a given linear factor in

any given integral function of a;, it is very useful in factorisation.

For our present purpose we may state it thus : if a, /3, y, . . .

be values of x for ivhich any integral function of x vanishes^ then
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X - a, X - /?, X - y, . . . are factors of that function. It should

be noticed tliat, if x- a occur twice in the integral function

f{x)y not only will/(.c) vanish when x = a, but the quotient of

f(x) by x — a will also vanish when x = a.

In the present connection the reader should study § 115,

Ex. 2, which is virtually a factorisation theorem.

Ex. 1. F= x^ - 12^3 + 51x2 -92.r + 60.

Since 2 is a factor in 60, there is reason to suspect that x-2 may
be a factor in F, Lot us calculate the (piotient and remainder corre-

sponding to the divisor a; -2 by the method of § 113, Ex. 1. The
1 - 12 4- 51 - 92 + 60 remainder is ; hence aj - 2 is a factor ; and

0+ 2-20 + 62-60 the quotient is .>'^-l Ox*- + 3Lr- 30. We may
1 _ 10-1-31 -30

I

-lQ t'T whether this also has the factor x-2.

0+ 2-16 + 30 ^^^^ remainder is again 0; hence x-2 is a
^

1

1

Q—m—

A

factor in x^ -\ Ox-- + 31a; - 30 ; and the quotient
|1- « + 15|+U

is a;2-8a.' + 15. Since this last function is

(a;-3)(x-5), we see finally that the given function has been resolved
into (a;-2)2(a;-3)(a;-5).

EXERCISES XXXVI.

1. Given that a;'* + a^ - lOa;'^ - 4a; + 24 vanishes when x= 2 and when
x= - 3, resolve the function into linear factors.

2. Show that ar^ + 15a;'^ + 74a; + 120 has the factor x + 5, and find the
other factors.

3. Show that a;'* - 3a;^ - Ix"^ + 27a; - 1 8 contains the factors a; - 1 and
a; - 2, and find the other two factors.

4. lor what numerical values of jt? can the fraction {Ipx^ + {Zp + ^)x

+ 71/(x-f l)(a; + 2) be reduced to lower terms ?

Factorise the following :

—

5. ar^-2a;--a; + 2. 6. a^-Zx- + 2.

7. 2a;3 + 3^,2 + 2a;-7. 8. a.-3-a;-6.

9. 4aj3-16a;2 + 9a; + 9. 10. a;-'-8a;3 + 21x2-20a; + 4.

11. Determine a and /3 so that xf^ + ax'ij^ - ixy^ + ^y* may have the
factor {x - ?/)-,

12. 3^-2x^ + l-{x^-lf.
13. (a-l)a.'^-aar^-(a-3)a; + (a-2).
14. {l+xni + y'')-{l+x''){l + y)l
15. Z{y-zf.
16. 2(a;2 - yz)\z - y) = :Zx2x^{z -y) = {ZxYiy " z){z - x){x - y).

17. a;^ + (2a + l)a;2 + a;(a2 + 2a-l)+a2_i.
18. Find the conditions that {x-a)^ be a factor in a^+px + q.

19. Show that h + c is a, factor in :Za^ + 2i:a^b^ + i'^a-bc, and find

all the other factors.

20. Factorise -a^(^- - (P) as far as you can.

13
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Factorisatiox of Functions of more than one Variable

§ 134. In general an integral function of more than one

variable cannot be factorised. Thus, for example, the integral

function of x and y of the second degree and the connected

homogeneous integral function of a;, t/, s, viz. ax^ + 21ixy + hy-

+ 2gx + 2/?/ + c and ax- + hy'^ + c'i^ + 2/7/3 + '2.gzx + 2/i:c?/, cannot

be resolved into two linear factors, unless its discriminant, ahc

+ 2/(7/2. — af'^ — %- — c/r^, vanish.* When this happens, its factors

can always be found by the method employed in the following

example :

—

Ex. 1. Let, if possible, Qx- - 5xy + y- + x ~y -2= 'Ix + 7n?/ + n){px + qy
+ r). Since terms of one degree cannot be transformed into terms of

another degree, the terms of the second degree on the right must be
identically equal to the terms of the same degree on the left. Hence
{Ix + my){px + qy)= 6x^ - 5xy + y'^={3x - y){2x - y). We may therefore

assume Ix + my=Sx-y, and px + qy=2x- y. We now have

6x^ - 5xy + y"^ + x -
y - 2= {Sx - y + n){2x -y + r),

= Qx- - 5xy + y^ + {2n + Sr)x -{n + r)y + nr
;

and the question is whether we can determine n and r so that this

identity shall be complete.

For this it is necessary and sufficient that 2n-\-Zr=\, n + r= \,

nr= -2. From the first two equations we get n= 2, r— -1. It so

happens in this case that these two values also satisfy the third equa-

tion. We can therefore complete the identity ; and the factorisation

is possible, viz. 6x'^- 5«?/ + 2/^ + »-y- 2= (3a.'-?/ + 2)(2aj-7/- 1).

In any case taken at random tlie three equations corresponding to

the above would in general be inconsistent ; and this would show that

the factorisation is impossible.

Ex. 2. Factorise F

=

V-i?{J) - c) + ^c^-{c - a) + a%\a - I). Exactly as

in § 115, Ex. 2, we can show that h-c, c-a, a-h are all factors in

F. Hence F/(fe - e){c - a){a - h) is an integral function of a, b, c of the

second degree. Moreover, if we interchange any pair of a, b, c, both
F and {b - c){c - a){a - b) simply change sign, and therefore F/(6 - c)

{c - a){a - b) remains unaltered. This last is therefore a symmetric
function of a, b, c ; and this function must be an integral function of

a, b, c of the second degree. There exists therefore an identity of

the form ,

h'c\b - c) + c^a'^ic -a) + a%\a - h)

= (b - c){c - a){a - b) { X{a? + h'^ + c^) + B(ftc + ca + ab)]

,

where A and B are numerical coefficients.

On the right there occurs a term - Aa%, and on the left no such

term; hence we must have A = 0. Finally, if we put c = 0, the

• See A. YII. §§ 12, 13.
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identity reduces to a-b\a -h)= - ^a'^h\a- b), from which it is obvious

that B= - 1. Hence

b^c'ib - c) + cW{c-a)+a^b\a -b)=-{b- c){c - a){a - b){bc + ca + ab).

EXERCISES XXXVII.

Factorise the following :

—

1. a-//-3?/ + 5x--15. 2. 2i'y + 7x + 6y + 21.

3. or + Sxtj + 8x + lSy + 12. 4. x^-y'^ + 2y-l.
6. x^ + xy + 2x + Sy-S. 6. x^-y" +x-Zy -2.

7. 2.ry + 7x + 6y + 22. 8. :t'^ -xy + x + y -2.

9. 3x^-l2xy + 12y--\. 10. x^- Axy + iy^-x + 2y -12.

11. 6x^ - ISxy + 6ir + 22.« - 23y + 20.

12. Sx^-ixy + y" + 2x-l. 13. 3a:2 + 2a:i/ -y^-aj + S?/- 2.

14. Qx- + lSxy+6y- + x-y-l.

15. Find the necessary and sufficient condition that xy+px + qy + r

may be resolvable into two linear factors, p, q, r being numerical
coefficients.

16. Sliow that ry + 1 cannot be resolved into linear factors.

17. Determine X so that 6.;f^- ILr?/- lO^/-- 19y + \ may be expres-

sible as the product of two linear factors.

18. Factorise ab(a? - y^) - {a^ - ^){xy + 1 ) - (a^ + b'^){x + y).

19. Show that x'^->r2xy + x + y + '\. cannot be resolved into linear

integral factors.

20. Factorise {x-\-yf + 2xy{\ -x-y)-l.
21. Factorise as far as possible a^ + dx^y + Zxy^ + y^ + x^ + 3xy + 2y^.

EXERCISES XXXVIII.

Factorise the following :

—

1. ix-lf + {x-2f + {S-2xf.
2. Show that a^ + xi^ + xr + 1 contains the factor x^-x+1 and find

the other factors.

3. {a + b)-' + {c + d)\ 4. {aP + x + lf + {x^ + Zx + lf.
5. a^-ax^-{2a'^ + b'^)x-ah^. 6. "Zx"^ + '^{b^ + c'^)yzlbc.

7. {a + bf + {a + df + ib + cf + {c + df.
8. ^x^ + 'L{aVbc + bcla?)yz.

9. {x-\-y-\-zf + {x +y-zf + {x + z-yf-{y + z-xY
10. a? + 2{p-\)x'^ + ii'^-q'^-^p)x-2{p'^-q-).
11. {x-af + {x-a-b + cf + {x-a + b- cf.
12. Z{y + z){y^-z^).

13. a"^^ -f 6"+^ + a'^b + a6" + a' + b^.

14. {-Lxf - 2x-5= m{y + z)Z{y + zf.

16. Find the two quadratic factors of '2,{yz - .r-)^.

16. Find two linear factors and a quadratic factor of {x^ - yz)-

-{y^-zx){z'^-xy).

17. Show that ^yz is a factor in ^{y^ - zx){^ - xy) ; and find the

other quadratic factor.

18. Factorise 2(r/-2)* so far as it is possible to do so ; and show
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that the function cannot vanish unless two of the variables have equal
values.

19. If a and h be two odd integers, a^ - h^ is divisible by 8.

20. Show that {b - c){c - a){a -b) is a factor in Za'^{b - c) ; and that
the remaining factor is a""-^ + a'^-^b + c) + a»-\b^ + be + c^) + . . .

+ (&"-2 + fc»-3c+ . . . +c"-2).

Square, Cube, or other Root of an Integral
Function op x

§ 135. When an. integral function of x happens to be the

square, cube, or any other power of an integral function of x,

its root can always be readily found by the method of inde-

terminate coefficients, as will be understood from the examples

given below. There is a special algorithm for calculating the

root,* but it is of very little practical use ; and the underlying

theory is too complicated to be worth giving here.

Ex. 1. Given that 4afi + 12x'' + 5x^ - 2a^ - x'^ - lix^ + 5x^ - 4:X + i is

the square of an integral function of a-, find its root. The degree of

the root must be the 4th, and (§ 97) its highest term must obviously

be + 2x'^ ; we shall take 2x'^ (the term - 2x^ will obviously belong to

the value of the root which we get by changing the sign of every

term). We must therefore have

4a;8 + I2x' + 5x^ - 2x^ -x-^-Ux^ + 5^2 - 4a; + 4

= {2x'^ +px^ + qx^ \-rx + sf,

where p, q, r, s are numerical coefficients, which must be determined
so as to make the supposed identity complete. We calculate the

coefficients of the five highest terms on the right, using detached
coefficients
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efficients ; the identification of the remaining four pairs will give fonr

more equations which the values of ;?, q, r, s just found must satisfy,

since tlie given function is a perfect square. If the function were not

a perfect scjuare, the values found by means of the first set of equations

would not satisfy the rest. If, therefore, we have any doubt as to

whether the radicand is a perfect square, we must either write down
the remaining equations and test whether they are satisfied, or else

square the function arrived at by means of the first set, and see

whether the result is the given radicand.

Ex. 2. Find the cube root of S./'^ - 36jf' + 7Sj:* - 99a:' + 78a;2 - 36a; + 8,

which is a perfect cube as regards x. Confining ourselves to that

root whose coefiicicnts are all real,* we must have

8x^ - S6x^ + 78x-4 - 99u,-3 + 78a;2 - 36x + 8 = (2x'^ +px + qf.

Since we have two unknown coefficients p and q to determine, we
must calculate the coefficients of the first three terms on the right. The
work may be arranged thus

—

2+p +q
2+p +q
4 + 2p +2q

2p +p2
2q

A + 4p +{4:q +p^)
2+p +q
8 + 8^? +{8q +2p2)

ip + 4;/-

Aq

8 + 12p + {\2q + 6p^) ...

Equating coefficients, we have 8 = 8, I2p= -36, 12q + 6p'^= 7S. The
second of these gives p= -S; the third 122' + 54 = 78, whence q= 2.

The cube root must therefore be 2x'^- 3x + 2.

EXERCISES XXXIX.

Find the square roots of the following functions :

—

1. {2x-Sa)'-i{2x-Sa) + i. 2. {x~ + I)- + ^x{x- - 1).

3. a^ + 2x^-5x^ + 2x^+l7x'-2ix + 16.

4. 1 21a« + 44^-5 -18a;-»+l 8^-3 + 5x-- 2a; + 1.

5. 1 - 4a; + 1 Ox^ - 200,-3 + 35aj'* - 44a;^ + 46a;6 - 40a;' + 25a;8.

6. 1 - 2a; + 5x- - 1 Oa;^ +

1

8x* - 20a:^+ 25a;*^ - 24a;7 + 1 Qx^.

7. {xy + x + y)'^-ixy{x + y).

8. a:2-4a;?/+4?/2 + 6a;-12?/ + 9.

9. a^ + 23?if + 2/6 + 2a;5 + ^x^if + 2a;V + 2i/ + Sa.-^ + 23?y + 2a;2/ + 2xy^

+ 3?/^ + 2x-3 + 2j?y + 2xy'^ + 2^ + x^ + 2a'y + ?/.

* The other two will be found l)y multiplying this one by the two
imaginary cube roots of + 1, viz. ( - 1 + \/3i)/2 and (

- 1 - \/3i)/2.
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Find the cube roots of the following :

—

10. 17x^ - 81cc5 + 108.r* - 81.T=^ + 36.^2 - 9x + 1.

11. x'^ + 2,x^ + Qx^ + 1;x? ^Qx^ + 2,x + \.

12. a:6 + 6a;5 + 15a;^ + 20a^ + 15a;2+6x- + l.

13. 64a;6 - \^2x^ + 240.^;^ - leOa.-^ + 60.7^2 - 12.r + 1.

14. Find a rational function whose cube is cf^/8 + 1/2 + 2/3a^

+ 8/27x6.

Find rational functions whose squares are the following :

—

15. x'^l{x + 1 )2 + (a; + 1 )2/a-2 - xl[x + 1 ) + (a: + 1 )/a- - 7/4.

16. a^x^ + 2a6x3 + (^2 + 2ah)x- + 'lih"^ + ah)x + (2^2 + 362)

+ 2(62 + a,h)lx + (62 + 2ah)lx^ + 2a6/a;3 + a2.c*.

17. a;2_4a. + 2 + 4/a; + l/a:2.

18. Determine X, fx, v so that 9x'2 + ^'Xxy + 4?/2 + 2/iX + 2j'?/ + 4 may be

a complete square.

19. Determine c and d so that x'^+\2j?+ ^x'^-Vcx + d may be a

complete square.



CHAPTER XIV

GREATEST COMMON MEASURE AND LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

§ 136. Two given integral functions of any given variables

X,
ifj

z, . . . have in general no common factor ; in other words,

there exists in general no integral function of x, y^ z, . . .

which divides each of the two exactly ; they are then said to l)e

Prime to each other.

On the other hand, two or more integral functions of a*, ?/, 2;, . .

.

may have a common factor ; in such a case the integral function

of highest degree in x, y, z, . . . u-hich divides all the given

functions exactly, is called the Greatest Common Measure
(G.O.M.) of these functions.

The only case of any practical importance, when more than

one variable is considered, is that where all the integral functions

are monomials. In this case the G.C.M. can be found by in-

spection. Thus, for example, the G.C.M. of 12x^y^zu, Qx^y^zhi-,

and 24:X^yh^ is obviously Ax^y~z where A is any constant ; for

this function will divide each of the given monomials exactly,

and no monomial of higher degree in any one of the variables

will. The rule for finding the variable part of the G.C.M. in

such cases is obviously as follows :

—

JFrite down the jiroduct of

all the variables that occur in all of the given monomials, each raised

to the lowest power in which it occurs in any one of them. It

will be observed that the coefficient is, so far as the definition

is concerned, arbitrary ; thus, for example, '^xhf'z, ^x'^gh, 6x^y~z

will all divide the three monomials above exactly, and each is

of the highest possible degree in x, y, s, m.^ It is usual to make
the arbitrary coefficient unity.

* Frequently tlie instruction is added to make the coefficient the

arithmetical G.C.M. of the coefficients. It is better to omit this, because
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§ 137. By far the most important case is that where the

functions considered are integral functions of a single variable.

Two integral functions of x which have no common factor—that is,

which are not exactly divisible hy any common integral function of

X of degree other than zero—are said to he prime to each other.

Ex. a; - 1 and a;^ + 1 are prime to each other, for the only integral

function of x that will divide x-l exactly is x-1 itself (or any con-

stant multiple of x-1, which for our present purpose is the same
thing) ; and since 1- + 1 + 0, x-1 does not divide x^ + 1 exactly.

The integral function of x of highest degree which divides each of

two or more given integralfunctions ofx exactly, is called the Greatest

Common Measure {G.C.M.) of these functions.

Ex. x-1, or any constant multiple of a: - 1, is the integral function

of highest degree that divides x-1 exactly, and it divides x"^-!

exactly ; hence x-1 (or any constant multiple of a; - 1) is the G.C.M.
of X- 1 and x^- 1.

It will be noticed that here, as in the case of monomials, the

G.C.M, is arbitrary to the extent of a constant factor ; this factor

is usually taken to be unity, or the smallest number, or simplest

function of constants that will render all the coefficients of the

G.C.M. integral, but this is purely a matter of convenience.

§ 138. We may caution the beginner against confusing the

notion of the algebraic G.C.M. with the notion of the arith-

metic G.C.M. He will note that in the definition of the

algebraic G.C.M. no mention is made of arithmetical magnitude

whatever. The question, as always in Algebra, is regarding

form. The words "highest" and "greatest" refer merely to

degree. It is not even true that the arithmetical G.C.M. of

the two numerical values of two given functions of x, obtained

by giving a particular value to x, is the arithmetical value of

the algebraic G.C.M. when that particular value of x is sub-

stituted therein. Thus xi- 1 and x^ + 1 have no algebraic

G.C.M. at all, but when x = 5, x+l = 6, a;^ + i = 26 ; and 6

and 26 have the arithmetic G.C.M. 2."^ There is, in fact, no

it tends to introduce coufusion in a matter where confusion is rife enough

already ; moreover, it is altogether inappropriate to such a case as

^a^yhu, ^x^y^zht^ ^x^y"^^, where the coefficients are numerical fractions.

* On account of the distinction here emphasised it has become common
of late to call the G.C.M. and the L.C.M. the Highest Common Factor- and

the Lowest Common Multiple. There can be no objection to this ; but the
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fundamental connection between the two notions at all, altliougli

tbere are certain analogies between the two theories that are

built upon these notions. The learner must, therefore, beware

of confusion and looseness of statement in the demonstration of

propositions in the algebraic theory.
**

g.c.m. obtained by factorisation or other
Tentative Process

§ 139. When one of the given integral functions has been

factorised into linear factors, the G.C.M. can be found without

difficulty by means of the remainder theorem ; and it can be

written down at once when each of the functions can be factor-

ised in such a way that every factor is prime to every other,

whetlier in the same or in another function.

Ex. 1. 2x--6x + 4: and 6jr_6a;-12. We have 2x'^-6x + i = 2

{x^ - Zx + 2) = 2{x - l){x - 2). If we put x= l in the second function,

it does not vanish, hence cc- 1 is not a factor in the second function.

On the other hand, it does vanisli when x= 2, hence x-2 is a factor

in both functions ; and there is no other—that is to say, x-2 is the

G.C.M.
Ex. 2. A=x^ - 5x^ + 7x^ +x^-8x + 4:;

B=x^ - 7a-5 + ITa-* - 13.«3 _ lOa;^ + 20a; - 8
;

C=x^-dx'*-x^ + 7x'^-i.

Starting with C as the simplest of the three, we notice at once that

C = when o:= l, and also when x= -1. Hence a'-l and x + 1 are

both factors; and we readily find that x + 1 occurs twice. The re-

maining factor is {x-2)^; hence C = {x-l){x + lf{x-2)^. Trying
these factors in succession for A and B, we find without difficulty,

A={x-l)'^{x + l){x-2f; B= {x-lf(x + l){x-2f. It is now obvious

that the G.C.M. is {x - l){x + l){x - 2f, i.e. a^-ix^ + Sx'^ + ix- 4.

§ 140. The following proposition is very useful in establish-

ing conclusions regarding the G.C.M. of two integral functions :

—

If A and B he integral functions of x, and m and n either con-

stants or integral functions of x, then any common factor of A and

B is a factor o/ mA + nB.f

reasons given often suggest that the reformers are not aware that there

is a similar ditlerence in the use of almost all the technical words of

elementary algebra, e.g. "integral," "fractional," "factor," "exactly

divisible," "proper fraction," etc.

* All the more because nonsense has occasionally been printed on the

subject.

t The following converse is true and is often useful :

—

A7iy factor of

mA-f nB which is also a factor of K and not of u, or a factor of B and
not of m, is a common factor of A and B.
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To prove this let us suppose that P is a common factor of

A and B, then A = aP and B = 6P by hypothesis, where a,

h, P are all integral functions of x. Hence mA + TiB^maP
+ nhl* ~ (ma + nb)F. Now, since m, n, a, h are all integral

functions, ma + nb is an integral function. Hence P is a factor

of mA + QiB.

The reader should notice the generality of this proposition.

m and 7i may be any integral functions whatsoever, or any con-

stants—in particular, any arithmetical numbers with positive or

negative signs attached. The following examples will show

how the theorem can be utilised.

Ex. 1. Consider the functions A=£C^-«+l and B=a;- + a^ + l. By
the above theorem (putting 7?i=l, n= - 1) we see that any common
factor of A and B is a factor in A - B, that is, in - 2x. Now x, the

only factor in this last, is not a factor in A, and therefore cannot be a

common factor of A and B. We conclude that x^-x+l and x^ + x + 1

have no common factor.

Ex. 2. A= 2js^-3x^-Sx'^ + 4:, ^= 2x^^-0^ -9x'^ + Ax + 4:. We have
A - B = -2x^ + 6.^2 - 4a.'= - 2x{x^ -3x + 2)=- 2x{x -l){x-2). The
common factors of A and B, if any, being factors of A - B, must be

among the factors x, a; - 1, cc - 2 of this last. Clearly x is not a factor

of A or B : on the other hand, we find at once, by the remainder

theorem, that both x-1 and x-2 are factors both of A and B.

Hence the G. C.M is {x - l){x - 2), that is, cc^ - Sx + 2.

Ex. 3. Find what relation or relations must connect jj, q, p', g' in

order that A=a;2 +px + q and B=x^ +2)'x + q' may have a common factor.

Since A - 'B= (p-p')x + {q - q'), the common factor must be a factor of

(p -p')x + {q- q'), that is, a constant multiple of {p - p')x + (g' - g') itself

Moreover, since A=B+ {(;j-j9')a; + (g'-g'')}> if (p-y)^ + (9'-?') ^^

actually a factor in B, it must also be a factor in A. The necessary

and sufficient condition then is simply that {y -p')x-\-{q - q') be a factor

in B, which by the remainder theorem in its general form, § 115, is

{-((?- q')Rp -p')] -+/ {-{I- 2')Kp -p')} +q'=0;

or, since 2^~P' ^^y ^^ supposed ^=0, the condition is

iq - q'f-p\q - q')(p -/)

+

q\p -p7=o ;

that is, p, p', q, q' must satisfy the single relation

q^ - 2qq' + q"^ -pp'q -pp'q' +p'^q' +p'\= ^.

l^ p=p', then k-B=q-q'. If therefore q^q, A is prime to B.

li q = q', then, since 'p=p\ A and B are identical.

EXERCISES XL.

Find the G.C.IM of the following functions :

—

1. 2x^1/, Z^-hi. 2. l%xhfz, lOx'V, 12a;V22.

3. %x^i/zu', Ixh/z^u^, Ixi/zu.
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4. (a + h)xhj=, (a2 - h'')xhjz\ {a + h).i^yh\

6. a^y- - xY, -^^y - ^y^- 6. Qx\x - 1 f, %x^{x-\ )\

7. (ar^ - 1 f, (x-3 - 1 f. 8. (ar* - 1 )2, (a;^ _ 3^ + 2f.
9. ar^ - y2, a;^ -y^,x^- y\ 10. a^V - 2if, x^ - 81/.

11. x^- y^ x^ - if. 12. x' + 6xy + Sy"", x" + Ixy + 1Oy\

13. 4aj2 + 4a;-3/4a;2+ 8a;-5.

14. a? + 2xy + y'^-x-y + l, {x + yY + {x + yf+\.
16. a;''-?^ a,-8 + a;V + ?/®- 16. a-^^ + l, x^i + l.

17. a^ - 2a; + 1, a;"* - 2a;''^ + 1.

18. ar*-y*, x^ + xhj + xy^-irif.

19. a;V - 2^, a;V + Sa^i/^^ - 6c-».

20. (a; - 2)(a; - 3)(a; - 4), 2x^ - Ux- + 21x - 18.

21. a;8 - 6a; + 5, j? - Zx + 2.

22. a;'-6a;2 + 8a;-3, a;^- 7.x2+14x-8.
23. (a;- 1)2, (a;2-l)2, x' -lx + <o.

24. x'-Vx^ + l, (.r+l)-* + (a;+ 1)2 + 1.

25. ar'-3a; + 2, a;*-5x + 4, a;7-7a; + 6.

26. Prove that a;^ - x + 1 and a;* - a;^ + 1 have no common factor.

27. Prove that a;^ - a; + 1 and ar^ + 1 are prime to each other.

"Long Rule" for finding the G.C.M.

§ 141. The problem of finding the G.C.M. of two given

integral functions (or of showing that they are prime to each

other, as the case may be) can be solved by a direct process

involving only rational operations, which is fundamental in the

theory of integral functions, and also in the theory of equations.

The central point of the process is the following simple

theorem :—

•

If A, B, Q, R he all integral functions of x, and if A = BQ
+ R, then tlie G.C.M. of A ami B is the same as the G.G.M. of B
and R.

To prove this, it is obviously necessary and sufficient to

show (1) that every factor common to A and B is common to

B and R
; (2) that every factor common to B and R is

common to A and B.

Now, since A = BQ + R, it follows, by the theorem of § 140

that every factor common to B and R is a factor of A. Hence

every factor common to B and R is common to A and B.

Again, from A = BQ + R we have R = A - BQ : from wliich

it follows that every factor common to A and B is a factor in

R, and therefore a factor common to B and R.

Let now A and B he two integral functions whose G.C.M. is

required ; and let B he the one whose degree is not greater than that
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of the other. Divide A hy B, and let the qiiotient he Q^, and the

remainder R^.

Divide B hy R^, and let the quotient he Q.^,, and the remainder

Divide Rj hy Rg, and let the quotient he Q^, and the remainder

Rg, and so on.

Since the degree of each remainder is less hy unity at least than

the degree of the corresponding divisor, R^, Rg, R3, etc., go on

diminishing in degree, and the process must come to an end in one

or other of two ways.

I. Either the division at a certain stage hecomes exact, and the

remainder vanishes ;

II. Or a stage is reached at ivhich the remainder is reduced to a
constant.

Now we have, by tlie process of derivation above described,

A =BQj +Rj
B = RjQg + R2

Ri = R2Q3 + R3 }(1).

Hence, by the fundamental proposition, the pairs of functions

b) R I R^l R") • • •

r"""'}
^''''jall have the same G.C.M.

In Case I. R,i,:«= and R^i_2 = Q7iR,i_i. Hence the G.C.M.

of Rn_2 and R;i_i, that is, of QhR^^.i and Rh_i, is Rn_i, for

this divides both, and no function of higher degree than itself

can divide R^^.^. Hence R,i_i is the G.C.M. of A and B.

In Case II. R,,, = constant. In this case A and B have no
G.C.M., for their G.C.M. is the G.C.M. of R^^.i and R,„ that

is, their G.C.M. divides the constant R;j. But no integral

function (other than a constant) can divide a constant exactly.

Hence A and B have no G.C.M. (other than a constant, which
does not count).

If, therefore, the process ends with a zero remainder, the last

divisor is the G.C.M. ; if it ends with a constant, thei-e is no G.C.M.,

i.e. the two functions are prime to each otJter.

The following examples illustrate the process in its simplest

form :

—
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Ex. 1. Find the G.CM. of o^ + At^ + Sx^ + Sx + S aind j^ + x' + x-3.
If we use detached coefUcieuts the work runs as follows :

—

1+4+8+ 8+ 3

1+1+1- 3

1+1+1-3
1 + 3

3 + 7 + 11+ 3

3+3+ 3- 9

1+1+1-3
1+2 + 3

4+ 8 + 12

i- i
-1-2-3
- 1 - 2 - 3

+ u'

Tlie last remainder vanishes identically ; hence the last divisor,

viz. 4ar^ + 8a3+12, or, rejecting the irrelevant constant factor 4, x^ + 2x
+ 3, is the G.CM.

Ex. 2. Consider the functions .r^ + 203^ + 3x + 4 and x^ + x+1. The
process in this case works out as follows :

—

1 + 2 + 3 + 411+1 + 1

1+1+1 1+1
1 + 2 + 4

1 + 1 + 1

1+1 + 1

1 + 3
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to obtain the full advantage of it, the student should notice that,

in what has been said, " remainder " may mean, not only the

remainder properly so called at the end of each separate division,

but also, if we please, the ^^ residue in the middle of any such

division" that is to say, the dividend less the product of the

divisor by the sum of the terms of the quotient already obtained :

for all that is really necessary for a step in the process is that

we have a relation of the form Rp = R^+;^Qp+2 + '̂P + 2-

Some of

examples :

—

these remarks are illustrated in the following

Ex. 1.

To find the G.C.M. of a^ - 2x^ - 2a^ + 8a;2 - 7a; + 2 and x*-Ax+ 3.

x^-2x'^-2x^+ 8a;2- 7x + 2

x" Ax^+ Sx
X* - 4^' + 3

X +1
-2) -2a;^-2a;3 + 12a;^-10a; + 2

a-"* + a^- 6x^ + 5x-l
x'* - 4a^ + 3

3?- %x^+ 9a; -4

a^ - 4a; + 3

x^-Q3(?+ 9a;2- 4a;

a.'3-6a;2 + 9a;-4

X +2
3) Qy?- 9a;^ +3

2a.'3- 3a;2 +1
2a.'3-12aj2 + 18a;-8

9)" 9a;2-18a; + 9

XT— 2a; +

1

a;3 _ 6a;2 + 9a^ - 4

a;^-2a;^+ x
a;2-2a; + l

X +1
-4) -4a;^ + 8a;-4

a;2-2a; + l

^-2x+\X

Hence the G.C.M. is x- - 2a; + 1.

It must be observed that what we have written in the place

of quotients are not really quotients in the ordinary sense,

owing to the rejection of the numerical factors here and there.

In point of fact the quotients are of no importance in the

process, and need not be written down ; neglecting them,

carrying out the subtractions mentally, and using detached

coefficients, we may write the whole calculation in the following

compact form :

—
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-2

+--4

1
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common divisor of A and B. Find now the G.C.M. of G^ and

C, Gg say. Then G^ is the divisor of highest degree that will

divide A, B, and C.
"

Finally, find the G.C.M. of Gg and D, G3

say. Then G3 is the G.C.M. of A, B, C, and D.

For example, consider 31? + Ix"^ - 1, a^ - a;^ - Sj:; + 2 and a^ + ix^ + 2x - 3.

The G.C.jM. of the first two functions is x^ + x-1, the G.C.M. of

x^ +x-1 andx^ + Ax^ + 2x-Biax^+ x~l. Hence the G.C.M. of the

three functions is a^^ + x- 1.

§ 144. It is important to notice that the G.C.M. of tivo

integral functions whose coefficients are real commensurable numbers

must have real commensurable coefficients ; for it can be obtained

by means of the " Long Rule," which involves only rational

operations. This remark is important theoretically, and is often

useful in finding the G.C.M.

Ex. Consider the functions a^-1 and 2.r'^ + 5a'^ + 10a^^ + 8a; + 5.

The factors of the first are x-1 and x^ + x + 1; the first of which is

obviously not a factor in the second function. Since the factors of

x'^ +x+1 have imaginary coefficients, it follows by the theorem just

established, that one of these by itself cannot be the G.C.M.
Hence either x^ + x + 1 itself is the G.C.M., or there is no G.C.M.
Dividing the second function hj x^ + x + 1 we find that it is a factor.

Hence x^ + x + l is the G. CM. of the two given functions.

EXERCISES XLI.

Find the G.C.M. of the following :—

1. ai^-3(^-x'^-x-2, x^-23^-2x'^-2x-S.
2. aj4 + 5a^ + llx2 + 13a; + 6 and a^-a;2-3x-9.
3. a;-* - 3x-3 -x'^-3x-2, x^-Sa^-Sx- 1.

4. s^ + Sx^-ix-12sindo!^ + 5x^ + 5x'^-5x-6.

5. a?* - a^ - 3a;2 - 19a; -10, x-^-a^- 2:^ - Vlx - 5.

6. a;® + ic* - a? - 1, a;^ - a;^ - 4aj^ -y?-\-\.

7. a^-x^ + 2a32 + a; + 3, and a;^ + 2a--3 - aj - 2.

8. ai^ + daj^ + Sa.'^ + Ta.'^ + i, a;^ + 4^^ - a;^ - 4.

9. 2a.'3-a;2-16a3 + 15, and a;4 + 3a:3-a;-3.

10. a;^ + a.-^ + [cv^ + l)a;- + cu^x + «-, and 3a:^ - 5x^ - 5a; - 8.

11. 2x^-'ix?-^^^-\\x + 3, and 2a;^-4a;3 + a;2 + x-3.
12. 8a.'9 - 1 2x6 + ^x^ - 1, 2a;9 -Zx^-^Zx^-\.

13. x^-^.x?-x^-xAr 39, and a;^ - a;^ - a;- - 9a; - 18.

14. ic^ + 2ar^ + 4a;2 + 3a; + 2, and ar* - a;^ + Sx^ - a; + 6.-

15. 3x^ + 6x3 _ 5a;.2 + 1^ 63.4 + 15^ _ 4^:2 _ 6x - 1.

16. 3x'* + 9x3 + 1 63,2 + 1 la; + 3, and 2a;* + 2x3 + 3^.2 _ 4^; + 3.

17. 1 Ox* - 7x3 + ;^2 and 4x^-2x3 -2x + l.

18. 4x4 + 7x3 + 5x2 -X- 3, 4x* + 5x3 + 3a;2-2.

19. 3x5 4. 7^,4 + 4a^3 + 1 Ox- + 1 4x + 4, and 2x-^ + 3x4 + ^-^^ + 7x-2.
20. x^ + 6x3 + 7x - 49, and 3x* - 2x3 + 27^2 ^ 49^
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21. x^-irp-x'^+p^,a^ + 2py?+p-x--p^.
22. px^ -{p- q)x!^ -{Q- '^y^ - ^> 3'^d qx^ -{q- r)x^ -{r- j))x -p.
23. 2>^ + {p + q)x^ + {q + r)x + r, arnd p^x^ + {pr - q^)x ~ qr.

24. x-3+ (a + b)x^ + {ah + l)x + h, and hv? + {ab + l)x- + {a+ b)x+ 1.

25. Show that :t'^+pxr + qx + l, and x^ + qx'^+px + 1 cannot have a

common measm-e unless jt? = </, or^ + 5' + 2 = 0.

26. li x^ + ax + b and x" + a'x-b have a common linear factor, then
ib= a^-a'^, and the factor is x + ^{a + a').

27. Find the value of I in order that x^ + lx + 2 and a;2 + 3a; + 5 may
have a common factor.

28. Determine the constant^ so tYi&t x^ +x+p a.nd ii^ + x^ + x + l

may have a common factor of the first degree.

29. Find the necessary and s\ifficient conditions that a'^ + px"^ + qx + r,

and .v^ + rx^ + qx+p may have a common factor of the second degree.

30. Find the G.C.M. of 2x-^+ {S + 2a)a^+il0 + 3a)x'^ + Z{5 + 2b)x + 9b

and 8ar* + 20.f''^+14x' + 3 : and show that it will be of the second degree

if 2a + 246 = 2L
31. Find the values of x for which the equations

»4 - 7^ - 22a;2 + 139aj + 105 = 0,

x^-8x^-llx"- + U6x+ 70 =
are consistent.

Least Common Multiple

§ 145. Closely allied to the problem of finding the G.C.M. of

a set of integral functions is the problem of finding the integral

functio7i of least decree which is exadbj divisible by each of them.

This function is called their least common multiple (L.C.M.).

As in the case of the G.C.M., the degree may, if we please,

be reckoned in terms of more variables than one ; thus the

L.C.M. of the monomials 3:i:^ijz\ 6x^y^:^, Sxyzu, the variables

being aj, y, z, «, is xhjh^u, or any constant multiple thereof.

The general rule clearly is to write down the product of all

the variables^ each raised to the highest power in which it occurs

in any of the monomials.

§ 146. Confining ourselves to tlie case of integral functions

of a single variable x, let us investigate what are the essential

factors of every common multiple of two given integral functions

A and B. Let G be the G.C.M. of A and B (if they be prime
to each other we may put G= 1) ; then

A = aG, B = 6G,

where a and h are two integral functions which are prime to

each other. Let M be any common multiple of A and B. Since

M is divisible by A, we must have
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M = PA,

where P is an integral function of x.

Therefore M = PaG.

Again, since M is divisible by B, that is, by &G, therefore

M/6G, that is, PaG/6G, that is, Vajh must be an integral function.

Now h is prime to a ; hence * h must divide P, that is, P = Q6,

where Q is integral. Hence finally

M = QahG.

This is the general form of all common multiples of A and B.

Now a, h, G are given, and the part which is arbitrary is the

integral function Q. Hence we get the least common multiple

by making the degree of Q as small as possible, that is, by making

Q any constant, unity say. The L.C.M. of A and B is therefore

ahG, or (aG)(6G)/G, that is, AB/G. In other words, the L.C.M.

of tivo integral functions is their product divided hij their G.G.M.

§ 147. The above reasoning also shows that every common

multiple of tioo integral functions is a multiple of their least common

multiple.

The converse proposition, that every multiple of the L.C.M.

is a common multiple of the two functions, is of course obvious.

These principles enable us to find the L.C.M. of a set of any

number of integral functions A, B, C, D, etc. For, if we find

the L.C.M., Lj say, of A and B; then the L.C.M., Lg say, of L^

and C ; then the L.C.M., L3 say, of L2 and D, and so on, until

all the functions are exhausted, it follows that the last L.C.M.

thus obtained is the L.C.M. of the set.

§ 148. The process of finding the L.C.M. has neither the

theoretical nor the practical importance of that for finding the

G.C.M. In the few cases where the student has to solve the

problem he will probably be able to use the following more

direct process, the foundation of which will be obvious after

what has been already said.

If a set of integral functions can all he exhibited as powers of a

set of integral factors A, B, C, etc., ivhich are either all of the first

degree and all different, or else are all prime to each other, then the

L.C.M. of the set is the product of all these factors, each being raised

to the highest power in which it occurs in any of the given functions.

* See A. VI. § 12.
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For example, let the functions be

{x-2f{x-Z){x''-x+l)\
ix-lf{x-2f{x-sy{x^ + x + l)\

then, by the above rule, the L. C. M. is

{x - 1 )5(x - 2f{x - 3)-*(x2+ 2)3(a;2 + x + Ifix"^ -x + 1)^

EXERCISES XLII.

Find the L.C.M. of the following :

—

1. 36X-V-, 2ix^i/\ 18.«V- 2. ixhjz, Bx^yh"^, 12xh/z^.

3. ^xyzu"^, rx^y'^z, |a;^?/c3?t^. 4. a?-x, (ic-l)^, {x^ -1)"^, (aj^-l)^.

6. (a;2 - 1 )2, cc2 - 3a; + 2, x'^-^x + ^.

6. cc^-l, a:^ + 4ic2 + 3^ a,-^-2,T- + l.

7. a^ + 16ar2 + 1, a^ - 8, a;« - 64.

8. a:* + a;2+l, a;2-x + l.

9. (a^+ ar2 + l)2, (x3-l)2, a^ + 1, (a;2-i)4.

10. x^-y"^, ar^-7/^, x^-^^, a^-?/^, a;^-?/^

11. 3^-i/, x^ + y^, a?+ x*y* + 7j^.

12. a^-8, a;^ + 8, a:S + 4ar' + 16.

13. a^ + x-2, x^ + a^-2aj-4.
14. .T^ + a;2+l, x*-a^ + l.

15. a;2_2a;-3, a:3 + 3,2_43,_4^ aj3_7^_6^
16. a^-2a;2-5a; + 6, a^-13a; + 12, 2^3- lla^+ 18a;- 9.

17. ari + a;- + l, a;^-l, a^'' + a;2(l +a;)2 + (aj+ l)'»,

18. G.C.M. and L.C.M. of 14a;2 + 25a;?/-25?/2, 28a;2- 41a;i/ + 15y^
21x:^ - xy - 102/.

19. a;*+ a;2 + 1 and 2a^ - 5a;3 + 7^2 - 5a; + 2.

20. a;* + a;2 + 1 and lla;^ - a;3 + 10a;2+ a; + 9.

21. x* + aP + l, x^-a^-x + 1.

22. 6xf* - lla.-^ + 10a;2 - 7a; + 2 and 3a;^ + 2x^ - 2a;2 + Sa- - 2.

23. If a; + cbe the G.C.M. of a;^ +jsa; + g', and a;^+ ra; + s, their L.C.M.
is x^ + {p + r- c)y? + {yr - c-)x + (2? - c){r - c)c.
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PROPERTIES OF RATIONAL FUNCTIONS FRACTIONS

§ 149. In this cliapter, for clearness in exposition, we shall draw

a momentary distinction between the quotient of two integral

functions of any stated variables x, y, z, u . . ., which we shall

call a Rational Fraction, and any function whatever of these

variables which, so far a.s x, y, z, u . . . are concerned, involves

only the operations + , —
,

x , -f- in finite number, which we
shall call, as heretofore, a Rational Function of x, y, z, u.

. . . The distinction is of no permanent practical importance,

for the simple reason that we shall presently show that every

Rational Function of x, y, z, u . . . can be transformed into the

quotient of two integral functions of x, y, z, u . . ., i.e. into a

Rational Fraction, including for the moment under that head an

integral function which may be regarded as the quotient of itself

by 1, 1 being regarded as an integral function of degree 0.

Reduction to Lowest Terms

§ 150. We have already seen that the identity ajh = majmb
results immediately from the laws of association and commuta-

tion for multiplication and division. If in view of present

purposes we restrict a, 6, and m to be integral functions of

X, y, z, u . . ., we may read this as follows :

—

The numerator and denominator of any rational fraction may
he Tnidtiplied hy any integral function of the variables without

altering its identity.

Or, any integral function of the variables ivhich is a factor in

both numerator and denominator of a rational fractio7i may be

removed from both without altering its identity.
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Hence any rational fraction may be so transformed that its

numerator and denominator have no factor in common. The

rational fraction is then said to be at its Lowest Terms.

When a rational fraction is at its lowest terms, it may be

said to be in a standard form, for it is not difficult to prove *

tliat if two such fractions be identically equal and each at its

lowest terms, tlien the numerator of one must be a certain con-

stant multiple of the numerator of the other, and the denominator

of that one the same constant multiple of the denominator of the

other.

It may be noticed that the identity of a rational fraction is

not altered by reversing the sign of every term, in both numerator

and denominator ; since this is tantamount to multiplying both

by -1.

The ultimate process for reducing any rational fraction to its

lowest terms is of course to find the G.C.M. of the numerator

and denominator, and to remove it by division from both. Or

we may remove common factors one by one as we discover them
until we are satisfied or can prove that no more exist.

The following examples, where the problem in each case is to

reduce the given fraction to its lowest terms, wall illustrate some

of the ordinary methods of procedure :

—

Ex. 1. {x? + x + 2)l{x^ + x + \). No common factor is immediately
obvious: indeed there is none; for (A-^ + a'j + 2) -(./:- + a; + 1), which
must contain any factor common to numerator and denominator, is

equal to 1, which has no factor. The fraction is therefore already at

its lowest terms.

Ex. 2. F= {x^ - 2x? + \)j{xl^ - 4a^+ Q^? - 4.7; + 1 ). The fraction is

identically equal to (x3-l)2/(x-l)''. '^ovil.a? -\f={{x-\){s»? + x+ l)\^

= {;x-\)\x^ + x + \)'-. We may therefore remove the common factor

{x - 1 )2 from numerator and denominator. The result is F= (a;- + a; + 1 )^

/(x-1)^. Since a;= 1 does not cause a^ + x + l to vanish, x-\ is not
a factor in X' + x + \: F is therefore now at its lowest terms.

Ex. 3. F= {Zrt2(6 + c) + 2a&c}/{Z«-(6-' -(T*)}. By the Standard Iden-

tity, § 108, X., ^\h^-c^)= {h'^-c'^){c^-a^){a^-V^)= {h + c){c + a){a + h)

{b - c){c - a){a - b). It is immediately obvious that b - c, c - a, a - b are

not factors in the numerator of F, since it obviously does not vanish
when b= c, etc. On the other hand, when b= -c, the numerator reduces
to c-{c + a) + c^{a-c)-2ac-= ; hence b + c is a factor; and by like

reasoning so also are c + a and a + b. Removing these common factors,

we ^et F=l/{b-c){c-a){a-b), obviously at lowest terms.
Ex. 4. {x^ + 2x^-2x~l)l{x* + x^-dx^-6x-2). We find immedi-

* See A. VIII. § 4.
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ately by the "Long Rule" for the G.C.M. that numerator and
denominator have the common factor a^ + Bx^ + dx + l. Removing
this, we reduce the fraction to {x-l)/{x-2), which is obviously at

lowest terms.

EXERCISES XLIII.

Reduce the following to lowest terms :

—

1. 27x^yz^/12xi/^. 2. lUxYzu/lOSa^y^zu^.
3. {ax^yz + hx'^yz)l{ax'^y'^z'^ - hx^y'^z^).

4. xy\{p^y + xy^). 5. {x'^-xy)j{x^ + xy).

6. {2x'^-2)l{x + lf. 7. (4a:-12)/(a;2-9).

8. {x^ + 2x-^)l{x^~^). 9. {a^-a'^ilix^-a^).

10. {x^-a^)l{7^-\-x^a?-\-a'^). 11. (a'V" 9)/(^V-81)-
12. {oi?-Zx + 2)l{{x^\f + 2{x-\)].
13. {x'^ + x-2)l[l-x^).
14. {{2x + lf-m{{x + 2f-{2x + 2,f].

15. (2-2a^)/(a;''-l).

16. {(2a; + l)2-10(2^ + l) + 16}/{(2aj+ l)3-8}.

17. {\hx'^-{-\Qx-lb)l{\f>x^ + Bix + lh).

18. {2x^ + Qx^)l{ix^+^x'^-\2x).

19. (a.-7/-x7/-)/(a^V-A'^). 20.
^'^J^J^^Z'Q

-

21.
{x + yf{x-yf

^ 22. (^+ yfjx^ - y^jx"^ - y^)

{x^ - y^f '
' {x- y)\x + yf{v? - y^)

'

23- ^'^"•^^^^"^^^'^"^l 24. {x^-&x^ + %x'')l{:^ + bv?-\^x).

25. \{x + yf + {x-yf\/{{x + yf + {x-y)^}.

26. {xy~x-y + l)l{x'^ + 2xy-2y-l).
27. (x^- +fx+f -p^)l {a;2 + (p'^- 2p)x -p^ +p-}

.

28. {a^ - a3 + («; + a)2 _ aa^} / {(^^2 _ «2)2 ^. 3^2^21 ^

29. {x^ -{a-l)x-a}/ {x^ -{b- l)x - h] .

30. (a;6 + 2a.-3 + 1 )/(a:2 - a; + 1 ).

31. {{x+ yf-Z{x + y) + 2]l{Bx^ + ^xy + 2y'^-bx~^y + 2}.

32. (a^-3a;4-a; + 3)/(ar*-8a;2-9).

33. •!(l-a^)(l-&^)-4a6}/{(l-«)(l-&)-2a6}.

2^
{{ax 4- &y)^ + {ay - fea:;)^} {(aa; + hyf - {ay + hxf)

X* -y*
35. {2a;3 - Sa^^s} / {'2{y

- zf}

.

36. {x^-l)/{x^" + ^J2x + l){x'^ + l){x'^-l).

37. {(&-c)2+ (6-c)(c-a)-(a-&)2}/{(«-&)2 + (a-6)(c-a)-

38. (1 + 2a; - Sx'^)f{l -Sx- 2x^ + 4a^).

39. (a;'*-4a,'3 + 8a;2-8a;-21)/(a;4-a;3+ 12a;2_7a.+ 49)_

40. (4a;5+ 4a;* + 3ar^ + 3a;2 + a;+ l)/(2a;2+ a; + l)(2a;2-a;+l).

41. {2x^ + a-^ - 2a; - 1 )/(3a;* + a.-^ - 3a; - 1 ).

42. {{x + iy-x'^-l}l{{x + lf-a^-l}.
43. {x^ - a.-s + 2a;2 + a; + S)/{x^ + 4a;'* + 6x^+ Gar'+ 3a;+ 1).

44. 2a2(63_c3)/Sa(&4-c-').
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45. Uad= bc, then

ac{b + d) + bd(a + c) + {ac + bd + ad + bc)x

{a + c){b + d) {- {a + b + c + d)x

is independent of x.

Multiplication and Division

§ 151. It follows from the laws of association and commuta-

tion for multiplication and division (see § 27) that

«1«2«3

^1^2^3

and that

In particular, if the letters all denote integral functions of

any given set of variables x, y, z, u, . . ., we have the following

theorems regarding rational fractions :

—

The product of any given set of rational fractions is a rational

fraction, ivhose numerator is the product of the numerators and

loliose denominator is the p>roduct of the denomiiiators of the given

fractions.

The quotient of one rational fraction by another is a rational

fraction, whose numerator is the product of the numerator of tJie

dividend and the denominator of the divisor, and whose denominator

is the product of tJie denominator of the dividend and the numerator

of the divisor.

Or, the quotient of one rational fraction by another is the ptroduct

of the former and the reciprocal "^
of the latter.

From the above rules, and from what has already been said

regarding the reduction of rational fractions to lowest terms, we
infer that : In transforming the product of a given set of rational

fractions we may remove any factor which is common to a niimerator

a7id any denominator of the given set : and in transforming a

quotient of two rational fractions we may remove any factor which is

common to the numerators of the dividend and divisor, or which is

common to the denominators of the dividend and divisor.

* By the reciprocal of cjd we meau 1 ^ (c/c?), which is equal to l-^c x d,

i.e. djc
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P,
x'^+ x + 2 x^ + x + S

x^ + x + 2 x'^ + x + 3

- {x- l)(a:2 + x + 3)
^ {x - l)(£c2 + X + 2)'

If we remove the factors x^ + x + 2 and x^ + x + 3, each of which is

common to a numerator and a denominator of fractions in the product,
we have

F = ll{x-1)\

Ex 2 F- a^'-16
^^

.-g^ -

8

.
(r« - 2)2(a^ + 2)

x'^ + ix'^+16 x'^ + 4.' x^-2x+ 4:

'

^ {x + 2){x-2){x^ + 4) {x-2){x^+ 2x + A)^ {x-2)\x + 2)

~{x'^+ 2x + i){x^-2x + i)^ x^+i ' x'^-2x+ 4: '

_ {x + 2){x-2) x-2 ^ {x-2f{x + 2)
~ x^-2x + 4:

^
1 a;2-2a; + 4 '

^ (a; + 2)(a;-2)2 . (a;-2)V + 2)

aj2-2a;+ 4 ' x'^-2x + 4:

'

= 1.

EXERCISES XLIV.

Express the following as single fractions at lowest terms :

—

a^ + 1 x + S 2a; -

4

. 2-x
s^^ ^ x+ 1' x'^ • W+x
(2a; -2)2 a; -2 , x^-lG x^ + 1

a;2-4 1-a; ' a;2-7a; + 10 ' ai^-ic+l"

a^-a;-6 x^J-2x+ 6_ x^-1 x-2 a; + 3
^'

a;2 + 2a; + 3^a;3 + 2^^n^' ^'
a;^ - 4 ^ i^Tl ^ ^^*

3? -\
, a-^ + l a; + l x^-iji?- _ x^ . x — \

7. -t; —r "::" -7^ : X • 8.
a;--a; + l "

a;^ + a; + l x-1 '
x'^ + x^'x^ + \ X.2

{x + yf {x - yf 2x^^2if-

a:^ - 4a; - 5 . a;^ - 3a; - 10
^' {x'-iff^ a;2 + 2/2

^ x^-y^
'

x'^-dx + 2
'

2a;2-7x + 3"

a;4-2a;2 + l . a:^-l a;+ l

a;4 + 2a;2 + l "

a;2 + l^'^^'
a;^ - a; - 6 a-^ + a; - 6 a;^ -

1

12. -r.—

^

X X —, X

13.

14.

15.

16.

Xi^-dx + 2 x^ +x-2 a;2 + 6a;-9

(x+ y+ z)^- Az^ ^ x + y-z
x + y + z ~2x + 2y + 2z

x^y^-2xy + l , 2xy-2
a;V+ 2xy + l~3 + 3xy

a^ + h^ - c^ - d^ + 2ah + 2cd . a^ + c^-h'^-cP-2ac-2bd
a"^ + c^ - b^ - (P + 2ac + 2bd ' a^ ^V^ - (? - d? - 2ab - 2cd'

(a; + y)^ + (a; + ?/)^ + l
.

(a; + y)^ - (a; + ?/) +

1

{x-yf-^{x-yf + \ (a;-2/)2 + (a;-2/) + l'
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' hc + a{h + c)^ a-b + c
' a + b + c

x^ - 81 ar^-9^- + 20 _^ a;^ + 8a;-9
^^'

ar^ - 5 ^
a-3 - 729 * x^ + 9a; + 8l'

9i"-16 9.i~-l 12.7-2 + 19^ + 5 9x'2 + 6a; + l
19. ^ o ^ 7X^77-5— r.«x

20.

9i;2+ 9i;-4 12a^-iK-20 7x- + l " 49a;2+ 14a;+ l

2a + 26 + 2c
.
{b + cT' + {c + af + {a + bf -a? -b"" -c^

{b-cf+ (c-af + {a-bf
'

a^+ V^ + c"-*

Addition and Subtraction of Fractions

§ 152. By means of the theorem alh^majmb of § 150, amj

number of rational fractions may he transformed so as to have a

Common Denominator. Hence, by the law of distribution

for division, it follows that the algebraic sum of any number of

rational fractions can be expressed as a single rational fraction.

Suppose, for example, that a, h, c, d, e, / represent integral

functions of any variables x, y, z, u, . . ., and consider the

algebraic sum a/b + c/d — e/f.

Let L be the L.C.M. of the three integral, functions b, d, f, so

that Llb = l3, Lld = 8, L//=<^, where (3, 8, </> are integral

functions of x, y, z, u, . . ., then bfS^h, d8 = 'L, f(f>
= 'L ; and

we have alh = aPlbp^aPlh ; cld = c8ld8 = c8IL ; g//=e</)//<^

= ecfijL. Therefore

ace a{3 c8 e(f)

a/3 + c8 — ecf)

where «/3 + c8 — e(f> and L are integral functions. If, as will

often happen, no two of the three 6, d, f have any factor in

common, then L = bdf and we have

ace adf cbf ebd

b^d'f^bdf'^b^'bd/
adf+ cbf- ebd^

bdf '

The process is obviously applicable to any number of summands,

its essential features being the transformation of all the fractious
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so that they have a common denominator and the application of

the law of distribution.

In practice it may not be advisable to add all the fractions

at once, but to proceed step by step, first adding one group then

another, combining the results ; and so on. It may occasionally

save labour to reduce certain of the summands to lowest terms,

or to take advantage of the fact, proved in § 110, that any im-

proper fraction may be expressed as the sum of an integral

function and a proper fraction. Some of these artifices are

illustrated in the following examples :

—

Ex. 1. 2/(a; - 1) - 3(ic + l)l{x'^ + 1)

= 2{x^ + l)/{x-l){x^ + l)-Z{x+ l){x-l)l{x-l){x^+l),
= {2{x^ + l)-d{x^-l)}/{x-l){x''+l),
= {-x'^ + 5)l{i^-x'^ + x-l).

Ex. 2. F= l/(a; - «) - l/{x+ a)- a/{x^ - a-) + a/{x^ + a?).

Y={\l{x-a)-\l{x^a)\ -a{\\{x^ -a^)-\lix^ + dF)},

= \{x + a)-{x- a)\l{x^ -a^)-a {{:,? + a^) - {x^ - a^)} /(a^ - a%
= 2a/(a;2 - a^) - 2a^/{a^ - a%
= 2a(x2 + a2)/(a^ _ ^4) _ 2a3/(a34 _ ^4)^

= {2a{x^ + a") - 2a^] /(x^ - a%
= 2ax'^/{x^ - a'^).

Ex. 3.
2a^ + 5x'^ + 6x + 2 2x^ + x'^ + 4:

x'^ + x + 1 x'^-x+l

= J2x +B+,'^f^\ - J2x + S+ f'^\A :

\ x^+ x + 1 j { x^-x + 1 j

_ x-1 x + 1

x'^ + x + 1 x^-x + l'

_ {x- l^x"^ - x + 1) - {x+ l){x- + X+1)~
{x'^ + x+ l){x^-x + l)

'

- 4a;2 - 2 „ 2a;2 +

1

= -2
iC + x^ + i

Ex. 4. r=

x'^ + x^ + 1 X'^ + X^ + l

2a^ + 5x'2 + 9a; + 9 2c(^ - 5x^ + 9x - 9

x^ + 2x-S a^ + 2x + 3

"We have obviously a^ + 2x-3 = {x- 1)(«- + x + S), and a^ + 2a; + 3
= {x+ l){x^ -x + B). x-1 and a; + 1 are not factors in the numerators,
as we see at once by the remainder theorem. On the other hand, we
find on trial that x'^ + a: + 3 and a;^ - a; + 3 are factors in the respective

numerators, viz. 2a^ + Sa;^ + 9a; + 9 = (2a; + 3){x^ + a; + 3) ; and 2x^ - bx^

+ 9aj-9 = (2a;-3)(a;2-a; + 3). Hence

F= (2a: + 3)/(a;- 1) - (2a:- 3)/(a; + 1),

= {(2a' + 3)(a; + l) - (2a;- 3)(a;- l)}/(a;2- 1),
= 10a;/(a;2 - 1).
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EXERCISES XLV.

Transform each of the following into a rational fraction at its

lowest terms -r

—

1. l/a{x + a) + l/x{x + a). 2. l/(a;- 1)- l/(a;- 3).

3. {x-l)/{x + l)-{x-2)/{x + 2).

4. (2a:-l)/(2a; + 3) + (2x- + l)/(2a;-3).

B. l/{x-S)-9/{x'^-9).

6. {ab - a^)/{ah + b^) - {ah - b'^)j{ab + «=).

7. l/(a:-l) + 5/(a; + 2)-12/(2.r + 3).

8. {a" + V')l{a -b)- {a? - b^)l{a? + b%
9. {:^-l)/{x^~l)-{x-l)/{a^-l).

10. {a- + ac)/{a''c - c^) -{a- c)/(a + c)c - 2c/(a2 _ c^).

11. (^-3)7(a; + 3)2-(:c-3)/(a;4-3).

12. 1/(1 - a;)2 + 2/(1 - oj') + 1/(1 + xy\
./- + 1 x'^+l ix^

^^- x-l x^-l'^x*-l
2x-y 3x-Ay 2.x -Zy

14 - - I

x{Zx-y) x{6x-iy) {3x - y){5x - iy)

15. {x^ + x + l)l{x^-x+ l) + ix + l)/{x-l).

16. {x - 4)7(.x' + 4)2 - {x + if/{x - 4)2.

17. l/(a + 36) + 66/(a2 _ 9J2) + 1/(3^ _ a).

18. a/(« -b) + alia + b) + 2a^l{a? + b"^) + 4a2&7fa4 _ j4)_

19. {x - a)l{x + a) + (x + a)l{x -a) + {a:^ - 5a^)l{x^ - a^).

20. \l{x + 2a) + l/(.r - 2a) + 8a'^/{4:a^x - x^).

21. .'tr*/2/^(i/2 - a;2) + x/2{x + y)- x/2{y - x).

22. {a^-l)/{a^-l) + {x-l)/{a^-l)-h{{x+ l)l{x'' + l) + l/{x + l)}.

23. l/(a; + 2) - 2/(aj + 2)(a; + 4) + 2/{x + 2){x+ 4)(a; + 6).

1 1 x-l x+l
04 . 1

. .

t)(u;-l) 6(a; + l) {i{x^ + x + l) Q{x'^-x + l)

25. {x + y)l{3? -f) + {x- y)l{a? + af) - 2{x' - 7f)l{x* +xY + if)-

1 1 o?-l x^ + \
'^^'

x^-\'^x'+\ x^ + x' + l x^-x^+\'
27. l/(a^ -f) + 2/{x^ + 7/3) - (3a; + ^/)|{x^+xY + f)-

28
a^ + 1

I

^-^
1

2(a;'' + l)

*
ir^ + ic^ + a; x^-x^ + x x^ + x'^+1

29. (ar^ - ix + 3)/(x2+ 2x' - 3) + {x^ -6x+ 5)/(x2+ 4cc - 5) + (x^' -8x + 7)l

(x^ + 6x-7).
30. l/(a;2 - 3a; + 2) - l/{x'^ + 2x-S) + lf{x^+ x- 6).

31. 4/(ar2 _ 5^ + 6) - 3/(a;- - 4a; + 3) + 2/(a;2 - 3a; + 2).12 1
32.

2a;2 + 5a; + 2 2aj2 + 3./j - 2 2x- - 3x- - 2*

_2 2 1 1

a; — 2 a; - 1 (x—1)^ (x^ — 3a; + 2)^'

34. (l+a^)/(l+a;+ iB2)_(i-a-)/(l-a; + a;2) + (l-a;2-a^)/(l + ar2+ 2^).

1 2a;2+ 7a; + 7 2

(a;2 + 2a; + l)(a;+ 2)2'^(a; + l)(a;2 + 4x + 4) a- + 2"

36. (a;3_i)/(^.3+ 2a;2 + 2a; + l)-(afJ + l)/(x-3-2a.-2 + 2a;-l).
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37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42

«;•* -1 a^ + x^-x-l ^\x^ + l x + ir
x + 2y x-y x~ iy

y? + xy - Qy"^ d? + Ixy A-Vl%f x'^ + Ixy - S?/^'

^-1 a3^ +

1

X? +

1

x? + 1x^ + 2x^\^ x^-2x^ + 1x-\~ x^-\
g;^ + 3a; + l ce^-Sx + l

a^+ x^-Ax^ + x + 1 xf^-x^-4:X^-x + l

ai^+x^-x-l a^-x^-x + l

x^ + 5x^ + 7x + S 01?- boi? + 7a

43. {x^-\-y'^^-x + y-xy^\)l{x-y-\) + {x^-\-y^-^x-y + xy-\-V)l
{x+ y-V).

. x'^-Ax + S as^-x+ l 1

0!^-2x^-2oJ^-2x-S~ x^ + x'^ + l^x'^-x+1
45. {(1 + xy)^ - {X + 2/H /(I + ^)(1 + y)+{{l- xy)'' -{x- y)^}

/

{l-x){l-y).
46. {{x + y)^-{x-yf}l{{x+ yf + {x-yf} + {{x + yf + (x-yf}/

{(x + 'yy-{x-yf}.
a;6 - gg + aV(^2 _ ^2) gc6 + (^6 _ aV(a;2 + ^2)

x^-y^ x--y^ y^-y^

x^-a?y-icy^+ y^ x^ + x^y + xy^ + y^ x^+ oih/'^ +s^ + y^'
48.

§ 153. The following examples illustrate the use of standard

identities and the employment of the 2-notation in dealing

with fractional expressions which have cyclic symmetry (see

§ 101) with respect to certain of the occurring variables.

In the Exercises that follow, the beginner should endeavour
to save labour by the methods just mentioned. He will

probably find some difficulty with them ; and in that case he
should pass on, and return to them from time to time, as his

skill and his grasp of the principles of algebraic form increase.

Ex. 1. F=a/{a - h){a -c) + b/{b - c){b -a) + c/{c - a){c - b).

It will be convenient to arrange the constituent fractions so that
b-c, c-a, a-b occur throughout, instead of b-c in one place and
c - & in another, etc. "We thus have

F= - a/(a - b){c -a)- b/{b - c){a -b)- c/{c - a){b - c),

:={-a{b-c)- b{c -a)- c{a - b)}/{b - c){c - a){a - b),

= Ol{b-c){c-a){a-b) = 0;

provided a^b^c.
Since F has cyclic symmetry with respect to a, b, c, the type-group

being a/{a - b){a - c) = - a/(a - b){c - a), we might abbreviate the above
calculation as follows :

—
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F= - ^(/{a - b){c -a)=- 2:«(6 - c)/{b - c){c - a){a - b),

= Olib-c){c-a){a-b) = 0.

Ex.2. F

=

^a/{a-

-

i^) (^2 _ ^-2) = _ ^ajia? -b^){(?- d^,
= - 2a(62 - c2)/(i,2 _ c2)((;2 _ a'^)(a'^ - b%

Now 2a(6^ - C-) = {b- c){c - a)(a - b) ; hence we have

F=-{b- c){c - a){a - b)l{b'^ - c'^){c'^ - a?){a? -b')= - l/{b + c){c + a){a + b).

_ ax -be bx-ca cx-ab
~{a-b){a-c) {b-c){b-a) {c-a){c-b)

F is cyclically symmetrical with respect to a, b, c with the type-

group {ax - bc)l{a - b){a - c). Hence

F= 'L\ax - bc)/{a - b){a -c)= - 2(aa; - k)/(a -b){c- a),

= - "^{ax - bc){b - c)/{b - c){c - a){a - b),

= { - xZaib -c) + Zbc{b - c)} /n{b - c).

Now 2of(6 -c) = and 2k(& -c)= - U{b - c) ; therefore F= [0 - n
(b - c)} /U{b - c) = -1. We suppose a=^b^c.

EXERCISES XLVI.

Reduce the following to rational fractions at lowest terms :

—

'O

1. Zly'(|-l)(^'-l). 2. Ziy + z)/{x'^-f){x^-z'^).

3. Zbc/{a-b){a-c). 4. Zlf{x'^-(y-z)'^}.

5. ^{b-c)l{b + x){c + x). 6. Z{b-cf/{a-b){a-c).
abc

7. X{pa + q)l{x-a). 8. ^(a- -bc)/{a + b){a + c).
abc

9. 2«2(& - c)/(a2 _ a{b + c) + be).

10. X{x^ + ax + a^)/{a-b){a-c). 11. Z{x-afl{a-b){a-c).
12. {b-e + a)l{x -a) + {c-a + b)/{x-b) + {a-b + e)/{x-c) + 11(6 - c)/

n{x - a).

13. 2(6 - c + a)/x{x - b){x - c) - 2a/n(x - a).

14. 2(6 + c - 2a)2/(c + « - 2b){a + b- 2c).

15. 2(6 + c)/(a - 6)(a - c)(a; - 6)(ic - c).

16. Za^l{a-b){a-c).
17. 2J(6-c)a; + (6 + c)}/(a;-6)(a;-c). 18. 2(6-c)/(6 + c)(«-a).
19. l/{x -a-b-c)- n(6 + e)/{x -a-b- c)TL{x - a).

20. 21/{(l + 6c)2-(6 + c)2}.

2j
(.g +p){x + g)(a;+ r) ^ (a +p){a + ?)(« + r)

{x - a){x - b){x - e) {a-b){a-e){x-a)
22. 2(6 - e)l{x+ 6 + c) + 2a(62 - c2)/n(a: + 6 + c).

23. 'Z{y-z)l{y-\-z-2x).

24. 2f«2 + a + l)/(a-6)(«-c)(a;-a).

25. 2(./j - a)(?/ - a){z - a)/(a - 6)(a - c).
aftc

26. ^\J{l-m){l-n){l + lx).
Imn

27. 2(6 - c)/{x + 6 + c) + n(6 - c)f{x + b + c).

28. 2(l-a2)/{(l-6c)2-(6-c)2}.
29. 2(x2 + a2)/ |(c _ a)aj + j^ |(a - 6)a; + c}

.
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Rational Functions in General

§ 154. Since every rational function involves a finite

number of the operations + , — , x , -^ only, it follows from

§§ 151, 152 that every rational function can, hy a finite number

of steps, he ultimately reduced to the quotient oftivo integralfunctions

of its variables, that is to say, to what we have in this chapter called

a rational fraction.

No general rule can be laid down for the best order of pro-

cedure in such reductions ; and for that very reason they form

an excellent exercise for the tyro in Algebra. The most
important point is to see that no step is taken which cannot

be justified by reference to the fundamental laws of Algebra.

Subject to this condition, the steps of the calculation should be

so arranged as to avoid useless labour by removing redundant

{i.e. mutually destroying) parts of the function at as early a

stage as possible. The use of brackets and the application of

standard identities will be found of great help, both in saving

labour and in giving clearness and perspicuity to the work.

As a general rule, brackets should not be removed or products

distributed until it is clearly seen that nothing is to be gained

by refraining from so doing. Frequently in a complicated

piece of work it will be best to deal with a part of the function

by itself, to make its reduction a separate calculation, then to

restore the result in the original function, and to proceed with

the main reduction. The beginner may also be here reminded

that next to sound logic, neatness of arrangement is the most

important part of algebraic skill, and one of the most important

lessons to be derived from the study of Algebra.

{x + l + l/(a;-l)}{a;-l + l/(a; + l)}
•^ -

{a; + l - l/(.r- 1)} {a;- 1 - l/(a; + 1)}'

If we multiply dividend and divisor of the main quotient by {x-V)
(aj + l), we get

\(x + l){x-\) + \]{{x-l){x + \) + \]

{{x + l){x-\)-\\ {{x-l){x + l)-Vs'

_ {x^-\+l]{x^-l-\-\}
~ {x^-i-\){x^-i-\y

x^

(x^ - 2)2*
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Ex. 3. F=-^: .'^\o

—

^^^^
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We have a + \ ly^--\=a + \l{{a- b)/ab} =a + abl{a -b)= {a{a - b)

+ ab} /{a -b) = («= -ab + ab)]{a -b) = a^/ia - b).

Also

h
-\I{^\-^

= b-\j{{a + b)lab) =b-abl{a + b)={b{a + b)-ab}l{a + b)

= {ab + b'^-ab)/{a + b) = b'^/{a+ b).

Hence

F= - rX -X z— X r— =a2+62
a-0 a + ab ab

after removal of factors which are common to numerators and de-

nominators of the product of the fractions.

f^'-s + C^^''
,_ \x-a / \a; + (

^ /a^ + ftN" fx^aV
\x-aj \x + aj

We observe that the dividend of the main quotient can be written

/ic + a\2 ^x-\-a\fx-a\ /x-a\^_/x + a a-a\2
\x-aj \x-aj\x + aj \x+ aj \x-a x + aj '

while the denominator can be put into the form

'x + a x-a\/x + a x-a\
^x-a x + aj\x-a x + aJ'

Removing the common factor {x + a)/{x -a)~{x- a)j{x-\-a), we have

x+a x-a
„ x-a x+a
i} = •

x+a x-a
x-a x+a

If we now multiply dividend and divisor of the quotient denoted
by the longer line by {x - a){x + a), we get

F = {(x + af -{x- af] / {{x + af + {x - af] ,

= ixa/{2x^ + 2«2) = 2axl{x^ + a^).

Rational functions of the form

a

c

F =
h + c

d + e

f+9

commonly called Continued Fractions, are of frequent occur-

rence, and deserve special attention. The function in question

may also be written
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al(h + cl(d + el(f+glh)));
or more conveniently still, with the special notation

a c e g

h+ d+ f+ h!

where the +'s are written under the fraction lines to prevent

confusion with ajh + cjd + ejf+gjh.

Ex. 4. In reducing continued fractions it is usually convenient to
begin at the bottom and proceed upwards. Thus f+g/h= {/h + g)Jh.
Therefore
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-v)\y a;/

7. {(ax + hyf + (ay - hxf\ / {{ajx + %)= + {ajy - hjxf)

.

( x-l x-2 y /( x-2 x-S )

//\(-«-i;\{x-2){x-3) {x-l){x-3)j/\{x-l){x-3) {x-l){x-2)J

fl/^ + l 1/ar^-l "] . rx + 1 x-l l

10. Show that l + K^/2/+ 2/A^-) = l/(l+|^f) + l/(l -

"•{(s^r-(^)¥{(i^y-(^y}

x-j/

ic + 2/

^ ll + a&'^l + 6c//l (l + a&)(l + 6c)/'

l/(a- 6) -!/(« + &) l/(b-c)-l/{b + c) \J{c-a)-\J{c + a)
^^'

l/{a -b) + l/(a + b)'^ 1/(6 - c) + 1/(6 + c)
"^

l/(c - a) + l/(c+ a)'

\-\lxjx-\lx 2jx alb - hja 1 + b/a- b^a"^

l + ljx/x + llx'^l + llx'' a/b + l + bja'^ a/b-b^a^ '

17. (a7c2 - c'^/a'^){a/c + cja - 1)/ {ah\\Jc^ + l/a3)(l/c - 1/a)}

.

18. {{xly + 7y/x + 1 )(l/x - Ifyf) / {x^/i/^ + f-lx' - (x/y + ylx)} .

no (^
&" + c--a"VT ,

{a-¥b + c){b + c-a) \
^^-

\ '^hc jy'^ {a-b + c){a + b-c))'

ax-\){x^-l) (x- + l)(.r^ + l) \ / 3 1__\^'\ x'-x-Vl x^ + x + 1 } V^ 2{x^-l) 2(x2+l)/-

21. 1/(1 - 1/(1 - 1/x)) - 1/(1 + 1/(1 + Ijx))= - x/{l + l/2a;).

f (a-b){a^-l^) ia + b){a^ + b^) \ f 36^ b'' \

\ a'^-ab + b'^ a^ + ab + b'' f \ 2{a''-b-) 2{a'^ + b-).r

^*' V^^b^(£^^)\^~{^^)/v~{^
25. ^c^-xy{l + {l-x)/{x + l/x)}.

26. x/[l-x/{l+x + x/{l-x + x-)}].

27. (a- + 1)/ {a; + 1 + l/[x - 1 + l/(x + 1)]}

.

28.
jr_jr_jr_y^_ y^ y y y^

X- iC+ X- X X+ X- x+ x'

Rational Functions of a Single Variable

§ 155. We have already explained that a rational fraction

involving (or regarded as involving) a single variable x is called

a Proper or an Improper Fraction according as the degree in

IS
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X of its numerator is less or not less tlian the degree in x of its

denominator; and it has been shown (§ 115) that every

improper fraction can be resolved, and that in one way only,

into the sum of an integral function of x and a proper fractional

function of x.

Partly on account of its intrinsic importance, and partly to

remind the beginner of the fundamental difference between

algebraic and arithmetic fractionality, we here prove the

following theorem :

—

The algebraic sum of two (and* therefore of any number of)

algebraic proper fractions is an algebraic proper fraction*

Let the proper fractions be AJB^, C^/Ds where A^, B^,

Cy, D5 are integral functions of x of degrees a, 13, y, S ; so that

a</?, y<8. Then

± AJB^ ± C^/Ds = ( ± AJ)s ± C^B^)/B^D5.

Now the degree of B^D^ is /3 + S, and the degree of ± A^D^ +
CyBp cannot exceed the greater of a + 8 and /? + y ; but, since

a <j3 and y<8, neither of these can be so great as ^ + S, and

our theorem is proved.

From the theorem just established we can readily deduce the

following :

—

If two rational improper fractions be identically equal, their

integral and proper fractional parts must be separately equal.

Suppose that the two improper fractions have been reduced

to Q + F and Q' + F', where Q and Q' are integral and F and F'

proper fractional functions of x. Then, by hypothesis, Q + F =
Q' + F', and therefore Q - Q' = F' - F. Suppose now F' ^ F, and

therefore by last equality Q' ^ Q. F' - F, being the algebraic

sum of two proper fractions, is a proper fractional function of oj,

and therefore essentially fractional Q' - Q, being the difference

of two integral functions, is an integral function of x. We have

thus the absurdity that an essentially integral function is trans-

formable into an essentially fractional function of x (see § 109).

It follows that we must have F = F', and therefore Q = Q'.

§ 156. It may be shown by direct elementary reasoning

connected with the process for finding the G.C.M. of two

integral functions of x that

* There is of course no analogous theorem for arithmetic fractions, e.g.

2 3 17
- + -=— , an improper arithmetic fraction.
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If the denominator of a proper rational fraction he the

product of two integral functions of x which are prime to each other,

then the fraction can he decomposed, and that in one way only, into

the sum of two proper fractions whose denominators are the two

integral functions in question* The component fractions are

spoken of as Partial Fractions.

Given a j^riori the possibility of this decomposition, it is

always easy in practice to ejBfect it by means of indeterminate

coefficients or otherwise.

Ex. 1. Decompose (3^-- 4)/(a:- l)(a;- 2) into the sum of two
fractions whose denominators are a^ - 1 and x-2. Since the denomi-
nators are of the first degree, the fractions will be A/(a;-l) and
B/(a; - 2), where A and B are constants to be determined. We have

(3^-4)/(x-l)(x-2)= A/(«-l) + B/(a;-2) (1).

Hence, multiplying both sides by {x -\){x- 2), we get

3a3-4= A(a;-2) + B(a;-l) (2).

AVe may determine A and B by equating the coefficients of x in this

identity. Then we get A + B = 3, 2A + B= 4; whence A = 1, B = 2.

Or, better thus :—since the equation (2) is true for all values of x,

we may put therein x— 1 and x= 2. AVe thus get -1= -A, and
2 = B ; that is, A = l and B = 2, as before.

Ex. 2. F= (x2_l3x + 26)/(a;-2)(^-3)(K-4).
Since x-2 and {x - Z){x

-

4) are obviously prime to each other, we
may choose these for denominators of the partial fractions. The
numerator for x-2 will be a constant, say A, as before ; but the
numerator corresponding to {x - Z){x - 4), which is of the second
degree in x, may be of the first degree in x, and must therefore be
written Br + C, where B and C are constants to be determined. We
must therefore have

(a;2 - 13x + 26)/(x'- 2)(x - Z){x - 4)= A/(x - 2) + (Ba; + C)/(.t; - Z){x - 4).

Hence there must exist an identity of the form

x^-\Zx + 26= A(a; - Z){x - 4) + (&x + C){x - 2).

The coefficients may be most readily determined as follows :

—

Put a;= 2 and we get 4 = A( - 1)( - 2) ; therefore A = 2.

There must therefore be an identity of the form

x'^ - 13a; +26 - 2{x - Z){x - 4)= (Ba; + C)(a; - 2),

that is

—

- a;2+ X + 2= (Ba: + C)(a; - 2).

Since x - 2 is a factor on the right, it must also be a factor on the
left ; removing it we have

See A. VTII. § 6.
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Hence we must have B= - 1, C= - 1. Therefore

x^-13x + 26 2 x+ 1

{x - 2){x - S){x - 4) x-2 {x- Z){x - 4)"

§ 157. Resolution into Ultimate Partial Fractions.

—

It can be proved that every integral function of x can be

resolved into a product of real prime factors, each of which will

be a linear or else a quadratic function of x, each, it may be,

repeated several times. Corresponding hereto we have the

following theorem :

—

Every proper fractional function of x can he decomposed

uniquely into a sum of proper partial fractions, containing a partial

fraction of the form A/(x — a) corresponding to every non-repeated

linear factor of the denominator^ a group of partial fractions of

the form

\l{x-p) + B.Jix-Pf+ . . . +Brl{x-fSy

corresponding to every linear factor of the denominator which is

repeated r times;

and also a partial fraction of the form (Cx + D)/{:^^ + px + q)

for every single quadratic factor of the denominator ; and a group of

partial fractions of the form

{O^x + 'D-^)lix^ +px + q) + (CgX + D2)/(ac2 +px + q)'^+ . . .

+ {CsX + Ds)/(a;2 + 23x + qY

corresponding to every quadratic factor of the denominator which is

repeated s times. Here A, B, C, D, etc., denote constants.

Every integral function of x can be resolved into a product

of factors, single or repeated, which are all linear, provided we
do not require the coefficients of the factors to be real. In

correspondence with this fact, we may restate the above theorem

for the decomposition of a proper rational fraction into partial

fractions, leaving out all that follows the words " a7id also." In

that case, however, it must be kept in view that a, /3, etc.. A,

Bj, Bg, etc., may not be real constants.

The decomposition just described may be spoken of as the

decomposition into ultimate partial fractions. Given its possibility,

it is not difficult to carry it out in any particular case. Some of

the methods for determining the coefficients are illustrated in

the examples given below.

It follows from what has just been set forth that every
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rational function of x can be expressed uniquely as the sum of

an integral function of x (which vanishes when the function

reduces to a proper fraction) and a number of ultimate partial

fractions. Since this expression is unique, it is a standard form

by means of which the identity of the function can be

established at a glance. We have thus in this chapter estab-

lished two standard forms for a rational function of o: : one

tlie Rational-Fraction- {i.e. quotient of two integral functions)

Form, the other the Ultimate-Partial-Fraction-Form. It is the

former that is usually most insisted upon in Elementary books,

and the phrase " Simplify " applied to a rational function usually

means—reduce to the first of these forms. For many purposes,

however, the latter is the more suitable or " simpler " form
;

and often in establishing complicated fractional identities the

method of partial fractions proves very powerful.

Ex. 1. Decompose xj{x- l)(a;- 2)^ into ultimate partial fractions.

The proper general form is

xj{x -\){x- 2f=kJ{x - 1) + B/(./: - 2) + C/(a?

-

2f.

Hence we must have

x = k{x-2f+ ^i:x-\){x-2) + C{x-l).

Put x= \, and we get at once A = l. Subtract from both sides the
part of the right which is now determined, viz. {x - 2)-, and suppress
the factor x-1 which occurs on both sides, and we get

-ie-f-4= B(a;-2) + C.

Put a;= 2, and we get = 2 ; equate the coefficients of .r, and we get
B= - 1. Hence

xl{x - \){x - 2f= \l{x - 1) - l/(ic - 2) + 2/(.^' - 2f.

Ex. 2. Decompose 1/(^2+ 1).

l/(a;2 + 1
)= A/(x'+ i) + B/(aj - i)

i being the imaginary unit. Hence

l = k{x-i) + B{x + i).

If we put successively x= -i and x= i, we get

A=-l/2i = i/2, B = l/2i= - i/2.

Therefore l/{x^ + 1 )= h^lix + i) - ii/{x - i).

Ex. 3. Decompose (,Zx'^ + 2x + l)l{x + 2){x^+ x+lf into ultimate
partial fractions.

Zx'^ + 2x + \ _ A B-g + C Da; + E
{x+ 2){x'^-^x^-\f~ x + 2^ x'^ + x + l'^ {x^ + x + lf

Hence

Zx'^ + 2x-\-i = k{x'^+ x + lf + {^x + C){x + 2){x'^ + x + \) + {Dx + 'E.){x + 2).
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Put x= -2, and we get 9 = A9, whence A = l. Now subtract
{xi'^ + x+l)'^= x'^ + 23^ + Sx'^ + 2x + l from both sides, and suppress the
factor x + 2. We then have

-x^=(Bx + C){x'^ + x + l) + 'Dx + 'R.

Now divide both sides by x^ + x + 1, and transform the improper
fraction on the left by division into the sum of an integral function
and a proper fraction. Then we have

-

1

D.r + E
-X + 1 + —0-,—r-T=Bcc + C + -T-; -T-

x^+x+l x^ + x + 1

In this identity the integral and proper fractional partsmust be equal
separately (by § 155). Therefore Bic + C=-a; + l and Da: + E=-1.
Hence, filially

—

3a;^ + 2a; + l ^ 1 x-1 1

{x + 2)(x^+x+l)^~x + 2 x^ + x + 1 (x^ + x+l)'^'

B, C, D, E might also be obtained very readily by equating co-

eflScients of powers of x.

,
EXERCISES XLVIII.

Resolve the following into ultimate partial fractions :

—

1. (8a;-87)/(a;-9)(2;-ll).

2. Transform x^l{x - a){x - h) into the form A + B/(a; - a) + Cy'(ic - b),

where A, B, C are constants.

3. {px + q)/{x-a){x-b){x-c). 4. x/ix^-llx+SO).
5. {x^ + l)/{x-l){x-2){x-3). 6. {x^ + l)/{2 + x){2-x){x-l).
7. {5x'^-8x-l)/{x-l)%x-2). 8. ix^ + 2x-l)/{x-2)\x-3).
9. xl{x-l){x-2). 10. l/{x-l)%x'^ + l).

11. (4x'^-2x + 2)/{x-l)%x'^ + l). 12. (cc4+ a;2-l)/(a^-l).

13. (£c3+l)/(a^-l).

14. {3x^-Sx + 2)/{x-lf{x'^-x+ l).

15. lx^+2x + 5)/{x^+ x + 2){x^+ 2x+ 3).

16. x/{x-l){x-2){x^+ 3). 17. l/{x^-l).

18. 2x/{x'^ + x^ + l). 19. 5x'^J{x-l){2x+ S){x'^+l).

20. (3a;2 + 4ic + 5)/{x -l){x + 2f[x^ + 2).

21. a;V(a;6_l).

22. 1/(1 +x-^x'^) (into imaginary partial fractions).

23. Decompose l/(a:'* + a;- + 1)^ into two proper fractions whose de-

nominators are {x^ + x+ Vf and {x^-x + Xf.



CHAPTER XYI

IRRATIONAL FUNCTIONS

§ 158. We have already (§ 5) defined Ja (n being a positive

integer) as the quantity whose nth power is a ; in short, the

defining property of \/a is {^Jay^ = a. It has also been ex-

plained that, so long as we confine the radicand a to have only

positive or purely arithmetical values, there is always one, and

only one, real positive or arithmetical value of \/a ; this we
shall call for distinction the Principal Value of the wth root.

The nth root has other values besides the principal value (for

example, there are three quantities, viz. +1, ( - 1 + ^\/3)/2,

( — 1 - i J2)1 2, which have the property that their cube is

+ 1) ; but with these we are not concerned in this chapter.

We also refuse for the present to consider any case where the

radicand has a negative value or an imaginary value ; the theory

of such cases falls quite naturally under the theory of the radica-

tion of complex numbers.*

Fundamental Rules op Operation with Radical Symbols

§ 159. We may lay down the following five fundamental

rules for operating with radical symbols ; we shall see, however,

that in reality only the first two are independent principles.

ZjCJa) = ^:ja (1);

or, the rath root of the nth root of any radicand is the mnth root of

tJiat radicatuL

* See A. VII. § 17-20.
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Ex. 1. V( V/'SQ) = ^(729) = \/( V729), which may be verified

arithmetically, for ^^"29 = 9, ^729 = 27, ^/9 = 3, ^27 = 3, ^729 = 3.

>&. . . .)=>7^V^ • . . (2);

or, the nth root of a product is the product of the nth roots of the

factors

Ex.2. V(27x8)=V27x ^8—that is, ^216 = 63=3x2.

7(a/&) = >/ 7& (3) ;

or, the nth root of a quotient is the quotient of the nth roots of the

dividend and divisor.

Ex.3. V(27/8)= ^27/^8 = 3/2.

> = ->"* (4);

or, the nth root of any radicand is the mnth root of the mth power

of that radicand.

Ex. 4. ^4= Xli^= XlU.

(»-=>^ (5);

or, the mth power of the nth root of any radicand is the nth root of

the mth power of that radicand.

Ex. 6. {l/8f=U8''=l/eL

These five identities are simply translations of the laws of

integral indices into a new language or symbolism ; they can

all be established by the same method, which we shall illustrate

by application to (1) and (2).

First consider (1). Since we restrict a to be positive, and con-

sider only the principal value of the nth root, ^a is a real positive

quantity, and ^^( ^a) denotes the principal value of the mth root

of this real positive quantity (
'^a). If, therefore, x = '^( ^a),

a; is a real positive quantity. Also x"^ =
{ "^i ^a) }™ = ^a,by the

definition of '7, and (a;^)^ = ( ^rt)^ = a, by the definition of y.
Hence x^'"' = a, by the laws of integral indices. It follows that

X is one of the mnth. roots of a, and, being real and positive, it

is the principal mnth root, viz. that which we have agreed to

denote by '""^a. Hence '"^^a = ^( ^a), as was to be shown.

To prove (2) let us consider three radicands a, h, c, and

denote ^a ^/6 ''!^c by x. Then, since a, 6, c are supposed to
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be all real and positive, and only principal values of the ?ith

roots are considered, x is a real positive quantity. Also we
have a;« = (V«y^v/c)'^ = (^rO"(V6)"(yc)^ by the laNvs of

positive integral indices. Therefore a;" = abc, by the definition of

-y/. Hence x is one of the 71th. roots of the real positive

quantity abc, and, being real and positive, it is the principal

value of the 71th root, which is what we have agreed to denote

by ;V(a60. Therefore ^a ^b ^c = l/{abc). The proof will

obviously apply to any number of radicands.

As an exercise the beginner should apply the same direct

method to establish the identities (3), (4), (5). These can, how-
ever, be derived from (1) and (2).

To prove (3). "We have, x and y being any two real positive

quantities—

Now if a and b be any two real positive quantities, and
64=0, x = a/b and y = b will be two real positive quantities.

Hence the last equation gives

that is

—

whence

that is

—

J).
b;

'',/alVh=V{alb\
which is (3).

To prove (4). By the definition of '^ we have, since a is

real and positive, a=7a"^ Hence :ya= ^(7«"i) = ^7a"^,
by (1).

To prove (5). We have, as in last demonstration, a= v'a^.
Hence

:y«= :y(7a"')=''v'<''"- 7{%'"),
by (1).
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Therefore

by the definition of 'ly.

It thus appears that (3) is but a case of (2) ; and that (4) and

(5) might be looked upon as particular cases of (1).

§ 160. For the sake of comparison with the theory of

indices, we deduce from the above fundamental laws the

following :

—

To deduce (A) we have merely to notice that, by (4),

^a;i>= ss/x^^and 4/a;^= ^a;?^ Hence ^xP ^/x" = 'i^xP^Xl^'^''

= fl{xP'x^^\ (by (2)), = 5ya;P*+9% by the laws of positive integral

indices.

To prove (B). We have, by (5), { ^xPY= ^{xPy= yxP"; by

laws of positive integral indices. Hence l/{ %JxPY = ^{ ^JxP^]

= ^^xPr, by (1).

We deduce (C) from (2) at once by putting a = xP, h = yP,

which will be perfectly legitimate if x, y, z, ... be all real and

positive.

§ 161. It should be noticed that, if the restrictions on the

value of the roots and radicands (§ 158) be departed from, some
of the above propositions will not hold. For example, if we admit

that ^/42 may be either + 4, we should have
( J4)^ = ( ±. 2)^

= 4 ; but ^4^ = ± 4 ; so that we could not assert the identity

( ;v/4)2 = J4^. Another example of paradox arising from the same

cause is -1= ^/( - I) x V(-I)= V{(-I)(-l)}= ^1 = 1.

§ 162. The following examples are given in order to

familiarise the beginner with transformations involving the

direct use of radical symbols. The references (I), (2), (3), (4), (5)

are to the theorems of § 159.

Ex. 1. Express j^32 and ;^(350/21) as rational multiples of the

smallest possible square root.

V32= V(16 X 2)= sJlQ X J2, by (2), =4 J2.
V(350/21)=V(50/3)=^50/V3, by (3), =^'25xj2/j3, by (2),

= 5x V2x V3/( ^3^-1^6, by (2).
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Ex. 2. v^lOS + \/27 - v/75 = ^(36 x 3) + ^/(9 x 3) - ^(25 x 3),

= ^/36 ;^/3 + ^/9 ^/3 - v'2r. ^3, ])y (2), = 6 ^3 + 3 ^/3 - 5 y 3, = (6 + 3 - 5)
y'3, by the law of distribution, =4^3.

Ex. 3. Express 2 ^3 and 3 '^2 as roots of the same order.

2^3=VW3=v/12, by(2),

3^/2= ^27 ^'2 =^54, by (2).

Also, by (4), ^12= ^123 ; and ^/54= ^Si"^. Hence 2^/3= ^1728
;

and 3/^2= 1^2916, which are the required expressions.

Ex. 4. To arrange ^f5, i^i, and ^''lO in order of magnitude.

We can express all three as roots of the order 12. Thus /^/5= ]^5^ ;

1/4 = '4'4^ 4/10=^^103. Hence ^/5=^</15625; ^4=^^256; ^/lO

= v'lOOO. It is now evident that the order of ascending magnitude is

4/4, 4/10, v/5.

Ex. 6. ':^xP»'^= "^{xP^ xafl)= l^xp^ ^ic?, by (2), =x^ ^ic«, by (4).

Ex.6. >^(yx + x^)J{yz + zx)=^x>J{y + x)>Jz>J{y+ x), by (2),

= {Jiy + x)}\^f{zx), by (2), ={y + x)^{zx).

Ex. 7. Simplify 2 ^2 4/2 4/4-

We can, by (4), express each factor as an eighth root ; thus

2^24/24^4= 4/284/2^4/224/22= 4/(282^2222), by (2), = ^2^^={^2y^,
by(5), ={(4'2)8}2= 22= 4.

Ex.8. {^{l-x)+J{l+x)y={^{l-x)y+^^{l-x)}^s/a+x)}
+ Q{^{1- x)y{^{l + x)y^ + A{J{l-x)}{^{l + x)y + {s/{l+x)}^.
Now W(i-^)}' = [{v/(i-^)}-P = (i-=^)'; {x/(l -«-)}'= {x/(l-a^)}'
{y/{l-x)} =(l-x) /J{1- x), etc. Hence

{^{l-x)+ ^{l+x)}*= {l-x)'' + ^l-x)J{l-x)^{l+x) + 6{l-x)
{l + x) + 4.il+x)^/{l-x)J(l+x) + {l+x)^

= (8-4x2) + 8^(l-a;2), by(2).

Ex. 9. Prove that

where a and h are both real positive quantities and a^>b.
First we remark that, since a^-lxa-, it follows that sj{ar-'b)<a.

Hence, since a is positive, a - fj{a? — h) is a real positive quantity
;

and a + J{a^ - h) is obviously also real and positive. Therefore, if

''- V I

—

-2 /-^ V I
2 h

a; is a real positive (juantity. Now we have
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a;2:

2 + 2 + ^ V \ 4 ^l'

by (2). Therefore x^= a + 2 ^{bl^) = a + 2jb/2, by (3).

Hence x^—a+ ^b. Theretore, since x is real and positive,

x= J{a+ fjb).

EXERCISES XLIX.*

Express each of the following functions, first, as the simplest rational

multiple of a single root of the simplest possible rational radicand
;

second, as a single root of the simplest possible rational radicand :

—

1. (xMNix'lf). 2. (V«VS)/V{i''K)-

3. VWi/^) X ^(.W). 4. 7(1 yi) ^{l ^l).
3,

5. \/x X S'sjx X 2 sjx. 6. V (^V) ^ \/{^y^) X \/x x sjy.

7. ^xx^7?x^x\ 8. v'a?«x^a^x'^-7a;.

9. V(«V(a;\/(a;V^)))- 10- {/xP/^y.

11.
\/(a^?/) Ix + s/jxy) j2.

Va;
/
\/x + \/y

^{xy)-2j/ X ' \/x-\/yl \/x^

13. V(^^ + 2a;2/ + 2/^-l)/\/(a^ + 2/ + l)-

14. \/(a' + 2/)\/(a^ + 2/)\/(a''-2/)\/('^-2/)-

16. V(a^ + 2/)\/(a^-2/)\/(a;' + y')\/('»'-2/')-

16. x\/x^ + ZsJx'' + sJx^.

17. \/(«^ + «^^) + \/(^^ + «a^^) + V(« + ^')-

18. V(4x'3 + 4a;2 + a;) - V(a^' + ^^^ + ^)- \/(a^^ " 2a^^ + a?).

19. (« + y)./—^ + (x-y) x/ -'
"^ \' x + y ^ ^' \' x-y

20. {a-x)'sl{a^-x^)-{a?+ x^)sJ{{a+ x)l{sL-x)}.

21. (3-^a; + ^a^)/(Va^ + 3Va:).

22. ^(27a;4) + 2^ic'' + 6^a,.

23 _^+ //_^V_ +^ ) _ _^V^ ^-^
a; - ?/ V \ (a; - 2/)^ « - 2/ i V^^ - V?/'

Arrange each of the following functions as an algebraic sum of

rational multiples of single roots of the simplest possible rational

radicands :

—

24. {x^ \lx^V)[x- \Jx^Y). -25. {x ^ \l[a- - x?)Y

.

* If the beginner finds difficulty with these exercises, he may postpone

some of them until he has finished the next chapter ; but he should not

solve them by using the index notation for radicals.
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26. (^yx + 1 + l/^yx)(^yx - 1 + 1/Va-).

27. Mx + l) + ^/ix-l) + l}{^{x + l)-^/{x-l) + l}.

28. {\/x+i/x + l)i\/x- ^x+1).
29. {^ixly) + ^{y/x)}\ 30. (^^ - l)(^a;2+ v'^' + l).

31. (^.f2+'^a; + l)(v'.>;2_^ic+l).

32. Arrange -vyS, ^J5, sjl in order of magnitude.

Prove the following irrational identities :

—

33. V(«^ + 6)+ ^{a-h)= V2v/{a+ sli.ci' -V')].

36. J{a + h)+ J{a-h)= '^ {{^a-2h) sj{a + h) + {\a + 2h) sl{a-l)).

36. ^J/(a+ v/^') + v'(«- x/^)= v^[2a + 6 V(a^ - 5) + 4 V{2a V(«- - ^)

+ 2(a2 -&)}].

37. Show that x=ij{a+ ^/(«2 - &3)j + ^ {« - ^(a2 _ j.3)| jg a root

of the equation x^ - Zhx -2a= 0.

38. If X= ij{a + Jh) + 't^Ca - V^), show that {v? - 2af= 21{a^ - b)x^.

39. Show that x= 2+ s/{'^+ V(2+ \/2)) is a root of the equation

.t8 - 16.7-" + 104^^ - 352a^ + 660.^^ - 672x-3 + 3S6x'^ - 64x + 2= 0. What
other roots can you perceive the equation to have ?

Representation of Eadication by Means of Fractional
Indices

§ 163. The radical symbol ^/ in conjunction with the

fundamental rules which we have established for its use is quite

sufficient for all the purposes of Algebra, in so far as Algebra

deals with synthetic irrational functions ; but there is another w^ay

of representing root extraction which is for many purposes more
convenient than the radix notation, and which is also interesting

in connection with the theory of exponential and logarithmic

functions, which are the simplest kind of function that cannot

be described as a synthetic algebraic function (see § 8).

§ 164. Up to this point we have restricted the index or

exponent n in a;" to be a positive integer ; indeed, the original

definition of x'"' becomes meaningless if we attribute any other

kind of value to n. It is therefore open to us to give to x^, when
n is fractional or zero or negative, any meaning we please,

provided always that such meaning consorts ivith the fundamental

laws of Algebra and all their consequences^ and also with the laws of

indices as already established.

Let us confine our attention for the moment to positive
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fractional (commensurable) indices. If such a symbol as xi ia to

be admitted as an algebraic operand, subject, inter alia, to the

laws of indices, we must have, by the first law, xixx^xxix xi

= a;l+H-l+t = a;^, or, what is virtually the same thing, by the

second law, (cct)* = x^. That is to say, xi is an operand whose fourth

power is x^ ; or xl is one of the fourth roots of x^. Introducing,

for the sake of clearness and simplicity, the same restrictions on
the radicand and the value of the root as heretofore (§ 158), we
are thus led to define as follows :

—

x^^% where p a7id q are finite positive integers, is defined to mean
the principal (i.e. real positive) value of the qth root of xP, x being

restricted to be a real positive quantity ; or, in symbols

—

xP'Q= IJxP.

It will be observed that, since ^ is a positive integer, and x
is real and positive, xP is real and positive, so that there is no

ambiguity or indefiniteness in the meaning of ^xP.

Since, by § 159 (5), under the restrictions introduced, IJxP

=
(
^x)P, it follows that xP[^ also means the -pth power of the

principal value of tlie qth root of x. Sometimes this is made the

primary definition of xP'^
; but that is not a convenient arrange-

ment.

Again, it would appear from our definition and the funda-

mental property of a fraction that we ought to have xP'9

— ^mplmq^ where m is any positive integer ; and this is as it ought

to be ; for the identity just written is in radical symbols ^xP
^mj^mp^ which is a case of § 159 (4).

§ 165. It remains to show that the definition of xP'^ just

given introduces no contradiction into Algebra ; and in particular

that it agrees with the laws of indices.

As regards Algebra generally, there is no more difficulty

regarding xP^^ than there is regarding its equivalent '^xP,

which, when it is not commensurable, we regard as being re-

placed by a commensurable approximation of sufficient accuracy.

Before proceeding to discuss the application of the laws of

indices (§ 29) to the new definition, it will be an advantage to

reduce them to their simplest independent elements ,* these are

{x'^)n = a;^» (B)

;

{xyf^x^y'^ (C).
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For the general case of I. (a), viz. a:*"" x x" x x^ x . . .

_2.m+n+i;+ • • -^ follows by repeated application of the special

case a;"^ x x" = x^'*"'"". Again, I. (/?), viz. x"^ -f x" = x"^~« if m>n,
= 1 -^x'^'^ if m<:)i, follows from I. (a). For, if m>7i, we have,

by I. (a), x''*""xx'^ = xj"*""'+" = x»", whence x^'^"" x x^^x'*

= x"*-rx" ; that is, x'"-^x" = x*"~*'^ ; and again, if m<w, x^~"*

X x»» = x", by I. (a), whence x" " "* x x^'* -j- x" " "» -^ x'* = x" -j- x" ~ "*

-T- x** ; that is, x'« -j- x" = 1 4- x»-«*.

Lastly, the general case of III. (a) follows from the particular

case (xy)"* = x'"/'*' by repetition ; and III. (j3) may be derived

from IIL (a), thus: {{xly)yy'^ = (xlyy^y^^, by IIL (a); that is,

x'"' = (xly)"^y"\ Hence x»«^ i/'" = i^lvy^y^ -^ 2/"^ ; that is, x"*/?/"*

= {xjy)"\ which is III. 0^).

In these deductions no appeal has been made to the definition

of an index, we have merely used the laws themselves supposed

to be valid. If, therefore, the simple laws (A), (B), (C), as

written in this paragraph, have been proved for any definition

of an index, the more extended laws of § 29 will follow.

Suppose now m and n to be any two positive commensurable

quantities, say 'pjq and r/s, where jp, q, r, s are positive integers,

then we have to deduce from our definition of a positive

fractional power that

that is to say

—

that is to say

—

and

\x'J =x'
,

\x^r=^^' (B);

p p p

(xijy = x^y^ (C).

Now, bearing in mind the meaning attached to xP^^, etc.,

we see that these identities expressed in radical symbols are

V'(^/)'"=7/'"
(E');
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which are simply the identities (A), (B), (C) of § 160, already-

established.

It should be remarked that the case where fractional and
integral indices are mixed is covered by the above demonstration,

because nothing in the reasoning used prevents either j^/q or r/s

from being actually integral in value ; all that is required is

that they be positive and commensurable.

Interpretation of x^ and a:"*"'

§ 166. Having extended the definition of x*^ to cover all

cases where n is any positive commensurable number, it is

natural to endeavour to complete the extension by including the

cases where n is or any negative commensurable number. As
before, we may get suggestions by supposing that the laws of

indices are to hold without restriction on the value of the index

and tracing the consequences of this assumption.

Let m be any positive commensurable number and x a base

differing from 0. Then, if the laws of indices are to hold with-

out restriction on the index, we should have, inter alia^ a;*^-^a;*"'

= xn-m^ by I. (/?), =x*^+(-^«' = a;'^xx-"^ by I. (a).

Hence x^^ -^ x>^ = a:'^ x x " *^,

therefore x'^ -^ x'^^ -r x'^ ^ x''^ x x~'^ -^ x'^
;

whence 1 -^ x^ = x ~ ***.

We are thus led to define x''^ as the reciprocal of x™, with the

understanding that, if m be fractional, x is to be restricted to be real

and positive, and tluit the princijml value of the root indicated is to

be taken. The base x must of course be different from 0.

Again, we should have x^ = xP^~'^^ = x^-^x^ by 11. (^), if the

values of indices are to be unrestricted. We are thus led to define

x^, where x is any non-evanescent base, as meaning 1.

To complete the theory, it now requires to be shown that

these meanings of a:""* and x^ are consistent with all the laws of

indices, there being obviously no difficulty as regards the laws of

Algebra generally.

This means that we have to re-establish the laws of indices

in the form (A), (B), (C), § 165, for the newly-introduced

meanings.
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In the case of laws (A) and (B), where two different indices

appear, there are a good many cases to consider, viz. m positive,

n negative ; m negative, n negative ; m positive, n zero ; m
negative, n zero ; m zero, n zero. It will be sufficient to take

two cases, and leave the rest as exercises for the reader.

Case m = -
1>, n= -

q,

where p and q are positive commensurable numbers. To prove

By definition— x-P=llxP, x-^=ljx^.

Hence x'Px-^ = (l/xP^l/x^) = l/xPx^.

Now, since the laws are already established for any positive

commensurable indices, we have xPx1 = xP'^^. Hence IjxPx^

= l/xi^+3 ; but this last isx~(P+^^ or x~P-<ihj the definition of a

negative index.

Again, to prove (x "i') ~ ? = a.^ "i'X ~ q\

we have, by the definition of a negative index, (x~P)~^ = {\jxP)~^

= l/(l/xP)?= l/{ 19/(a:P)5} = ll{llxPl}, the last two steps by the

laws for positive commensurable indices already established.

Hence (^x~'P)~'! =^xPl = oi~P^~<l\ which was to be proved.

Case m= —p^ n = 0,

where p is positive and commensurable. To prove

x-PxO = x-P+^

Since, by definition, x'^=l, this amounts to proving that

x~P X 1 =x~P, which is obviously true.

Next to prove

{x-P)^ = {x^)-P=^xf^-P^^\

This is tantamount to proving that 1 = 1"^^ = x^ = 1, which is

true, provided always x 4= 0, and we adhere to our restrictions on
the value of any root that may be represented by p.

Finally, as to the law (C), we have to prove that

(xyyP = x-Py-P,

where 2^ is any positive commensurable number, and x and y
non- evanescent bases. Now (xy)~P=l/{xyyP^ by definition,

= IjxPyP by the laws established for positive commensurable
indices. Hence {xy)~P = {lJxP)(llyP) — x~Py~P, by the definition

of a negative index.

To prove that (xyf = x^y^^

i6
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where x and 7/ are non-evanescent bases, simply amounts to

proving that 1 = 1x1, which is obvious.

§ 167. We can now arrange the powers of a single base in an
ascending series x'~°° , . . ., x~^^ . . ., x~^, . . ., x^, . . ., x"*"i

. . ., x"^^, . . ., x'^ '^ corresponding to the series of real com-

mensurable algebraic quantity. Thus we speak of x'' as a higher

power than x^ ; x~^ as a higher power than a:"-, and so on.

§ 168. In working with the laws of indices as now extended,

the only new points are to attend to the interpretations of xP'^,

x~'^, and x^. The following examples are intended to familiarise

the beginner with the subject. The first eight examples are the

first eight of § 162 worked out with the index notation for

radication. The references I. (a), I. (j8) ; II. III. (a) ; III. (j8)

are to the laws of indices as stated in § 29.

Ex. 1. ^/32 = (32)i = (16x 2)^ = 1622^, by III. (a), =4^2.

V(350/21) = (50/3)^= 50^3^, by III. (^),

= (25x2)^3^= 25^2^/3*, by III. (a), =5x253^/35+*

= 5(2x3)^3, by III. (a), =1^6.
Ex. 2. v^l08+ v^27- x/75 = (36x3)i + (9x3)*-(25x3)*

= 36*3* + 9*3* -25*33, by III. (a), =(6 + 3 -5)3*= 4 ^^^3.

Ex. 3. 2^3 = 2.3* = 253*= (22)*3*,by II., =(2-3)*, by III. (a), =12*,

3 5'2= 3§2*= (3%*, by II., =(3^2)*, by III. (a), =54*.

Hence 2 V3 = 12*= 125= ^Il2^= ^1728 ;

3^2 = 54*= 54^= ;^54-= ^2916.

Ex. 4. V5 = 5*= 5t'^ = ^^56= ^C^15625 ;

^4 = 4*= 4A = ^^44= l^2;256.

4/10 = lOi= 10A = IJ/IO^ = i;/1000.

Ex. 5. '^/.cP«+?= a;(^"»+«)/"'= a;'P+«/*«=a;^.i?7/"», by I. (a), ^xp'^Ix^.

Ex. 6. ij{yx + x^) si {y^ + ^x) = {yx + o^)i{yz + zx)^ = {{y + x)x} *

{{y + x)z}^={y + x)hHy + x)hK by III. (a), =(i/ + a;)*+*(ca;)*, by I. (a)

and III. (a), ={y + x) ^/i^)-

Ex. 7. 2V2 4/2^4= 2x2*x2ix4^= 2x2*x2ix(22)i= 2x2*x2i
x2t, by II., =2ix2*x2ix2i = 2i+*+i+i, by I. (a), =22= 4.

Ex. 8. {v'(l-a;)+V(l+a^)}^={(l-''^)^ + (H-a^)*}'={(l-«^)^}' +
4{(l-a-)^}3{(l+x)'} + 6{(l-a;)*}2{(l + x)*}2 + 4{(l-a;)*}{(l + a;)*}3 +
{{l+xfy^={l-x)'^+^l-x)^l+x)^+6{l-x){l+x)+^l-x)i{l+x)

+ (l+a!)2, byll. j^o^, (l-a')=(l+a;)*= (l-x)Hl-a;)*(l+a-)* byl.(a).
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= {l-x){l-x'')i, by III. (a), etc. Hence {^(1 -a;) + ^{1 + x) }*

= (1 ^ x)~ + 4(1 -x) (1 - x-)i + 6(1 - .x"2) + 4(1 +x)il- a--2)i + (1 + xf=
(8-ix^) + 8J{l-x%

Ex. 9. Simplify sl{x~^~ slf)l sliv i/x~%

V (a^"^ sl<f)l s'ill
s'^~^) = {x-^~>/-)^l{yx-h^= {x-'')hyh^/vh^-i)K hy III.

(a), =x--3i/Vi/b-3, by II., =x-^+"^y^-K by I. (^),^ =xY= l x 1 = 1.

n+3/fn-l/ /" + !/ V'"-^

Ex. 10. Show that V \ V ^"7 \^ -^'-^ =•^'•

11+3/ fn-l/ ^/«+l/ ^"^"^

= {a;2/('»-l)-l/("+l)} (n2-l)/(n+3)^

= {a;(»»+3)^("^-i>}("^-i"('»+3), by I. (/3),

_a^(n+3)/(n2-l)][(n2-l)/(n+3)]^ ^y H^
= X^ = X.

EXERCISES L.

Simplify the following as much as you ean :

—

1. SK 2. 16-1 3. \/(25-^).

7. ^{:^y':^)/{'>y{x'y:^)^{xY-z)}.

8. ^(.^^.) ^(z/3.,) ^(.-.V)/^| ^,^^ ^^•
9. N/2^/(s/2^2)/-t/{2(V2\/2f}.

10. ^^x-^Jx-^xijx-^^x'^arK

11. Show that \/(x/a;)/\/( \/*) = \/>« \/^-^ nZ-c.

12. {(a-76-3)iV(a/J)}^V(«*^^).

15. {'>^22(-^3)='(6-'^)29}35^ calculate to two places of decimals.

(^

ga+P ^+Y)a+^ (a/3+Y 6^+*^)^+'^

Find the value when a = 4, ^ = 2, 7= 1, a= 2, b= i.
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18. Show that (a;7a;"*)'(a;"'/a;")"'(a;"/a;0"(x"»"x*''a^'»)3= (a.-^+"'+")'+^+".

19. ^,„^>-„^,^.,„^-,Vl'^-~''>{(f„)""'}'"{(^l)""}'.

71+1/
X

71-1/ n+1 f/n+l / \ n+1 /
21. Show that ^/x-^

^/(^ V ^'7-^ V
=["V{\V(-A)}T.

- c/(|)^(f:)>:/(S)-
-) .

24. {(a;»)V(aj«)<^}^'<*-"> x {(a;«)7(iK")«}'^<'=-''' x {(a^)«/(a^)*}
'<«-*>.

25. Show that 2^ '5 > 31/8.

26. Is (i)^ ><(§)*?
27. Prove that ar'A/*= (a'\/a?)* is satisfied by x= 2^.

28. If a;, y, z be finite positive integers, and (\/«2'-2)(^a2-*)(A^a«-y)

= 1, where a 4=0, show that at least two of x, y, z are equal.

Irrational Terms and Linear Irrational Functions

§ 169. Any function of x, y, z, . . . which is the product

of a coefficient A (which may be constant or a rational function

of Xj y, z, . . . ), and a series of fractional powers of x, y, Zj . . .

we may call an Irrational Term. If A be a constant we may
distinguish when necessary by speaking of an Irrational Term
with a Constant Coeficient.

Ex. Sx^yh^^ and ( -^—
r^
jx^y^ are irrational terms, the first having

a constant, the second a variable coefiicient.

Any irrational term can be expressed as a rational multiple of a
single root of a rational function of the variables, or as a single root

pure and simple.

Ex. 1. Zxhjhl = Sx^^y^k^^ = Six-^Yh^^)^"^ = 3%f{x*^i/^z^% also

= y/iS^'^x^^h^^), as will be seen from the laws of indices or the
equivalent theorems regarding radication given in § 159.
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Ex.2. (^)-M =^^(^V)^

{a^ + 7ff f

§ 170. Tlie algebraic sum of a number of irrational terms

is called a Linear Irrational Function, binomial, trinomial,

etc., according to the number of separate terms.

For example, A^'^y^ - Ba-^^/- + Cx^^y^ where A, B, C are either con-

stant or rational t'unctious of x and y, is a linear irrational function of

X and y.

If the coefficients of the terms are independent of the vari-

ables, the function may be described as a Linear Irrational

Function with Constant Coefficients.

Ex. ccS + 2x^y^ - ?/3 is a linear irrational function of x and y with
constant coefficients.

It follows from § 169 that every linear irrational function can

be expressed as an algebraic sum of rational multiples of roots of

rational functions of its variables, or, if ive choose, as an algebraic

sum of roots of rational functions pure and simple.

Ex. Axhji - Bo^y^ + Cxhj^

=A !J/(xV) - B 'i/{xhf) + C 4/(xV),

It is this property which leads us to characterise the form as linear
;

it is linear in the sense that it can be expressed as a sum of first

powers of certain roots, e.g. Axhji -Bx^y^ + Cx^y^ is linear when we
regard ]^{x^y^), ^^(^/chf), and sjipc^y^) as variables.

The linear irrational function is a standard form to which

can be reduced all rational functions of any roots of the variables

^i Vi "> • ' •

It is this proposition that gives to the linear irrational form

its importance ; to prove it completely would transcend our

present limits ; but it is established, so far as square roots alone

are concerned, in §§ 172, 173.
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Special Properties of the Linear Irrational Function

WITH Constant Coefficients

§ 171. The linear irrational form with constant coefficients

has many properties analogous to those of an integral function.

"We may speak of its degree, meaning the sum of the indices of

the variables in its highest term {i.e. the term for which the

algebraic sum of the indices is highest) ; and we may speak of

such a function as being homogeneous or the contrary ; and so on.

For example, x^ + Bx^ + 2, x^ + x^ + \+ x~^ + x'^, x'^ + x-^, are

linear irrational functions of x with constant coefficients of degrees |

,

|, - ^ respectively ; and x^ + 2x^y^ + ?/9 is a homogeneous linear irrational

function of x and y with constant coefficients of degree f

.

It is obvious from the laws of indices as now extended, com-

bined with the generalised form of the law of distribution, that

the product of any number of given linear irrational functions

with constant coefficients is a linear irrational function with

constant coefficients whose highest term is the product of the

highest terms of the given functions, and whose degree is the

sum of their degrees.

When one linear irrational function with constant coefficients,

A, can be produced by multiplying together two other such

functions B and C, then B and C may be said in a certain

sense to be factors or exact divisors of A ; and processes for

testing divisibility of this sort may be used analogous to some

of those employed for integral functions.

There are, however, important contrasts. Thus, for example,

we have

xi — yi = (aj^ + yi){xi -'p) = {x^ + y^)(x^ + y^X^i — y^)

= (x^ + y^){x^ + 2/s)(a;T\ + y^){x^ — y^^) = etc.,

from which we see that a linear irrational form with constant

coefficients may have an infinite number of factors in the present

sense of the word factor.

"We follow the fashion of English text-books'^ in giving some

examples of this kind of Algebra ; its practical importance is,

* In our own opinion the subject has no business in an elementary

text-book at all. Introduced carelessly, as it is for the most part, it

tends to confuse the ideas of the beginner about much more important

things.
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however, next to nothing ; and its theoretical importance appears

only in recondite branches of the subject never reached by the

great majority of mathematical students.

Ex. 1. Distribute (.r? -A + .r-i - x-^{x^' + 1 + x-i), and arrange the

product according to fractional powers of x.

(x3 -x^ + x-i - x-^{x^ + 1 + x-^)

=xi-x^ + x^-x-^
+ xi - x^ + x~^ - x-^

+ x^ - x~^ + x~^ - O'-^i

= x^ + x^ - x~i - X~^'

Ex. 2. Express in linear form {x + x^- + l)/{xi +x^ + 1). We may
use the process for dividing one integral function by another, and pro-

ceed thus

—

x + x^ + 1

x + x^ + x^

xk+^ + l

xi -x^ + x^ -x^ + 1

— x^-x^
-x^ - x^ - x^

x^ + x^

x^ + x^+x^

-x^
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1-Sx- 2x^1 +xi) _ l-22j- 2y^ - Sy^

l + dx + ix^l + a;i)
~

1 + 42/ + 42/ + 3if

It is readily found that numerator and denominator of this last

fraction have the G. C. M. 1+y + y^. Removing this factor, we get
for the value of the fraction (1 - By)/{l + 3y).

Hence the given irrational function of x reduces to (l-Sx^)/

{1 + Sx^.

It may be noted that we can reduce this to a linear form by multi-

plying numerator and denominator by 1 - 3^^ + 9x^. The result is

{(1 - 27a;) - 6xi + lSx^/{l + 27a;}
;

but the coefficients of the form are no longer constant.

EXERCISES LI.

Simplify the following irrational functions, and reduce them to

linear form wherever you can :

—

1. {x^-2 + x-i)K 2. {{x+ y)^-{x + ^J)-^\
3. (x + x-'^f{x^-x-^)K

4. {xl-l+ x-^){xi + 1 + x-i){x^ - 1 + x-^).

5. (a;^ + 2a; + Zx-^ + Ax-^){aP -2x + Sx'^ - 4a;-3).

6. (3^ + 3i + l)(35 + 3^-l)(3^-3*+ l)(3S-3^-l).

7. l/{x - y) + 1/( Jx - Jy) + l/(^a; - ^y).
8. (a-b)/{a^-b^). 9. (x-^ - 7/-i)/(a;-^ - ?/-*).

10. {x^-ij)l{x^-y^). 11. {x^ + y^-)l{xh-\-y^).

12. (a; - y)l{x^ - x^y^ + y^) + {x - y)J{x^ + xhj^ + y^).

13. (a;2 - 2/^)/(«3 - x^y^ + y^ + {x^ - y'^)l{x^+ x^y^ + ifl).

14. {x^ + a;^ + x~^+ x~^)/{x^+ x~^) - {x^ -xi + x~^ - x~^)l{x^ - x~^).

15. (a;?-2 + a;-l)/(a;*-2 + a;-t).

16. 1/(^/3 + 1) + 1/(^3-1).

17. {(1 - a;2)^+ (l +a;)^+ (1 - a;)^ + l}/{{l + x)i - (1 +a;)-i} {(1
- x)^

-(l-a;)-i}.

18. {x-y)J{x^l''-7/l^). 19. (a;3M/2_aj-3n/2)/(^n/2_^-7./2)^

20. (1 + 2x^ + 2a;5 + a;)(l + Zx^ + 3a?^+ 2a;).

21. {5a;3 + (a^ + 4)a;*+ (4a; + l)}/{a;*-(a;-2)a;^ + (2a;-l)}.

22. ^{(a; + a;-i)2-4(a?-a;-i)}.

23. V(4«^^-12a^^^ + 9^' + 16aM-24&M + 16c^).

' \J y x y '^jx s/y ^y
25. ^J{9x'^ - 6*2 + 24a;' + 1 - 8/Va; + 1 Qlx).

«« c-u XV ^a;^ + 3a;* + l (6a; + 18)a;« + (18a; + 6)a;* + (a-2 + 30a; + l)
26. Show that — ;

= ^^ ^ —

^

xi-Zx^ + l X--UX + 1
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27. Find by means of the identity x^-if'* = {x-y){x^~^
+ x"*--y+ . . . +?/"*~^) a rationalising factor for a^u; - v'^/.

28. Fiuil a rationalising factor for x^ + yK

Reduction of Rational Functions of Square Roots
TO Linear Forms

§ 172. Every rational function of Jn can he reduced to the

form A + B ^^x, where A and B do not contain J\.
In the first place, it is obvious that every integral function

of Jx can be reduced to the form in question ; for every term

of the function is of the form A,i( Jxf', and if n be even this is

rational, if n be odd = 27/i + 1, say, Kn{ V«)-"'"^^
= A.^( Jxf'^^ Jx

= Xn^''^ Jx^ which is a rational multiple of Jx. All the even

terms therefore may be collected into a rational part A, say
;

and all the odd terms will furnish a rational multiple of Jx,
say B Jx. The whole function thus reduces to A + B Jx^ where
A and B are rational (see Ex. 1 below).

Consider now any rational function of Jx ; it may, see

§ 154, be reduced to the form P/Q, where P and Q are integral

functions of Jx. Now, as we have seen, we may reduce P and

Q to C + D ^o; and E + F Jx, where C, D, E, and F are rational

in so far as Jx is concerned. Then we have, multiplying

numerator and denominator by E — F Jx—
V ^0 + T^ JxJC + T) »(E - F Jx)

Q E + F^^ {Kf-{¥Jxf '

CE-DFa; DE - CF
E'^-F-x-

"^
E^-F'-^u;

^^'

= A + B Jx,

where A and B are rational, in the sense that they do not con-

tain Jx (see Ex. 2 below).

Ex. 1.

(1 + 2 x'.tf + (1 - 'Jxf + \ = \+&sJx + \2x+Sx^x-{l-2 Jx + x+l,
= {Ux+Z) + {^x + A)Jx.

Ex. 2. Reduce (1 + ^xfl{\ - sjx) to linear form.

(1 + Jxfl{l - ^x)= {\ + Jxfl{\ -
( ^xn

= (1 + 4 ^a; + 6x- + 4a; Va; + a:2)/(l - ic),

l + 6a; + a;2 4(1 +a;) ,

\-x 1 -X
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§ 173. Every rational function of two square roots ^x and

,Jy can be reduced to the linearform A + B ^x + C Jj + D ^x ^j,
where A, B, C, D are rational so far as Jx, Jy are concerned;

every rational function of three square roots Jx, Jj, Jz to

the linear form A + B ^x + C ^y + D ^z + E ^x ^y + F ^x ^z
+ ^ Jj J^ + ^ sl^Jy Jh '^here A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H are

rational so far as Jx, ^/y, Jz are concerned ; and so on.

Let 4> be a rational function of Jx and Jy ; and let us

first consider ^x alone. Then ^ is a rational function of Jx,
and may, as we have seen, be reduced to the form A' + B' Jx,
where A' and B' will no longer contain Jx, but will in general

contain ^y. Since A' and B' are arrived at by rational opera-

tions, they will be rational functions of Jy ; hence we can reduce

them to the forms A' = A" + B" Jy, B' = A'" + B'" Jy, where A",

B", A'", B'" do not now contain either Jx or Jy. Hence

^ = A" + B" Jy + {A'" + B'\/y)Jx,
= A" + A'" Jx + B" Jy + B'" Jx Jy,

which is the form in question.

If ^ contain a third square root, say Jz, then each of the

coefficients A", A'", etc., will be a rational function of Jz, and

therefore reducible to the form P + Q Jz, P' + Q' Jz, etc. Sub-

stituting these we shall arrive at the form

A -F B Jx + C Jy + T> Jz + Ejxjy + F Jx Jz + G Jy Jz
+ H Jxjy Jz,

where A, B, C, etc., now contain neither Jx, nor Jy, nor Jz.

This process can evidently be continued until all the square

roots, however many there may be in the function, have been

dealt with.

Ex. 1. Reduce F= (l + ^fx- s/y)/{l + >Jx+ sjy) to linear form.

First we get rid of ijy in the denominator by multiplying both de-

nominator and numerator by 1 + sjx - Jy (which is often called the

conjugate of 1 -f- sjx+ jjy with respect to Jy). Thus

F=(l+ Jx- Jyfm+slxf-iJyn
= {l+x + y + 2jx-2jy-2jxjy)/{l+x + 2jx-y).

We next get rid of Jx in the denominator by multiplying denomin-
ator and numerator by the conjugate of the former with respect to

Jx, viz. by l+x-y-2 Jx. Thus

_ {1 +x + y + 2 Jx-2 Jy -2 Jx Jy){l +x-y -2 Jx)
il+x-yf-i2jx)''

^ {{\-xf-y'']-4.yJx-2{\-x-y)Jy + 2{\-x + y)JxJy
l-2{x + y) + {x-y)^
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§ 174. It appears from the theory and examples of §§ 172,

173, that any linear form F containing the square roots Jx,

s/Hi J^ ' • ' can be rendered rational so far as Jx is con-

cerned by multiplying it by a factor R^ obtained from F itself

by changing the sign of Jx wherever it occurs. This factor is

called a Rationalising Factor with respect to Jx. The
product will be reducible to a linear form containing only Jy
and Jz ... If we now multiply the product by a factor R.„

obtained by changing the sign of Jy therein, the resulting

product will be free from Jy. We can proceed in this way
until all the square roots are removed. Hence there exists a

factor which will completely rationalise any linear form and there-

fore any rational function of a given set of square roots.

Ex. To find a rationalising factor for F= Jx- Jy+ J~, and also

the corresponding rational product.

F( Jx -Jy- Jz) = ( Jx - Jyf -
( Jzf,

= x + y-z-2jxjy.
F( Jx - Jy - Jz){x + y-z+ 2 Jx Jtj) = ix +y- zf - 4( Jx Jyf,

=x^ + y'^+ z^- 2yz - 2zx - 2xy.

Hence a rationalising factor is {Jx-Jy-Jz){x + y-z + 2jxJy)
= ij-c- Jy - v/~)(( six. + Jyf -

(jm =
(
v^^ - Jy - J^X Jx + Jy +

Jz){ Jx + Jy - Jz), and the corresponding rational product is ^x"^

- 2^y~-

It should be noticed that the rationalising factor is the product of
all the functions that can be derived from F by keeping the sign of Jx
fixed and taking every possible arrangement of signs for Jy and Jz
except that which occurs in F itself.

This result might have been deduced at once from the identity
{a + b + c)i-a-hb + c){a -b + c){a + i - c) = - Sff* + 2ZU-c~ by putting
a= Jx, b= Jy, c= Jz.

EXERCISES LIL

Reduce the following to linear form :
*

—

1.
(
v/^ + Jy){ Jx + Jy){ Jx - Jy).

2. {x+ J{a:' + it?)Y-{x- ;^(a2 + ar)}2.

* Some of the more (lifTicult of these exercises may be postpoued until

the begiuuer has finished the next chapter.
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3. {J{>^x+l) + l}{^is/x+ 2) + 2}{^{^x-\-l)-l}
{^{^x + 2)-2}.

5. {^x+ sjy+ ^zf + ^{- Jx+ jjy+ ^z)\

6. {sjx+lf. 7. {llx-\f.
8. Show that {x + y+ ^1(1+ x^)} {1 ^%f-2y V(l + a^^)} {» - 2/

~

9. (ic^ - a; + 1 )/(a;2 + a? + 1 ), where x=a- ,^/&.

10. { V(a' + a;^) +4 / { V(f*^ + a^2) - x} , where a;= (& - c)aj2 J{bc).

11. {x/(a;^ + 2/^) + a^ + 2/}/{x/(a32 + 2/2)-a.'-2/}.

1 1 1 X

4(a + J{ax)) ^ 2{a +xy 4(a - ^{ax))
"^

a^ - x"^

'

13. {x/(l-a^)-l/v/(l+a;)}/{V(l-a^) + l/V(l+a:)}.
14. I,xl{y-z), where «= x/(& + c), 2/= x/(c + «), s;= fj{a + b)

f
^ '^^^'^":K -. 1% I -

'^^('^"^^ \'
I /s/(a;2 + ax) + ,J{x^ - a2) / ' \ \/(^ - ax) - ^{x^ - a') j

16. (1+ JP+ MI{1+ Jp+ Jq+ >^pM-{1+s/p+ s'q)!

17. \l{2+ J{l-x)+ J{\+x)].
18. \l\l+ J{l-x)+ ^l{\+x)Y.

2 -^(l-a;)+x/(l+a;) 2- ^(1 -a.-) - ^(1 +a;)

21.

2+sJ0--x)- sj{l+x) 2+ ^{\-x)+ ^l{l+x)'

Jx- J{x- V(a^2_i)| ^a,+ ^1^^ ^(a;-^-l)}-

22. l/[a- VK- x/(«-*-i^)} ] + !/[«+ v/{a2+ x/(a^-i^)}].
23. n(?/ + z-a;), where x= Jh- Jc, y= Jc- Ja, z- sja,- ^b.
24. If x= Jb+ sjc- ^a, y= slc+ sja- sjb, z= Ja+ ^/b- Jc,

u= fja+ ;^/b+ sjc, show that {xu + yz){yu + xz){zu + xy) = Qiabc.

25. Show that

^x- ^x + 1 ^x+ ^x + l~ x'^ + x + 1 x^ + x + 1^^'



CHAPTER XVII

arithmetical theory of surds

Algebraical and Arithmetical Irrationality

§ 175. In last chapter we discussed the properties of irra-

tional functions in so far as they depend merely on outward

form ; in other words, we considered them merely from the

algebraical point of view. We have now to consider certain

peculiarities of a purely arithmetical nature. Let j^ denote any
commensurable number ; that is, either an integer, or a proper or

improper vulgar fraction with a finite number of digits in its

numerator and denominator ; or, what comes to the same thing,

let p denote a number which is either a terminating or a repeat-

ing decimal. Then, if n be any positive integer, '^p will not

be commensurable unless p be the nib. power of a commensur-

able number ;
* for if ^^p = k, where k is commensurable, then,

by the definition of \/2^, p = k^, that is, p is the Jiih power of a

commensurable number.

If therefore p be not a perfect nth power, ^p is incommen-

surable. For distinction's sake ^f}) is then called a surd
number. In other words, we define a surd number as the

incommensurable root of a commensurable number.

Surds are classified according to the index, n, of the root to

be extracted, as quadratic, cubic, biquadratic or quartic, quintic,

. . . n-iic surds.

The student should attend to the last phrase of the definition of a
surd ; because incommensurable roots might be conceived which do

* This is briefly put by saying that 2^ is a perfect 7ith power.
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not come under tlie above definition ; and to tliem the demonstrations

of at least some of the propositions in this chapter would not apply.

For example, \/( ^^/2 + 1) is not a surd in the exact sense of the above

definition, because the radicand ^^2 + 1 is incommensurable. On the

other hand, ^{,^/'2), which can be expressed in the form ,^/2, does

come under that definition, although not as a quadratic but as a

biquadratic surd.

He should also observe that an algebraically irrational function,

say fjx, may or may not be arithmetically irrational—that is, surd,

strict!)'' so called, according to the value of the variable x. Thus sji

is not a surd, but sJ2 is.

Kational Functions of Surds

§ 176. A single surd number, or, what comes to the same, a

rational multiple of a single surd, is spoken of as a Simple

Monomial Surd Number ; the sum of two such surds, or of a

rational number and a simple monomial surd number, as a

Simple Binomial Surd Number, and so on. A simple surd

number is therefore merely a particular case of a linear irra-

tional function where all the roots indicated happen to be in-

commensurable.

The propositions stated in last chapter amount to a proof of

the statement that every rational function of surd numbers can

be expressed as a simple surd number^ monomial, binomial, tri-

nomial, etc., as the case may be.

The arithmetical importance of this reduction lies in the

fact that the linear- or simple - surd - number - form is most

convenient for computation, especially when a table of roots is

available.

§ 177. Two surds are said to be similar when they can be

expressed as rational multiples of one and the same surd ; dissimilar

ichen this is not the case.

For example, ^/18 and ^8 can be expressed respectively in

the forms 3 ^2 and 2 J2, and are therefore similar ; but J6
and J2 are dissimilar.

Again, ^'54 and ^/16, being expressible in the forms 3^/2

and 2 ^2, are each similar to ^/2.

The p)'^'odiict or quotient of tivo similar quadratic surds is

rational, and if the product or quotient of the two quadratic surds

is rational they are similar.

For, if the surds are similar, they are expressible in the
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forms A J}^ and B Jp^ where A and B are rational ; therefore

A JpxB Jp = ABp ; and A Jp/B Jp = A/B, whicli proves

the proposition, since ABjj and A/B are rational.

Again, if Jp x Jq = A, or Jp/ Jq = B, where A and B are

rational, then in the one case Jp = (Ajq) Jq, in the other Jp
= B Jq. But A/q and B are rational. Hence Jp and Jq are

similar in both cases.

From this it follows that the piroduct or quotient of tv:o dis-

siniilar quadratic surds cannot be rational.

§ 178. The following examples illustrate some of the

commonest operations with surd numbers :

—

Ex. 1. Show that Ji5, ^^245, and ,^(252/35) are similar quadratic

surds.

We have ^^45 = ^/(9 x 5) = 3 ^/5, ^(245) = J{i9 x 5) = 7 v'5, v/(2o2/35)

= ^J{36/5) = 6/ v'5 = 6 ^5/5 = f ^'5. Hence all three surds are rational

multiples of ^^5.

Ex. 2. Calculate 6 ^^''7 + 5 ^'3 in the simplest possible way by means
of Barlow's tables, which give, inter alia, the square and cube roots of

all integral numbers from 1 to 10,000.

6^7 + 5 ;^/3= J{Se x7)+ ^/(125 x 3)= ^^252+ ^375,
= 15-8745079 + 7-2112479, by the table,

= 23-0857558.

Ex. 3. Express N= ^'18- ^'147+ v^72+ v/108 - ^^128 in terms of

the minimum number of the smallest possible surds.

N= v/(9 X 2) - ^(49 X 3) + ;s/(36 x 2) + J{S6 x 3) - ^(64 x 2),

= 3 v/2 - 7 V3 + 6 J2 + 6 v^3 - 8 ^/2,

= (3 + 6-8)V2-(7-6)v'3= v/2- ^fd.

Ex. 4. Given ;^/2 = l-4142, calculate 1^=^/18x5^2x^^24
X 3^147.

N= V(9x2)x5V2x V(4x2x3)x3V(49x3),
= 3 V2 X 5 ^/2 X 2 V2 v/3 x 3 x 7 ^3,
= 33 x 5 x 2--^ X 7 J'2 = 3780 x J2,
= 3780x1-4142 = 5345-676.

K.B.—Since the value of ^^2 errs in defect by a quantity lying

between -00001 and '00002, tbe value obtained for N errs in defect by
a quantity lying between "0378 and -0756, and we ought in strictness

to write merely N = 5345'6.

Ex. 5. To calculate N = (3+ ^B)/ Jo by means of Barlow's tables.

N = (3 + 3i)/5 J = (3 4- 33\5S/5i+f = (3 X 5^+ 3i X 5«)/5,

= {(33x 52)i + (3 x 52)i}/5= i( JQ75+ J75),
= 1(8-7720532 + 4-2171633), by the table,

= i(12-9892165) = 2 -5978433.

N.B.—The object of rationalising the denominator 5^ is to avoid

division by the seven-place decimal which represents 5^.
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Ex. 6. Reduce 1/(^/2- J3+ J5) to' a simple surd number (linear

form).

We first partially rationalise the denominator with respect to sj5,

by multiplying numerator and denominator of the given quotient by

J2- JS- ^5; thus

l/( V2 - v/3 + V5) = (
x/2 - ^3 - ^5)/{( ^2 - ^3)2 -

( ^5)^}

,

= {^2- V3- v/5)/(2 + 3-2^2v'3-5),
= (V2-V3-v/5)/(-2W3).

"We next rationalise the denominator entirely by multiplying it

and also the numerator by -
,J2 fjS. We then get

l/( V2 - V3 + V5) = -
( V2 - V3 - x/5) J2 ^3/12,

= ii,( - 2 V3 + 3 V2 + V2 V3 x/5),

which is the required linear form.

If it were intended to use a table of square roots to evaluate the
surd number, we should fui'ther transform it into xV( " \/12+ sjl8
+ sjSO).

Note the choice of the rationalising factor in the first step. We
preferred to rationalise first with respect to ^1^5, because (since 2 + 3
= 5) the rational part of the partially rationalised denominator
vanishes. If, instead, we had multiplied by ^/2 + /^/S + ^5, we should
no doubt have got rid of sj3 ; but the denominator would then have
become 4 + 2 ^^2 J5, so that the final step would not have been so simple.

Ex. 7. Discuss, without extracting the roots, whether 2^5+ ^JT
is greater or less than ^5+ ^^23.

Obviously 2 /»y5 + a^/7 > or < ^f5 + ;.^/23 according as ^/5 + >/7 > or
< ^23. Since both of these last are real positive quantities, the one
is obviously greater or less than the other, according as the square of

the one is greater or less than the square of the other. Hence the
reasoning may proceed thus :

—

2V5+v/7>< V5+^23,
according as (sj5+ ,J7)'^> <2S ;

that is— 12 + 2 ^35 >< 23
;

according as 2 ^35 > < 11
;

and, since both of these are positive, according as

(2^35)2x121,
that is— 140x121.
Now 140 > 121, therefore we infer that 2v'5+ V7> x/5+ ^23.

EXERCISES LIII.

Express each of the following as a rational multiple of the smallest
possible single surd :

—

1.

4.

7.

10.

12.

14.

2jh
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16. sJW+JiW-s/iH)-
17. iV32-Wl62 + K/288-K/200.
18. 9^80-2^/125-5^245+^/320.
19. sj2+J^- s/h 20. 2 ^/(l/5) + 3 ^(8/320).

Calculate eacli of the following to three places of decimals, using

Barlow's tables if accessible :

—

21. 16/^/2. 22. 3/^/7. 23. 2/53.

24. 3 + 9/^3. 25. 1/(^/3-1). 26. {^fS -l)/{^2 + l).

27. 1/(1+ V2+v/3).
Reduce the following to linear fomi :

—

28. (v/5- V2)(v/2 + l)(v/5+v/2)(V2-l).
29. {X-1+ s/2){x + 1 - >j2)(x + 1 + ^/3)(a.- - 1 - ^/3).

31. 2 v'3/( ^/5 + 2 ^3) + v/5/(2 ^/3 - s/5).

32. (4 + ^/2)/(2 + ;^,/2) + (4 - ^/2)/(3 + ^2) + (9 J2 - l3)/(3 - ^2).
33. 1/(1 + v/2) + 1/(1 + v/3) + 1/(1 - s/2) + 1/(1 - v/3).

34. \{\ + ^3)/(l + ^/2)}"^+ {(1 - ^3)/(l - V2)}-.
36. {(1 - V2)/(2 + v'Sr + {(1 + v/2)/(2 - .JS)}''.

36. (2- V3)/(^/2 -
v/3)2 + (2 - ^/S)/{J2 + ^3)^. Given ^^3 =

1 •7u20508, calculate to six decimal places.

37. l/( x/2 + 3^/3- 5). 38. l/( ^6 - v/10 - ^36).
39. (1+ V2+ V3)/(l+ x/2- JB).
40.

(
v/3 + v/2 - v/5)/( v/3 + J'2 + ^^S).

41. (1 + 3^/2- x/3)/( V2 + v'lO + v/12).
42. (2 v/2 + v/3 + ;v/5)/(2 ^2 - v/3 - v/5).
43.

(
V3 -

v/5)2/( x/2 + v/5 - v/7).

44
^

,

1
*^'

J2 + 1/( V3 + 1/ v/5)
^

v/2 - l/( V3 - 1/ s/5y
45. (i.-e + 3 V6a^ + 1 )/(a;2 + ^6u; + 1 )

.

46. {x^ + ar* + a;2 + 1 )/(^+ ^/2a; + 1 ).

47. 1/(^3+ V3 + l) + l/(i/3+^3-l) + l/(;^3-V3 + l).

48. Show that ;^(l + iV2)+ -^(1 -^\/2)= 4/(2+ n/(21 + 7^2)
+ ^(21-7V2)}.

Discuss the following inequalities without extracting the roots :

—

49. 2V3+ /v/5><V2+ v/5. 50. s/S + \/7> <\/6 + 2.

51. ijl0+ ^7><ijl9+ ^3. 52. ^5 + 1x2^2.

Independence of Surd Numbers *

§ 179. If jjj 7) -A^j B be all commensurable, and none of them

zero, and Jp and ^q incommensurable, tJien we cannot have

Jp = k + B Jq.
* The theorem.s given under tliis head are merely small fragments of a

theory which belongs partly to the higher ITieory of Equations, partly to

that special branch of Algebra which is called the Theory of Numbers.

17
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For, squaring, we should have as a consequence

—

p = A2 + B22+2AB7g;
whence, since 2AB 4= —

Jq = {lJ-A:^-W-q)l2AB,

which asserts, contrary to our hypothesis, that Jq is commen-
surable.

Since every rational function of Jq may (Chap. X. § 15) be

expressed in the form A + B Jq^ the above theorem is equivalent

to the following :

—

One quadratic surd cannot he expressed as a rational function of

another which is dissimilar to it.

§ 180. If X, y, z, u he all commensurable, and Jj and. Ju in-

commensurahle, and if's.+ Jj = z + ^u, then must x = z and y = u.

For if a; 4= 2, but =a + z say, where a 4= 0, then by hypothesis

a + z+ Jy = z+ Ju,
whence a + jy = Ju,

a^ + y + 2a Jy = u,

Jy = (u- «2 _ y)j2a,

which asserts that Jy is commensurable. But this is not so.

Hence we must have x = z ; and, that being so, we must also

have Jy = Ju, that is, y = u.

This theorem might also be deduced from the theorem of

last paragraph.

Square Roots of Simple Surd Numbers

§ 181. Since the square of every simple binomial surd

number takes the form p + Jq, it is natural to inquire whether

J(p + Jq) can always be expressed as a simple binomial surd

number—that is, in the form Jx + Jy, where x and y are

rational numbers. Let us suppose that such an expression

exists ; then

J(p+ Jq)= n/^+ Jy,
whence p + Jq = x + y + 2 J{xy).

If this equation be true, we must have, by § 180, since Jx and

Jy obviously cannot be similar, and therefore J{xy) must be

a surd,

—

x + y=p (1),
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^J{^y)=Jq (2);

and, from (1) and (2), squaring and subtracting, we get

{x + yf-4xy=p^-q,
that is— {x - yf =f--ci (3).

Now (3) gives either

x-y==+ J(p''-q) (4),

or x-y= - Jif- - q) (4-^).

Taking, meantime, (4) and combining it with (1), we have

{x + y) + {x-ij)=p+ J(p--q) (5),

{x + y)-(x-y)=p- J(p^~-q) (6);

whence
2x=p+ J(p^-q), 2y=p- J(p'^-q);

that is— x = ^{p+ J(p^ - q)} (7),

V =Up- JiP'-Q)} (8).

If we take (4'^) instead of (4), we simply interchange the values

of X and j/, which leads to nothing new in the end.

Using the values of (7) and (8) we obtain the following

result :

—

Since, by (2), 2 Jxx Jij= + Jq, we must take either the two
upper signs together or the two lower ; and, if we agree as usual

that J{p + Jq) is to represent the principal value of the root,

we must take the two upper signs.

If we had started with J(p - Jq\ it would have been
necessary to choose Jx and ^y with opposite signs.

Finally, therefore, we have

jip - V.)

=

l/{'^^-^} -y{'^^^4^^} (^*)-

The identities (9) and (9^) are certainly true ; we have, in fact,

already verified one of them (see § 162, Example 9). They
will not, however, furnish a solution of our problem, unless the
values of x and y are real and rational. For this it is necessary
and sufficient that p^ - q he a positive perfect square, and that

p be positive. Hence the square root o/ p + ^q ccui he expressed

as a simple binomial surd number, provided p he positive and
p- — q 6g a positive perfect square.
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Ex. Simplify ^J{19 - 4V21).
Let V(19 - 4 ^21)= ^lx+ Jy.
Then x + y=l'd,

2jxs/y=-Asj21,
(a;-2/)2= 361-336

= 25,

x-y= +5 say,

a; + 2/=19 ;

whence x= 12, y= 7,

sjx= ± ^12, V?/= + \/7,

so that v/(19-4V21)=±(v/12- V7).
That is, since the principal value of the root is in question, and

V12>V7—
^(19-4^21)= ^12- ^7.

This example, like many others, might have been solved by inspec-

tion ; for, since 19-4 ;^21 = 19-2 ;y/84, we have simply to find two
numbers whose sum is 19 and whose product is 84. The numbers
required are 12 and 7; and we have 19 -2^/84 = 12 + 7 -2^(12 x 7)

=
(
V12 -

v'7)-. Hence ^(19 - 4 ;^21) = ^12 - sj7.

§ 182. It is obvious that J( Jj) + Jq), where Jp and Jq
are dissimilar quadratic surds, cannot be expressible as a simple

quadratic surd number, among other reasons, because the square

of every simple quadratic surd number has a rational part and

Jp + Jq has no such part.

\/( \/p + J^) ^^^h however, under certain, conditions, be

expressed in the linear form
(
^x + Jy)\/p, where p^q. "We

have, in fact, J( Jp + Jq)= i^pj{l+ Jiqlp)}- By § 181,

if l—q/p be a positive perfect square, ^/{1+ J(q/p)} is

reducible to the form Jx + Jy ; and in that case the linear

expression proposed is possible.

Ex. V(5 n/7 + 2 V42) = </7V(5 + 2^6),

-\/7(x/3+V2),
= ^^63+^28.

§ 183. J{p + Jq + Jr)., where p is rational and Jq and

Jr are dissimilar quadratic surds, cannot be reduced to a

simple quadratic surd number ; for ^ + Jq + Jr has too many
irrational terms to be the square of a binomial, and too few to

be the square of a trinomial.

On the other hand, since

( Jy^ + Jy + V-)^ = a; + ^ + »+2 70/-) + 2 J{zx) + 2 J{xy\

it is clear that in certain cases it must be possible to reduce

J{P + Jq+ \/*' + \/^)j where p is rational and Jq, Jr, Js
quadratic surds no two of which are similar, to the form
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Jx + Jy + ^r.. The process of reduction and the conditions

necessary for its success will be understood from the following

examples :

—

Ex. 1. Let, if possible

—

V(10+ v/24+ V40+ ^/60) = ^^x+ Vz/+ V- (!)•

Then

1 + V24 + x/40 + V60 = x + y + z + 2 ^{yz) + 2 ^{zx) + 2 ^(^^2/) (2)-

Let us suppose

2Vz/^=v/24, 2^(sa;)-x/40, 2sJ{xy)=sl^0 (3);

then we must also have
x->ry + z= lQ (4).

From the two last of (3) we have, by multiplication, iXfJ{yz)
= ^{iOx 60) ; whence, by the first of (3), 2x ^24 = V(24 x 100), so that

2aj= i0—that is, x= 5. Using the first and third and the second of (3)

in the same way, we get y= 3 ; and, from the first, second, and third

of (3), 2= 2.

These values of x, y, z are all rational ; and they also happen to

satisfy (4). Hence

V(10+ V24+ V40 + \/60)= J6+ JB+ J2.

Ex. 2. V(6 + v/24 + V40 + v/60) =sjx+^y+ Jz.

We find rational values x=5, y= B, z= 2 as before ; but these

values do not satisfy the equation x+ y + z=6, which corresponds to

(4) of last example. Hence in this case the expression as a simple
quadratic surd number is impossible.

Ex. 3. v/(6 + v/2 + v/3 + v/5) = Jx + ^y + ^z.

Here the process fails because the values found for x, y, z are not
rational.

§ 184. x/{a + Jb) may be expressible in one or other of the

two linear forms Jx + Jy, ( Jx + Jij) sjz^ or it may not be

expressible in linear form at all according to circumstances. When
it can be expressed in linear form, the reduction is most readily

accomplished by extracting the square root twice, i.e. by con-

sidering v/(rt+ ^/6) as 7{ \/(^*+ V^)}-

Ex.1. 't/(49 + 20V6)=x/(5 + 2V6),
= x/2+ V3.

Ex.2. v'(56 4-32V3)=/v/(x/32 + V24),
= (1+^3)^/2.

Ex. 3. V(49V3 + 60^2) =1/3^/(49 + 20^6),
= 1/3n/(5 + 2V6),
= ^/3(V3+ V2).
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EXERCISES LIV.

1. Prove that a quadratic surd cannot be the sum of two dissimilar

quadratic surds. Why is the adjective "dissimilar " used in the state-

ment of the theorem ?

Express the following in linear form, where such expression is

possible :

—

2. ^^(4+^/15). 3. ^(7 + 2^6). 4. x/(4+ ^18).

5. -v/(3^-n/6). 6, ^(37 + 4^78). 7. ^{7(3 + 2^2)}.
8. J{12 + 6jS)/(^/B + lj.

9. {l+^(23 + 4Vl5)}/{l- ^/(23-4Vl5)}.
10. l/V(3-2V2) + l/v/(3 + 2V2).
11. 2/ ^(16 -6^7) -1/(17 + 6 ^8).
12. {l+x)/{\ + ^{l+x)}+{l-x)/{l- ^(l-x)}, where x= V3/2.
13. 1/(1+ sj{2+ v/3)- ^/(3+ Jo)}.

.. v/(3+ V2)+ V(3- ^/2 ) J(3+ J2)~ ^(3- ^2)

V(3 + sJ-2)
- V(3 - x/2) x/(3 + x/2) + v/(3 - v/2)-

15. (3-2V2)t + (3 + 2V2)i
16. (14 + 6^5)t + (14-6V5)i
17.

;v/
{a + sl{a?+2hc - b^ - c^)}

.

18. J[{2p-l)+J{{2p-lf-l}],
19. ^/(6+ v/8- v/12- v/24).
20. ^(48 + 12^5 + 12^7 + 2^35).
21. V(51-6x/3 + 8^5-12Vl5).
22. ;^/(21- v/192- Vl68+y224).

23.v(H+;y2+;/3 +
t^,

24. V{4+v/5+ V(17-4^15)}.
25. Show that the necessary and sufficient conditions that

ij{a+ Jb) may be expressible in the form sjx+ Jy are that a be

positive, 4/(»^ - ^) I'eal and rational, and J^a+ 2 J{a'^-b)'\ rational.

Show also that ^{a + Jb) can be expressed in the form ( Jx + ijy)l ^p
provided p can be found so as to make both ^l(j)-a--p%) and
^J{2pa + 2p fj{a'^ - b)} real and rational.

26. ;v^(184- 40^/21). 27. 4/(14 + 8^3). 28. 4/(5g-4V2).
29. v/(168 + 72V5). 30. 4/(137^2 + 36^28).
31. If a, b, c, d be all rational, and fja, Jb, sjc, sjcl surds of which

Ja and ^.Ib are dissimilar, then if sja+ jb= sjc+ sjd, it follows

that either a = c and b — d, or elsea= cZ and b= c.



CHAPTER XVIII

ratio and proportion

Ratio

§ 185. If A and B he two concrete quantities of the same kind

ivhich are expressible in ter7)is of one ami the same unit by the com-

mensurable numbers a and b respectively^ then the ratio of A to B is

defined to be the quotient of these abstract numbers, viz. a/b, or in

the notaiion specially appropriated to the present purpose a : b.

Thus, for example, if A and B be lengths of 3^ and 4f feet

respectively, the ratio of A to B is 3|/4|. If, instead of

choosing a foot as the common unit, we choose a quarter of a

foot, the numbers representing A and B would be 14 and 19,

and the ratio 14/19. This might also be seen by the trans-

formation 3i/4| = (31) X 4/(4f) X 4 = 14/19. It is obvious,

indeed, from the definition that the value of a ratio is

independent of the unit chosen ; and this is reflected in the

algebraical theorem that a quotient is unaltered by multiplying

dividend and divisor by the same quantity. The ratio of A to

B indicates, to use arithmetical language, the number of times

that B is contained in A.

It is also obvious from what has been said, that by properly

choosing to begin with the common unit in which A and B
are measured, or by suitable transformation of the quotient ajb

afterwards, we can always so arrange tJutt the ratio is repi-esented by

the quotient of two integral numbers.

The definition, however, supposes that there exists a finite

unit in terms of which A and B can be expressed by commensur-
able numbers ; in short, that A and B are commensurable.

When A and B are incommensurable, the definition cannot be
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applied directly, and A and B must be replaced by commensur-
able approximations of accuracy sufficient for the purpose in

hand. Any required degree of accuracy can be attained by
choosing the common unit sufficiently small. For example, if

we take any two lengths A and B at random, and measure them
with any given rule, divided say to millimetres, neither will be

an exact number of millimetres ; but we take for a and b

respectively the nearest number of millimetres in each case.

If this degree of accuracy is not sufficient, we use a rule divided

to tenths of a millimetre or to hundredths, etc., as the case

may require.

§ 186. The considerations just set forth lead us to define the

Ratio of two Abstract Quantities a cmd b as the quotient a/b

or a : h. a is spoken of as the Antecedent and h as the

Consequent of the ratio ; and the ratio is said to be a Ratio of

Greater Inequality, the Unit Ratio or a Ratio of Less

Inequality according as a > = < 6.

Algebraically considered, therefore, a ratio is simply a

quotient, and has all the properties of a quotient ; indeed, a and

h may be algebraic quantities and not merely arithmetical or

positive quantities.

We may therefore multiply two ratios a : h and a : V together.

The ratio aa'.hh' which thus arises is said to be compounded
of the ratios a : b and a': b'.

The ratio a^ : 6^, which is compounded of a : &, and a : h again,

is called the duplicate of a : 6 ; a^ : &^is called the triplicate of

a'.h ; and so on.

§ 187. If we measure the relative value of two quantities by
means of their difference, the relative value is obviously

unaltered by increasing or diminishing each by the same

amount. The case is otherwise if we measure the relative value

of two quantities by means of their ratio. We have on this

subject the following important proposition :

—

The ratio of two positive quantities a and b is brought nearer to

unity by increasing each of them by the same positive quantity x,

and can be hvught as near to unity as ive please by making x

sufficiently large.

For we have , /r /i \ n.
1 — a/b = {o — a)jb

;

1 - (a + x)l(b + x) = (b- a)l(b + x).

Therefore, since b and x are both positive and consequently
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h + x>h, we see that (h - a)lb is numerically greater than

{b - rt)/(6 + x). It follows that whether a/b is greater or less

than unity {a + x)f{b + x) is nearer to unity than a/6.

Moreover, since 6 — a is independent of a;, we can, by making

X (and therefore b -{-x) larger and larger, that is, by dividing the

fixed quantity b — a by a larger and larger quantity, make

(6 - a)/(6 + x) as small as we like. In other words, we can, by

adding to the antecedent and consequent of the ratio a : 6 a

sufficiently large positive quantity, bring the value of that ratio

as near to unity as we please.

Cor. It follows also from the above reasoning that the ratio of two

positive quantities is removed further from unity by subtracting from

each of them the same positive quantity ivhich does not exceed either

of them.

It would be easy to extend this theorem so as to include the

ratios of algebraic quantities ; but the results are not of much
practical importance.

Ex. 1. If the ratio formed from a:b by subtracting the same
quantity x from both antecedent and consequent be the duplicate of

the ratio formed from a :bhy adding the same quantity x to both
antecedent and consequent, find x.

"VVe have {a - x)/{b -x) = {a + x)'^l{b + x)"^.

Hence {a-x){b + x)'^=^{b-x){a + xf;

since x— ±b are obviously not solutions. On reducing this equation

to normal form we find

3(a - h)x? + (a2 - h'^)x - ab{a -b) = 0.

If we suppose a + b, this last equation is equivalent to

dx^ + {a + b)x-ab= 0.

This last equation can (see § 130) be written

S[x + ^{a + b)-i^{{a + bf + 12ab}'\

x[x + ^{a + b) + ^^{{a + bf+12ah}] = 0,

which has two real roots, one positive the other negative, viz. :

—

x= l[-{a + b)+ ^{{a + bf + Uah}],
x= ^[-{a + b)- sj{{a + bf+12ah}].

If we restrict x to be positive, only the former solution will be
available. It will be a good exercise for the beginner to discuss

whether, on the hypothesis that a and h are both positive, the positive

value of X is such as to make both a-x and b - x positive.

Ex. 2. If aj, aj, . . ., a„, b^, b.^, . . ., ft„ be all positive, show that the
ratio (aj + ffo + • • • + ^n) : (^i + 62 + • • • + ^«) is not greater than the

greatest and not less than the least of a^ : b^, a.^ '.b^, . . . , a„ : Z/„.
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Let p be the least and <x the greatest of the ratios «i : &j, «2 : &2> • • •
>

an :bn; then a-^jh^-ip, a^jh^^p, . . . , an/bn<ip.

Hence, since b^, b^, • • • , bn are all positive quantities, we infer

that

ct'i<pb\, a2<pb'i, • • ; an<pbn.

Hence, by addition

—

«! + a2 + • • +ttn< p{bi + b2+ ... +bn)

;

whence, finally, since &1 + &2+ • • • +&n, being a sum of positive

quantities, is positive, we have

{ai + a^-}- . . . +a„)/(&i + &2+ • • • +br,)<tp.

In exactly the same way we prove that

(ai + a2+ • • • +«n)/(&i + &2+ • • • +bn)>(T.

EXERCISES LV.

1. Find the ratio of £3 : 6 : 8^ to £2 : 3 : 4|.

2. Given that a metre is 39*37 inches, find the ratio of 5*34 m. to

6 yds. 3 ft. 2 in.

3. What is the ratio compounded of 2 : 3 and 6:8?
4. If c be added to the antecedent of the ratio a : b, what quantity

must be added to its consequent so that the value of the ratio may be
unaltered ?

5. Show that x^:y^> <x:y according as a;> < y.

6. If X and y be real positive quantities and x>y, show that
x"^ '.y'^>x-y -.x + y.

7. Find the number which must be taken from each term of the
ratio 38 : 31 so that it may become equal to 4 : 3.

8. What quantity must be subtracted from each term of the ratio

5 : 6 in order that the ratio thus formed may be one-half the original

ratio ?

9. Two numbers are in the ratio 3 : 4, and if 8 be added to each,

they will be in the ratio of 7 : 9. Find the numbers.
10. A is 24 years old, B is 15 years old. What is the least

number of years after which the ratio of their ages will be less than
7:5?

11. What common quantity must be added to each term of or : b"^

to make it equal to a:b1
12. Divide 112 into two parts whose ratio shall be 2 : 3.

13. If < 03 < 1, arrange the ratios 1:1+ cc, l+a;:l+ 2a;, 1 - cc : 1 in

order of magnitude.
14. Given that x and y are both positive, find when x-y :x + y is

greater than x-2y -.x+^y, and when less.

15. Find x : y, given ^x-2y :x-by= 1/3.

16. Find the relation between a, b, c in order that the ratio a-c:h-c
may be the duplicate of « : &.

17. If Zx^ - IQxy + 3?/2= 0, find the ratio x : y.
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18. Find the ratio of a velocity of 3 miles per minute to a velocity

of 650 yards per second.

19. If .r, y, a be ail positive and xy>o?, show that {x + a)^ : {y + af
> = <.r : // according as x> = < y.

20. Find the ratio of an acceleration of 3 feet per second per second

to an acceleration of 2 yards per minute }ier minute.

21. If «i, «2, . . ., «n. K &2, • • ., b„ be all positive real quantities,

show that the ratio '^^'{ai" + ao"+ . . . +«„"): V^(V + ^2"+ • • • +V)
is intermediate in value between the greatest and the least of a^ : b^,

22. Two armies whose numbers were as 20 to 3 met m battle. The
respective losses were as 40 : 3, and tlic number of survivors as : 1.

The number of survivors in the larger army being 1200, lind their

original numbers.
23. Tliree vessels contain volumes A, B, C respectively of mixtures

of salt and water. In A the ratio of salt to water is 1 : a, in B, 1 : b,

in C, 1 : c. If the three vessels be emptied into one, what will be the

ratio of salt to water in the resulting mixture ?

Proportion

§188. Concrete Proportion.— IVheii two concrete quantities

A and B of the same kind, and two others also of the same kind, hut

not necessarily of the same kind as A and B, are such that the ratio

of A. to B is the same as the ratio of C to D, then A, B, C, D are said

to he in proportion. In other words, if a : h be the ratio of A
to B, and c : d the ratio of C to D, then A, B, C, D are said to be

in proportion when a:h = c:d.'^ This is sometimes expressed

by saying that A is to B as C is to D.

The above definition of concrete proportion depends on the

notion of ratio as previously defined, and can therefore be only

indirectly applied to incommensurables. In this respect our

definition differs from that given by Euclid (Bk. V. Def. 5 ;

Todhunter's or Mackay's edition), which defines proportion and

does not directly define ratio, using terms that are applicable

alike to commensurables and incommensurables, since the notion

of measurement in terms of a unit is not employed. There can

be no doubt, however, that the majority of minds reach the

notion of ratio through the idea of scale or measurement ; and

this appears to be the reason for the familiar fact that, although

beginners can be taught to repeat the propositions of the Euclidian

* Some conservative writers still use in stating proportions the old

sign of equality \ ! introduced by Oughtred. In Algebra at least there

is no reason whatever for maintaining this alternative sign of equality.
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theory, they rarely grasp its logical cogency, mucli less appre-

ciate its elegance as an abstract theory.*

There is no doubt that a definition of ratio (and consequently

of proportion) might be given without introducing the notion of

a unit ; but it would be necessary to deduce from this defini-

tion a series of propositions to show that a ratio has all the

characteristics of a quotient and can be admitted as such and

operated with under the fundamental laws of Algebra, f

§ 189. The discussion of last paragraph leads us to give a

purely Abstract Definition of Proportion, as follows :

—

Four algebraic quantities a, b, c, d are said to be in 'proportion

when a/b = c/d, that is, wlien the ratio of the first to the second is

equal to the ratio of the third to the fourth. We may write this

relation with the special notation a :b = c:d whenever it is

desirable or convenient to do so.

In abstract proportion there is of course no question as to

the kind of magnitudes represented by a and b and by c and d

;

a and d are spoken of as the extremes, and b and c as the means

of the projDortion.

7f a, b, c, d, e . . . 6e such that a:b = b:c = c:d = d:e = etc.,

a, b, c, d, e . . . are said to be in Continued Proportion (or to

be in Geometric Progression, or to form a Geometric Series).

When a, b, c are in continued proportion, b is said to be a

Mean Proportional, or Geometric Mean, between a and c
IVlien a, b, c, d are in continued proportion, b and c are spoTcen

of as Two Mean Proportionals, or Two Geometric Means,
between a and d, and so on.

§ 190. Expression of a set of proportionals in terms of the

minimum number of independent variables.

If a, b, c, d be proportionals, we have a/6 = c/d = p, say, where

we may call p the Common Ratio of the Proportion. Since

there is only one relation connecting the four variables a, b, c, d,

we can express them all in terms of three and no fewer. We
might take as these three independent variables any three of

the four quantities themselves ; but for most purposes it is more

convenient to select two of the four, say b and d, and the common
ratio p. Thus we have from a/b = p, a = pb ; from c/d = p^ c = pd.

Hence pb, b, pd, cZ is a perfectly general representation for four

* For a comparison of the two theories, see A. Ch. XIII. § 16.

t Professor Hill has recently shown the writer an interesting sketch of

a theory of this kind which he uses in his elementary instruction.
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quantities in proportion. It follows that, if three, of the terms

of a proportion are given, or any three independent relations

connecting its terms are given, all its terms are determined.

Similarly if a, b, c, d, e . . . he in continued proportion, we
have ajh = hjc = cjd = dle= ... =l/p, say. (It is usual to

call p in this case the common ratio.) Hence bja = pj c/h = p,

djc = />, ejd = p . . . Whence b = pa, c = pb = ppa = p'^ciy d = pc

= pp^a = p^ay e = pd = pphi = p'^a . . .

It appears therefore that any co7itimied proportion is expressible

in terms of two independent variables in the form

a, ap, ap^j ap^, . . ., ap^^~^, . . .

§ 191. 7/" a, b, c, d be p)roportional, then ad = be ; and, conversely,

if ad = be, then the four quantities a, b, c, d form a proportion in

any one of the eight orders a, b, c, d ; a, c, b, d ; d, b, c, a ; d, c, b, a
;

b, a, d, c ; b, d, a, c ; c, a, d, b ; c, d, a, b.

For, if ajb = c/d, multiplying both sides of this equation by
bd we deduce ad = be.

Again, if ad = be, and we divide by bd, we deduce ad/bd

= bcjbd, that is, a/b = cjd. If we divide by cd, we deduce ad/cd

= bc/cd, that is, a/c = bjd. If we divide by ab, we deduce adjab

= bc/ab, that is, d/b = c/a, and so on.

Cor. If a, b, c, d form a proportion in one of the eight orders

given above, they also form a proportion in each of the other seven

orders.

Ex. 1. If |:2 = x-:l^, find x
We have 2a;= f x H, whence x= ^i^.

This is an example of the "Rule of Three," so familiar in arith-

metic. The fact that the unknown term of the proportion is not the
last is an immaterial difference, since it follows from § : 2= cc : 1^ that
2:§= 1^ :a'.

§192. If a:6 = c:rf, then

a + b: b — c + d :d (1)

;

a — b:b = c — d:d (2)

;

a + b:a — b = c + d:c — d (3);

la + mb : pa + qb = lc + md -.pc + qd (4) ;

ar:h^ = cr:d^ (5) ;

la^ + mlf : pa'^ + qb'^ =y + nul^ : pd^ + qd^ (6)

;

wJiere 1, m, p, q are any quantities, of which 1 and m do not both

vanish, and p and q do not both vanish, and r is any commensur-

able real number.
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It will be observed that the first five of these results are par-

ticular cases of the last. For example, (3) is obtained from (6)

by putting ^=1, m=l, 2^=1, q= -l,r=l. They can all be

proved by a uniform method, which we shall exemplify by
proving (3) and (6).

Let the common ratio of the given proportion be denoted by

p, so that a:b = p, c:d = p, and therefore, as in § 190, a = hp,

c = dp.

Hence we have

(c, + h)l{a - 6) = (hp + h)lihp -b) = {p+ l)l(p - 1).

Also

(c + d)l(c -(T) = {dp + d)l{dp -d) = (p+ l)/(/o - 1).

Therefore

(a + h)l(a -h) = {c + d)l(c - d),

which proves (3).

Again

—

(la^ + mh'-)j{'pa'>' + plf) = {l{hpY + mh'-)l(p(hpy + qlf),

= [Wp'- + mh'')l{ph'-p'' + q¥'),

= {lp'' + 7n)l{pp^ + q),

(y + md'')j{pc>- + qd>-) = {l{dpY + md'-)l{p{dpY + qdr\

= {kp-p^- + md^)/{pd''p^ + qd'),

= (Ipr + m)l{2)pr + q).

Hence, etc.

§ 193. By the method of last paragraph it is easy to prove

the following useful theorem :

—

If 3.^:h-^ = a^:hc)= . . . = a^^ : b^, the7i each of these ratios is

equal to

aj + a2 + ... + ay : bj + b^ + ... + b^,

provided

bj + bg + ... + bn =# ;

and also to

Va^a/ + l2a/ + . . . + l^a/) : l/{\\^ + Igb/ + . . . + l^b/),

where Ij, Ig, . . ., l^ are any real quantities which do not all vanish,

and r is any positive integer : the principal value of the rth root,

as usual, is to be taken, and the radicand is supposed to be

positive.

The reader should compare this theorem with the inequality

of § 187, Example 2.

§194. The method of proof used in § 192 owes its power
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and directness to the following important principle, which is of

course nothing fresh, but merely an assertion of the funda-

mental principles of Algebra :

—

If in any equation comucting conditioned variables we express by

means of the given conditions all the variables involved in the equa-

tion in terms of the smallest possible number of variables, then the

equation, if true, is an identity.

This, which we may for convenience call the Principle of

the Minimum Number of Variables, is merely the assertion

of a truth frequently insisted upon already, viz. that all algebraic

equality is in the last resort identity in the sense defined in

§41.

§ 195. Deduction of consequences from given proportions is

merely a simple example of the deduction of conditional equa-

tions from given equations of condition ; and we are by no

means tied up to the special method above illustrated. For

example, we might prove (3) of § 192 as follows :

—

From ajb = cjd, we have ajb + 1 = c/t^ + 1 ; whence (a + b)j

b = {c + d)ld. (7).

Again from ajb = cjd, we have ajb—l=c/d—l; whence

{a-b)/b = (c-d)ld (8).

From (7) and (8) we have

(a + b)lb _{c + d)ld

{a-b)lb~{c-d)ld'

whence (a + b)l(a — b) = (c + d)/(c — d), which is (3).

§ 196. //a, b, c be in continued proportioii, then

a : c = a^ : b^ = b^ : c-

;

and b = J{bc).

If a, b, c, d be in continued proijortion, then

a : d = a^ : b^ = b^ : c^ = c^ : d^
;

and b = 3^/(a2d), c = sy^ad^)
;

and so on.

It will be sufficient to prove the second of these theorems.

Let a :b = b : c = c :d— ijp, so that b = pa, c = p^a, d = p^a, as

in §190. It follows that d/a = p^ = (b/aY = b^la^; whence aid

= a^jb^, etc., which proves the first part of the theorem.

Again, since d/a = p^, we have p = ( ^Jdja). To avoid con-

fusion and needless complication we assume that a, b, c, d are
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all real and positive, and we consider only principal values of

the cube root. We therefore have

h = ap = a \/{d/a) = ^Jicfidja),

and

c = a/)2 = a
(
\/{d/a) }^ = a l/id^a^)

= V(«'^2/«-) = Viad'-)-

Cor. From the above it appears that tJu insertion of two mean
jyroportionals between two given positive qua7itities depends on the

extraction of the cube root.

This is the famous Delian Problem of antiquity.

Ex. 1. Find a mean proportional between 3 and 12.

If X be the required mean, we have d :x— x:12, and therefore

x^=^xl2; whence, if we confine ourselves to positive values of

X, x=6.
Ex. 2. Calculate to two places of decimals the values of three

geometric means inserted between 1 and 2.

Let p be the common ratio of the geometric progression, then its

terms may be written 1, p, p^, p^, p'*. The last of these must be 2,

hence p'*= 2. Extracting the square root we get p^=l"414; and
again extracting the square root we get /)= 1"189. Also p^= pp'^

= 1-189x1 -414 = 1-681. Hence the three means are 1-19, 1-41, 1-68.

Ex. 3. If a :h = c:d= e:f, prove that

(« + 2c + Bef :{b + 2d+ 2>ff={ac + ce) : {hd + df).

If we denote the common ratio of the given proportions by /?, we have
a = bp, c= dp, e=fp. Expressing all the quantities in terms of the

minimum number, viz. b, d, f, p, we have

(a + 2c + 3c)2/(6 + 2d+ Zff={bp + 2dp + ^fpfjib + 2^+ Zf)\
= p\b + 2d + 2,ffl{b + 2d + 3/)2,

Also
{ac+ ce)l{bd+ df) = {bpdp + dpfp)/(bd + df),

= p'^{bd+ df)l{bd + df),

Hence the theorem follows.

Ex. 4. If a:{b + c)= b:{c + a) = c:{a + b), show that each of these

ratios is either ^ or -1, it being given that none of the three b + c,

e + a, or a + b vanish.

If we denote the common value of the ratios by p, we have

a— {b + c)p, b— {c + a)p, c= {a + b)p.

Therefore by addition a + b + c= 2{a + b + c)p. If now a + b + c + 0, it

follows from the last equation that 1 = 2/), i.e. p= 4.

If a + b + c= 0, this inference fails but then b + c= -a, c + a= -b,
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a + b= -c, from which it follows, since b + c^O, that a/{b + c)= -1,

etc.

Ex.5. If X '.{a + 2b + c) = 7/ :{2a + b + c) = z:{4a-4b + c), sliow that

a : (
- 5x + 6t/-z) = b: {-2x + 3j/ - z) = c : (12./; - 12?/ + 3^).

Deuote each of the three given ratios by Ija, then we hare

a-\-2b + c= ax, 2a + b + c= <Ty, 4.a - 4b + c— jz.

From tlie first two of these equations, by eliminating c, we get

a-b= -ax + ay.

From the last two

—

2a -56= -<Ty + <rz ;

from these last we get

a= \(T{-()X + &y -z)^ b= \ff{-2x + Zy-z).

The equation a + 2b + c— (yx now gives

c= \<T{\2x-l2y + Zz).

Hence

al{ - hx + 67/ -z) = bj{ - 2x + Sy - z)= cj{\2x - Vly + 3s),

each of these being equal to \a.

EXERCISES LVI.

1. The first and fourth terms of a proportion are 5 and 54 ; the

sum of the second and tliird terms is 51. Find the terms.

Find X from the following proportions :

—

2. 3: 6 = a;:8. 3. a- : 3 = 6 : 8.

4. 3: 4 = 12: a;. 5. 3:a:= 5c:48.

6. If 1x - y : Sx - y = 11x - 5y : y - X, find x : y.

7. Given x-y :x-2y = Sx -y :x- Sy, find x : y.

Find mean proportionals between

8. Sa% and 12a^. 9. {a - b){a + bf and (a + b){a - b)^.

10. \/12 and V27. 11. 5 + 7\/2 and (29 + 47V2)/73.

12. Insert four mean proportionals between 6 and 192.

13. Given the third and fifth of a series of quantities in continued
proportion, find the first and fourth of the series.

14. Find two numbers such that their sum, their difiference, and
the sum of their squares are in the ratio 5 : 3 : 51.

15. Three positive ([uantities are in continued proportion. The
ditlerence between the greatest and least is 624, and the other number
is 91. What are the numbers ?

16. Three numbers are in continued proportion ; the middle number
is 12 and the sum of the others 25 ; find the numbers.

17. If x-x' :y-y' = x + x' :y + y', show that x :x' = y : y'.

18. If x + x' :y + y'= xx' : yy\ sliow that xy : x'y'= y -x :x' -y'.

19. If (a + b + c + ff){a-b-c + d) = {a-b + c-d){a + b-c-d) then a,

b, c, d are proportionals.

18
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20. If a : &= c : d, show that ah + C(^ is a mean proportional between
a2 + c-and62 + f^2.

21. If {a + bx)/{b + cy) = {b + cx)j{c + ay) = {c + ax)l{a+by), then in

general each is equal to {l+x)/{l+y). AVhy is this not true when
a==2,b=~6, c= d, x= 2/3,y=Sl

22. If a, b, c, dhe proportionals and a + d = b + c, then either a= b

and c= d, or else a— c and b= d.

23. If b{a~c) :c{b-d) = a-b :c-d, prove that either b = c or a: 6

= c:d.

24. If a^- a& + &- : c^ - cd + d^= ab : erf, then either a : b= c :d or a:b
= d : c.

25. If a : &= c : d, then (a/&)2 + {c/df= 2ac/&rf.

26. Ua/b= c/d, then {lla + l/d)-{l/b + llc) = {a-b){a-c)/abc.

27. If a/& = b/c, then (a + & + c)/(a -6 + c) = (a + 6 + c)7(a2 + 62 + ^2).

28. If a : ft = c : rf, then (a^ + c'^)(ft2 + a'^) = («j + cc^)2^

29. Ua:b = c:d=e :/, then a2/(a2 + ce) = b^/{b^ + df).

30. If « : & = c : d, then (a=^ + c^)l{b'^ + d^) = {a + cfl{b + df.

31. If^ =^—^, then each JLf-dHf-^f,

d-c c-f cf-de

Tf ('^^ + ^y)i.^ + ^0 + (<^3? + dy){a + &) _ {ax-by){c-d) + {cx-dy){a-b)

{ax + &y)(c + rf) - (ca? + c/2/)(^ + ^) {ax-by){c-d) - {cx-dy){a-b)

determine x : y.

33. If a, b, c be in continued proportion, then (Sa)^ + 2a2
= 2(a + c)Sa.

34. If a, b, c, d be in continued proportion, then {a + d){b + c)

- {a + b){c + d)^ b{a^ - b^f/a\
35. If a, b, c, d be in continued proportion, then {a + d)/{a-d)

= («2 _ &2 ^. ^c + bc)/{a'^ -b'^ + ac- be).

36. If a, b, c be in continued proportion, so also are era + 2a§b + /3-c,

aya + {^y + ad)b ^- jS5c, y'^a + 2y8b + 5-c.

37. If id^ + ah + b^)/{a^-ab + b'^) = {c'^ + cd + (P)l{c'^-cd + d^), then
either a : b = c: d or a : b = d : c.

38. If a:b = c:d, and x + a, ic + &, ?/ + c, 2/ + ^ ^re in continued
proportion, show that x : y= a:c, and find an equation for y.

39. If ab : cd= ef:gh, and ac -.bd— eg :fh, prove that a/i= ±crf and
bg= ±fc.

40. If a, b, c, d be such that on adding a certain quantity to each
they are in continued proportion, then a-b, b-c, c-d must also be
in continued proportion.

41. A sum of money is divided into two parts in the ratio of x :y.

A and B divide between themselves the first part in the ratio a : b,

and the second in the ratio c : d. What fraction of the whole does

each receive ? If they receive equal amounts, find the ratio of x:y.
42. If a, b, c be all positive, and a + b + c:c + b-a= c + a-b:a + b-c,

show that a, b, c will form the sides of a right-angled triangle ; and,

if a + b-hc, c + b-a, c + a-b, a + b-c be in continued proportion,

show that if p be the common ratio then p^ + p^ + p= l. Show also

that p = a/c.

43. The weights of two men are as 12 to 11 ; a year later they have
gained additional weight in the proportion of 18 to 1, and their total
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weights are now as 29 to 24. If tlie lieavier man weighs 12 stone

6 lbs., find his original weight.

44. A man who has been making an income of £1000 a year has to

draw npon his capital, and his income is thus reduced to £800. Next
year he again loses the same amount of capital ; but getting a higher

rate of interest his income remains at £800. Show that the rates of

interest are as 3 : 4.

45. A merchant deals in three commodities A, B, C, tlie numbers
of tons of A, B, and C sold in a year are as 3 : 5 : 7, and the prices of

A, B, C per ton are as 7 : 8 : 9. If the total number of tons sold in a

year be 1500, and tlie total value of the material sold be £37,200,
find the price of each commodity per ton.

The Functional Relation of Proportionality

§ 197. Lender this head we propose to discuss from the point

of view of the theory of proportion certain of the simpler ways
in which one variable quantity ?/, which we call for distinction

the Dependent Variable, may be a function of another variable

x^ or several others, which we call the Independent Variable

or Independent Variables.

The following is the fundamental theorem :

—

If y deiyend on

X, and on x alone^ in such a way that, (x, y), (x', y') being two pairs

of corresponding values, we have ahvays

y-'y' = x:x' (1),

then y is a constant multiple of x.

To prove this, we may suppose the pair of values (./;', y) fixed

for reference. Then, since we have yjy = xjx, it follows that

yjx = y fx. Now :c and y being fixed, y jx is a constant which

we may denote by a, and we have

y=^ax (1'),

which proves our theorem.

When y depends in this simple manner upon .r, y is said to

be proportional to x ; and the relation is often denoted by

yc^zx (1"),

the constant a being omitted for shortness.*

* It used to be the practice to use the phrase, "y varies as a*," instead

of "yis proportional to x." This usage ought certainly to be dropped,
as it involves a strain upon the meaning of the word "vary," and intro-

duces a useless and confusing technical phrase where none is needed. The
notation oc might also be dropped with advantage.
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Obviously the constant a in the equation (!') is known as soon as

we know the value of y corresponding to any given value of x.

Ex. The extension per unit of length of an elastic string is pro-

portional to the weight attached to it. Given that the extension is

one-tenth of an inch per inch of length when the weight attached is

2 lbs., find the extension per unit of length when the weight attached

is 5 lbs.

Let y denote the extension in inches per inch of length correspond-

ing to a weight of x lbs. ; then by hypothesis y= ax. Now, when
a;= 2, ?/= l/10, hence 1/10 = a2 ; therefore a=l/20; hence generally

y=x/20. From this again, putting x=5, we deduce ?/g = 5/20 = 1/4,

where we use 7/g to denote the extension per inch corresponding to

5 lbs. Our result then is that, when a weight of 5 lbs. is attached,

every inch of the string is lengthened by a quarter of an inch.

§ 198. In the equation (1') of § 197 we might replace x by

some less simple function of x ; for example, by x^, or by Ijx,

or by x^ + cc, etc. We should thus have

y t= ax^ (2')

;

y = ajx (3')
;

y = a{x^ + x) (4');

with the corresponding equations

y \y =x? '.x'^ (2)

;

?/:i/' = l/x: l/r/ ^ (3);

y : y = x'^ + X : x"^ -If x (4) ;

which are analogous to (1). These functional relations we
might describe by saying that y is proportional to a:^, propor-

tional to l/x,"^ proportional to x- + .t, and so on.

In all these cases there is only a single constant to determine,

so that the functional relation is completely determined when
a corresponding pair of values of the dependent and independent

variables are known.

Ex. 1. If the value of diamonds is proportional to the squares of

their weights, and a diamond worth £50 be divided into two pieces

whose weights are as 2 : 3, find the values of the pieces.

Let £y be the value of a diamond weighing x units, then by
hypothesis y= ax^. If vj be the weight of a diamond worth £50, we
have 50 — aiv^. The two pieces weigh fio and %iv respectively; if,

therefore, the values of these be y' and y", we have

y'= ailwf= ^Saw''= ^V x 50 = 8.

y"=a{iwf=^-^%c''= ^^ X 50 = 18.

Hence the pieces are worth £8 and £18 respectively.

* In this ease y is sometimes said to be inversely proportioned to x.
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It will l)e noticed that the whole value of the divided diamond is

only £'26. As a contrast, the beginner should work out the problem
on the hypothesis that the value of a diamond is proportional to its

weight simply.

§ 199. We might suppose that y is the sum of several parts,

each part being proportional to a different function of x. For

example, one part of y might be proportional to x, and another

part to x^. We should then have y = ax + Jkc^. Here we have

two constants, a and 6, to determine, so that the functional

relation is not completely determined until we know two pairs

of corresponding values of x and y.

Ex. If income tax were made up of two parts, one part proportional

to income, another to the square of income, and if the whole tax on
£100 were £1, and on £1000, £55, find the income tax on £10,000

;

and show that no man's net income could exceed £5000.
If £}/ be the income tax on an income of £x, we have, by hypo-

thesis, y=ax + bx~. Our data give us

al00 + 61002= 1, al000 + 610002= 55.

From these equations we find a = 1/200, 6 = 1/20,000. Hence the

general formula for calculating the tax is ?/= a'/200 + a'2/20, 000.

The tax on £10,000 is therefore 10,000/200 f 10,000720,000, that

is, 50 + 5000 = £5050.
The net income corresponding to a nominal income of £x is

X - a:/200 - a;2/20, 000 = { 1 9900aj - cc^} /20, 000,

= {99502 - (9950 - a;)2;/20,000.

The largest possible net income is obtained by so choosing x that

(9950 -x)2 is the least possible—that is to say, by jjutting it' = 9950.

Hence the largest possible net income is

99502/20,000 = 995 x 4 "975 = £4950 odd
;

so that no man's net income could reach £5000. It would be to a

man's advantage to prevent his nominal income from exceeding £9950,
inasmuch as any increase beyond that point, although it would benefit

the state, would be an actual loss to him. It is also obvious, from
the above calculation, that a man whose nominal income reached

£19,900 would be a pauper; beyond that point the tax would be

more than his income.

§ 200. We might also consider functions of more than one

independent variable. Thus, for example, we might replace

a; in § 197 (1') by xz, by xjz, by x + z^, by xzii, and so on. We
should thus have

y = axz, y = axjz^ y = a(^x + z^), y = axzu^ etc.,

and corresponding thereto

—

y :y' = xz : x'z', etc.
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When y = ao:z it is usual to say that y is proportional to x

and z conjointly; and when y^ax/z, that ij is proportional

to X directly and to z inversely.

In this connection it is usual to prove the following theorem :

—If J depend on x and z, and on these 07ily, and he proportional to x

when z is constant^ and proportional to z wlien x is constant^ then j
is proportional to x and z conjointly when both x and z vary.

Let {x, z, y), (x, z, y^), {x, z\ y) be three sets of corresponding

values of the variables, then, by hypothesis, since z is the same

for (x, s, y) and {x\ z, y^), we have

Also, since x is the same for (x, 2, y^ and {x\ z\ y'\ we have

y^jy'^zjz.

Hence

{ylyiXyJy) = i^^M){^h'\
that is

—

yjy = zxjz'x.

In other words

—

y :y =zx: zx
;

and, if we fix y, z\ x for reference, so that y/z'x' is a constant,

say a, we have

y = azx.

Our theorem is thus proved.

Ex. It is found that the quantity of work done by a man in an
hour is directly proportional to his pay per hour, and inversely pro-

portional to the square root of the number of hours he works per day.

He can finish a piece of work in 6 days when working 9 hours a day
at Is. per hour. How many days will he take to finish the same
piece of work when working 16 hours a day at Is. 6d. per hour ?

Let y be the work done per hour when the pay is x shillings per

hour and the working day is z hours. Then, by hypothesis, y= ax/ ^Jz.

When a;= l, :: = 9, then y= a/S ; and when x=l^, z=16, then ?/= a^/4
= 3a/8. If, therefore, d be the number of days required, we have
6 X 9 X al3 =dx 16 x Sa/8, that is, 18a= Gad, whence d= B.

EXERCISES LVII.

1. y<x:x, and, when rr = 3, y= 4:, find the value of y when x= 5.

2. yccl/x^, and, when x— 8, 2/= 10, find the value of y when
x= 9.

3. If xccp + q,
pccy, qo^l/y, and ifwhen7/=l, a;=18, when y= 2,

a;= 192, find x when y= ll.
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4. If u is directly proportional to a; and inversely proportional to

?/-, and u = lO when x= 2 and
i/
— S, find tlie value of u when x= 3

and !f= 2.

5. If y is proportional to z and a i« inversely proportional to x^,

show that .17/ is inversely i)ro})ortional to x.

6. If X + i/C'-x - I/, show that x- + i/'-^ctxi/.

7. If ((^ - 6^ is proportional to ab, «how that a is proportional to b

in one or other of two ways.

8. Given that the area of a circle is proportional to the square of

its radius, find the radius of the circle whose az-ea is the sum of tlie

areas of two circles whose radii are 3 '82 and 275 respectively. Work
to two places of decimals.

9. The whole pressure on the horizontal head of a cylindrical

drum inmiersed in a liquid is ])roportional to the depth of the head
under the surface, and to the square of the radius of the head. If the

pressure be 1500 lbs. when the depth is 15 feet and the radius of the

head 3 feet, find the pressure when the depth is 20 feet and the radius

8 feet.

10. The price of a passenger's ticket on a French railway is pro-

j)ortional to the distance he travels ; he is allowed 25 kilogrammes of

luggage free, but on every kilogramme beyond this amount he is

charged a sum proportional to the distance he goes. If a journey of

200 miles with 50 kilogrammes of luggage cost 35 francs, and a journey
of 150 miles with 35 kilogrammes cost 24 francs, what will a journey
of 100 miles with 100 kilogrammes of luggage cost ?

11. The distance from its starting-point of a particle which moves
from rest with uniformly accelerated velocity is proportional to the

square of the time measured from the start. The particle is observed

at three successive points A, B, C. The distance between A and B is

1 foot, and between B and C 3 feet ; the time between A and B is

1 second, and between B and C also 1 second. How far will the
particle have moved from A in ih seconds ?

12. The distance from its starting-point of a particle which starts

with a given initial velocity is the sum of two parts—one proportional

to the time from starting, the other to its square. If the distances

from the starting-point at the end of 3 and 5 seconds are 159 feet and
425 feet respectively, find the distance at the end of 10 seconds.

13. It is found that the quantity of work done by a man in an
hour varies directly as his pay per hour and inversely as the number
of hours he works per day. He can finish a piece of work in 6 days,

when working 9 hours a day at Is. per hour. How many days will

he take to finish the same piece of v^ork when working 16 hours a

day at Is. 6d. per hour ?

14. Assuming the cost of digging a trench to be proportional to

the product of the length, the width, and the square of the depth,
find the de})th of one which costs £44 : 2s. and is 90 ft. long and
10 ft. Avide, when the total cost of two trenches—one 60 ft. long, 7 ft.

wide, and 5 ft. deep, and the other 80 ft. long. 10 ft. wide, and 6 ft.

deep—is £39 : 6s.

15. Given that the volume of a right circular cone varies conjointly

as its height and the square of the radius of its base, solve the follow-
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ing problem :—The height of a certain cone is equal to the radius of

its base. If the height were increased by an inch and the radius of

the base were unaltered, 462 cubic inches would be added to the

volume ; or, if the radius were decreased by an inch and the height
were unchanged, 902 cubic inches would be taken from its volume.
Find the height and volume of the cone.

16. Owing to taxes and other unavoidable outlay, a man's expendi-

ture is proportional to the square of his income. In a certain year he
found his nominal income was £500 and his expenditure £300 ; what
is the largest income he could have without incurring a deficit ?

17. Two hemispherical bowls of gold of the same thickness t, whose
external radii are a and h respectively, are melted down and formed
into a single hemispherical bowl of the same thickness. Find the
external radius of the single bowl (the volume of a sphere is propor-

tional to the cube of its radius).

18. The distance of the horizon as seen from a balloon 2 miles above
the earth's surface is 126 "507 miles. Find the radius of the earth and
also the distance of the horizon as seen from a balloon 5 miles above
the earth's surface.



2
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Let the first term be a and the common difference d. Then a + d
= S, a + id=--10. From these we have 3(^=7, (i5= 7/3, a= S- 7/3 = 2/3.
Hence the required A. P. is 2/3, 9/3, 16/3, 23/3, 30/3. . . .

It follows also from what has just been pointed out that

a - /?, a, a + /5 ;
^

a - 3/3, a - /3, a + P, a + 2l3 ; [^
,..

a - 2^, a - jS, a, a + P, a + 2/3
;

i

^^

. etc. )

are perfectly general expressions for arithmetical progressions of

3, 4, 5, etc., terms respectively ; for each of them is an A. P.,

and each contains two independent variables a and /?.

The expressions (4) are often convenient in establishing

theorems regarding quantities in A. P.

Ex. 1. Show that three quantities in arithmetic progi-ession cannot
also be in geometric progression unless all three are equal. We may
represent any three quantities in A. P. by a- p, a, a + /J. In order
that these may also be in G. P. we must have, by § 196, {a- j3){a + ^)
= a-—that is, a- - ^'-^= a- ; whence /3=:0. Hence the three quantities
must be a, a, a, which are all equal.

Ex. 2. If «, 6, c be in A. P., show that a^ + ib^ + c^= Sb{a- + c'^).

We may put a = a - jS, h= a, c= o + j8.

Hence a^ + 46^ + (^={a- ^f + ia"' + {a + /3)=^,

= 6a3 + 6a^-,

= 6a(a2 + /j2)_

Also a2 + c2 := (a - ^)2 + (a + ^)2= 2(a2 + /32). The relation to be proved
is therefore

6a(a2 + /32) = 3ax2(a2 + ^2)^

which is an identity.

The beginner will here note the use of the principle of the mini-
mum number of variables (see § 194).

§ 203. Summation of an A. P.—If we denote the sum of n
terms of an A. P. by S„, we have

S„= a + ^a-\-d}+ {a + 2d}+ . . .

+ {a +{n- l)d}
;

also

Sft = {a + {n -\)d} + {a + {n - 2)d} + {a + {n - 3>/} + . . .

+ a.

If we now add the two expressions for S,j, associating the terms

that stand over each other in pairs, we get

2S.n= {2a + {n - l)d} + {2a + {n - !>/} + {2a + (n - l)d} + . . .

+ {2a + {n- 1>/}.
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Since the terms on the right are now all equal, and tliere are

n of them, we have 2S,i = n\2a + (n- ly/} ; whence

S„=^?i{2a + (?i- l)f/} (5).

This expression for the sum of n terms of the A. P. we speak of

as the sum for a reason which we shall explain more fully

})resently. Meantime, it is obvious that the formula (5) enables

us to calculate the sum of a lar^e number of terms more con-

veniently than we could do liy simply adding the terms

together.

Ex. 1. Find the sum of 100 terms of the series 1+3 + 5+ . . .

Herea = l, d = 2. Hence Sioo= il00(2 + 99 x 2) = 50 x 200 = 10,000.

If we denote the last or nth term of the A. P. by I, we have

l = a + {ti— l)r/, and a + l=2a + (n— \)d. Hence the formula

(5) may be written

S,i = n(« + 0/2 (6),

which may be expressed in words thus :

—

The sum of n terms in

A. P. is n tim^s Juilf the sum of the first and last.

Ex. 2. Sum the series

1-3 + 5-7 + 9- . . . -(471-1).

The series (of 2n terms) as it stands is not an A. P, AVe may, how-
ever, write it as follows :—

{1 + 5+ 9+ . . . +(4w-3)}
-{3 + 7 + 11+ . . . +(471-1)}.

Hence it is the difference of two A. P.'s, the common difference in

each of which is 4. Using (6) we have

1+5+ 9+ . . . +(47i-3) = 7i{l+(4?t-3)}/2 = 7i(2w-l);
3 + 7 + 11+ . . . +(47i-l) = 7i{3 + (4'//-l)}/2 = 7i(27t + l).

Hence
1-3 + 5- . . . -(47l-l) = 7l(27l-l)-7ir27t + l)= -2/1.

This result might also have been obtained as follows :

—

1-3 + 5-7 + 9- . . . -(47i-l)

= (1-3) + (5 -7) + (9 -11)+ . . . +(4M-3-47t- 1) ;

= -2-2-2+ . . . -2;
= - 27^.

Ex. 3. How many terms of the A. P.

20 + 17 + 14 + 11 + 8+ . . .

must be taken in order that the sum may be 70 ?

Let the number of terms be n. Since the common diff"erence is

- 3, we must have

in{40 + (7i-l)(-3)}=70.
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This gives

37i2-43w + 140 = 0.

Since Sn"^- iZ7i + liO= {n-5){Bn-28), the roots of this quadratic
are n= 5 and ?i = 9^. The first of these vahies, being positive and
integral, is immediately available ; and we find, in fact, that the sum
of the first five terms, viz. 20 + 17 + 14 + 13 + 8, is 70.

The value « = 9^, not being integral, does not furnish a solution.

"We might, however, infer that 70 will lie between the sum of 9 terms
of the series and the sum of 10 terms. "We have, in fact

—

20 + 17 + 14 + 11 + 8 + 5 + 2-1-4 =72;
20 + 17 + 14 + 11 + 8 + 5 + 2-1-4-7 = 65.

§ 204. If n quantities u^, u.^, . . ., u^ be found such that

a, Wj, 1*2, . . ., Un, c (7)

form an A. P., ^tj, u.-,, . . ., «„ are spoken of as n Arithmetic
Means inserted between a and c.

Since (7) is an A. P. of n + 2 terms, if d be its common
difference, we must have a + {n+ \)d = c. Therefore d = {c — a)

l{n +1). Hence

u^ = a + {c — a)l{n +1), u^ = a + 2(c — a)l{n +1), etc.

Therefore

/ c — a\ f _c — a'

^1 + ^2+ • • •

n{ ^ ^c — a c — a\
= -. 2rt + 2 + {^n - 1 ;

2l
^ n+lj

a + c= n .

2

Hence the following interesting theorem :

—

TJie sum of n arilh-

iiietic means inserted heticeen any two qiuDitities is n times the single

arithnutic mean inserted between the two.

It should be noted that when we speak of the arithmetic mean of

two quantities a and c, we mean i(« + c), i.e. the single arithmetic

mean inserted between them. On the other hand, by the arithmetic

mean of n quantities a^, a^, . . ., «„ is meant {ai + a2+ . • • +«„)/'i,

or what is ordinarily called their average, which has nothing to do

with the u arithmetic means inserted between two quantities.
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EXERCISES LVIIL*

1. Find the tenth term of the A. P. whose first three terms are 9,

13, 17.

2. If the sixth term of an A. P. he 7, and the eleventh term 13, find

the first term and the ;ith term.

3. Sum to 10 terms the series 5 + 10 + 15 + -20 f- . . .

4. Find the sum of thirteen terms of the arithmetic series whose
first three terms are ^, - §, -V • • •

6. Sum the A. P." 1-35 + 1-50 + 1-65+ . . . to 150 terms.

6. Sum to « terms the A. P. (a- 3i) + (5ri + 56) + (9a + 136)+ . . .

7. Sum the arithmetic series 81, 79, 77 ... to 11 terras. How
many terms will amount to 160 ?

8. Find the sum of all the numbers between 100 and 2000 which
have the remainder 7 when divided by 9.

9. Find the first four terms of an A. P. whose ninth term is 4, and
whose fifteenth term is - 14.

10. If the first two terms of an A. P. be u^ and u.^, find the vtth

term.

11. The sum of 10 terms of an A. P. is 100, and the second term is

zero, find the first term.

12. Find the sum of n terms of an A. P. whose third term is 5, and
whose seventh term is 20.

13. In any A. P. of 2n terms, show that the siim of the odd terms is

to the sum of the even terms as the nth term is to the (;i+ l)th.

14. Show that the sum of 2n + 1 consecutive integers of which the
smallest is n^ + l is 7i^ + (7i+l)^

15. Find the sum of all the integers between 1 and 200, excluding
those that are multiples of 3 or of 7.

16. If Si be the sum of the first three terms of an A. P., $2 the sum
of the next three, and so on, show that Sj, Sg, Sg, . . . form another A. P.

17. If the first term of an A. P. be 1, and the sum of the first n terms
be 1/nth of the sum of the second n terms, show that the sum of the
first 71 terms is - 2n^/{n^ - 4n + 1).

18. The sum of 30 terms of an A. P. whose common difference is 5

is 2355 ; find the first term.

19. The first term of an A. P. is 3 and the sum of 20 terms is 155 ;

find tlie common difference.

20. How many terms of the series 5, 8, 11, 14, . . , must be added
together so that the sum may be 493 ?

21. The first term and common difference of an A. P. are each equal
td } ; the sum of the terms is 2^ ; find the number of the terms.

22. Find the last term in the A. P. 201, 204, 207, . . . when the
sum is 8217.

23. Insert three arithmetic means between 4 and 324.

* When quadratic equations occur in the working of Exercises LVIII.-
LX., they are to be solved by inspection, by factorisation (see ^ 62),
or by the graphic method, a.s in Exercise XI. 26.
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24. Find the sum of tlie 10 arithmetic means which can be inserted

between 2 and 20.

25. Any uneven cube n^ is the sum of n consecutive uneven numbers
of which n"^ is the middle one.

26. Snm to iO terms {x + y) + (x - 2y) + (x + Sy) + {x - iy) + . . .

27. Show that the sum of an A. P. whose first term is a, whose
second term is h, and whose last term is c, is equal to (a + c)

{b + c-2a)/2{b-a).
28. If a, b, c, d be in A. P., then ^{b'^ + d''-)-\-a^ + c^-= 2{ab + cd)

-bd.
29. Four positive numbers are in A. P. The product of the second

and third exceeds the product of the other two by 32 ; and the product
of the second and fourth exceeds the product of the other two by 72.

Find the numbers.
30. Three quantities are in A. P. ; their sum is 21, and the sum of

their squares is 165 ; find them.

31. If the sum of n terms of a series be oi^ + n, show that it is an
A. P., and find the first term and the common difference.

32. If a\ b'^, c^ be in A. P., 1/(6 + c), l/{c + a), l/ia + b) are also in

A. P.

33. Find the common difference of an A. P. whose first term is

unity, when the sum of n terms is n^.

34. Find three positive numbers in A. P. such that theii- product
multiplied by their sum is equal to 5880 ; and the sum of their squares

to 165.

35. An exploring party numbering 819 men set oiit with a stock of

provisions sufficient to last to the end of the expedition. After 20

days disease broke out and carried off 2 men every night ; and,

although at the same time there was an unexpected delay of 10 days,

each man received his full daily allowance to the end. How long did

the expedition last, and what was the number of the survivors ?

Geometric Progression

§205. We have already (§ 189) defined a geometric pro-

gression to be a succession of quantities each of which bears to

the preceding the same common ratio ; and we have seen that,

if a be the first term and r the common ratio, we may represent

any geometric progression whatever by

€vj 0/1 y CUT ^•••jCl'# jB**^

ar^^~^ being the nth. term.

It is obvious that a G. P. like an A. P. depends essentially

on two independent variables ; and is in general completely

determined when tw^o conditions upon its terms are given.

Examples of relations connecting quantities in G. P. have already

been given in Chapter XVIII.
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§ 206. Summation of a G. P.— If S,t denote the sum of n
terms of a G. P. whose first term is a and whose common ratio

is r, we have

Sn = a + ar + ar- + . . . + ar" "

^

(8) ;

therefore

rSn = ar + ar'+ . . . + ar^^~^ + ar^^ (9).

Hence by subtraction we have

S^i — rS,i = (X — ar^^.

If, therefore, 1 - r=t=0, we have

S„ = «(l-r«)/(l-r) (10).

The expression a{l - r"^)/(l - r) is spoken of as the sum of the

G. P.; it is obviously in general more convenient for calculating

the sum of n terms than the primary form of the sum, viz.

a + ar + ar^ + ... + ar'^~^.

Ex.1. Sum the geometric series 3 + 6 + 12+ . . . to 10 terms.
Herea = 3, r= 2. Hence Sio= 3(2iO- l)/(2- l) = 3.2iO- 3 = 3069. ,

Ex. 2. Sura the geometric series 1-^ + 1-1+ . . . to 8 terms.
Here a=l, r= - ^. Hence Sn, = 1 {1 - ( - If) I {I -{-^)}={l- 1/2^)

l^—i'.
5_
5 8'

§ 207. I. Any definite quantity^ however small, can he made as

large as we -please by multiplying it by a quantity siifficiently large.

We take this as an axiom ; but we may illustrate by supposing

a case. Consider the quantity 1/1,000,000 which is very

small. If we multiply 1/1,000,000 by 1,000,000, we pro-

duce 1 ; if we multiply it by 1,000,000,000,000, we produce

1,000,000, and so on.

II. Any definite quantity, hovjever large, may he made as small

as ive please by dividing it by a quantity sufijcienfly large. This

may be illustrated by starting with 1,000,000 and dividing by

1,000,000, then by 1,000,000,000,000, and so on.

To these two propositions should be added the two following :

—

III. Any definite quantity, however large, can he made as small

as we please by multiplying it by a quantity sufficiently small.

E.g. 1,000,000 X (1/1,000,000,000,000)= 1/1,000,000.

IV. Any definite quantity, however small, can be made as large

as we please by dividing it by a quantity sufficiently small.

E.g. (1/1,000,000)^(1/1,000,000,000,000)= 1,000,000.
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From the above principles we can deduce the following

important theorem :

—

V. If T he a positive quantity exceeding 1 hij (my definite quantity,

however small, and n a positive integer, then by making n sufficiently

large we can make r^' as large as we please. If t be a positive

quantity which is less than 1 by any definite quantity, however

small, and n a positive integer, then by making n sufficiently large

we can make t^ as small as we please.

If r exceed 1 by a definite quantity, we may write r=l+p,
where /o is a definite positive quantity. Then, by the Binomial

Theorem, §106—

r'' = {l + pr=l + nC,p + nC^P" + • . +/>^

Now n^^ = n, and ^^Co, ^Cg, etc., are all positive. Also p^,

p^, . . .,
/)'* are all positive. Hence r^^ > 1 + 7ip. Now, however

small p may be, it follows from (I.) that we can make 7ip as large

as we please by sufficiently increasing n. The same follows

therefore regarding ?•", which is always greater than 1 + np.

Next, suppose that r is positive and less than 1 ; then, if

/ = Ijr, r is positive and greater than 1. Also we have r = l/r'.

Hence r''^ = {l/ry^ — l/r''\ By what has been shown it follows,

since r' is positive and greater than 1, that we can make r'^ as

large as we please by making n sufiiciently large. Therefore,

by (II.), we can make l/r''^, that is r'\ as small as we please by

making 7i sufl^icientlv large.

§ 208. By means of the principles established in last para-

graph, we can establish some interesting theorems regarding the

sum of a G. P. when the number of its terms is made very large.

We shall consider the following cases:— First, r positive or

negative and <1 ; second, r positive and >1, or r=l ; third,

r= — 1 ; fourth, r negative and >1. To save unnecessary

detail, we suppose throughout that a is positive. The eflPect on

the result of a being negative will easily be understood.

Case 1. We may write

S,, = a/(l-r)-r»y(l-r).

If r be positive and <1 then, by (V.) of § 207, by making n
sufficiently large we can make r^\ and therefore, by (III.) of § 207,

r'^aj(l — r) as small as we please. Since the sign of r merely affects

the sign of r%t/(l — r), it follows that, whether r is positive or

negative, provided only that its numerical value be less than 1,
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we can make r'hi/{l - r) as small as we please by sufficiently

increasing n. Hence the following important theorem :

—

If the common ratio r of a G. F. he numerically less than 1 , we

can, by sufficiently increasing n, make tlie sum of n terms differ as

little as we choose from a/(l - r).

This is commonly expressed by saying that the series con-

verges to a/(I — r) ; and a/(l — r) is often spoken of as the sum
to infinity of the series.

Case 2. If r be positive and >1, by sufficiently increasing n

we can make r''^ and therefore r''^a/{r — 1) as large as we please

(see § 207, V. and L). Hence, since

Sn = r%/(r-l)-a/(r-l),

if the common ratio of a G. P. be positive and greater than 1, we

can, by sufficiently increasing n, make the sum of n terms exceed

any positive quantity, however large.

The same conclusion obviously follows when r = 1 ; for then

S^ = Tia, which can be made as large as we please by sufficiently

increasing n.

The result in case 2 is expressed by saying that the series

diverges to + oo .

Case 3. If r= - 1, it is obvious that the sum of any odd

number of terms is a ; and the sum of any even number is 0.

In this case the series is said to oscillate.

Case 4. If v he negative and greater than 1, it is easy to see

that the sum of an odd number of terms can be made to exceed any

positive quantity, hoivever great, by making the number of terms

sufficiently large ; and that the sum of an even number of terms is

negative and may be made to exceed numerically any quantity, how-

ever large. JFe suppiose a to he positive. Change of the sign of a

simply changes the sign of the sum.

This might be expressed by saying that the series both
diverges and oscillates.

Ex. 1. vSum the series l-i + :J-J+ . . .to infinity.

In this case a= \, r= -^. Hence

Soo=l/{l-(-i)}=l/t = §.

Ex. 2. The first terms of an endless series of G. P.'s, having the
same common ratio/i<l, themselves form a G, P. having the common
ratio /2<1. Show that the sum of all jiossible terms of all the pro-
gressions is a/(l -/i)(l -/g), a being the first term of the first of
the G. P.'s.

The first terms of the G. P.'s are a, afo, afr, . . ., af^"~^. . . .

19
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The sum to infinity of the nth of them is therefore «/2"~V(l ~/i)«
Hence we have to sum the series

a a , a ^^ ,
oo

wi^w^^^^w/^'^
---^

Now this series is a G. P. whose first term is «/(l -/i), and whose
common ratio is /a- Since /2<1 the series converges to {a/{l -f^)\
/(I -/g) =:«/(! -/i)(l -/g), which is therefore the sum of all possible

terms of all the progressions in the sense that by taking a snfiicient

number of terms of each of the progressions, and a sufficient number
of the progressions, we can make the sura differ from a/(l -/i)(l -fz)
by as little as we please.

Ex. 3. Show that any repeating decimal, e.g. 3-1614141414 . . .,

commonly written 3 '161 4, can be expressed as a vulgar fraction.

.. 16 /14 14 14 14 >
3-1614_d+-^^^+ ^^+^6+108+1010+ • • )-

Now the part within the bracket is a convergent G. P. , whose first

term is 14/10'^, and whose common ratio is I/IO'-^. Hence by taking a

sufficient number of the terms within the bracket, we can make the

sum of these terms differ as little as we please from (14/10-*)/(l - 1/10-)

= 14/(100-1)100.
Therefore

—

QifiU-q iA 14 1600-16 + 14'^^^^+ 100^(100-1)100" (100-1)100

1614-16 _ 1598~
9900 ~ 9900'

from which the rule commonly given in books on Arithmetic for

evaluating a repeating decimal can be readily deduced.

EXERCISES LIX.

1. Sum 81 + 108 + 144+ . . . to 5 terms.

2. Sum 5-10 + 20-40+ . . . to ?i terms.

3. Sum to seven terms the G. P. 2 + l^ + f+ . . ., and show that

the sum of a very large number of terms is very nearly equal to 6.

4. Sum to seven terms the G. P. 112-84 + 63- . . . Find also

the sum to infinity.

5. Sum the G. P. 31 -2^ + 11- . . . to infinity.

6. Sum to n terms the G. P. 3 v'2 + 6 + 6 ^/2 + . . .

7. If the fourth term of a geometric progression be 1, and its

seventh term be |, find the sum of 10 terms.

8. Sum to infinity the G. P. whose two first terms are 1 + 2 ^'3

and 1 + ;^/3.

9. Evaluate -141414 ... 10. Evaluate '315151515 . . .

11. Sum the series whose nth. term is a"(& + a)"+^ to n terms.

12. Sum the series whose ?ith term is (1 +r")(l - 1/r") to oi terms.

13. Sum to n terms the series whose two first terms are 1 + 4 + . . .,

first, when the series is arithmetic ; second, when the series is geometric.
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14. Insert three geometric means between 3 and 243.

15. Insert lour geometric means between 5 and 135.

16. Insert five geometric means between 3 and 1875.

17. The fourth term of a G. P. is 36, and the seventh - 10§.

Find the sum of the series to intinit}'.

18. Find the first term of a G. P. of which the second term is 2,

and the sum to infinity - If.

19. The first term of a G. P. of positive terms is 27, and the third

is 48. Fiud the sum of 6 terms.

20. The sum of five terms of a G. P. is 242, and the common ratio is

3 : find the first term.

21. Between each consecutive pair of terms of the series a, ar, ar^,

. . . , ar"~^ m arithmetic means are inserted : find the sum of the whole

series thus obtained.

22. If Sj be the sum of the first three terms of a G.P., s^ the sum
of the next three terms, and so on, show that Sj, s.,, Sg, . . . form

another G. P.

23. Find the geometrical progression whose second term is - 21
;

and whose sum to infinity is 16.

24. Two infinite G. P. 's each beginning with unity have the sums
5 and 5' respectively. Show that the sum of the series formed by
multiplying their corresponding terms is 557(5 + 5'- 1).

25. If the {p-q)th. and {p + q)ih. terms of a G. P. be P and Q, find

the first term and the common ratio.

26. If .>.' : y= {x + zY : {y + ~f, and oi^y, show that ;: is the G. M.
of X and y.

27. If a, h, c be in G. P. and x and y be the arithmetic means
between a, b and h, c respectively, prove that ajx + cjy = 2.

28. Ua,h,c,d are in G. P. , then (a^ _ c2)(&2 + d?)^ a?c - 6cP.

29. If a, 6, c be in G. P., 2a2= («-6 + c)2a.

30. If ff, 6, c are in A. P., and I, c, d in G. P., show that

(26 - «)^= M, 26c-= (26 - af{a + c).

31. If 1/(6 - a), 1/26, 1/(6 - c) are in A. P.
,
prove that «, 6, c are in

G. P.

32. If P, Q, R be the ^th, g-th, and rth terms of a G. P., then
Ptf-'-Q'-'r^R^-«= l.

33. If a, 6, c be in A. P., and «, 6 -a, c-a in G. P., prove that

a=^blS = c/5.

34. The sum of the first four terms of a G. P. is 20, and the sum of

the next two terms is 1. Find the progression.

35. If r (<1) be the common ratio of a G. P., s the sum of the

series to infinity, and a the sum to infinity of the series formed by
taking the squares of the terms of the first series, prove that

(l-r)s2= (l + r)<r.

36. AjBiCi are the middle points of the sides of the triangle

ABC ; A2B2C.2 the middle points of the sides of A^BiCj, and so on :

fiud the sum of the areas of AjB^Ci, AoBoCo, A3B3C3, . . . adcc .

37. If the 3rd, the (p + 2)th, and Spih. terras of an A. P. be in

G. P., prove that the {p - 2)th term of the A. P. is double the first

term.

38. If ftj, 02, . . ., (In are in G. P., so also are ll[aj^-a./).
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1/(^2^ - ^3^), . . ., \l{an--i - a„^). Find the sum of the latter series in

terms of a^, a^, and n.

39. If s be the sum of n terms of a G. P., p the product of all the
terms of the series, and a the sum of the reciprocals of its terms, show
that j9V" = s".

40. If s„ denote the sum of n terms of the G. P. a + ar + ar^+ . . .,

where r-cl, find the sum of the series S1 + S2 + S3+ . . > +s„.

41. If a, b, c are in G. P., so also are a^/c, b'^, c^/a.

42. If 1, X, y be in A. P., and 1, y, x in G. P., find unequal values

of X and y.

43. The sum of four quantities in G. P. is 170, and the third

exceeds the first by 30 : find the quantities.

44. An A. P. and a G. P. have the same first and third terms. If

the second term of the A. P. exceeds the second term of the G. P. by
2, and the fourth term of the G. P. exceeds the fourth term of the

A. P. by 8 ; find the two series.

45. If X, y z

X
, y , z

be such that the rows are in A. P. and the columns in G. P., show
that the common ratios of the three geometrical progressions are the
same.

Harmonic Progression

§ 209. A succession of quantities are said to he in Harmonic
Progression, or toform a Harmonic Series, when their reciprocals

are in arithmetic progression.

For example, \, ^, ^, ^, . . . is a H. P., since 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . is

an A. P.

The most general form for a H. P. may be taken to be

1/a, l/ia + d), l/(a + 2rf), . . ., l/{a + {n- l)d), . . ^

A harmonic progression depends therefore essentially upon
two independent variables ; and it follows from § 202 that

l/(a-/5), 1/a, l/(a + /?); ]
l/(a-3^), l/(a-/?), l/(a + ^), l/(a + 3/5); -(11)

etc.
j

are perfectly general representations of H. P.'s of 3, 4, etc. terms.

§ 210. If a, 6, c be any three consecutive terms of a H. P.,

by definition, 1/a, 1/6, l/c are in A. P. Hence

l/6-l/a=l/c- 1/6.

From this we readily deduce
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(a-b)l{b-c)==alc (12);

and also

b = 2acl{a + c) (13).

The relation (12) is often given as the definition of a H. P.

In (13) we have an expression for what is called the

Harmonic Mean between a and c.

We may also speak of n harmonic means inserted between

a and c, meaning thereby n quantities Wj, ^2* • • •> '''n such that

a, w,, u.,, . . ., »n, c form a H. P. The problem to find Wj, . . .,

Un may be solved by remarking that l/«, l/«2> • • •> V"»» V'''
^^

an A. P. and proceeding as in § 204.

§ 211. Tliere is no summation theorem for a H. P. such as

is given in §§ 203, 206 for an A. P. and for a G. P.

The following are examples of problems relating to quantities

in H. P. :—
Ex. 1. To insert three harmonic means between 2 and 8.

Let the means be u^, u.^, u^. Then 1/2, 1/u^, '^ju^, ^/u-^, 1/8 are in

A. P. If d be the common difference of this A. P., we have 1/2 + 4c?

= 1/8, whence fZ=-3/32. Hence the A. P. is 16/32, 13/32, 10/32,

7/32, 4/32. The corresponding H. P. is 32/16, 32/13, 32/10, 32/7,

32/4. The three means recjuired are 32/13, 32/10, 32/7.

Ex. 2. Show that the Arithmetic, Geometric, and Harmonic means
between two given unequal positive quantities are in G. P., and in

descending order of magnitude.
Let the two quantities be a and c, then the three means are (a + c)/2,

\/{ac), 2ac/{a + c) respectively.

Now
{V(«c)}/{(a + c)/2} =2V(«c)/(a + c)

;

and
{2acl(a + c)}/{V(«c)} = 2 Jiac)/ia + c).

Hence the means form a G. P. whose common ratio is 2\/{ac)l{a + c).

, It remains to prove that this common ratio is less than 1 ; that is,

to show that a + c>2\/{ac) ; in other words, that a + c - 2 ^/(ac) > 0.

This is tantamount to showing that {i^/a- \/c)^>0. Now, since a
and c are positive, and \/a and ^/c therefore real quantities, \/a - \/c

is real and must have a positive square ; therefore
( sj(f' - sjcf > 0, and

our theorem is established.

Ex. 3. If a, b, c, d, e be five consecutive terms of a H. P., prove
that (a + e){b + c){c + d) = 2c{a + d){b t e).

We may put a = l/{a-2^), fe = l/(a-/3), c= l/a, d=l/{a + ^), e=l
/(a 4- 2/3). Hence the given relation expressed in terms of the minimum
number of variables is

\a-2^'^a + 2;3)\a-id^ a)\a a + s)

aVa-2/3'^a + /3y\tt-/3'' + 2/3
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The reader will have no difficulty in verifying that each side of this

equation reduces to 2(4a2 - ^^)la{a? - /3-)(a- - 4/32). Hence the equation
is an identity.

EXERCISES LX.

1. Find the nth. term of the H. P. whose first two terms are 3

and 7.

2. Insert a harmonic mean between 7 and 9.

3. Insert three harmonic means between 2 and 8.

4. Insert four harmonic means between | and tjV-

5. Find the 6th term of the H. P. Avhose first two terms are 3

and 5.

6. If a, h, c be in G. P., and if jo, q be the arithmetic means
between a, h and h, c res^iectively, then h will be the harmonic mean
between p and q.

7. \{ a + h,h + c, c + a are in H. P., then IP', or, c^ are in A. P.

8. If a, b, c are positive quantities in H. P., prove that a^ + c^>2b^.
9. If a, b, c, d are in H. P., then {a^ - d?)b\-= 2,{b'^ - c^)a-cP.

10. is a point outside a circle whose centre is P. OP meets the
circle in A and B : the tangents from meet the circle in Q and Q',

and QQ' meets OP in R. Show that OP, OQ, OR are the arithmetic,

geometric, and harmonic means respectively between OA and OB.

11. If - + -=, ^ + ,
, a. b, c are in H.P., provided b + a + c.

a c h-a b-c
12. If a, b, c be in G. P., and a + x, b + x, c + x in H. P., then

x= b.

13. If the common ratio of the G. P. formed by the A. M., G. M.

,

and H. M. of a and b {a>b) be r, show that a/6={l+ \/(l-r'^)}

/{l-v/(l-r^)}.
14. If three unequal numbers are in H. P., and their squares in

A. P. , they are in the ratios 1 ± /^/S : -2:1+ ijZ.

15. Find two numbers whose A. M. is greater by 12 than their

G. M., and Avhose G. M. is greater by 7*2 than their H. M.
16. If X, y, a be in A. P., a', y, b in G. P., and x, y, c in H. P., show

that 4&2g + 4ac2 _ 3^^2 + a^ - 6abc= 0.

17. Find three numbers in G. P. such that if each is increased by
18 they are in H. P., and that if the last is diminished by 24 they are

in A. P.

Summation in General

§ 212. Ill order fully to understand the significance of the

summation formulae of §§ 203, 206, it is necessary to attend to

some distinctions which we have not yet pointed out. Consider

the identity

1+2 + 3+ ... +7i. = ln(w +1),
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which is a particular case of (5). Tlie function on the left is

distinguished by two peculiarities from its equivalent on the

right. In the first place, it is meaningless unless ?i be an

integral number; on this account we might describe it as a

Function of an Integral Variable. In the second place, the

number of operatioiis in the construction of the function depends on

the value ofn ; thus when ?i = 3, we have two additions, 1 + 2 + 3
;

when n = 4, three additions, 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 ; and so on ; for this

reason we call 1 + 2 + 3 + . . . + n an Unclosed Function of

71. It is this second peculiarity on which we wish to lay stress

at present. The function ^n{n + 1) or ^n'^ + hi, on the other

hand, is a Closed Function of ??, because the number of steps in

its construction, i.e. the number of operations required to cal-

culate its value when n is given, does not depend upon n.

Certain functions, such as r^, which are not according to

their definition closed functions of n in the strict sense above

given (e.g. r- = rr., x r^ — rxrxr, etc.), are included in the

category of closed functions, because their values have been

tabulated or can be calculated from numerical tables by a number
of operations not depending on the variable.

Also, we may for any temporary purpose include in the

category of closed functions any functions we choose to name or

define as closed functions. A closed function in such cases means

a function which is a closed function of n and of an ij functions of

n which are, or are for the moment regarded as closed. Thus, for

example, a(r"— l)/(r— 1) is a closed function of n, if we regard

r" as a closed function of n.

§ 213. "We can now explain what is meant by saying that a

series is Summable to n Terms, or admits of Finite Sum-
mation, in the special sense of the word "summable."

A series is said to he summahle when tlie sum of n terms can be

transformed into a closed function of n.*

It is of course a matter of exception when a series admits of

summation in the present sense ; series in general are not

"summable" in the special sense of the word. The following

may be regarded as the fundamental theorem on the subject :

—

The nth term of every summable series can be expressed in the

form f(n) — f(n — 1), where f(n) is a closed function of n ; and every

series whose nth term is so expressible is summable.

* It will thus be seen that " summable " may have ditTerent senses

according to the functions of n which we take as closed functions.
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The proof is simple. Let tlie terms of the series be denoted

by itj, itgj • • •> ^V Then if we have

u^ + u.2+ ... +it„=/(n) (14),

where /(?i) is a closed function of n, we must also have

«i + 1*2 + • • • + '^n-i =/(^ - 1) (15).

From (14) and (15) bv subtraction we have i*„=/(w)

-fin-n
Again, suppose we have

nn=f{n)-f{n-l) (16,,).

Then, putting in succession n— I, n—i, . . ., 2, 1, in place of

n, we have

Un_i=f(n-l)-f{n-^) (16^_i) ;

^n-2=/(^-2)-/(7i-3) (16n_2);

n,=m-fil) (16,);

^*i=/(l)-/(0) N
(16i).

From (16j), (16o), • . ., (16^), by addition, we deduce

u^ + u^+ . . . +Un=f(n)-f(0).

Hence 1*^ + ^2+ • • . +Un is transformable into a closed

function of n.

Cor. If Uj^ = f(n) - f(n — 1) + v^, where f(n) is a closed function

of n, and v^ is the nth term of a summahle series, then the series

whose nth term is u^ is s^immable.

Ex. 1. We have
{n + lf-n^=SnP + Sn + l

;

hence also

{n-lf-{n-2f=Sin- 2f + 3{n-2) + l
;

3=^-2=^= 3. 2"-^ +3.2' +1;
23-13=3.12 +3.1 +1.

By addition from these identities we have

(71 + 1)3-13=3(12 + 22+ . . . +7i2) + 3(i+2+ . . . + n) + n.

Now 1 + 2+ . . . +n=^n{7i + l) ; lience

12+22+ . . . +7l2=l(7l3+37l2 + 2n-fn2-fw},
= ^2n^ + Sn^ + n}=in(n+l){2n + l) (17).

In like manner, by means of the identity {n+ l)'^-7L'^='in^ + Qn'^ + 'in-\-\,
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and the summations 1+2+ . . . +n= ^n{n + l), 1^ + 2^+ . . .+7i2

= ^7i(7t + l)(27i+ 1), we can deduce

13 + 23 + 33+ . . . +ri3={^n(7i + l)}2 (18);

and so on.

Finally, by means of the summations of 1 + 2 + . . . + w,

12 ^2^+ . . .
+71^,1=^ + 23+. _ ^ +n-\ . . ., we can sum any series

whose 7ith term is an integral function of 7i.*

Ex. 2. Sum the series

13+12+1 23 + 2^+1 7l3 + 7tVl
1.2 "^ 2.3

+•••+
7i(7i + l)

'

Here 7<„=7i + l//t(?i+l) = ?i +l/n -l/{n + l);

Un-i =n-l + l/{n-l)-l/ii;

u^ ' ' =1 +1/2 * -i/3; '

w, =1 +1/1 -1/2.

Hence, by addition—

2<l+«2+ • • • +W„=l + 2+ . . . +71 + 1/1 -l/(?i+l),
= l7t(7l + l) + l-l/(H+l).

Ex. 3. Sum the series whose ?ith term is (7i + 6)/7i(7i + 2)(ri + 3).

Decomposing into partial fractions we have

Un^ l/n - 2/{n + 2) + 1 /{n + 3) ;

hence also

Un_i^V{n - 1) - 2/(7t+ 1) + l/(7i + 2) ;

Un_2^1/{n-2)-2/>i +l/(n + l);

W„_3= 1/(71 -3) -2/(71-1) + 1/71 ;

w„_4=l/(n- 4) -2/(71 -2) + 1/(71-1);

^5=1/5* -2/7' +1/8;
^4=1/4 -2/6 +1/7;

. . 7/3=1/3 -2/5 +1/6;
7/2=1/2 -2/4 +1/5;
7*1= 1/1 -2/3 +1/4.

If now we add the right and left hand sides of all these identities, and
observe that on the right all the fractions which have denominators
between n and 4 completely destroy each other, we get

7/1 + 7/2+ • • • +Un=l/{n + S)-ll{n + 2)-l/{n + l)

-1/3 + 1/2 + 1/1,

which is the summation of the given series to 71 terms.

It may be observed that as n is increased more and more, the sum of

this series converges to -1/3 + 1/2 + 1/1 = 1^.

X.B.—The artifice used in this example will effect the summation
of any series whose 7ith term is a proper fractional function of n, the

* See A. XX. §§4-8.
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degree of whose numerator is less by 2 at least than the degree of its

denominator, and whose denominator is of the fovm. {n + a){n + b) . . .

(n + k), where a, b, . . ., k differ by integers.

EXERCISES LXI.

1. A sum of money is distributed among a certain number of
persons. The first receives Id. more than the second ; the second 2d.

more than the third ; the third 3d. more than the fourth ; and so on.

If the first receive £1 and the last 4s. 2d,, what sum was distributed
and how many persons were there ?

2. Find A, B, C so that

{AaP + Bx'^ + Cx}-{A{x-lf + B{x-l)^+ C{x-l)}^ax'^ + bx + c.

Hence sum the series whose nth term is an^ + b7i + c. Show that this

result includes the summation of the series 1 + 2 + . . . + ?i, 1^ + 2^ -i- . . .

+ 71^, and of the arithmetic series.

3. The sum of all the products in a multiplication table going up
to n times n is |n"^(7i + l)2.

4. Sum 1.3 + 2.5 + 3.7 + 4.9+ . . . to^i terms.

6. Sum the series 1- + 32 + 52 + 72+ . . . to w terms.

6. Sura the series a2 + (f^ + ^,)2 + (^^ 26)2+ . . . +{a + n-lb)^.
7. Sum 1.2. 3 + 2. 3. 4 + 3. 4. 5 + 4. 5.6+. . . ton terms.
8. In a pile of timber each horizontal layer contains three beams

more than the one above it. If on the top there are 70 beams, and on
the ground 376, how many beams and how many layers are there ?

9. Sum the series 1^ - 2=^ + 3^ - 4=^ + . . . + {2n - 1)=^ - {2nf.
10. Sum the series whose nth term is (?i - b){n - c) + (71 - c){n - a)

+ {n-a){n-b).
11. Sum the series whose ?ith term is {a-\-bn){a->rfin).

12. Show that it is impossible to construct a series, all of whose
. terms are formed according to the same law, such that the sum of n
terms is always 1/(71 + 1), but that a series can be constructed such
that the sum of n terms is always C+ l/(w + 1), where C is independent
of n. If the series be complete determine C.

r, 1 1 1
13. Sum —- + -—- + -—-+ . . , to 71 terms.

1 , A u . o 0.4
14. Sum to n terms the series whose 7ith term is l/(5?i -2)(5n + 3).

,. o 2- + 1 32 + 1 4- + 1
15. Sum—

—

-^^^—7 + T9—T+ • • • to 71 terms.
2- - 1 3- - 1 4-^-1

,^0^1, • I'.IO 2M1 ,
,

(71^1)2(71+8) .

16. Sum the series ,r—:

—

^ + -—=

—

-^ + . . . + ^ ^ ^ ' '

3. 4. 54. 5.

6

(7i + l)(7i + 2)(7i + 3)

17. Sum the series whose 7ith term is (107i^-33?i2 + 367i _ 12)

ln\n-\f{n-2f.
18. Sum to n terms and also to infinity the series

2 2 2

3^1 + 1^3 "^4^2 + 2^4^ ' • "^(?i + l)V(^i-l) + (?t-l)s/(M + l)

19. Sum to 71 terms

v/2 - v/1 ^ ^ ^71- V(n-l)
+ . . . + ~

1 + V2 + VI + v^(2"-^
- 2) '

* • 1 + V'/i + \^('i - 1 ) + \^(^i'^ - ''*)
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quadratic equations

Solution of a Quadratic Equation

§214. By a quadratic equation is meant an integral equation

in which no higher power of the unknown quantity or variable

occurs than the second. The most general form of such an

equation would be A.x^ + B.c + C = A'a:- + B'a; + C, where A, B,

C, A', B', C are constants. We could, however, by subtracting

A'x^ + B'x + C from both sides, reduce this to the form

ay? + hx -{ c* = (1),

where a, h, c are constants ; and this we shall take to be the

Standard Form of a Quadratic Equation.

It is supposed in ichat follows that a ^ ; but b or c or both may
vanish. We shall also suppose that a, b, c are all real.

§ 215. It follows at once from § 130 that every quadratic

equation has two roots either real and distinct, real and equal,

or imaginary.

For, if the discriminant A = ^- — 4rtc<t0, we have

ax'^-\-bx + c = a{x-{-b-\- J/\)j1a]{x- {-h - ^/A)/2a}.

Hence the equation (1) is equivalent to

a{x-{-b+ J^)i'2,a]{x-{-b- ^fA)/2a]=0 (2),

which, since a :^ 0, is satisfied by

x = (-b+ ^/A)/2a, x = (-b- ^/A)/2rt (3).

In the particular case where A = (3) reduces to

* aa^-hbx + c we shall speak of as the Characteristic Function, or

simply the Characteristic, of the equation (1).
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= - &/2a, x= - b/^a (4) ;
X

that is to say, the two roots are each equal to — 6/ 2a.

If A = 6^ — 4ac< 0, we have

ax^ + hx + c = a{x- [-h + i ^(- A)]/2a}

x{x-[-b-iJ{-/\)]l2a}',

hence in this case the roots are

x = [-b + iJ{-A)]l2a,- x = [-b-iJ{-A)]l2a (5);

that is to say, the roots are imaginary. It should be noticed

that when the roots are imaginary they are conjugate complex

numbers; that is to say, they differ only in the sign of the

purely imaginary part.

In practice, with numerical examples it is usually convenient

first to calculate A = 6^ _ ^ac, then extract the square root of A
or —A and substitute the values of b, A, a in (3) or (5).

When the coefficients are complicated, it is often convenient, on

account of simplifications that occur by the way, to go through

the process of completing the square by which the factorisation

of ax'^ + bx + c was originally obtained (see Ex. 9 below).

Since the object is to factorise the characteristic, it would of

course be absurd to quote the general formula for this factorisa-

tion or for the roots of the quadratic when the factorisation is

obvious, as in Ex. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 below.

Ex. 1. x'^ + 2x= 0. Since x^ + 2x=x{x + 2), the roots are given by
03= 0, cc+ 2= 0, i.e. they are and -2.

Ex. 2. x^=0. Since x^=xx, the roots are x= 0, x= 0.

Ex.3. 2a;2-3 = 0. 2x^-S=2{x- J{3/2)){x+ ^{3/2)) ; hence the
roots are x= ,J{3/2), x= - sj{3l2).

Ex. 4. 2^-2 + 3 = 0. 2x^ + 3= 2{a?-i^3j2)= 2{x-iJ[3l2)){x + iJ{Zl2));
hence the roots are x= ii^f{S/2), x= -i^{S/2).

Ex.5. a;2 -999a;- 1000 = 0. By inspection a;^- 999a;- 1000
= {x- 1000)(a; +1). Hence the roots are a;= 1000, x= - 1.

Ex.6. 7a;'^ + 6a;-l = 0. Here D= 36 + 4x7 = 64; ^/D = 8 ; hence,

by formula (3), the roots are (
- 6 ±8)/14, i.e. - 1 and 1/7.

Ex. 7. 2a;2-8a^ + 5 = 0. D = 64 -4 x 2 x 5 = 24
; s,/D = 2,j6; the

roots are (8±2^6)/4, that is, (4± V6)/2.
Ex. 8. 3a;2 + 2.x-l-7 = 0. D= 4 - 4 x 3 x 7= - 80

;
^-0 = 4^/5;

hence the roots are (
- 2 ± 4 y/5i)lQ, i.e. (

- 1 ± 2 j5i)/3.

Ex. 9. {p'^-q^)x^ + 2{p^ + q^)x+p^-q'^=0. The quadratic is equi-

valent to
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Adding {p^ + q^)'^/(jj>'^ - q^)^ to both sides iu order to make the left a

complete square as regards a;, we have

V p'-qV "(p'-qT
This last is equivalent to

whence

= -{p-q)l{p + q) or -{p + q)/{p-q)-

This equation might also be solved thus. It is equivalent to

p%i^ + 2x' + 1 ) = ^2(^ _ 2j> + 1 ),

i.e. {p{x+l)y'={q{x-l)y';

which gives

p{x + l)=±q(x-l),

from which we get the same two values of x as before.

EXERCISES LXII.

1. ay^-3x+2= 0. 2. x^ + x-2 = 0.

3. ic^- 13a; + 30 = 0. 4. .r2-20« + 91 = 0.

6. a:2 + x-- 132 = 0. 6. 6x- + 7x= 75.

7. 12.i-2 + 13a: -35 = 0. 8. 6a;2_ 19-^^15^0.
9. 10aj2 + 19a; -15 = 0. 10. 3a;2- 13a;+10 = 0.

11. a^-2a;-2 = 0. 12. a;2-6a; + 2 = 0.

13. 1 00.7-2 + 220a' + 108 = 0. ^^ 9a;2 + 30a' + 23 = 0.

15. 100 = 100a; -6a-2. 16. a;2-4a; + 5 = 0.

17. ar- 6a; + 34 = 0. 18. 4aj2 + 4a;-H7 = 0.

19. a~2-14x + 52 = 0. 20. 4a'2 + 20a; + 32 = 0.

21. (a;-l)2 + 4(a;-2)2= 0. 22. 77(a;2- l) = 72a;.

23. Ga,-*- 535a' + 1881 = 0. 24. 3a;2- 236a; + 333 = 0.

26. (x-l)(a;-2) + (.K-2)(a.'-3) = 2.

26. (a;-l)(2x-ll) + (a; + 2)(2a;-8) = (a; + l)(a; + 2).

27. aar^-{a-b)x-b= 0. 28. a{3iP-l) = {a'^-l).r.

29. a^ + a{x + h) = b^. 30. x~-2{p + q)x + 2pq = 0.

31. {x + af + 2{x + a)(2a; + c) + (2a' + c)-= bK

32. {a + ft)V + (a + b){a^ + ab + b^)x + ab{a? + J^) = 0.

33. pqa?-\-{p- + q-)x-^pq= Q).

34. d^ocP' + (a + cfx + 2b'^= 2c- + (a - c)2a; - a-ar^.

35. (Irx + m2)(;>2a; 4. g^) = (ig^ + wi2)Q^^ + /^).

§ 216. We have shown that every qundrafic equation has tim

roots. We now complete the theory of the solution of such
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equations by showing that a quadratic equation cannot have more

than two roots.

This follows from the Remainder Theorem (§ 114), for to

every value of x which makes ax'^ + hx + c = 0, i.e. to every rout,

a, of the equation (1), corresponds a factor, cc — a, of the

characteristic function ax^ + hx + c. Now this function, being

of the second degree, cannot have more than two linear factors.

Hence the equation (1) cannot have more than two roots.

§ 217. The theorem just proved can be extended at once to

integral equations of any degree, viz. an integral equation of

the nth degree cannot have more than n roots ; the proof by means
of the remainder theorem is exactly the same.

The proof that an integral equation of the nth degree always

actually has n roots cannot be furnished by a method like that

employed in § 2 1 5 in the case of a quadratic, because it has been

shown ^ that, if ?i>4, the roots are not, save in exceptional cases,

expressible in terms of the coefficients of the equation by means

of a finite number of the operations + ,
—

, x , -^ , >^y. f The
proof of this fundamental theorem depends on the simpler

theorem that every integral equation has at least one root real or

iraaginary ; but the demonstration is beyond the scope of an
elementary work. Granted that every integral equation has at

least one real root, it follows very easily by the remainder

theorem that every integral equation of the nth degree has n roots

real or imaginary, but not necessarily all different.

Relations between Roots and Coefficients

§ 218. If a and fS be the roots of the quadratic ax^ + bx + c = 0,

then

a + yS = - b/a, a/3 = cja (6). +

For, since aa- + ?>a + c = and a/3" + feyS + c = 0, we must have,

by the remainder theorem

—

aa;2 + bx + c = a{x — a)(:c — /?) (7),

* Originally by tlie Norwegian mathematician, Abel.

t This is usually expressed by saying that integral equations of degree

higher than the fourth do not in general admit of algebraic (or formal)

solution.

X This may be proved directly by substituting for a and /3 the values (3)

;

but this method of proof is not applicable to equations of any degree.
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which is an identity between two integral functions. Now
(7) may be written

ax^ + bx + c = a{x" - {a + /3)x + af3\.

Hence, comparing coefficients, we have

h= - a(a + /3), c = aa/3.

Since a =t= 0, the equations (6) immediately follow.

§ 219. By exactly the same methods we can show that, if

tt,, a.„ . . ., Uj^ be the roots of the equation

a^x'^ + a^x'^~^ + a.jX'^~- + . . . + an-i^ + «/i = 0»

then

Sa^a., . . . an_i = {- lT~'^an_ilaQ, aja2 . . . an = ( - ir«n/«o-

§ 220. By means of the relations (6) any Symmetric Integral

Function of the Roots of the quadratic ax- + bx + c = can be

expressed as an integral function of b/a and c/a ; and any

alternating "^ integral function of the roots as an integral function

of b/a and c/a multiplied by J{h^ - 4ac)/a. f

Ex. 1. If a and /3 be the roots o( ax'^ + bx + c= 0, express a"' + a'^^

+ o^^ + /S"* in terms of a, b, c.

a3 + a^^ + a/32 + ^3= (^ ^ ^)3 _ 2a^{a + j3),

\ a/ a\ a

*={-b^ + 2abc)/a^

Ex. 2. Express a^ - ^^ in terms of a, h, c.

a5 - 135= (a - /3)(a4 + a^/S + a^/S^ + a/S^ + /3^),

= V {(a + ^f - 4a^} {(a + ^)' - 3a/3(a2 + fS^) - 6a-^'-}

,

= {¥ + a^-c- - Zab'^c) jQr - iac)la\

Ex. 3. If a and /3 be the roots of X'-px + q= 0, find (in terms of

h, p, q) the equation Avhose roots are (a - A)/(a + h), (/3 - A^)/(/3 + h).

* A function of a and j3 is said to be an Alternating Function,
when its value is merely changed in sign by interchanging a and /3, e.g.

a-^ - a/S^, a^ - ^^ are alternating functions of a and /3. Every such
function is the product of a - yt^, and a symmetric function of a and /3.

t It should be noticed that

For proofs of the theorems stated in § 220, see A. XVIII. 1-4.
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Let the required equation, evidently a quadratic, be x^-p'x + q'=
;

then
,_a-h ^-h _ 2{ap-h^)

= 1{q-r')l{q+ph + h^).

= {q-ph + h'')l{q+ph + h?).

Hence the required equation, always supposing that q+ph + h'^^0, is

{q +ph + h^)x^ - 2{q - h'^)x + {q-ph + h^) = 0.

Discrimination of the Roots

§ 221. By means of the discriminant and the rational rela-

tions (6) between the roots and the coefficients, we can express

conditions upon the roots of a quadratic, and obtain a variety of

useful information regarding the roots without actually solving

the quadratic. The methods by which this is done are very

important in the applications of Algebra ; and we shall therefore

give a few specimens.

§ 222. We have already seen that the roots of ax^ + hx + c =
are real and distinct, real and equal, or imaginary, according as

62 — 4ac is positive, zero, or negative. If 6^ — 4ac is positive, so

that the roots a and /5 are real, it is obvious that a and /3 will

have the same sign if a/? be positive, opposite signs if a^
be negative. Now, by § 218, a/3 = c/«. Hence the roots of

ax^ 4- bx + c = 0, if real^ will have the same or opposite signs accord-

ing as c/a is positive or negative.

§ 223. Again, if a^ be positive, and a + (3 also positive,

a and /? will evidently both be positive ; and, if a/? be positive,

and a + [3 negative, a and jS will both be negative. Hence,

since a + /3= — hja, a/3 = c/a, we see that tJie roots ' of ax^ + bx

+ c = 0, if real, will both he positive if b/a be negative and c/a

positive ; and both negative if b/a be positive and c/a positive.

These conditions are obviously necessary as well as sufficient.

§ 224. The necessary and sufficient condition that the roots of

ax^ + bx + c = 66 numerically equal and of opposite sign is b = 0.

For a + /? = — b/a, and, since a is finite both ways, 6 = is

tantamount to a + f3
— 0, i.e. a = — /3.

§ 225. 21ie necessary and sufficient condition that one root of
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ax^ + bx + c = be zero is c = ; (he necessary and sufficient con-

ditions that both roots of ax'-' + bx + c = be zero are b = 0, c = 0.

For, since a is finite both ways, b~0 and c = are tanta-

mount to a + /? = 0, a/3 = 0. Now, if afS = 0, eitlier a =
or ^ = ; and the converse is clearly true. Again, it" a^ =
and a + f3

= 0, then either a = and a + f3^0, or /? = Oand
tt + /? = 0. But a = and a + /? = are equivalent to a = and

/? = ; and /? = and a + ^ = are equivalent to /? = and

a = 0. Hence if c = 0, one root is zero ; if both 6 = and c = a,

both roots are zero.

Ex. 1. 5.v2 - 7r -1 = 0. A=+69, a + /S= 7/5, a/S = - 1 /5. The roots

are real, one positive the other negative, the former being numerically

greater.

V.X. 2. 5j? + 7x-\ = 0. A= +69, a+/3= -7/5, a/3= -1/5. Result as

before, only the negative root is numerically greater.

Ex.3. 5.J-=^ - 7a; + 1 = 0. A= +29, a + j3= 7/5, a^= 1/5. The roots are

real and both positive.

Ex. 4. 5.>'2 + 7.r + l = 0. A= +29, a + /3= -7/5, a/3=l/5. The roots

are real and both negative.

Ex. 5. Examine whether there is any restriction on the values which
2.t''^-.x'+l can assume when all possible real values are given to x.

Let y= 2.it^-x+\ ; then the value of x corresponding to any given

value of y is given by the quadratic

2x^-x + {l-y) = (8);

and the question is whether the value or values of x given by this

quadratic are real or not. If A, as usual, denote the discriminant

of (8), we have

A = l-8(l-2/) = 8y-7 = 8(7/-7/8) (9);

from which we see that the roots of (8) will be real if, and only if, y— or

^ 7/8. It appears, therefore, that for real values of x the quadratic

function 'Ix"^ - x+1 cannot have any value less than + 7/S, but may have
any value gi-eater than 7/8. In other words, 7/8 is a minimum value of

the function.

Ex. 6. Find the condition that the equations x^+px + q — 0,

x^+p'x + q'= may have one root in common.
Let the roots of the quadratics be a, jS and a', /3'. Then the

necessary and sufficient condition that one of the two a, /3 be ecjual to

one of tlie two a', ^' is obviously (a - a')(a - /3')(i3
- a'){i3 - /3') = 0. Now

the characteristic function of this equation is a symmetric integral

function of a and /3, and also of a' and /3' ; it can therefore be expressed

as an integral function of 7>, q, p', q'.

We have, in fact—
(a-a>-^')(/3-a')(^-/3')

= ja-^ - a(a' + /3') + a'fi'] {^^ _ ^(„' + ^') + ^',3'}

,

= {aV/a + 2'}{j3-+//5 + 2'},

20
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[since »' + /?'=-/, a'/3' = j', by § 218,]

=p''-a^ +p'q\a + /3) + q''^ +iya^{a + ^) + q\a? + ^) + a^/S^,

=p'\ - p'q'p + q'^ -p'qp + q'(p^ - '^i) + q^>

[since a + /3= -p, a^= q]

={q-qr+(p-p')ipq'-p'q)'

Hence the required condition is

{q-qr + {p-p'){pq'-p'q)= 0.

This problem may also be solved as follows :

—

Since x--rpx, + q— and x'^+2yx + q' = have a root in common

(a;2 +px + q)- {x- +p'x + q')= 0,

and
q{x^ +p'x + q') - q'{x^ +px + q)=

must have a root in common and conversely. Hence we have to find

the condition that

{p-p')x+{q-q') = and x{{q-q')x+{p'q-pq')} =0

have a root in common, i. e. since in general a:= is not the common
root, that

{p -p')x + (q- q') = 0, {q- q')x + {p'q -pq') =

have the same solution. This leads (see § 64) at once to the above
result*

EXERCISES LXIII.

1. Find the sum and the product of the roots of the quadratic
3a;2 + 6x-ll=:0.

2. Show that the positive root of a;^ - 8a; - 8 = is greater than 8.

3. If the difference of the roots of x^ - «a; + 10 = be 3, find a.

4. Find tlie sum of the squares of the roots of 2a;2 - 3a; + 5 = ;

what inference can you draw from your result ?

5. If a and /3 be the roots of x^- 6a; +13 = 0, calculate the value of

a2^3 + a3^2^ and also of or^^ + a^/32.

6. If a and /3 be the roots of o^-px \-q=0, calculate the value of

a^ + ^^ and a^ + ^*^ in terms o^p and q. ,

7. Find a quadratic equation whose roots are (& + c) + ^(&-c).and

(6 + c) - i{h - c).

Find, without solving them, whether the roots of the folloAving

equations are real and distinct, equal or imaginary. When the
roots are real, find whether they are both positive, both negative, or

of opposite sign. In the last case find whether the positive or negative

root is numerically greater :

—

* If the two quadratics have a root in common, it follows from the

remainder theorem that their characteristic functions x^+px + q and
a? +p'x + q' must have a linear factor in common. If we find the condition

for this (see § 140, Ex. 3), we shall arrive at the above result by a third

method.
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8. 5x-2-6x-+4 = 0. 9. 5x^-ex-A = 0.

10. 2jr-9x + 2 = 0. 11. 3.r2 + 7_y + 3^0.
12. 4x'^ + 10a;-3 = 0. 13. 5x^-Ux-i = 0.

14. 6.1^-7.^-3 = 0. 16. ix^ + ix-2 = 0.

16. 4./---4x' + l = 0. 17. x^ + 6x+U^0.
18. 8.1- + 10.^;- 3 = 0. 19. 3 + 10a;- 8.^2^0.

20. Discuss the roots of ax~ + (a + p)x + j8 = 0.

21. What is the nature of the roots of {\ + i)a^ + {2\ + S)x

+ (\-l) = 0?
22. For what values of \ has the equation (a;'^ - 2^; + 1 ) + X(ic2 ^ 33.

+ 5) = equal roots ?

23. Determine ^• so that x^-{2k -Z)x + 2k = may have equal

roots.

24. The equation 2aj2 + 2(p + g')a;+j92 + g''^= cannot have real roots

unless p — q.

26. Find the greatest value of X for wliich the factors of (X + l)a;2

+ X.i; + (X- 1) are real.

26. Determine X so that the roots of 2(Xa;- l)(a; - 1) - X = may be

equal.

27. Show that the roots of ^{x - a)- + 2(x' - b){x - c) = are imagin-
ary, provided ^bc— 0.

28. Show that the roots of 2(a;

-

a){x -b-c) = are real, provided
3Za->2Z/yf.

29. Show that for a certain value of X the equation aj{x + a-\)
+ b/{x + 6 - X) = 1 has two equal roots with opposite signs ; and find

the double roots.

30. If the roots of x^-2)x + q be real and differ by less than/, then

q must be between ^p- and ^{p^ -f^)-
31. Find the square of the difference of the roots of al{x-a)

+ b/{x-b) + el{x-c) = 0.

32. Show that the roots of {(j) + qf + ')^]x^ + 2{f-q-- r~)x +{(j}- qf
+ r^J- = are imaginary, p, q, r being real, and r 4= 0.

33. Solve (3X - l)ar- (2X + l)a;+X = 0, and discuss the roots when
X varies from - 00 to + 00 .

34. If a and /3 be the roots of aQi? + hx + c= 0, show that the roots of

x^ + {alb + b/c)x + a/c=0 are l/a + l/j3 and l/(a + ^).

35. If a and /3 be the roots of ax' + bxi-c= 0, form the equation
whose roots are a + 1//3, /3 + 1/a.

36. If a, p be the roots ot ax~ + bx + c = 0, show that the equation
whose roots are l/(a - 4/3), l/(/3 - 4a) is {25ac - ib'^)x~ - Zabx + ar= 0.

37. Find the condition that ax^ + bx + c=0, and a'x^ + b'x + c' =
have two roots in common.

38. Find the condition that the roots of a'x^ + b'x + c'= be the
roots oi aj^ + bx + c — O with the signs changed.

39. Find the value of c in terms of a and b in order that the sum of

tlie roots of the equation x^i-ax + b= may be equal to the ditterence

of the roots of the equation x"^ + cx + {a + c)b= 0.

40. Find the condition that one of the roots of rt.r'- + ^./-fo = be
etjual to one of the roots of a'.i- + b'x + c' — with its sign changed.

41. Find the condition that one root of ax^ + bx + c= be the
reciprocal of one of the roots of a'a^ + b'x + c' = 0.
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42. Show that {dx^ + 6x + l)f(4x~ + 2a? - 1) can be made equal to any
real quantity whatever by giving a suitable real value to x.

43. If the roots of x^ + ax^ + bx^ + cxi-d= are equal in pairs, then
c'^=a% {4b-a'^f= 6id.

44. The equation a^ + 6a^ + ^^-aP +^x + ft= has its roots equal in

pairs ; find them.
45. Find the equation to a straight line which passes through the

point (0, - 3) on the y-axis and touches the graph of ?/= 3a;^.

Solution of Equations of Higher Degree than the Second

by means of quadratic or linear equations

§226. Since the equation PQ = 0, where P and Q are

integral functions of o:, is equivalent to the two equations P = 0,

Q = 0, it follows that, if we can resolve the characteristic of any

integral equation into two factors, we can find its roots by means

of two equations, each of which is of lower degree than the

original equation.

Ex. 1. a;*- (a: + 3)2= 0.

This equation may be written

{x'+{x+3)}{x''-{x + S)}=0;

and is therefore equivalent to the two

a;- + x + 3 = 0, x'^-x-S = 0;

the roots of which are x= {-l±i^U)l2 and x= {l± sJlS)l2. We
have thus found the four roots of the given biquadratic.

Ex. 2. Find the three cube roots of +1.
Let a; be a cube root of + 1, then, by the definition of the cube root,

0^= +1. Hence the values of a; are the roots of the equation a^- 1 = 0.

Now, since a;^- l = (a;- l)(a;- + a; + l), the equation ^^-1 = is equi-

valent toa;-l=:0, x^ + x + l = 0. The former of these two gives a:= 1

,

the principal value of the root ; the latter gives a*= (
- 1 + z ij3)/2, which

are two imaginary cube roots of + 1. The beginner should verify that

in fact {(-l±i\/3)/2}3=l.

When one root of an equation, say x = a, is known, the

remainder theorem furnishes us with a corresponding factor of

its characteristic, viz. x — a ; and the rest of the roots can then

be found by means of an equation of lower degree.

Ex. 3. 193a;2- 108a: -85 = 0.

It is obvious at a glance that a:= l is one root ; the other might be

found by factorising the chai'acteristic, but more simply by observing

that since the product of the roots is - 85/193 (by § 218), and one of

them is 1, the other is - 85/193.
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Ex. 4. a-3-3a;2 + 5;r-3 = 0.

Obviously one root is x—l, hence x - 1 is a factor of the characteristic

a^ - Sc^ + 5x- 3. Calculating for the other factor as in § 113, we find

that the equation may be written (.r - 1 ){x^ - 2a; + 3) = 0. The remain-

ing two roots are therefore the roots of a^-2x + S = 0, i.e. of ar^-2a;

+ 1 = - 2, which are .x'= 1 ± s^/2i.

The introduction of an auxiliary variable, either implicitly or

explicitly, often simplifies the reduction of an equation.

Ex. 5. a-4-.r2-2 = 0.

Regarding x^ as variable instead of x, the characteristic is a quad-

ratic function of a;^, viz. {x^f - {x~) - 2. Factorising, we get (a;- + l)

{x- - 2) = 0. Hence our equation is equivalent to .f- + 1=0, x- -2 = 0, the

roots of which are ±i, ± sj2.

Ex.6, (a^ - bxf + 4ar2 - 20a; + 3 = 0.

If we put for a moment y= x^- 5x, the equation becomes

which may be written

(y + l)(2/ + 3) = 0.

This last is equivalent to y + ] = 0, ?/ + 3 = 0. Replacing now y by
sfi- 5x, we see that the original equation is equivalent to

aP-5x + 1^0, and .^P-ox + S = 0,

the roots of which are (5± V21)/2, (5 ± Vl3)/2.
Ex. 7. 2a,-» + 3a^-9a;2-3a; + 2 = 0.

This biquadratic equation has the peculiarity that the first and last

coefficients are equal, and the second and last but one equal with opposite

signs ; it may be reduced as follows. The equation may be written

2(a^ + 1) + 3a:(a;2 _ i) _ 9a;2= o,

which suggests the form

2(a;2 - 1)2 + 3a;(a;2 _ l) _ 5a:2= 0.

Now, since 2ur+Svu- 5v-={2u + 5v){u-v),we have (taking w= ar^

-1, v=x)—
2{x^ - 1)2+ 3a;(a:2 - 1) - 5x^= {2{x'^ - 1) + 5x} {{x- -l)-x}.

Hence the given equation may be written

{2(a-2 - 1 ) + 5a;} {(a;^ -l)-x}=0,

and is therefore equivalent to the two

2(a;2-l) + 5x= 0, a;2-l-a;= 0,

whose roots are (
- 5 + ^41)/4, (1 + \/o)l2.

The method of Example 7 will reduce any biquadratic of the

forni

ax^ + 6a:3 + ex- + hx + « = 0,
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in which the first and last coefficients are equal, and the second

and last but one either equal or else equal and of opposite sign.

This kind of biquadratic is called a Reciprocal Biquadratic
;

and is of very frequent occurrence.

EXERCISES LXIV.

1. 9(aj + 3)2-25(2.i;-l)- = 0. 2. 2(a:- 1)2- 3(3rc + 1)2= 0.

3. 2Gx'-l)2 + 3(a; + 1)2= 0. 4. 1821a-2- 1872a; + 51 = 0.

5. x^-\ + d{x-l) = 0. 6. ix^-xf-S{2x--xf= 0.

7. 4a;2 + 9 = 0. 8. (2a' + 3)^- 16 = 0.

9. 3^ + 8 = x + 2.

10. {{x-3y- + xy-{{x-3)'^-x^}^= 25.

11. 3i^ + a^-x-l=0. 12. a^-x^-2x= 0.

13. (2a; + 1)3 + (a; -2)3 = 0.

14. (a;2-4a; + 4)2-(a;2-2a; + l)2= 0. 15. (a;^ + 2a'2)2 - a^= 0.

16. (a;2 + a; + l)2-3(a; + l)2= 0. 17. ar*-2a; + l = 0.

18. aj3-7a;2 + lla;-2 = 0. 19. 2a'3 + 3ar^ + 3a; + 2 = 0.

20. a;3 + 3a;2 + 3a;+l=0. 21. 9a;-* - 4a;2 - 4a: - 1 = 0.

22. ai^-50x' + ^9=^0. 23. 6a^ + 5a;2 - 4 = 0.

24. a;4 - 2a^2 _ 21/4 - 0. 25. a;^ + a.-^ + 1 = 0.

26. 6ar' + 5a;3-38a!2 + 5a; + 6 = 0. 27. «'» + 5ar* + 8a;2 + 5a; + 1 = 0.

28. 2a;'' + 7a-3-a;2-7a; + 2 = 0.

29. Find all the fifth roots of + 1.

30. 6(a;2 + 4a;)2-7(*2 + 4a;0-3 = O. 31. a;+ ^/a;= 90.

32. (a;2+3a;)2 + 4(a;2 + 3a; + l) = 0.

33. (a;-3)(a;-4)(a;-5)(a;-6) = 24.

34. (a;2 + 2a; + l)2 + 3a;2 + 6a;=105. 35. (a; + l)(a; + 2)(a; + 3) = 6.

36. (a;2 + 2a')2 + (3a;2+6a; + 2) = 0.

Solution of Eational Fractional Equations by Means
OF Quadratic or Linear Equations

§ 227. From every rational fractional equation, such as

1/(k-1)+1/(x-2)+1=0 (10),

we can derive an integral equation by multiplying both sides

by the L.C.M. of all the denominators which occur in the

equation. Thus, from (10), we derive, by multiplying by
(x - l)(a; - 2)—

(a; - 2) + (a: - 1) + {x - l){x - 2) = 0,

that is

—

a;2 _ a; - 1 = (11),

the roots of which are (1 + ^5)/2.
It might be thought that we should thus introduce extrane-
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ous solutions ; but in general this is not the case. The reason

of this is that the conditions of § 62 are not in general ful-

filled, because the values of x which nullify the integralising

factor in general make the characteristic of the fractional

equation infinite. For example, x^\ makes l/(a; - 1) + 1/(^-2)

+ 1, the characteristic of (10), infinite ; and it does not, there-

fore, necessarily follow that x=l causes (x - 1)[ l/(x - 1) -h 1/

(^x-2)+l\ to vanish. In point of fact it is obvious in this

case that neither x=l nor x = 2 nullifies {x-2) + {x-l) +
{x - l){x - 2). Hence (11) has no roots extraneous to (10) ; and

the roots of (10) are (1 ± V5)/2.
It may, however, happen in exceptional cases that extrane-

ous roots are introduced. Example 1 below is a case in point.

Ex.1. l/{x-l) + {x^-x-S)/{x-2){x-S)-S/{x-S) = (12).

If we treat the equation as it stands and integralise by multiplying

by [x - l){x - 2){x - 3), we shall get

{x-2){x-d) + {x-l){x^-x-Z)-S{x-l){x-2) = 0,

that is— ar^ -ix^ + 2x+S = 0,

which may be written

{x-^){x'^-x-l) = (13),

the roots of which are 3, (1 ± x/o)/2. Now .7-= (1 + ^'5)/2 will be found

to satisfy (12) ; but x=^S is not in any sense a root of the equation.

The secret of the exceptional character of this case lies in the fact

tliat .r-3 is really a superfluous divisor in the characteristic of (12).

By decomposing into partial fractions it is readily found that

1 x^-x-S 3 1 1 X 3
+x-1 (x - 2){x -3) x-S x-\ x-2 x-Z x-Z

1 1= - r + ^ + 1.
X- 1 X-2

Hence the characteristic of (12) remains finite when .r= 3, and the

])rinciple of § 62 applies. The equation (12) is in fact merely (10) in

disguise.

§ 228. It is often advisable, before integralising an equa-

tion, to etfect upon it some transformation in order to simplify

the subsequent calculations. This may consist, as in Example
1 above, in resolving certain of the occurring fractions into

partial fractions ; in reducing occurring fractions to lowest

terms, as in Example 2 below ; in separating the integral and
proper-fractional parts of occurring fractions, as in Example 3

below, and so on.

Ex. 2. 3(x- - \)l{x^ - \^x + 9) - 3(.f - l)/(.i'-^ - ^x -t- 5) = 4.
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Since x- - lO.r + 9= {x - l){x - 9), a;^ - 6ie + 5= {x - \){x - 5), tlie equation
may be written

3/(33 -9) -3/(^-5) = 4.

Integralising we get

3(a; - 5) - 3(a; - 9) = 4(a: - 9)(a.' - 5),

which obviously is not satisfied by a:= 9 or a-= 5, and therefore gives

no extraneous solutions. The last equation is

12 = 4(a;2-14a?+45)

equivalent to 2> = x^- 14a3 + 46, that is, to x-- 14a; +42 = 0, the roots of

which are x— 7± Jl.
Ex. 3. (a;-f l)/(a;-l) + (a; + 2)/(a;-2) = 2(a; + 3)/(a;-3).

If we separate each fraction into its integral and proper fractional

part (by the rule for division or otherwise), we get

1 + 2/(a' - 1) + 1 + 4/(a' - 2) = 2 {1 + 6/(a; - 3)}.

Hence 2/(a;- l) + 4/(a;- 2) = 12/(a;- 3).

Dividing both sides by 2 and integralising, we get

a;2 - 5a; + 6 + 2(a;2 - 4a; + 3) = 6(a- - 3a; + 2),

whence 3a;^-5a;= 0, the roots of which are a;= 0, a;= 5/3, both of

which satisfy the original equation, as they ought to do, since the

only possible extraneous roots that could have been introduced would
have been a;= l, a;=:2, or a;=3.

„ x-a x-h a+h _ x+h x+a
x^ + a^ x^ + b^ a^ + b^ 7? + a^ a;^ + V^'

If we subtract (a;- a)/(a;2+ ft2) + (a;- &)/(a;2 + &^) from both sides, we
get

{a + &)/(a-2 + 62) = {a + b)\{x^ + a") + (ft + by^x" + V^).

If we remove the constant factor, a-vb (which we suppose 4=0,

otherwise the equation would be an identity and be satisfied by any
finite value of x), we have

1/(^2 + 62) ^ 1/(^2 + ^2) + 1/(^2 + J2),

Integralising, we get

a;4 + (a2 + y^)yp. + ^2^2^ (^2 + j2) |2a;2 + a2 + J2|
^

whence x^ - {a^ + b'^)x'^ - (a^ + a-b^ + ¥) = 0.

If we treat this last as a quadratic for a'2, we get a;2= 1 {^2 -|. J2

+

V(5a* + 6^2^,2 + 5^4)1^

Hence the roots of the given equation are

x=± \/[4 {«^ + &^ ± \^(5a^ + 6a262 + 5^4)|

]

We may take any one of the four different arrangements of sign, so

that we have found four different solutions.

Ex.5. l/x-l/{x-a-b) = lla + l/b.

It is obvious that on integralising we should obtain a quadratic
which would give two values for x, each of which must (unless for
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exceptional values of a and h, e.g. when a + i = 0) satisfy the original

equation. Now. by insjiection, we see that x= a and x= h satisfy the

original equation. Hence these and no other are the solutions.

§ 229. Change of varia]>le may also be useful, as in the

following example :—

•

Ex. 6. (./•2-l)/(u;2+l) + (x2 + l)/(a^-l) = 34/15.

Let y= {i?- l)l{x^+ 1), then our equation is

7/ + 1///= 34/15.

Integralised this becomes 15?/^- 34?/ + 15 = 0, the roots of which,

neither extraneous, are 3/5 and 5/3. Hence the original ei^uation is

equivalent to the two following :

—

iaP-l)l{a^ + l) = S/6, (.f2-l)/(x-2 + l) = 5/3,

which when integralised give

These last give 0^=4 and x^= - 4: respectively. Hence the solutions

of- the original equation are x— ±2, and x= ±2i.

EXERCISES LXV.

1. x/2 + 2lx= x/S + Blx.

2. 3 - a-(3 - 3/^') = (3 + x){S + 3/x) + 3(3 - 3/x) ~ 3.

3. (2a. + l)/3 = 2-l/(2a;-l). 4. ^-^=.^.
6. {x+6)l{x + l)-{5-x)/2x=15lS.
6. (a; + 2)/(a;-2)-5/6 = (a'-2)/(x' + 2).

7. 2/(2a;-3) + l/(a;-2) = 6/(3aj + 2).

8. 13/(a: + 2)-6/(.'B-l) = 3/(a;-4).

9. xjix +l) + {x + l)/{x + 2) = {x - 2)/{x - 1) + {x - l)/x.

10. {x - l)l{x- + Zx + 2)-{x-V l)lix- - 3a; + 2) = 0.

3a; -2 3-2a;_10 ^ l__Ji 1_
2a;-3'^2-3a;~ 3" x^^ x-2~x^ x^'

13. (2a; - l)/(a;+ 1) + (3a; - l)/(a; + 2) = (5a; - ll)/(a; - 1).

14. l/7(a; - 3)(a; - 2) + (a; - 4)/(a; - l)(a; - 3) - (a; - 3)/(a; - l)(a; - 2) = 0.

15. (a,-2 - 2a; + l)/(a;2 - 4a; + 3) + {x - 5)/(a;2 - 5a; + 6) = 5/2.

16. a;2 + a;-l/a; + l/a;2= 2.

17. (a;2 + 3a;-4)/(a;2 + 33. + i)^\(3,2 + 2a; + 5)/(.r2 + 2a;+l) = 2.

18. (2a; - 1 )/(a; - 3) - (a- - 2)/(a' - 1 ) = l/(a; - 1 ).

19. (2a- - l)/(a; - 1) + (a; - 2)/(a; - 3) = (3a- + 2)/(a; - 2).

3 + 2a; l+a^ ^, 10(a;2 + l)

' 2 + 5a; 5 + 2a;~ 10 + 29a;+ lOa;^"

21. l/(a; - l)(a; - 2) + l/(a; - 2)(.v- - 3) + l/(a; - 3)(a- - 1) =
6{l/(./;-l) + l/(a;-2) + l/(a-3)}/ll.

22. 4/(a; - 2) + 9/(a; - Z) = x^l{x - 2) -r 13/(.x' - 3).

23. (a;+l)/(a;-l) + (a- + 2)/(a;-2) = (2a; + 13)/(a; + l).

^^ a; + 7 .
a;+9 a; + 6 a; + 10

24. r + = = H —

.

a; + 5 x + 1 a; + 4 a; + 8
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25. l/(a;2 - 3^ + 2) - 2/(aj2 _ 4^; + 3) + i/(a;2 _ ^x +6) = 0.

26. {x-'[fl{x + l) + {x-2f/{x + 2) = 2.v-lS.

27. l/ix + 1) - 15/(a; - 3) - {2x + 2)/{x+l){x - 3) = 3 - {5x + 2)/{x - 3).

^^ ,
X x x^ 1 5a; -4

28. x + -+-5—- = ——. + - + -j^

—

--.

x-1 x^-1 x + 1 x-1 X--1
29. {x - 3)/(a;2 -ix + S) + {x - l)/{x^ -ix + i) = {2x - 5)/(2x2 - Gar + 4).

30. lx'^-5x+ i)l{x-l) + (x'2 + x + l)J{x + l) + {x- + 2x- + 1 )/(.« + 2) = 3^-.

x^ - Sx - 1 af-_3£-2_14
a;2-3A'^l'^a,--3.c + 2~15'

EXERCISES LXVI.

1. 1+1= J_. 2. (x + a)l(x + b) = {2x + a + cm2x + b + c)\
X a x+a '

3. (a? + a){x + b)l{x - a){x - 6) = (a? + c){x + d)/{x - c){x - d).

4. ajix -a) + b/ix -b) = 2{a + b)/{x -a-h).
^- {P + Q)I{x - r) =pI{x -p) + q/{x - q).

6. x/{x + a-b)-x/{x-a + b)=2b/x.

7. {x + a)l{x - a) - {x- a)l{x + a) = (x'^ + a^)/{x^ - a^) - {x^ - a^)

l{x^ + a%
8. ^{x+p)/{x + r-p){x+p-g) = 0.

9. i:{x + a)llx-a) = S.

abc

10. Solve x'^-x + a-l{x^ -x) = 2a.

11. bl{x-a) + bl{x + a) = 9>lx + ll{x-2a) + ll{x + 2a).

12. Sa;/(&-c + a:) = 3. 13. i:{:x-b){x-c)l{x + a) = 0.

14. (a; + ci){x + b)l{x - a){x -b) + {x + c){x + d)l{x - c){x -d) = 2.

15. 2(a;-a)/(a; + & + c) = 3.

16. i:{x + b){x + c)/{x-b){x-c) = S.

x-a x-b _x-Sb + Sa x-Sb + ia
' x-Sa x-b-2a~ x-b + a x-b + 2a'

18. 22a2[l/(a; - b){x - c)]= 3Sl/(a; - a).

19. 2(1 - ax)/{a - x) = a + b + c.

20. I,{b + c)l{x-a) = S.

21. {ax + b){cx + d)/{acx + bc + ad) + {ax + e){cx +f)/{acx + ec + af) = 2x.

Solution of Irrational Equations by Means of Linear
AND Quadratic^ Equations

§ 230. If we multiply by a properly chosen Rationalising

Factor, we can always derive from any irrational equation a

rational equation which shall have all the finite solutions that

belong to the original equations. In general, the rationalised

equation will have in addition solutions which arise from the

nullification of the rationalising factor and are extraneous to

the original equation. We shall consider here for the most

part quadratic irrationalities only ; and in so far as they are
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concerned, the truth of the statement just made follows from

the principles of Chapter XVI. This will be understood from

the discussion of the following case :

—

Let P, Q, R be any functions of x, which may be rational or

irrational ; and consider the equation

VP+ v/Q- x/R = (14).

We propose to derive from (14) an equation which shall con-

tain, if any, only such irrationalities as are latent in P, Q, R.

To get rid of the irrationality ^P, we multiply by - ^P
+ JQ - JTi, and derive

-P + Q + R-2 7(QR) = (15),

an equation wliich contains all the solutions of (14), and in

addition the solutions of — ^P + ^Q — ^R = 0.

Finally, to get rid of the irrationality ^/(QR), we multiply

both sides of (15) by - P + Q + R + 2 ^(QR), and derive

(-P + Q + R)2-4QR = 0,

that is

—

P2 + Q2 + R2 _ 2QR - 2RP - 2PQ = (16).

Since -P + Q + R + 2 ^/(QR) = ( JF + JQ+ Jn){ - JV
+ JQ+ v^R), (IC) has in addition to the solutions of (15) the

solutions of J?+ JQ+ JR = 0, - ^P + ^Q + ^R = 0.

We have therefore in (16) found a derivative of (14) which

is rational so far as the explicit irrationalities of (14) are con-

cerned, but which has in addition to the solutions of (14) the

solutions of

x/P- JQ+ VR = 0, ^P+ JQ+ VR = 0,

If (16) contain further square roots, we can arrange it in

linear form, use a rationalising factor to get rid of the explicit

irrationalities, and so on, until at last all the sc^uare roots have
been S([uared.

The special result of (16) occurs so often in practice that it

is almost worth while to commit it to memory ; and it should

be observed that (16) is the rationalised equation not only for

(14), but also for any one of the three equations (17).

* It will be noticed that in the equations (17) we have every possible

distinct equation that can be derived from (14) l»y changing the signs of

any of the radicals.
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§ 231. The beginner should note that the effect of multi-

plying both sides of (14) by the factor - JP + JQ- J^ is

exactly the same as if we subtracted ^P from both sides and

thereafter squared both sides of the equation.

Thus from (14) we derive

whence

that is-

or

Q + E-2 7(QIl) = P,

-P + Q + Il-2^(QR)-0,
as before.

Conversely, of course, •

( ^Q - ^R)^ = P is equivalent to

^Q - jn= - VP, together with ^Q - .^R = V^-

.

. We preferred in § 230 to use the language of rationalising

factors in order to make as clear as possible the origin of the

extraneous solutions in the rationalised equation. In practice

it is usually more convenient to transpose and square.

Ex.1. J{x + ^)+ ^/{x + 20) = S.

The given equation is equivalent to

^{x + i)-8= - V(a; + 20),

from which, by squaring, we derive

x + A + Qi-16^{x + ^) = x + 20,

which is equivalent to

V(a; + 4) = 3.

From this last, by squaring, we get

x + 4 = 9.

Hence x= 5. Inasmuch as the last equation would have resulted

equally from ^{x + 4) - J{x + 20) = 8, - sj{x + 4) + sj{x + 20) = 8, or

- \/(^ + 4)- ij{x + 20) = 8, it is necessary to verify whether x= 5 is

really a solution of the original equation. Since* v^(5 + 4) +
;>/(5 4-20)= 3 + 5= 8, x= 5 is really a solution of the given equation.

Since x+i = 9, or£c-5 = 0, would have resulted equally from the

rationalisation of ^{x + i)- ^^/{x + 20) = 8, etc., we arrive at the

remarkable result that each of these three irrational equations

possesses no finite solution whatever, f

* Of course, as usual in this book, we use /^/9 to denote the principal

value of the root, viz. + 3. It may also be mentioned that we do not at

the present stage consider in verifying equations any case where the

radicand under the square root is negative, because we have given no

definition for distinguishing the two values of the root in such cases.

t It is easy to construct rational /rac^wwa^ equations which have no
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It is worthy of notice that it is not indifferent, as regards

the amount of work to be done, what term we transpose first

before squaring. The beginner will readily convince himself

of this by working out Example 1, first squaring both sides of

the given equation as it stands, then transposing the rational

terms to one side and squaring again. The next example also

illustrates this point ; and it also shows, as does the one that

follows, that it is often advantageous to transform an irrational

equation before proceeding to rationalise. Such transforma-

tions are suggested by the special nature of each equation and

no general rule can be given regarding them.

Ex. 2. { J{x+ a^) + sjx\l{ ^/{x + a?) - ^x] = IT-, where & > + 1.

If we multi})ly numerator and denominator on the left-hand side of

the equation by ,^l{x + a?) + sj.r, and also multiply both sides by a^,

we derive the equivalent equation

{s,l{x + a:^)^- JxY=o?h\

This last equation is equivalent to

sj{x + a^) + sjx=±ah;

adding +ah- Jx to both sides and squaring we get

x + a? + a%" + 2ab ij{x + a^) = x.

The last equation is equivalent to

±J{x + a') = a(J>'+\)l2h.

Squaring the last equation and subtracting a^ from both sides, we get

x= a?{{b''' + 1 )^liP - 1} =a2(62 - ij^/ib^

which v;ill be found to satisfy the original equation, provided &>1.
If b<l, the principal value of ^Jx is a(l - 6'-^)/2&, and the left-hand
side of the original equation reduces to 1/fc-.

Ex 3 s/a;- ^/{x+1) ^/x+ v^(ig-l) ^q , ^

s/x+ J{x+iy^Jx- ^{x-1) ^
''

If we multiply numerator and denominator of the two fractions on
the left by Jx- ,^/(./;-fl) and ^h:+ ^{x-1) respectively, we derive
the equivalent equation

- {2.e + 1 - 2 Jix"^ + x)} + {2x -1 + 2 sj{x^ - x)\ = 8,

that is, if we divide by 2 and add 1 to both sides

—

which is equivalent to (a).

finite solution, e.g. l/(.';- 1) - l/(rf - 2) = 0. There is, in fact, no theory
regarding the number of tlie roots of fractional or irrational equations
such as exists (see § 217) for integral equations.
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From (j3),by squaring

—

2a;2 + 2V(a^-«^) = 25 (7),

which is equivalent to

V(^'-i-a;2) = 25/2-ic2 (5). •

From (3), by squaring

—

a4-aj2^2574-25a;2+ a^ (e),

which is equivalent to

a?2= 252/426 (^);

whence
a; =:+ 25/4,^/6.

Since x= -2o/iij6 makes sjx, etc. imaginary, it cannot be con-

sidered here. It may be shown that a;= 25/4y'6 satisfies (a), by the

following indirect reasoning. In the first place, a;= 25/4/^/6 certainly

satisfies (e) ; for (e) is equivalent to (^). Since 25/2 - 25796= 252/50 -

25-/96 is positive, both sides of (5) are positive, and (5) follows from (e)
;

and, since when aj=:25/4^'6 both sides of (/3) are positive, (/3) follows

from (7), Avhich is equivalent to (5). Since (a) is equivalent to (/3), it

follows that «= 25/4 y/6 satisfies (a).

Ex. 4. 2x^-dx-2l = 2x^{x^-Sx + A).

The given equation is equivalent to

a;2 - 3k + 4 - 2a^ ;^/(ic2 - 3a; + 4) + a;2= 25

that is— {V(a^'2-3x + 4)-a!}2=25,

which is equivalent to the two equations

;^(a;2-3aj + 4)-a;=+5,
or ;v^(a;2-3a; + 4) = a; + 5.

Now, squaring and reducing, we get

- 3a; + 10a;= 21,

which gives a;= 3, and a;= -21/13, of which only the latter satisfies

the given equation.

Occasionally change of variable is useful, as in the following

example :

—

Ex. 5. ^/{x"- - 3a; + 1 ) + x/(2a;2 - 6.7; + 3) = 5.

Let y— x^- 3a; + 1, then the given equation may be written

V?/+N/(2y + l) = 5.

If we add - sjy to both sides, square, etc., we get

7/2 -1482/ + 576 = 0,

which gives?/=4 and y= lii, the first of which satisfies sly+ \^(22/ + l)

= 5, but not the second. Rej^lacing y by its value in terms of x, we
get

a;2-3a;+l = 4,

which leads at once to a;=(3± x/21)/2, both satisfying the given
equation.
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EXERCISES LXVIL*

1. ^'{x-7)+^{x + 9)^8. 2. J{Sx + i)- J{x + 2) = 2.

3. ^\x + 2)+ i^{x + S)^ J{2x+5).
4. J{x-l)+ >J{x-i)= J{2x-l).
5. ^'{Sx + 2) - ^(2^- - 1 ) = ^(x + 1 ).

6. ^'{x + 6) + ^/{x + 9) = V(4 - a;)-

7. J{x-1)+ ^/(3a;+l)= x/('2.i-- 6).

8. v'(14+ic)+ V(6 + a;)= ^/(26 + 2./0.

9. ^/(6.r+16)+ V(2ic+13)= ^/{12x + 6B),

10. ^'V + 2) + l/V(a^ + 2) = a- + 3.

^/(.f + 7)- s/{x + 1) _ x/(2u'4-32 ) - J{2x + 8)
11.

v/(a; + 7)+ J{x + 1) ^'{2x + 32) + J{2x + 8)

l/|l-^(,.-l)}+l/{l+v/(^12. l/{l-^(,/--l)}+l/{l+v/(->--l)}=l/x/(-^''-l)-
13. ^/(fr + ax) = V(a^ - a;'^) + V(«2 - «a-)-

14. ^/(x-2 - 3.C + 1) + v/(x2 - 3a; - 1) = ^{(a; - l){x - 2)}.

15. {J{x^ + 9)+ >Jx}/{s/{x'- + 9)- Jx}=7JS.
16. ^/(a-2 - 3a-) + ^/(a-^ _ 9 ) = 1 2 ^ {(a^ - 3)/(a; + 3)}

.

17. V(3 + -^O
- v'(3 - x) = ^'{9 - a;-).

18. x^{x^+l) + xjix^-l) = 2.

19. ^/(.c2 + l) + 3/V(*-2+ l)-4 = 0.

20. 2a' >J{x- + a?) + 2a' J{x^ + 6^) = ^2^2^ ^^ere a > &.

sj[ax+p)- i^/{ax + q) _ ^{bx + r)- sj{bx + s)

^/{ax +p) + ,^'{ax + q)~ J{bx + r) + sj{bx + s)

22. l/{a;+ V('«^ + 2)+ V(a;2+l)}+l/{a-+ V(^2 + 2)- V(a^2 + i)}^l,
23. ;^(x-2 + a;+4)+ ^/(a;2-a; + 3) = 2.7; + l.

24. J{x^ - 3a; + 1 ) + ^{x" - a; + 1 ) = 2 V(->'^ + !)•

25. llix"^ + a; + 1 ) - ^(a;^ - a; + 1 ) = J{x^ + 1) - ^{x^ - 1 ) ; verify the

real solutions either directly or indirectly.

26. x^ + 7x - J{2x^ + 14aj) -4 = 0.

27. ^I{x^ + 3a; - 1 ) + sl{x^ + 5aj - 1 ) = ^/3 + ^/5.

28. 2a;2 - 6a; + 11 = 25 - 2 ;v^(a;2-3x + 5).

29. { V(2x-2 + 3a' + 2)- V(a;-^-3a; + 6)}/{ V(2A.-2 + 3a- + 2)+ V(-'---3^
+ 6)} = {V(2a; + 12)- J{x-\-2)]l{sJ{2x + l2)+ .s/(a; + 2)}.

30. Rationalise 2 ^/ {(6 - c){x - a)} — 0.

31. Find the common rational integral equation derivable from
\I{V - ~) ± \^(~ - ») ± \,'{x -y) = ; and show that no one of these has a

real solution in which the values of x, y, z are unequal.

* No solutions are to be given which do not satisfy the equation ; and
solutions are to be excluded for which any of the irrational functions have
an imaginary value, or which are themselves imaginary.



CHAPTER XXI

SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS WHICH CAN BE SOLVED BY MEANS OF

LINEAR OR QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

§ 232. The rules for the determiuateness of systems in general

are the same as for a linear system. The solution is in general

determinate when the number of equations is equal to the

number of variables. It may, however, happen in special cases

that the equations of the system are not all independent ; and

then the solution is indeterminate, i.e. there are an infinite

number of solutions. It may also happen, as in § 83, Ex. 2,

that the system is in part determinate and in part indeterminate.

When the number of equations is less than the number of

variables, the system is always indeterminate. When the

number of equations exceeds the number of variables, there is

in general no solution, and the system is said to be inconsistent.

In special cases the equations may not be all independent, and

then the system may be determinate or even indeterminate, not-

withstanding that the number of equations exceeds the number
of variables.

§ 233. Systems w^here one or more of the equations are of

higher degree than the first have in general more than one

solution, but always a finite number of solutions when the

system is wholly determinate. The number of solutions may be

called the Order of the System. Although we cannot here

prove it, we give the following simple rule for the order of a

system, because it forms a useful guide to the beginner in the

solution of systems of higher order :—

-

The number of the {finite) solutions of a wholly determinate

system of integral equations cannot exceed, and is in general equal

to the product of the degrees of the constituent equations.
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Ex. 1. The number of solutions of the system j?-\-tf = 2, x^-2f'= S

is 3x3 = 9.

Ex. 2. The number of solutions of the system x + y -z = 0, x" + y^

+ ^2= 1, xyz= 2 is 1 x2x3 = 6.

§ 234. What may be regarded as the general method of solv-

ing a system of two equations in ./; and y is illustrated in the two

following examples :

—

Ex. 3. 2x + y-3 = 0, x^ + xy -y'=\. Employing the principle of

interequational transformation, § 76, we see that the two given equations

are equivalent to

y = Z-2x, x'^ + x{Z-2x)-{Z-2i'f= \
;

that is, to

y= 2>-2x, 7?-Zx + 2 = <).

The second equation gives x= 1 and x= 2 ; corresponding to these

the first equation gives y=\, y— -\ respectively. Hence we have
found two .solutions, viz. x— \, y — l and x= 2, y— -\. Since the

order of the system is 2, the number of roots obtained is the maximum
possible number assigned by the rule of § 233.

Ex.4. o:^ + xy-y^ + x + y = 0, x^~xy-y'^ + x + y-l=0. We may
write the system as follows :

—

F= y'^ - {x + l)y - {x^ + x) = 0,

Q= y^+{x-l)y-{x^ + x-l) = 0.

From these we derive the system

—

Q-F=2xy+1=0,
{:c' + x)Q-{x^ + x-l)T=y'^+ {{x'^ + x){x--i) + {x^ + x-l){x+l)}y= ;

and it is very easy to show that, so far at least as finite solutions are

concerned, the new system Q - P = 0, (*- + x)Q, -{x- + x-l)F= is

equivalent to P= 0, Q = 0, that is, to the original system.

Again, since y^O is obviously no part of a finite solution (for it

reduces 2xy + l = to 1=0), we may replace the new system by

2xy+1^0, y + {2a^ + 2x'^-x-l) = 0.

Since x=0 is no part of a solution, the last pair may be replaced

by the equivalent system

2xy+l = 0, -lf2x + 2x^ + 2x--x-l = ;

tliat is, by

y=- lf2x, ix* + ix^ - 2x- - 2x -1 = 0.

We have now to find the four roots of the biquadratic 4.?;'* + 4a.'^

- 2a;- - 2./- - 1 = 0. Corresponding to each of these the first ecpiation,

y= - l/2.r, will give a value of y. We thus get all the four solutions
of the system. .

,

It will be observed that in each of these cases we have derived

from the given system an equivalent .system, one of the equations

21
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of which contains x only ; while the other equation contains

both X and ^, hut y only in the first degree. In general, it is

possible to do the like for any given system."^ The equation

that contains x alone we call the x-ellminant of the System.

We have therefore in general simply to solve an ordinary in-

tegral equation in one of the variables ; for each root of this

equation the other, which is linear in y, will give a single value

of y ; and we obtain a number of solutions equal to the degree

of the cc-eliminant. We might, of course, have " eliminated x "

and used a i/-eliminant in the same way as we have used the x-

eliminant.

It follows that the degree of the -si-eliminant of a system is equal

to the number of the solutions of the system in which the value of x

is finite, i.e. in general equal to the order of the system.

In other words, the solution of a system of the wth order

depends essentially in general on the solution of an integral

equation of the 77ith degree in one variable. Any peculiarity

in the system will be reflected in its eliminants ; in particular,

if the system be soluble by means of linear or quadratic equa-

tions, each of its eliminants must be so soluble.

§ 235. The only perfectly general case in which a system of

higher order than the first is soluble by quadratic (or linear)

equations is that where one equation is of the first degree and

the other of the second (a 1-2-system). The eliminant of a 1-3-

system would be a cubic, which would not be reducible unless

the cubic had a rational root. A 2-2-system has a biquadratic

eliminant which is not in general reducible to quadratic or linear

equations. Example 4, § 234, is a case where the biquadratic is

not reducible ; in the following example the biquadratic is

reducible :

—

Ex.5. x^ + xy= ^x-2, y'^ + xy= 'iy-l.

The system is equivalent to •

y = {--x'^ + 4:X-2)/x, {x^-4:X + 2f-{x^-4:X + 2)x'^

= 4:X{-a^+ 4:X-2)-x^=0
;

that is, to

y= {-x^ + ix-2)lx, 82;2-8a3 + 4 = 0.

The expected biquadratic reduces to a quadratic whose roots are

x=2 and ce= 2/3, corresponding to which the other equation gives y= l

* There are exceptions, as the beginner will understand by carefully

studying the system x'^ + y" -x- 5y + 6 = 0, .^*''^

-

xy -t-
y'-^ - 4y + 5 = 0.
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and y-1/3 respectively. Hence we get two solutions .r = 2, y=] and
..• = 2/3, v/- 1/3.*

Frequently the solution of a special system can be facilitated

by deriving from it a simpler system wholly or i)artially equi-

valent.

E.\. 6. By addition we can derive from the system of Example 5 the

following :

—

{x + y)^-i{x + y) + 3 = 0, x{x + y)^4x-2,

which is obviously equivalent.

Now the first of these gives » + ?/= 3 or x + y—1. Using these in

the second, we see (by § 76) that our new system is equivalent to the
two

x + y^3, 3.^-= 4.T-2,

x + y= l, x= ix-2,

whence x=2, y= l and x= 2/3, y=l/3, as before.

Ex. 7. a^- if=702, x-y=6.
Sincea:^ - f= {x - yXaP + xy + if), using the second equation to modify

the first, we get (by § 76) the equivalent system j''" + .ry-\-y~ — 111

,

x-2/= 6, of the second order, which, solved as in Example 3, gives the
two solutions .r = 9, y=3 ; x= - 3, y— - 9.

EXERCISES LXVIII.

1. 3x- -4^2= 14, 2.1' + 3?/2= 32. 2. 6.r+ l/?/=10 = 12.r- 1/2?/.

3. (x + lj'^ + 2(?/-l) = 51, 2(x- + l)2-3?/= 92.

4. l/(2-x-) + l/(l+i/)=:|-, 2/(2-cc) + 3/(l+7/) = 3.

6. x^ - 9?/^ = 0, a: + 3?/-l=0 ; illustrate gi-aphically

.

6. 2.1'V
- y= 60, fix^ - IQi/y =164.

7. 7x + 7y=22, 7xy= S. 8. x-y= l, xy= 2.

9. z^ + y^= 5, x + 2y= 5 ; illustrate gi'aphically

.

10. 6.i'^-2xy + y'^= i9, Sx-y='i.
11. 2.i,- + 3x7/ -20.^= 36, x-iy=l.
12. x-Sy=l6, a^ + 3y'^-2x + iy= 50.

13. 5.^2 + ?/2 + 2x - 7y - 4 = 91, 7x + dy= 9.

14. x-2y=l, 2x^ + y^=5A.
16. x^ + xy + y^ + X + y= 8, x + y=l.
16. x/a + y/b= l, alx + b/y=l.
17. ax + by= l, ahy^ + abxy + b'^y'^= 2.

18. {x - a){y -b)- a{y -b) -b{x-a) = 0, x + y-a-b = 0.

19. ix + 2y-lf-{Sx-y + lf = 0, Sry-2x + Sy-2 = 0.

20. ix + 6y- 5 = 0, {x+ 2)1{y + 2,)-{x + 3)/(y + 2) = 0.

21. J^-3xy + 2y^ + x-y= 0, x^-i/' + {x-'y){x-l){y -l) = 0. Re-
mark on a peculiarity.

22. j^-f= j?-if, a^-|-3./-?/-l-2?/2= 0.

* The other two solutions are iutinite. See A. XVIII. § 6.
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23. x + y = 2a, {2a-h)x'^+{2a + h)ff^Aa^.
24. a{x + y) + b{x -y) = x^- y"^= a{x + ?/) + b'{x - y).

25. a]{a - x) + b/{b-y) = c, dx -2y= Sa- 2b.

26. {x + y){x + y + l)=:56, {x-y){x-y-l) = 12.

27. x + xy= 2m, y + xy= 1)1 + 1.

28. {x + y)l{l + xy) = a, (x - y)/{l - xy) = h.

29. 2x + Zy= 6xy, 9x - 2y= ixy.

30. x{Sy-o) = i, y{2x + 7) = 27.

31. 4a;2 + 9?/2= 34/6a7/=15.

§ 236. Homogeneous Systems.—When one side of each

equation of a system is a homogeneous function of x and y, and

the other also a homogeneous function of x and y, or a constant,

the system is spoken of as a Homogeneous System. If we
change the variables in such a system from x and y to x and

V = yjx, it will be found that the -y-eliminant of the new system

can always be readily found, and the solution of the system is

thus often more easily obtained. Since v = ylx is in general

not finite when a: = 0, solutions for which x = must be separ-

ately obtained.

Ex. 8. x- + ^xy-7f= x + 2y, x--Sxi/ + y'^= x + y.

In the first place, we note that, if .r=0, the two equations reduce to

2/'^ + 2i/= 0, 7/'-^-
1/= 0, which have the common solution ?/= 0, and no

other. Hence to .^= corresponds ?/=0, and notliing else. We have
therefore the solution x= 0, y= occurring once.

Next put y= vx, and we get the following system in x, v :

—

x\l + Bv-'iP) = x{l + 2v), x-il-Sv + v^) = x{l + v).

Apart from solutions in which x= 0, which have already been con-

sidered, this system is evidently equivalent to x= {l+v)/{l-3v + v^),

(1 + v){l + 3v- V-) = (1 + 2i;)(l -Sv + v-) ; that is, to

x={l + v)l{l-3v + v^), dv^-7v^-^v=0.

The last of these gives i;= 0, and v={7± \/109)lQ.
When X is finite, v = gives x=l, and y= vx= 0.

Corresponding to v= {7± \/109)/6, the equation x={l+v)l{l-Sv
+ ^2) gives .a^= i(ll± ^109), and y = vx = ^{U + Jl09){7 ± ^109)
= |(31±3x/109).

Hence the four solutions of the given system are

—

cc=0, 1, 1(11+^109), i(n-v^l09);
y= 0, 0, |(31 + 3,V109), ^(31 - 3^/109).

§ 237. Symmetric Equations.—When the characteristics

of the equations of a system are symmetric functions * of x and

y.. it is obvious that, if a; = a, y = f^ be a solution, then x — fi,

"*• For another kind of symmetric system, and for the reasons under-

lying the artifice here suggested, see A. XVII. § 13.
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y = a \s also a solution. In this case the process of solution is

always simplified by taking' as new variables any two indepen-

dent symmetric functions of x and y, usually the two simplest,

viz. ^i = x + yy v = xy. The order of the w-v-system is always

lower than the order of the original system. Every solution of

the w-i/'-system gives a corresponding pair of the original system,

viz. we liave to solve the system x + y = u, xy = v.

Ex. 9. x^ + ]f= S3, x + y=S.
Since x^ + 'if'~{x + y){x^ -xhi-\-x^y'^-X}/ + 7f), we see that, so far as

finite sohitions are concerned, the system is equivalent to

x^ -a?y + 7?y'^-xi/ + y^ = \\, x + y— S.

Put now x + i/
= u, xy= v. Then x- + y~=(^x + y)'^-1xy=u'^-2v

\

and X'-* + y* + Ixhf= if^ - AuH + iv^ ; so that x:^ + y*=u*- Au-v + 2 v'-.

Hence x* - a^y + x-y^ - xy^ + ?/*= a^ + ?/* - xy{d? + y^) + ^if= t*'* - ^iC^v +
'Iv^ - v{a^ - 2v) + v^=v,^ - buH + bv^. The ii-'V-system is therefore

which is equivalent to

5?;2-45v + 70 = 0, u = Z,

that is— v^-^v + l'^^Q, w= 3
;

this last gives u=^Z, v= 2 and ic = S, v= 7.

If x and y be the values corresponding to w= 3 and v= 2, we have

{z-x){z-y) = z^- {x + y)z + xy=z^- 3c + 2.

Hence x and ?/ are the roots, faJceyi in either order, of the quadratic
~--35; + 2 = 0. Hence x=\, y-2, or x= 2, y= l.

Again, corresponding to w = 3, v=7, we have s^ - Ss + 7 = ; whence
x=4(3± ^190, y= h{S+ v/19t).

N.B.—The values of x and y corresponding to u= Z, v = 2 may also

be found by solving the system x+ y=3, xy= 2, etc., after the manner
of Example 3.

We have thus obtained four finite solutions of the given system,
viz.

—

x= l, 2, i(3+Vl9i), i(3-^/190;
y= 2, 1, ^(3-Vl9i), 4(3+n/190.

EXERCISES LXIX.

1- \A-^ -y)+ \K^' + y + l)= ^{x + y)+ ^{x -y+l)=p, where

3. I'oj >Jix-y) + 20/ ^{x + y) = 9,

V(^' - f') - 3 s/ix -f- y) + i^{x- y) = 0.

4. Find a and b so that x-y= l, 2x + y=8,' ax-' - bx-y - axy =15,
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aja? - hjx^y - a/xy= 15 shall be a consistent system of equations in

X and y.

5. x{x-y) = 5, y{x + y) = SQ. 6. x'^ + Sxy= 7, xy + Sy^= l^.

7. x'^-xy= 2, '2x^ + y^= 9. 8. x^+ xy = 10, y'^ + xy= l5.

9. x'^ + 2xy= S5, Ay'^-Sxy= 5i.

10. l/x + l/y= 5, 6{x'^-y'^) = 5xy.
11. 7{xly-ylx) = 4:8, xy= 7.

12. x'^-2xy-y'^= l,Sx^-ixy^35.
13. a;2 + a;?/ + ?/^= 49, x'^-xy-\-y-=19.
14. 2a;2 - 3a;?/ + 2y^= 8, o-? + xy- 2y-= 7.

15. 3a;2 + 4a;?/-?/''^=14, 2x''^ + 5a'2/ + 6^/^= 9.

16. x^-\-xy + y'^= a?-y^= 9\.

17. a;2 + 2/''^ + 3a;2/= 79, aj + 2/ + 2«?/= 38.

18. a;2 + ?/2_x-5?/ + 6 = 0, x^-xy + y'^-4y + b = 0.

19. a:;^ + a??/ + i/"-^ = 7(a; + y)^ x^-xy + y^= 9{x- y).

20. a;2 - 2a;2/ + ^/^ + 2{x -y) = 15, x^ -y^= 63.

21. a;2 + 2/2 = 34, x^y + xf= 510. 22. .t'2 + 4?/= 2/2 + 4a;= 13.

23. a?"^ + y^-6{x + y) + 10 = 0, xy-{x + y) = 2.

24. a; + ^= a, a3^ + ?/^= «&2_ 25. x^/y + y^lx= x + y=l.
26. (a; + l/a;)(?/ + 1/?/) = 28, x^ + l/a;^ + ^2 + 1/^2^ g^^

27. a? + 'y^ + x^ = 3 = a^ + 'if + y^. 28. o:^y + y'^=a= xy^ + x'.

29. x^y + oi?= a= xy^ + y'^.

30. 3a; + 22/=3/a; + 2/?/+l, 2x + 3?/= 2/a; + 3/'?/ + l.

31. a;2-7/2= 5, (ar* + ^/)2 + a;V(a?^-2/^)'^=10309.
32. (3^ + 2)/(?/ + l) = (3a;+l)/(a; + l) = (2a," + 2/)/(a; + ?/).

§ 238. It would be beyond our present limits to enter into

the theory of systems in more than two variables ; but we
append the following examples of the solution of Special

Systems in Three Variables :

—

Ex. 10.* x+ y + z= (a)

;

x + 2y + 3z= (/3) ;

3a;2 + 22/2 + ^2= 108 (7).

This special case can be elegantly treated by means of the principle

of § 81, Ex. 3. The equations (a) and (/3) are equivalent to x= p,

y= - 2/3, z= p, where p is an auxiliary variable whose value we have to

find. Substituting in (7), we get

(3 + 8 + l)/)2= 108,

whence p= +3. Therefore we get two solutions, viz. a;= 3, y= -6,

2=3; and x= -3, y= Q, z= -3, which constitute the complete solu-

tion of the given system.

Ex. 11. 2yz + Szx + ixy= lAxyz;
Syz+ ZX + 5xy~ SOxyz

;

yz - 22a; + Zxy= 26xyz.

* This is merely a special example of a system of order 2, which can

always be solved by means of a quadratic, no matter how many variables

there are ; we have only to find the x- or y- or 2-eliminant.
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It is obvious at sight that x = 0, ?/= 0, ;:;= is one solution of the
system. Apart from this the system is equivalent to

2/a? + 3/y + 4/c=14;
Z/x+l/)/+5/z= S0;

llx-2ly + 3/z= 26;

obtained by dividing both sides of each equation of the system by xyz.

This last system is linear in l/,r, l//y, 1/z, and gives l/./=:3, 1/,?/= - 4,

l/z = 5 ; whence ;v=l/3, ?/= - 1/4, z= ll5. We have thus obtained
2 out of the 27 possible solutions of the system.

The system is partly indeterminate, (a, 0, 0), (0, /3, 0), (0, 0, 7)
being solutions whatever finite values a, ^, 7 may have.

Ex. 12. (>r/b'- + l){z''/c'' + l) = l
;

{x''/a'' + l){i/lb^ + l) = l.

We employ here the principle that every solution of the system
P = P', Q=:Q', R= R' is also a solution of the system QR/P= Q'R7P',
RP/Q = R'P7Q', PQ/R= P'Q7R'.* In the present case this leads us
to the derived system ,

which leads to

XyCC^+l = + 1, 7/2/62+1 ^ + 1^ Z^/c^+1 = + 1.

It is easily seen, however, by referring to the original system, that we
must take all the upper signs of the ambiguities together, or else all

the lower, so that we get only two and not eight systems. These are

x^=- 2a\ 1/=- 2&2, 22^ - 2c2.

Hence we have obtained a;= 0, ?/= 0, z=0
',
x= sj^-cii^ y= sjlhi,

-.- sj2<'i ',x~-- sj2ai, y= - \/2hi, z= - sj2ci ; x= - J2ai, y= sj2hi,

z=\j2ci, etc.—that is, 9 out of the 64 possible solutions. We do not
enter into the question as to how often the solution (0, 0, 0) ought
to be counted. Even if we count it as 8 identical solutions, we should
have only 16 out of the 64 theoretically possible.

EXERCISES LXX.

1. x-2y + z= x-\-y + 2z= 0,^{x-\f=U.
2. 0/ + l)(c + l) = 63, (a;+l)(;^ + 1)^45, {x + \){y+\)= Zh.

3. 2u;-3v/ + 5^= 3^ + 6?/-7c=0, a;- + 2v/- + 3~-= 6.

4. yz= AO, zx= 2\, oy=15.
6. x+ y + z = Zx + iy + 5z= 0, ix-lf + {y-2f+{z-S)'2=2.
6. {x+l){y + 2) = 9, {y + 2){z + S) = 16, (:; + 3)(.>j +1) = 25.

7. x"yz= a*'+-, xy''z= b"+'\ xyz"= c"+'\

8. -yz + zx + xy= a, yz-zx + xy— b, yz + zx-xy= c.

9

.

ax + by + cz= 0, a-x + b'-y + ch -(i, x^ + 'tf + ^= cP.

The beginner should inquire how far the two systems are equivalent.
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10. - 2/V + z^x^ + xhf= ifz^ - sV +xY= y'-z^ + z^a? - o:hf= xyz.

11. y + z- a^/x= z + x- a^/y= x + y- a~/z= 0.

12. Iy + z){z + x) = 2l0, {z + x){x + y) = 182, {x + tj){y + z) = 195,

13. xy/{x + y) = l, xz/{x + z) = 2, yz/{y + z)=^S.

14. lx +my + nz=mx + ny + lz=lll + l/m + 1 /n,

Pnv^x^ + vi^nhf + nWz^= 3.

15. 2y-yz = 4:, 2z-zx= 9, 2x-xy=16.
16. {b - c}x + {c-a)y + {a-b)z = x + y + z = 0, x" + y^ + z- - ax- by

- cz= 0.

17. {b - c)x'^ + {c- a)7f- + {.I - b)z'^= 0, {c - a)x^ + {a- b)y'^ + {b- c)z^=(),

ax + ^y + yz= d.

18. x%a^ + y'^ + z'^) = 152, y'^{p(? + y'^+ z^) = M2, z^{x^ + if + z^) = 95Q.

19. {y + z)/x + {z + x)/y + {x + y)/z = 2{y + z)/x + {z + x)/y + S{x + y)Jz

= 0, yh%y+ zf + z^x\z + xf+ xhfix + yf= 9x^y'^z\

20. {y + zf-x^={z+ xf-y'^={x + yf-z^= Z.

21. cfi{{y-bf + {z-cf}={y-bnz-cf, b-^iiz-cf + ix-af)
= {z- cf{x - af, c^ {{X - af +{y- bf} ={x- afiy - bf.

22. x^ + y-\-z= 2\, x^ + yz= 22, x'^yz= 9Q.

23. x^+ yz=7, y'^ + zx=7, z^+ xy='[l.

24. x + y + z=10, yz + zx + xy=dl, xyz= ^0.



CHAPTER XXII

PROBLEMS INVOLVING QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

§ 239. The only new point regarding problems that in-

volve ec^uations of a higher degree than the lirst is the multi-

plicity of solutions. Thus, for example, a problem which

leads to a quadratic equation has theoretically two solutions.

As a matter of fact, however, either both, only one, or neither

of the abstract solutions may be solutions of the concrete

problem. This point is fully illustrated in the following

examples :

—

Ex. 1. If s be the height in feet reached after t seconds by a body
projected vertically upwards with an initial velocity of v feet per

second, then s=vt-16t-. If the initial velocity be 50 feet per

second, after how long will the height be 30 feet ?

The formula gives us at once the quadratic equation

30 = 50^-16^2^

to determine t. This equation is equivalent to

8^2-25^ + 15 = 0,

the roots of which are ^ = (25± ^145)/16— that is approximately

i= 'SIO and < = 2'315. Both these solutions are admissible: the first

corresponds to the ascent, the second to the subsequent descent of the

body.

Ex. 2. A father left a sum of £46,800 to be equally divided among
his children ; before the estate was divided two of the childivn died

;

and in consequence each of the survivors got £1950 more than if all

had lived to share. How many children were there ?

Let X be the number of children ; then, if all had survived, the share

of each would have been 46,800/^'. After two had died, there remained
./• - 2 ; and the share of each of these was 46,800/(.1'J - 2).

Hence 46, 800/(u; - 2) - 46, SOO/x-= 1 950,

which is equivalent to

24/(a;-2)-24/.r= l,
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that is, since x= 0, :r= 2 are evidently not solutions, to

4:8 = x{x-2),
or x'^-2x- 4:8 = 0.

The roots of this equation are x=8 and x= -6. The first of these
alone has any meaning in the concrete problem.

Ex, 3. AB is a line of length a ; to find a point P in AB such that
AP-PB = Z.l

Let AF= x; then BP = «-a;, and we have x{a-x) = b^, which is

equivalent to

x^-ax + b^=0.

The roots of this equation are {a ± /^''(a- - 4&-)| /2. If a < 2b, the roots are

imaginary ; and the concrete problem admits of no solution. If

a>2b, the roots are real and (since their product is +b'^) obviously
both positive ; the concrete problem then admits of two solutions.

Since the sum of the roots is a, if the two roots be x^, x^, we have
x-^ = a-X2—that is, if P^ and Pg denote the two positions of P,

APi = BP2, which might have been expected a priori. \i a= 2b, the
two roots are equal, each being \a ; in this case P is the middle point
of AB.

Ex. 4. To find a point P in the line AB such that AP-^= AB-PB
(Problem of " Golden Section ").

Let AB=:«, AP= a;; then the conditional equation for the deter-

mination oi X is x^= a{ct-x), equivalent to

the roots of which are {s,'5-l)a/2 and -{j5 + l)a/2. The first of

these is positive, and gives a solution of the problem of internal

golden section.

The other root, viz. -
( ,^'6 + 1)«/2, gives us the solution of the

problem of external golden section ; for, if we were to take P on the

far side of A from B, and take x= - AP to indicate the change of

direction, we should have (
- x)'^=a{a+( - x))—that is, x'^=a(a - x), the

same equation of condition as before.

It should be noticed that, if P^ and P2 be the points of internal and
external goldeu section, we have +APi-AP2=-a, which gives a

simple construction for deriving P2 from Pj, or vice versa.

It will be noticed that in this problem the root which was not

available in the solution of the original problem gives us the solution

of a slightly altered problem of the same kind.

Ex. 5. A man invests two sums, each of £7200, one in the 4

per cent consols, the other in the 3 per cents, the income from the

first investment exceeding that from the second by £50. If the price

of each stock had been £10 higher, the diffei-ence of income would
have been £48 ; find the prices of the two stocks.

Let the prices of the stocks be £x and £1/ respectively ; then tba

equations of condition are

7200 ^ 7200 ^ ^^x4 x3 = 50,X y
'
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7200 , 7200 ^ ^„
,. x4 — x3 = 48.

a; + 10 2/+10

These are obviously equivalent to

144(4//- Sx) = xi/,

150(4?/ - 3x + 10) = (.> + I0){y + 10).

Substituting the value of xy given by the first equation in the second,

we get after a little transformation

y= 2x-100.

Using this last value of y, we get from 144(4?/- 3a;) = x?/ the quadratic

144(00^ - 400) = cc(2a;- 100),

which is equivalent to

a;2- 410^+90x320 = 0,

the roots of which are a-= 90, a;= 320, corresponding to which y— 2x
- 100 gives y= SO, 2/= 540.

Strictly speaking, both solutions are available in the concrete

problem ; but, as consols at £320 and £540 are in the present state of

society a financial absurdity, we may conclude that the solution

required is a; =90, y= 80.

§ 240. Problems which can be solved by Elementary Geo-

metrical Constructions.—Examples 3 and 4 of last paragraph

naturally suggest to us to consider the connection between

linear and quadratic equations and certain geometrical problems.

The reader is probably aware that a problem is said to be soluble

by elementary geometrical construction when each step in the

construction that constitutes the solution is either the drawing

of a straight line through two given points, or the description of

a circle having a given centre and a given radius.

We have already seen (§ 73) that the co-ordinates (a-, y)

of every point on a straight line satisfy a linear equation, say

A./j + B^ + C = (1).

It is easy to see that the co-ordinates of every point on a

circle whose centre is the point (a, 6), and whose radius is c,

satisfy the equation

(a:-«.)2 + (y-/;)2-c2 = (2),

for this equation simply expresses that the .square of the distance

of the point (x, y) from the point («, h) is equal to the square of

the radius. The co-ordinates of the intersection of the straight

line and the circle are therefore found by solving (1) and (2) as

a system. Now this system, being of the second order, depends
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on a certain quadratic equation (see §§ 233-235). The inter-

section of two straight lines is (§ 77) found by means of a system

of the first order— that is, by means of a linear equation.

Hence the following interesting conclusion :

—

The algebraic solution of any 'problem which can he solved by

elementary geometrical construction can he effected by means of

linear and quadratic equations.

The converse is also true. We remark, in the first place, that

the solution of a linear equation, say Ax = B, corresponds to the

geometrical problem to find a rectangle of area B, one of whose

sides is A, \\hich is a well-known Euclidian problem soluble by
elementary construction. We have therefore only to consider

the solution of a quadratic equation, and to show that this can

always be effected by elementary construction.

We may suppose the quadratic transformed so that the

coefficient of x^ is +1. We have then four distinct cases to

consider, viz.

—

x^-ax + h = (3)

x^ — ax — b = '
(4)

x^ + ax + h = (3')

x^ + ax-b = (4')

where a and h are real positive quantities.

Of these it is necessary to consider only the first two ; for if

we put x= —
^, (3') and (4') become

p_rtf + 6 = (3");

i'-a^-h = (4");

so that the roots of (3') and (4') are simply the roots of an

equation of the type (3) and an equation of the type (4)

respectively with the signs changed.

Now (3) and (4) may be written

x(a-x)=b (3«) ;

xlx -a) = h (4«).

Let AB be a straight line whose length is a units of any

chosen scale, say a inches ; let us think of 6 as & square -inches
;

and let P be a point in AB on the same side of A as B, whose

distance from A is cc inches. Then we see that to solve (3")

is to determine an internal point (or points) V in AB, such that

the area of the rectangle AP"PB is h square inches ; and to
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solve (4'') is to find an external point in AB such that the area

of the rectangle AP'PB is b square inches.

We find the number of inclies in Jb {Eucl. II. 14) by finding

the side of the square whose area is equal to the rectangle con-

tained by lines whose lengths are 1 inch and h inches respectively.

To solve our first problem, we describe on AB a semicircle
;

draw BQ perpendicular to AB of length Jb inches ; through Q

R2 Q

Fig. 5.

draw B.,Bi to meet the semicircle m rv2 ^^^ ^i 5 draw H^Pi
and R.,P.7 perpendicular to AB ; then the roots of (3) are + AP^
and + AP.„ where APj and AP^ denote the number of inches in

APj and AP^ respectively.

To solve the second problem, describe on AB a semicircle as

before, C being its centre ; draw any radius CQ ; draw QR per-

pendicular to CQ and of length Jb inches ; with C as centre

and CR as radius describe a circle meeting AB (of course exter-

nally) in Pj and P^ respectively ; then the roots of (4) are + AP,
and - A P.,.

The reader who has mastered the requisite theorems in

geometry will readily demonstrate the correctness oF the above
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constructions : and he will see that every step involved is an

elementary construction.

The geometric construction shows that the roots of (3) are

real and unequal, real and equal, or imaginary, according as

rt/2> = < Jb—that is, according as a- - 46> = <0 ; also that

the roots of (4) in all cases are real and of opposite sign.

It follows from what has been shown that cnuj geometric prob-

lem the algebraic solution of which involves only the operations of

addition., subtraction, multiplication, division, and extraction of the

square root can be solved by elementary geometric construction ; and

conversely.

From this again it follows that, even when the roots of a quad-

ratic are imaginary, and the above construction fails, they can still

be found by elementary geometric construction.

For the roots of the quadratic Ax-^ + Bx + C = when
imaginary are ^ ± rji, where ^= - B/2A, t] = J{4AC - B2)/2A

(§ 215). The operations by means of which ^ and yj are derived

from A, B, C are therefore merely addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, division, and extraction of the square root, all of

which, as we have seen in the course of the foregoing discussion,

can be represented by elementary geometrical construction.

The above results, besides their purely theoretical interest,

are often useful in practice, by enabling us to tell whether a

given geometric problem admits of elementary geometric con-

struction or not.

Ex. 6. Show that the five fifth roots of 1 can be found by elementary
geometric constructions.

The equation which determines the fifth roots is ar^ - 1 = 0, which is

equivalent to

and X* i-a^ + x^ + x + l = 0.

The first of these is linear ; and the second, being a reciprocal

biquadratic (see § 227, Ex. 6), can be solved by means of quadratic

equations, viz. it is equivalent to

a^ + i(l+ x/5)a;+l = 0, a;2 + i(l - ^/5)aj+ 1 = 0. ,

Hence the problem is soluble by elementary construction.

A\B.—The occurrence of the surd ^/5 shows that this problem is

connected with the problem of the "Golden Section." On the other

hand, it appears from the theory of the radication of complex numbers*
that the problem of finding the fifth roots of 1 is closely connected with

* A. Ch. XII. § 18.
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the problem of the quinciuesection of the circle. Hence the connection

between the j)rol)leni of the " Golden Section " and the constniction of

a regular pentagon, the relation between which, although early dis-

covered, is not very obvious from the point of view of the old synthetic

geometry.

EXERCISES LXXI.

1. Find a number other than unity such that the difference between
it and its cube is 6 times the square of the number which is less by 1

than the given number.
2. I have thought of a number ; I nmltiply it by 2^ and add 7

to the product ; I then multiply the result by 8 times the number
thought of; finally, I divide l)y li and subtract from the quotient-

4 times the number thought of ; I thus obtain 2352. What number
did I think of ?

3. Find two consecutive odd numbers the sum of whose squares is

394.

4. A certain integer of two digits has its tens digit greater by 3 than
its units digit, and when the number is multiplied by the units digit

the product is 425. What is the integer ?

5. If a man live 2a^ + a years longer, his age will be the square of

his age 2rt^ + « years ago. What is his present age ?

6. A and B run a race. B, who is slower than A by a mile in 5

hours, gets a start of 2^ minutes, and they reach the fifth milestone
together. What are their respective rates ?

7. A farmer bought some sheep for £72, and found that if he had
received 6 more for the same money, he would have paid £1 less for

each. How many sheep did lie buy ?

8. On selling goods for £12, I find that the number expressing my
profit per cent has been twice that expressing the cost of the goods in

pounds. Find the cost price.

9. If the number of pence which a dozen apples cost is greater by 2

than twice the number of apples that can be bought for Is., how many
apples can be bought for 9s. ?

10. A man buys a number of articles for £1, and makes £1 : Is. by
selling all but two at 2d. apiece more than they cost. How many
did he buy ?

11. The bill of a party at a restaurant was £10 ; but three of the

party were unable to pay. The rest divided the bill ecjually among
them, and each had 3s. 4d. more than his proper share to pay. How
many were there in the party ?

12. A grazier bought a certain number of oxen for £240. After
losing 3 he sold the remainder for £8 a head more than they cost him,
thus gaining £59 by his bargain. How many oxen did he buy ?

13. A merchant bought a number of barrels of herrings for £15.
Twenty were lost in transit, and he sold the remainder for £15, thus
gaining 4s. per barrel over the original cost. How many barrels did
he buv ?

14. A party of twenty ladies and gentlemen spent £2 : 8s. in a
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hotel, the ladies spending altogether as much as the gentlemen. It

appeared, however, from the bill that each gentleman spent Is, more
than each lady. How many gentlemen were in the party ?

15. I bought a number of handkerchiefs for 60s. ; if I had got 3

more for the same money they would have cost me Is. less apiece.

How many did I buy ?

16. Show that it is impossible to find a positive integer such that
the sum of its square and its cube is an integral multiple of the square
of the next highest integer.

17. A vintner draws a certain quantity of wine out of a full vessel

containing 256 gallons ; he then fills uj) the vessel with water, draws
off the same quantity as before, and so on for four draughts. At the

end there are only 81 gallons of pure wine left in the vessel. How
much did he draw each time ?

18. Two men, A and B, bicycle from P to Q. A starts half an
hour after B, and overtakes him 24 miles from P. A goes on to Q,
and after staying there a quarter of an hour starts back at his pre-

vious pace and meets B 2 miles from Q. A then reduces his pace 1

mile an hour, and reaches P 3 hours and 12 minutes afterwards. Find
the distance from P to Q.

19. Find a positive integer such that the excess of its cube over its

square is {q + g-) times the number itself.

20. B can do a certain piece of work in half the time that A can do
it. C would require 4 days more than B. Together they can do it

in 1 day. In how many days can A do it ?

21. A walks a quarter of a mile in an hour faster than B, and in

consequence takes a quarter of an hour less time to walk 15 miles.

Find the rate at which each walks.

22. Find the side of a square inscribed in a right-angled triangle

whose sides are a and h, so that two vertices of the square stand on the

hypotenuse.

23. If H and H' be the internal and external points of medial

section of AB, so that AB.BH = AH- and AB. BH' = AH'-, show
algebraically that

(1) AH . BH = (AH + BH) . (AH - BH) ; AH' . BH' = (BH' + AH')

.

(BH'-AH').
(2) AH.(AH-BH) = BH2; AH'. (AH' + BH') = BH'2.

(3) AB2 + BH2= 3AH2; AB2 + BH'2=8AH'2.

(4) (AB + BH)2:=5AH^; (AB + BH')2=5AH'2.
(For other Exercises of the same kind, see Mackay's Eiiclid, p. 153.)

AB being a given straight line, Z, tn, and c jiositive constants, give

algebraical solutions of the problems to find a point P in the line satis-

fying the following conditions ; and discuss in each problem the different

cases that arise for different values of the constants :

—

24. AP.PB = c2. 25. ZAP- + ???BP2= c2.

26. /AP--wiBP2= c-2. 27. (AP-BP)2=:AB.BP.

28. To find a point H internal or external in a given straight line

AB such that AB . BH = «AH-. In particular, consider the case where
71=1. (Problem of " ]\Iedial Section.")

29. Find the distance from the end of the diagonal of a rectangle of
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a point on that diagonal the sum of the squares of whose distances

from the ends of the other diagonal is double the square on either

diagonal.

30. Find the radius of the circle inscribed in an isosceles triangle

whose base is 4 and whose height is 3 inches.

31. Two roads cross at right angles. A and B start at distances of

5 and 6 miles respectively from the crossing to walk towards it at

tlie same rate. How far must they go so that the distance between
them is reduced to 2 miles ?

32. Find a point P in the diagonal of a rectangle whose sides are a
and h such that the sum of the areas of the two rectangles " about the

diagonal " which have a common vertex at P may be equal to c'-, and
discuss the possibility of the problem.

33. Find the side of a square inscribed in an equilateral triangle

whose side is a,

34. A circle is inscribed in a quadrant of a circle of radius r. Find
the radius of the inscribed circle.

35. The distances of two points A and B from a straight line L are

4 and 8 respectively, and the distance between their projections on L
is 9. Find a point in L the sum of whose distances from A and B is

15.

36. Two equal spheres are just contained in a cylindrical box of

height h and diameter d, find the radius of either sphere.

37. ABC is a triangle right angled at C. P is a point in AB ; L
and M the projections of P on BC and CA. It is required to deter-

mine P so that PLCM may have a given area.

38. The distances of A and B from a given straight line L are a
and h respectively, and the distance between their projections on L is c.

To find a point in L the sum of whose distances from A and B is d.

Discuss the diff'erent cases of the problem.

39. ABCD is a rectangle (AB = a, BC = &) ; a point in BA pro-

duced such that OA = c. OPQR meets AD internally in P, CD in-

ternally in Q, and BC externally in R. Find AP so that AP = CQ.
40. From a point outside a circle of radius r at a distance d from

its centre OPQ is drawn to meet the circle in P and Q, so that OQ
= 7iOP ; calculate OP.

EXERCISES LXXII.

1. Two circles touch each other, one touches one pair of adjacent
sides of a square of side a, and the other the other two adjacent sides

of the same square. If the sum of the areas of the two circles be equal
to the area of a circle of radius &, find the radii of the two circles and
discuss the possibility of the problem.

2. Find the sides of a rectangle of area c- inscribed in an equi-
lateral triangle whose side is a.

3. Find the sides of a rectangle of area c^. inscribed in a right-
angled triangle whose sides are a and ft, so that one vertex is at the
right angle and each of the remaining three on one side of the
triangle.

22
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4. The perimeter of a rectangular field is 306 yards, and the
diagonal is 117 yards. What is the area ?

5. An integral number consists of two digits. When the number
is divided by the sum of its digits the quotient is greater by 2 than
the digit in the ten's place ; but if the digits be reversed and the

resulting number divided by a number greater by 1 than the sum of

the digits, the quotient is greater by 2 than the preceding quotient.

Required the number.
6. Find two positive numbers whose sum is a such that the

difference of their squares is h times their product. Is the problem
always possible ?

7. If .'-' and // be the distances from B and C respectively of a point

on BC, whose distance from any point A is d, and BC= a, AB = c,

AC= &, show that hh' + c^y= a{cP + xy) ; and hence show that, if

a = h = c, then x and y are the roots of the quadratic ^^-a^

8. To construct a right-angled triangle, given its hypotenuse and
its area.

9. The hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is c, and its sides are

in continued proportion. Fiud the sides.

10. ABCD is a square whose side is a, Q a point within it, L, M,
N, P the projections of Q on AB, BC, CD, DA. If AQ'^-fQC^^^a^
and area APQL-|-area CMQN=i^«-, find the distances of Q from
AB and AD.

11. Find the sides of a rectangle of given area inscribed in a given
circle.

12. A sets out from C to D, and at the same time B sets out from
D to C. A arrives at D a hours, and B at C 6 hours after they
meet. How long did each take to perform the journey ?

13. Find two numbers such that the sum of their squares is a

times their product, and the difference of their squares b times their

product.

14. The sum of two numbers is 20, and the sum of their cubes is

4940. Find the numbers.
15. A and B distribute £60 each among a certain number of persons.

A relieves 40 persons more than B does, and B gives to each 5s. more
than A. How many persons did A and B respectively relieve ?

16. Two market-women had 88 eggs between them. They sold

them all, each realising the same sum. On their way home the one
said to the other, " If I had sold your eggs at my price, I would have
got 6s. 9d. "

; and the other replied, "If I had sold yours at my price, I

would have got 14s. Id." How many eggs had each and at what prices

per dozen did they sell ?

17. Solve the former problem generalised by putting a for 88, h for

pence in 6s. 9d., c for pence in 14s. Id.

18. If X and y be the distances from one vertex of a rectangle

whose sides are a and b of the vertices of an inscribed rectangle of

area c^, find equations for x and y. Show that the equations are

soluble by means of quadratics, and work out the solution when
a= b. . : .J •- ^

19. To cut a rectangular corner out of a given rectangle whose
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sides are a and h, so that the remaining part may have a given area

d~, and the excised part a given perimeter 2^/.

20. Two merchants put together £500 into a temporary business.

The one left his capital in it for five months, the other for two. The
business was uniformly profitable, and when it was wound up each of

them received £450 as returned capital and profit. How much did
each put in ?

21. To cut from a given square of side a a corner whose area is

^ of the area of the square, so that the perimeter of the resulting

figure shall be \^ of the perimeter of the square.

22. To find five positive numbers such that the products of the

first and second, second and third, third and fourth, fourth and fifth,

and first and fifth are a, h, c, d, c, respectively. Show that a similar

problem for four, or any even number, of numbers is either impossible

or indeterminate.

23. Two travellers, A and B, start at the same time from two
different places, C and D, to make the journey from C to D and from
D to C. When they meet A has done d miles more than B, and it

would take A and B a and b days respectively to complete their

journeys. Find the distance from C to D.

24. Three couriers. A, B, C, start for a certain destination. B rides

3 miles an hour faster than A, and C rides 10 miles an hour. B starts

five hours after A, and C two hours after B. If they all arrive

together, find the distance and the rates of riding.

25. The difference between two positive integers is 8, and the

difference between their cubes is 2072. Find the numbers.



CHAPTER XXIII

ENUMERATION OF COMBINATIONS AND PERMUTATIONS

§ 241. By an r-combination of a given set of things is meant a

group of r of them considered without reference to order. By -an

r-pernmtation is meant a group of r considered as arranged in

a definite order. It is usual to suppose the things arranged in a

straight line, or along an unclosed curve, so that the permutation

has a beginning and an end. We might, however, arrange them

along a closed curve, e.g. a circle ; and then the permutation

might be regarded as having neither beginning nor end. When
the former view is taken we speak of a "linear permutation,"

or permutation simply ; in the latter case we distinguish by

speaking of a " circular permutation." Unless the contrary is

indicated, we distinguish between what is called counter-clock

order and cum-clock order circular permutations—that is to say,

we regard

and

as two distinct circular permutations. If counter -clock and

cum-clock arrangements be not distinguished, there are only half

as many circular permutations as in the contrary case.

In counting the permutations and combinations of given

things we may represent them by letters (or by numbers), all

different, or partly alike and partly different, according as the

things considered are all different, or partly alike and partly

different.

Let us consider, for example, four letters, a, b, c, d. The 3-com-
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binations are bed, acd, abd, abc. Since combinations and not per-

mutations are in question, bdc, cbd, etc. are not distinct from bed
;

and tlie number of distinct 3-combiiiations of four letters which
are regarded as all different is 4. If two of the letters, say a and b,

are regarded as alike, we might write the four 3-combinations set

down above acd, acd, aad, aac, of which only the last three are distinct.

The number of distinct 3-combiniitions of four letters, two of which are

alike, is thus only 3.

Let us next consider the linear 3 - permutations that can be

formed with four letters. Taking each of the combinations and
arranging in all possible orders, we shall tind the actual permutations
to be

bed.
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106). For botli reasons, it is desirable that tlie matter of the

present chapter should be mastered early in a course of Algebra.

§ 243. In Y pigeon-holes there are respectively n^, n,, . . .,11^

things all different. In how many ways can an r-comhination of

the things be taken with the condition that one, arid only one, is to he

taken from each pigeon-hole ?

Since there is no question as to the order of the things, we
may arrange the things in each combination in the order of the

pigeon-holes. The first thing can be selected in tIj different

ways ; the second thing in n^ different ways. Any one of the

ways of selecting the first thing may be combined with any one

of the ways of selecting the second. Hence the first two

things may be selected in any one of n^ x n^ ways. Again,

with each one of the n^ x n^, ways of selecting the first two
things may be combined any one of the n^ ways of selecting the

third thing. There are therefore n^ x n^ x n^ ways of selecting

the first three things. Proceeding in this way we see that the

number of ways of selecting the r things is n^ x n.^ x ng x . . . x n^.

-

—

that is to say, it is the product of the numbers of things in each

of the r p)igeon-holes.

Ex, A man has 5 coats, 6 vests, and 9 pairs of trousers. In how
many ways can he make up a complete suit of clothes ?—Answer, iu

5 X 6 X 9 = 270 ways.

§ 244. Tlie number of r-p)ermutations of n letters all differerit,

tvhen repetition of the letters loithin the permutation is allowed,

is T)?.

We may look upon the formation of the r-permutation as the

filling of r pigeon-holes placed in order side by side, one thing

to be placed in each. We may fill the first hole by putting

into it any one of the n things, and the second in like manner.

Since repetition to the fullest extent is allowed, the filling of

one hole in no way interferes with the filling of any other ; in

other words, we may combine any way of filling the first with

any way of filling the second, and so on. Hence, as in § 243,

the whole number of ways of filling the holes is nxnxnx
. , . xn {r factors)—that is to say, the number of r-permutations

is n''.

Ex. We may verify the above by writing down the 2- permutations
of three letters a, b, c. They are aa ; ab, ba ; ac, ca ; bb ; be, cb ; cc,

and their number is 9 = 3-, which agrees with our general theorem,

§ 245. TJie number of r-pei'mutations ofn things, which are all
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different, is, when no repetition is allowed loithin the permutation^

n(n- l)(n-2) . . . (n - r + 1).*

Let us construct the permutations as before by filling r

pigeon-holes placed in a row. The first hole can be filled by-

placing in it any one of the n things, i.e. in n ways. Supposing

the first hole filled with any particular thing, this thing is not

simultaneously available for filling the second hole ; so that for

every one of the n ways of filling the first hole there are only

71 - 1 ways of filling the second. There are thus n(n - 1) ways of

filling the first two holes. When the first two are filled in any
particular way, there are ?t — 2 ways of filling the third. Hence
the first three holes can be filled in n{n-\){n-2) different

ways. Proceeding in this way, we finally arrive at the result

above stated. The number of r-permutations of 7i things without

repetition is usually denoted by „P,. ; so that

nVr = n{n - \){n - 2) . . . (w - r + 1) (1)

;

the number consists of r factors, viz. n and the next r - \ con-

secutive lower integers.

For example, gPg^e . 5 . 4 = 120
; iiP7=ll . 10 . 9 . 8 . 7 . 6 . 5 =

1,663,200.

§ 246. Since every circular r-permutation gives rise to r

different linear r-permutations by taking in succession its r

things as first thing in the linear permutation, whereas every

linear permutation by joining its two ends gives one, and only

one, circular permutation, it follows that there are r times as

many linear ^--permutations as there are circular y-permutations.

Hence tlie tiumber of circular T-permutations of n things is nPf/r

—

that is to say, n(n - 1) . . . (n - r + l)/r.

Ex. The number of circular 3-permutations of four things is 4.3.2/3
= 8, in agreement with an enumeration made above in § 241.

§ 247. The number of linear ^^-permutations of 7i things

(usually spoken of simply as the " permutations ") is by a special

application of the result of § 245.

r,?n=^n{n-l) ... 3.2.1 (2);

that is to say, the product of the first n integral numbers.

This product is so important that a special name and notation

* To avoid circumlocution, we sliall in future speak of permutations
and combinations simply, on the understanding that repetition of the
same thing is not allowetl unless this is expressly stated.
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are set apart for it, viz. we call 1.2.3 . . . (n — l)?i " factorial

?i," and denote it by n !. Thus 3! = 1.2.3 = 6, 2! = 1.2 = 2,

1 ! = 1. According to the present definition ! is meaningless

;

but, for reasons that will be apparent hereafter, we define ! to

mean l."*^

Bearing in mind the results of this and the preceding section,

we see that the numbers of linear and circular n-permutations of n
things are n ! and (n — 1) ! respectively, it being understood that

counter - clock and cum- clock order are distinguished in the

circular permutations.

§ 248. The problem of enumerating the r-permutations of

n things when groups of them are regarded as alike is in

its general form very complicated. When r = n, the solution is

important and very simple, as we shall now show.

Consider first the special case of five letters, a^a^a^c. Let

P' be the number of permutations (5-permutations) when a^a^a^

are regarded as alike, and let ^^j^ = 5 !) denote, as usual, the

number of permutations when all the letters are regarded as

unlike. Taking any one of the P' permutations, say a^ha^a.^Cy

we see that from the point of view of the P' permutations the

relative order of a^a^a^ is of no consequence, so long as b remains

in the second, and c in the fifth place. On the other hand,

every alteration of the order of a^a^a.^ alone, e.g. a^ba^a.^c,

a^ba^a^c, etc., gives a new permutation from the point of view

of the 5P5 permutations. Now we can write a^a.^a^ in 3 !

different orders. Hence, from every one of the P' permutations,

by writing the a-^a^a^ in diff'erent orders, but keeping the other

letters fixed, we can deduce P' x 3 ! permutations. Now in the

P' permutations themselves the remaining letters, be, appear in

all possible diff'erent orders. Hence the P' x 3 I permutations,

formed by deranging a-^ac^ao, are simply all possible permuta-

tions of the five letters when all are considered different. We
have thus P' x 3 ! = 5P5, and therefore P' = 5P5/3 !

.

Take now the general case of 71 letters, among which a

group of a are considered as alike, a group of ^ as alike but

different from the group of a, and so on, and let P' be the

number of permutations on this hypothesis. Also let ,iP^( = nl)

* Until lately the uiiiversal notation in English books for factorial n
was \n. This, for typographical reasons, is now being discarded. Gauss's

symbol H{n) is sometimes used.
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denote the number of permutations when all the letters are

supposed unlike.

By first deranginj:,' the group of a in every possible way, the

other letters being fixed, we shall derive from the P' permuta-

tions P' X a !, in which the group of a are no longer considered

as alike. From these P' x a ! permutations, by deranging the

group of ^, we deduce 'P' x a \ x f3 \ permutations in wliich the

group of a and the group of /? are no longer considered alike.

Proceed in this way until all the groups of like letters have

been made unlike. The resulting number of combinations will

be finally ^P^^. Hence P'a I x fS \ x ... = ,iP„, and therefore

P' = „P„/a!^! . . . =7i!/a!^! . . .

Hence tJie number of perriiutatioiis of n things, a of which are

alike, /3 alike, etc., is nlja I j3 \ . . .

Ex. The letters of the word assessment are asssseemnt, 10 in

number, of whicli 4 are .s's, and 2 e's. Hence the number of distinct

pernnitations of the letters of the word isl0!/4!2! = 10.9.8.7.3.5
= 75,600.

§ 249. Since 1 !=1, we may, if we like, write in the

denominator of n \ /a \ f3 I . . . a factor 1 ! corresponding to

each non-repeated letter, e.g. in the case of the permutations of

the letters of " assessment " we might write 10 Iy'4 ! 2 ! 1 ! 1 ! 1 ! 1 !.

When this is done, the sum of a, /?, etc. is n. The number
7il/a\ /3 I . . ., where a + /S + ... =n, is called the Multi-

nomial Coefficient of the ?^tli Order of Type (a, /?, . . .) and

may be denoted by the symbol n^l^^ B • • '

It is an interesting remark, of which we shall make important

use hereafter, that ^M^^ o ... is the number of different ways

in which the single factors of the product a°-bi^ . . . can be

written out in order.

Ex. Consider the product ah-c. This can be written in 4M1. o, 1

= 4! /I !2!1 ! = 12 ways. The actual arrangements are abbe, abcb,
acbb ; babe, bacb, bbac, bbca, bcab, bcba ; cabb, cbab, cbba.

EXERCISES I.XXIII.

1. Find the number of linear and also of circular 5-permutations
of 10 things.

2. Find the number of linear permutations of the letters of the
words Uniformitji, I'enelope, ParaUdepiprd.

3. Find tlie number of pernmtations of the letters of the word
peritneter.
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4. Determine n when the number of 4-permutations of n things
is equal to the number of 3-permutations of n+1 things.

5. Find the number of the ?'-permutations of n things in which a
particular thing occurs.

6. Find the ratio of the number of 5-permutations of 10 things
in which none of three given things occur to the number in which one
at least of the three occurs.

7. If the number of the ^--permutations of n things in which a
particular thing does not occur be equal to the number of those in

which it does occur, find the relation between n and r.

8. On a railway there are fifteen stations. Find the number of

tickets required in order that it may be possible to book a passenger
from every station to every other.

9. One game of la-\vn tennis is to be arranged out of a party of

six ladies and five gentlemen, each side consisting of one lady and one
gentleman. In how many ways can this be done ?

10. If the number of r- permutations of n things in which two
particular things occur be equal to the number of those in which
neither occurs, find the relation between n and r.

11. In how many ways can a company of 2?i soldiers be arranged,

first in one line ; second two deep, a given half of the company being
in the front rank and the other half in the rear rank ?

12. If the number of r-permutations of n things be equal to the

number of (r+ l)-permutations of n-1 things, show that r must be
of the form s^-l, where 5 is a positive integer not less than 2 ; and
find the value of n in terms of s.

13. Find the number of circular permutations of n things, two of

which are alike.

14. Taking the vowels to be five in number, viz. a, e, i, o, u, and
all the other letters of the alphabet as consonants, how many words of

one syllable can be formed, each containing one vowel and one con-
sonant ?

15. How many different integral numbers of three significant digits

can be made with the six di2;its 12 3 4?
16. Show that the number of 7-permutations of 7 things when two

of the things are excluded each from a particular position is 3720.

17. The stem of a tree splits into three branches, each of these

branches again into three, and so on n times. In how many different

ways can an ant climb from the groimd to the tip of a branch ?

18. In how many diff'erent ways can n diff'erent coins, in each of

which the obverse and reverse are distinct, be arranged in a row
;

and in how many diff'erent ways can they be set in a bracelet ?

19. In a melee of vi combatants against an equal number, each
combatant is paired with a single adversary. In how many Avays can

the fight be arranged, if we attend only to the question of who is

paired with whom ?

20. In how many ways can an equilateral - triangular patch be

built up with different equilateral-triangular tiles, nine in number ?

21. A word consists of five consonants and four vowels, no two
consonants being together. If the alphabet consist of twenty-one con-

sonants and five vowels, how many such words can be formed ?
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22. Show that five different cards may be placed in four boxes in

1024 different ways.

23. How many words of eight letters can be formed with fonr vowels
and four consonants, the vowels being always in the even jjlaces ?

24. How many words, each of seven letters, can be formed from
three vowels and four consonants, in which no two consonants arc

next to one another ?

26. With the names Jones, Thomson, Wilkinson, how many
different gi'oups of three letters may be formed by taking one letter

from each name and never two alike in any one group, the order of

the letters to be attended to ?

26. ABCD is a wire-netting consisting of square meshes, each side

of whicli is an inch long. The side AB is horizontal and m inches

long ; AD is vertical and n inches long. If AB be the upper side, in

how many different ways can an ant crawl from A to C, supposing it

never to climb upwards ?

27. In how many ways can six boys and six girls be arranged in a

ring, so that each girl is between two boys ?

28. A typewriter has fifteen distinct letters, and fifteen of each at his

disposal. How many distinct words of three letters can he form with
them, and how many distinct sets of five such words involving all the

fifteen ?

29. 71 swords are laid on the ground crossing each other at the

same point. A sword-dancer starts in any one of the angles and
springs into another, then into another, and so on, but never goes

twice into the same angle until he finally returns to the one he
started from. In how many ways can he do this ?

30. Given eight points, no three of which are collinear, how many
different straight lines can be drawn to connect them ; also how
many different triangles, quadrilaterals, etc. ?

31. At an examination there are eight candidates from one school,

and six from another. In how manj^ ways can they be seated at two
tables each holding seven, so that candidates from the same school

shall not sit next each other, the seats being on one side of a table

only ?

32. In how many ways can vi shillings and on + n florins be given
to m' boys and m' + n' girls, one coin to each, Avhere 2m + 7i = 2'))i' + ii' 1

33. In a bicycle race there are Sp candidates. They first run in

three heats of p each, and then the three winners in a final. If we
suppose that there are no dead heats, in how many ways may the race

result? First, if we attend only to the winners in each heat ; second,

if we attend not only to the winner but also to the order of the other
competitors in each heat, and su})pose none of them to give up ?

34. The Morse telegraph signals are a dot and a dash. How many
different letters can be telegraphed with five signals, each of which
may be eitlier dot or dash ; secondly, with five signals, two of which
are dots and three dashes ?

35w In how many ways can the eight major chessmen of one
colour be yjlaced on the board, so that no two pieces are in one row or

one qolumn (
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§ 250. The number of r-combinations of n thmgs when repetition

within the combination is not allowed is

n{n - l){n - 2) . . . (n - r + 1)

1.2.3 . . . r
(^^•

Let us denote the number of ^--combinations by ^C,. and the

number of r-permutations, as heretofore, by ^P.,.. We may form

the r-permutations by first selecting all possible r-combinations

and then arranging each of these in every possible order. Now
each r-combination can, by § 246, be arranged in r ! different

ways ; hence the number of r-permutations is ^jC,. x r ! . We
must, therefore, have ^Cy x r ! = ,iP^ ; and therefore ^C;. = ^Pr/^ !

= n(n-l) . . . {n-7' + l)/{l .2 . . . r), which proves our

theorem (compare with § 107a).

§ 251. Since for every r-combination we select out of n things

we leave a combination ofn-r (" Complementary Combina-

tion ") behind, it is clear that the number of r-combinations of

n things is equal to the number of {n — r)-combinations—that is

to say, n^r — n^n-r-
If, therefore, we write out the numbers of combinations of n

things taken in every possible way, and take ^^Co (which is,

strictly speaking, meaningless) to mean 1, we see that in the

series of numbers

n'-^Oj w^u n^2i ' • •> n^n-27 n^n-u iv-'m

the first is equal to the last ; the second to the last but one
;

and so on.

The numbers just written are often (for a reason already

explained in § 106) called the Binomial Coef&cients. They
are particular cases of multinomial coefiicients as defined in

§ 249. In fact, we have

^ n(n - 1) . . . (w - r + 1) (n- r)(n - r - 1) . . . 2.1
n^r

—

^ ^ ^
1.2 ... r 1 . 2 . . . (n - ?•)

n\
(4).

r ! {n — r)

!

Now, since r + {n - r) = n, n \fr ! (n — ?•)! = n^in n-r- There-

fore ^C,. is a multinomial coefficient of order 7i and type (r, n — r).

Hence we see that the number of r-combinations of n things which

are all different, is equal to the number of linear permutations of n
things, r of which are alike and the remairiing n — r also alike.
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§252. The rule, which we have called the "Addition
Theorem for tlie Binomial Coefficients" (§ 107), viz.

—

can be proved very simply by classifying the r-combinations of

71 things into first, those that do not contain any particular

thing a ; second, those that do contain a. The number of

r-combinations of the first kind is obviously 7i,_iC,.. We shall

obtain all those that do contain a, by first forming all the

(r — l)-combinations of the remaining ?i — 1 letters, the number
of which is n-i^r-i^ ^^^ then adding to each of these a. Since

every r-combination either does or does not contain a, it follows

that n^r = n-i^r + n-i^r-i, a result already deduced in § 107

from the law of distribution.

EXERCISES LXXrV.

1. I f2„C„-i/2n-2Cn= 132/35, find 71.

2. Find the number of 97-combinations of 100 different things.

3. Find the ratio of the number of 5-combinations of 12 things

in each of which two given things apjiear to the number of those in

which one but not both of the two given things appear.

4. If n-iCr : nCr : ri+iCr= 6 : 9 : 13, find n and r.

5. Find the number of r-permutations of n things in which s

particular things occur (s<r).

6. Find the number of 6-combinations of 10 things, two of which
are alike.

7. If the number of r-combinations of n different things in which
a particular thing does not occur be p times the number of those in

which it does occur, show that n= {p+l)r.

8. If the number of r-combinations of n different things in which
two particular things occur be equal to the number in which neither

occurs, find the relation between n and r.

9. If a guard of r men be fonned out of a company of 7n men, and
guard duty be equally distributed, show that two particular men will

be together on guard r{r- 1) times out of in{m - 1).

10. In how many ways can a committee of three be chosen from
four married couples, provided that in no case can a husband and his

wife be both chosen ?

11. How many trios can be formed by taking one senior and two
juniors from n seniors and 2?i juniors ?

12. In how many ways can four red (all alike) and six black balls (all

alike) be placed in a row so that no two of the red balls are next to

one another ?

13. How many different words each consisting of one vowel and two
consonants can be formed from ten given consonants and iive given
vowels ?
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14. In how many different orders may a cricket eleven be sent in

to bat, the first two players being regarded as sent in together ?

15. How many words of seven different letters, viz. three vowels and
four consonants, can be constructed with the condition that no two
vowels shall ever be adjacent ?

16. A polygon is formed by joining n points in a plane. Find the

number of straight lines, not sides of the polygon, which can be drawn
joining any two angular points.

17. From a company of n soldiers a guard of /- men is formed every
night. If the guard duty were equally distributed, and every possible

arrangement of the guard taken, show that the ratio of the number of

days on which a soldier is on guard duty to that on which he is off

would he r : n - r.

18. In a company of twenty men how long would it be before exactly

the same guard of ten men would recur, supposing guard duty equally

distributed ?

19. A guard of r men is formed from a company of m in every
possible way. It is found that two particular men are three times as

often together on guard as three particular men are. Find m, r being
given.

20. How many numbers of five digits can be formed in each of

which every digit is greater than the one which follows it on the
right ?

21. A storming party is to be made by selecting p men from a regi-

ment of I men, q from another of ni, and r from a third of n ; find an
expression for the number of ways in which this may be done.

22. A cricket club consists of fourteen members, of whom only four

can bowl ; how many elevens can be made up so that there shall be in

each of them two at least of those who can bowl ?

23. There are ten things of which two are alike ; find the number of

permutations of the things taken five at a time.

24. If r straight lines in a plane pass through a point A, and s

through a point B, how many points of intersection are there, includ-

ing A and B ?

25. If I straight lines pass through a point A, «?- through B, and n
through C, and no one of the straight lines contains more than one of

the points A, B, C, and no three meet in any point except A, B, or C,

find how many triangles are formed by the lines.

26. In how many ways can two numbers of three figures each be

formed from six given digits of which two are alike ?

27. A party of three men, six ladies, and nine boys is to cross a river

at a ferry. The boat carries each time a man, two ladies, and three boys.

In how many ways may the boatman take in his j^assengers the first

time ; and in how many ways may the whole party be ferried across ?

28. Show that ten men, of whom three are brothers, may be

arranged in a row so that no two brothers are together in 42 x 8 !

different ways.

29. In how many ways can a dozen things be divided into three

sets of four each ?

30. In how many ways can tn different things be put into n pigeon-

holes, so that no pigeon-hole contains more than one thing (wkti) :
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first, \vlien the order of the things in the holes is attended to ; second,

when the order is not attended to ?

31. A regiment of nr soldiers is to be distributed in detachments
of r each among n different towns ; in how many ways can this be

done ?

32. In a college of 100 men there are four coxswains ; show that there

are 4 ! 96 !/64 ! (8 !
)* ways in wliich four crews each consisting of a

coxswain and eight men may be chosen from the members of the college.

33. I have four black balls (exactly alike), and also one red, one
white, one green, and one blue ball. In how many ways can I make
up a row of four ])alls, no two roMS being alike ?

34. How many ditlerent sums of money can be made with the
following coins :—A penny, a sixpence, a shilling, a half-crown, a

crown, and a sovereign.

35. There are An things, of which n are alike and all the rest are

different. Show that the number of permutations of the in things
taken 2;t together, each permutation containing the n alike things, is

{Zn)\l{n\f.
36. There are twelve golfers at the first tee. In how many ways may

tliey play off in couples ? In how many ways, if the first is a foursome
and the rest couples

; (2) if two foursomes and the rest couples
; (3)

if 1 foursome, 1 couple, 4 singles, and 1 couple ?

37. A man puts his hand into a bag containing n things, all

different ; and he may draw 0, 1, 2, . . ., or any number up to n
;

show that he can make 2" different drawings.

38. Prove that the whole number of ways in which a selection of

one or more things can be made out of n different things is 2"- 1. If

p of the things are alike, prove that the whole number of ways in which
such a selection can be made is {p + \)2'^~P - 1.

39. In how many ways may a man vote at an election where every
voter gives six votes, which he may distribute as he pleases amongst
three candidates ?

40. With n letters a^, a^, • . ., «n, how many different products of

tlie form a-^-a.,fa^a^a^ can be formed ?

41. If r pigeon-holes contain respectively n^, n^^ . . ., iir tilings,

all different, how many 5- combinations can be formed by taking
s things from the pigeon-holes, but never more than one thing from
each ?

Multinomial Theorem

§ 253. We can now establish the Multinomial Theorem for

any Positive Integral Exponent, which is a rule for writing

out in standard form the expansion of {a^ + a.^ + . . . + a^rij"' »

it may be stated symbolically as follows :

—

(«1 + «2 + • • • + ^mT -- Zl,Ma,a, • • • aj^a^^ht^^'^ • • • «,/- (6),

where the smaller sigma denotes summation of all the terms of

the type (a^, ag . . . , a,„) that can be formed with the m
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letters a,, a^, . . . , «?« 5 ii^^a a ' • • a denotes the multi-
1 2 rt

nomial coefficient of nth order and type (a^ a.„ . . . , a^^), viz.

n I/ttj ! a2 ! . . . a,„ ! (where a^ + a2 + . . . +01,^ = n\ (see §

249). The larger sigma denotes summation with respect to all

possible types of products of the 7ith degree that can be formed

with the m letters.

In the demonstration we shall confine our attention to the

case {a + h + c + cVf ; clearness will thereby be gained, and

nothing essential lost in generality.

Since {a + h + c + dy is a symmetric function of a, 6, c, rf, the

coefficients of all the terms of any given type are equal (see

§ 100).

The possible types are a*, a%, a%^, a%c, abed. Hence

(^ + 6 + c + (i)* = ASa* + B2a'^6 + C^a%^ + DiVftc + Elahcd (7),

where A, B, C, D, E are evidently integers denoting the

numbers of times that each term of the respective types a\ a%^

a%^, a%c^ abed occurs in the distribution of the product

{a + h + c + d){a + 6 + c + d){a + b + c + d){a + b + c + d).

Consider the partial product a%'^. We may write a%'^ = aabby

which may be understood to indicate that rt-ft^ may be obtained

by taking a from the first bracket, a from the second, b from

the third, and b from the fourth. We may also write a%'^

= abab, which corresponds to taking a from the first, b from the

second, a from the third, and b from the fourth bracket ; in

short, it is obvious that for every distinct way of obtaining the

partial product a^ft- there is a distinct permutation of the letters

a^bb. Now as w^e have seen in § 249 the number of these per-

mutations is 4M2,2 = 4 !/2 ! 2 !

.

The same reasoning applies to the other four types. We
have therefore

{a + b + c + d)^

+ iTTTTTT!^'''''
= la* + ila'b + 6laV + 1 Zla-bc + 2ilabcd (8).
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It will be observed that the formation of the coefficients has

notliing whatever to do with the number of the letters abed, so

long as there are a certain minimum number present. Each

coefficient depends merely on the exponent n and on the type

indices a^, a.„ . . .
, a,;^. Take, for example {a + h + c + d + e)"*,

the types are the same as before, viz. a'*, a^6, a^6^, a^6c, abed.

Hence the coefficients are the same as before. We have, in fact

—

(^a + b + c + d + ey = ^a^ + 42a36 + 62«262 + j 2^a%c
+ 24^abcd (9),

The difference between (8) and (9) consists solely in the differ-

ence of the meaning of the sigmas. Thus in (8) Ha"* = a* + 6*

+ c* + d^; in (9) Sa"* = a^ + b^ + c^ + d'^ + e^ ; in (8) llabcd is

simply abed \ in (9) ^abcd = bcde + aede + abde + abce + abed ; and

so on.

It will now be evident that (8) holds for any number of

variables not less than 4.

For three letters we have simply to put d = 0, we thus get

(a + 6 + c)4 = 2a4 + 4^a% + 6^a%^- + 122a%c (10);

and so on.

The truth of the general theorem (6) will now be obvious
;

after what has been said, there is nothing new in it except the

generality of the notation.

It will be observed that, if m = n or >«, the terms of type

a^a^ . . . Un can occur ; and therefore terms of the required

degree of all possible t}^es will occur on the right of (6).

If m<w certain of the types will be wanting ; in particular

no term of the type rtj«,, . . . a^i can occur.

If m = 2, the only possible types are f/^^*^, «^**~Vfo,
«i*''"^'«2",

. . . ,
a^^^~''a/, • • • ,

^2'''' ^^^^ ^JV^ containing only a single

term. The equation (6) then becomes

^ - ^ (?i-l)!l! ^ ^ {n-r)\rl ^ ^

+ ...+V^ (11),

which is simply the binomial theorem.

Ex. 1. If „Cr have its usual meaning, and r>n-l, prove that

l-nCi + nCa- . . . +(-l)-„C,= (-l)'-„_iC,. (12).

Since 1 - x^'^il - x){l + x + x^ + . . . +0;"-^), we have the identity

(l-a;'»)(l-£c)"-i= (l-a;)''(l + a; + x-2+ . . . +af'-'^);

23
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that is to say

—

(1 - X"){1 - n-iCiX + n-lC<py'+ ...+(- l)"-l„_iCn-l.'K''-^)

= {l-nCiX + nG^'^- . . • +{-l)n"C„x''){l+x + x^+ . . .
+a;"-i) (13).

If we now compare the coefficients of x^ {r>n-l) on both sides of (13),

we see at once that (
- l)''„_iCr= 1 - nCj + ^Co -...+(- lYuGr-

Ex. 2. Find the coefficient of arh'-c^d^ in the expansion of {a + h + c

+ df.
The coefficient is 8 !/2 ! 2 ! 2 ! 2 ! = 2520.

Ex. 3. Find the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of (1 + 3a; + 2a;''^)^^

"We have, by (6)

—

(1 + 3x + 2a;2)io=S—^r—,r(3a:)^(2a;2)y
a ! p ! 7 !

^ 3?2n0!^„,
(14).

a ! j3 ! 7

!

where a + /3 + 7= 10 (15).

We have therefore to select those terms on the right of (14) for which

i3 + 27=6 (16),

and add the coefficients.

Since o, /3, y are all either zero or positive integers, it is easy to see

that the admissible values are given by the following table :
—

a
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7. The three middle terms in the expansion of (x + 1)**'-^, where
71 is an odd integer, are in A. 1'.

; sliow that x= {n + l)l{n-l) or
(7l-l)/(7t+l).

8. If the coefficients of x** in (ax + by^" and {bx + a)^"+^ be equal,
show that a = {n + l)/{2n + 1 ),

9. The product of three expressions each of the form a + h + c+ . . .

is to be formed. There are seven letters in the first, six in the second,
and five in the third. How many distinct terms are there if four of
the letters in the first are common to the other two ?

10. There are ten letters a, b, c, d, . . . ; how many different terms
are there of the type (1) a^bd

; (2) a^^V .

(3) ^2^2^ .

(4) ^4jg2 .

(5)
abcd^e ? How many different types are there of the fourth and fifth

degrees respectively with these letters ?

11. How many different types exist in the expansion of (a + 6 + c

+ d + efl
12. Show that the expansion of(rti + rt2+ • • • +a,n)**can be made

to depend on the expansion of (aj+ag-F . . . +nrY, m>r.
13. Prove that if 2s >n,{- ij^nCo,= „C2, - „Ci „Co^_i + „C:j nC2,-2 - • • •

14. Expand (a + b + cf.

15. Find the coefficient of a^b^ in the expansion of (a + b + c + dy^.
16. Expand (a + & + c + rf)^.

17. Find the coefficient of ab^cd in the expansion of (a - 2b

+ 2c- df.
18. Find the coefficient of ab'^c-d in the expansion of (a + 25

19. Find the coefficient of a:;^^ in the expansion of (1 +3i? + 3(^Y^.

20. Find the coefficient of .'-^ in the expansion of (1 - 2x + ai^y^.

21. Find the coefficient of x^^ in the expansion of (1 -x + 2x"y^.

22. Find the coefficient of x^^ in the expansion of (1 - ic + ic^ - x')^^



CHAPTER XXIV

DERIVATION OF CONDITIONAL EQUATIONS

§ 254. By the Derivation of Conditional Equations we
understand the process of deriving from a system of equations,

A, another system B which has all the solutions of A. As this

kind of work is an art in which almost every algebraic resource

can be utilised, we have reserved it for the end of this little

work. The learner will find here an algebraic pakestra in

which he can practise every kind of gymnastic that he knows.

The systems A and B spoken of may each contain one or

more equations. If B contain fewer equations than A, there

can of course, in general, be no question of equivalence ; because

(supposing all the equations of A independent^ B will have in-

finitely more solutions than A.

If the number of equations in B be the same as the number
of independent equations in A, there will naturally arise two

questions : first, wliether all the equations in B are independent;

second, supposing them all independent, is B equivalent to A

—

that is, has it exactly the same solutions as A, or has it more ?

When the given system A contains only one equation, the

derived system B can of course contain only one independent

equation ; but the question of equivalence still remains.

It is easy enough as a rule to make derivations ; but not so

easy to settle the questions just alluded to, i.e. to make it clear

M'hat is the exact meaning of the derivation. "We point this

out because an unfortunate practice has arisen of setting loosely

worded exercises on this subject in examination papers, which

not unfrequently amount to asking the examinee to establish

conclusions which are not rigorously true.

§ 255. The Use of the Principle of the Minimum Number
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of Variables is of course the theoretically fundamental method

in the derivation of equations. By means of tlie given system

A we express all the variables in terms of the smallest number
possible ; then, if B be a true derivative of A, every equation

in B will become an identity.

Ex. 1. If yz + zx + xrj= (1),

and none of the six x, y, z, y + z, z + x, x + y vanish, show that

^l/{y + z)=--2x'lxijz (2).

Since y + zi=0,'we have, by the given equation, o:= -yzj{y + z) ; and
obviously we cannot use fewer than the two variables y and z. "We

have therefore, since

z^x= z- yzj{y + z) = z^jiy + z),

x + y=y-yz/{y + z) = y^/{y+ z),

to establish the identity

1 y + z y + z ( il^z^ ., „"i I ip-^

y + z z- y^ Xiy + zf ^ f/y + ^

y'z^ „ „\i/ + z

/ , v2 + y +^ r2-¥>
.(y+~) J y^

which is immediately obvious, if we distribute the crooked bracket.

We shall give a more elegant solution of this example presently
;

meantime the learner should try to solve the more difficult question

—

whether (2) is equivalent to (1) under the restrictions imposed upon
X, y, z, etc.

§ 256. The Use of the Elementary Symmetric Functions
in many cases simplifies the application of the principle of the

minimum number of variables. If we denote Hx, 2x^, ^xyz, . . .,

where there may be any number of variables, by ^j, p,„ p_^, . - •

,

it is a fundamental theorem in the calculus of identities (the

general proof of which the beginner will meet with later on),*

that any integral symmetric function can be expressed as an

integral function of p^, p,^, p.^, . . ., which we call the elementary

symmetric functions.

A convenient method for calculating the monotypic sym-

metric functions in terms of ^j, p^, p^y • • • ) was given by
Cayley. It runs as follows :

—

Pi = ^T.;

p^ = 1x- + 2^xy
; j

* See A. XVIII. § 4.
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Pi = ^xijzu,

i^^p^ = '^x^yz + 4^xyzu,

p^ = 2a;2^2 + 22x^^2 + Q^xyzu,

p-^p-i
= ^"x^y + 22x^1/- + d^x^yz + 12lL,xyzii,

p^'^ = 2x^ + 4^x^y + 6l>xh/ + 1 2l!,x'^yz + ^4t'^xyzu
;

etc.

From these the reader will calculate without difficulty

Ix^y=p^% - 2p^^ - p^2h + 4?4 I /5\ .

2xV =_p^2 _ 2p^p^ + 2p^
1^x^yz=p^p^-4p^ j

etc.

These formulse hold for any number of variables, pro-

vided we notice that, when there are only two variables, we must
put p^ = 0, p^ = 0, etc. ; if there are only three, p^ = 0, 2^^ = 0,

etc., and so on.

Knowing that expressions of the kind exist in all cases, we
can emj)loy a variety of special methods for obtaining them
quickly in particular cases (see A. Chap. XVIII. §§ 2, 3, 4).

Ex. 2. Given that x^O, y^O, s+O, y + z^O, z + x4=0, x + 7/4=0, is

the equation (2) of Ex. 1, § 255, equivalent to (1), from which it is

derived ?

Since (2) is a derivative of (1), if we write it in the form

xyzi:{x + y){x + z) + {y + z){z + x){x + y)'Ex'^=0 (6),

which is equivalent to (2), since x^O, etc., we should expect that

2a??/, the characteristic of (1), will be a factor in the characteristic

of (6).

Introducing the elementary symmetric functions as variables, by
means of (4), we find that (6) becomes

PsiPl^ +P2) + iPx - ^P2){PlP2 -Pz) = 0,

that is

—

P4. Px - '^PxV^ + ^i^s) = 0-

Hence (6) is equivalent to
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P2 = and jOi^- 2j0i;>2 + 3/'3 = ;

that is to say, to (1) together with

(Zxf - 2'^x^xy + Sxyz= 0,

which may also be written

:i:x^ + Zx-ij + Sxyz=0.

Ex. 3. Eliminate x and y from the equations

x + y= a, x^ + y^= b^y a^ + y*=c*,

where «4=0, 54=0, c4=0.

If we introduce as variables the elementary symmetric functions

Pi = x + y, J?2= ^^> th^ three equations become

2)1 = a,

Pl*-^Pl'p2 + ^P2'= C*'

The first of these gives Pi= ", consequently the second becomes Sap^

= a^-b^, which reduces the third to

9a« - 12a\a^ - b^) + 2{a^ - b^f=^a?c\

which is equivalent to

^6 .. 8a3j3 _ 2^6 + 9a2c4= (7) ;

and this is the required eliminant, viz, it follows that a, b, c must
satisfy this last equation if the three given equations in x and y be

consistent.

Since ft+ O, it can readily be shown by reversing the analysis that

any common solution of x + y — a, and ii^ + i^= li^ satisfies X^ + y^^C^,

provided a, b, c are connected by the relation (7).

§ 257. Indirect Methods of Derivation.—It often happens

that the direct application of the principle of the minimum
number of variables is impossible or inconvenient, by reason of

the complication of the calculations required. In most cases,

for example, irrational operations would be required ; and these

it is a matter of convenience and also to some extent a point

of honour for the algebraist to avoid, unless some obvious special

advantage or elegance can be gained by their use.

In such cases indirect methods of derivation are resorted to,

such as Interequational Transformation, which has already

been explained in § 76.

If this process be used among the equations of a given

system A, it has the advantage that the derived system B, if it

contains a sufficient number of independent equations, is

equivalent to A.

We may also use Irreversible Processes of Derivation,
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such as squaring both sides of an equation or multiplying or

dividing by functions of the variables ; in such cases the question

of equivalence, if it arise, requires special examination.

Ex. 4. "We may solve Example 1 indirectly in the following, more
elegant way :

—

Since x^O, y^O, z^Q, we have

21/(2/ + s) = ^x/{xy+ xz).

Now, since ^xy= 0, we have xy + xz= -yz. Therefore

^x/{xy+ xz)= - ^x/yz,

= - liX^Jxyz,

which establishes the derivation.

Ex. 5. Show that we can always derive from the system

Ix + ony + 71= (8),

ax'^ + 2hxy + by'^ + 2gx + 2fy + c= (9),

where I and m do not both vanish, an equivalent system of the form

lx+ my + n= \ ,,f,.

a'{x^+ '!/^) + 2g'x + 2f'y + c' = 0j
''^"''•

The system

lx + my + n= (11),

ax^ + 2hxy + hy"^ + 2gx + 2/^/ + c + {\x + (iy + v){lx + my + n) = (12),

is equivalent to (8) and (9) ; for, by using (11) in (12), we reduce (12)

at once to (9).

Now X, IX, V are constants absolutely at our disposal. Let us

choose them so that the coefficients of a;^ and y'^ in (12) are equal, and
so that the coefficient of xy shall vanish.

The necessary and sufficient conditions are

ZX - mfi + a - 6= 0, m\ + Iij.-\- 21i= 0,

whence
X= ((& - a)l - 2hm} l[l? +m\
ix={{a-b)m-2hl}l{i:^-' + m^).

The values of X and fi will therefore be finite and determinate, so

long as I and m do not both vanish. It will be observed that p has

not been conditioned in any way. The required derivation can there-

fore be accomplished in a one-fold infinity of ways.
The reader will afterwards learn that the above analysis amounts to

proving that the intersections of a conic and a straight line can be

found in an infinity of ways by elementary geometric construction

—

a result which follows also from the considerations of § 240.

Ex. 6. If {y~ + z'^ + 7jz)/{y + z) = {z'^ + x'^ + zx)l{z + x), and if x^y,
2/ + 2:4=0, z + x=^0, x + y^O, then each of these fractions is equal to

lx^ + t/ + xy)/{x + y).

Since y + z4=0, z + x^O, the given equation is equivalent to

{z + «)(?/ + c2 + yz) - {y + s)(s2 + x^ + zx) = 0;
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that is— z^x -y) + y\z + x)- x\y + z) + z {y{z + x)- x{y + z)}=0;

that is— z~{x - y) - z{x^ - y-) - xy{x -y)- z^x -y) = 0;

that is

—

- (x-y)iyz + zx + xy) = 0.

Therefore, since x^y, the given equation is equivalent to

yz + zx +xy=0 (13).

From the symmetry of this equation, we might at once infer the

required conclusion ; but it Avill probably be more convincing if we
actually derive the result from (13).

Multiplying both sides of (13) by - {y~z), we derive

-iy-z){]/z + zx + xy) = 0;

from which in succession

—

a^iy -z)- xiy"^ - z^) - yz{y -z)- x-{y -z) = 0;
x^{y-z) + z-{x + y)-y'^(z + x) + x {z{x + y)- y{z + a;)} = ;

{x+ y){z^ + aj2 + zx) - {z + x){x^ -\- y^ + xy) = 0.

Hence, since x + y^O, z + x^O we derive finally

(«2 + a;^ + zx)l{z + x) = {aP + y^ + xy)/{x + y).

It will be observed that the steps in the latter half of the calculation

might have been derived from the first half by reversing the order of

the equations, and executing in each the circular permutation of

X, y, z into y, z, x.

Ex. 7. If

1/(1 +a;+ a;2/) + 1/(1 +2/ + 2/2) + 1/(1 +« + ^)= l (14)>

and ]+a; + cci/+0, I + 2/ + 2/2+O, l + 2; + 2a'4=0, then either xyz=\, or

else n(l+a;)= -1.

Let us put, for the moment, A for x-V xy, B for y + yz, and C for

z + zx. Then, since, by our conditions, 1 + A4=0, 1 + 64=0,1 + 04=0,
(14) is equivalent to

2(1 + B)(l + C) = n(l + A);

that is, to 3 + 2SA + 2AB = l+2A + 2AB + ABC;
that is, to 2 + SA-ABC = 0;

or, if we replace A, B, C by their values, to

2 + 2x + llxy - xyzU{l +x) = 0.

Now this last equation may be written

l + U{l+x)-xyz-xyzU{l+x) = 0,

or {l-x7jz){l+U{l+x)}=0.

Hence either l-xyz= 0, or l + n(l+a:;) = 0, which is virtually the
required conclusion.

§ 258. In the applications of Algebra, to co-ordinate geometry,
for example, which is one of the most beautiful, indirect derivation

of conditional equations is one of the commonest operations. The
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student of mathematics who has mastered the bare elements

should therefore practise this exercise assiduously. But we repeat

our warning that, important as is dexterity of the fingers, lie

who cultivates this at the expense of accurate thought may
become a successful worker of certain kinds of superficial

examination problems, but a mathematician, or a successful

applier of mathematics to things practical, never !

EXERCISES LXXVI.

1. li a + b + c= = bc-ca-ab, and a, b, c be all real, show that the
product be is negative.

2. If {y/x + bla){zjx + cla) = bcja'^, then 'Zajx=^, provided a, x, y, z

be all finite both ways.

3. lix^=x + \, x^= 2x-\-\.

4. lia-Vb + c + d= 0, prove that a^ + b^ + c^ + d^ + 3(a + b){b + c){c + a)

= 0, and {a^-b){a + c){a + cl) = {b + c){b + d){b + a) = {c + d){c + a){c + b)

= {d + d)[d + b){d + c).

5. Eliminate x and y from a? + ?/= 4 , 3x' + 5?/= 1 4, ax"^ + bxy + cy^= d.

6. If a, b, c, d be all positive and the sum of any three greater than
the fourth, and if {{c + df-{a-bf}/{{a + c + d)^-b^ + {{d + a)^-{b
- cf} / {(a + b +d)^ - c^} -1, prove that a + b= c + d.

7. Show that if a^= bc, then {b- - ca)^ + {c^ - ab)^ ca.n he expressed
as the square of a rational function of certain of the letters a, b, c.

8. If (a; + 1 )2= X, find the value of 1 1^-^ + Sa;^ + 8a; - 2.

9. Show that, if x + ?/ + ;:, the equations {x - z)/{x - ?/) = {y- x)j{y - z)

= {z- y)/{z - x) are equivalent to a single equation only.

10. Eliminate a; and y from the system x + y= a + b, {a + \)x + {b

+ X)y = ab, {b + 2\)x + {a + 2\)y=a^ + b\
11. If x=pq, y= qr, z= rs and x + y + z=2^^^ then {x + y)'^ + {y + z)^

= {x + zf.

12. If a;, y, z, ?( are real and x^ + u'^= 2{xy + yz + ztc-y'^-z'^), prove
that x = y= z= u.

13. If x-a :y- p :z-y= l : on :n, show that {my - np)x + {na

-ly)y + {l^-ma)z= 0.

14. If a:b= c: d, then d^ + b^ : c^ + d^=ab : cd. Is the converse
necessarily true ?

15. If y + z+io= ax, z+ u + x= by, ic + x + y= cz, x + y + z= d7i, then
l=Sl/(a + l) or 2a'= 0.

16. If a : b = c : d, a, b, c, d being each finite both ways, prove

that a'^+b'^ + c'^ + d^ : d'-b'^ + c^-cP = a^- + b--(y'-cP : a^-b''-c' + d:^

Is the converse true ?

17. If X and y he real and l + x^=y^-Sxy, then either l+x=y or

x= -y=l.
18. If ax^ + bxy + cy'^= l, cx'^ + bxy + ay-=l, x + y=l, and c^a,

show that a + 6 + c= 4.
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19. U x^ + y-=l and x + }j= 2,sho\v that {x^ + x+l)'^ + {7f + y + l)'^

= 7/2.

20. If yz + ay + bz= zx + az-\-bx=xy+ ax + by=0, yz + zx + xy= xyz,

and a; 4= 0, 2/ 4= 0, c 4= 0, then a + b= - 3.

21. Given {bz + cy)/ayz= {ex + az)/bzx= {ay + bx)/cxy, x=^0,y^O,z^O,
show that X :y : z= a/{b + c-a) : b/{c + a-b) : cj{a + b-c), provided

a, b, c satisfy certain restrictions.

22. If 20;= 0, a; 4=0, y^O, z^O, then Zl/(y2 + ~2_ ^2)^0.

23. UA= b-c,B=c-a,C = a-b, then ZA4= 22A'^B"l

24. If x=a{y + z), y= b{z + x), z= c{x + y), and x + y + z^'O, x^^O,

2/4=0, c4=0, find a relation between a, b, c independent of x, y, z ; and
show that a-2/f7(l - bc) = y~/b{l - cn) = z^/c{l - ab).

25. Find systems of the forms lx + my + nz= ^, A.x^ + By^ + Cs^=
(a), lx + my+ nz= 0, Dyz + 'E.zx + Fxy= (/3), equivalent to Ix + my + nz
= 0, rtx2 + 6i/2 + a- + 2fyz + 2g'^a; + 2Aa-?/ = 0.

26. If a + 5 + c= 0, and ax + by + cz= 0, then 2(c?/ + bzf = 3Il{cy + bz).

27. U bz + cy= cxi-az= ay + bx and 2;/r= 2!Sv~, then a±b±c= 0.

28. If 2s= a + 6 + c, S= a2 + j2 + c-2, prove that 2(S - 2a2)(S - 2^2)

= 16,s(5-«)(s-&)(s-c).

29. If2a-= 0, then 2icV(2/' + ^-3A'?/;:) = 0.

30. If 2a= 0, and a{by + cz-ax) = b{cz + ax-by) = c{ax + by-cz),

show that 2a;= 0, provided a 4=0, & + 0, c4=0. "What follows if a = 0,

fe + 0?
31. Eliminate x and y from xja-\-yJb= \, x^-\-y^= (?, xy= cP.

32. If 2/1^ - 4aa;i = 7/3^ - 4aa:2= 0, {y- y-^){x^ - x.^) + {x- x^){tj2 - y^) = 0,

and 7/j 4= Vo, a 4= 0, then ?/(?/] + 7/2) - ?/]?/<> - 4:ax= 0.

33. If"'2a6= 0, prove {Zaf= ±({-''; (2a)3= 2«3- 3a&c
;

(2a)^= 2rt4

- iabcliO.

34. Eliminate a; and y from x + y= a, cc- + ?/-= &-, a^ -x-y-xy^ + y^

= <?.

35. If 32a%-22a^-12a&c= 0, one of the three «, ?>, c must be an
arithmetic mean between the other two.

36. If 2rt4=0, 2a6 + 0, and Za^l'Zar='La-l^a, then each of these

= ^a{W + c^)l2^ah.

37. Show that the equations 2a'= 0, ll{;y + z) = a, 2a;^= & are incon-

sistent unless 3a + 6= 0. If this condition be satisfied, there are an
infinity of common solutions.

38. li a^b^c,x + y + z= 0, and X'l{b - c) + y~l{c -a) + z~/{a -b) = 0,

then xl{b - c) = y/{c -a) = zl{a - b).

39. If x/{yz - x^) = a, yl{zx - ?/-) = b, zj{xy - z^) = c, then under certain

restrictions aj{bc - a-) : b/{ca - b-) : cl{ab -c^) = x: y : z; and if yz + za;

+ a;?/= 0, then a = b = c, or 2a = 0.

40. If {yz-x^)/{y + z) = {zx-7/)l{z + x), x + 7j, y + z + 0, r + a;4=0,

show that each of them =x + y + z.

41. If 2aj= a, 21/a;= l/a, then 2a;2"+i = rt2'»+i, 21/a;2'«+i = l/a2»+i.

42. If x + y^z, y + z=^0, ;: + a' + 0, x + y + 0, and {yz-x^)l{y-\-z) = {zx

- i/)l{z + x), prove that each of these fractions is equal to x + y + z, and
also to {xy-z^)/{x + y). Show that a;, y, z cannot be all real.

43. If X, y, z be all finite both ways, and all unequal, then {yz - x^)

/x= {zx-y^)/y= {xy-z-)lz are equivalent to one equation only, and
^y*^= 2xhfz:^ZxK
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44. \iy?-y^-d?'— ip--zx-}p-=-'^-xy-(P-= ^, and a^-6V4^0, J*

- c'a' 4= 0, c* - a2j2 4, q, show that x\{a'' - b'^c") = 7j/{b^ - c'^a^)=zl{c^ - a%'^)
;

and find a;, y, z in terms of a, b, c.

45. If T^ + 171^ + 11-^1, aP + bm'^ + cn^=0, a + 6 + c, then Sa^/a^

2mV(& - c) = V{ - ^mhi^cib - c)^} =S say. If & = c, a 4^ 6, then
S= -ca.

46. If {x- a)Jyz= {y -b)jzx= {z-c)jxy, and a? 4=0, ?/ 4=0, 24=0, show
that 2aa;(i/2 - s^) = o, ^ah^iif - s^) = - (y^ _ 22)(£2 _ ^2^^;^2 _ ^^2)^

47. If K, 2/} 2 are each finite both ways, y + z^Q, z + x^O, x + y^O,
and (7/2 + ^2 - a;2)/(2/ + 2) = (s^ + a;^ - 7/2)/(c + x) = (.1-2 + y2 _ ~2)/(,^. + ,,)^ show
that at least two of the three x, y, z must be equal ; and find all the

admissible values of the ratios X'.yxz.



CHAPTER XXV

graphical discussion of rational functions

Simple Typical Cases

§ 259. The general character of the graph of a rational function

is largely determined by the position and nature of the Zeros

and Infinities of the function—that is to say, by the values of

X for which the values of the function become zero or cease to

be finite, and by the way in which the value of the function

varies in such neighbourhoods. We shall, therefore, gain sim-

plicity as well as clearness and brevity in the following discussion

if we begin by working out carefully a few simple typical cases

to illustrate the behaviour of a rational function and the corre-

sponding peculiarities of its graph in the neighbourhood of a zero

or an infinity of the function.

In working through this chapter, the student is supposed to

trace out all the fundamental curves for himself, using either

plotting paper or square and scale. In no other way can he

arrive at that kind of "lively conviction" which will enable

him to discuss new cases for himself without hesitation or

liability to error.

§ 260. Case I. y-^ax (1).

We have already seen (§ 58) that the graph for this equation

is a straight line passing through the origin. The graph will

run to an infinite distance in the first and third quadrants, or in

the second and fourth quadrants, according as a is positive or

negative. It should be observed that in passing through its

zero, which corresponds to x = 0, the value of tlie function

changes its sign, and the graph crosses the x-axis at the origin,
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making with the a>axis an angle which is not infinitely small,

supposing, as we tacitly do, that a 4= 0.

§ 261. Case II. y = ax^ (2).

The nature of the graph for this equation (see §§ 55, 58) has

already been fully indicated in the case where a is positive. To
get the graph when a has any negative value, say a= — 3, we

Fig. 7.

have obviously merely to draw the graph for the corresponding

positive value of a, viz., in the case supposed, the graph ofy= Sx^,

and take its image in a plane mirror whose plane is perpendicular

to the co-ordinate plane, and whose reflecting surface meets that

plane in the a;-axis.*

We thus get a graph like Fig. T. AVe may speak of these

This process we shall hereafter briefly describe as reflection in the x-

axis.
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two graplis as a Festoon and an Inverted Festoon re-

spectively.

The graph of y = a.r- is typical of y = ax'^''", whore 2w is any

even positive integer. The only dili'erence observable when the

graphs are drawn accurately to scale is that the curves are

flatter at the origin and run more steeply to infinity as 2m is

taken greater and greater (see § 55).

Fio. 8.

It will be observed in the present case that the function ax~^^

passes through its zero (corresponding to x = 0) without changing

its sign; and that the graph touches, but does not cross, the x-

axis at the origin ; also that the graph passes to infinity in the

first and second quadrants, or else in the third and fourth

quadrants, according as a is positive or negative ; this is ex-

pressed analytically by saying that ax-^^ becomes infinite only

when x is infinite, and that the sign of its infinity is the same
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as tlie sign of a. We may also say that as x passes througli

infinity {i.e. passes from +00 to — 00 , or vice versa)^ ax-'"^ passes

througli infinity without change of sign.

§ 262. Case III. y = ax^ (3).

A graph, typical of this case, when a is positive, viz. the

graph of y = x^, has already been drawn (§ 55). To get a type

for the case where a is negative, say the graph for y= — x^, we
have merely to take the image of the graph of y = x^ in the

a;-axis. We thus get Fig. 8. As has been pointed out in § 58,

to get the graph when a has any value differing from unity, we
have merely to alter the scale of the ordinates (i/'s) in the graph

for y = x^ OT y= — x^.

Like ax, the function ax^ changes sign as it passes through its

zero ; but, unlike ax, the graph touches the x-axis at the origin

which is the point on the graph corresponding to the zero value.

A point, like the origin in the present case, where a curve

crosses its tangent and changes the direction of bending, is called

a Point of Inflexion.

The graph of ax^ runs to infinity in two opposite quadrants

—the first and third if a be positive, the second and fourth if

a be negative. Analytically this amounts to saying that ax^

passes through infinity and changes its sign as x passes from

+ 00 to — GO
, or vice versa.

§ 263. Case IV. y^a/x (4).

For simplicity, let us consider the case y^ljx, which is

typical of all cases where a is positive, all other cases being

derivable therefrom by merely altering the scale of the ordi-

nates.

When x=\, y=l. For any positive value of x, which is

less than 1, l/x>l ; and the smaller we take x the larger l/x

becomes. For example, we have the following table of corre-

sponding values of x and y :

—

X 1, 1/10, 1/100, 1/1000, 1/10,000, . . .

y 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, ...

In short, by making x a sufficiently small positive quantity,

we can make y as large a positive quantity as we please.

Graphically the result is that, as we approach the origin from

the point x=l on the x-axis, the graph runs away towards the

positive end of the ^/-axis, getting nearer and nearer thereto, as
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xis made smaller and smaller, but never qiiite reaching it, although

we can get a point on the graph as near the i/-axis as we choose by
taking x sufficiently small and positive. In such a case as this

the graph is said to approach the ?/-axis asymptotically ; and
the 2/-axis is spoken of as an asymptotic straight line, or simply

as an asymptote.*
Consider next values of x greater than 1 ; for such values,

l/./;< 1, and by making x sufficiently large, we can make Ijx as

Fig. 9.

small a positive quantity as we please, but never quite zero so

long as a; is finite and definite. For example, we have the

following corresponding pairs of values :

—

X 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10,000, . . .

y 1, 1/10, 1/000, 1/1000, 1/10,000, . . .

It appears therefore that, as we proceed from x=\ towards

* From the Greek vocables a-negative cvv ~ " together with " and
7rrwr6s " falUng." " Curvilinear asymptotes " are sometimes used in

mathematics ; but when no adjective is used, " rectilinear " is understood.

24
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the positive end of the a>axis, the graph runs down more and

more nearly to the a!;-axis, never quite reaching it, but

approaching it in such a way that by taking a positive value of

X sufficiently large, we can find a point on the graph above the

a;-axis, but as near it as we please. In short, the s;-axis is an

asymptote to the graph.

Y

Fig. 10.

So far as the positive side of the 7/-axis is concerned, the

graph must therefore be as in Fig. 9.

Since, if we change the sign of x without altering its absolute

value, "we merely change the sign of Ijx, it appears at once that

the part of the graph corresponding to negative values of x will

be found by reflecting the part already drawn first in the ^-axis,

and then again in the a--axis. In other words, if P and P' be

the points on the graph, whose abscissae are + h and - h

respectively, P and P' are collinear with the origin, and

OP = OP'.
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To get the graph of ?/= - l/x, which is typical of the case

of y = ajx where a is negative, we have merely to reflect the

graph of Fig. 9 in the a-axis. We thus get Fig. 10.

The case y = ajx is evidently, so far as the general form of

the graph is concerned, typical of the general case y ^ajx^'"^'^^,

where 2m + 1 is any odd positive integer.

The analytical peculiarities of the function ft/sc^"^"*"!, which

are clearly brought out by the above graphical discussion, are

that it has no zero for any finite value of x, but passes through

zero and changes its sign as x passes from + co to — oo ; and

that its infinity corresponds to a finite value of «, viz. x = 0, the

function changing its value suddenly from — oo to + co as x

passes through the value 0.

To indicate that y is very large and positive when x is very small
and positive, but very large and negative when x is very small and
negative, it is usual and convenient to say that, "when x=+0,
y= +ao

^ and when a:= -0, y= - oo ." This is, of course, merely a piece

of mathematical shorthand, and must not be magnified by the beginner
into a mystery of any kind. In the same way we shall sometimes use

a-0 to mean "a quantity less than a by veiy little ;
" and a + to

mean " a quantity greater than a by very little."

§ 264. Case V. y = alx^ (5).

"W"e may consider first the special case y=l /x-. It is obvious,

as in Case IV., that (1, 1) is a point on the graph ; and also that

the graph will run asymptotically towards the positive ends of

the axes of x and y, just as in Case IV., the only difference being

that Ijx^ decreases more rapidly as x increases from 1, and
increases more rapidly as x decreases from 1, than does 1/x.

The graph of ?/=l/x^ will therefore approach the asymptote

OX more rapidly, and the asymptote OY less rapidly than the

graph of 1/= ijx.

When we consider negative values of Xj there is a funda-

mental difference between Cases IV. and V. ; for, since l/( — xf
= l/.''^, it follows that the values of y for positive and negative

values of x of equal absolute value are equal. Hence the part

of the graph to the left of the ^-axis is the image in that axis of

the part to the right. Tlie graph is therefore like the con-

tinuously drawn curve in Fig. 11.

The graph of i/ = — 1/x^ is obviously the image in the a:-axis of

the graph of ^= ijx^—that is, like the dotted curve in Fig. 11.

From one or other of these curves the graph of (5), when the
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absolute value of a is not unity, can be obtained by merely

altering the scale of the ordinates.

The graph of y = ajx-'*^, where 2m is any even positive

integer, is evidently of the same general form as the graph

of ajx^. The analytical peculiarities of the function ajz-'^

V

t

I

1

Fig. 11.

corresponding to the peculiarities of the graph just indicated are

that it has no zero for any finite value of cc, but passes through

zero without change of sign as x passes from + oo to — oo ; and

that it passes through oo without change of sign as x passes

through 0, the sign of the infinity being the same as the sign

of a.
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§ 265. Case VI. y = ax + h + cjx (6),

for very large values of x.

"We first draw the graph of

y^ = ax + b (7),

where we have attached a suffix to the y to distinguish it from

the y of equation (6). The graph of (7), as we have already-

seen in § 58, is a straight line AB, as in Fig. 12, if, to fix our

Fig. 12.

ideas, we suppose both a and h to be positive. Consider now
the ordinates of the straight line AB and of the graph of (6)
corresponding to one and the same value of x, as given by the

equations (7) and (6). We have y — y^^c/x ; in other words,

we pass to the graph of (6) by adding c/x to the corresponding

ordinate of AB. The point Q on the graph of (6) will therefore

be above or below the corresponding point P on AB, according

as cjx is positive or negative. Suppose for a moment that c is
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positive, then cjx is positive when x is positive, and negative

when X is negative. Hence the graph of (6) is above AB
towards the far right and below towards the far left of the co-

ordinate diagram. Furthermore, c being constant, as x is made
larger and larger, cjx becomes smaller and smaller ; and cjx can

be made as small a positive or negative quantity as we please by
making x a sufficiently large positive or negative quantity.

Hence by going sufficiently far to the right or left we shall find

Fig. 13.

the divergence PQ between the graph of (6) and the straight line

AB as small as we please. In other words, the line AB is an
asymptote to the graph of (6) ; and the curve runs off towards

one end of the asymptote and reappears at the other on the

opposite side, like the continuously drawn curve in Fig. 1 2.

If c had been negative instead of positive, the only difference

would have been that the graph would have lain below the

asymptote on the far right and above on the far left, as is

indicated by the dotted curve in Fig. 12.
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§ 266. Case VII. y = ax + h + c/o:" (8),

for verv larore values of .'•,

Here, as in Case VI., we first draw the graph oiy = ax + b

and compare it with the graph of (8). The conclusions are the

same as before, except that now c/x^ has the same sign for

very large values of x whether positive or negative ; lience the

curve is above the straight line AB both on the far right and

on the far left, or else below in both cases, according as c is

positive or negative. The straight line is an asymptote as

before, and the carve runs away towards one end of the

asymptote and returns from the other end on the same side as

shown by the continuously drawn curve in Fig. 13, in which

a, b, c are supposed to be all positive. When c is negative, the

graph runs like the dotted curve in Fig. 13.

EXERCISES LXXVII.

I. Plot the graph of y= Z3^. 2. Plot the graph of y= - ^x*.

3. Show that the graphs of ?/= aa-"* and y= bx^, where a and b are

both positive, and m and n positive integers, have only one real point

in common besides the origin, unless 7n and n be either both even or

both odd, in which case they have two.

4. Indicate the ultimate forms towards which the graph of y= ax^
tends when m is increased more and more.

5. Plot the graph of y= - B/x. 6. Plot the graph of y= 2lx'^.

7. Discuss the finite intersections of the graphs of y= l/x'"'; y= l/x".

8. To what ultimate form does the graph of y= alx^ tend when m
is increased more and more.

Make out as much as you can regarding the forms of the following

graphs by using the typical cases, and afterwards verify your con-

clusions by plotting a number of points from the equations :

—

9. y^2x-l-llx.
_

10. y= -x-l+2/x-.
II. y= -x + 4:/x.

'

12. y= x-16/x^.
13. y= \-\lx. 14. y= 2-8/x^.
15. y= x^+i/x. 16. y= x^-llx^.
17. y=\lx+ \lx\ 18. y=l/x-l/jA
19. y= llx^-l/x^. 20. y=l/x'^+l/x^.
21. y=x-x^ + l/x. 22. y= x-\lx+\lx^.

§ 267. By the artifice of Changing the Origin of Co-ordinates
we can at once considerably extend the scope of the standard

Gases I.-V.

Consider, for example

—

y = a{x-af (9),
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where, to get a definite figure, we shall suppose a and a both

positive. Let u) (Fig. 14) be the point whose co-ordinates are

(a, 0) ; and let P be any point whose co-ordinates with reference

to the original axes OX, OY are {x, y). Take a new pair of axes,

viz. tuX and wY', wY' being parallel to OY. If
(J, >;) be the

co-ordinates of P relative to wX, wY', we have obviously ^ = x a.

Fig. 14.

r] = y. Hence if we refer the graph of (9) to the new axes, its

equation becomes

Now this is Case III., the plotting being of course carried

out with reference to the new axes. Hence the graph is as

drawn in Fig. 14. In short, the graph of (9) is simply the

graph of (3) shifted through a distance a to the right. If a

had been negative, the shift would have been to the left.

The reader will have no difficulty in deducing the graphs of

y = a(x-a) (10),

and y = a{x-af (11),

from the graphs of (1) and (2) respectively.
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Consider next

y^P + cjx (12);

and suppose, for the present, that ^ is positive

Let to (Fig. 15) be the point (0, ^}, and let wX' and wY be

a new pair of rectangular axes parallel to the former pair,

having w for origin. If (^, tf) be the co-ordinates with reference

to ojX', wY of a point P, whose co-ordinates with reference to

OX, OY are (x, y\ we have obviously ^ = a:, r] = y — fS. Hence

Y
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distance (i parallel to the ^/-axis, up or down according as /? is

positive or negative.

Lastly, consider

y = j-^-Ax-\-b (14),

wliicli might be written

If we put a = 2, we get 2/
= 1 ; therefore (2, 1) is a point on

Fig. 16.

the curve. Let us examine the shape of the curve by taking

the point (2, 1), w say (Fig. 16), as origin, the new axes w'X,

wY' being parallel to the original axes OX, OY respectively.

If (^, yf)
be the co-ordinates with reference to wX', wY' of the

point P, whose co-ordinates with reference to the axes OX, OY
are {x, y), we have obviously a;=2 + ^, i/=l+r;. Hence the

equation to the graph of (14) referred to wX', wY' is

i+7/ = (^-h2)2-4(f-F2)-f5
which reduces to
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but this is Case II. Hence the graph of (14) is obtained by-

shifting the graph of ?/ = .'•- a distance 2 to the right, parallel to

the X-axis, and then a distance 1 upwards, parallel to the y-axis,

so that the apex of the festoon comes to the point (2, 1). The

graph for (14) is therefore given by Fig. 16.

It is obvious that in this way the examination of the nature

of a curve at any point P can be reduced to the discussion of

the nature of a curve at the origin of co-ordinates shifted for the

purpose to the particular point P.

§ 268. It will be convenient at this stage to define precisely

what is meant by Maxima, Minima, and Turning Values of a

function.

When any value, b, of a fmiction is greater than the immediately
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increase and begins to decrease, and at a minimum value ceases

to decrease and begins to increase, if we imagine x increased so

that the function passes through the turning value.

The points on tlie graph of a function which correspond to

its maxima and minima are evidently points of maximum and

minimum distance from the ic-axis—that is to say, tops of hills

and bottoms of valleys on the curve. It is also obvious that

in (general at turning-points the tangents to the graph are parallel

to the X-axis. Thus, for example, in Fig. 17, A, B, C, D
are turning-points, at which the tangents are parallel to the

ic-axis.

It should, however, be noted that points, such as E in Fig. 17,

may occur at which the tangent is parallel to the a;- axis and which are

not turning-points.

Again, turning-points may occur at which the graph has a sharp
point or a nick, such as F and G in Fig. 17, and at which the
tangents are not parallel to the axis of x. It will not be found, how-
ever, that such points occur on the graphs of rational functions.

It follows at once from the most obvious notions of geometric

continuity that so long as a function is continuous, maxima and
minima values must follow each other alternately, i.e. every hill

on the graph must be followed by a valley before another hill

can occur.

The Graph of the General Quadratic Function

ax^ + bx-h c

§ 269. In discussing the graph of the general quadratic

function, whose equation is

y = ax'^ -{-hx-i- c (15),

it is convenient to transform the function as was done in

factorising it (see § 130). We thus reduce (15) to the

equivalent form

2/ = a(x + 6/2a)2 -j- (4ac - 62)/4a (16).

If we now change the origin (as in § 267) to the point

(
— 6/2a, (4ac - h^)/4a), by putting x= — h/2a + ^, y = (4:ac

— 62)/4a -f 17, the equation (16) becomes simply

which is Case II. (§261).
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It appears therefore that the, graph of the quadratic functio)i

is a festooUj or an inverted festoon^ according as a is positive or

negative.

The co-ordinates (with reference to the original axes) of the

vertex of the festoon are x= — b/2a and ij = (4ac — lr)JAa ; and

this vertex is obviously a minimum or a maximum turning-point

according as a is positive or negative.

The reader should draw for himself the figures corresponding

to the twelve cases indicated in the following table, in which

A stands for the discriminant of the quadratic function, viz.

6- — 4rtc :

—

a
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Ex. Trace the graph of -3a;^ + 2a?+l, and find its turning value,

and the value of x corresponding thereto.

The equation to the graph may be -smtten y= -3a^+2a^ + l. If

we transform this as above indicated, we have y= - 3(a;- l/3)"2 + 4/3.

The co-ordinates of the turning-point are £c=l/3, y=4:IS. The
equation to the gi'aph referred to (1/3, 4/3) as origin is ??= - 3^. The
graph is therefore an inverted festoon, the vertex of which, (1/3, 4/3),

is a maximum point. The function -Sx^ + 2x+l has therefore a

maximum value 4/3 corresponding to x=l/3.

The graph is roughly indicated in Fig. 18, where 0D = 1/3, CD
= li; andOA= l/3, 0B = 1, 0E = 1.

EXERCISES LXXVIII.

Draw graphs for the following. Use the artifice of changing the

origin where necessary to get the general form of the gi'aph ; and
finally check your result by plotting a sufiicient number of test

points :

—

1. y=x{x-l). 2.

3. y= {x-l){x-2). 4.

5. y= ot^-4.x + S. 6.

7. y= x'^-'ix + 6. 8.

9. y=x^ + x + l. 10.

11. y=3x^-10x + A. 12.

13. y= -2x'^+ 9x-i. 14. y= -^-12x-9.

y= X? + 2x.

y= {l-x){x-2).
y—x^-^x + 4:.

y=2 + x-x^.

y= 2x'^-2x + 2.

y^a^-x"^
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16. v=-\l{x-Zf. 16. y=\l{x+\f.
17. )j= 2/{x + 2)'^. 18. y= x^ + '3x'^ + 3x.

19. y= S-2/{x-l). 20. y= 3 + l/{x + 2)'^.
_

21. If the graph of a quadratic function cut the a;-axi.s in two dis-

tinct points equidistant from the origin, its turning-point is on the

i/-axis, and conversely.

22. Find a (quadratic function whose graj)!! has its turning-point at

(3, 9), and which cuts the ?/-axis at the point (0, 1).

23. The graph of a quadratic function meets the ct'-axis in the

points ( - 1, 0), (1/2, 0), and the ?/-axis in the point (0, - 3) ; find the

turning vahie of the function.

Method of Approximation

§ 270. In practice every arithmetical calculation is carried

out to a finite number of digits, say to a given decimal place, e.g.

to hundreds only, or to tens, to units, to tenths, to hundredths,

etc. Likewise every measurement has in practice only a limited

degree of accuracy. A land measurer may measure within an

inch or two ; a joiner to 1/32 of an inch ; and so on. Alike,

therefore, by arithmetical calculation and by practical measure-

ments we have directly suggested to us the notion of successive

approximations of greater and greater accuracy to a given

quantity. Consider, for example, the diagonal of a square whose

side is 1 inch. A rough approximation to the length of the

diagonal is 1-4 in. ; we might call this a First Approximation.
A closer approximation is 1*4 1 in., which we might call a Second
Approximation. A nearer approximation still is 1*414 in.,

which we might call a Third Approximation, and so on.

The application of this order of ideas to the calculation of

the values of functions and to the plotting of their graphs leads

us to a method of the highest importance both in theory and
in practice. In particular, we shall find that the method of

approximation enables us greatly to extend the usefulness of the

seven typical cases studied at the beginning of this chapter.

Since every magnitude that occurs in practice may be

supposed to be represented by the length of a straight line, we
shall suppose that the practical jDurpose that we have in view

in calculating the values of a function is the plotting of its

graph to various scales. The larger the scale the greater of

course is the accuracy with which we can represent the value of

the abscissa, and the greater the accuracy required in the

calculation of the ordinate of the graph.
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§ 271. Approximations when x and y are both Small.

—

Consider the graph of

yz=x — x^ (18) ;

and let us suppose that the scale of our diagram is such that we
cannot lay down y to nearer than l/1 000th of the ordinate-

scale-unit. Then, if we confine ourselves to values of x which

lie between —"01 and + "01, we need not consider the term x^

at all, since ^
|
.x^ |>-000()01 if |a;|>-01. For the part of

the graph considered, y = xi3 therefore a sufficient approximation.

Moreover, since x^/x = x^ we see that, as x is made smaller and
smaller, the importance of x^ relatively to x becomes smaller

and smaller. In other words, the straight line represented by

y= x becomes a better and better approximation to the graph of

(18) the nearer we approach the origin ; and is a sufficient practical

approximation for all purposes that do not require the ordinate

to be calculated nearer than to '001, so long as |3:|>*01. "We

therefore call this straight line a First Approximation to the

Graph of (18) at the origin.

Next, consider the graph of

y = x — x^ + x'^ — x^ (19)-

If we suppose — '1 > a:> + *!, and accuracy in the value of y up to

•001 be required, the first approximation y = x would no longer

be sufficient for the whole interval considered. We must, there-

fore, consider the curve

y = x — x^,

which is said to give a Second Approximation to the Graph
of (19).

If accuracy were required up to '0001, we should have to

consider x^ ; and we might replace the graph of (19) within the

interval - '1 j>a;*'*l by the graph of

y = x — x^ + x^,

which we call a Third Approximation to the graph.

It should be noticed that, besides giving us arithmetical

accuracy up to the third place of decimals in the interval

— *l>-a;>*I, the second approximation gives us the important

information that near the origin on the right the graph of (19)

falls below the straight line y — x, which is the first approxima-

* The reader will recollect that
|
x^

\
means the absolute or mere arith-

metical value of x^.
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tion just at the origin, and rises above the same straight line to

the immediate left of the origin.

By looking at Fig. 2, p. 67, where the graphs oi y = x

and y = x — x^ are drawn to scale, the reader will see how closely

the line y = x coincides with the graph of y = x — a^ very near

the origin. He will also note that it is only near the origin

that the approximation holds good ; as ce is increased or

decreased more and more, the two graphs separate more and

more, and for large values of x they diverge utterly.

In the above examples we have supposed that the graph

passes through the origin—that is that x and y vanish together.
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A first approximation to the graph is given by

7,= -^ (21),

which represents a straight line PcoP' (Fig. 19).

A second approximation is given by

V=-^-e (22).

Since, for one and the same vahie of ^, we derive the ordinate of

(22) from the ordinate of (21) by subtracting |-, which has the same
sign whether ^ is positive or negative, it follows that (22) represents a

curve like QwQ', lying below PwP', and convex towards it,

§ 272. Approximations when o: and y are both very

Large.—Consider again the graph whose equation is (18). We
may write the equation in the equivalent form

y= -a;3(l-l/a;2) (23).

If now we suppose x to be very large, l/x^ will be very

small compared with 1, and for a first approximation to the

graph we may replace 1 — ifx^ by 1. We thus get

y= - x^

which is Case III. § 262.* Hence for very large values of x

the graph of y = x — o:^ has nearly the same shape as the graph

of y= -x^ (which is drawn to scale in Fig. 8, p. 367). This

is sometimes expressed by saying that the graph of y= — x^ is

a First Approximation at Infinity to the graph oiy = x-x^.

In the same way, since the equation

y = x^-x^ + x^-l (24)

may be written

y = x\l - 1/u; + l/x^ - l/a;4) (25),

a first approximation at infinity to (24) is given by

y = x^ (26);

a second approximation would be given by

y = x\l-llx\
that is— y = x^-x^ (27);

a third approximation by

y = x\l -l/x+l/x^),

that is— y = x^ -.c>^ + x^ (28) ;

and so on.

* For example, if a;= 1000, the difference between the ordinates of (22)

and (23) is 1000, a quantity which is in itself large, no doubt, but which is

small compared with 1,000,000,000.
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Another good example of the present kind of approximation

may be given in connection with

2/ = x+l + !/.«- l/x2 (29).

When X is very large the order of importance of the terms

is evidently x, 1,1 /«, 1 jx^. * Hence we get for first, second,

and third approximations

y = x (30);

y = x+l (31);

7/ = a;+l + l/a; (32).

The first and second approximations are straight lines.

The third approximation shows (see § 265) that the second

approximation is an asymptote, and that the first is a parallel to

an asymptote. The graph, in so far as points to the far right

and the far left are concerned, is like the full-drawn curve in

Fig. 12.

§ 273. Approximations when ^ is very Great and x

very Small.—The nature of cases of this kind will be under-

stood by considering the nature of (29) when x is very small.

The order of importance of the terms is now l/x^, Ijx, 1, x.j

Hence first and second approximations are given by

y=-llx^ (33),

and 2/= - l/a;2 + l/x (34).

Hence to a first approximation the curve for very small

values of x is like the dotted curve in Fig. 1 1.

The second approximation shows (always of course when x

is small) that on the right of the y-Sixis the graph of (29) is above

the dotted curve just mentioned ; and on the left below, as is

roughly indicated in Fig. 20, where the continuously drawn
curve is part of the graph of (29).

The case where y is very large when x has a finite value [e.g.

i/ = a; + 1 + l/(x — 1)] can of course be brought under the present

by change of origin.

§ 274. Approximation when y is Finite for a very large

Value of X.—As an example of this case we may take

1/ = 1 + l/o; - 1/^2 ^ ij^i (35)^

* e.g. if a;= 1000, the values of these terms are 1000, 1, -001, '000,001
respectively.

t e.(j. if x= '0], the values of these terms are 10,000, 100, 1, -01

respectively.
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The order of importance of the terms when x is very large is

1, \jx, l/x^y l/x*. Hence first, second, and third approxima-

tions are

y=l (36);

y=l + llx (37);

y=l + llx-l/x^ (38).

The first approximation is a straight line parallel to the axis

of X. The second approximation shows that this line is an

asymptote to the graph of (35), and that the graph approaches

Y]

Fig. 20.

the asymptote from above on the far right, and from below on

the far left. The reader should examine the geometrical mean-

ing of the third approximation.

§ 275. Since the calculation of successive approximations to

a rational function of x, when x is very small or very large, is

an operation of frequent occurrence in practice, it will be well

to point out how this can be systematically accomplished by

quite elementary means. We shall at the same time show how
the limits of error in such approximations can be found when
limits are assigned for x. All that is required is the process

used in calculating the integral quotient and remainder for a
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quotient of integral functions of .r, with some slight modifications

and extensions which will be fully understood from tlie following

examples :

—

Ex. 1. To find a third approximation to {2 + Sx-x")/{l+x + x^)

when X is very small : and to find an upper limit for the error of this

approximation when - 'Ol^a;** + "Ol.

We arrange the terms of the dividend and divisor in the order of

their importance, which in the present case is 1, x, ur, . . ., since x
is small, and then proceed to subtract from the dividend multiple

after multiple of the divisor, so as to destroy in succession the terms

of the dividend, exactly as in the process of long division (§ 110), until

we reach tlie term containing .t- in what now takes the place of the

integral quotient. Thus

2 + 3a; - x"^

2 + 2x' + 2a;2

1 + x + x^

2 + x-Ax^
x-3x^
x + x^ + x^

-ix^-x^
- ^x^ - 4«^ - 4,T*

• ' + Zx^ + 4a;'*

*

The meaning of this work is that

2 + 3a; - a-^ „ „
-T——-^,=2 + a;-4a;2 + R,1+ a; + a;"

'

where R= (Sa.-^ + 4a;*)/(l +x + x^),

=x^{Z + ^x)l{l+x + x^).

From this we see that 2 + a; - 4a;^ is the third approximation required

(2 being the first, and 2 + a; the second approximation).
For the ratio of R to the last term retained (viz. - \x^) is - 4a'(3

+ 4a;)/(l +a; + a;^), which can be made as small as we choose by
sufficiently diminishing a'.

If a fourth or higher approximation were required, we have only to

continue the above calculation until the proper term in the continued
quotient is reached. The process is commonly spoken of as Ascending
Continued Division.

To estimate the error, let us first suppose that x is positive, and
|a;|> 1/100, then obviously R is positive and

|R| < 3-04/10«, say < 4/106.

Next suppose x negative, and |a;|:}> 1/100. Then, since 4a; and x are

now negative, we have

IR|<3/(1- •01)10«<3/-99.106,

<4/10«.

The utmost error of the third approximation is therefore numerically
less than -000,004, when |a,-|5> '01.

Ex. 2. To find a third approximation to (2 + 3a;-a--)/{l +a;+ a;2j

when x is large : and to estimate its accuracy when a;> 100.
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The order of importance of terms is now . . . , x^,x,\, 1/x, l/stP. . . .

We therefore arrange both dividend and divisor according to descend-

ing powers oi X. Otherwise we proceed as before

-x^ + Zx + 2\ x- + x + \

-x^-x-\
I

_ 1 + 4/ie - Ijx'^

4a; + 4 + 4/.K

- 1 - 4/ic

-l-l/A--l/a-2
,5'

Hence
- S/x- + llx

2 + Sx-x^ . 4 1

l+x + x"^ X
1 +--;7, + R,

.€'

where -p_ " ^/^ + ^[^

_ 1 -S + lfx

~x^' l + l/ic+l/a;2

This process is called Descending Continued Division.

It is at once seen that the ratio of R to the last term of the quotient,

viz. - l/x-, can be made as small as we please by sufficiently increasing

X. Hence - 1 + 4/.r - 1/a'- is the required third approximation (the

first and second approximations being - 1 and i/x respectively).

Finally, if a? be positive, since (a7|>100

—

'^

|RI< 3/106;

and, if x be negative

—

|R|<;3-01/(1--01)10«<3-01/-99.10«,
<4/10''.

Therefore the utmost numerical error of the third approximation is

less than '000,004, Avhen ;«>100.

EXERCISES LXXIX.

1, Show that 1 + a^ + it'^ -f . . . + a.'" is an {n + l)th approximation to

l/(l-a;), in the sense that {ll{l-x)-{l+x + x^ . . . +x")}lx'^ can
be made as small as we please by sufficiently decreasing x. Show
also that, if 0>x>l/lOf^, then the error of this nth approximation
does not exceed l/10-''"+^~^* Establish a similar theorem for

1/(1 + x) ; and, in particular, show that the error of the nth. approxi-

mation in this case does not exceed 1/10^"+p, provided 0>a;>l/10^.

Find second approximations to the following rational functions when
X is small ; and assign upper limits to the error of the approximation
supposing 0>x> "01 :

—

2. (l-a;)2(l + x-2). 3. (1 -a;)(l - 3a:)(l-f ic)^.

4. 1/(1 + 2a;). 5. l/(l + a; + 2a;2).

* Use the identity l-a;"+^ = (l -a;)(l+ a;+ a;- + . . .+a;").
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6. 1/(2 + a; -x2). 7. (1 +a:)/(l -x).

8. {l+x + x^yil-xf. 9. (l + a;)7(l-af.

Discuss by approximation, combined with change of origin where

necessary, the forms of the graphs of the following at the points

indicated :

—

10. ij=xix-2f at (0, 0). 11. y=ar^{x-l){x-2) at (0, 0).

12. y= xl{x-2f at (0, 0). 13. i/=x^l(:x-l) at (0, 0).

14. y=x^/{l+x + x'^) at (0, 0).

16. y= {x^-6x + 8)/{x'^-2x+l)&t{2, 0).

16. y= {2x^ + Sx)/{x'^ + x + l) at (2, 2).

17. y= {x-imx^-x+l) &t {I, 0).

18. 2/=(a;-2)7(a;- + 3a;+l) at(2, 0).

19. y= {x^ + 5x-iQ)/{x-l){x-2)a,t{l,ao).

20. y= {x^ + 5x + 6)l{x-iy^ at (l,oo ).

21. y= {x^ + dx"- + 3x- + 1 )/a^ at ( - 1, 0).

22. ?/= (.r2 + l)/(a;-2)3at(2,oo).

23. Show that y= x{2-x)/{2-x + x^) has an inflexion at (0, 0).

24. Show that the equation to the graph of an integral function

which passes through the point (a, (i) can be put into the form

y-^= ar^{x-a) + a2{x-af+ ...» where one or more of the co-

efficients ai, a^,
.

". . may be zero. Hence show how to find the

condition that the graph have an inflexion at (o, /3).

25. Show that the gi-aph of a rational function which passes

through the point (a, /3) may be represented by an equation of the

form

y-p={a^(^x-a) + a^{x-a)'^+ . . . }/{bQ + bi{x- a) + h^{x- a)-+ . . .}

where one or more of the coefficients aj, ag, . . ., h^, K, • . . may
vanish, but h^^Q. Show that the graph will have an inflexion at

(a, /3), provided a.2&o - Oi^i = 0, aih^-a^f^^O.
26. Show that y= {x- a){x - ^)/(A + Bx + Cx-) will have an inflexion

at (a, 0), provided A + B/3 + C(2a^-a-) = 0.

Discuss the shape of the graphs of the following at the points

indicated :

—

27. y= {Zx^-2x + S)/(x'^+l) at (1, 2).

28. 2/= (-3a;2 + 3a;-2)/(a^ + i)at (1, -1).

29. y= (-2x + ia^- a^)/(a;2 - 1 ) at (0, 0).

30. ?/= (2-a:-a^_2a^)/(l-a:)at (0, 2).

31. y= {l-x + ix^-x^)/xa.t{l,d).

Examples ob' Graphs of Rational Functions

§ 276. We shall now give some examples of the application

of the foregoing principles to the plotting of graphs of rational

functions.

The following remarks regarding the Quadratic Rational

Function—that is,the quotient of two integral fandionsy one at least
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of which is of the second degree—"vvill be helpful in practice ; and

most of tliem apply to rational fractional functions in general :

—

Let tlie rational quadratic function be (cix^ + hx + c)j{Ax~

+ Bo; + C), so that the equation to the graph is

y = {ax^ + hx + c)/{Ax^- + Bx + C)
.

(39).

We suppose that ax^ + hx + c and Ax^ + Bcc + C have no common
factor ; it follows by the remainder theorem that they cannot

both vanish for the same value of x. Also, since each of them
contains only a finite number of terms, and there is no division

by X, neither can cease to be finite for a finite value of x. It

follows (see §§ 62, 207) that the only finite values of x for

which y can vanish are the roots of the quadratic

ax^ + bx + c = (40) ;

and the only finite values of x for which y can become infinite

are the roots of the quadratic

Ax2 + B;K + C = (41).

The first step in plotting the graph consists in discussing

the roots of (40) and (41), and laying down the points corre-

sponding to them (so far as they are real) on the cc-axis.

The next step is to discover by the method of approxima-

tions, by shift of origin, or simply by examining the sign of y
for values of x immediately before and after the real roots of

(40) and (41), how the graph passes through the zeros and

infinities that correspond to finite values of x.

It will have been observed from what precedes that, if the

factor in the numerator of the rational function which corre-

sponds to a zero be not a repeated factor, the graph crosses the

ic-axis at a non-evanescent angle. If the factor be repeated an

odd number of times, the graph crosses, but also touches the

ic-axis. If the factor be repeated an even number of times, the

graph touches, but does not cross the cc-axis.

Again, if the factor in the denominator which corresponds to

the infinity be not repeated, or repeated an odd number of

times, the graph is related to its asymptote, as in Figs. 9 or

10. If the factor be repeated an even number of times, the

relation of graph to asymptote is as in Fig. 11.

Next the behaviour of the graph as it crosses the ^-axis should

be examined.

Then the nature of the graph when x is very large should
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be determined, and the asymptotes, if any, laid down. The
method of approximation, or the calculation of j)roperly

selected single values of y, will settle how the graph approaches

its asymptotes.

Finally, the various pieces should be joined in the simplest

manner that will embody all the peculiarities established in

the discussion. Unless a large number of individual points

throughout the graph are accurately plotted, there is, of course,

a considerable element of guessing in this last proceeding ; but

not so much as the beginner would at first be inclined to

suppose. The proper way to acquire skill and conviction on

this head is to draw a considerable variety of graphs to scale

by means of plotting paper, after having made out the general

form by the process just described.

In settling the general form of a graph much depends on the

position of its turning points, if it have any ; and these should

always be accurately plotted, wherever it is possible to deter-

mine them from the equation. There is a uniform elementary

method for doing this in the case of the quadratic rational

function, which will be understood from Example 4 below.

Ex. 1. y= :>ix-lf (42).

The finite zeros of?/ correspond to x— O, x=l.
In the neighbourhood of ;^= 0, first and second approximations are

y=x and y=x-2x". The first gives a straight line bisecting the

first and third quadrants ; the second shows that near the origin the
graph falls below this line.

If we shift the origin to the point (1, 0), (A, Fig. 21), the equation

(42) becomes ?/= (1 + |)f^ ; a first approximation to the graph is therefore

?/= ^) ^ festoon having its vertex at (1, 0). We may write (42) in

the equivalent form y= x^{l -1/x)^. From which we see that a first

approximation when x and y are both very great is given by y= a?,

which is Case III., § 262. A short table of corresponding values of a;

and y confirms these results.

X
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The general foim of the graph is indicated in Fig. 21. A is

obviously a minimuni turning point ; and (since y cannot become
infinite for any finite value oi x) there must also be a maximum turn-

FiG. 21.

ing point between OA, the exact determination of which is, however,
beyond our present methods.

Ex. 2. y=x\x-\f (43).

Zero, x= 0, 0. First approximation,
Zero, :c= 1 , A. First approximation,

First approximation when x and y are both very great, y= o

y=-x-
i/— s •

5

X
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The general form is indicated in Fig. 22.

395

Fig. 22.

Ex. 3. y= {x-l)%v-2)^ (44).

Zero, x=l, A. First approximation, y= ^.

Zero, x= 2, B. First approximation, y-

Approximation at (co , oo
), y:

s •

X
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The general form of the graph is given in Fig. 23. Since y is

always positive, the maximum positive value of (a;- l)(ic-2), which
corresponds to a;=:3/2, gives a maximum value of {{x-l){x-2.))'^.

Hence the maximum turning point is (3/2, 1/16).

Pio. 23.

Ex.4, y= x + l + llx= {x^ + x + \)lx

No real zeros when x is finite.

First approximation at (0, oo
), y=l/x.

Second approximation at(oo, oo), y= x + l.

Third approximation at (qo ,
oo

), y= x + l + l/x.

(45)

X
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If y have a value somewhat greater than the turning vahie + PL
(Fig. 24), say ?/=+0N, we shall get two points, viz. Q and Q',

where NQQ' is parallel to the a;-axis, each of which has the given

ordinate, and which have different abscissse, viz. +0M and +0M'.
As we diminish the given value of y, the points Q and Q' come nearer

and nearer; and, when ?/=+PL, the two ])oints coincide, and the

two corresponding abscissae become equal. If we make y a little less

than + PL, the parallel to the cc-axis will no longer meet the graph

at all. We shall therefore find the ordinate, y, of a turning value

by so determining y that the roots of (46) shall be equal ; and this

value will be a minimum turning value, if on making y a little less

the roots of (46) cease to be real ; on the contrary, a maximum turning

Fig. 24.

value, e.g. y= - AR, if on making y a little greater the roots cease to

be real.

Now the discriminant of (46) is

A=(l-yf-A= {y-S){y + l),

A vanishes when y= S ; and becomes negative if ?/ is a little less

than 3. Hence y= 3 is a minimum turning value.

A vanishes when y= -1, and becomes negative if y is (algebraic-

ally) a little greater than - 1. Hence y= -1 is a. maximum turning
value.

To determine the value of x corresponding to y= 2, we observe
that, when ?/=3, the roots of (46) are equal. Now the sum of the

roots (see § 218) is - (I -y) ; hence in the present case each of them is

- (1 - y)/2, that is, x= + 1.
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Similarly, when ?/=-!, cc=-(l- ?/)/2= - 1. The maximum turn-

ing point is therefore (-1, -1); and the minimum (1, 3), which
verifies our previous results.

This method for finding turning values is evidently applicable to

any rational quadratic function. A is in general a quadratic function

of y ; and its factors may be real and distinct, coincident, or imaginary
according to circumstances. In any particular case, therefore, we may
have two real and distinct turning points, or none at all. When
there are two, one is always a maximum and the other a minimum. *

In the following examples where turning points are given, they have
been found by the present method. The details are left to the reader :

—

Ex. 6. 2/=(a;2-^ + l)/(a;2 + £c+l) (47).

Since the roots oix^-x+\ = and of a;^ + a? + 1 = are all imaginary,

there are no zeros or infinities of y for finite values of x.

When a'= 0, ?/=l. To get an approximation to the form of the

graph at (0, 1), B, put y=l-\-'q. We thus get

ri= -2xl{\-Yx-\-x^).

Neglecting x and a^ in comparison with 1, we may replace \+x + si?

by 1. We thus have for a first approximation at (0, 1)

7]— - 2a;,

viz. a straight line in the second and fourth quadrants, whose
ordinate is double its abscissa.

To get a second approximation we retain a', but neglect v? in the

denominator. We thus get

97= - 2aV(l + a;) = - 2a;(l a;)/(l - a;^),

f

wherein we may neglect 9?, Thus, finally

—

77 = - 2a; + 1x^,

is a second approximation, which shows that the curve lies above the

first approximation at (0, 1).

To get an approximation when x is infinite, we write (47) in the

equivalent form
y=l-2xl{a?+ x-\-l),

= l-2/a'(l + l/a;+l/a;2).

For a second approximation, when x is very large, we may neglect

1/a; and Ijx^ in comparison with 1 in the denominator. We thus get

2/=l-2/a;;

hence we see that y=\ is an asymptote ; and that the curve is

below this line on the far right, and above on the far left. Hence
the graph is like the curve in Fig. 25.

* It may also happen that A is only a linear function of y, or does

not contain y at all. This means geometrically that one or both of the

turning points has passed to infinity. See A. Ch. XVIII. § 11, regarding

this and other special points regarding the turning values of quadratic

rational functions.

t We might also use ascending continued division as in § 275.
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There are no real turning-points (see Fig. 28).

X
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Ex. 10. y= {c(^ + l)/x^ (52).

y= 0, when x= -1
; there is no other finite zero.

When x= 0, y=^ , the first approximation being given by y= l/x^.

The second approximation at (oo, cjo ) is given by y= x+l/x'^.
For the general form of the graph see Fig. 30.

X
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6. y = x^{x-lf. 6. y= x^{l-x)\

7. y= x{x-l){x-2). 8. y = x{x-iy\x-2).
9. y=x\x-l){x-2y^. 10. y^x^{x-\)\x-2f.

11. y= {x-l)/{x-2). 12. y= {x-imx-2).
13. ?/= (x-l)/(a: + 3)2. 14. y= x/{x-l)\

16. 2/= 3x + l-2/ic. 16. y= dx-l/x.

17. ?/= - 3x+ 1 - 1/.t2. 18. y=-2x- 1/x^.

19. 2/=(a;-l)(iC-2)/(a^-3)(a;-4).

20. 2/= (a;-l)(.r-3)/(x--2)(a;-4).

21. y= {x~ + x + l)/{x-l). 22. 2/= (a;2_aj + i)/(a; + 2).

23. y={x^ + 2x + l)/{x-l). 24. 2/= (a^-5a; + 6)/(x- 1).

26. y=(x'-l)2/(a;2-x + l). 26. y= {x-lf/{x + l){x-S).

27. 2/=(.i'-l)2/(a: + l)2 28. y= {x^ + ix + 3)l{x- -x- 6).

29. Discuss the gradual change in the graph ofy= {x-a){x- h){x - c)

first, as h is made more and more nearly equal to a ; second, as h and c

are both made more and more nearly equal to a.

30. Find the condition that y= {ax'^^-hx + c)l{kx'^ + '^x + C) may
have an asymptote which is not parallel to either axis, and state the

conditions for a rational function generally.

31. Show that the graph of a rational function of x cannot cross the

aj-axis at right angles.

Delimitation of the Roots of Equations

277. We shall next point out some applications of the

graphical method to the problem of finding the number and

approximate value of the real roots of an equation in which the

coefficients are real.

In the first place, we lay down the following important prin-

ciple :

—

If the function f(x) he finite and continuous for all values of x

in the interval a>x>
f3,

and if f(a) and f(/3) have opposite signs^

then one root at least, and, if more than one, an odd number of roots,

of the equation f(x) = lie in the interval a>x> (3.

This is at once obvious, if we consider the graph of the

function f{x), the equation of which is y=f{x). If /(a) and

/(/3) have opposite signs, then the two points P and Q on the

graph, whose co-ordinates are {a, /(a)} and {/?, /(/?)} respectively,

lie on opposite sides of the a;-axis. Since, as x passes continu-

ously from a to yS, the graphic point travels continuously from

P to Q, beginning on one side of the a--axis, and ending on the

other, it must have crossed the x-axis at least once, and if

more than once, an odd number of times. This proves the

theorem, because fx) vanishes whenever the graphic point crosses

the ic-axis. It should be remarked that there is no restriction
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on /(x), except that it shall be continuous. Thus f{x) may, if

we choose, be a rational fractional function of a, pro\'ided it do

not become infinite between a; = a and x = /3. The necessity for

the restriction of continuity will be seen by considering Fig.

24 above, where (x^ + x + l)/x is negative when x= — OAj and

positive when x= + OL, and yet there is no root of {x^ + x + Vjjx

in the interval — OA>a;}>OL.
If f{x) be an integral function of x, say f{x) = cinX^ + cin_iX'^~^

+ . . . + a^x + cLq, since, as we have seen, the highest term

is the most important and dominates the sign of the value of

the function when x is very large, it follows that /(oo ) and

/( — 00 ) have always opposite signs when n is odd, and always

the same sign when n is even. Hence
Every integral equatio7i of odd degree (loJiose coefficients are real)

has an odd number of real roots, and has at least one real root.

Every integral equation of even degree {whose coefficients are

real) has an even number of real roots, if it has any.

Every integral equation {whose coefficients are real) has an even

number of imaginary roots, if it has any.

Ex.f{x)=a^-6x'^ + x-5 = 0.

The equation being of odd degree must have at least one real root.

It can have no negative root; for, if we put x= -^, where ^ is any
positive quantity, /(-$)= -(1^ + 6^^ + 1 + 5), which obviously cannot
vanish, since all the terms within the bracket have the same sign. On
the other hand, we find f{5)= -25 and f{6)= +1 ; hence there is at

least one real root between + 5 and + 6.

§ 278. The most obvious method of finding the roots of the

equation f{o:) = 0, as has already been seen, is to draw the graph

of y=f{x), taking care to get it very accurate (by plotting the

graphic points close together) when the values of y are small.

We have then merely to measure the abscissae of the points

where it crosses the a;-axis, attach the proper sign, and these

are the roots of f{x) = 0.

The process just described amounts to finding the inter-

section of the two graphs y = and y =f{x). The following

generalisation of the method, which consists in using the

intersection of any two properly chosen Graphs, is often

very useful in delimiting roots. We can arrange any equation

in an infinite variety of ways in the form

(i>{x) = xl^{x).
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Let the functions <^(./-) and {//(x) be chosen so that the general

forms at least of their graphs y = (f)(^x) and 1/1
= ^{x) are easily

found.

The problem of solving the equation <fi{x) = \p{x) is then re-

duced to finding tlie abscissa) of the points for whicli y = 7/^

that is to say, tlie abscissae of the points of intersection of the

two graphs.

Ex. Consider the equation x^ -Qx^ + x-b = 0, already partly dis-

FiG. 31.

cussed ill last paragraph. We may write the equation in the equiv-

alent form
g(? - Qx^= -x + h.

Now draw roughly the graphs of y= -ce + 5 and y-^ = '3? -Qx"^. The
result (Fig. 31) is the straight line AB, where 0A = 0B = 5 ; and the
curve CODPFG, where 0F= 6. Only part of the curve is drawn, as it

descends very steej)ly to a large minimum between a' = and x= Q.

The part with which we are concerned is PFG. That this part is very
steep may l)e seen by observing that the value of ar* - Qx^ is - 15"1 . . .

when .r = 5*5.*

The abscissa of the intersection P is therefore very little less than
6 ; and it is obvious that there is one real root a little less than +6

;

and no other real root positive or negative.

* Also, of course, by shifting the origin to F, and considering the first

approximation, which is y= 36i.
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§ 279. All metliods for the Calculation of the Roots of

Equations by successive Approximation rest ultimately on

tlie simple principle of § 277. For integral equations there

exists a systematic process, called after its inventor Horner's

method,* which is practically perfect for calculating digit by
digit the value of any real root which has been isolated, either

tentatively or by means of graphical methods, so far that we
know the highest significant digit or a sufficient number of the

highest digits to distinguish the root from others nearly equal

Fig. 32.

to it. The ordinary rules for extracting the square and cube

root are special cases of this method.

We shall give here an elementary method which is applicable

to any kind of equation, but which cannot compete in rapidity

and convenience with Horner's method when integral equations

are in question. It is a case of what the old mathematicians f

used to call the Rule of Falsehood, or the Rule of False

Position ; and the student will meet with it again under the

names of Interpolation by First Differences, or the Rule of

Proportional Parts.

* See A. Ch. XV.
t See, for example, Recorde's Arithmeticke (1540).
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Suppose tliiit tlie equation in question is

/(.;) = 0,

regarding which we suppose that f{x) is continuous in the neigh-

bourliood of the roots of the equation. To avoid useless dis-

cussion, we shall suppose that the graph of y =f{x) has no in-

flexion and is smooth in tlie parts which we have occasion to

use. Let now a and /3 be found tentatively such that /(a) = -h
and f{j3)

= A:, where h and k are positive ; we shall suppose a</?,

but it will be seen tliat this does not affect our final result.

Let P and Q be the points (a, - h) and (/?, k), obviously

points on the graph, since — h =/(a) and k =f{(^). Since /(a)

and /(/?) have opposite signs, the part of the graph between P
and Q must meet the x-axis at least once, in U say ; let us

suppose that it meets it only once. Then there is only one

root of f{x) = between x = a and x = /3, viz. x= + OU. "We

are not supposed to know the exact course of the graph between

P and Q ; but we can get an approximation by replacing it by

the straight line PQ ; and this will be nearer to the truth the

shorter the portion PQ is—that is to say, the smaller the values

of both h and k. The approximation to the root thus obtained is

^ = + OC ; and it is obvious that it is nearer to the real value,

+ OU, than either -F OA or + OB, i.e. than a or /?.

It is easy to calculate ^ in terms of h, k, a, /?. We have, in

fact, from the similar trianglesACP and BCQ, (^ - a)/h = {/3 - ^)jky

whence

or $=a + h{l3-a)l{h + k)f
^^'^^'

which is the " Rule of Falsehood." In practice, the second

form is usually most convenient.

If it is desired to come still nearer to the root, we next cal-

culate /(^). If /(^) turns out to be negative = - h', say, we use

(^, — Ji) and
(f3,

k) as before and calculate ^^ = + OD by means
of (53), viz. we get

^^=^{f^h' + ^k)l{h' + k) (54).

If /(^) is positive, = + h', say, we use {^i,h) and (a, — h\ and

get

^^ = (^h + ah')l(h + h').

It is often better in the second step, instead of using either

P or Q along with R, to find tentatively some new value of a;,
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y say, between a and ^, or between ^ and /5, as the case may be,

such tbat /(y) is of opposite sign to /(^), and use the corre-

sponding point along with R.

Ex. Consider once more the equation

/£c) =a^ - 6a;2 + ic - 5 = 0.

"We have seen that it has one real root very near to + 6. Let us try
5-9, and calculate /(5 -9) and/(6)—

1 -6 +1 -5
5-9 +5-9 - -59 +2-42

1 - -1 + -41
I

-2-58

1 -6 +1 -5
+6 +0 +6

1 +0 +1
I
+1 '

that is, y(5 -9) = - 2 '58, y^G) = + 1.

Therefore, by the '* Rule of Falsehood " in its second form

—

^= 5-9 + 2-58x-l/3-58
= 5-97.

Since it will be found that /(5-97)= - '099227, /(5'98)= + '264792, it

follows that "97 is correct to the second place of decimals.

A second approximation, founded on the values oif{b "97) and /(5 •93),

gives ^1 = 5 '972725, which agrees with the calculation by Horner's
method to the sixth place of decimals.

§ 280. Many problems regarding maxima and minima can

be solved by the methods of this chapter ; and in practice

when difficulty is experienced in solving a problem of this

kind which depends on a single variable, the use of a graph

will often help to make the matter clear.

Ex. 1. Show that if the area of a rectangle is given, its perimeter
is a minimum when it is a square.

Let a be the side of a square having the given area ; then, if x be
one side of the rectangle, the other adjacent side is a-jx ; and the
perimeter is given by

y=1x + 2a-jx.

"We have to find the minimum value of y, which, as also x, must
from the nature of the problem be positive. "We may use the method
of § 276, Example 4. The equation for x, y being supposed given, is

2jj2-?/a; + 2ft'-^=0
;

the discriminant of which is A = 7/"^- 16a-= (?/- 4a)(?/ + 4ft). Negative
values of y being out of the question, we have merely to examine the

sign of A for values of y near 4a. AVhen 7/ is a little less than 4a, A
is negative ; and when y—ia, A = 0. Hence y= Aa is a minimum
value of y ; to this corresponds x= a and a^/x= a, so that the minimum
value of the perimeter occurs when the rectangle is a square.
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Ex. 2. ABC is a triangle, right angled at C, whose sides satisfy the

condition IAC'' + ni\iC'- = cf-, where I, m, d- are given i)Ositive (quan-

tities. Find the lengths of the sides when the area is a maximum.
Let the sides be x and ?/, so that x and y in the present case are

both necessarily positive.

We have to find the maximum value of \xy subject to the condi-

tion

lx^ + my'^= cP' (a).

Since I and m are positive, we may put ^ = lx\ t] = 7ny", where $ and ?/

are positive quantities.

Since x and y are both positive, Ixij will be a maximum or mini-

nmm when Jx-?/- is a maximum or minimum ; and therefore also

when {l3?){i)ur)lUm—that is, ^rj/Alm is a maximum or minimum.
Now, since Aim is constant, ^r]/Alm will be a maximum or minimum
when ^7] is a maximum or minimum.
We have from (a)

^ + V= cP (iS).

Hence

Therefore ^t; is a maximum when the essentially positive quantity
(^-^)- has its least value—that is to say, when ^= ldr. Using (/3),

we see that the maximum value of the area occurs when ^= r] = l(r^.

Reverting to the meanings given to ^ and 77, we have lx^— my''— \d'',

which lead to x= dl ^f{2l), y= dl ^l{2m).

EXERCISES LXXXI.

1. Show that the equation s(?-x^-l=Q has only one real root

;

and calculate it to two places of decimals.

2. Show that a'" + 2.r-- o.v- 7 = has three real roots; and cal-

culate each to one place of decimals.

3. Show that s^ -2x+2 = has a real negative root ; and calculate

it to two places of decimals.

4. Calculate approximately the real positive root of x^ + 2x^ -4 = 0.

6. Show that ic^ - ar* -f 1 = has no real roots.

6. Show that a.-^- 2ic - 1 =0 has two real roots, and no more.
7. Show that a-^ - ft'"^ - 2.7' - 1 = has only one real root; and cal-

culate it to one place of decimals.

8. Show that xf^ + 2x^ + x^ + x-l — has two real roots ; and delimit
them.

9. Discuss the roots of .x-^ -f 2a-^ - .r- -1 = 0.

10. If a*?/=4, discuss the turning values of x + ;/.

11. If x + y=10, find the minimum value of 3x^ + 2y'^, and the
values of x and ?/ corresponding thereto.

12. The triangle ACB is right angled at C, and AB is given. If

D be the projection of C on AB, find the greatest and least values of

AC2-fBD2.
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13. Show tliat the area of the maximum rectangle inscribed

within a given triangle is half the area of the triangle.

14. Find the minimum square that can be inscribed in a given
square.

15. The sum of the squares of the parallel sides of a trapezium
is given, and also the distance between them. When is the area

a maximum ?

16. ACB is right angled at C. P is a point in AB whose pro-

jections on BC and CA are L and M respectively. For what position

of P is the area PLCM a maximum ?

17. A right angle PAQ turns about a fixed point A, and meets a

fixed straight line in P and Q. When is the distance PQ a maximum ?

18. If a^ + y-— 50, discuss the turning values of xy.

19. If x^ - i/-= 50, discuss the turning values of xy.

20. If 2x'^ + 5y'^= 50, discuss the turning values of xy.

21. If the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is given, when is

its area a maximum ?

22. If the area of a right-angled triangle is given, when is its

hypotenuse a minimum ?

23. Find the maximum rectangle which can be inscribed in a given

semicircle.

24. The corner of a rectangular printed page is turned down so

that the corner always falls on a particular printed line parallel to the

top of the page. What is the distance of the corner from the crease

when the ratio of this distance to the length of the crease is a

maximum ?

25. ACB is right angled at C. is the middle point of AB
;

and D the projection of C on AB. If AB be given (=c, say), what is

the distance of D from A when the area OCD is a maximum ?

26. ACB is a given triangle, right angled at C. L and M are the

projections on BC and AC respectively of a movable point on AB.
When is CL^ + CM^ a minimum ?
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81/50. 59. -2. 60. fJZi/z. 61. From the data we can deduce (B - C)

{xy\z - zx\y) = 0, whence, since xy/z - zx/y is not necessarily 0, B - C = 0.

VII.

1. la^ + %x^-hx\ 2. 3a;^-6a;2 + 4a;-l. 3. 3a;3_2a; + i. 4.

a;4_34a;3 + 4a;2-Ua; + |. 5. 2a;3 + j^_^2 + Ya; + 1. 6. ar^ - ^^a;^ -.-^i^a;
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+ sV- 7. ^-•* - i/\ 8. (« - b)x^ + {a- c)a;- + {b- d)x + (c - rf). 9. x^ - {{a*

- h-^)la-h'\ xy - y\ 10. ^x\ 11. a:"* - 2ar^2/ - xhf - 2x^ + y^. 12. cc^ - y*.

13. {a + h)x'^-{a + h)y^. 14. 9^'^-?/*. 15. ai^^-a^n^ 16. a;2«-2a;'*+ 1.

17. a'-" - 2 + 1/.1--". 18. 2'U"^ + 5.2'»-^a;2 + (2" + l)a; + 2. 19. Saj^+i-cC*

-2.r"-^ + a3-l. 20. ar^" + l. 21. -ar^+3 + a;-^~« + ic^+« + cf'P-9 + l. 22.
^x^P + x2^'+*-'' + a>-6+c + xS/'+c-a + aj^P-c-Hi + a;27H-a-6 + a;2i'-«+*. 23. x^ + xy
+ 7/2. 24. x2-2a:-2. 25. Z{x-\)^ + \A{x-lf + 2\{x-lf + \Z{x-\)
+ 5. 26. c= 2. 27. A=-l. 28. A = l, B= - 4, C = l. 29. 16/x-l.
30. Ifa= - 1, the function isx^ + x+l.

VIII.

1. 2. 2. ffi'Ty/rttj'^s- 3. 0. 4. 2(a; + l)/(a;-l). 6. 47^ 7.

«-6 + 3. 8. 2«*-4a;2 + 2. 10. {1x^ + 2x)l{a?+\). 11. S-z/y-x/z
-y/x. 12. 4. 14. (2 + 2//)/(l-y). 15. « + ?/. 16. 1. 17. 1. 18.

xy{a^ - h"-) + 2(a2 + 62)x/(a2 _ h^^f + i/(a2 _ ^2)_ -^^ q. 20. 3. 21. - (Gar^

+ 2)/(a--l)3. 22. (-2ar^ + 2x'2,/_3a;?/s)/(7/-s)(^-iK)(cc-i/). 23. {x^

- ixr + Sx)/{x^ - dx + 1 ). 24. {x^^ -x?y- Sx-y + 2xy^ + y'^)l{x? - xhj - 2xy

+r).

IX.

5. 2a^7/. 6. 2a2&V + 2a3krf. 7. a^-d:^. 8. ie^ + 7/ - c^ - w^ - 2a;7/

+ 221*. 11. x!*-y^; x'^ - 7/ - !^ - 4yh - eyh"^ - iyz^. 14. -3. 15. 2.

16.-2. 17. c2-62 4-a&-ac. IB. b/c + c/b. 19. x-^-y* -z'^ + 2yh-. 20.

53^ + 82/3 - ^3 _ 1 2?/22 + 67/^2 + 32-23, _ 3-^2 ^ Q^2y + j 2x'?/2 - 1 2ayc. 21. cc-* + 2/'*

+ c;^ - 4?/3j; - 4?/-^ - 4~3;^ - 42ar* + 4a'3?/ + 4aj?/3 + 67/-;^2 _|- 6^^^^ ^ ea;^?/^ _ 12a:;22/s

- 1 2xijh + 12a'//s-. 22. 1,0^ - yH - yz^ - z^x -zx^ + Sx^y + Sxy^ - 2xyz.

fi3. ^a^x? - Zabcxyz. 24. 2Sai)-2a-. 25. &V - JV + cV - cV + (^2j4

- cc^b"^. 26. cc^ - a;*?/ + xh - x^u - xhjz + xhju - o:hu + yzu. 27. ar^ - 1 Ox^

+ 35.1-2 -50a- + 24. 28. a;^- 14a;4 + 49a;2- 36. 29.0. 30. b^c-b&^ + c^a

-Ca^ + a% - ab\ 31. «»( J2 _ ^2) + ^3(^2 _ ^2) + ^3(^2 _ J2) + ^( J4 _ g4) + J(g4

- a*) + c(a4 - b% 32. (a; + a - &)(aj - a + &). 33. {a? + «2 + ^2)(a.2 + ^2 _ j2)_

34. a;^(a;-l)2. 35. (a:2 + 2V2a; + 4)(x2- 2V2a' + 4). 36. -{x + y + \)

{-x + y + \){x-y + \){x + y-\). 37. {b + c){-C'-a){a-b). 38. (aj^-a)

(a^ + b). 39. Cf2 - a2)(a;2 _ Z;2)(^^.2 _ ^2)= (a, + a)(^ + j)(a. + c)(a; _ a){x - b)

{x - c).

XI.

26. 3-414, -586. 27. -618, -1-618.

XII.

1. 1. 2. .3. 3. -1. 4. -7/3. 5. -1. 6. 1. 7. 1. 8. 0.

9. -11/7. 10. 254/35. 11. -1. 12. 2. 13. 4/7. 14. 1. 16. 0.

16. 3. 17. 11. 18. 0. 19. 37/14. 20. -3. 21. -1/2. 22. -1/5.
23.1,-13/16. 24. -2. 25.0. 26.0. 27. No finite solutiop. 28.
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4195/884 = 4745. ... 29. 118/119. 30. 307/142. 31. '905. 32.

-2-294. 33. 1-479795. 34. 8-225637. 35. ±l/\/3. 36. 2, 2/3. 37.

3, -2. 38. 1, -4. 39. 1, 1, 2. 40. 0, 2/5. 41. 1, 1, ±2. 42. 3,

±1. 43. -1, -1, -1/3, -7. 44. 1, +V3. 45. 1, ± V(5/2)- 46.

1, 12/5. 48. No finite solution. 49. An identity. 50. No finite

solution. 51. x=±3/\/2, 52. 0, ±V15. 53. 0, 1, 14. 54. x^ + 2x
-15 = 0. 55. 16a^ - 12^2- 16x- 3 = 0. 56. x^-6x + i = 0. 57.

a;5 - 6ic^ + 2a^ + 28a;2 - 23a; - 14 = 0.

XIII.

1. a. 2. 61a/156. 3. 1. 4. 0. 5. {ap-bq)/{a + b), (ap + bq)/

{a-b). 6. -1. 7. {a^ + ab + b^)/{a + b). 8. {a^ + ab + b^-)l{a + b). 9.

{2a'^-ab + 2b'^)l{a + b). 10. b. 11. +a. 12. p. 13. a + b + c. 14.

{a?-b^)l2ab. 15. {q'm? + {2Ta + q)'n?]]{{p + 2q)'m? + 'pi^). 16. a + b.

17. a. 18. 0. 19. l/4a(a + fe). 20. pa. 21. 0, -fSa. 22. {a\b-c)
+ V\c-a) + c\a-'b)]l3{a\b-c) + b\c-a)-Vc\a~b)]=^1>a. 23. ^Sa.
24. A.= |(a + 6) ; if a= 6, the equations are consistent for all values

of ^. 26. ±Qa. 27. ±{a-b). 28. +\/ia^ + b'^). 29. ±s/[{a\b'^

XIV.

1. 6. 2. 48 + 16. 3. 36. 4. 360. 5. 44 and 45. 6. 48 and
39. 7. 70 and 50. 8. 42 and 12. 9. £250. 10. £6480. 11. 40 half-

crowns, 20 shillings, 80 sixpences. 12. 11 half-crowns, 13 florins, 24
shillings. 13. 10s. 14. Is. 4d. 15. 6. 16. 16. 17. Capital

£1,250,000; receipts £128,048:15:7. 18. 2s. 4d. 19. 60 six-

pences, 30 shillings, 12 half-crowns. 20. 16 ft. by 48 ft. 21. &c/(6

-co). 22. (42-3&)/(a + &). 23. 98. 24. £1 : 8s. 25. Is. 3d.;

4s. Id. 26. A, £12 ; B, £24. 27. £498H ; £512ff . 28. 8 to 3.

29. £50,000, £200,000. 30. £750, £250. 31. 16| per cent. 32. 143.

33. £240. 34. (107a/100-21&/20)/(a-6). 35.4500. 36. After 181-6

days. 37. f hr. 38. Miner 42 days, partner 23^ days. 39. After ^-^
hours ; 14^ miles from the starting-point of the first pedestrian. 40.

After A has gone abd/{bd + ce) ya^rds. 41. 11 h. 47 m. 46y^ s. 42.

25 miles. 43. Z(^-A:)/(A--f-^) miles an hour. 44. 2 miles an hour. 45.

l/176(m- ?;i') hrs. ; 51/176(??i- m') hrs. 46. 27^^: minutes past two.

47. 7 miles. 48. Loses lyff min. per hr. 49. a + \/ {{xi - a){x2 - a)}

,

a- \J {(x\ - a)(a^ - a)] . 50. p'^ +pc + c?. 51. Ratio of gold to silver is

{(rw?-(a--l)W}/{(p-l)W-pu'}. 52. Sum invested a(l-i-R-i-R2

+ . . .
+R'»-i)/(R«-^), where R=l-fi?/100.

XV.

1. (-7/6, -3). 2. (0, 0), (1, 1/2), (-1,-1/2), (0, 1), (1,-2),

(-1, 4). 3. (1/13, 2/13). 4. (-1, 1). 5. a(cc + 2) +%- 3) = 0.

6. ax^hj= (i. 17. (8, 0), (6, 3), (4, 6), (2, 9), (0, 12). 18.

(17, 3), (10, 9), (3, 15). 19. (14, 1), (1, 8). 20. (3, 6). 21. Two
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pairs, viz. 2/3, 7/5 and 5/3, 2/5. 22. Three subscriptions, one

allowance. 23. .>;= 4:; + 3, 7j = Sz + l, where :; is any integer
; (19, 13),

(23, 16), (27, 19). 24. In one way only : A gives B 8 florins and B
gives A 2 half-crowns. 25. x= 5z + S, y = iz-2, where z is

any integer. 26. The general integral solution is x=18-16u,
y= -3 + 13?/., from which it appears that there is only one positive

integral solution, viz. (3, 10). 27. The equation leads to

a; + 3?/= 13/2, an arithmetical absurdity if a; and y be integers.

XVI.

1. (5, 3). 2. (3, 5). 3. (1, 1). 4. (10, 10). 5. (7, 9).

6. (10, 7). 7. (3, 7). 8. (10, -7). 9. (2, 3). 10. (3, 1).

11. (5, 2). 12. (0, 0). 13. (3, 4). 14. (7, 11). 15. (23/7, 47/7).

16. (2, 5). 17. (5, 3). 18. (385/.34, 495/34). 19. (1, 3). 20. (10, 9).

21. (-6268/11, 2968/11). 22. (6-309, -089). 23. (16-68564, - -88254).

24. (165/13, 196/13). 25. (15/2, 9).

XVII.

1. (5a., 3&). 2. (3ft2, 5^2). 3. (« + 6, 0). 4. (0, 0). 6.

{ah{ad-hc)l{d'-h%ab{ac-bd)l{a?-h'^)]. e.{b + a,b-a). 7. {-by
{a-b), a?l{a-b)\. 8. («, b). 9. {b\a-\)l{a-b), -a\b-l)
f{a-b)\. 10. (6", a"). 11. {h{a + b), h{a-b)]. 12. (2a, 2b). 13.

{{c^ + b'^-a-)/2a, {c^ + a"^ - P)/2b} . 14. {a + b, a-b). 16. {l + m,
l-m). 16. {{p-a){q-a)l{b-a), (p-b){q-b)l{a-b)}. 17. {{a

+ 6)a2, (a + 6)&2}. 18. {{2b-a){c-a){c + a-b)l{b-a){3c-a-b), (2a
- b){c - b){c + b- a)/{a - b){Sc -a- b)} . 19. [{a- - \) {6-(a + b)- ab^ - (a

+ b)\]l\b{l)^-a\ (}f--\)\a%a + b)-a%-{a + b)\}l\a{a?-b')\ 20. (1,

1). 21. (a/2, &/2). 22. {{\-h){a'^-c')la[a-b), {I -a){b'^-c')/b{b-a)\.

XVIII.

7. Bx + y= 0. 8. 8a; + 7y-51 = 0. 9. The other equation is

a{x-2) + h{y - 5) = 0, where a and b are any constants such that
4a + 6ft=}=0; the problem has a onefold infinity of solutions, 10.

The solution will be finite and determinate unless a^ + b^= 0, which
requires that a = 0, b= 0, supposing a and b to be real. 11. X = l.

13. Inconsistent. 14. ^-=-31/7. 15. ;;=-33/2. 16. If c-= 0,

the system has the common solution .''=:0, y = 0; it b = c, the
solution x= 0, y= -1

; if c= a, the solution x= -1, y= ; these are

the only finite and determinate conmion solutions. The student should
also discu.ss graphically the cases where a = 0, b = 0, a= b. 17. X = 0.

19. It ah' -a'b + 0, the system has the determinate solution x= 0,

y= ; it ab' -a'b = 0, the two e<] nations are ec^uivalent, and the system
lias a onefold infinity of solution.s.

27
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XIX.

1. (4/5, 17/5, -8/5). 2. (-2, 3, 1). 3. (0, 1, 2). 4. (6/11,

-2/11,7/11). 5. (33/89,-2/89,-11/178). 6. (-9/7,-26/7,-25/7).
7. (11, 5, 7). 8. (3, 0, -2). 9. (3, 1, -1). 10. (-9,20,25).
11. The solution is partly indeterminate, viz. x= l together with
any values of y and z that satisfy Sy + 2z = 5. 12. (1, 2, 3);

(20 - 19w, 4it - 2, llic - 8), where u is any integer. 13. ( - «/2, - a/2,

-«/2). 14. {12c/(12a + &), c/(12a + &), -13f/(12a + J)}. 15. (a, a, a).

16. X- {cv^ + 2a2(6 + c) + «&c + «'^&c} /(a -&)(«- c), t/= {&=^ + 2ft2(c + a) + afcc

+ aJ2(.}/(j_c)(j_a), s={c3 + 2c2(a + 6) + a6c + a&c2}/(c-a)(c-6). 17.

{(w + ??0/2, {11 + 1)1% {l + m)/2}. 18. (a, &, c). 19. {(a + &/2 + c/2)Sa,

(6 + c/2 + a/2)Sa, (c + a/2 + &/2)Sa} . 20. Sa3 + a&c=0.

XX.

1. (1/2, -3/2). 2. (1/2, 1/2). 3. {{a^ - b'^)/2a, 0}. 4. (^ + w,
I + m). 6. (3/10, -1/5, 0); (1/5, -2/15, -1/15). 6. (7/11, 19/11);

(5/33, 15/11) ; (19/13, 1/13) ; (1/32, 9/32). 7. (
- 4/7, 1/14) ; (

- 2, - 1) ;

(5, 1); (-5/7, -1/7). 8. (5, 3); (5,-3); (-5, 3); (-5, -3).

9. {V(21/4), V(83/2)}; {V(21/4), - V(83/2)} ;
{ - V(21/4),

V(83/2)}; {-V(21/4), -V(83/2)}. 10. (1/9, 1/3) ; (3/11, 1/11).

11. {b, a). 12. {V(«'-n ^Jia^-b'^)}; {V(«'-n -V(«'-J')};
{-v(«'-n v(«'-^-oi ; {-v(«'-n -v(«--&-)}. 13. (i,i,i);

(1, 1, -1); (1, -1, 1); (-1, 1, 1); (1, -1, -1); (-1, 1, - 1) ;

(-1, -1, 1); (-1, -1, -1).

XXI.

1. 30 half-crowns ; 40 florins. 2. A, £500 ; B, £700. 3. A,

£900 ; B, £2400. 4. 84, 63, 42, 21 ; the given conditions are not
independent. 5. 42/63. 6. 17. 7. 3| miles per hour. 8. A, 3s, 6d.

;

B, 4s. 2d. 9. 3/5. 10. 43. 11. 7/12. 12. 193. 13. 13 + 27 + 60.

14. 13 + 26 + 4 + 80. 15. A, ^{b + c-a); B, ^{c + a-b); C, ^{a + b

-c) ; b + oa, c + a>b, a + b>c. 16. A, 80 ; B, 60. 17. £105. 18.

II ft. by 7 ft. 19. A, £12 ; B, £4. 20. Breakdown after 15 miles
;

speed 10 miles an hour. 21. A, 15% ; B, 35%. 22. Estate £150
;

owed to creditors £200 and £100. 23. 30ff yds. 2^, {ja - ib)/{j - i

-?m>yiOO). 25. 7i7;-25. 26. a;. 27. K - 4a^- 2?/ + 23). 2S. l{x-yf.
29. 0a;2 + cc + 2. 30. (a;- 1)( -^a; + |). 31.9. 33. Sx-y-19 = 0. 35.

£1200 + £900 = £2100. 36. 900 gals. 37. A, 4 miles ; B, 1 mile an
hour. 38. 120 lbs. 39. A, 350"; B, 400". 40. Franc= -^V?^ th.

;

pound = 6^VtV th. 41. 74 lbs. tin ; 46 lbs. lead. 42. 0, 3 ; 1, 2 ; 2, 1
;

3, 0. 44. 42, 44, 41, 43; 10, 12, 5, 7. 46. Rise {bp-aq)l{a-b) ;

acreage {a{r-q) + b{p-r)}l{p-q). 47. 2abcf{bc + ca + ab). 48. Distance

ab{a - b)hk{h - k)l{ak - bh)- ; speed ab{h - k)/{ak - bh). 49. Distance

ablh-k)/{a-b) ; si^eed ab{h-k)/(ah- bk). 50. y=x+l; when a;= 7,

y = 8. 51. \/3(&-a)/2. 52. AP = &c/(a + 2c-) ; BQ=:&(c + a)/(a + 2c).

53. AP= &c/a or k/(a + 2c). 54. AP= 6c/a or &c/(a + 2c).
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XXII.

1. tV sq. ft. 2. 28 sq^ ft.
^ 3. ^^1.(^2 - 2/3) + ^slz/s - 2/i)

+ X3(?/i -yo)}. 6. cp= ab ; cx= a^ ; cy = b' ; a? + h'^= c-. From these

any of the required expressions can be readily found. 9. 45,

53. 10. Area ^ ;
perpendicular \^J&. 11, 2(1 + \/2)a". 12.

{px^±x<^)l{p±\\ where ±a{p'^-\) = 2{a\- x^)p. 13. 2|. 15. If

be the middle point of AB( = a), OP = c72a. 16. 20^ 17.34. 19.

fV3«-, « being the radius. 23. {c- -x^^ + x^)l2{x^-x^). 27. 168.

30. 5(V3-1). 31. ItVIS; W865. 40. A(l -p + /)2)/(l +p)2. 45.

(p + l)(^-(r)/(/)-l)(p + (r). 47. 2abc/{b^^c^). 48. 12,291,460 sq.

miles. 50. 17-29 feet. 51. ^

XXIII.

1. arfgr - aeg - a/g + bdg - beg -bfg + cdg - ceg -cfg- adh + aeh + afh
- bdh + beh + bfh - cdh + ceh + cfh. 2. adg + aeg - afg - bdg - beg + bfg

+ cdg + ceg -cfg + adh + aeh - afh - bdh - beh + bfh + cdh + ceh - cfh. 3.

a2 _ 4&2 _ (,2 + 4 j^_ ^ „2 + 4^2 + ^2 _ 4 j(. _ 2ca + 4a6. 6. a^ + 4^>2 + 4c2 + cZ^

+ 4o& + 4ac + 2ad + 8bc + ibd + icd. 6. a^ + 46^ + 4c2 + ^^ + iab -Aac- 2ad
-8bc-Abd + icd. 7. 1 + 2ic + Sar^ + 4a.-3 + 3ar' + 2ar5 + a^e. 8. l-2a; + 3a;2

-i.i^ + 3x*-2x^ + x^. 9. l + 4a + 10a:2 + i2a;3 + 9a;4_ jq. a2_ 4^2 + 9^,2

-lQd^ + 6ac-lQbd. 11. 60; 480.

XXIV.

1. (a) 2 ; 2 ; 3 : 4. (/3) 2 ; 2 ; 3 : 7. (7) 2 ; 2 ; 2 : 3. 2. 4
;

9. 3.6; heterogeneous; symmetrical; neither. 4. {x^ + y'^){x - y)xy

=v^-'3?y^-\-x^y^ -xy^. 6. 2x^-xy + 2y^ \ 2x'^ + xy. 6. I7x^-xy
+ 2y'. 8. (i) a + bx -hey + dz + eu -X-fy? + gy^ + As^ + hi^ + /x*?/ + ??ia-3

+ Tvxxi +pyz + ^-T/ii + rzu ; (ii) a + bZx + fLo? + l^xy
;

(iii) /a-^ + gy^

+ ^2^ + A;«'^ + Ixy + W2a:2 + nxu -X-pyz + g't/w + rzu
;

(iv) /Sa;^ + I'Lxy. 9.

a + 6(aj2 + i/2 4- 22j_ ^q. & = c. 11. a + bx + cy + dxy ; b = c. 12. a + &x

f- cy + du + ev +fxu + gxv + hyu + kyv. 13. ax-y"^ + fex^?/ + cxy"^ + dx^

+ exy+fy'^-\-gx-\-hy + k; b = c, d=f, g= h. 14. aZxf^ + bZyh^ 15.

alxh/z. 16. Even, aZx'*, a'Zx'^y- ; odd, axyzu ; neither even nor odd,

dZx^y, alix'^yz. 17. In the case of an even function, the two parts of

the graph on opposite sides of the ?/-axis are the images of each other
in that axis. In the case of an odd function, the parts of the graph
in opposite quadrants are derivable from each other by successive

reflections in the axes of a; and y. 18. x^yh + y^z^x + :^x^y ; x?-yz
-\-y'^-zx + z^-xy ; x^ - y^z + ?/

-

zr'x + 2^

-

7i?y ; x-\-y-z-\-y-\-z-x-\-z

\-x-y\ the second and fourth are absolutely symmetrical.

XXV.

1. a^ + b'^-c^-d?^-2ab^2cd. 2. l.a^- i{l^d^bd^ + a^c^a(?)^^b'^d:^

-V 6a2c2 - 2( a262 + a?^ + 62c2 + c-d?-) + ^ici^bd + ab\ + bc^d + acd^) - Sabcd.
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3. {b + c)x^-by'^-cz^-{b + c)yz + bzx + cxy. 4. 42a;2, 6. 64. 10. AHax.

11. 2a4(6-c) + 2&2c2(6-c). 12. 8a^ 13. - [Sa(6-c)V + (&-c)(c

-a)(a-&)2(a-&-c)?/2]/na(&-c). 14. 3x^ + SZax"^ + 27:abx. 15. 3cc^

+ 2SaK3 + SaV + 22a(62-c2)a;. 16. Zx^y^ + Zx^yz + Sx^yh^. 17. Sa;^^/

-60:2/2. 18.3x2/2-20^. 19. Sa36 + 5Sa2&c + 2Sa2&2. 20. 22^^ - 22^26

+ 6a6c. 21.0. 23. 2a4. 2i. 2'Lx^ + ^llyh + S'Zyh^ 21. 2^{bh-bc^).

28. 2a;3 + 2a;2?/. 30. Zx^ijz-'EfzK 31. 2a362c - 2a4&c - 2a2&2c2

XXVI.

1. (x^ + x"^ - 7x^ - 2x^ + lix'^ - 2x^ - 7x^ + x + 1. 2. 2a^ - 7a;V
+ lla^V - lla^V + 7-«2/^ - 2?/^ 3. la;'^ - ^x"^ -Ix^^ + a^-^x'^-x + l. 4. a;^

+ 2a;' + a:6 + 5x5-6x4-15a;3 + 12a;2 + 20a: + 4. 5. 131/7. 6. x*-{a
+ lla)x^ + {a'^ + l-l/a^)x^-{a-l/a)x-l. 8. x*+l + l/x\ 9. 1 -K
+ l/a'^)a;2 + a;^ 10. {b + c-a)x^ + 2{a-b)x^ + {-a + Sb-c)x'^-2(b-c)x

+ {a + b-c). 11. a^-a^. 12. ifHaV + a^ 13. 43^^^ - 12a:ri2 + 14^9

-36a)6 + 6.x3. 14. 6. 15. 2a;6 + 12a;*+12cc2 + 2. 16. -fx^^fqx^
+ {pq^ -[- 2y^r)d(^ - {q^ + 2pqr)xr^ + {pr^ + qh-)x" + qr^'X - r^. 17. {a- - b-)^^^

+ 2ab'^3?y + [2a^ + 2b'-a:W)x^y^-2ab-xy^ + {a?-b'^)y^. 18. l-2xi^ + :x^.

19. 2 + 12a;2 + 24cc'* + 20^6 + 6»8. 20. 85. 21. - 2^2 + 22a6. 22. - 12a&
;

6&2. 23. 12&2. 2^. a'^ + ^ab + b'^-^2a + 2b. 28. A = ^, B= - 1, = ^.

29. L= 29/2; M = 7/2; N=-16. 30. l= {x)a^ + qa + r)l{a-b){a-c);
m= {2Jb- + qb + r)/{b-c){b-a) ; n = {pc^ + qc + r)/{c-a){c-b). 31. A
= 3; B=-3; C = l ; D = 0. 32. A = 2 ; B = 3 ; C= l ; D = ll. 33.

a = 2 ; b = 9 ; c= -13
; d= S. 34. (ic + l)*^- 3(x + l)5 + 13(cc + l)''-21(cc

+ l)3 + 44(ce + l)2-34(cc + l) + 40.

XXVII.

1. a35 + 10a;4 + 40a33 + 80a;2 + go^ + 32. 2. 70. 3. 1120. 4. -252.

5. 2x11 + 440o;9 + 1056003' +59136a;5 + 84480a;3 + 22528a:. 6. 105. 7.

59049a!i0- 131220x8 + 116640a;P-51840af* + 11520a;2- 1024. s. xi°-5x9

+ 15x8 _ 30a;7 + 45a;6 _ 5ia;5 + 45^4 _ 30^3 + i5a;2 _ 5^, + 1. 9, ^20

+ 0^%"^ + Sa'^b^ + 3a}%^ + 3a%^^ + Sa%^* + a%'^ + b^. 10. 1 + x - 5aj2 - 5x3

+ lOx-* + lOx^ - 10x6 _ lox'' + 5x8 + 5_^9 _ ^10 _ 3,11^ ii_ 3.30 _ 5^24

+ 10x^8- 10x^2 + 5x'5-l. 12.10. 13. xi2 + 4x" + 2x10 -12x9 -17x8 + 8x7

+ 28x« + 8ar^-l7x^-12x=^ + 2x2 + 4x + l. 14. x^"^ - 2x^y^ + y^\ 15. 21.

16. -120. 17. 98. 18. -20; -62. 19. jt)= - 4
; ^= 10. 20.

1 - 3x + 6x2 - 10x3. 21. - 40. 22. 5922. 23. 4x5?/ _ g^^s^s + 4^^5_ 26.

oP - W={a - bf + 5(a - bfab + 5(a - b)a%'^
;

(x - 2/)-^ + (2/
- zf = (x - 2)-'

- 5(x - zf{x - i/)(2/ - s) + 5(x - z){x - ?/)2(2/ - zf ;
(x - yf - (y- zf= (x

-2y + zf + 5(x -2y + zf{x - y){y -z) + 5(x -2y + s)(x - yf{y - zf. 27.

xn-y\ 28. x" + ?/^ 29. x'^-y'^. 30. x"+2 - x^'+i^/ - x?/"+i + 2/"+^.

32. 71= 99,999,000. 33. Follows from the identity (2x-3)(2x-l)
(2x 4- l)(2x + 3) -1= 8(2x4 -5x2+ 1). 3^. 7i'^-n+l=n{n-l) + l. Now,
if n be an integer, one of the two n or n-1 is even ; therefore n{n - 1)

+ 1 is of the form 2m + 1. 35. Follows from the identity (2x-l)-

+ (2x + l)2 + (2x + 3)2 + l=12(x2 + x + l). 36. An upper limit for the

increase of the product is 5,500,015.
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XXVIII.

1. 3a;3+5«2 + 17.r + 51 + 150/(a;-3). 2.a;2-2.r+l. 3. x^ + ai^-x^-x
+ xl{x'^-x + l). 4. x-3 + 3a;2-2^- + 3. 5. x + 8 + 08x-6)/{x-lf. 6. x^

-3^-x-l + {2x-S)/{x~lf. 7. Sx^ + 2x^ + 5x^-x + 6. S. X^-x'^ + 1.

9.x^-Sx'^ + 6x-S. lO.x^ + x^-x-l. ll.{x^ + l) + {2x + S)/{x'^ + x + l)

+ {x- + l) + {-2x + 'i)lix^-x + l)= 2x- + 2 + {2x'^ + 6)/{x^ + x^+\). 12.

^-^^- ui^ + %n^ + fm + ( - -Wt^'--^ - v/t^)/(^' +ix+2). 13.

x^-2x^ + ^x-S + {^^x'^-Bx + i9)/{x^ + 2x^+ ix + 6). 14. iC^-a-^ + l.

15. (a;-a)8-(.>--a)Hl. 16. 55i/
; ffar*. 17. 20a-?/^ - 8?/-^ -20yx*

+ 8ar5. 18. .T* + 10a,-3 + 65a;2 + 350a;+l701 +7770/(a;- 4). 19. x-^ + x^

- 8x- -6x + 8. 20. x^- ax"- ^{a'^ + b-S)x -{a^ + ab-6a)+ {{+a'^ + a'^b

-9a2-36 + 15)x* + ( + 3a3 + 3a&-18a + l)}/(a;2 + ax + 3). 21. (2/ + 4^ + (2^

+ 2yz) - y-z\{x + y). 22. x + y-z. 23. 2x-- + Gt/^ + 2^2 + 4a;2. 24. a; - 1.

25. (a + &).'c3 + (a- J)a:;2 + (rt + j)a; + (a-6). 26. po^ - qx^ - rx + 2s. 27.

jt;^8;5'=-3. 28. ju=:l
;
3-= - 1. 29. «= ?>. 30. a=^ ;

6= -xi^.
31. ^--jt)-g' + 2 = 0; j!)^-g' + 2 = 0. 32. a = l ; c= 2. 33. X=-3.
34. p= -3, q= -2.

XXIX.

1. -166. 2. 3a^-12a;- + 45a;-180; 721. 4. 0. 5. {x^ + Sx
+ A){2x^ + Sx + 2)= 2x^ + 9x^ + lQx^ + l8x + 8. 6.-55/9. 7.l=-7,m
= 3. 8. X=-8, /i=-l7. 9. a=-10, &=-10. 10. cc^-^ + a:"-"^

+ . . . +X-1. 11. 2a'a/. 13. Za--'Zab. 14. aa;2 + 2&a; + c. 15. SSa;^

- 9i:xy. 16. (ic - 2)^ + 8{x - 2f + 25(ic - 2)- + S6{x - 2) + 21. 17. A= 1,

B=:7, C = 6, D=l. 18. -lla;-12 + (28aj-32)Qi + (aj + 7)QiQ2. 19.

a= - 1, &= 5, c= 2, (1^=7, e= 3 ; ao= 9, o^ = 25, ao= 30, a3= 16, a4 = 3.

20. l + 5(a.--l) + 10(a;-l)-^+10(a;-l)3 + 5(a;-l)'* + (a;-l)5; 90y + 422
- (452/ + 249):; + (9?/ + 42)^2+ s3. 21. {a(2!- 3) + 3}(a;- l)(a; + 2).

XXX.

1. {a + b-c-d){a-b + c-d). 2. (4ar + 2)(- 2x-4). 3. {{a + b)x

-{a-b)y}{{a-b)x + {a + b)y}. 4. ix\x + l). 5. {1 + x){l - x){l + y)
(l-y). 6. {x-p + q){x-p-q). 7. {x + l+p + q){x + l+p-q). 8.

{Sx-tj){Sy-x). 9. {x + 2)\x-2f. 10. {(2 + v'3)x + l - 2\/3} {(2

-V3)a; + 1 + 2V3}. 11. (cc + 1)-. 12. (cc + a)(a:-6). 13. ix-. 14.

(£c - ^a) {x^ + ,^/aa: + (^af} {x + </&) {x"^ - s/bx + ( ^bf] . 15. {(1 + yj2)x

+ (1 - \/2)7/ + 1 - V2} {(1 - V2)-^ + (1 + \/2)z/ + 1 + \/2} . 16. (a;"*

+ a)(a;"» + J). 17. {x-y- a){x-y-b). 18. {xy - a^){xy - b-). 19. (x

+ ?/ + a + &)(a: + ?/-a-&)(a;-i/ + a-&)(-a; + ?/ + a-6). 20. (2a; + y + l)-.

21^ (3a; -If. 22. {x + yYix-yy. 23. (a; + a)(.r-a)(a; + &)(a;- 6)(a; + c)

(ar-c). 24. (2a- + a)(2a;- 6)(2a; + c). 25. {x^ + y^){x^ + y^){x + y)ix-y).
26. {x-y){x^ + xPy + xfh/^ + xi^y^ + x^y^ + x'i/^ + y^). 27. (a? + ?/)(a;^ - a^-^y

+ ar47/-ar'?/3 + a:2?/4-a;j/5 + y^). 28. (a;2 + 3a; + 9)(a:2- 3a; + 9). 29. (x + y
-z){x- + yHz^ + yz + zx-xy). 30. - {x - l)-{x^ + x + If. 31. a;2 + 7/

+ c^ - 2/» - sa; - ary.
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XXXI.

1. (a;-l){a;-121). 2. (x - 3a)(5aj - 7). 3. {x-y){-1x->r^y). 4.

{x-z){x-^y + z). 5. {x-V)\x^\). 6. (cc+ l)(«- l)(a; + 3). 7. (a;

+ ^)(a;2+ i/2). 8. (cc-3)(«2 + 9). 9. (a;^+ 2/2)(a^ - i/)2(a; + 2/)2. 10.

(a2+ i)(2a;-15). 11. (a:2+^)(a;-a). 12. - (a;- l)(2a;- 3). 13. (a;

+ 2)(3x+ l). 14. (l+a;)(l-a^)(l+aa;). 15. (a;+^- l)(a;2 + a; + l). 16.

(a:-2)(a;2 + 25). 17. xy{x - y){p? + ^^xy + \f). 18. {x-^y){x^-v?y'^ + 'if').

19. {x^y){z-xi). 20. (a;-2/)(a;2 + 4aji/ + 2t/2). 21. (a; + l)(aj3 + 2a;2 + l).

22. (a;-l)2(a;2 + 2x + 3). 23. a6(J -«)(& + « + 3c). 24. (a; + l)(a;2+jo2

-1). 25. (a;+^)(a;2 + a + l)(a;2-a; + l). 26. (a;- 3)(2a; + 3)(a2^3a, + 3)_

27. (a; + l)(a; + 2){(^ + m)a3-m-?i}. 28. 2x(a;-2)(2a;- 5). 29. {Jix-^tn)

{j^x + q){p(? + x + \). 30. 2(2;-ti)(2t/ + s+«)-

XXXII.

1. (a; + 2)(a; + 6). 2. (a; + ll)(a; + 13). 3. (a: - 2)(a; - 9). 4. (a;- 13)

(a; -15). 6. (a;-2)(aj + 7). 6. (a; + 5)(a;- 10). 7. (a; + 29)(a;- 100).

8. (a?-33)(a; + lll). 9. (a; + l)(a;-8). 10. (a:3 + l)(a.'3 + 8)= (a; + l)(a;2-a:

+ l)(a; + 2)(a;2-2x + 4). 11. \{1x^\f. 12. {x-\){x-\). 13. x(a; + 2)

(a;f4)(a; + 6). 14. (a;-l)(a;+l)(a;- 3)(a3 + 3) 15. (1 -a;)(l -2a + a;).

16. (4a3 + ?/)(2a; + ?/). 17. (a;- l)(a;-2)(a;- 4). 18. (a;- l)(2a; + 3). 19.

2(3x + 5i/)(a; + 2/). 20. (10a;- 9)(a; + l). 21. (a; + 7)(7a;-5). 22. (4a;

-5)(5a; + 6). 23. 3(a; + l)(2.c + 3). 24. (3a; + 7)(2a:+15).'

•

XXXIII.

1. 58 + 6i. 2. -2 + 2t. 3. 9 - 46i. 4. 10. 5. -U. 6. (ac + Jc?)

+ {bc-ad)i. 7. {ace - adf- bcf - bde) + {bee + ade + acf- bdf)i. 8. -16.

9. 8i. 10. -2 + 2i. 11. 22?n?i(m - w) + (
- SZ^ + 2^(m + rt) - 4/m?i)t.

12. (12a2-18) + (18-12a2)t. 13. - 8a^ - 4.0a% + 80a%^ + SOa%^ - AOab*

-8b^ 14. - 96j^5^ + 320^^3 _ 96^jy5_ jg^ (ac + &c?)/(c2 + c?^) + ^(Jc

-ad)/{c^- + d^). 16. i^ + H*- 17. 5*. 18. - z. 19. 2/5. 20. 37
+ 2 -91. 21. ^-^i. 22. 1 23. ^+7^. 24. ||^| + ffffi. 25.

-V\V- + -Aw-^' 26. - i + iV3*. 27. 2a;(a;2 - yS). 30. a;= - 8/3, y= 8/3.

31. a;2-6a; + 10 = 0. 32. a;^- 4a;2+16 = 0. 33. a^- Ax^ + ^x^ + 8 = 0.

34. a;6-2a;5 + 8a;3- 32a; + 64= 0.

r

XXXIV.

1. (a; + 4)(a;-13). 2. (29a; + 30)(a;- 1). 3. (a; + 3 + V15)(a; + 3

-\/15). 4. (2a! + l + V3)(2a;+l- V3)- B. 2(3a; + ia)(3a;-7). 6. (2a;

+ 3 + V5)(2a; + 3- V5). 7. (2a; + 3 + V3)(2a; + 3 - V^). 8. (6a; -11)
(13a; -1). 9. |(4a; + 3 + *Vl9)(4a; + 3-i;V19). 10. (3a; - 4 + 3^•)(3a; - 4

-Si). 11. (llla; + 113)(101a;-102). 12. (2a; + 4 + tV3)(2a; + 4-iV3).
13. (a; + 3 + 2i)(a; + 3 - 2i). 14. 4(a; - u}){x - w^), where co = (

- 1 + i\/S)/2,

an imaginary cube root of + 1 . 15. (4a; + 1 + 2i)(4a; + 1 - 2i). 16. (-fa; + f)

{fx-i). 17. (31a;-23)(9a;-13). 18. (2a;2 + l + Vl7)(2a;2 + 1 - ^17).
19. (a; + l)(a:-l)(a:-a+l)(a; + a-l). 20. {x + l){px + q). 21. {a;-?^
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-n + (vi-n)i} {x-m-n-{m-n)i}. 22. x{x + a - b){x - a - b). 23.

{{a + b)x + a' + b^ + {a-bW{-ab)}{{a + b)x + a^+b^--{a-b)^/{-ab)}/
(a + b). 24. a= -29, -67, -103, -209, etc., corresponding to (x + l)

{6.V. - 35), (2a; + l){Sx - 35), (3.r + l)(2.c - 35), (6a; + 1)(^- - 35), etc. There
are sixteen ditierent cases.

XXXV.

1. ,V(23a-+ {12 + tV431}//)(23a;+ {12 -2^/431} ?/). 2. 2{x-y)\x + y)^

{x^ + y-i){x^-yH). 3. {'s/'ix + 2^2){sJZx-2sj2){x + i^2){x-isJ2).
4. J(2.r'-^ + l + V5)(2a;2+l- V5). b. {xy -2 + iyJ2\){xy -2-i^J2\). 6.

(3a: + 5){3(a; + l) + 2a;}{3(a;+l) + 2w2}. 7. 5(a; + l){(2x- + 3) + a;(3a; + 2)}

{2x + 3) + a>2(3a; + 2)} . 8. xVV - 7/)(.x- + y){2x + {-l + sjZi)y] {2x

+ (
- 1 - V30y} {2.>-" + (1 + ^/3^)yl {2.« + (l - \/^i)y] . 9. (« + 2t2/)(a;

- 2ti/) {a; + ( \/3 + ^)2/} {.i- + (\/3 - 1>} {a; -
(V3 + i)u] \x -

(V3 - 1>} • 10.

(ic - 2/ -!)(.«- c - 1). 11. (a;- l)(a; + 2){a; + ^(l + tV23)}{a; + ^(l

-zV23)}. 12. {x + lf. 13. (a;-l)(2a;-l)(a;-2). 14. (2aj + l)(a; + 2)

(3a; + l)(.>- + 3). 15. ^i^[4.r- 3 + x/13 + \/(6 + 6\/13)][4x- 3 + V13
- V'(6 + 6V13)] [4.C - 3 - V13 + V(6 - 6V13)] [4aj - 3 - ^13 - V(6
-6V13)]. 16. ^i^[4a;+{l + \/5 + \/(2 + 2V5)}2/]x etc. 17. -^{^x
-{l + V5 + V(2 + 2\/5)!.y]xetc. 18. {x - y){x^ + xhj + xY^ + xtf + y"^)

= etc. 19. {x + ?/)(a:'* - x^y + :i^y^ - xif + y^)^ etc. 21. ^{Ax - 1 - s/ll)

(435- l + Vl7)(;B+l + V2)(a; + l-\/2). 22. (a; - l)(a; + l){a;2 - ^(3

+ V21)«+l}^i-^-M3- V21)a^ + l}^etc. 23. TV(a''+l){2aJ + l + \/7
+ \/(4 + 2 \/7)

'f

X etc. 24. (a; + ?/)(a;2 + .ry + ?/-)(a;2 -xy + y'^)= etc. 25.

{x - ?/)(ar + a;?/ + 7y-)2= etc. 26. [a + bf {a? - (4 - 2V3t>& + &'} {a- - (4

+ 2V3i;)a6 + &-}.

XXXVI.

1. (a; + 2)(a;+3)(a;-2)2. 2. (a;+4)(a; + 5)(a;+6). 3. («-l)(a;-2)
(a;-3)(a; + 3). 4.^= 3,^= ^. 6. (a;-l)(a;+l)(a;-2). 6. (a;- l)(a;-

1

+ V3)(^'-1- V3). 7. i(a;-l)(4a; + 5 + iV31)(4a; + 5-zV31). 8.

(a;-2)(a: + l + iv2)(a; + l-2v'2). 9. (aj- 3)(2aj + l)(2a;- 3). 10. (a; -2)2
(a;-2 + V3)(a;-2- V3). 11. a = 0, ^= 3 ; the other factor is a;^ + 2a;?/

+ 3//2. 12. x\x - l)2(a; + 1 + i){x + 1 - i). 13. {x - \f \{a - \)x + (a - 2)}

.

14. %x-y){\-xy). 15. 3(y - ;^)(s - a;)(a; - y). 17. (a; + l)(a; + a + ])

(a; + a-l). 18. p=: - 3«2^ 2'= 2f/,3. 19. (a + & + c)(& + c)(c + «)(« + &).

20. - (& - c\c - a){a - &)(6c + ca + ab).

XXXVII.

1. (a;-3)(?/ + 5). 2. (a; + 3)(2?/ + 7). 3. (a; + 6)(a; + 3y + 2). 4.

(a; + ?/-l)(,'c-7/ + l). 5. (a; + 3)(a; + ?/-l). 6. (a; + ?/4-2)(a;-?/- 1). 7.

Indecomposable. 8. (a;-l)(aj-?/ + 2). 9. {v'3(.«-2*/) + l} {>y3
(a; - 2y) - 1} . 10. (a; - 2?/ + 3)(a; - 2?/ - 4). 11. (2x- - 3?/ + 4)(3a; - 2?/ + 5).

12. (3a;-?/-l)(a;-?/+l). 13. (3a;-?/ + 2)(a; + y- 1). 14. (2a; + 37/ + l)

(3x' + 2?/-l). 15. r^pq ; the factors are (a; + 2')(?/+j[;). 17. X= -6
;
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factors {2x -5y- 2)(3,v + 2?/ + 3). 18. {ax + hj +a- b){bx -ay -a- h).

20. {x + y-l){fl:!^ + y^ + x + y+l). 21. {x + y){x'^ + 2xy + y^ + x+2y).

XXXVIII.

1. S{x-l){x-2){S-2x). 2. {x'^-x + l){x + l){x^ + l). 3. {a + b + {l

+ i){c + d)/yy2} {a + b-il + ^){c + d)|^J2\ {a + b + {l-i){c + d)I^J2\ {a + b

-{l-i){c + d)l^2}. 4. 2{x+ lf{x^ + {2 + i'>^S)x+l\{x^- + {2-i's/S)
a? + 1 } = etc. 5. (x + a) {x -a+ V(«^ + b-)} {x-a- \/{a^ + b^)} . 6.

'Lax.'Lxja. 7. Za{2'Sa^ + ab-2ac + ad + bc-2bd + cd}. 8. (bx/c + cy/a

+ az/b){cx/b + ay/c + bz/a). 9. ix{x'^ + Sy^ + Sz^). 10. (x - 2)(a; +_?? + ?)

(a;+2>-9'). 11. S{x - a) {x - a + ^y2{b ~ c)i} {x - a - \/2{b - c)i\ . 12.

-(?/-5;)(;2-a;)(«-?/)(a? + ^ + 2). 13. (ft + ^>)(a"' + 6« + a2- a& + &2). 15.

{'2x^ + 'Eyz){Xx'^-'Zyz). 16. a;2a;(Sa;2 - Sa-?/). 17. 7yyz{'Eyz-'Zx'^). 18.

f(2/-2;)(~-^)(^-2/)2(2/-^)^- 19- If a = 2m + l, b= 2n + l, where m
and n are integers, we have a'^-b^-^{a-b){a + b){a'^ + b^)= 8{m-n)
{m + 71 + l){2m- + 2n^ + 2m + 2n + 1).

XXXIX.

Only one of the square roots and only the real cube root is given.

1. 2x-^a-2. 2. o''^ + 2x-\. 3. :(? + x--^x + L 4. \\sc^ + 2x'^-x

+ 1. 5. l-2x + Zx'-^x^ + ^x^. 6. l-x + 2x~-Z3? + '^x\ 7. xy-x
-y. 8. a;-2i/ + 3. 9. x^ + 1/ + x^ + y'^ + x + y. 10. 3a;2-3rB + l. 11.

cc2 + ic+l. 12. a;2 + 2a; + l. 13. 4A'2-4a; + l. 14. x/2 + 2/So:\ 15.

- (.x- + 1 )lx - 1/2 + ic/(a:; + 1). 16. ax^ + bx + b + b/x + a/x-. 17. « - 2 - 1/x.

18. X = 6, /i= ±6, »/= +4, square root Sx + 2y±2 ; or X= -6, ai= ±6,
v=+i, square root Bx-2y±2. 19. c= -168, fZ= 196, square root

x^ + 6x-U.

XL.

1. a^y. 2. £c^2/~- 3. xyzii. 4. jc-i/2 ; or (a + b)x^yz, if a and & be
included as variables. 5. o:y(py^-y-). 6. x\x-\)^. 7. (ic-1)-. 8.

((X-lf. 9. a;2_y2^ 10. x--2xf. 11. a;2_2/2^ 12. a;+ 2?/. 13.

2a;- 1. 14. {x + yf-{x + 7j) + l. 15. id^ + x^y^^ + y^. 16. a; + l. 17.

cc-1. 18. x^ + x^y + xy^ + y^. 19. xy-z^. 20. (a?- 2)(a;- 3). 21.

(a;- 1)2, 22. a;-l. 23. (•>.- 1)-. 24. aj^ + aH-l. 25. {x-\)\

XLI.

1. ar' + a;2 + a; + l. 2. a;2 + 2a; + 3. 3. a^^ + l. 4. (aj + 2)(a; + 3). 5.

a;2 + 2a + 5. 6. (a;2+l)2. 7. x'^+ x + l. 8. a^ + a^-^ + l. 9. (a'-l)

(aj+3). 10. a;2 + a^ + l. 11. 2a-2 - 2a; - 3. 12. 2a;3_i_ 13. a;-3. 14.

a;2fa; + 2. 15. x- + Bx + l. 16. .a'2 + 2a; + 3. 17. 2.r-l. 18. a; + l.

19. (.T + l)(a; + 2). 20. a-^-a-H-T. 21. x^+2)x+p-. 22. a--l. 23.
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p.T" + qx + r. 24. a^2 + a.r + l. 27. I must satisfy the equation 5P
-21/ + 27^0. 2S. p^-2p- + 2p= 0. 29. p + r-0, q= -I. 30. 2x'

+ 3; if the condition be satistied, {^x + 3){2x + 1). 31. x= 5, x= 7.

XLII.

1. a:V. 2. a"V=^. 3. a^V-^^^'^- *• x{x-lf{x + \)'^{x'^ + x + l)-.

6. (a^2-l)2(x'-2)(^'-3)2. 6. (.>" + 1)(x-2 + 3)(.b2_ i)2, 7, (a.-4 + 16.t-2

+ l)(x-6-64). 8. ft-^ + .-pS + i, 9, (u;2-l)2(a;«-l)2. 10. (a;- + 2/^)

(a;« - 7/6)(a;'» + a-^y + xh/^ + xy^ + ?/). 11. (x-^ - y^){x^ - u.^i/ + y^){x^

-xS^ + ^l^). 12. a-^2_64, 13. (.,•- l)(a-- 2)(cf2 + a; + 2). 14. ic^ + a^^

+ 1.^ 15. (u.- + l)(a;-3)(aj2-4). 16. (.i^- l)(a;- 3)(a; + 2)(a; + 4)(2x - 3).

17. (.r« - 1 )(3ar^ + 3x + 1 ). 18. 1x-by; {2x + 5i/)(4aj - 3?/)(3x+ 2?/)(7a;

-5i/). 19. {:f^+x'^ + \){2x'^-Zx + 2). 20. (a:4 + A-2 + l)(n./-2 + 10.i" + 9).

21. (x- - 1 )2(.f* + ar + 1). 22. (2ar - S.vj + 1 )(3aj'* + 2j? - 2x' + 3a; - 2).

XLIII.

1. 9a;2/4r^. 2. 4/3a-?/?f. 3. {a + h)l{a-h)yz. 4. l/{x+ 7j). 6.

{x-y)/ix + y). 6. 2(a;- l)/(a; + 1). 7. 4/(a; + 3). 8. x'/{x^-2).

9. l/(a;^ + «•*). 10. a;2-a2. n. i/(a;2y2 + g^. 12. (a: - 2)/(a; + 1).

13. - (x + 2)/(a;2 + a; + 1 ). 14. - (4a;2 + 4« - 3)/(3a;2 + 8x + 5). 15.

-2(a'2 + a;+ l)/(ar*fa;2 + a; + l). 16. (2x-- 7)/(4a;2 + 8a; + 7). 17. (5a;

-3)/(5x- + 3). 18. aV2(a;-l). 19. l/xy{x^'-'^ + y"'-'^). 20. (x^ + y^)/

{x--xy + y% 21. {x-y)/ix'^+ o:-y'+ t/). 22. {x^ + Sx'^y + Sxy^ + y^)/

{x^-T^). 23. (a;-3)/(2a; + l). 24. (a;^- 4a;)/(a;2 + 7). 25. (x'^ + Sy^)/

(a;4+io.7;27/ + 5?/). 26. {y-l)/{x + 2y + l). 27. (x+p)/{x-p). 28.

(a;-a + l)/(x-2-a;a + «.2). 29. {x-a)/{x-b). 30. a.'* + a;3 + a;+l. 31.

(a; + .?/-2)/(3a; + 27/-2). 32. (a/'- l)/(a; + 3). 33. 1 +« + &-«&. 34.

a*-'b\ 35. iSa;. 36. x^-'s^2x + l. 37. {a-b)/{b-c). 38- (l + 3a;)/

(l-2.>;-4x2).^ 39. (ar- 2a-- 3)/(a;2 + a; + 7). 40. a; + l. 41. (2a; + 1)/

(3a; + 1). 42. 7(a;2 + a; + l)/5. 43. (x'-2x + S)/(x^ + Sx^' + 2x + l). 44.

^bc/{1cr + 1,bc). 45. Multiply numerator and denominator by a ;
put

ad= bo; and the fraction reduces to c{a+ b)l{a + c).

XLIV.

1. (a;2-a; + l)/(a;-3). 2. - 2(a; + 3)/(a;- 3). 3. - 4(a;- l)/(a: + 2).

4. (a;2-16)/(a;3_6a:2 + 3.x.+ 10). 5. 1. 6. (a; + 3)/(a; + 2). 7. (a;2 + a-

+ l)7(a;2-a-+l)2. 8. x + \. 9. ?/(a;2 + 2/2). 10. (a;+l)(7;- 3)(2a;- 1)
(a;3_ar^ + a;-5)/(a;-l)(a;-2)(a; + 2)(a;--5). 11. (.f + l)7(a;2 + l). 12.

(a; + l)(a;^-3)(a;-3)/(a;-l)(ar2 + 6a;-9). 13. 2a; + 27/ + 6^. 14. z{xy-\)j
2{xy + \). 15. 1. 16. {{x-¥yf+ {x + y) + \]l{{x-yf-{x-y) + \\.

17. 22(<. 18. fa;2-4)/(a;-l). 19. 7;'.H-1. 20. Za2/(2a3- 3ak).
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XLV.

1. 1/ax. 2. -2/(a;2-4a: + 3). 3. 2x/{x^ + Sx + 2). 4. {8x'^ + 6)l{ix'^

-9). 5. {x-6)/{x^-9). 6. {b-a){a'' + b^)/ab{a + b). 7. 15/(a;-l)(K

+ 2)(2cc + 3). 8. ab{a + bfl{a-b){a^ + b'^). 9. a;/(a; + l)(«2 + i)^ 1q_

3/(a + c). 11. (18-6a;)/(£c + 3)2. 12. 4/(1 -a!^)^. 13. 24cc + l)/(aj- 1)

(a;2 + l). 14. l/(5a;-4?/). 15. 2a;3/(a;- l)(a;2_a; + l). 16. - 32(a^

+ 16a;)/(a;2_i6)2. 17. 0. 18. 4«7(a2-j2)_ 19^ 3^ gO. 2/rB. 21.

-aj2/2/2. 22. l/(a; + l). 23. (a;2 + 8j; + 14)/(a- + 2)(,r + 4)(a; + 6). 24.

xl{x^-l). 25. ^xhfl{x^-'if). 26. 6a;2/(«^2 _ ] )_ 27. xy{Zy-x)l{x^
-y% 28. 2. 29. (3^-3 + 15^-2- 71a;- 315)/(« + 3)(aj + 5)(a; + 7). 30.

(a: + 4)/(a.- - l)(a; - 2){x + 3). 31. (3aj - 4)/(aj - l)(a; - 2){x - 3). 32.

-2(2a;2 + a;-4)/(4a;2-l)(aj2-4). 33. l/(a; - 2)2. 34. (l+a;-a;2)/(l+a;

+ a:2). 35. l/(a^ + l)2. 36. - 4a'/(aj2- 1). 37.0. 38. (a.'^ + Sa-y - 6?/)/(a:

-2y){x + 2,y)(x + ^y). 39. 0. 40. 4a'/(a;2- 1)2. 41. - 8a;/(a.-2- 9). 42.

-4^a;/{(a;-jo')2-^2|_ 43. 2(3,-3- l)/{(a;- l)2-?/2}. 44. (^ + a^ + 3a33 + a;2

+ 2,x~\)l{dd^ + x'^ + \){o(? + x'^ + x + \). 45. 2{\+xy). 46. (a;6 + 15a-V
+ 15«2^ + 2/6)/aj?/(3a;4+10a;2?/2 + 32/4). 47. 2a\Zx^ + a'^)l{x^-a'^f. 48.

2a.V(a;2 + 2/2)2/(a;« _ ,/)(a;4 + ,/).

XLVI.

1. 1. 2. i/n(i/+c). 3. 1. 4. Sa.vn(?/+s-«). 5. 0. 6. -3.

7. {(joSa + 3g)a;2 - 2{p'^ab + q'Za)x + Spabc + q'Zbc}/n{x - a). 8. 0. 9.

(2a&c2a - 22a2&2)/n(6 - c). 10. 1. 11. 3a; -2a. 12. f2aa;2-22a&a^

+ Sabc)lH{x-a). 13. -2a2/^n(aj-a). 14. 3. 15. \/n(x-a). 16.

2a. 17. 2(2aa; - 2a&)/n(a; - a). 18. - n(6-c)(a;2 + 2&c)/n(6 + c)n(aj

-a). 19. (a;2 + 2a6)/n(a;-a). 20. (3 - 2a2)/n(l - a^). 2I. 1. 22.

0. 23. -9n(2/-;:)/n(a/ + ,'s-2a;). 24. (a;2 + a; + l)/n(a;-a). 25. 2a: -2a.
26. a;2/n(l+/a;). 27. 0. 28. (3 -22a2+ 2a4)/n(l -a2). 29. {2aa;''^

- U{b - c)x + 2a3}/n {{b - c)x + a}

.

XLVII.

1. 8ab{a- + b^-)/{a'^-h'^)". 2. 2/c. 3. l/(8a;2-l). 4. (a:2 + aaj + a2)/

a(2a: + a). 5. xYl'^i.^^ + V^f- 6. 2. 7. xhf. 8. (2a; - 3)/(2a: - 5). 9.

-(a;4 + l)/(a;2+l)2. n. -{2}-q){x^-pq)/{p + q){x'^+pq). 12. (a-c)/
(l + ac). 13. {h\ + c^a + a%)lcibc. 14. l/(,r^ + a;2?/2 + ^4)_ ^g^ (354 + 23^

+ 6a;2 + 2a; + l)/(a; + l)2(aj2 + l)- 16- a^ia^-b^). 17. {a^ + c^yac. 18.

l/a-?/. 19. 2. 20. -4a.-3/(a;4_i)^ 21. -2.7;2/(2a: + l). 22. - {Sa"^

+ 5a% + 6a-b'' + 5ab-^ + S¥)/{a^-b'^){a^+ ab + b'^). 23. - Aa^^ia^-b^).
24. 1. 25. a:2(aj-l)/(a: + l). 26. (a;4 + a;2 + a;)/(a:2 + l). 27. a;2/(a;2+i).

28. 2x^y*/{x^ + x'h/ + ^/).

XLVIII.

1. 15/2(a;-9) + l/2(a;-ll). 2. 1 + a2/(a - &)(a: - a) + &2/(& - a)(a; - 6).

3. 2(jt?a + ^)/(a-&)(a-c)(a;-a). 4. - 5/(a:-5) + 6/(a;- 6). 5. l/(a:-l)
- 5/(a; - 2) + 5/(a; - 3). 6. 2/3(a;- 1) -5/4(a;- 2)- 5/12(a; + 2). 7. 2/(a;
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-l) + 4/(j;-l)2 + 3/(a- -2). 8. 14/(.7--3)-13/(a:-2)-7/(a!-2)2. 9.

2/(a;- 2) -1/(^-1). 10. - l/2(.r- l) + l/2(j;- iy^ + ;r/20t;2+i). n. l/(a;

-\) + 2l{x-\f-{x-\)l{;x^+\). 12. x + '[l'6{x-\) + {2x + ^)IZ{x^ + x
+ 1). 13. l+2/3(.j--l)-(2ar + 4)/3(.»;2-h.r+l). 14. l/(a;-l) + 2/(ic- 1)^

-{x-\ )l{x^ -x + \ ). 16. {x + 1 )/(a;2 + 2.« + 3) - {x - 1 )/(.i-2 + ic + 2). 16.

- l/4(x- - 1) + 2/7(.« - 2) - {x + 9)/28(a;2 + 3). 17. l/6(.r - 1) - (a; + 2)/6
{a? + x+l)-\lQ{x + \) + {x-'2)lQ{3?-x + \). 18. l/(a^-a; + l) - l/(a;2

+ 2'+l). 19. l/2(a; -1)- 18/13(2.7- + 3) + 5(.r+5)/26(jr+l). 20. 4/9(a:

- 1) - l/18(x- + 2) - l/2(,/- + 2y- - (7a; + l)/18(a;» + 2). 21. l/6(i; -\)-{x
-l)/6(.f2 + .r+l)-l/6(.r+l) + (.r-l-l)/6(.c2-a: + l). 22. l/{u}-(v^){x

-u))-l/{u)-u)%v-io''-), where «= (
- 1 +i\/3)/2, w2= (

- 1 -tV3)/2.
23. (2x^ + 4.>-2 + 5.r + 2)/4(.r- + x + lf- (2.^3 - 4.>-2 + 5.r - 2)/4(a;2 -x + l f.

XLIX.

1. vi/. 2. (a7^)V«; V(«Vi'). 3. {xyy') i/{x/'i,) ; -^{x/yy^ 4. 1-

6. 6jr. 6. x^y''^l{xyf; ^{xy)^ 7. «. 8. '"^/x'H-'+r.-+i. 9^ 16/^15,

10. ^{xP'/y^'-). 11. x/{x-y). 12. x'^l{x-y). 13. 'sjix + y-l). 14.

^(ar»-y2)5. 16. x^-y\ 16. (4ic3 + a;)Va; ;
\/(16.:t;' +8a;5 + a:3) 17^

{x + a + l)\/{x + a); \/{{x + a){x + a + lf}. 18. V^^. 19. 2\/(a^-2/^)

;

V(4.x-2 - 4y-). 20. - {2aar/(a - x)} ^{a? -x"); - V {4o?x\a + x)/{a - x)}

.

21. \/(l/.r). 22. {2x:^ + Sx + 6)s/x; ^ {x{2x^ + Sx + 6)^] . 23. 0. 24.

x^ + x + 1. 26. «2 + 2.rV(a^-aJ-). 26. x+l + l/a;. 27. 3 + 2\/(a;+l).

28. 3-4-1 + Va;. 29. {x^+6xy + 7f)lxy + i{x + y)\/{xy)/x]/. 30. (a:-l).

31. l+a:'J/.r + 4^.r2. 32. v'S^^'C/Sl, 'v/7 = ^^343, V5 = i^l5,62o.

L.

1. 16. 2. 1/64. 3. 1/5. 4. 3. 5. x^^^x^- 6. aj^^sjx. 7. (l/a:i/2)

^^(a-j/2;9)_ 8. (xyzy^ 9. 2' 12/2. 10. a^^/s/a:*. 12. {b/a)^i/{a^^^).

13. xyz{u^zyi^. 14. {y^lx^)x^l^. 15. 1-22.

19.1. 20.1. 22.1. 23. (x/y)<^. 24. a:2(«+&+«). 26. (1/2)1/2 <(2/3)i/3.

LI.

1. -(6a; + 20 + 6/x) + (x + 15 + 15/x+l/a:2)^^^ 2. (x + yf + {x + y)-^

- 2. 3. x* - 3a;^ + bx* - 7x^- + 7x-^- - ox"? + 3a;- ^ - x-'^. 4. a; + 1 + x-i. 6. a;«

+ 2ar»- 7^-2-1 6x-6. 6.7.3^-3.3^-17. 7. (xt + a:^ y* + -i'^ 2/i + 2/^ + -r*

+ 2/* + l)/(ic-2/). 8. a^ + a^b^+b"^. 9. aj-^ + ar-'y -* + y-^- 10. xi

+ xi y* + i/'. 11. a;-a;5//*+a:'y-ic^2/' + 2/^- 12. 2(a;^-y^). 13. 2{xi

-yf). 14. 0. 15. x^ + 2 + x-K 16. (3.33 + 3i + 3)/4. 17. (l-a:2)i

{a^ - 4 - 2(a; + 2)(1 - x)^ + 2(x - 2)(1 + x)i - 4(1 - a-2)i}/a-2. 18. a,-('-i)/'»

+ a;(''-2)/"yi/'*+
• • •

+2/<'*"^"''- 19- x'^ + l+x-'*. 20. 1
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+ 5x^ + 5xi + 9x + 12xA + lBx^ + 7xi + 2x'^. 21. - {x^ + Sx^ + l)/{x^~Sx^

+ 1). 22. a!-a^-i-2. 23. 2af - Sfef + 4cl 24. V(^V^) + V(2//^) + l/2.

26. 3a;2-l + 4/V«. 27. ^^^^77+ • • • +V^\ where ^^^x, v=\/y'
28. |^*-^^^77+ . . . +77^*, where ^= x^, rj = y^.

LII.

1. x-y. 2. a\ Z. X- 2\/x. 4. Gx-y - At/. 5. 42^;. 6.

(x3+15x2 + i5a; + l) + (6x2 + 20a; + 6)Va;. 7. (a;2-20aj+ 1) + (15a; - 6)

a;^-(6a3-15):cl 9, {a^ + a'^ + \+{^-2a^)l> + lf- + 2{h + \-a-)sJh] j {{a^

+ a + l)2_(2«2 + 2a-l)6 + &2». 10. 6/c. 11. - \x'^-To:y + y''- + {x + y)

V(a.'2 + 2/2)} /a;?/. 12. l/(« - «). 13. {.>r - 2 + 2\/(l - a^'')}
M*^- 14. S

(&-c)2V{(a + J)(a + c)}/n(6-c). 15. {4a; + 2V(a-2 + aa;)-2V(a'^-«a^)}M 16. -20^ + 9' + v> + V9' + 2\/W?)/(l-i')(l-9)- 17. {2V(l-a.'-)
+ (a;-2.)V(l+a^)-(a^ + 2)\/(l-a;) + 2}/2K2 is. {(7 - 40;^) + (8aj2 + 8a;

-2)V(l-2c) + (8a;2-8a:-2)V(l+a'')-(8a;2 + 2)\/(l-a;2)}/(4a;2-3)2. 19.

{(/>-?)\/(i^ + g) + (^ + ?)\/(i^-?) + \/(2^'-2M7;/2(p^-2-)- 20. {4(2

-x)^J{\+x)-%sJ{l-x')]lx\ 21. V2. 22. V{2(a2-62)}/(«2_^2)^
23. -8S(&-c)Va-

LIII.

1. V2. 2. iV3. 3. VS- 4. 32V2. 5. 16. 6. iV^- 7. |\/4.

8. 3. 9. 2V6. 10. 30. 11. v'(3^'2«5i.<>). 12. 2^8. 13. -5V2.
14. 0. 15. 3V6. 16. -t\/3. 17. 9V2. 18. - V^- 19. |\/2.

20. tV\/25. 21. 11-314. 22. 1'568. 23. -684. 24. 8-196. 25. 1-366.

26. -303. 27. -241. 28. 3. 29. (x^- 7a- + 12) + (2a;2- 8)V2 + (6 - 2a;2)

V3-4V6. 30. 4. 31. 17/7. 32. 2. 33. -3. 34. 24 - 8V6. 35.

42 + 16V6. 36. 2-679492. 37. - tV + i \/2 +^W^- 38. (31V10
-39v'6-19\/35 + 20v/21)/121. 39. 1 + fV2 + \/3 + W6. 40. 1

+W6-W10-W15. 41. | + iV2 +fV5-W6 + ^\/10-i\>\/15
-^V\/30. 42. -(1+|V6 + |\/10 + tV\/15). 43. 2V2 + f\/5 - \/3

-iV30-W42 + |\/70. 44. tilV2 +^V5. 45. a;^ - V^a.-^ + 5^:^

-V6^ + l. 46. (a;2 + l)2-a;(a;2 + l)V2. 47. t15 +tW3 + AS\/3 + i«A

'v/27. 49. 2V3 + \/5>\/2 + \/5- 50. V3 + \/7<\/6 + 2. 51. VlO
+ V7 < \/19 + VS. 52. ^5 + l<2V2.

LIV.

2. ^\JG + ^VlO' 3. 1 + \/6. 4. Cannot be expressed in linear

form.' 5. i\/10-iVl5. 6. 2V6 + \/13. 7. V'+\/14. 8. V3.
9- -|f-|W3-|f\/5-if\/15. 10. 2V2. 11. v'7 + \/8- 12- 1-

13. i + iV6 + i\/15. 14. 3^2. 15. 10^/2. 16. 144. 17. \/{{a + h

-c)l2]+lj{{a-h + c)l2]. 18. \/p-\-\/{p-\). 119. 1 + VS - \/'3- 20.

6 + \Jh + \/7. 21. Cannot be reduced to linear form. 22. - \/6 + \/7

+ V8. 23. i +W2 + i\/6. 24. 1 + V3. 26. \/1 - \/^. 27. *^2(V2
+ V6). 28. V^27(V2-1). 29. ^/3 + ^/7o. 30. ^2{^2 + '^J1).
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+ mr»-i-mr-(wi + 2)}/2(r-l). 23. 28 -21 + etc. 25. {FP+9-if
Qp-g-iy,2g^ {Q/P}i'23. 34. 32/3 + 16/3 + etc. ; or 32 -16 + etc. 36.

JABC. 38. K37.-3
_ a^3n-3)/^^3«-6((^^3 _ ^^^3)2_ 40. a {r''+^ - (n + l)r {- 7i}

l{r-lf. 42. x= \, ?/=l; or x= l, y= -i. 43. 2, 8, 32, 128; or

135/8, 225/8, 375/8, 625/8. 44. A. P. 16, 26, 36, 46; G. P. 16, 24,

36, 54.

LX.

1. 21/(11 - 4.11). 2. 7, 63/8, 9. 3. 32/16, 32/13, 32/10, 32/7, 34/4.

4. 1/2, 1/6, 1/10, 1/14, 1/18, 1/22. 5. - 3. 15. 6, 54. 17. 6, 18, 54.

LXI.

1. £14:9:2; 20. 2. A = ^a, B= ^ffi + i6, C = ^a + ^6 + c
;

^n
{'ian'^ + ^{a + h)n+a + 2>h + Qc}. 4. 7i(?t+l)(4/?-+5)/6. 5. 7i(2?i + l)

(2?i-l)/3. 6. ahi^-ahn{n-l) + lh-n{n-\){2n-\). 7. m(?i + 1)(71 + 2)

(?i + 3)/4. 8. 22,969; 103. 9. -7i2(4?i + 3). 10. ^n{n+l){2n + \)

-Sa?^,(7^ + l) + ?^S«&. 11. ?iaa + 4(a^ + 6a)?i(7i + l) + ^&^7z,(?i + l)(27i + l).

12. C=-l. 13.7i/(?i + l). 14.1/15-1/5(571 + 3). 15. 7t + 3/2- l/(7i + l)

-1/(71 + 2). 16. 71 -19/3 -14/(71 + 2) + 40/(71 + 3). 17. 11/4 - 3/7i2- 2/
(71-1)2. 18. l + l/V2-l/\/^i-l/\/(^i + l), 1 + 1/V2. 19. 1/2-1/
(1 + \/n).

LXII.

1. 1,2. 2. 1, -2. 3. 3, 10. 4. 7, 13. 5. 11, -12. 6. 3, - 4^.

7. li, - 21. 8. 3/2, 5/3. 9. 3/5, - 5/2. 10. 1, 3^ 11. 1 ± V3. 12.

3±V7. 13. (-11±V13)/10. 14. (
- 5 ± V2)/3. 15. (25±5Vl9)/3.

16.2 + 1 17.3 + 51 18. (
- 1 + 4i)/2. 19. 7±'iV3. 20. (

- 5 + iV7)/2.
21. (9"+2i)/5. 22. 11/7, -7/11. 23. 171/2, 11/3. 24. (118±5V
5l7)/3. 25. 1, 3. 26. 7, - 1/3. 27. 1, - hfa. 28. a, - 1/a. 29.

-a + h, -h. 30. p + q±\^{p^ + q% 31. {-a-c±b)/3. 32. -ab/
(a + b), -{a? + b'^)l{a + b). 33. -pjq, -qlj). 34. -j

- c± V(2c2- &2)>/a.

35. ±7ii\/qlp\/l ; if l= q, the equation is an identity.

LXIII.

1. -2, -11/3. 3. +7. 4. -11/4; the roots are imaginary. 5.

1014; 1690. 6. p^ -32)q ;
p*^ -Gji^q + Qp^ -^q^- 7. x^-2{b + c)x +

2{b'^ + c') = 0. 8. Imaginary. 9. Real; one positive, one negative ; the
former greater. 10. Real ; both positive. 11. Real ; both negative.

12. Real ; one positive, one negative ; the latter greater. 13. Real

;

one positive, one negative ; the former greater. 14. Real ; one positive,

one negative ; the former greater. 15. Real ; one positive, one
negative ; the latter greater. 16. Equal. 17. Imaginary. 18.

Real ; one positive, one negative ; the latter greater. 19. Real ; one
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jiositivp, niii- ne^'ativp ; the fornior f,'rcatpr. 20. The roots arc real
;

ami are rational fimctions of a and /I 21. The roots are rational

functions of X, with arithmetically rational coeHicients. 22. 0, or

-36/11. 23. 1/2, or 9/2. 26. 2/V3. 26. \ = (ll/v/2)/3. 29.

X = 0; a-=± VW- 31. \{:La-b''' - alni'^La) l{1af. 33. The roots are

real when (2 - \/6)/4> ^>('^ + \/6)/4. 36. acj^ + h{a^-c)x+{a + cf:^-0.

37. afa' = b/b' = clc'. 38. b'/n'=-b/ay c'/a' = c/a. 39. rt + c= 0, or

(f-c + 4ft = 0. 40. {cn'-c'a)'* + {bc' + b'c){ab' + a'b)=zO. ^1. (cc' - aa')^

= (ba' - b'c){ab' - c'b). 44. - 1/2, - 1/2, - 5/2, - 5/2. 46. ^ = ± 6a- - 3.

LXIV.

1. 2, -4/13. 2. (-ll±4V6)/25. 3. ( - 1 ± 2V6i)/5. 4- 1,

17/607. 6. 1, (-ItVl^O/'^- 6. 0, 0, (5±V3)/11. 7. ± 3//2. 8.

- 1/2, - 5/2, (
- 3 ± 2t)/2. 9. - 2, 1 ± sJ2i. 10. (3 ± i)/2, (3 ± \/19)/2.

11. 1, -1, (-ItVSO/'^- 12. 0, -1, 2. 13. 1/3, (-3±5V3t)/6.
14. 3/2, (3 ± 0/2. 15. 0, 0,-1, - 1, - 1 ± sJ2. 16. ( - 1 + V3
±V2>J/3)/2, (-l-V3±\/2\/30/2. 17. 1. (

- 1 ± \/5)/2. 18. 2,

(5±V21)/2. 19. -1, (-l±V1^0/4. 20. -1,-1,-1. 21.1,

-1/3, (-2±2\/2i)/6. 22. ±1, ±7. 23. ± V2/2, ± 2V3i/3. 24.

± \/14/2, ± V6?72. 26. ± \/{( ± 1 ± \/3i)/2}, eight solutions. 26. 2,

1/2,-3, -1/3. 27. -1, -1, (-3±V5)/2. 28. (
- 3 ± V13)/2, (

- 1

±Vl7)/4. 29.1, {-l-\/5±\/(10-2s/5)i}/4, { - 1 + s/5± ^^(10

+ 2v'5)i}/4. 30. (
- 4 ± V22V2, -2±\/33/3. 31.81. 32. -1, -1,

-2, -2. 33. 2, 7, (9±V15t)/2. 34. 2, -4, -l±2V3i. 36. 0,

-3±\/2i. 36. -1, -1, -\±i.

LXV.

1. T\/6. 2. -2. 3. 1, 2. 4. 5, 12/37. 5. 4, 5/3. 6. 10, -2/5.

7.50/29. 8. (14±3VlO)/2. 9. (
- 1 ± V3)/2. 10. ± V2j72. 11.3/7

7/3. 12. 2-5. 13. 5, -5/4. 14. 8. 15. 4. 16. ± 1, (
- 1 ± V5)/2.

17.1. 18.-2. 19. 2±2V3/3. 20. - 10± VHS. 21.4,11/6. 22.

2, -1. 23. 5,6/5. 24. -6. 25. An identity. 26. -4 + 2\/2. 27.

-3/2. 28. 3/2. 29. 0, 3/2. 30. (-5±V5)/4. 31. 4, -1, (6± Vl4)/4.

LXVI.

1. (-1 ± ^IZi)al2. 2. (c--ab)/{a + b~2c) ; if a= b the equation is

an identity. 3. 0, ± i^/[{ab{c + d)-cd{a + b)}j{a + b-c-d}l 4. 0,

{d^ + l/^)/{a + b). 6. pq{p + q-2r)/{p'^ + g^-r{p + q)}. 6. ±{a-b)
Jibja). 7. 0, ± sj{±i)a. 8. 0, -'Ipl^. 9. [Sftct ^^26V-
abc'La\']lZa. 10. {1 ± /^/(l + 4rt)}/2. 11. ± 4a. 12. 3(6-c)(c-a)
(rt - 6)/2(2:rt2 - Sftc). 13. ± K^3 V ISa^ + ^/(^a^ - 2a26=)} . 14. and
the roots of {a + b->rC + d)x--2{a + b){c + d).r-ir{a-irb)cd-ir{c>rd)ab = Q.

16. {-2Za± ^l{'S.a'^-Zbc)]IZ. 16. 2rti/i:a,0. 17. (4(r + 6a6 - i'-j/CSa - 6),
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assuming a+ & + 0. 18. {22a± V(22a2 + 2a&)}/3. 19. The
roots of (3 - 2a2)a;2 + {'La% - 2'Ea)x + "Sbc - abcZa= 0. 20. One root is

obviously x= a.+ b + c ; to solve completely, put y—x-a-h-c, and
solve for y. 21. - {hd{ce + af) + ef{hc + ad)} lac{bd + ef).

LXVII.

N.B.—No extraneous solutions are given, and no solution which is

imaginary or renders any of the irrational functions in the

original equation imaginary.

1. 16. 2. 7. 3. -2. 4. 5. 5. (Jl7-l)fA. 6. -5. 7. No
solution of the kind required. 8. - 5. 9. 3/2. 10. - 1. 11. 2.

12. 2( V7 - l)/3. 13. J{2,jS-d)a. 14. {9+ ,^(57 + 24 ^7)1/6. 15.

4,9/4. 16. 3, 27/7. 17. V(l + 2v/7). 18. tji^jS). 19. 0, ±2^/2.
20. (a2-62)/2^(2a2 + 2J2). 21. {ps~qr)/{air-s) + b{q-p)}. 22. 1.

23. 3. 24. 0. 25. ^(5/3). 26. 1, -8. 27. 1. 28. 4, -1. 29.

2. 30. (2a2_2a&)a;2 + (6a6c-2a26)x + 2a262-a&c2a= 0. 31. {y-zf
+ {z-xf + {x-yf=Q.

LXVIII.

1. (10, 2), (10, -2). 2. (1, 1/4). 3. (6, 2), (-8, 2). 4. (1, 2).

6. (1/2, 1/6); the other solution is not finite. 6. {V(2419/7)i,

-28/323}, {- V(2419/7)i, -28/323}. 7. (3, 1/7), (1/7, 3). 8.

(2, 1), (-1, -2). 9. (1, 2), (1, 2). 10. (3, 5), (-11/9, -23/3).

11. (9, 2), (-16/11, -27/44). 12. (7, -3), (3/2, -29/6). 13. (3,

-4), (-321/94, 1031/94). 14. (5, 2), (-43/9, -26/9). 15.

(3, -2), (-2, 3). 16. {{\+jZi)al2, {1- J'M)bl2}, {{I- jU)al2,
(1 + ^3i)6/2}. 17. {(1 + V5)/2a, (1 - V5)/26}, {(1 - ^5)/2a, (1 + ^5)/
2b]. 18. {a, b), {2a -b, 2b - a). 19. (-1, 4), (-1/6, 2/3), (0, 2/3),

(-1,0). 20. (-35/2, 25/2). 21. {jSilS,{S+j3i)/Q}, {- sJZijZ,

(3 - ,y/3i)/6} ; the solution is partly indeterminate, viz. it contains all

the pairs of values of x and y that satisfy x-y= 0. 22. (0, 0) five

times over, and (2/3, -1/3). 23. {a, a), (a + b, a~b). 24. [(ab'-a'b)

{l/2{a - a') - 1/2(6 - 6')}, {ab' - a'b) {l/2(rt - a') + 1/2(6 - b')]l (0, 0). 25.

{a-(3« + 26)/3c, 6-(3«; + 26)/2c}. 26. (11/2, 3/2), (2, 5), (-2, -6),

(-11/2,-5/2). 27. (m, 1), (-2, -1-m). 28. [(1 +a&+ ^{(1 -a^)

(l-62)})/(« + 6),(l-a&+^{(l-«2)(l-62)})/(«_j)], l^l+ab- ^l{{\-

«')(l-«'-)})/(« + 6), (l-«&- V{(l-«')(l-^')})/(«-^)]- 29. (0, 0),

(31/46, 31/24). 30. (1, 3), (14/5, 15/7). 31. (5/2, 1), (-5/2, -1),

(3/2, 5/3), (
- 3/2, - 5/3).

LXIX.

N.B.—For the sake of brevity, "ambiguous signs" ( + ) are used in giving

the solutions in LXIX. and LXX. In general it is to be under-

stood that the upper signs of the ambiguities are to be taken
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together, and the lower together ; when the contrary is the case,

the number of solutions is stated. Thus "
( ± 1, ± 1) " means ( + 1,

+ 1) and (
- 1, - 1) ; but "

( ± 1, +1), four solutions," means ( + 1,

+ 1), ( + 1, -1), (-1, +1), (-1, -1).

1. {0^2-1)2/4^,0}. 2. {-3c/(3a±^/5ft), + ^'5c/{3a± ^'5b) ; x
must be positive. 3. (r)125/98, 4675/98). 4. «= - 1615/21, i;= - 815/9.

6. (±5, ±4), (±s/2/2, +9^/2/2). 6. (±1, ±2); the other two
solutions are not hnitc. 7. (±2, ±1), (±^3/3, +5^3/3). 8. (±2,
± 3) ; the other two solutions are not finite. 9. ( ± 5, ± 6), ( + 17 v/10/5,
+ 9^/10/20). 10. (1/2, 1/3), (1/15, -1/10). 11. (±7, ±l),(±i; +7z).
12. (±5, ±2), (±7/^/17, +16/^17). 13. ( + 5, ±3), (±3, ±5). 14.

(±3, ±2), (±5/2, ±3/4). 15. (±3, +1), (±31/^/197, +1/^/197). 16.

(6, 5), (-5, -6). 17. (3, 5), (5, 3), {( - 15± ^1390/4, (-15
+ v/139t)/4}. 18. (1, 2), (1, 3), {(1± ^/70/2, 1}. 19. (0, 0), (6, 3),

(9 ± J^i, - 3 ± 2 V3i). 20. (4, 1), ( - 1, - 4\ { ± v'(377/60)i - 5/2, ± J
(377/60)z + 5/2}. 21. (±5, ±3), (±3, ±5). 22. (1, 3), (3, 1), ( - 2± ;^/l7,

-2±^/17). 23. (4, 2), (2, 4), {(l±VllO/2, (l+^/lH)/2}.
24. [{3rt± ^/(12/;2-3«2)}/6, {3r/+ V(1262-3rt-)}/6]. 25. (1/2, 1/2),

(1/2, 1/2). 26. {2±V3, (7±3V5)/2}, {(7±3V5)/2, 2± ^3},
\-2±^lZ, (-7±3^/5)/2}, {(-7±3V5)/2, -2±V3}. 27.(1,1),
{(-3±Vl50/4, (-3± Vl5i)/4}, (±x/3,+ ^/3). 28. x=y=±^
[{ - 1 ± v/(l + 4r0}/2], four solutions ; oi= -v=± ^/[{l ± ^(1 - 4rt)}

/2], four solutions, [{ V(a + 2)± ^/(a-2)}/2, {^/{a + 2)+ V(«-2)}/2],
[{- V(a + 2)± V(a-2)}/2, {- ^/(a + 2)+ V(«-2)}/2]. 29. The
system is equivalent to x'^-y^= 0, :i.'^y + x^= a, together Avith

xy + l = 0, a^y + x- = a ; the former gives x= y= ± x/[ { - 1 ± nj

(1 + 4a)} /2], four solutions ; and x= -y=± ^[{1 ± ^'{l - Aa)}/2] ; the
latter has no finite solutions. 30. .'^t/^CI "t \''101)/10 ; x= -1/y
= (1± v^lOl)/10. 31. (±3, ±2), four solutions

;
(±2i, ±di), four

solutions; [± ^/{(5 + 2 ^eii)/2}, ± ^{( -5 + 2 v'6U')/2], four solutions;

[± ^/{{5-2^6lij/2\, ± vM( - 5 - 2 x/6H)/2], four solutions. 32. (1,

0), (0, - 1/2).

LXX.

1. (-5, -1, 3), (41/7, 41/35, -123/35). 2. (4, 6, 8), (-6, -8,
-10). 3. (±27/^/4629, +87(v/4629, +63/^/4629). 4. (±3, ±5,
±8). 5. (±V2i, +2^/2i, ± J2i). 6. (11/4, 2/5, 11/3), (-19/4,
- 22/5, - 29/3). 7. The real positive solution, a, b, c being supposed
all real and positive, is a(a76c)i/(»-i), h{h^lcafi(^-^), c{cyabY'("-^K 8.

[± s/{{a + b){a + c)/2{b + c)}, ± ^/{{b + c){b + a)/2{c + a)}, ±{{c + a){c + b)

I2{a + b)}]- 9. x= pbc{b-c)d/lj{'Eb^c^{b-cf}, y= pca{c-a)d/lj{Zc^a^

{c-af}, z = pab{a-b)dlXl{Zb^(?(b-cf}, where p = \, or (-1+ ^/30/2,
or (-1-^30/2. 10. (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1, -1, -1), (-1, 1, -1),

(
- 1, - 1, 1) ; the system is partly indeterminate, being satisfied by

.T= any finite quantity, i/ = 0, c= 0, etc. 11. (±a/^/2, ±a/i^/2,
±a/^f2). 12. (±6, ±7, ±8). 13. (12/7, 12/5, -12). 14. One
solution is obvious by inspection, viz. x=lllm, y= l/»?M, z = l/nl

;

put x = lllm + ^, y= llmn + 7], z = \lnl + ^, and we find ^= {lm-n'^)p,

28
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7}= {mn - l^)p, t= {nl - m^)p, where p = 1{lmn^l - ^lhn'^)j{'Zlhii^ - 2lhn^

n^J:im + Pmhi^'ZP). 15. (-40/7, 24/5, 7/6). 16. (0, 0, 0),{{2a-b-c)/S
{2b-c-a)/d, {2c-a-b)/S}. 17. x= ±5/{±a±^ + y), y= ±8/{±a±p
±y), s= ±5/( + a±/3 + 7) ; where the amlaiguities are to be taken, so

that the sign of a is the same as the sign of the numerator of x, the

sign of j3 the same as the sign of the numerator of y, and the sign of y
the same as the sign of the numerator of z, but are otherwise unre-

stricted. 18. ( ± 2, + 3, ± 5), eight solutions
;
{±2i,±3i,± 5i), eight solu-

tions. 19. {+ J6, +x/6/2, + V6/2). 20. (±1, ±1, ±1). 21. {a

+ 2abc/ ^{2a%^ + 2aV - 2iV), b ± 2abc/ ^{2b'c^ + 2b^a? - 2c^a^), c ± 2abcl

sj{2c^a^ + 2c-&2 - 2a2j2)| ^ eight solutions. 22. ( ± 4, 2, 3), ( ± 4, 3, 2), { ± ^/6,

(15-t- x/161)/2, (15- x/161)/2}, {± ^6, (15- ^IQ\)I2, (15+ Vl61)/2}.
23. a;= 2/= (-ll+ x/233)V(19± v/233)/16, z= V(19± n/233)/2 ; x=^y
= -(-11+ ^/233)V(19± V233)/16, .';= - V(19± \/233)/2 ; (2, 1, 3),

(1, 2, 3), (-2, -1, -3), (-1, -2, -3). 24. The solutions are

evidently the roots of the equation w^- 10w- + 31?t- 30 = taken in

any order, viz. (2, 3, 5), (2, 5, 3), (3, 2, 5), (3, 5, 2), (5, 2, 3), (5, 3, 2).

LXXI.

1. 2; 3. 2. 42. 3. 13, 15. 4. 85. 6. 2a2 + 3a + l. 6. 5 and
44 miles an hour. 7. 18. 8. £10. 9. 72. 10. 20. 11. 15. 12.

16. 13. 50. 14. 8. 15. 12. 17. 64 g. 18. 50 miles. 19. ^+1.
20. (V105-3)/2 = 3-624. ... 21. A 4, and B 3| miles an hour. 22.

ab\J{a? + b''-)l{a^ + ah ^b"^).—In (24) - (27), \i x be the distance of P from
the middle point of AB, and 2a the length of AB, the values of x are

as follows, positive values corresponding to positions of P in the right
half of AB, negative values to positions in the left half. 24. ± \/{a^

-O. 25. {-a{l-m)±^{{l + m)c^-ilma?}^l{l + m). 26. i-a{l + m)
±\/Ul- in )c- + 4Z?n«2} ]/(^ - m). 27. ft/2 ;

- a. 28. I f x = AH, then
x=a{-\± \/{in + l))l2n. 29.

(
V3 + l)f?/2, d being the length of the

diagonal. 30. 2(Vl3 - 2)/3 = l '07 inches. 31. (11 ± \/7)/2 = 4-18 or
6 "82 miles ; in the second case they pass the crossing. 32. If ra— c^

jab, and the distance of P from one end of the diagonal be o: times the
diagonal, then x= {1 + \J{2m - l)}/2. 33. (2y3 - 3)rt. 34. {\J2 - l)r.

35. The distances of the point from the projections of A and B are 3
and 6 respectively. 36. {h + d- 's/{2hd)]l2. Zl. The distance of P
from the middle point of AB is ±\/{\- 4m)c/2, where m is the ratio
of the given area to twice the area of the triangle. 38. If x be the
distance of the required point from the point midway between the
projections, x is given by ^{c^-d^)x'^ + ^c{a'^-h'^)x + d^-{2a'^-{-2b'^

+ c^)d^ + {a^-b^)''= 0. 39. AP= [a + c-V{(a + c)^-4&c}]/2. 40. OP
= ^{{d'-r')ln},

LXXII.

1. The radii of the circles are [(2 - \J2)a + \/{2&^ - (6 - 4 V2)a2}]/2,
and [(2-V2)a+\/{2&2-(6-4V2)rt-}]/2. 2. The sides are V^jl + V
(1- 4m)} a/4 and {1 + V(l -4m)}a/2, where m=2c^l's/3a\ 3. The
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sides are {1 ± \/(l - 4"0} n/2, {1 + sj{l - Am)}b}2, where in = cyab.

4. 4860 sq. yds. 6. 24. 6. a {b + 2 - \/{b'^ + A)} /2b diud a{b -2 + \/
(b"^ + i)} /2b. 8. If be the hypotenuse, and d' tour times the area,

the sides are Wic- + d'') + ^J{c' - d')}/2, [sjic' + d'')- sJ{c''-d'))/2.

9. {sJh-\)c/2, V(2V5-2)c/2. 10. {b±^1)a/%, (5 + V7W8; or

(3±\/7)rt/8, {S + \/7)a/8. 11. If d be the diameter of the circle, and

c2 the given area, tlie sides are
{ s/id'' + 2c-) + \/{d:^ - 2(:^)}/2, {^{(P + 2c')

- V(<^" - 2f2)}/2. 12. A, \/'a{\/a + \/b) ; and B, \/^(\/« + V^) horns.

13. The problem is impossible, unless a- -6^= 4 ; and then there are

an infinity of solutions ; we have merely to take x/y= {a±b)/2. 14.

3, 17. 15. 120, 80. 16. 36 eggs, 52 eggs ; 3s. 3d. and 2s. 3d. per

doz. 17. Eggs asyb/{\/b + \/c), a\/c/{\/b+ \/c)
;

prices 12Vc(V^
+ \Jc)la, \2\/{b\/b + \/c)la. 18. The equations for x and y are x^ - y^

-ax + by= 0, 2xy-ay -bx + c'^= ; the .r-resultant of this system

is i{x--axf + {a'^ + b'%v'^-ax) + c^{nb-c') = 0, which is obviously

soluble by means of quadratics. "When a=b, the values of x and

y are {a± V(«'- 2c2)}/2, {a+ V(«'-2a}/2 ; and {a± '^{2c' -a'')}/2,

{a+ sj{20^-0')} 12 ; these two solutions are obviously not both real

in any given case. 19. The sides of the excised rectangle are

^ {rf + ^(4rt2 - inb + d^)}, h{d- N/(4a2 - 4a6 + (T')} . In order that

the problem may be possible, these values must be both real and both

positive, and less than a and b respectively. 20. £200, £300.

21. The sides of the corner are Sa/5, ia/5. 22. \/{ace/bd), sj{bda/ce),

Jiceb/da), \J{dac/eb), J{ebd/ac). 23. d{^/b+ Ja)/{^fb- >^fa) miles.

24. Distance 46| miles, and rates of A, B, C 4, 7, and 10 miles an

hour respectively ; or distance 30 miles, and rates 3, 6, 10 miles an

hour. 25. 13, 5.

LXXIII.

1. 30,240 ; 6048. 2. 1,814,400 ; 3360 ; 201,801,600. 3. 30,240.

4. n= D. 5. /in-l){n-2) . . . {n-r+l). 6. 1:11. 7. 7i = 2r. 8.

210. 9. 300. 10. n= 2r. 11. (2n)\
; {n\f. 12. n =^ + s. 13.

(7i-l)!/2. 14. 210. 15. 5P3-4P2 + 4 = 52. 16. ,Y,-2^-p^ + ,\\.

17.3". 18. 2"h! ; 2"(?i-l)!. 19. w ! . 20. gPi x gP.^ x gPgr^ 362,880.

21. 21^5^*. 22. 4'^ 23. (4 !)2= 576, if the vowels and consonants be

given, otherwise 2iC4X.,C4X (4 1)2=17,236,800. 24. 4!3! = 144. 25.

780. 26. (/H + l)». 27. 5! 61 = 86,400. 28. 15=^
; 15 1 . 29. (2;i) !

.

30. ,C2= 28
; 8C,3 1 /2=:56

;
8C43 1 /2 = 210

; ^4 ! /2 = 672 ; ^5 ! /2

= 1680; 8C76 1/2 = 2880. 31. 8P4 x gP^x 4 ! x 3 1 = 29,030,400. 32. (2»;

+ 7i) 1 /m ! (m + ?i) 1 . 33. 3/ ; S\{plf. 34. 2^ = 32 ; 5 1 /2 1 3 ! = 10. 35

m

(81)2/(21)3= 203,212,800.

LXXIV

1. 71= 6. 2. 100^3 = 161,700. 3. i„C3:2ioC4= 2:7. 4. 7^= 12, r= 4.

6. n-,Cr-,r!. 6. sC4 + 9Cc=154. 8. 71 = 2/-. 10. 4C.jx8 = 32. 11.

nH2n-n 12. ^04= 35. 13. 10C2X /.'j x 3 ! =13.^»0. 14. nC x 9 1

= 19,958,400. 15. 21P4X5C3X 5P3 = 86,184,000. 16. ^Cg- 7i = 7/(71 - 3)/2.
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18. 2oCio = 184,756 days, -i.e. over 505 years. 19. 3'/'-4. 20. 10^5 = 252.

21. I \ m \n\l2}\q\r\{l-p)\ {m - q) ! {n - r) ! . 22. 4C.2 x joCg + 4C3 x loCg

+Ax 10^7= 360. 23.18,480. 2^.rs + 2. 25. hnn + ^^lhn-'Zlm. 26.

4C23 ! 3 ! + 4C13 ! 3 ! /2 ! = 288. 27. 3C1 x ^C.^ x 9C3= 3780
;

3C1 x ^C^ xA
X2C1X4C2X6C3X1C1X 002X303 = 907,200. 29. 12 !/(4!)3= 34,650. 30.

„Cmm ! ; nC,n. 31. (nr) ! /(r
!

)". 33. 1 + 40^4 ! /3 ! + 4O24 ! /2 ! + 4C34 ! /I

!

+ 40441 = 209. 34.26-1 = 63. 36. 12!/(2!)6= 7,484,400 ; 12!/4!(2!)^
= 1,247,400; 12 !/(4 !)2(2 !)2 1 = 207,900 ; 12 !/4 ! (2 1)2= 4,989,600. 38.

If Wn denote the number of selections +1 (corresponding to a

selection of things), then it is easily shown that '?t„= 2?/„_j ; whence
both results readily follow. 39. 28, if he must give all his six votes

;

84, if he need not give them all. 40. ^n{n - l){n - 2){n - 3)(7i - 4). 41.

2?li7l2 • ' •'>h-

LXXV.

1. -684.TV''. 2. 10,5m/x^. 3. -2268; 1. 4. 326,592. 5.

( - lyn ! {n^ - (4r - 3)7i + ^r^ - 8r + 2}/r ! (n - r + 2) ! . 6. Follows from
the identity (1 +:/•)"'+"= (l+a.''»)(l + '^'")- 9-130. 10. 360; 120; 360;
720; 1260; 5; 7. 11. 7. 13. Follows from the identity (l-r<;2)«

= (1 -xy\\-xy\ 14. 2«7 + 72«6j + 212«562+422a5&c + 352«4&3 + io5
Za4j2^- + 1402:rt3&3c + 2102a:^Z^V. 15. 252. 16. 2a6 + 62a-5& + 152a4J2

+ 302a4Jc + 202^3^3 + eOZftSiS^ + I202ft=*&cr/ + 902^2^^ + i802a262cf/.

17. -480. 18. 25,920. 19. 627. 20. -291,368. 21. -565,180.
22. 44,803.

LXXVI.

4. 2a3 + 3(& + c)(c + a){a + &)= 2a3 ; each of the four = - (& + c){c + a)

(a + &). 5. 9a + 3& + c = (Z. 7. {(«3_ i3)2/j3|2^(j3 + c3-2a=^)2. 8.1. 9.

2x2= 2;/'?/. 10. fr& + 3X(a + &) = 0. 12. The given relation may be
written \x - yf + (s

-

%Cf + {y- z)^— 0. 14. The converse is a:h= c :d^

or a :b — d :c. 16. The converse is a : b = c : d, or a : b= - c : d. 17.

The given relation is ^{l+x-y){{x-l)'^ + {x + yf + {y + l)-}=0. 22.

The given condition gives ?/ + z'^- 0?= - 2yz, etc. 23. 2A4 - 22A2B2
contains the factor 2A. 24. 2rt/(l+a) = l. A = l{amn-hnl+^fP
- glm), etc. ; D = l(bn'^ + cnv^ - 2fmn), etc. 29. The given condition leads

to 2/3 + ^3 _ ^^y^^ _ ^3^ etc. 30.' y + z= 0. 31. (a- + U^fd^ + 2ab{c^a'^ + 6%"^

-2a%-')d^ + ci'b\a^-c''){b'^-c^) = 0. 34. a^ -2ab''- + c^= 0. 35. 32^2^,

-22a3-i2a&c=n(& + c-2a). 37. If 7<= 2a', v= 'Zxy, tv= xyz, the

system becomes 21 — 0, uv-w= a, u^ + ^uv + Zio=b, i.e. w= 0, w= -a,
^iv=: b, etc. 38. On eliminating x, we get {(« - &)^ - (c - a)z}^=0, etc.

41. The given equations lead toa.*= a, y= -z; or y= b, z= -x, ox z= c,

X— -?/, etc. 42. The given condition leads to ^^nP'-V'Zxy— ^, i.e.

^2(?/ + 2)2= 0, etc. 43. 2.7j?/=0. 45. Put 2a2^^= s, then Z2^ _ (Jc

+ s)/{c-a){a-b), etc. Then calculate I!,mhi%c{b - c)- in terms of s, a,

h, c. 47. 1:1:1 and all the permutations of - 2 + \/2 : 1 : 1.
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LXXVIII.

22. 7/= 9-|(.c-3)2. 23. 2/ = 3(.f+l)(2./--l) ; turning value -27/8,
a niinimuni.

LXXIX.

2. 1 - 2x- -h 2.1-2 . < 3yio'>. 3. 1 - X -6x"; < 2/10«. 4. 1 - 2./' + 4^2
;

<8/10". 5. l-x-a^; <4/10«. 6. ^ - i.^ + f./'^ ; < 4/107. 7, i+2x
+ 2x2; <3/10«. 8. l+3.t+6.f-; <1/105. 9. 1 +6./'+18./;2 ; <4/105.

LXXXI.

1. 1-47. 2. -2-89, -1-25, 2-OG. 3. -1-77. 4. M3. 7. 1-42.

8. One between -2 and -1; another between and 1. 9. One
between -3 and -2

; another between and 1. 10. Minimum when
x- = y= 2; maximum when .(• — ?/=- 2. 11. The minimum value is 120,

corresponding to .^ = 4, i/
= 6. 12. Ali"-^ and |A1j-'. 14. The vertices of

the minimum square bisect the sides of the given square. 15. When
the trapezium is a parallelogram. 16. W^heu P bisects AB. 17. When
TAQ is isosceles. 18. ^laximum when x= i/=±5; niinimuni when
a-= -y= ±5. 19. Strictly speaking, there are no turning values. 20.

Maximum when sj2x= s^loy= ±b \ minimum when J2x= - f^loy

= ± 5. 21. AVhen the triangle is isosceles. 22. When the triangle is

isosceles. 23. The height of the maximum rectangle is half its base.

24. Wlien the edges of the corner are parallel to the sides of the page,

the ratio is a maximum ; the distance is then r^l2d, where d is the

distance of the line of print from the top of the page. 25. AD= (2
- /v'2)c/4. 26. When CL= aV^l{a?- + V^), CxM= d^hl^d' + V').

THE END

Printed hy R. & R. Clark, Limited, Edinburgh.
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